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FOREWORD

The International Conference on Millimeter-Wave and Far-Infrared
Technology In 1992 (ICMWFT'92) Is the second In the series of conferences
following the highly successful ICMWFT'90 held in Beijing in June of 1990. Initial
discussions for this series of meetings took place between H. C. Hu of the Beijing
Vacuum Electronics Research Institute and J.J. Gallagher and R. W. McMillan of
Georgia Tech during a visit by the latter two persons to China in 1984. Detailed
planning for this first meeting took place beginning in 1988, and the technically
successful and socially entertaining ICMWFT'90 was the result. During the

Is. ary session of that meeting, which w-as held in the Chinese Year of the
orse, H.C. Hu showed a slide characterizing this series of conferences as a herd

of horses following a lead horse, designated as ICMWFT'90. and expressed the
hope that similar conferences would follow just as the herd followed the lead
animal. It appears that his wish will be fulfilled, since there are now at least
preliminary plans to hold conferences in China on this growing area of research
every even-numbered year.

This conference Is recognized as a forum for the presentation of research
results from the very capable scientists and engineers at China's universities,
research Institutes, and factories, but It is an international forum in a very real
sense. At last count, approximately 95 papers from Australia, Belgium. Canada,
Egypt, France, Germany, India, Japan, Uthuania, Poland, Republic of China,
Russia, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, and United States, in
addition to 86 papers from the Peoples Republic of China, had be'n received.
The conference organizers hope that this meeting will be an effective forum for
the exchange of Ideas between members of the international millimeter-wave
and far-infrared community and that those who attend will find this exchange
useful In their work.

The venue for the conference Is the Yanxiang or "Fyinq Swallow* hotel,
located about midway between the Beijing international Airport and the city
center. The Yanxlang is a modern three-star hotel in the Chinese style. Its
location is convenient for si.htseeing and shopping, and a varety of dining
roorm and recreational facilities are available in the hotel.

The conference organizers would like to thank the Georgia Tech Research
Institute which has provided initial funding for the organization of this
conference. The U.S. Army Research Office provided funding for parfic support
of some Invited speakers from the West, and the Chinese Institute of Eectronics
and the National Natural Science Foundation of China have provided
cooperative support. The program organizers and digest editor would also like
to thank Mr. Rick Hoffner of Georgia Tech, who designed the Rrst and Second
Calls for Papers and aided In formulating this digest and the Advance Program.

M. von Ortenberg H.C. Hu R. W. McMlllan
General Chairman Program Co-Chairman Program

Co-Chairman

Braunschwelg, Beljlng, and Atlanta
May 24, 1992
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IN MEMORIAM
James J. Gallagher

p00"

1922 - 1991
Jim Gallagher was born in Albany, NY on November 15, 1922. He entered Siena College
in the fall of 1941, enrolling In the School of Business. While at Siena, he played on the
nationally ranked basketball team and was president of the sophomore class. He entered
the Army in 1943 and served until the end of World War 11, completing his tour in the
Philippines. Gallagher graduated from Siena with a degree in physics in 1948 and earned
a Master's Degree in Physics at Columbia University, studying under Nobel Laureates
Charles Townes and Willis Lamb. After doing further graduate work at Johns Hopkins
University, he worked for a time at the JHU Radiation Laboratory.

Jim was especially gifted and motivated to share his knowledge with younger scientists,
engineers, and students. He was Instrumental in estcblishinq the internc" esearch program
at Georgia Tech Research Institute and served as the first chairman of the International
Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waves, held in Atlanta in 1974. This conference has
been held every year since, alternating between locations in the U.S. and aoroad. In 1990
he was General Chairman of the first International Conference on Millimeter Wave and
Far Infrared Technology, held in Beijing, China. He served on program committees of
several other International conferences and has more than 200 publications and meeting
presentations.

Jim was a man of extraordinary warmth, a trait not evident in reading a list of his
accomplishments. He helped and encouraged many students and young scientists in
their careers, and was very generous with his time and abilities. He could be found on
many Saturday mornings In the laboratory at Martin Marietta or Georgia Tech. heiaing
some young scientist with a thesis problem or sharing his knowledge of millimeter wave
science.

iv
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tb,.4 ISollns in Pe~tdodb kna.4iarwg .3
Brook Kon.Nonlnearft*. J. Forg and F. K. Kheubi

SM'. Federal Inu$%O of lechroAogy. ZjAscth.
T7.5 3Soawnkg Radjoyn"g and Abnosphoft Sizein

Aftentiation at 3 NmmWave Band'. Pal Yuan Xu T8,5 *K@-Band NOC Guide Power 0wideeMing U Zhia,
and Yin Long Coo, Rw~lghoi Lin~vers1,' of Huth~ong Une'uw~v of Scionc and4 Tocnnotogy.
Scienc and Todwloogy. Shc'oghaf. Y1 Tbkg Coo Wuhan. P.R. Crdna
and )iij So Swn. Puope Mountain Ob~wvaiory,yT. tCWwud S a.ld? ogM
ACOdemlo Sbka. NarVg. PAR Ch*inaT. UoWvgieL&M&Lle ogM

T7.6 hiv~tgof~n o . ~and Lon Fen 0. H~thorq tUkr##wy of Science
T7.6 iInvestig ation of.ar4ndu0-( by U. , and Technology. W~hM. PA. O*%o

WOO Dimo. China Research Irwaftil of
Rodbwaw Propagaiin. QIngd30. P.R. 0*-,a

T7.7 'Ueaviserno.d of MM~mvwf Wave SotlIrbton an
a TOMW~d fth44'. Nh Huang Wu and YoO Qng
Ton. China Research~ WinsfiuM of Rochowove
Pwopo~goiion. Qkngdco. P.R. Ct*na

T7-8 Th. Us* of Aftospho&t Moleoulo Efftsion Line
for Paidy we~ nono Vsend"g of Ni. larth'
Suilooo'. A.A Shvistsov. wo#KAui of Avpilod
PhY~cs NW"e Novgorod. Runia
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Session W I Session W2

MMW Detectors Gyrotrtom
Room 1 Room 2

Preider J.T Lin 08:30 Presider: S.G. Ulu 08:30

WIV I *Widdband &nmv-Wav. Mixer with High Ir, Thou W2. 1 'NwnetWloa Slnuiion.kM of Opeffiahnri
QI. No. 16 instfl. The MVb~I~y of 09"acterWIC. Of CUPPtrOn Tube With an
Mocht~ilsw ilding and Bectronlcs indusif1*s of Anti-CýMagnetror-Type Waveguid.,

ChinaCitcull. Invftfe. )oo Min Wa*ig. Hong Thou. oad

WI.2 *DC to 120) G~z Haraonio Misers for Mitimefel Kong Shong Chen. 2heiuang unvrwooy.
Wave m Inwfnltation. A. M. Shcrvtov. J. 5 Hangfl-ou. P. R. China
Zaitssv. and A. M. Lomoldkn. Instirfuleofa Elecvrornc W2.2 *Sinulation of Nort-Adkaoblic Collfecto ft or
Meaoxemenfs (ICVARZ) Nizhny Novgorod, fRussa GyroftrWn. A.L GoKWDoreg and V.N. Monuftv,

WLS . *Detector of Millrneter Wave. Based an Insrflute of Applied Pthyscs of Acoomny of
InhemogeneoU8 E~battn Noattng. A, 1, VOklier. Srecs Nlony Novgoood. Russo
Insfltfte of Rodlophycs and Electronics. W2.3 'A Study of Hammnic Oyraf rontswith two
tKigmtov. Ukraine SinJCitWee. Hong Fu U4. Pin Thong Du. andhJon

WI A 'A Thin-Flbn AtienrxpCoupled MOM Dotec. -it of Kai Hu. UnrvesN of Epecironic Scw~ce and
mu Rodiallon. 1. Wks, K. Giies, W. Hermnann, an Tect'IoIgy of Crwna. Chengau. P-R CIOwna
F. K. KneuouN. Swiss Federal Institute of W2 - 'The Helical Cmernlov Effect and Hasmionic
Technology. Zurich. and Y. Oppigef. CSEM, Emimlon in a Modkirn' Joso Soin. Harry Diarnona
Neuchatel, Swllzerlond LOooratoone AoeohiC Morytono USA~

Wteek Breck

WI.5 *A Novel Roar omtnpeciis. Operated W2.5 *SuLbrrigirlm.4e Cyclotron Resonanco Lahws and
Fast-Response FRi Defector. A.P. Dmttrlev. %-A. Their Appitcadlons'. Yu.B. VoufyV. Yu.L Ivanov.
Em.Iyanov. S.V. Nvonov. P.S. Kop'ev. Ya.V. S.D. &AchaOkri. A.F. loffe Insthtule. St. Petersou.wg,
Tetenrev. and 1.0. Yoroshotlsy. A.F. lotte Insfftute. Russ
St. Petersburg, Rusio 42.6 'Prodwctlcn and St"d of Ax-lrcingM flectront

WJ.6 *MM-Wavo IrW S.emart ad Schtittk Diodes', Beams for Periotworw'. V.0. Yeremica. Irtsiffu - ot
V G. Bozhkov. O.Yu. Makchovilcy, T.N. Rodioptryscs and Electronics. Kharkov. Ukraine,
Korcbtyova. G.N. Mitevichus. Researchi Institute and 1.. GoWWntit. B.C. 0jLXUO.O.W Ev~iuenko.
of Semiconductor Devices, Tomsk, Russia V.P. Sazonov. R & P Corpotatricn. FWycwino. Russia

WI.7 *20 Ebdcron Gm as a fagr-wtrated anid W2 7 "Power and Sand Chioraote.ics at Autoreonrit
Mllksiretet-Wave Defectof. V.A. Pogirebnyak. Arnpliflor-PeniltoW;f. V.0. Yerermko and V.A.
0.0. Khatarneida, V.M. Volcovenlco. Insoxitte of &oxcikhovskty. Instituto of Rcioolty-sc and

gdiophysics and Electron=c. Kharkov, Ukraine Ebectrothcs. Khaarkov. Ukrc"c~
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Session W3 Seasion W4

Spectuscopy I Integvte OrcuLt
ROOM3 Rootr4

PresklerN. K MM= 08:30 Presidss L. Chong 06;W

W3 he ConoWp and Pedolomanoe of a Coalb~wus W4.1 "Design and Peitnvanse, ofa Ko-Ilind
SbbnorI Wave Spolearnoeler in the Range lalegrald aread LOW. &100 Wang. Soo Q

of 2S0 wn to 735 mm WavelenqWN. W~ted. E.A. Zhou. av4 nd 0 ",i W aML. ns of Tochvicaf
Wiogvodov. Geneual Physichs i tsik. Moscow. PhY~cs Shanghai, P.R. China
Ruelic W4.2 -Ku-and GaAs Gunn MANC vco., Inimed. ftmg

W3,2 *Teeion-Vokalofi Fit Spfabkan of -=sOW. Lcd MQO Son Wang. and Mn Ting Lin. Non*V
U4terig Xu and R. K4. Lees. UnimrVea of Now Elcfrnc Devce. "Mueut. Nan*ng PA China
Bnzwwdck. Fredeetclon. N.S., And .J.W.C. Johnis. W4.3 Vrogress inilnefer-Ware kIntgratd-CkicAE
National RaseatdiCourCU of Canada. Ottawa. ifom Antennos., tnvIltd. Yong Guc. Clemson
Canada Un~wity. Clemsn, South Cacrina.s Jig..C~hi

W3.3 *k6o.mwav. Abscphon and Complex Formation Chkao. tXantA. Potter. and Doarvc B. Rutledge.
In Some.Donoc-Acoeploc M~swe.. K.N. Abd El California Irumluto of Tectviology Pasadena,
Nojir. Mi El Saboee. and S.L Abd El Messash. Calitombi. USA
Notional Research Cenftr. COWO., Egypt W4 A *MigyimeW Wave integrated Orosig aMoed an a

W3.4 7W ~Inred Lamer Skaak Spectrascopy of 0- 11 Dielectric Slotted Wovequide. S E. Bankov. V. 0.
Methanol: Deleannaflalon of Dodd*o Dipole Vasiucov. MA. 0. Dupionuova. V. 1. Kanichev. V. N.
Moerno, G. R. &udtalcoma. State Univeafty of Korti. U. V. KLuqai0v. 1. V, Loafieniko. E. V.
New Yorkc. Oswego. NW. U&A.- R. Gopalgamy,. IRoctionovo. The Mosoow Power Engineeehg
Mulithpoalwoify, P.K. Gupta. and R. Praoad. Wasitule. mosow, Rumo
OePatmnwtl of Atomic Energy. Incore. Wxfto- R. WA 5 'Appliation of C02 Low To Fonscollon of$1loosn
M. Lees. Uniwaroty of New SuucerAck. Ivederbtion, Caol Resistve, F&Ws. A. Medvid. T. PisU J.
NA.. COada and R.R.J. Godidng. Memriaft Kovto M. OgitLa and A. Koinow. Riga
Unkvefty oftNewfounrdanmd. St. Johnis. NF. lechivug University, Rigo LOom

WIS35 S.*nbeter Mogneil. and Dielectric
Pmnnmefletiss, oOwMore-mifts O04tetsafle.. V.9.
Anodn. GAS Koalov. &.P. Labedev. AA AMui.hn
AS Puotwwwo. htfate of GeNeud Ptsycs.
Mosco0w. Ruelo

W3.6 Moe 11ihowave PhtsooOnductivit of a Gapieas
Songooandclor Pudaeed =ma Me"A of
Peosnhowa of an Einewg Ga. SQ. Gasa-zode,
EA. Sali-sov. anid GA Supelic. hncatukre of
Secrocorkctlxuloof Uicraie. loew. U~iffe

W3.7 *Ief i aNeo Pleel *n the Paimckaton
of Thermal Induin horn an Iaooopic
Seoniandmto?. AkG. K~iii and VA
Moromhienloo. hIrtittute of Semlaono~ci~cors. Kiev,

W3.8 !Iroeniusioft Seleollmon. md Abeqmplo In
Iuwiooedl&*ad~llo. R. ba.kand L
Sofow4Lrsoa.huute Of semiconaocwa Physcs.

W3.9 'Dieleaftl~ho amoladwihnd' --, ated
*An~wndm Wavolengits usig IWO
IpeokomeloW. VA8 Anz. Yu.G. Gonctserov
B.P. GorhUiov. G.V. Koziov. SP. Leedev. AA.
Volicov. hidufte of General Ph"=a Moscow.

W3. 10 'Chavokaildlondf2
Him. by wese wof WO pekaw . VA3 Mron.
Yu.G. Gorihahrov. 39P. Gorvaftv. G.V. WAo~v,
SP. Leb~ede. A.A. Voliro hkfdtu of Geneta
Pthst= Moso~w. uinda
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Session WS Session W6

Quasi-Optics Matertots/MMw
Room I Apparatus and Measuremeonts III

Presider: R. W. McFAhlan 13:30 Room 2
Prosider: U. Thou 1:30 PM

W&. 'Aogiuatis Eirietvomagnollo Sinmutation of Open
Resionaiots Loaded with Dileectric Slobs anid W6 1 'Calculictlon of S"Paorimelers of Piaon Junclionso
Periodic Gratings', Invited. Alxne I oih by 5oundary-Element! Molhod'`. B#I Song and Juni
Silkent University, Ankara, hTurky Met Pu. )Gan Jisotono University. xl an. P.R,

W5.2 'Oihilnialton Dessign and Expe~seknor toi 3 mmn China
OucaW-Optleal Power combiner ofSld-tt W6.2 'On the Elkninction of tnflngles In the PO
Sources', Chieng Tian Xue. U Ming Lei. H-ui Zhen U. Copnr olf Equhrolent Edge Cwrforis. Toner
Hat Wen Dhang. and 'ring LU, Nonka University. Ciguer. Avr'n Alttntas. Bilklent Unlvergfy: and 0
Qlao Min Waing. Tianjin Universily. P.R. China Merib Buytirdura. Middle East Tocrwiicc

W&3 'Design Frequenicy of the Near-Millmoter Wave Uinwaly. Micara, Turkey
Quad-Optical Monolithic DIode-Grid Frequency W6. *A~natys of Tramornisian ChaorclelIice o
Mulip~i~er Anay. P. J. Hwu and L.P. Sodwiecr. Inhomogismoaus Planar Dielectric Waveguldesa
University of Utah, Saft Lake City. Utah. USA Using Method of Tianter Matrie, Fu Yong Xu. Ke

W5,4 *A New Kind of CoMpound Mlcirodrip Yu ZIhco. Thong Ying Yang, and Fen U. Lanzhoau
QuaiaOpical Power Gomnbine?. Vi-Jun He anda Univofuty. Lanzho~u, P. Q. China
Quon-tRang Yong. Research Institte of EIMF ara We A "Electromognal1c Whispring Gallery Mode" in a
Microwaves. South~east University. Nanling. P.;Z Radial Layeor Dielectric Resonatoe. Yu. F. Foppov,

ChinoS. N. Kiarravsky. and 7- Ye. Yeremenka. Institu.te

at Rodioprhysics and Electronics, Khlarkov,
_________ Brock__________ Ukraine

W&.5 "A Solid-sltat Generoator with a Quailoptical W6.5 'Dimensional 0P~ctzlion of Corrugated
Dielectice Resonatoe, s. N. Khaakovsy and A. Yc. Rectangular Flexible Waveguldes in Millmestor
ignricenko. Institute at Radioptiyscs and Banid. Yoo Kun Chin, Huo Yao He. arid Y1 Xin
Electronic-s. Khairkov. Ukraine Yang. Shanghai Trannisa~on Lines Research

W5.6 Fenile and Se -Jonductol Quoadoptlicl Devices Inralftet, Sianghol. P.R. Chino
of Millmetrit and Submairreffdo Wave ftand W6,6 *A New Calibrat ion Method for "ti Fawr-Poit
Isolators, Clirouklowre. and SwicWe. Alexey A. Nsflectomesloer. Hong )Oing Wu. Do Quain Liu. and
Kostenko, Grigorty 1. Khlopov. Victor P. Chu HuaJ Pan. Zriongshan Unlverstty. Guaingou.
Shestopalov. and Urty B. Yalclmchuk. Institute of P.. CI'ita
Rodliophyscs aria Electronlics. Kh1arkov. Ukraineroo

W&7 'S"u on Giiad-Optical Spherioormoreochlettel
Open Resonator Solid-stole Oscillator, 0.1I. W6i 7 'Automallo Meosuremnent for Diebpectr
Beslow.s A.I. Firmu. A.M. Fursov. A.A. Kkidilon, Propertien of Solid Macte" al of90 Wu% Invited.
Ins~kt tof tRodliohY9cs and Electironics. Bring Sheng Q'u. Chong Jia Liu. Jlan Jun Huang.
Khiarkov. UkrineWI and Pu Man Qiu. Thongs'ion Universty,

W5.8 'The Calculation of the Transitions botween the Guanguiou. P.R. Chino
QuairlOploof Wavesguldiss. Vlodsrik K. Klm~yev W6.8 *higher Order Modes lin Co-L-f
and Toma M. Kushta. InstIlutis of Rockoproysics Chkow-siguldes!. Zhong Aiang She. Nan*V
and Electronics Kharkcov. Ukrainie Asrcion Jaut irurlflui~e. Nanintmg. P.R. China

W&.9 'A New rypo of an Open Resonator for MM- and W6.9 'Research an Imp~roving Isolation of Imm PIN
Sub-MM-Wavelengh Range Electron Devicisie. Swucth'. Chin, Thou. Yu Faing. Put Ming Fang.
V.P. Sczonov. Research and Poduction uang Chemi Wang. U Wang. and Qong Zherig.
Corpoloaton Islok'. Frycizino. Russia irustirute oftSeffiloonductors, Aademnio Sinlca.

WS-10 'frIimnle of he D11ractlan Qaaopftxc Part 1: P.R. Chino
The Main Propeil~es'. LV. Minin and 0.V. Milni.
Institut of Applied Physics. Novod~k*. USSR

W&O 'Elemrrients of the Dmoinalon Quaslopfts; Part 2:
The Malin AppsoatIone. INV. Milni anid 0.V. Mkinim
Inst#tt oftAppfed Physics. Novo*sbirs. USSR
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Session W7 Session WS

Setocpy IIsources, Source Technology 11
Doom S Room A

Fresider FJL KneubutI M330 Preskder. I T. Lin 1:3 PM

W7. 1 -FI.*ard 5pedi Endmen ker Skrole koni WS. I *Sud of a Gume OmWdoe Wotkab" in DwW
11rn. Wr,#We. Kum=o Hiao. Molond Oefen sww-.& Hm W~ b. awflag Ur*^ty.
Acad~my, Yokeai~a. Japan H~onhoU. P.R. Ct*'a

W7.2 Ineemeoewies~e &IWknsW Wave P.w and W8.2 lw*w 1irfr mmefleO of Ka-Bend Edd Line
Nornpelo Molmft. JAn So Chen and Bin Voaiaole Coe*.Be OeelhiOi. N"~ Sllan.
Hong U. Siangh Jloo Tong Univenitly. Shaghai. Canadian Sa.and Teleco. inc.. Ote~aMa
PAp. Chn Onftxw. Carlada

W7.3 *Far I Traunulemdn Spenrim of Y3apCO,4 Thin W8.3 'U-and HIONy Slaifed Gunn O*Aeore.
F&an.. A. Hoad and X. Goerlxmc Unwwevty of WInindsG. Huo Coo and A~N Ming fl=on.
Nancy. Nancy. France Un~esraty of Scienc and Techn~ology of Cftio,

W7.4 *Ab~mwllen Prepml. -alt PWewarVapor Hefei. P. R. C.hio
297.313.412.andM OW t. NI. Fua*hov and V. WSA -Wide ftng. Twhle S*qlber cyolebn
Y.L Kolkv .RadloQhil~ca Research kitl~ute. R.eonimie G~erwnanbuv Lamw OFeeAe
NWiny Novgorod. WRuela Oharotqerla ad Appllolten(. Ya.A.

Mityogin. V.N. Mozzin. SA. Stleiky,~r and O.N.
Steak Slsoanov. P.N. Lobedev Ptyitoo In~hJ~e.

Mo~ow. Rmoo
W7.5 'Appkodton ofIlS and FM Radh~lon in High

Malgnella FIMSldpedueamopy', InrMWe. N. Mlija. limik
Unh'erty of Tokyo. Tokyo..4apa

W7.6 *tpde Std fFudb~ W8.5 'Vwaradt e n rsmw for mwwm Homnio O*Adofe.
Antlerrnevegn cC=I 1'2',0 Remsewre .IWn Uu TOL.Chongqhg knslkfte of Pods and
Propeefle',V. V. Emnenko, & A. Zrogin. V. V, Te ~ommicalom hon qig DoeWu.
PM*o. Yt G. Po*iwnkch. and V. V. Swhcdov, on)a ogTn.Uieiyof lcwl

IsiuaoLow Tempemkrol~e Ptiv andscec n onigyCIQ .PRCha

Enginee~g, Kharktov. Ukauone W8.6 'Siporde Waves In Peemled Ilruebwe. AA
W7.7 *E4.ewn Mbi mmn Lo on l~ a SuQOiglov and V.0. Koroley. iniflute of

UmAnslIof awalaeads. E. y0 Kogan and N. E. Rodlophyscs aid Electronics. Khaiv. tkraoln
Mokwk-ch. Pedagogical Ins*f~e. Samara. Ruela WS.7 'i~ghly fale Ke-land GaMs Otm hilmdrip

OwmaleC h~te. Do Do 3m, Von Moo Oong.
Hong Get Qln. On Qkri Tong. Ad Ling flang.
)Aoo Pang Sun. and Kai Shoo. NanpV Electonk:
DOeviesndkile. Nan5ng. P.R. China

WS.8 'Open hBeaemm" wleb MaI " I * Lao lee'. I.G.
Kixrl~etrwv. A-A Kodwko. GA. *Q*xmei V.P.
Shescopolov. U.V. Ydobnol*k. kwd~tue of
Rodio;3hycs and Electronics Khalutv Ukraine
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Thmsday AM August 20,1992 Uh~sday AM August 20, M2
Session Th I Session Th2

Applicullons/Sydtrns I Sources, Source Technology INl
Room I Room 2

Prodider. S.1 U 08:30 Presider F. J. Liao 09:30

ThI. 1 The Qwdl or Anhwa Elrien.tsoVAia W cidend Th2. 1 -A ThWe.-COWv *O1OfM~le K~dron AnfUe?. H.
Mullumation fhaeod Aftaye. Invited. N. Fourlds. C. Chen,. A.& Siar. andi V. M. Atm.. Nowil
Dotence Science ond roctnoiogy Organleation, Suratce WariZ Cente, VIAits Oak. MO. USA
S~afuy, South Ai~dio Th2.2 '3 mmn SOW (75 - 110 af 11141 $weep

Th).2 -049 Ifragle Proceed" Toavmlqugefor UMCW 0 soliMet boveiopmmd¶" Y* Mel Zhu andU
Mi11moter Wave Nadar, Song 14.a He. Gul Rang GagI Xu, Soong Vacuum~ Eleclonic Do%*--*
Quo. Qu #uwVG uo, ndWel Thong.Changdv RemarCt IhsSue. 8.*Vg. P.R. China
Instituto of Technology. Hunan. P.R. Chilna Th2.3 'Tod of VAIC-d (I no*~ Wilmotot.Wave Soutce'.

Th1.3 Ihe Lonogerav leddla01in AMaui Subdbwg at SWi Fang Yang. Southwest Irtlturie of Ap~illed
bDered Aliglee'. H. Nowak~ and K. Cama, magneftci P.R. China
Technica Univenfly of Wrocalw. Wrodaw. Th2A ,aubWee-wAVWO Inleahoft-Lo~ked lieqiancy
Poland Divirer. Ru Shon Chien, Ming Song Sun, and

ThIA. *Anaydeof at~i~ oflft al S on Apoitut. with X)ng Guo U. East China Wnsftute of lechnology.
IOEM. Ka0 Ma Huang andl Yong Xue Yu, Sichuan P.R. China
Univerefy. Cheng4.a. P.R. Chin Th2 5 In.wedlgalaa of the Cacthode for #A11imnefor Wave

Tube'. IN awng Thou and Aj Ju Chen, Soong
___________________________ vea.Mwn Elocftwcan reCch Wt'Stut. Soog.

ThI 1.'A Function of'- Lofraln*Alan 3pectnan and PA______China_______

Neural Nohwo~s i O h vetIage Handlee?.Y 'ti n, slok
Deom nent of Space Physcs. Wuhan Univertsty.
Wuh~an, P.R. China T112.6 'eWaA Syrk h~ atw o RF Window ftr MUM eWs~

Th).6 -Appkodlon Wf hbNieter-Wave Roas fI- In" J. L Thon and G. J. Su. Seong Vacuumn
Truleatoy Megafoemntof Gtune. Guano jin Eioctonics Re-xcxS hanmute. Sellig. P.R. China
Thong. Won )(1og and J1 Guang Wu. East China Th2. *Mllbneier-Wave Syihodwoee. GJA. AlOVAie.
INstuM1 0tT*0Vnology P.R. China 0.G. Alikion 0. P. PovktoVy. E. M. Kayadin. V. P.

Thl.7 l~'Jnvems Human fb* king. d 6411mefr Wavoee. KQ~cov. and A. F. Kum~ov. hInstit oftEloctonic
Won Thou Huong. Fu Chang moo. ana Jin Then Mocametnente(KARZ). NWww Novgofod. Ruelo
Hong. Fiwlon Light Incdusty Instiute. P.R. China ThIS *Negaivo Noh Poquency conidoftly in

Th 1.8 'TestkV System f.u High Jecatioln 0lailMWWav. Subryicson ll.mfoondcor Shodw~, V. M.
Darkwraam' Dong A1 Wong. Dun Fu U. and Yuan Yakcovenko. Institue of R1ocophysics and
Zhu Oou, Uinvervity of Science aid Techniology EiectionJcs. Kharolv. Ukroho
of CUnM. HOWe, P.O. Ch'ina 1h2q 9 san Daoi Idn beams in 0-7y"e Doeul" ae h

Thi .9 -An Iuwedtgdton of We. 0 Channel Coups"g and O~d~but.d 106roction% GA. Aemeev. Insiltule of
"M If Space Coup*Ing ha Muallchannoi RoCOWOYocs 0'4 Electroncs. K(harkov. Ukraine
kmllngeer-Wava System'. YO Ming Wang.
Luoyang Oplooloctronkc hintftute. Luoyang. P.R.
Odno
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Thwsday AM August 20.1992 Thumday AM August 20, 199
Session Th3 Session Th A

Atnwqosphed Effects III MategiajLsWA Apparatus &
Room 3 PMasuwnients IV

Preskier. Y.P. Wang 06:30 Room 4
Presider~ It Fourlds; 06em

ThM. woudkis c aid Vnift at misimmo.-Wave
Propagdlon mid Related MoeoaveoiM Ova. a *ug1'foowlike -d Andoydsal Qami4W
50 rn FW kA. C.J. C-bbh Ruhrfr 7anwindwie lhiejinong andJ~un"eFu.
Appleton Labox"o~. Cheln. United W4Wngo Wan. jiactong Unhkdtly.Wan PAL China

TK3.2 WMl~sallon arbd Depolaskation for 3 nun Wave 7h2 Exc gk~u kdgo 6quali.jj ul orO
land bltied by Iin*. Invitedl. J1 Yig Hutanfg Mode S itnallo saffned GulideePM..
and Yri PingWarV.Xkdhan Univently. JI'an, P.R. Rarniakrm and 0. Chadha. inciln Irwakt tof
Chia Tecnoogy. Now Do". WwdO

Th5.3 '3 mmn tamwave Ralndmeto and Sky Th4.3 *AnEa of kelbsind.. WaOe M5 On)n Soah
Maiadomelile Ternperdue. ftomiV. ZU Yinf Mew-er M inwerie.a Wu. Fang Yang,
Dag and Jun. Oong. Huangzong University of Sautnh~ Inrsitf of Applied Mognefts. PA..
Science and Tedvwioogy. Wuhian. P.R. ChinoChn

Iseak 'Sw Ajd Coiorihg Chimshiddlc
Paowmeros Callookug AJgoltmw fa Mot

ThSA Won. Cslo 5oluion at RanA5 na o Trawwwriullon Line hin co nd IiW Wave hmo..
M~ineler VWave.. Du'n Sen WU. An Yon. ari U R. K. Slanod.iutwldcy. Midliuof Elelonle
Hong Chen. Xkdan U.*nitodY. mci. P.R. China Measureen OCVARZ). NU"~ Novoorod. Runio
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SUB-MILLIMETER MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY WITH
PRIMARY RADIATION SOURCES

Andrei F. Krupnov
Radiophysical Research Institute

Institute of Applied Physics
Russian Academy of Sciences

Nizhny Novgorod, 603600, Russia

ABSTRACT

In this paper we present spectroscopic results obtained with radiation
sources operating at fundamental frequencies up to greater than one terahertz.
These sources are powerful, tunable over broad bandwidths, and have excellent
spectral qualities. Absorption spectra of several molecular species measured with
these oscillators are presented and discussed.
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RESEARCHES OF MM WAVE PROPAGATION IN CkIUA

M. G. Zhang

(China Research institute of Radiowave Propagation)

ABSTRACT

Researches in ihina are outlined of mm wave propagation, including the main

research units and the main measurements and studies of rain attenuation,

rain caused depolarization and rainfall characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTIO1

Researches of mm wave propagation began in hhina in the late seventies. The

rneamurements were made previously at frequence• ueIbween 10 and 40 GQz, and

now are made at frequencies up to about 100 GHz. The main items are rain

attenuation, rain caused depolarization and rainfall characteristics. The

effects of atmospheric gases, clouds, sand and dust-storms and scintillation

are measured as well.

2. RESEARCH UhITS

Tne main research units are Jhina Research institute of Radiowave Propaga-

t:on (ZRIRP), Xidian University (XIDIAN) and ounarI University (WUDA).

CRIRP has a research center special for mm wave propagation- Q•ingdao

Research Center. The Center has a terrestriai patn svstem operating at 12,

25, 33, 72 and 94 GHz, an Earth-space system consisting of an Earth station

for Satellite BS-2 and a 35 Qiz radiometer, and a meteorological system

consisting of a rain radar, a rain. gauge netwcrk and a particle measuring

system. Figure I is the illustration of it. The Center organizes some

measurements also outside Qingdao for other items, e. g. sand and dust-

storms. At the main body of CRIRP, multiple frequency measurements of rain

attenuation were made also on a terrestrial path for several years, and

absorption and radiation of atmospheric gases and cloud attenuation have

been measured in tke lest. years. TypicAl measurements and statistical

analyses of rain intensity have been made for the whole country.

Department of Physics of XIDIAN has made measurements of rain attenuation

and rain caused depolarization, at 35 GHz with relevant rainfall measure-
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ments on a terrestrial path in Xian, and now inatallea a 94 Qiz system.

More theoretical studies were made there.

Department of Space Physics of WUDA measures rain attenuation on a slant

path using a 35 Gkz radiometer in Wuaan, and statistically analysec rain

intensity data for the whole country.

In addition, some other units are involved in measurements of atmospheric

gases effects.

3. MEAU'JREMENTS AND STUDIES OF RAIN. ATTENUATION

Rain attenuation has been measured on terrestrial paths in Xinxiang,

•ingdao and Xian and on slan' paths in Beijing, t4ngdao, Wuhan, Taibei

and Hong Kong, Rain intensity oeing measured simultaneously.

The examples of long-term statistics of rain attenuation an4 relevant rain

intensity for terrestrial paths are given in Table 1 for Xinxiang(] and in

Figure 2 for Qingralo[.

L'he long-term statistics of rain attenuation ana relevant rain intensity for

slant paths are given in Table 2.

Relevant studies have been aone for the preaictioa models of rain xttenu-

ation by CRIP 1 3•, XIDIAN1•414nd WUDAt5l, ana tne existing typical models

tested %gainst the Chinese data. As seen from Figure 2, the mocel in 4AilR

Report 338-6 is in reasorRole agreement with the measured results in

Qingdao. Using the testing variable presented in CCIR Report AA/f, with the

Chinese data for slant paths, the mean error and the standard deviation

of the model in CCIR Report 564-4 are found to oe 7, and 36%, respectively.

for 0.01% of time.

4. STUDIES OF RAIX, JAUSZD DEPiLAkRdZATI0r,

Rain caused depolarization has been studied by XIDIAIN and CHIRP. On a 2.2

Km path in Xian, measurements have been made at 35 Ghz with a linear

polarization of 45* , relevant meteorological factors being measured or

collected for Xian. Using the first order scattering approximation, the

rain intensity data of ten years and the measurement result of rain drop

canting angles, the statistics of cross polarization discrimination (xp1'

caused by rain for Xian has been estimated as shown in Figure 3
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Further estimations are made recently for 94 (iUz, taaing into account the

effects of incoherent and multiple scatteringf 7' 81.

5. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES OF RAINFALU

In addition to the simultaneous measurements of rain intensity with propa-

gation experiments, analyses of the statistics of rain intensity have been.

made by 'RIDP and WUDA based on the data from the conventional meteorologi-

cal stations all over the county. The statistics of rain intensity for

several tens of points, the contours of rain intensity for 0.1% and 0.019L

of time and twelve rain climatic zones in ihina have been drawn.

Figure 4 shows the contours of rain intensity for 0.01% of time(9i.

Additional meaL rements have also been maae in Xinxiang, Nanjing and Guang-

zhou for the conversion of rain intensity data with different integration

time. According to COIR Report 563-4, the conversion factor of the Sattis-

tics from 10 minutes to 1 minute can be written as

-. ()-apb` (0.001% -, P s

wnere P is the percentage of time for wnacnr the rai.n intensity is exceeded,

a and b are found as listed in Table 3

An analysis based on data from over twenty typical points shows that the

relationship between the worst month and the annual statistics of rain

intensity in China is

P = 0. 22F," 1 6

where P and P. are the time percentage for annuai and worst month statis-

tics, respectively.
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Table 1 Long-term statistics of rain attenuation

and relevant rain intensity in Xinxiang

path length: 2.5km pol.: horizontal

F-req. Period Rain attenuation in da (rain intensity in mm/h)

(GlHz) exceeded for percentages of time (9)

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.006 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.1

12.1 80-84 6.3 5.8 5.2 4.0 3.5 2.6 2.,O 1.9 0.9

25.3 84 14.0 12.7 11.5. 8.8 7.6 5.7 4.9 3.0 1.5

33.5 80-84 30.0 2)6.6 24.8 20.5 1625 11.0 9.4 6.8 4.8

(98) (82) (71) (51) (42) (26) (21) (14) (9)



Table 2 Long-term statistics of rain attenuation and

relevant rain intensity for slaat vaths

1 station Lat. long. height Sat. frog. Slev, pol Years

Beijing 40eN 116eE 0.05kim SIRIO ll.5GHz 20.5' C 2

time 9t 7E.-3 IB-2 2E-2 4E-2 7E-2 i.E-I 2E-1 4l-I

A (dB) 24.0 22.8 19.9 14.6 9.0 6.0 3.2

R (mm/h) 87.0 80.7 63.0 40.5 23.6 15.0 6.0 2.3

2 station lat. long. height Sat. freq. elev. pal. years

Qingdao 36"N 120*E 0.10km BS-2 12.0Ghz 46.7 C 2
time % 1F-2 I-1 IEO

A (dB) 13.0 10.4 3.8

R (mn/h) 68 13

3 station lat. long. height Sat. freq. elev. pol. years

Wuhan 30.-5N 114.4*E 0.08km RAD 35.3GHz 50.00 V 1

time 9V 1E-2 It.-i 3E-I 1Ec

A (dB) 10.6 5.4

R (nu/h) 78 21.0 7.5 2.9

4 station lat. long. height Sat. freq. elev. pal. years

Taibei 25.1 N 121.60E 0.00Km RAi 1l.6Gktz 20.00 H 1

time 1E5-2 1L-1 25-1 4F-I 7E-1 CEO

A (dB) 8.5 5.7 -3. 2.7 2.2

R (mm/h'" 80.0 43.0 34.6 26.1 19.3 15.0

5 station lat. long. height Sat. freq. elev. pol. years

Hong Kong 22.2"N I14.2*E 0.00km RAD ll.6Glz 20.00 H 1

time % 1E-2 2E-2 4E-2 7E-2 I5-1 2E-I 4F-1 7E-I IEO

A (dB) 12.0 8.1 5.5 4.0 3.3 2.C 1.2 o.S 0.6

S(ram/hl' 83.0 64.9 47.9 37.4 31.6 15.7 7.7 4-.3 3.C

Table 3 Conversion parameters

a b

Xinxiang 1.0357 -3.54E-2

Nanjing 1.1006 -3.525-2

Gua=gzhou 1.0496 -5.87,-2
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NOVEL STRANGE AND ULTRASHORT-PULSE MID- AND FAR-INFRARED

LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

Fritz K. Kneubiihl

Infrared Physics Laboratory
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH), CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

Tel. (1) 377 23 40 Fax (1) 371 59 89

The realization of powerful SOns- pulse TEA [I] and hybrid [21 10 Ami CO 2 lasers [31 and

far-infrared gas lasers pumped by CO2 lasers [4, 51 in the early seventies gave a drastic

impetus to the further development of mid-and far-infrared lasers. In the meanwhile these lasers have
found wide applications in basic and applied research. Thus, these lasers helped to study and to
understand new basic laser priniciples as well as to develop ultrashort-pulse mid- and far-
infrared laser systems with pulse durations in the pico- and femtosecond range. The following

reviews the recent development in these fields of research as well as applications.

The broadband optical feedback by standard laser mirrors does not provide longitudinal mode-

selectivity [e.g.61. Longitudinal mode selection is achieved e.g. by axially periodic laser structures
called distributed -feedback (DFB) lasers [6, 71. In these lasers which were introduced in

1971 17, 8], a frequency-dependent feedback distributed over the laser axis and originating in the
Bragg effect replaces the feedback by resonator mirrors. Today, DFB is widely used in dye [7, 81
and semiconductor [91 lasers. After many attempts DFB was also realized in gas lasers [10, 11], i.e.
in optically pumped far-infrared gas lasers with periodically corrugated waveguides. These lasers

permit to test DFB theories [12, 131 and remarkable DFB phenomena, e.g. nonlinear phenomena and
in-gap modes in DFB lasers with interrupted periodic refractive index modulations [6,14] which are

now of interest in semiconductor lasers [15]. -

A strange modification of DFB lasers are the helical-feedback (HFB) lasers [6, 16-191 which

exhibit an axially helical structure instead of the axially periodic structure of DFB lasers. As

demonstrated by group theory [16-18] the feedbac& in HFB lasers represents a quasi-Bragg effect.
The first proper HFB lasers in operation were optically pumped gas lasers with helical oversized

metallic waveguides ]16-19). Another kind of DFB laser consists of mixture of a laser dye with a

cholesteric liquid crystal [6, 13,201 which in the laser-wavelength scale exhibits the symmetry of the

continous symmetric double helix [17, 181. HFB represents a rather sophisticated optical feedback in

lasers.
.9.



A successful scheme to generate single intense picosecond 10 pm pulses represent the
"Optical-Free-Induction-Decay" or OFID-10 gtm CO2 laser systems first realized in 1974 [21,

221. These systems consist usually of a hybrid or TEA CO2 laser, a laser-triggered plasma shutter,

and a cell of hot C02 gas acting as OFID spectral filter. The plasma shutter first truncates the 50 to
100 ns pulse. The subsequent hot C02 cell transforms the truncated pulse into a ps pulse by OFID.

Hitherto, the OFID systems suffered from the unreliable performance of the plasma shutter which
drastically reduced their range of application. In the meanwhile, new designs of plasma shutters
improved performance and reliability considerably [23-25]. As a result the new OFID laser systems
generate reproducible single, intense laser pulses of 30 to 300 ps as well as 50 to 100 ns pulses
truncated without jitter within 10 ps. Just recently [261, a new type of 10 pm OFID-CO2 laser

system was discovered which uses far-infrared laser gases, e.g. CH3F, as OFID spectral filter
instead of hot CO2 gas. This very promising new laser scheme is now under investigation.

Verification and evaluation of single 10 pin pulses shorter than 0.5 ns requires an autocorrelation
measurement, e.g. with a Michelson interferometer followed by a nonlinear material for 2nd-
harmonic generation. Hitherto, single crystals of GaAs or Te served as nonlinear material. Recently,
it was demonstrated that polycristalline GaAs, ZnSe, CdTe work as well in pulse-autocorrelation

measurements with less optical adjustment [27, 28].

The single 30 ps to 300 ps 10 gim OFID-C02-laser pulses are predisrinated for testing so-called

fast mid-infrared detectors. Consequently, a comparative test with these pulses on pyroelectric
detectors, non-resonant p-Ge Detectors and resonant photon-drag detectors made from Alx GaI-x
As/GaAs multi-quantum-well systems was performed to examine the present detector theories [291.

The reproducible single 30 ps to 300 ps 10 pum OFID pulses as well as as the 10 ps-truncated 50 ns to

100 ns pulses of 10 trm wavelength open new aspects on optical pumping of far-infrared -
laser gases. Besides the generation of ultrashort subnanosecond far-infrared superradiant

emissions [301 they also permit the observation of two-photon noise-initiated fluctuations of Dicke's

far-infrared superradiance [311 and other exciting phenomena.

Finally, the single ultrashort far-infrared pulses are presently applied to high-Tc

superconductors to gain further information on their exciting and complicated features and to test
their potential as far-infrared detectors.

. 101-
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ABSTRACT

This paper gives a method to use the optical fiber network to control the
phase and frequency of PET oscillator independently. In the phased array
antenna,there are thousands of MIMIC transmit/receive(T/R) modules.This technique
can be used to synchronize the frequencies for all the modules and to adjust
their signal phase individually to make the beam forming and steering easy.

I Introduction

The new generation of phase array antennas are very important to the airbone
and space-based communication and radar systems.This new generation of antenna
systems operating at mm-wave frequencies (20 GHz and above) will be composed
of independent and spatially distributed MIMIC T/R modules(lJ.One of the fomida-
ble challenges in the phased array antennas is the frequency synchronization of
the individual T/R modules using the optical fiber networks.Recent years,an
increasing interesting has been paid to the light effects to control the various
functions of the FET's,which includes frequency,phase and amplifier gain con-
trols(3-9].Optical control not only proides the light coupling medium,but also
allows the control signal to be d'stributed using optical fiber network.This
offers advantages,especially where electrical isolation and immunity from elec-
tromagnetic interference are important requirements.There are three methods for
the optical frequency and phase control of PET oscillators, i.e. the direct
injection locking,indirect injection locking and phase locking.

In the direct optical injection locking,the reference signal is distributed
through the optical fiber network, the modulated optical signal which carries
the RF reference is used to shine on the active area of FET.Because the nonlin-
earity limitation of the optical fiber network,the transmitted RF signal is weak
and not enough to make PET oscillation stable,therefore the indirect injection
locking can be used. In the indirect injection locking,the transmitted optical
signal will return to RF signal first,then is amplified to some higher signal
level and used to electrically irjection locking the VET oscillators(S] or use an
injection locked oscillator to serve as an interface between the optical feed and
the T/R modulefll).

Optical injection locking of oscillator in principle is almost identical to
electrical injection locking.From small signal electrical theory,the locking
range A f L can be related to the injected power P , the oscillator output power
PoFr and the oscillator external Qgt by (12,13]

f=fepr _Pi (1
" e/P...........................

here the optically shifted unlocked operating frequency of the oscillatorf.opr

*13.



corresponds to the natural frequency of the illuminmated oscillator. P;Ai is the
equivalent electrical power generated by the absorbed optical signal.

There is a phase angle between the oscillator signal and the in3ected sig-
nal.Under the locked codition,df/dt-O and

G - arcsin(2Af/-fm) .... ........................ (2)

where Af-fopr-f;,q is the opticall; controlled difference frequency between the
operating frequency f opr and the injected frequency f; .This phase difference
can vary widly between oscillators due to manufacturing tolerancea.In the phased
array antenna applications,it is necessary to lock the phases of a large number
of oscillators to a single reference.Therefor,the phase locking technique must be
used to make the phase synchronization.The beam forming for the phased array
antenna requires adjustment of both amplitude taper and phase taper(141.

The optical phase locking method and test result will be described in
following section. The phase adjustment method is also given to meet the beam
forming and steering requirement.

II Optical control of frequency and phase
for MW/MMW FET Oscillator

Fig.1 shows the linear phase locking loop and phase adjustment diagram.The
reference signal is transmitted by the fiber optical link system to the phase
detector and compared the phase with that of PET oscillator signal. The pnase
error signal will pass through the filter and feed back to the PET
oscillator.When the frequency and phase of the PET output signal is exactly
equal to the frequency and phase of referece signal, the PET oscillation is
locked to the reference signgl.If the phase of referece signal is changed, the
phase of the PET oscillation musc follow this change.This is the wE{ to control
the phase of the PET oscillation.In this test, a stretch line is used to as the
phase shifter and inserted between the reference signal generator and electro-
optic modulator (EOM). This arrangement means the phase control component can be
put on the control board and seperated with the antenna array board. A phase
detector is used to checkthe phase change of the PET oscillation when the length
of the stretch line is changed. Fig. 2 shows the optical phase locked PET
oscillation output signal spectrum.When the length of the stretch line is
changed,the PET oscillation frequency is not changed.So the phase and frequency
of PET oscillation can be controlled indepently.Fig.3 shows the measured result
for the PET oscillation phase change when the length of the stretch line is
changed. The stretch line can be changed to move the straight line on the oscil-
loscope to its highest position, it is the start position for the master signal
phase change.Then the stretch line can be continuously lengthened or
shortened,the straight line on the oscilloscope will move down until to its
lowest position if the length change of the stretch line is half of wavelength.
The upper straight line on the oscilloscope is for 00 phase shift of the
reference locking signal. The lower line is for 180' phase shift.

II: Discussion and Conclusions

The beam forming and steering technique is the key point for the phased array
antenna application. The optical beam forming generally can fall into one of
the two areas:fiber optic beam forming networks (BFNs) and optical processed
BFNs[15t.In tte fiber optic beam forming networks,the variable phase shifters and
variable power amplifiers must be inserted to create an array aperture with the
approperiate phase and amplitude distribiition.A programmable optical fiber delay
line or other phase shifters can be used in the fiber optic beam forming net-
works.Most phased array antenna architectures studied so far put the phase shift-
er on the antenna board,therefore the light weight and easy operation are re-
quired for the phase shifter.The optical phase locking of PET oscillator tech-
nique described in this paper not only makes the frequency and phase synchroniza-
tion for all the T/R nodules,but also can separate the phase shifter from the T/R
module.The phased array antenna board can be simplified.
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A NEW MILESTONE OF ACTIVE DEVICE-VACUUM
MICR )ELECTRONICS AND ITS PRELIMINARY
RESEARCH IN P. R. CHINA

Han C. Hu
(Beijing Vacumin Electronics ewOsirCh Insb e)

Guang Yi Liu
(Sleclvonius Research Insibite.hinese Acaderny of Sciescea)

HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVE DEVICES

FACTORS PAVING THE WAY & FACTORS LIMITING

THE DEVELOPMENT

1. Vacuum Triode
In 1906 Lee DeForest invented the electrostatically controled vacuum triode. The factor paving the way was
the Edison Effect in 1883 which discovered the source of electrons. The principle of electrostatic control has
bzen employed for the development of receiving tubes. transmitting tubes and gas-filled tubes operating in
the long wave.medium wave and short wave wavebands. The limiting factors were the transit time taking
by the electron to traverse the cathode to anode space, lead inductance and interelectrode capacity. These
factors become serious at a frequency of 300MHZ.-==tm).

2. Microwave Tubes
In 1939 the Varian brothers developed the klystron and in 1940 Rardafl &. Boot developed the multicavity
magnetron. The factors paving the way were research in 1930s on studies of waveguide transmission, elec-
tron motion in crossed electric and magnetic fields.velocity modulation and electron bunching,incorporation
of the resonant cavity into the tube. The new principles circumvented the limitation imposed by transit
time ,lead inductance and interelectrode capacity, thereby providing the means of generation and amplifica-

tion in decimeter and centimeter wavebands. Microwave tubes encountered limitation in millimeter wave-
band owing to the small size of the structure being of the same order as the wavelength. The consequences
of small size were difficulty in power dissipatiuii and difficulty in fabrication.

3. Semiconductor Devices.
1948 was the year of the advent of semiconductor. The factors paving the way was the employment of
diode crystal detector in radar during second world war 9d its study in depth after the war with the mea-
surement of surface potential distribution. The current control effect was discovered when the measuring
probe was very near to the p-n junction lead serving as the emitter. Semiconductor promoted the miniatur-
ization of electronic equipment, however. it was limited by being unable to withstand high temperature and
strong radiation.

4. Laser Devices

1960 .vas the year of the advent of ruby solid state laser and le--Ne gas laser. The factor paving the way
was the study of Maser (Microwave Amplification By Stimulated Emission of Radiation) in the 1950s.
Maser entployed a microwave resonant cavity to support energy level transition in microwave waveband.
Similarly laser employed an optical cavity to support energy level transition in visible light waveband. Laser
was limited by the fixed frequency determined by energy difference in a transition.

5. Integrated Circuit
17'



1960s were the years of advent of integrated circuit which made use of thin film technology to integrate

semiconductor and L.C,R into a circuit. IC developed rapidly through the stages SSI .MSI,LSI, VLSI, VH-

SIC continually advancing in the scale of miniaturization.

6. Cyclotron Resonance Maser(CRM)
1970s were the years of advent of CRM which was a device in which electrons interacted with fast wave
using the relativistic change of mass with velocity to achieve phase bunching. This principle circumvented

the limitation of structural size being of the same order as wavelength, thereby providing high power in mil-
limeter and submillimeter wavebands.

7. Free Electron Laser(FEL)
1970s were the years of advent of FEL. A pumping electromagnetic wave is scattered by a relativistic elec-

tron beam traveling in the opposite direction. The wavelength of the scattered wave depends on the wave-

length of the pumping wave and energy of the e-beam. Thus FEL provides high power in submillimeter

waveband and its frequency is tunable.

8. Vacuum Microeie,.tronics(VME)

In 1988 at Williamsburg, Ist Vacuum Microelectronics Conference heralded the advent of VME. The fac-

tors paving the way were study of field emission in the research of vacuum breakdown, microfabrication

technology in developing microelectronics and observation of micrometer dimensions with electron micro-

scope'. This new device circumvents the previous limitations with potentiality of miniaturization to nano-

electronics as weU as capable of withstanding high temperature and strong radiation.

THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR IN THE M!NIATURIZATION

OF ACTIVE DEVICE-CURRENT DENSITY OF

ELECTRON SOURCE`

The size cf active device is related to the current density of its electron source. This can be seen from the
following zelation Ps=Po/Ti where Ps is the supplied power.Po is the output power and n is the efficiency.

Ps=VI where V and I are voltage and current respectively. I-JA where J is current density and A is the
area of electron source,hence the greater J has, the smaller A is,it means the device could be made small-
er.

The renowned researchers in the field of vacuum mic'-ncmc~ctronics, Henry F. Gray and Charles A. Spindt
remarked in the foreword of Proc. 1st International Vac-u-:i .tic.'oeletronics Conference. June 1988 "Since
the invention of the transistor some 40 years ago.researc.-n and development in the field of solid state elec-
tronics has dwarfed that of vacuum electronics. It is generaflv accepted that the transition from vacuum
tubes to solid state transistors was due primarily to the fact tfat one could obtain a far greater current densi-
ty in a transistor compared to that available from a vacuum tube's tnermionic cathode. This greater current

density allowed the electronic devices based on solid state transistors to be orders of magnitude smaller than
their vacuum tube counterparts. However semiconductor is not a panacea. the optical and acoustic mode
scattering limits the sa
turation drift velocity to about 3X 10'cm/s. With the successful demonstration of both a high current densi-

ty metal field emitter array (FEA) and a silicon planar vacuum transistor based on FEA'sa new vacuum
microelectronics has emerged".

In order to get a clearer understanding of the relation between current density and device miniaturization,
table I. will list the current density capabilities of various electrorn sources for comparison.

Table I. Current density,working condition and device size of various electron sources.

Elect"os Source Current Density J ýVorkinj Cond. Device size

Oride Cathode 200ma/iml cw I I100"K mmcmn,.10"Im-10t0m

DO--W Cathode 3-5A/cmic w i300'K mm-cm.I 0sm-. I 0"-rm

P.N Current Camier No pubiashed data 300K 0. ]tamn-m.]-Im-0-tIm

FEA Field Emitter )ItO0A/eml in srray,)I() A/cm
2  

300%K nmi-urn, 0-'m--10
4

m

L Array' sInlte field emitter. MTnF)
8 .O Dnor.trMeddim J data(SRI)



An article in IFEE publication "The institute" June 1989' Issue expressed the viewpoint that vacuum micro-

electronics also named nanoelectronics will play a major role in the last decade of this century I. e. 1990-

2000 on the emerging electronic technology stage. The basis of this prospect is that in the miniaturization

from microelectronics to nanoelectronlcs, the 10-4 m feature is reduced to 10 4 m In so doing J will be in-

creased by three orders of magnitude, FEA is expected to have such capability based upon its demonstrated

performance.

THE PRINCIPAL PERFORMANCE OF

VACUUM MICROELECTRONICS DEVICE

The two principal disadvantages of vacuum tube i. e. thermionic cathode requiring a beater and fabrication

involving mechanical machining can be circumvented by employing vacuum microelectronics technology.

I. Performance of Field Emitter Array.

A. No need of heating.it can work at room temperature.

B. The current density of FEA is higher than that of thermionic cathode by several orders of magnitude,

Thin Film thus enabling the vacuum tube to miniaturize

Metal Gatefrom mil-scale (mil is 1 X l04 incb or 2. 5 4

Me- ,, -•X 10"m) to submicron scale 10-'m. Such

-s-i.|-- small size can be fabricated by using solid

'e etr'cstate device fabrication technology and silcon

integrated circuit technology, I. e. using the

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing integral microgrid or gate to implement low

integral grid field emitter array voltage modulation. Fig. I shows the high

current density integral grid field emitter ar-

ray experimented by Stanford Research Institute for application in high definition flat panel display.

2. Performance of Vacuum Microelectronics Device(VMD)

A. It possesses the merits of vacuum tube ,high temperature resistant)775*K' and radiation resistant )>10'

neutrons/cm2
*,for comparison, the capability of solid state device is respectively 600'K and 101 neutrons/

cM*.

I . In this device the electron motion is entirely ballistic, hence its drift velocity is higher than that in solid

state device 3 X 10 7cm/s limited by scattering. The velocity of electron in vacuum approaches the velocity

of Lighi hence vacuum microelectronics can achieve higher switching speed or higher operating frequency.

3. The Operation of Vacuum Microtriode Requires Only Low Vacuum.

In order to avoid the occurence of ionization when the electron traverses the path from cathode to anode,

the mean free path %e of the electron in the residual gas must be much greater than the cathode to anode dis-

tance d, i. e. ke)d. For air the mean free path' is given by a simple expression X(mm)tn=6. 6/p where X is in

millimeter and p is the pressure in pascal . The mean free path of electron in gas Xe - 4 J• _gs =)

5. 66).gas. In vacuum microtriode d can be as small as I jirnXe)d can be fulfilled with X= 103x±m or X=

Imm. The required vacuum is therefore p==6. 6 pascal or 6. 6/133==. 05 Tort.

4. The transit time in Vacuum Microtriode.

In GaAs. InP and Si semiconductor materials the peak electron drift velocity approaches 2 X 1 0'cm/s, the



time required to traverse 0. 5um channel Is 2. 5 X 1 0"Xsece. The transit time of electron in the uniform easo-
tric field of vacuum microtriode is tC2dclm/ve)",for d-0. 5;mvn20volts, t-3. 8X 1011s,whan ,,
T/10 where T is period of high frequency aignal.transit time effect is not seriousoT-l IOt-3. 8X 0I'asf

-ml/T=-2. 64X 10"Hz or 2 64GHz.

5. Vacuum Microelectronics Technology Can Be Employed For The Fabrication Of Submillimeter Devices

USSR and USA have done research on planar BWO (Backward Wave Oscillator). U. S. Scientists fabricat-
ed thin film interdigital slow wave structure on single crystal quartz and diamond substrate with a pitch of

18mw this BWO can operate at 1000OHz with a maximum output of 100;4w. The microwave tube struc-

ture with a period of 18Urm is a minute dimension which can not be fabricated by mechanical machining

technique.

OVERVIEW OF VACUUM MICROELECTRONICS

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH PROJECTS IN P. R. CHINA.

For more than thirty years Chinese scientists have been continually paying attention to the advances of vac-

uum microelectronics. As early as 1976. Electronics Research Institute, the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(ERI-CAS) fabricated miniature planar thermionic cathode triode with dimensions of the order of millime-

ter and submillimeter. In 1978 the group of cathode specialists led by Prof. P. Blan led the way with re-
search and development on TFFEC (Thin Film Field Emission Cathode)'. The experimentation on the

scheme and flow chart of TFFEC processing" obtained support from many Industrial institutions such as
Nanjing Semiconductor Research Institute,Beijing Electron Tube plant and 14th Radio Plant of Shanghai.
The group solved successively the processing of hole punching. tip growing and packaging. Through using

the measures of wide channel dielectric surface isolation' ,interval scribing" and beam type lead-out etc. the

group solved the difficult problems of capability to withstand the voltage across the spacing' of the order of
micrometer and three dimensional packaging. These efforts had the aim to lay the foundation to implement

TFFEC research with the relatively poor integrated circuit processing facilities in P. R. China. In 1986 the
project obtained the suppor, ;,I National Natural Sciences Foundation of China (NNSFC) which promoted

the union of research resources in P. R. China. The union of research resounces in the initial stage was a re-

search group formed by researchers from ERI-CAS, Xi Dian Univercity (XDU) and Li-shan Microelec-
tronics Institute (LSMI). LSMI with its relatively strong integrated circuit processing facility served as the

processing base for the group, they were concentrated to fabricate the sandwich type molybdenum cone

field emission cathode(see Fig. 2)1 ,when the joint testing group formed by ERI-CASXDU and Scientific
Instrument Plant, the Chinese Academy of Sciences (SIP-CAS) tested the cathode. 100 micro amperes of.-

mission was obtained( under a vacuum of 2 X 1 0pa).

The research on TFFEC in P. R. China was not limited

in following the processing developed by SRI, during

the period 1986- 1987 with the support of NSFC. LS-

MI and ERI- CAS have done experiment in the entire

processing with the facilities in their laboratories. These

researches have displayed some creativity"1 . Besides fab-

rication processing. some subprojects related to TFFEC

had successively achieved progress with distingushing Fig. 2 A SEM micrograph of TFFEC
feat•'res. For instance, during this period, the following fabricated by LSMI (Nov. 1987)

progresses were achieved ,development of a special pur-

pose imitating SRI design all solid state digital pulse generator; tree of metal gasket and oil, fast loading
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and unloading ultra high vacuum system; potential distribution and electric field aimulator for the apace of

the order of micrometer; measurement of distributed parameter and graphic design of TFFEC; throe dimen-

sional packaging of TFFEC etc. Thee. achievements were partially reflected in the proceedings of lat. 2nd

and 3rd Chinees Field Emission Symposium. In 1990 XDU began the research on the application of TF-

FEC they initiated the research on the flat panel display device using TfFE.

In late 19809, the preliminary TFFEC research in P. R. China obtained the recognition of International

Field Enriskion Symposium (IFES) and International Vacuum Microelectronics Conference (IVMC). The

paper submitted by researchers of P. R. China was accepted as early as 1988 on 1st IVMC and was given

special invitation'. In 1989 for the first time P. R. China sent a delegate to attend the 2nd IVMC. In this

conference the formuld" for the calculation of rip electric field derived by Prof. EnZe Luo of XDU obtained

favorable appraisal by conference experts. Prof. Luo was elected to be the standing member" of the program

committee by the conference. From that time. the research on TFFEC and Vacuum Microelectronics began

the movement toward high tide. In 1990, 3rd Chinese Field Emission Symposium marked the beginning of

gaining momentum. In this symposium, both the topics Involved In the fields of the subject and representa-

tive figure of the attendance at this conference bore a resemblance to the conference held abroad. Presently.

the vacuum microelectronics technology in P. R. China is moving with great strides toward the prosperous

future.
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Study of the Dynamical Properties of EL2 centers In GaAs
by Infrared and Millimeter Wave Measurements

Tyuzi Ohyama

Department of Physics, College of General Education. Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

In this work we report on the far-infrared laser cyclotron resonance absorption by conduction elecuons
as well as Zeeman absorption by shallow donors in semi-insulating GaAs. Combining with results

obtained from the microwave photoconductivity meastrements over the temperature range of 4.2 - 250 K,

various new features for EL2 centers in semi-insulating GaAs are clarified under photoexcitation conditions.

I. Introduction

The EL2 center is the dominant mid-gap state in LEC-grown GaAs crystals, which is known as a deep

donor." This deep level makes it possible to obtain semi-insulating undoped crystals, on which high

quality GaAs single crystals are epitadially grown. The origin and nature of the EL2 center has been
subject of controversy since its first observation. Besides its importance for semiconductor technology.
EL2 itself is a basically interesting object for basic research. The main probe for investigating the
characteristics of that deep center has so far been restricted to photoluminescence2), photocapacitance

measurementsi) and Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)3). Both FMR-magneto-absorption') and
microwave photoconductivity measurements enable us to get an experimental novel insight into the dynamical

behaviour and the electronic properties of the EL2 center.

It. Samples and Experimental Procedures

Experiments are performed on two LEC-grown semi-insulating GaAs crystals, one of which is an
as-grown sample (GaAs-LEC-2) and the other was annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere at 800 0C for thirty
minutes (GaAs-LEC-I). As the far-infrared source, wavelength of 119 and 220 gm were obtained from
an HO laser, and 84 and 172pgm from a D20 laser, all of which are operated in the pulsed mode at the
repetition of 30 Hz in synchronized combination with the photoexcitation light pulses at 15 Hz. The

excitation light is provided by a xenon flash lamp with a pulse width of I g.s. The absorption spectra are

obtained as In (1o/1E) by a two-channel boxcar averager with an aperture of 0.5 gs. Here 1E and I are the
transmitted beam intersities of the pulsed FIR laser with and without the photoexcitation.

The microwave set-up, on the other hand, was a nonresonant reflection-type wave guide system
working at 35 GHz. In order to obtain the deday profile of the microwave photoconductivity, we

employed a wave-memory system. It should be noted that. %hen recording the decay profile after the

photo-pulse excitation at a fixed temperature, the sampling time was much too short to produce any
noticeable photo-quenching effect, which is a characteristic njture of the EL2 center. On this account, the
wave-memory system was very useful.

In order to make selective excitation, we employed tv.o kLnd', of fihers: one to cut off wavelength
shorter than 0.9 g&m (1.38 eV), hereafter called IR filter and th, BBG (Below Band Gap) excitation, and
the other to cut off wavelengths longer than 0.75 ;1 m ( 1.65 eV). IRC filter and the ABG (Above Band

Gap) excitation. By making use of the IR filter, we could %uppress the band-gap excitation, so that
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electrons could be excited only from the mid-gap states. With the aid of the IRC filter, on the other hand,
electrons could be excited mainly from the valence band. We ame thus able to make experiments'under the

condition of selective excitation.

Mll. Exp~erimental Results

a) Microwave Photoconductivity
The time-resolved microwave photoconductivity measurement is a powerful aid to understand the

capture mechanism of photoexcited carriers as well as electronic properties of the E.2 center. The method
is particularly successful for high resistive semi-insulzing GaAs, since no electrode contact problem

arises.
Figure I shows decay profiles of the microwave photoconductivity obtained at various temperatures

and with IR filter. All the quantities decay very nearly exponentially. It is clearly demonstrated that the
electron lifetime strongly depends on temperature above 50 K under the BBG excitation condition. The
lifetime becomes shorter as the temperature is raised above 50 K. The photoconductivity signal obtained
with the IR filter decreases rapidly in intensity as the time proceeds. The diminished signal never recovers
its original strength below 140 K. This feature must be connected with the "photo-quenching effect",
which is a characteristic behaviour of EL2. centers in LEC-grown semi-insulating GaAs.
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If we use the IRC filter in place of the IR filter, it is found that the lifetime is 10 gis in the order of
magnitude and almost temperature independent. Though the photoconducrivity signal decays after each

photo-pulse, we can obtain the same signal intensity for any length of time.

b) Far-infrared Magnetoabsorption

A fully compensated sample as semi-insulating GaAs contains very few neutral shallow impurities and
a great deal of ionized impurities at low temperature equilibrium. It is practically impossible to get proper
information of semi-insulating GaAs which contains very few neutral shallow impurities and conduction

electrons without photoexcitation, because only shallow neutral donors and conduction electrons can

absorb photons in the FIR region.

Suppose that the semi-insulating GaAs is illuminated by ABG or BBG light. Most of electrons excited
from the valence band or from the mid-gap states are instantly captured by shallow impurities which are
neutralized as a consequence. In this way we can investigate even the character of semi-insulating GaAs
through the FIR magneto-optical absorption of photo-neutralized impurities and short-lived conduction

electrons.

A series of time dependent traces under photoexcitation with the IRC filter is shown in Fig.2. The
signal showing up at 3.8 T arises from the is - 2p., Zeeman transition of typical shallow donor
electrons. The cyclotron resonance of conduction elect-ons. on the other hand, is observed at 6.2 T. In

this case, electrons involved in both resonances are mainly excited from the valence band and not from the
mid-gap states. Signals are obtained with the wavelength of 119 gIm and at various steps during the
photo-quenching by the BBG excitation. It is demonstrated that the donor Zeeman absorption signal

gradually dies away, as the photo-quenching proceeds. The cyclotron resonance absorption of conduction
electrons, on the other hand, scarcely undergoes a change. This fact suggests that the photo-quen.Thing
effect of EL2 centers is closely related with shallow impurities. Similar results are obtained for experiments
with different wavelength.

IV. Discussions

For understanding all the observations, we propose a model of the metastable state for the EL2 center
after photo-quenching. The ground state of the EL2 center . il! N_- cemposcd uf an Asc, antisite and a

shallow impurity that is in the vicinitv and coupled very weakly. Providc3 that the stabie configuration of
the EL2 center is strongly charge-state-dependent, continuous release and capture of an electron by the
center through the BBG excitation will raise a migration or a tranition to a metastable atomic configuration.
As a result a complex center consisting of an AsG, antisite strongly coupled with a shallow impurity is built
up, and the EL2 center is translated to its metastable state. To Ne more precise. both the shallow impurity
which serves the Zeeman absorption and ASG, antisite arc ra-.id to their metastable state. If the EL2 center

turns into its metastable state by the BBG light excitation Aitihout forming a complex center, the ionized
shallow donor is still neutralized by an electron excited from the % alcnce band by the ABG light excitation

and should be able to contribute to the Zeeman absorption. Our ekvrimental result, however contradicts
this assumption.

The time variation of the photoexcited conduction eclctron density derived from the microwave

photoconductivity measurements is given by the simple relation:
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where n. is the den.ity of initially created electrons and - the lifetime of electrons given by 1lf=N+<va>.

Here N÷ is the density of the ionized EL2 center, <v> the mean square thermal velocity of electrons and a

the electron capture cross-section. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the electron capture cross-section a

on the reciprocal temperature. At higher temperature (T>80 K), we can deduce for the electron capture

cross-section:

a =a. exp (-EA.T)

where E, is a characteristic activation energy, k. the Boltzmann constant and a,. the capture cross-section

for T= -. The dotted line in Fig.3 yields EA=7 0 meV. EA may originate from a barrier in the conduction

band related to the Franck-Condon shift of the EL2 center.

In summary, various new features of electronic and defect properties for the EL2 center in semi-insulating

GaAs have been observed by infrared laser magnetooptical absorption as well as microwave photoconductivity

measurements.

This work has been partially supported by Casio Science Promotion Foundation.
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ABSTRACT

A systematic study of the whispering gallery mode (WGM) in cylindrical dielectric waveguide and
resonators is presented in this paper. The general dispersion equations and the behaviour of the waves in a

dielectric waveguide are given. The resonance frequencies, unloaded quality factors of the dielectric
resonators have also been obtained. Furthermore, the planar whispering gallery (WG) solid dielectric
resonators and hollow dielectric resonators have been studied as well. The coupling and possible applications

of WGM of the dielectric resonator (DR) are discussed and the general equations concerning the coupling of

a WGM DR with two microstrips are given in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

The study of dielectric waveguides and resonators has a long history. Owing to the development of optical
fibres, wave propagation along dielectric waveguides becomes an attractive subject in the engineering field.

Additionally, DR' s have also been widely used in conjunction with microstrips for filter and oscillator

applications. As the frequency increases the dimensions of the micrwave components decrease and introduce

new problems. Using the WGM, larger sized DRýs can be used in mm-wave applicatons. A number of

papers 1-7 have been published and this work builds on these studies.

It is well kown that the modified Bessel function K.(x) represents a decaying (evanescent) field whilst the

Hankel functions of the second kind H,¢ (x) are usually used to represent the outgoing propagating wave.
In the case of the WGM there are different cases as shown in Table 1. For the case k, 13 >0 k, there is no
wave propagation in the radial direction and it would be better to use the modified Bessel function K.(x)

* The work is supported by the Royal Society of UK
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rather than the Hankel function H3 11(x). As is the case for 3<Kkl < ktand the case where 13-"0, it is felt

that it would be better to use the Hankel function H.11) (x) snce there is some leakage from the wave
travelling in the radial diraction. It thus seem reasonable or appropriate to use different radial variation

functions for different case as shown in Table 1.
The paper is structured as follows,
1. Systematic study of the waves propagating in a dielectric waveguide and resonator.

2. Dispersion equations of WGM of a DR.

3. Analytical formulas for unloaded Q-
4. Hollow DR WGM.

5. General coupling formulas.

GENELAL ANALYSIS

In this section, a general analysis of a dielectric waveguide is taken out. From MexwelU' s equation and
boundary conditions, the field components and dispersion equation are obtained. A detail discussion is also

carried out.

WHISPERING GALLERY MODE

A detail analysis of the features of whispering gallery modes is taken here. In the case of the WGM the
coupling term is negligible and the TE and TM modes are independent from each other. The field
components are given and the dispersion equations of WG modes in many cases are obtainad. The resonance
frequency, storage energy and unloaded quality factor in a dielectric resonator are also given and studied in

detail.

WGM IN A HOLLOW DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE AND DR

The properties of electromagnetic field of the WGM in a hollow dielectric waveguide and is studied in this
section. By applying the boundary conditions, the WGM field components and dispersion equations are
studied, the stored energy and unloaded Q-value are obtained by applying the methods similar to that of
the above section. Considering the properties of the WGM., a general coupling equation of the WGM in a
DR with two microstrips are studied. In special cases, the equatioons for directional power combiners and
filters are also obtained.

CONCLUSIONS

A systematic theorectical study of the whispering gallery mode in a cylindrical waveguide and resonator has
been presented. When # 0,the general dispersion equations have been given with the consideration that
the proper radial variation functions should be used in accordance with the value of 8,and the dispersiorn
equations give the relationship between 8 and (' with n, the azimuthal variation number, specified. When B
-- 0, the dispersion equations give the relationship between n and 'o in this case, the dispersion equations for

TE and TM can be simplified. In the case 0>k,>kt there is radiation loss and the unloaded Q may be

calculated.
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Since in the WGM the field is concentrated in the vicinity of the dielectric boundary, there is almost

no field in the central region, thus we can visualise that the hole in the guide structure will have an

insignigicat effect on the wave propagating along the guide boundary, Hollow dielectric waveguide and

hollow dielectric resonator have also been studied in the paper. One of the important features of the WGM

in a DR is the analogy with a travelling wave ring resonator. The coupling approach and "' * ci.-.aj

coupling equations of the WGM of the DR with two microstrips are discussed as well here.
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Correct radial variation functions

Z.(k., r) = I.(kr) X.(k.zr) = K.(kz ,)
k0, -- I kk,2, = Ik I

Sr)X.(kr) = K.(k,2r)
Z.(;.l r = J(•,l) •2 = I kl

Zg(ke) =Jg(k.r) X-(k,) = N.(k,2r) or

X.(k,2r) = H.,-,(k ,)

Z.(k., r) - J.(, 1 r) X.(k.,r) - H.'21(k, r)

=~ ,k = k

Value of k •,I k,2 Feature of waves

1. P6>k, >•k 2  slow waves

k.12 < 0, k, imaginary
k,21 < 0, kz imgnr v, = (C/ V eý) <C

2. k• •>p k: slow waves

k,11 > 0, k., real v,> (,/V'e)
k-2

21 >0, k, imaginary v. < C

3. k, > k2 > fi fast waves

k,11 > 0, k., real

k, 2
2 > 0, k,2 real v, > C > (C/ Ve)

4. fP-- 0 azimuthally travelling waves

,, = k1- > 0, k, oreal v, =w/

k j= 2 > 0, k.2 real v, -0
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Abstract

Recent developments in 35 GHz rectifying antenna (rectennas) have made millimeter-wave power
transmission possible. This paper summarizes the recent results and predicts the future develop-
ments.

Introduction

Microwave or millimeter-wave power transmission is a viable means to deliver Dower from space
to ground [1), ground to ground, ground to space and space to space [2]. In all these systerms, the
DC power is first converted to RF power using tubes or solid-state devices, the RF power is then
radiated into the free space and received by an array of rectifying antenna (rectenna). The RF
power is then converted back into DC power by the rectenna. Figure I shows the system block
diagram.

Microwave power transmission systems at 2.45 GHz have been extensively studied and com-
ponents have been developed [1). Operating at millimeter-wave frequencies has the advantage of
smaller antennas allowing transmissions over longer distances. The efficiencies of rectenna and gen-
erator are lower at millimeter-wave frequencies, but the overall system efficiency could be higher
at millimeter-wave frequency than 2.45 GHz for long distance transmission using the same size of
antenna and rectenna.

35 GHz Rectennas

A 35 GHz quasi-optical integrated circuit rectenna has been recently developed at Texas A & N1
University with 39% RF to DC conversion efficiency. The circuit uses a microstrip dipole antenna.
and a commercially available beamlead mixer diode [31. It (Figure 2) consists of a dipole antenna,
"a lowpass filter, a diode, and a DC pass filter. The circuit was built on Duriod 5880 substrate with
"a thickness of 0.25 mm. The length and the width --f the dipole were designed to be 0.46 Ao and
0.02 A0. Figure 3 shows the performance of conversion efficiency as a function of input power. It
can be seen that 39% efficiency was achieved at 60 mW input power with a load of 400 ohms. The
measured results agree well with the theoreticaL analysis using nonlinear circuit modeling. The
measurements were done using a waveguide simulator in an arrangement shown in Figure 4.

The diode used was not optimized for power conversion application. Higher efficiencies of 60 tc
70% could be possible if special devices are designed for this application.

Systerm Assessment

The candidates for microwave/millimeter-wave generators are gyrotrons, klystrons, and mag-
netrons. At millimeter-wave frequencies (35 GHz, for example), high efficiency gyrotrons are viable
sources. With the availability of rectennas and gyrotrons, 35 GHz transmission systems are feasible
in the near future.
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Fig 2 35 GHz rectenna circuit layout. LI = 0.92 mm, L2 = 1.19 mm,

L3 = 0.58 mm, and L4 = 0.18 mm.
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Fig 3 Measured conversion efficiency for 35 GHz rectenna.
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Abstract

An interband transition modulated cyclotron resonance (CR) technique has
been developed to study the CR in intrinsic wide gap semiconductors. The
differential change of the FIR transmission induced by the extra monochromatic
excitation light is recorded in this technique. The sensitivity of this technique
is at least 10 times higher than that of conventional methods. The new technique
is used to study the intraband transition and impurity transition in II-VI and III-
V group semiconductors. The pronounced CR transition and impurity transition
signal have been observed in the sample of CdTe and In0o5 ,Ga 0 ,.j8As/InP MQWs
which could not be observed in conventional techniques. A strong resonant
excitation effect has been observed. For the first time, both the spin-flip
transition and CR have been observed in semimagnetic semiconductor CdMnTe.
The strong exchange interaction effect has been observed. Moreover, the CR in
MQWs CdTe/Cdo,8 Mn 0 .2Te has also been observed for the first time. Comparing
to the peak position of bulk CdTe, the CrofMQWs CdTe/Cd 0 ,8Mn 0 .2Te has a shift
to lower magnetic field. It may indicate the influence of Mn in barriers.
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A 345 GHz Open Structure SIS Receiver at the IRAM 30-M Telescope

H. Rothermel
MPI f. extraterrestrische Physik, 8460 Garching, Germany

K.H. Gundlach, B. Lazareff
IRAM. 38406 Saint Martin D'Heres, France

1 Introduction

Superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) mixers in open structure technique have been
studied in the last 10 years for application in the submilimeter wavelength range. They can be
built at much lower costs than waveguide mixers and may have better transmission especially
below 0.5 mm wavelength. This advantage is easily lost if the mainbeam efficiency of an open
structure system falls short in comparison to a competing waveguide system. This may be
the reason why open structure SIS systems have not yet been installed at radiotelescopes.
We report about a system which not only has very low receiver noise but also accomplished
unsurpassed sensitivity after installation at the to date largest radiotelescope precise enough
for submillimeter observations.

2 Description of the receiver

The receiver consists of an open structure SIS mixer in a liquid Helium bath dewar, a Gunn-
oscillator with frequency-tripler. and a beam combiner.

The open structure mixer 11-3) is based on an aspheric immersion lens of I cm diameter, made
from crystal quartz, and a 0.5X 5 mm fused quartz substrate which carries the SIS junctions
(fig 1). A movable backplane behind the substrate is used to peak the mixer gain at a given
frequency. As its tuning characteristic is soft and much wider than the sideband distance (2.7
GHz), we conclude that this receiver sees a continuum source with equal sensitivity in both
sidebands. The mixer element, produced in the IRAM junction laboratory [4) consists of a
series array of two Nb-Aloxide-Nb junctions of 2 jpm 2 each. The junction array has a total
capacitance of 60 1F ( ±_ 505,) which is sufficient to short the feed antenna almost perfectly.
Very little signal could reach the mixer unless the junction capacitance was compensated by a
resonant circuit. An inductance in shunt connection would be the best method but, in order
to allow for DC biasing of the junction, a large capacitance has to be connected in series
with it. The deposition of a sufficient large capacitance without parasitic resonance, is a
technological problem. On the other hand, an inductance in a series resonance transforms the
normal resistance of the junction of roughly 50 Qi down to a few ohms. With a quarterwave
transmission line this small impedance hag to be transformed back into its orginal value
or larger, to match the antenna. We have chosen this compensation method implementing
the small series inductance by chosing the transmision line the right amount longer than
1/4 wavelength. With different characteristic impedance of the transmission line both the
junction capacitance can be removed and the normal resistance can be transformed to any
desired value. Most important this compensation method can handle the large tolerances
in junction capacitance inherent in the production method (fig.2) Superconducting coils on
both sides of the mixer block produce a field of 100 Gauss in order to suppress the Josephson
effect. The mixer output is connected to low noise amplifiers on the 4.2 K and 77K stage of
the dewar which have an overall gain of 50 dB and a bandwidth of 1000 to 1800 MHz. Mixer
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and preamplifiers are integrated into a commercial (Infrared Laboratories) 3-liter MHe bath
dewar which has a quiescent hold time of 3 days.

The local oscillator [51 consists of a Gunn oscillator followed by a frequency tripler. The InP
Gunn oscillator covers a frequency range of 110--120 Gliz, with an output power of more
than 10 mW, and a maximum power of 38 mW at 115 Gliz. The tripler output is injected il f)
the signal path by various Mylar and Polypropylene foils providing coupling ratios between
1.5 and 4 % depending on LO power available at various frequencies. The Gunn-oscillator
was phaselocked to the 10th harmonic of a commercial synthesized frequency generator (HP
8671) using a harmonic mixer, a diplexer and a commercial (STS) lock-box (fig. 3). Frequency
"tracking in both the LSR and heliocentric reference system ws accompished under the control
of the telescope computer.

The amplified IF signal from the dewar is connected to a third low-noise amplifier of 40dB
gain and afterwards (fig. 2) converted to the frequency range of the IRAM filter spectrometer
(512 1MHz filters centered at 342 MHz), using a 1700 MHz second LO which is hand-set.

3 Measurements

The receiver optics must be matched to the telescope optics. The effective focal ratio of the
Nasmyth focus is : fID = 9.73. Aiming at a -14 dB taper at the edge of the secondary
mirror, the receiver should have a beam radius we = 6.2mm at the waist.

The beam of the receiver was measured using a rotary thle and a chopped cold load with a
30 mm aperture at a distance of 600 mm. Reading the biamwidths in the E and H c-its at
the S.6 dB threshold, waists where derived a.urning two Gaussian profiles. These two waists
served as a basis for the design of the optics necessary to adapt the receiver to the telescope.
Although the measured beam profiles are not Gaussian, it is not wrong to design an optical
system by first adjusting a Gaussian profile to the measured beam and calculating secondary
waist sizes and positions using formulae for the 1st order Gaussian mode. The only additional
requirement is to make the aperture large enough that higher order modes are transmitted
without diffraction. A grooved Polyethylene [ens with 100 mm focal length was designed
which has a diameter of 50 mm corresponding to 2 :c. The secondary waist is in a distance
of 200 mm from primary waist. It is elongated now in O:e TI-plane (table below).

I w01  w02

E-plane mm 3.67 7.46
H-plane mm 2..12' I!.,M

With a 11.8 mm waist in the H-plane the telescope was underilluminated leading to the
elongated beam profile observed when scanning the planet Mercury (fig. 4). This shortcoming
can be corrected in future by e.g adding a prism.

The receiver noise is 116K at 3345 GHz if measured in the laboratory without matching optics
at the tst IF in 50 MHz bandwidth and a bath temperature of 3.8K. corresponding to 3000m
altitude (fig. 5). Values below 100K have been reachod at 340 GHz and a bath temperature
of 1..K. The average noise temperature over the full bandwidth of 512 the MHz IRAM filter
spectrometer is -20K higher. Some noise is added by (i) the grooved lens necessary to match
beams of receiver and telescope, (ii) the 2nd IF conversion (fig. 3), (iii) 50 m cable, equalizers
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and other backend components. The overall noise temperature recorded by the telescope
computer during the observing period (table below) is 50K higher than laboratory results
and degrades towards the edges of the tuning range. The gain was stable to better than 1%
for integration times in excess of 5 hours.

LO Freq. U bias I bias Noise T.[50MHz] Noise T.[500MHzj
GHz mV uA K (DSB) K(DSB)
330 3.8 7.5 157 170
333 3.8 7.5 135 155
336 3.8 13 151 208
339 3.8 13 149 160
342 3.8 13 152 160
345 3.8 13 173 180
348 3.8 13 170 216
351 3.8 13 226 242
354 3.8 13 235 270
357 3.8 8 264 310
360 3.8 8 330

From pointing cross-scans on the planets we derive the following antenna temperatures and
corressponding mainbeam and aperture efficiencies for the antenna:

Object Diam. Br. Temp. Elevation Scan Width Mainbeam T. 7
T
b ria

arc sec K degiee arc sec arcsec K
Mercury 4.8 518 28 9x12.5 9.3 18.2 0.14 0.072
Venus 12.2 203 32 12x15 45 0.14
Mars 4.2 215 31 9.5x12.5 10 6.0 0.14 0.072
Jupiter 42.7 165 56 44 75
Saturn 14.5 150 30 16.5x17.5 2 0.14
Uranus 3.44 95 30 8x10 1.6
Neptun 2.6 90 31 0.4

To show thi capability of the system we give twoexamples of galactic spectra. The first (fig. 6),
is the circumsteilar envelope of a carbon-rich star measured at the 12CO (3-2) transition at
345.8 Glli. The next (fig. 71 the same transition from the rare isotope 13 C0 observed in a
molecular cioud complex. The last spectrum (fig, 8) is from an external galaxy. NGC 891 is a
ordinary galaxy similar to the Milky Way which is seen almost perfectly edge on. Apart from
its great scientific interest this object was chosen, because it is about a factor of 20 weaker than
radiogalaxies which have been studied so far at these frequencies at competing telescopes. At
an absorption constant - = .22 towards zenit and a system noise temperture of 1242K this
spectrum was recorded in :",) minutes. The';RMS noise on the baseline is ,0.02K in a 4 MHz
channel and the line emission (0.12 K antenna temperature) is measured with reasonable
quality. The large width of the emission line in comparison to the previous spectra is due to
a large number of objects at different radial velocities seen in this distant galaxy with a 10"
antenna beam. 12 spectra of comparable quality have been taken from different regions of
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this source in 7 hours of observing time. In combination with spectra taken lower transitions
of CO taken previously with the same antenna these data will be used to derive excitation
temperatures.

4 Conclusions

To our knowledge this is the first open structure system of its kind which was installed at
a large radiotelescope for scheduled observations by observers not engaged in this project.
In a 2.5 weeks observing period at 24 hours operation per day and roughly 50 frequency
changes the system proved to be extremely stable, reliable and convenient to handle. Its high
sensitivity combined with an angular resolution of '-10"and - 70 m 2 of effective area of this
telescope at 0.86 mm wavelength allows for investigations at extragalactic objects not possible
with competing telescopes.
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Crystal Quartz Backplane Rear View

Substrate

fig. i

Schematic of the open structure SIS mixer.
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"FREQUENCY( 88.80 GHz/DIV) m
fig. 2

Frequency response of a 2-junction a'rmy with 45 to 90 fF total capacitance compensated by
a 5 ohm transmission line.
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Calibration curve for the receiver noise temperature measured in the laboratory at 345.8 GHz.
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fig. 6

Molecular line emission (345.8 GHz) from 12CO (3-2) measured at the source IRC+10216.
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fig. 7

Isotopic line emission (330.6 GHz) from '3C0 (3-2) measured at the source OR IRC2.
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fig. 8

Moleculaar line emission (345.8 GHz) measured at the external galaxy NGC 891.
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1. Introduction.
Development of low noise receivers of mm and sub mm wave bands is

stimulated mainly by radioastroriomy requirements for measurements, fcr
example, of cosmic background noise with temperature oi toe order oi&
K. thermal radiation of interstellar dust, synchrotron radiation from
ionized cosmic regions, molecular lines radiation with temperature 10
- 100 K. Achievements in sensitivity of such receivers increase leacs
to the possibility of application in passive and active radar, commu-
nications technique, studies of materials and biological systems, etc
The best sensitivity in the band 0,6 - 3 mm is achieved by receive
with superconductor-i nsulatc. -superconductor (SIS) junctions In S1)
mixers noise temperalures -,10 K which is close to quantum limit anC
conversion gain close and even higher unity were achieved at frequen-
cies of the order of 100 GHz. The best attained results for SiS mixers
and receivers obtained by different authors are presented in table

frequency, GHz 100 250 350 500

T M, K (mixer) 6 40 - 240
T dsb , K (receiver) 20 60 150 420

The upper limit of SIS mixer sig.1al frequency may be estimated
by expression: F =2A/h where 2A - the sum energy gap of superconduc-

max

tors, h - Planc's constant. For the most common junctions uf structure
No-AIO -Nb this relation gives F =750 GHz.

Input beam of SIS mixer in radioastronomic observations is an
output beam of parabolic antenna, converted by quasioptic methods wit,
lenses and mirrors intc Gaussian beam which is fed Inwo crvostai. FC:
SIS mixer matching with such beam two methods are using one c, wave-
guide type with scalar horn and placed in waveguide SIS junction wir
IF/RF filters and another of quasioptic or opend type with plana-
antenna which directly transforms Gaussian beam energy to curren, vi3

151 junction integrated in such planar antenna structure.

2.SIS series-parallel arrays. -
The traditional series SIS-arrays have some d~saavanlages the

noticeable influence of difference in the junction's normal sta!e
resistance and significant mismatch at IF output. To overcome these
drawbacks of the traditional series arrays we have proposed and deve-
loped a new concept of Darallel biased 515 arrays. The paralle! con-
nection on dc and IF is provided by specially designed superconducting
circui!-, which maintain the same low frequency voltages across an\
junction in the array. At the same time SIS junctions are connecter
in series for rf signals because of high impedance of biasing
ci r'.-Its

The most evident advantage of parallel biased SIS arrays is the
equality of dc voltages even at significantly spreadi nng of the
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junction normal state resistances. The variatir:. of the local oscil-
lator (LO) power for different junctions due to the difference of the
normal state resistances does not result in noticeable deteriorations
of the mixer performance. Another oreference of the parallel biased
SIS arrays is decreasing of the IF output impedance. It gives a possi-
bility to provide the matching of high efficiercy mixer (where indivi-
dual junctions have very large output dynamic resistance) with stan-
dard 50 Ohm IF amplifier.

High quality Nb-AIO -Nb tunnel junctions were employed as the

elements of the parallel biased arrays. The optimized preparation
conditions were used to avoid intrinsic stress in the junction elect-
rodes. As a result the SIS junctions with R./R ratio about 50 and the

I n

gap smearing 43V =100 AIV have been realized for the junction areas 3+5
2 g

AL2 at ambient temperatire 4.2 K. For 100 GHz microwave experiments the
ten or eleven 2.5 11 junction arrays were designed and fabricated on
crystalline or amorphous quartz substrates (0.09 + 0.2 mm thick) The
array normal state resistances were 17 - 20 a for the case of maximum
conversion gain (a z 1) at 1 1 100 GHz. Tfle values of the rf input
impedances were 700-.800 &1 the output diferential resistances - abut
45 w

The lowest receiver noise temperature T dsb= 19.5t2 K has been

achieved for small LO power with 0M -2dB. Mixer with one tuning

(non-contacting backshort placed at 5/4 A from SIS array) was used for
SSB measurements, the receiver noise temperature T .Ib as loU as 40 Kr

has been realized. The estimated mixer noise temperature T "sb_ 6 - 3  K
m

This value is very close to the quantum limit hf/kz5 K. The measured
receiver noise temperature was determined mainly by the input circuits
rather than the mixer and IF amplifier noise contribution. Preliminary
experiments with over mode waveguide input system have demonstrated
even lower T values.

r

3.Integrated quasioptic mixer chip.
Another solution of matching problem may be demonstrated b,' the

example of integrated quasioptic structure for SIS mixers and direct
detectors. In this structure spiral antenna parameters allows to
transform impedance of free space 1201! 0 to 50 Q and further matching
of SIS R =8 9 is realized by microstrip impedance transiorme- th3'

n
allows not only to tune out stray capacitance, but also to transior rr
the real part of impedance to antenna output resistance value.

The mixer noise temperature as low as 8±6 K at the hot input for
109.8 GHz LO frequency was measured in such quasioptic mixer at the
second quasiparticle step.

4. DC SQUID RF amplifier.
One of the most promising types of IF amplifiers are DC SQUID RF

amplifiers (SQA) which have noise temperatures lower 0.5 K at frequen-
cies up to 500 MHz. The nearest competitor of SQA are cooled HEMT
amplifiers which have T N-(1-3) K at f,1-(1-3) GHz, but have rather high

power dissipation and nearly achieved their ultimate parameters. SQA
has more than one order' reserve in the limit of gain. noise tempera-
ture and signal frequency even on the basis of the present technology
The advantages of SQA are e~tremely low power dissipation of several
picowatt, small size (,-1 mm ) and lull electrical and temperature
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compatibility with superconducting sensitive devices such as Josephson
and 515 mixers.

To increase the input signal frequency and bandwidth of SQA we
designed a four-loop dc SQUID with an integrated input coil in the
form of rectangular turns inside the loops. Our measurements of noise
temperature has shown T N--0.4 K that is only twice higher above the

calculated quantum limit. Taking the limiting value of Josephson
frequency in SQUID loop corresponding to Nb energy gap one can IS
principle achieve gain of 20 dB at signal frequency almost 10 GHz.

5. Superconducting LO source.
Superconducting mm and sub mm local oscillator may have man,.

advantages for SIS receivers in comparison with BWO or Gunn dioc
oscillators. Temperature and technological compatibility of suct.
oscillator with SIS junction allows to integrate it at the same subst-
rate. Extremely low necessary LO power level of several nanowatt anc
small dissipation in superconducting high Q-factor resonators allow
utili2e several types of superconducting oscillators.

The most natural type seems to be Josephson oscillators based on
small single junctions. Another one is one or two dimensional arrays
of small single junctions, large (also called continuous or distribu-
ted) Josephson junctions. In distributed junctions oscillations Ire-
quency may be determined either by length of junction in which fluxons
oscillations occur or by voltage and magnetic field in flux flow mode.

It is possible to construct a non-Josephson oscillator, for exam-
ple by means of regenerating external resonator by negative dynamic
resistance at IV curve of superconductor-insulator-normal metal-
superconductor (SINS) junction over the energy gap voltage Junction
with SINS structure may have large region of negative dynamic resis-
tance. Such junction may be connected to microstrip resonator which is
easily compatible to SINS junction. We have designed and tested integ-
rated circuit with SINS oscillator junction. microstrip resonator.
microstrip transformers and additional SIS junction microwave
detector.

6. Digitizing of output signal.
At the output of integrated superconducting receiving chip may be

applied a superconducting ADC for conversion of IF signal in digital
signa! for further computer processing and displaying. Such ADC car. o'
based on rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) logic. We designed and iel-
ted experimentally all necessary elements of such ADC made on the oase
of niobium. A technology was developed for this. It was shown that
logic elements using RSFQ-logic have switching frequencies up to 100
GHz and more. Experimental prototype of such 8-bit ADC was designed
and manufactured. The working ability of elements of this ADC was
demonstrated. Successful operation of whole two-bit ADC of such type
was also demonstrated.

7. Conclusion. On the way to integrated superconducting receiver.
Our results in development of superconducting SIS mixers. IF

SQUID amplifiers, superconducting LO and ADC makes possible to design
and create integrated superconducting single-chip receiver. Beiore
such chip cooled ferrite modulator-phase-shi fter may be placed We
have designed and produced such device for SIS radioastronomic recei-
ver placed in vacuum cryostat.

Full text of this paper will be spread at the Conference or send
on the request.
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FIVE mm MICROWAVE RADIOMETER RECEIVER

Xu Zhicai
(Purple Mountain Obervatory Academia Sinica.Najing,China)
Peng Shusheng
(Xian Space Radio Technology institute , XianChina)

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the principle of 5mm microwave radiometer receivers,
which include four frequencies:50.30GHz,53.74GHz,54.96GHz and 57.95GHz,
and the test results. AS usual. the receiver is Dicke-type so as to el-
iminate the gain vibration of the receiver system, but its sensitivity
is less than that of a total-power type. In 5mm receivers.a total-power
receiver is used to get higher sensitivities and periodic calibration
is adopted to reduce the gain shift of the receiver system.This receiv-
er is called Total-power-Switch receivw'o,TS receiver for short.From the
test results,a conclusion can be got tnat TS receivers are feasible and
has a large extent of development, especially in remote sensing on sat-
1lites.

Key words: total-power receiver, TS receiver, sensitivity, gain shift,
periodic calibration

Instroduction

A microwave radiometer is a useful tool in remote sensing, because
microwave can penetrate the content of' the atmosphere, such as cloud,
rain and haze.and has the all-weather ability.In Chinaradiometers have
only been used on the ground to measure the water vapor and rain of the
atmospere. The wave lengths used in the rQdiometer usually are 8mm and
13.5mm, these radiometers are Dicke receivers. Now 5mm radiometer recei-
vers are developed in total-power type fcr a satellito remote sensing.A
periodic calibration technology is adopted to eliminite the gain shift
of the system in receivers., e call this receiver a total-power-Switch
receiver, TS receiver for short. The principle of a 5mm TS receiver is
describled in the sencod part, the theoretical measurement sensitivity
is presented in the third part and the test results are given in the
fourth part.At last the conclusion and acknowledgments are given.

Foundamental principle of TS radiometer

The Dicke switch used in Dicke radiometers has an important function to
eliminate the gain shift of the receiver system by alteratively input-
ing the antenna temperature signal and the calibrating signal with a
high freqency in the integration time. This technology results in that
the sensitivity of a Dicke radiometer is just as half times as that of
a total-power radiometer.If the gain shift is little enough as the per-
formance of devices has been greatly developed, it is not necessary to
input the calibration signal just following the antenna signal.The cal-
ibration signal can be put off for an interval. AS a result, a total--
power radiometer is adopted to improve the sensitivity. In satellite
remote sensing, the antenna of a radiometer must be cyclely scanned in
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order to attain a wide scanning belt on the earth.In cycle scanning.the
radiometer gets several instaneous fields of view (IFOV) and two calib-
ration fields of view,one for cold sky and another for warm temperature
blackbody,.which are used to calibrate IFOV's temperatures.This technol-
ogy is called periodic calibration. It has been used to control the sys-
tem gain and calibrate the IFOV's temperatures in 5 mm TS radiometers.
In figure I is shown the sketch of a 5 mm TS radiometer.The system inc-
ludes a reflecter. a feed horna mixer, a local oscillator,an IF ampli-
fier, a square-law detector, a LF amlifier. an integrator, A/D and D/A
tranfers as well as a microprocessor. In the measurement at the laborat-
ory. a chopping-wave wheel, which is shown in figure 2. is used instead
for a reflector to get cold and warm temperatures. A personal computer
is used to store and process the output data from the microprocessor.
The motor is controlled by the microprocessor and drives the chopping--
wave wheel.A/D transfer puts the output of the integrator into digital
data and the output of the D/A transfer control the gain of IF amplifi-
er.iHere it must be mentioned that an ideal integrator has been used in
the 'S radiometer.

Fig.l A 5mm T radiometer

B lackbody Blackbody

#Metal Plate

\Metal plate
(a) (b)

Fig.2 A chopping-wave wheel

The period of the system is 25.6 seconds. In the laboratory measurement,
there are eight fields of view, two of which are calibration fields of
view, in one period. The integration time is 1.8 seconds. The motor runs
an angle.45° , at a time so that the cold and warm temperature signals
reach the horn in turn. Take the seventh (cold) and the eighth (warm)
field of view as calibration fields of view and the temperatures of
other six fields of view can be deducted. by calibration. When the horn
looks at the eighth field of viewthe output of the receiver is the re-
ferenre voltage to control the system gain.The time series are shown in
figure 3.

Theoretical measurement sensitivity

As a total-power radiometer, its sensitivity is given in theory by:

,Tm i n=Tsys [[/B T - (LGIG)2] ()
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I

(a) Integration signal

(b) S/H signal of A/D

(c) MOtor control signal

(d) clear signal

Fig.3 Time series

where Tsys is the system noise effective temperature, in k;B is the band
width of the receiver, in Hz; 'r is the integration time, in s;and (2J3/G)
is the relative gain shift in - seconds.
Just as describling above, the seventh and the eighth fields of view are
calibration fields of view in TS radiometers. The temperatures of other
six fields of view are given as follows:

Vi-V8
Ti = T8 + (T8-T7) (2a)

V8-V7
or

Vi-V7
Ti = T7 + (T8-77) (2b)

V8-V7
( i =1,2.3.4.5.6,7.8 )

where Vi is the receiver output when the horn observes the ith field of
view. T7 and T8 are the temperatures of the cold and warm calibration
blackbodies.respectively.From equation (2a) or (2b) ,get

Vi-V8 Vi-V7
ATmeas U)=,[GLTiD)+ ( -- ) 2(A TT) 2_ - ) "(,Ma) 2: (3)

V8-V7 V8-V7
1.2,3,4.5,6 )

where .ZTi.1,ZT7 and /AT8 are defined by equation (1)./\Tmeas(i) is the
measurement sensitivity of the ith field of view in a TS radiometer. To
take the gain shift into account, equation (3) must be altered by

Vi-V8 Vi-V7
LTmeas(i)=/[QTi)2 +( - )2 (T7) 2÷( - )2 (,"-T8)a+(,'Gi/G)2 Tsys 2Z (4)

V8-V7 V8-V7
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where (CLGI/G) is the relative gain shift of the receiver system bet-

ween the ith field of view and the calibration field of view.

Test results

In laboratory measurement.two fields of view are adopted. one is 102k
and another 290k, and the calibration temperatures are the same. e.g.
17=102k and T8=290k. When i=1,3,.5,7, the horn looks at the cold black-
body,e.g-Ti=102k (i=1.3.5.7);when i=2,4.6,8. the horn looks at the warm
blackbody.e.g.Ti= 290k (i=2.4.6,8).Under these conditions, we have

LTmaes(Q)=. Z[( TO)1+(CL77)2+ (LGi/G)TZl'sy 1 i=1.3.5 )(a

and LTmeas(i)=.,i[(,LTi)l+(/•TS)2+(,nGi/G):ZIsýs2] i=2.4.6 )(5b)

The test results of 50.30GHz.53.74GHz,. 54.96GHz and 57.95GHz four chan-
nels are shown in Table l.From the results, we know the relative gain
shift of the receiver system in one period is very little enough not to
affect the receiver sensitivity and the measurement sensitivities are
very high.

Table I The characteristics of 5mm TS radiometers

measuerment sensitivities(k)
f(GHz) ... /Gp/G`

cold') warm)'

50.30 0.181 0.238 5.46E-6
53.74 0.277 0.305 3.45E-5
54.96 0.280 0.326 2.18E-5
57.95 0.296 0.331 l.80E-5

a) The horn Ic)ks at the cold blackbody.T=102k
b) The horn looks at the warm blackbody,T=290k
c) Lý0p/G is the relative gain shift of the

receiver in one period (25.6s)

CGiclcusion and acknowledgment

Four-channel 5mm TS radiometers have been designed and will be applied IL
to remote sense, the atompheric vertical temperature distribution on
satellits.From the test results the TS radiometer is realistic and can
be used in any other microwave radiometers.
The authers ar! very thinkful to Mr. Sheng Yijian.Mrs. Liming, Mr.Rong
Yahe and Mr.LA) Xuangao who have attended the work.
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FAR-INFRARED BALLOON-BORNE IMAGING OF THE CYGNUS REGION

A.P. Holenstein, G. Schenker, St. Clerc, D. Huguenin* and F.K. Kneubdhl

Infrared Physics Laboratory
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH), CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

Tel. (1) 377 23 40 Fax (1) 371 59 89

* Geneva Observatory, CH-1290 Sauvemy, Switzerland

Since the terrestrial atmosphere exhibits poor transmission for far-infrared and submillimeter radiation,
relatively few observations of astronomical objects exist in this wavelength range. Reliable observations
have to be performed from satellites, rockets, stratospheric balloon gondolas or aircraft. Far-infrared
astronomy provides important information on star formation in molecular clouds. During the contraction of
a protostellar cloud into a massive main-sequence star most of the energy is emitted in the far-infrared
wavelength range. For the observation of the galactic Cygnus-X region, which contains many active star-
forming clouds, a 60 cm diameter far-infrared balloon-borne telescope (Fig. 1) has been developed at ETH
Zurich in collaboration with the Geneva Observatory [1-31. Its design is based on similar balloon-borne
telescopes built by the authors for successful far-infrared solar spectroscopy [4] and imaging [5]. The
Cassegrain-type telescope is equipped with secondary-mirror chopping and an attached photometer
including a liquid helium cooled silicon bolometer with an NEP of 1.3.10-14 W/Hz1/ 2 and three mesh
bandpass filters. The latter are centered at the wavelengt'is 80 pim, 130 g.m and 310 pim with bandwidths of
only ± 3 gum, ± 3 ý.m and ± 15 g~m, respectively. These bandwidths are the smallest ever used in flown
astrophysical photometers. For comparison we show in Fig. 2 the spectral transmissions of these 3 filters
with those used by the Infiared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) [6] which performed a complete far-infrared
survey of the sky in 1983. The pointing accuracy of the stabilized telescope is ± 17 arcsec with a stability of
typically 3 arcsec RMS.

Observations have been performed during 5 hours on the occasion of a flight with a 380'000 m3
stratospheric balloon at a height of 39 km at Aire/Adour, France, on September 26/27, 1990. Successful
measurements have been made on the dust emission of the molecular could complexes DR21/W75N and
S106 at 80 lim and 130 g.m wavelength as well as on Mars at all wavelengths mentioned above [1-3].
Because of the considerably smaller bandwidths of our filters our measured intensity contour maps are of
higher quality than those performed by the IRAS satellite in spite of the fact that the 60 cm IRAS telescope
was operated at a temperature of 3 K in comparison to 250 K of our telescope. An example of such a
spectral intensity map is shown in Fig. 3. On the basis of the 80 g.m and 130 gm data dust colour
temperatures of 36 ±2K for DR21, 34±4K for W75N and 45±6K for S106 have been calculated.
Furthermore, peak-intensities and total luminosities for the different sources have been determined and
compared with the results of other authors.

The next flight of our telescope for far-infrared imaging of the Cygnus region should take place in April
1992 with a new broadband filter which has a bandpass between 225 pLm and 295 gm wavelength.

References:
(1] A. Holenstein, G. Schenker, F.IC Kneubdihl,

Intern. J. of Infrared & mm Waves, 11 (1), 55 (1990)
[2] A. Holenstein, Ph.D. thesis No 9570, (1991), ETH Zurich, Switzerland
[3] A. Holenstein, G. Schenker, D. Huguenin, F.K. KneubUhl,

Astron. & Astrophysics, submitted for publication
[4] J. Rast, F.K. Kneubiihl. E.A. MUller, Astron. & Astrophyiscs. 68 229 (1978)
[5] C.G. Degiacomi, F.K. Kneubtihl, D. Huguenin, Astrophys. J. 298. 918 (1985)
[61 G. Neugebauer et al. (27 authors), Astrophys. J. 278, LI-L6 (1984)
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Fig. 1 The balloon-borne far-infradred telescope of ETH Zurich and Geneva
Observatory flown on September 26/27, 1990 at Aire/Adour, France
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Fig.2 Comparison of spectral filters used by the IRAS satellite [61 and by the ETH Zurich / Geneva
Observatory balloon-borne telescope [1-3]
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Fig. 3 130 gm image of Cygnus DR2IIW75N taken by ETH Zurich / Geneva Observatory
balloon-borne telescope on Sept. 26/27, 1990
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5mm MICROWAVE RADIOMETER SCANNING ANTENNA

Shen Zongzheng and Zhao Enhui
(Xi'an institute of Space Radio Technology, Xi'an, China)

ABSTRACT

The Paper presents the design and the test results of 5mm offset
paraboloidal scanning antenna for spaceborne microwave radiometerwhich
includes four frequencies: 50.3GHz,53.74GHz,54.96GHzand 57.95GHz.A 90 °
offset Paraboloidal reflector fed by corrugated conical horn is used
to get 360 °circular scanning and high beam efficiency. The test main
beam efficiencies are approximately 97 percent-The antenna is feasible,
especially in spaceborne remote sensing .

INTRODUCTION

The 5mm spaceborne microwave radiometer is an useful instrument in
remote sensing to measure Profile of the atmospheric temperature, using
in the oxygen resonance band(50-6OGHz) -It has the all-weather ability.
An antenna is required with multi-frequency, dual (linear)Polarization,
high beam efficiency and fast scanning- A go0 offset paraboloidal
scanning antenna fed by corrugated conical horn with a orthogonal-mode
coupler is developed. That antenna system has advantages: simple,
lightweight. It has no high frequency rotating joint. Thus the fine
electrical Performances are easy ot access.

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE

The configuration of the antenna is shown in Fig. 1. That includes a
offset Paraboloidal reflector, a corrugated c,'iical horn feed, a
orthogonal-mode coupler and a scanner. The 9o 0 oi set reflector is used
to avoid deterioration of sidelobe tevet and VSWR, and to achieve
scannig . The corrugated conical horn is used to improve antenna beam
efficiency and to reduce spillover. The orthogonal-mode coupler is used
to seParat two orthogonal-comPonents received by the antennas and to
couple them into one of receivers respectively. A mechanical scanning
device is used .The feed horn is fixed on the inner circle of a bearing
and the reflector is fixed on the outer lane of the bearing. The inner
circle is fixed and the outer lane is rotated round axis of the horn by
a motor. In the sPaceborne remote sensingthe 360 0 cyclical scanning of
the antenna beam is in the
Perpendicular Plane to the
spaceborne velocity vector-In the
each scannig Periodic, the
radiometer gets several
instaneous fields of view (IFOV)
and two calibration fields of
views one for cold sky and the
other for warm blackbody. 1. offset reflector 2.corrugated horn

3. orthogonal-mode coupler 4.scanner
Fig.- The configuration of the antenna
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THE MAIN POINTS OF DESIGN

1. The Design of Offset-parabolic Reflector
The geometry of the single-offset-parabolic is shown in Fig. 2. The
basic parameters of the reflector are obtained by the simple geometry
reLationshiplthe focal length F of the Paraboloid:

d (CosOo +CosO*)
F = (1) S149 vivo4yw v1
4 Sin n 0

where
a. --- the offset angle
8ý-the half angle subtended at

the focus by feed on the reflector rim
d----the diameter of the projected

aperture of the offset reflector- It
can be gaven as follows:

d = B (2)

where Fig.2 Geometry of the reflector
--- the oprating wavelength

O--d-----the half Power beamwidth
B-the Parameter on field distribution of the antenna aperture.

The half Power beamwidth is determinded by the desirable resolution at
nadir.The cross-Polarization is increased with the offset angle. Usallv
the large offset angle is not used. However becuf.e of the Particular
scanning requirement, the 90 ° offset angle have to be used. To reduce
the cross-Polarization, a small illuminate half angle 8' is used and
a suitable taper level at the edge of the reflector is used.

2. The Design of The Corrugated Conical Horn
The radiation Pattern characteristics of a
corrugated conical horn can be normalized
conveniently by using the dimensionless.-- __

Parameter A in wavelengths 2(Fig.3):

2
Fig.3 Geometry of the corrugated horn

In this design, the small flage-angle horn is used- It is desirable for
the radiometer antenna applications to have A 0.2 to obtained high
beam efficiencies. If a higher beacn efficiency is required s A must be
reduced, which requires the horn half flage-angle to be reduced and the
horn length to be increased by a corresponding amount.

3. The Main Beam Efficiency
The main beam efficiency, described by am, is defined as the ratio of
the radiating Power in the main beam Qm to the total radiating Power.
Grm is given as following:

fr 2 P( Q)dQ
Sm = (4)

f'z P(Q)dQ

The main beam efficiency means that when the Qm is constantthe larger
54
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Fig.5 Test radiation patterns at 50.3, 53.74, 54.96 and

57.95GHz for offset reflector with corrugated horn feed.
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the am is, the more concentrated the antenna energy is and the lower
the sidelobe level is, or, the lower the noise temperature is . The
measurement main beam efficiency is given by integrating of the antenna
pattern data got in measurement.

THE DESIGN EXAMPLE AND THE TEST RESULTS

The 5mm microwave radiometer scanning antenna is developed. The offset
Parabolic reflector has a diameter D of 72mm and a offset angleO. of
900 . The feed horn has a semi-flage angle of 4.70, covered four
frequencies( 50.3GHz,53.74GHz, 54.96GHz,57.95GHz).The feed horn Provides
a taper of approximately 20 dB at the edge of the reflector and has low
sidelobes, low sPillover,high beam efficiencies,and similar Patterns of
the E- and H- plane (shown in Fig-4).

50.30bk

-19 -- .I0:l/'A

-3 - -- 3D I I'

-3D -58 15 3D AD -15 1.5 3D AD 1l5Oft 15.39
- W-Plai. .... E-Pla.

Fig- 4 Test radiation pattens for corrugated conical horn.

A good impedance match at the throat is obtaind when two tapers are
made between the input waveguide and the corrugated horn aperture : One
is a smooth taper and the second is t.,e slot depth taper The antenna
combinatinn gives a VSWR of less than 1-15 at four frequencies.The test
second radiation Patterns for both vertical and horizontal Polarization
shown in Fig. 5. These patterns shown: The patterns at four frequencies
are very similar.The all of patterns beamwidths are approximately 6.00
Nearly all sidelobe level are more than 30 dB below the Peak. The main
beam efficiency at each frequency is about 97 percent.

CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

5mm offset reflector scannig antenna has been designed, the test result
is satisfactory. It will be applied to spaceborre microwave radiometer,
also can be used in other similar-remote senser.
The authers are very thankful to Prof. Lu Mingr", Prof. Wang YifeiMr.
ZhAng Shichang, Mr. Gao Xuanzheng, Mr.Zhong Ying and the members of the
task who have attended the work.
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CORRELATION RM 9CTOKKTRY VIA STOCHASTIC NOISE SIGNALS.
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LIItnrduction
Main problems of microwave reflectometry using measurement of phase

delay of reflected wave - density fluctuations and trapped modes in the
oversized waveguide transmission systems - still need solution. An
alternative approach which is discussed now - to use the pulse radar
reflectometry and time of flight measurement [1]. The difficulty of
this approach - the need of ultra short (<Ins) microwave pulses - was

successfully overcome (2].
In this report we discuss a new approach [3] to reflectometry

technique - use of stationary wide-band noise microwave signals and
correlation technique for measurements of plasma cut-off layer
position. The key components of this scheme are the microwave
oscillator producing wide-band stochastic noise signal (F=35GHz,
F-<lGHz, P'--W) [4,5] and controlled PIN-diode delay line. The necessary
calculations were done for the upper X-mode reflectometry for two
devices: "Uragan-2M" torsatron (Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology) and ITER. The principal layout and parameters of the noise
correlation reflectometer (NCR) which is being developed for U-2M
torsatron in the Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of the
Ukraian Academy of Science (Kharkov,IRE) are described.

2. Auto- and cross-correlation functions of stochastic microwave

signals reflected in a plasma.
Stochastic microwave signal propagation in a plasma was modeled by

means of a numerical code NOISIM. The input block of code was
generating a stationary random function describing a time behavior of
stochastic microwave signal amplitude. Second block was producing a
random function with the frequency band corresponding to that of the
NOISE BWO developed in IRE and described a time behavior of probing
microwave signal amplitude. Then for each Fourier component of micro-
wave signal with a frequency corresponding to that of the upper X-mode
the phase delay was calculated and reflected signal time behavior was
obtained by means of inverse FFT. Finally auto- and cross- correlation
functions of input and output signals were calculated.

Plasma parameters nt~eded for microwave propagation studies (electron
density and magnetic field) were calculated by means of numerical codes
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describing 2D plasma equilibrium for tokamak with a double-null

diverter (EQUT) and stellarator (EQUS). The calculations were done for

ITER Standard Case (B=4.85T, J=22kA, n(O)=1*10 14 cm- 3 ,3 =0.6, li=0.65)
1 - 3

and U-2M Standard Case (B=2.4T,n(O)=1*10 cm , L (0)=0.24,L (a)=0,47).

The analysis of the auto-correlation functions for input and output

signals and cross-correlation one for input and output signals for

"U-2M" UX-mode reflectometry shows that the auto-correlations functions

of input and output signals are similar and their half width is equal

to 2.5 ns (inverse of frequency band width). The cross-correlation

function demonstrates clearly the time lag of the noise signal in a

plasma. The time lag for signals, which are reflected at the same

distance from the plasma edge (40 cm) for two devices with a different

plasma radius (ITER- 2.15 cm, U-2M- 0.3 m) is shown on Fig.l. The

analysis of the time lag versus the cut-off layer distance for both
experiments which was obtained by the probing frequency variation shows

a strong diminution of average velocity v of noise signal propagation

in a plasma (vz(,TzE Z 0.lc, v (U-2M) :z 0.03c). This give grounds for

nontrivial and encouraging conclusion about comparatively large-r
slowing-down of noise microwave signal in devices of lesser size.
Reason of this phenomenon is a considerable decrease of a wave group

velocity only in a region adjacent to cut-off layer. Numeric

calculations using code NOISIM allowed to evaluate the integration time

which is necessary for obtaining of acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.
Frc,'. such calculations one can make a conclusion that for noise
oscillator with a noise frequency band _'F • 0.5 GHz the acceptable

integration time is of order of 10 ps. Of course the correlation

technique can be used in a pulse radar reflectometry. Unquestionable

advantage of the noise oscillator is much larger (factor of 30-50)
output detector signal at equal radar oscillator power and correlator
detector integration time (fig.2).

3. Noise correlation reflectometer for "Uragan-21fV torsatron

The noise correlation reflectometer is developed now in IRE for

UX-mote reflectometry on the "Uragan-2M" torsatron . Basically the

layout of the reflectometer repeats the homodyne reflectometer one;

main differences are the noise oscillator and controlled delay line.

Delay line with fixed delay -Aime will be used for a time lag

;ompensation in waveguides between oscillator and antenna. The

controlled delay line have to provide a variable time lag corresponding

to that in "Uragan-2M" plasma.
The noise oscillator is a source of stationary random signals of

middle power (2-10 W) in the K -band. Operating principle of oscillator



is based on the effect of dynamical stochastisation of 0-type backward

wave tube oscillations due to nonlinear Interaction between electron

beam and longitudinal electric field of an intensive surface EM wave

field of slow-wave structure. Stable generation and electron retuning

of carrying frequency of stochastic oscillation spectrum is provided by

use of wide band weakly resonant oscillatory system. Such generators

allow to obtain stochastic signals in the frequency range of 30-100 GHz

with the noise band 0.3-1.5 GHz and power of 10-0.5 W. Now the noise

generators in the frequency band of 34-64 GHz with the noise band of

0.3-1 GHz and output power of 5-1 W are manufactured in the IRE.

The microwave controlled delay line consists of a set of short

single-mode waveguides connected to each other via FIN-diode switches

providing step-wise change of time lag during a time less then 10 ns.

Li the delay line which is being developed now the time lag step is

zhosen to be equal of 0.1 ns which corresponds for U-2M reflectometry

the cut-off distance shift of order of 1 mm.

4.Conclusion.

We have shown that the stochastic microwave signals can be used in

reflectometry for fusion plasma. Estimates ot time lag ranges for

UX-mode reflectometry for the "Uragan-2M" torsatron and experimental

tokamak-reactor ITER are made. It is shown that the noise radar and

pulse radar can be used for measurement of cut-off layer position even

in a magnetic traps with plasma radius of 20-30 cm. The accuracy of

cut-off layer position measurement is increasing in a large tokamaks. We

hope that the proof-of principle experiment which is planned now for the

U-2M torsatron will reveal a possible difficulties which are not seen

usually for a new approach.
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T2. I

INVERSION OF RAIN DISTRIBUTION ALONG EARTH-SPACE PATH
BY HETEOROLOGIC RADAR AND SATELLITE

Hu Da-Zhang

Qingdao Research Center of CRIRP
33 Fu Long Shan, Qingdao, China (266003).

Abstract: A new method on inversion of rain distribution along Earth-Space path by
meteorologic radar and satellite is given in this paper. A inversed recurrent formula
of specific attenuation of rain is derived from radar equation and a assume of
exponent relation between specific attenuation of rain K and radar reflectivity Z,
K=cZ**d. Aoptimum solution of parameter c and d is given by computer . The combined
system of 713 meteorologic radar at frequency 5.4 G~z and BS-2B satellite receiver at
frequency 12 GHz are described. Data of experiment and results of rain intensity dis-
tribution along Earth-Space path are also presented. This method may be applied to
improvement for recent meteorologic redar with one frequency.

1. Introduction.
There are considerable error by conventional meteorologic radar, because they need

to employ data of radar echo to determine two parameters of radar reflectivity and
specific attenuation of rain. In order to reduce the error, a double frequency meteo-
rologic radar [2] or double polarization meteorologic radar (3] are refered. Other
method of radar-radiometer is presented by lu-lin (1], but the method is not right in
begger rain, because radiometer have not high distinguish at bigger rain. Here a new
method of radar-satellite is presented and its employment is not restricd by case of
begger rain. for used when begger rain.

2. Principle of inversion of rain distribution by radar-satellite.
In the method of rpdar-satellite, both antenna of radar and satellite receiver all

point to direction of satellite BS-2B (see Fig.(l)). The radar echo and satellite
signal are received, simultaneously.

In general, the radar echo P(r) is given by following radar equation

Ca I
P(r)= ---- Z(r)exp(-2 J K(r')dr') (1)

ra

which

70 P hGor (mb-l)"
C -o - (2)

1024 Ln2 Aa (mA +2)'

where r is a distance between radar and atmospheric precipitation (such as rain,
cloud, snow and and fog and so on); Z(r) are radar reflectivity from atmospheric pre-
cipitation; K(r) are specific attenuation of rain; P is peak power of transmit; h
is a special length of transmit pulse; G is antenna gain; 0 , f are half-power-bean
width of radar antenna at vertical and horizon plane, respectively. The parameter of

m iq complex index of refractivity of rain water. In equation (1), the radar echo
intensity depend on both radar reflectivity and the specific attenuation of rain alo-
ng Earth-Space path. Because both radar reflectivity and specific attenuation of rain
are determined by raindrop size distribution and rain type, they have some inner re-
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lation. In order to simplity problem, a exponent relation between radar reflectivity

and specific attenuation of rain is assumed as

X - cZd (3)

where coefficient of c and d are determined by experiment.
The space distribution of rainfall intensity are assumed form rl to rn+l (see Fig.1

). In the range form ri to ri+l the rainfall intensity is Ri. Substituted eq.(3) into
eq.(l), the specific attenuation of rain K is represented by measured value of radar
echo P(r ), i=1,2....,n and value of paranents c and d as the following recurrent
equational set:

2
P(rl)rl d

Ca
2

P(r2)r2 2Kl(r2-rl) d
K2=c C -------- e e

Ca

2 ,-.

P(rn)rn 2 £ K (ri+l-ri) d
Kn - c C -------- e (4)

Ca
Because both antennas of radar and satellite receiver all point to same direction, the
satellite attenuation of rain can wrote as

n
A(dB) = E Ki(r. -ri) (5)

i=1

The equations of (4) and (5) are a contradictory equation set, which have n+l equa-
tions and have n+2 unknown numbels (They are the parameters of c, d and Ki, i=1,2,...
,n). In order to solute the contradictory equations, a optimum solution method is
presented below section. After soluting the specific attenuation of rain K the rain
intensity can be soluted by Olsen formula (4] as:

b
K aR (6)

where coefficients a and b are depended by the operate frequency and raindrop size
distribution. For famous M-P model of raindrop size distribution, a=0.00213 and
b=l.209 at frequency of 5.4 GHz. If both radar frequency fl and satellite frequency
f2 is not same, a form'la of scala frequency can be used by CCIR (5] as:

A2 = Al*G(f2)/G(fl) (7)

where
1.72 -7 3.44

G(f) = f /(1+3*10 f

where Al and A2 are specific attenuation of rain at frequencies fl and f2, respecti-
vely.

3. Optimum solution of parameters c and 4
Based on empirical relation between radar reflectivity Z and rain intensity R,

Z=200R**(1.6) and Olsen formula eq.(6), the typical value of parameters c and d is as
c=0.00004 and d=0.75, the range of parameter c is from 10**(-7) to l0**(-4) and the
range of parameter d is from 0.6 to 1.2. In order to find the optimum solution of par-
ameters c and d, a objective function is introduced as:
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n

Q A- Ki(r;,, -r;)] (8)
i=l

where A is measured attenuation of rain by satellite receiver. If both frequency of
radar and frequency of satellite are not same, the value of rain attenuation of radar
is scaled by equation (7). Under sum sign the term of Ki(rjj -rj) is represent as
the predictive value of rain attenuation.

A program figure of the optimum solution of rain intensity distribution is shown
in the Fig.(2). There are two compared ring to approach true value of parameters c
and d. One ring is used to find the optimum paranent of d with step length Ad,
when fixed parameter of c (c=10**(-4)), where d10**(-J), the range of(-J) from (-I)
to (-4) (corre- sponding to accuracy with IO**(-4) ). Other ring is used to find the
optimum parameter of c whth step A c, when the parameter of d is fixed as optimum
value soluted by above ring, where c=10**(-m), the range of (-m) from (-7) to (-11)
(correspondiug to accuracy with 10**(-12). Each ring includes a lot of compasr pro-
cess, which found two values of Q (corresponding to parameters c and d) and Q'(corre-
sponding to parameters of c' and d') by equation (8), then compared two Q and Q', the
smaller value of Q (or Q') is as new initial value of Q. Similizing above process,
chose a new parameter of c' (or d'), with some step length of c (or d), uptil to
find the optimum value of c (or d), which corresponding to a minimum value of Q. Ba-
sed on this optimum parameters of c and d, the value of specific attenuation of rain

K by equation (3) are found. Finally, The rain intensity distribution are soluted
by optimum value of K by formula (6).

4 . Experimental system
The experimental system is shown in the Fig.l. Both antennas of radar and satellite

are co-sited and pointed to direction of satellite BS-2B. After the data of radar
and satellite receiver are collected, they are passed a conversion A/D and entered
into a computer of IBI-PC/XT. The equipment is established in Qingdao of China, where
longitude is E 120019', the latitude is N 34°4' high of sea level is 114 m, the
azimuth is 179*52' and elevation is 46*44'. The parameters of radar and satellite are
shown in the Table 1. Substitute radar parameters into eq. (2) , the parameter of
Ca=l.91*l0**(-ll) (mv km1'm/mm6).

Table 1. The paraments of radar
and satellite.

Radar Satellite

!Frequency f=5.4 GHz:Frequency f=12 GHz
!Peak transmit power:Transmit power "

P=260KY1 P=I00W
!Pulse duration h=ls:Longitude of BS-2B
!Antenna size D=3.8m! E 110 1
:Antenna gain G=38dB:Antenna Gain
!Bean width = =1.21 G=53dB ,
IMin. detectable :Antenna size I / '

-107mw? D=5 m

Fig. I Experimental system.

5. Data and results
Typical data of radar echo and satellite attenuation of rain at July 31, 1986 in

Qingdao are shown in table 2 and Fig. 3. There are data of three sets , which repre-
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sented three kind of rain: begger, middle and small rainfall. The results of parame-
ters of sec, d and Q are listed in the Table 2. The results of rain intensity dis-
tribution R(r), radar reflectivity distribution ZMr), specific attenuation of rain
K(r) and radar echo P(r) are shown in the Fig. 3. The paraments of c and 4 are very

close value given by Joss, where c=3.15*10**(-4) and d=0.732 [6]. Results of mean
square error Q are smaller than 0.1 dB from Tab. 2, it is shown that the method of
radar-satellite is available.

Table 2. Typical rain

SResults of inversion I
Time Kind of A(dB ----------------------- I

I Rainfall c d I Q 1
1 -- - --- t - - - - - - - - -I- - - I

122:36!Heavy Rain! 5.0 7.90*10**(-5):0.791 1.0966 1
122:431Mid. Rain! 3.0 11.79*i0**(-4)10.691 i.007381
:22:52!Small Rain: 1.3 1l.79*10**(-4):0.691 1.000281
i ------------------------------------------- I

6. Conclusions
This paper has present a new method for measured rainfall intensity along Earth-

Space path. In improving measured method by single frequency radarit has three
areas:
(1). It can determines the radar refrectivity, the specific attenuation of rain and
rainfall intensity on Earth-Space path, It has the problem of measured principle by
single frequency radar, which need assume the factor of specific attenuation of rain
are very smaller and neglectful .
(2). It is not necessary to measure the radar parameters of Ca, which includes the
radar transmit power, antenna gain, been width, because a new parameter c/Ca represe-
ntes the paraments of Ca in the eq(4) , here the paraments c/Ca is found by optimum
method.
(3). The radar-satellite method is available for any kind of rain, because the rain
is heavy, distinguish of measured attenuation is good, but the radar-radiometer me-
thod is not available when heavy rain, because distinguish of measured temparetrue
by radiometer is not high when heavy rain.
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T2.2

CORRELATION OF CLOUDINESS AND RAIN COMPONENTS OF MILLIMETER
RADIO WAVE ATTENUATION IN HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL FORMATIONS

IN THE TROPOSPHERE

V. V. Stroganov
Radiophysical Research Institute
Nizhny Novgorod 603600, Russia

Measurements by the method of remote radio sounding in the
spaced points of zenith attenuation at 4,8,13.5 and 30 mm
wavelengths in the troposphere with clouds and rain show that
times and distances of correlations of these attenuations are in
the 3-35 minute intervals and 2-20 km, respectively,
independently on the rain intensity.

Measurements show that cloudiness and rain components of
attenuation are badly correlated between each other. If falling
rains are strictly connected with regions of cloudiness, the rain
drops on the zenith path appeared to be fallen from different
regions of a moving cloud that makes the rain structure the
oblique-stratified character. Taking into account that
velocities of the drops falling differ on the average by a number
of two for mizzly rains and pouring ones, it should be expected
that the time of attenuation correlation in mizzly rain will
exceed that of a strong pouring rain (with similar wind
velocity).

The role of rain in the attenuation of millimeter waves
increases relative to the cloud with an increase of the
wavelength in strong pouring rains but drops in mizzly rains.
This is confirmed by the correlation of the rain intensity with
attenuation at different wavelengths. For mizzly rains, the
coefficient of the intensity correlation with attenuation
increases with decrease of the wavelength. The inverse is
observed in a strong pouring rain (30 + 70 mm/hr.); the
coefficient of the intensity correlation with attenuation drops
with the wavelength decrease. Here, the time of correlation is
changed that testifies to the fact that times of attenuation
correlation of millimeter wavelengths in the rain and cloudiness
parts are different.

For a pouring rain (Fig. 1), the autocorrelation functions
of the rain intensity and 30 mm wavelength attenuation (curves
4 and 3, respectively) coincide. This is explained by the fact
that a contribution of a cloud into the 30 mm wave attenuation in
strong pouring rains is small in comparison to that of the rain.
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It is evident that time of correlation found over these two
curves are due to the rain and can be considered the time of
correlation of the rain component of millimeter wave attenuation.

Curves in Figure 1 (1 and 2) are the correlation of 4 and 8
mm wave attenuation and the autocorrelation of one of them.
Curves are also practically coincided, but the * " , " of
correlation found exceeds twice the time of correlatio,. found
from the first two curves. It can be explained by the role of
cloudiness only. Time of correlation of millimeter radio wave
attenuation in cloudiness part in case of a strong pouring rain
is larger (in the given case by two times) than the time of
correlation of attenuations in the rain part.

It is on thQ contrary for mizzly rain (Fig. 2). The time of
correlation of 4 mm wave two times smaller than that of the rain
intensity of autocorrelation (curves 1,2, respectively). From
hers it follows that the time of correlation in millimeter radio
wa'e attenuation in mizzly rain is twice as large as the time of
correlation in the cloudiness part of the cloud-rain system. In
pa-rticular, it explains the observed double saturation of the
structural functions of millimeter wave attanuation in clouds
with mizzly rains (the first saturation is due to cloudiness, the
second is due to rain. The time; of saturation is two to three
times larger). The differences of corralation times for
millimeter radio wave attanuation in the rain and cloudiness
components of hydrometeorological formations for pouring and
mizzly rains denote that the mean dimensions of inhomogeneities
of strong rain (horizontal) are smaller than that of the
cloudiness, while dimensions of inhomogeneities of mizzly rain
exceed that of the cloudiness.



T2.3

RAIN INDUCED DEPOLARIZATION AT MILLIMETRE AND
SUB-MILLIMETRE WAVES IN A XIAN ENVIRONMENT

Y.Yan
(Xidian University, Xi'an, 710071, China)

ABSTRACT

The rainfall rate accumulative distribution, raindrop size distribution and raindrop canting angle
distribution in Xian have been obtained using the least square method from the data measured over

a long period of time.The rain induced depolarization in this environment has been studied.The

cross polarization distrimination. XPD, was computed over a frequency range of 30 GHz to 400

GHz for non-spherical drops.The variations of XPD with frequency, rainfall rate and copolar

attenuation, CPA, were investigated.A mathematicl relationship was established between the
XPD and CPA, raindrop canting angle.The results obtained using the Xi'an raindrop size distribu-
tion have been compared with those assuming the Laws and Parsons (L-P) distribution.The role of
multiple scattering also has been discussed, it is shown that the multiple scattering play an impor-

tant part in short millimetre and sub-millimetre waves.

INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing demand for high capacity radio channels has led to the use of orthogonal

polarization and higher frequency range in order to increase channel capacity without the attendant

increase in bandwidth.Rainfall is a major impairment to radio wave propagation at millimetre and

sub-millimetre waves.This had lead to the interest of many workers in the study of rain induced
attenuation and depolarization on terrestrial and earth-space communication links.In the system

using orthogonal polarizations, it becomes necessary to model the true shape of the raindrop as

closely as possible in order to fully study the effect of rainfall on the electromagnetic wave propaga-
tion.Consequently, the spheroidal drop shape and in recent times the Pruppacher-Pitter drop

shape have been assumed for scattering purp~ses.The non-spherial shape results in differential

attenuation and differential phase shift of the orthogonal polarizations, thus leading to further sig-
nal degradation in the form of depolarization.

I t ,anding depolarization properties of the transmission medium is of crucial importance in

planing frequency reuse by employing orthogonal polarization in a radio communication

system.The rain induced depolarization, which concurs with heavy rain attenuation, is determined

by locally rainfall, raindrop size distribution and raindrop canting angle distribution.In this

paper, rain induced depolarization has been studied using the Xi'an raindrop size distribution and
raindrop canting angle distribution.The purpose of this paper is to assess our current considering of

the rain induced depolarization at millimetre and sub-millimetre waves and to discuss the relation-

ship between the XPD and CPA and the role of multiple scattering.
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RAIN MEDIUM PARAMETER IN XI'AN ENVIRONMENT

In order to study rain induced depolarization at millimetre and sub-millimetre waves, it is necessa-
ry investigating rainfall rate, raindrop size and canting angle distribution.

I. Rainfall Rate Accumulation Distribution
The equation of rainfall rate accumulative distribution is obtained using the least square method
from the 5-minute data measured in Xi'an over a long period of time(eleven years).

p(x > R) = 0.00 1694e (1)
where, R is the 5-minute rainfall rate (mm / hr), p(x > R) is the probability exceeded the mean
year time o: arising rainfall rate R.

2. Raindrop Size Distribution
In the Xi'an irea, the raindrop data have been measured with different method, in different
time, different climate condition.Then, the equation of raindrop size distribution has been ob-
tained using the least square method,

n(D) = 5612.29exp( - 3.74R -O.2W) (2)
where, D is the diameter of raindrop (mm), n(D) is the function of raindrop size distribution.The
data were.measrued in the condition: rainfall rate is smaller than 20 mm / hr.

3. Raindrop Canting Angle Distribution
The equation calculating raindrop canting angle distrihution has been obtained using the least
square method from the data measrued with different method,

p(0) = I ( e lb 2  (3)
%2%rs

where, 0 is the raindrop canting angle, u is the average value of raindrop canting angle which has
Gaussian statistical distribution, s is the standard deviation, p(O) is the distribution function of
raindrop canting angle.The data were measrued in the condition: rainfall rate is smaller than 40
mm/ hr.

CALCULATION OF RAIN INDUCED POLARIZATION

In frequency reuse system employing orthogonal polarization. the interfering crosstalk between the
two channels through depolarization caused by raindrops can severely restrict the utility of such sys-
tem. The degree of depolarization may be represented by the ratio of cross-polarized to copolarized
signals at the receiver.
The depolarization effect can be evaluated in terms of the cross-polarization discrimination
XPDH, XPDV, where H, V refer to horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively.In the
condition of single scattering, the cross polarization discrimination is given by (reference I),

XPDH 20Ig (v + h) - (v - h)cos2ue (4)
(v - h)sin2ue 2#

XPD Y = 2 0 1g(v + h) + (v - h)cos2ue 2' (5)
(Y - h)sin2ue 2,

where, vse h=e , kv and kh are propagation constants of two characteristic
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polarization of waves without depolarizations, repectively.L is the effective distance across the flat
rain region.
The variation of XPD with rainfall rate at 35GHz and 300GHz is illustrated in figure 1 for a terres-

trial links.Figure 2 show the variation of XPD with frequency from 30GHz to 400GHz.

so-

I o 3* IOV /* iPer
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Fig. I Variation of XPD with Fig. 2 Variation of XPD with
rainfall rate. frequency.

VARIATION OF XPD WITH COPOLAR ATTENUATION

Measurement of copolar attenuation and rainfall rate are easier than that of cross polarization dis-

crimination.Therefore, it is interesting to have a formula to infer XPD with the peior given value of

CPA.Froming the equation (1), a formula of computing XPD in terms of CPA can be represented
as.

XPD CP -- 01g~c'•/2° CP.4J1/20)

XPD =CPA -2 1g(eCA V /20 - e ) - 201g(tg2u) (6)

Figure 3 shows the variation of XPD with CPA at 34.8Ghz, comparing with the formula to com-

pute XPD in terms of CPA suggested by CCTR (reference 2).Jt can be seen that the result of equa-

tion (6) is more in agreement with the measured values than that of equation suggested by CCIR.

THE ROLE OF MULTIPLE SCATTERING

As the operating frequencies of communication systems more higher into the millimetre wave

region, the effect of multiple scattering in precipitation media become more significant.Considering

the effect of multiple scattering, the rain induced cross polarization discrimination ckn be given by
(reference 3),

2._r , i I I - ,,
1 -- 27 [(l -Fo)f +-F(f, +f )+F(f -f,)cos2ue ]nda

XPD H = 201g 2K I )f f2-h-f2 nd (7)
27t L - I sin2ue i(f, - f,)ndaK0

1 2n-fL[(+ 1 F (f, + f))- F(, -f,)cos2ue ']ndaK J( - FF°)ifco~u
XPD V = 20g (8)

2n L --sin2ue-'1ff-f)nda

where. k. is the wave number in free space, F0 is the ratio of spheriai shape to total, F is that of

the non-spherial shape, fhand fv is the forward scattering coefficient of non-spherial shape

raindrop to horizontal and vertical polarizations, respertively, a is the radius of raindrop.
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Figure 4 shows the comparison of multiple scattering and single scattering at frequencies of

34.8GHz. 94GHz and 400Ghz, respectively.Tt can be seen that the role of multiple scattering in

short millimetre and sub-millimetre band become more significant.

- s '. /. , ,

Fig 3 Variation of XPD with Fig 4 Comparison of multiple

CPA at 34.8Ghz. and single scattering.

CONCLUSION

The rain induced depolarization in a Xi'an environment has been studied over a frequency range of

30GHz to 400GHz in terms of cross polarization discrimination, using a Xi'an raindrop size distri-
bution and raindrop canting angle distribution measured with different method. A theoretical re-
lationship of computing cross polarization discrimination in terms of copolar attenuation and aver.

age canting angle of the raindrops has been developed for terrestrial links in millimetre wave band.it
is more convenient than the formula to compute XPD in terms of CPA suggested by CCIR.The role
of multiple scattering has been discussed-It is shows that the effect of multiple scattering play an im-
portant part in short millimetre and sub-millimetre oand.
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T2 .4

MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
IN THE REGION OF 300 GHz

N. I. Furashov, V. Yu. Katkov and B. A. Sverdlov
Radiophysical Research Institute

Lyadov Street 25/14
Nishniy Novgorod 603600, Russia

An experimental range has been designed to study interaction
of millimeter and submillimeter wavelength radiation with the
near-ground atmospheric layer. The range consists of a
transmitter, a receiver, and a 1-km maximum path length one-way
transmission link equipped with meteorological instrumentation.
The transmitter and receiver antennas comprise 920-mm diameter
mirrors. Backward wave oscillators are used as sources of
radiation in the frequency range up to to 1000 GHz. The
transmitted and received signals are recorded by pneumatic or
crystal detectors.

This paper presents experimental results obtained to date on
molecular absorption by water vapor at 260 and 340 GHZ as well as
on attenuation by hydrometers at 260 GHz. Measurements were
carried out at the 1-km path length. Stability of the radio
system gain estimated by analyzing the scatter of molecular
absorption data and their reproducibility in the similar clear
air conditions were no worse than ± 0.2 dB at 260 GHz and ± 0.3
dB at 340 GHz, during a few months. The rapid fluctuations in
the received signals caused by atmospheric turbulence had the rms
amplitudes of 1-5% and the spectral widths (at half maximum) of
0.3 - 5 Hz.

Molecular absorption by water vapor. By processing jointly
new experimental material and the data obtained by us earlier in
laboratory and field measurements, a semi-empirical formula has
been derived for the atmospheric absorption coefficient r (in
dB/km) at 340 GHz:

r = (0.107 ± 0.008) 10-2 e P ( 3 06/T)3.3

2 ~12 ±5+ (0.012 ± 0.002) e2 (306/T)

where e and P are partial water vapor pressure and dry air
pressure, respectively, in Torrs; T is air temperature in deg. k,
e = 3-25 Torr, T = 269-306 K. This result was one of those used
to calibrate an algorithm for computing microwave absorption by
water vapor (1]. The absorption coefficient values of 0.7 to 4.4
dB/kn measured at 260 GHz in the ranges T = 260-283K, e = 1.3-8.8
Torr (relative humidity up to 100%) coincide with those predicted
by the method (1] within the experimental uncertainties. Nearly
the same absorptions at 260 and 340 GHz are given by the model
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(2] that predicts essentially different (lower) absorption levels
than the method [1) does only at frequencies below approximately
50 GHz.

No anomalies of the kind (3-5] (extremely high temperature
dependence of the absorption coefficient, effect of sunlight on
the absorption) were observed at the measurement frequencies.

Attenuation by rain. To accurately measure the water
equivalent precipitation rate R, a high sensitivity irecipitation
gauge of the weighting type has been constructed. The gauge has
a resolution of 0.03 to 0.3 mm/h and a precipitation accumulation
time of 60 to 10s.

The measured dependencies of the attenuation coefficient r
on the rain rate were compared with those calculated for various
raindrop size distributions in (6). As waited, the comparison
shows significant variability of size distribution. For example,
during a 2.5-h moderate rain accompanied by thunder (R • 20 mm/h)
the averaged experimental dependence r(R) corresponds to the LP
distribution. At the same time, for a 1.5-h period (R 5 8 mm/h)
the experimental points were grouped almost continuously in time
around a curve calculated for the J-T distribution. The J-d
distribution was found to be most appropriate for the prediction
of attenuation by a typical autumn light rain (R : 1 mm/h).

Attenuation by snowfall. on the whole, nine snowfall events
have been studied. In four cases, falling show was classified as
wet, the others as moist. The average values of specific
attenuation were 2.3 dB/km / mm/h for moist snow (R : 1.3 mm/h, T
= -12 - +0.3 C) and 6 dB/km / mm/h for wet snow (R : 0.8 mm/h, T
= +0.3 - +1.6 C). The maximum scatter of the data was about 50%.

Attenuation by fog. A regression relationship between the
attenuation coefficient r and the visibility V was found to be r
= 120/V (V = 50 - 1000 m, T = +3C). To investigate deeply
attenuation by fog, now we are working at the construction of a
fog liquid water content meter.
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T2.5

THE INTEGRATION TIMES AND THE RAINFALL CLIMATIC
CLASSIFICATION IN CHINA

Dong Qingsheng
(Qingdao Research Center of CRIRP, Qingdao, China)

ABSTRACT

The statistical characteristics of rainfall intensity observed at a
given point will depend on the integration time of the rain gauge.
According to the analyses of the experimental data, the conversicns
between five (ten9 minutes and one minute rain rate distrib•Utions ar=
discussed in this paper. The one minute rain rata cumulative
distributions and the rainfall climatic classificat-ions of the typical
regions in china are given too.

INTRODUCTIO01

The rainfall can cause the serious attenuation and depolarization in M.
wave band. It is important to research the statistical characteristics
of rainfall intensity. Because of the rapid varying nature :f the rain
rate at a given point the cumulative rain rate distribution observed
will depend on the integration time of the rain gauge and the differenz
integration times of the gauge will result in the different statistical
characteristics of rain rate. The rainfall with high intensity, rain
storm or heavy rain, tends to be concentrate in a short period of time,
typically a few minutes. A short integration time of one minute will be
ap;ropriate for the purposes of the rain attenuation prediction and of
the rainfall climatic classifications because longer integration time
will smooth the peak value cf the rainfall intensity. Thhe longter7
rain rate distrito" with five or ten minutes intear-ticn ti-7 are
readily available in the radio meteorological serv.ices in Zhina. !t is
urgent need that these data are converted to equivalent one m.nute rain
rate distributions in order to complete the rainfall climatic
classification in China. According to the analyses of the experimental
data the conversions between one minute and five(ten) minutes rain rate
distributions are discussed in this paper. The equivalent cumulative
distributions of the one minute rain rate and the rainfall climatic
classifications of the tpical regions in China are given.

THE DISCUSSIONS FCIR APPROXIMATE COUVERSION FZR1!ULA

Resent analyses suegest that the rain rate distribution is e)tter
described by a modelt i.e.

P(R)r) a-exp(-ur)/rh (1)

where b=S.22.R4,0 (26

ba= 0.0001-R,, exp(uR, 9 )

u=0.015_0.045 (4W
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The accurate value of u not only depend on the geographical features
of a region but also depend to the integration time of the rain gaugeT
Let ?, fR, 1 and Pt (Rt' be the rain rate distributions with one minute
and t minutes (five minutes or ten minutes) integration time at a given
point respectively. Then,

P, (R, o a, exp (-u, R, ) /F• 5

F (Rt'= aexp(-uC /Rý (6)

Let R,=Rt=R , i.e. corresponding to the same rain intensity, and u,--'ut
where this is a approximation between one minute integration time and
fivetn .. minutes integration times, a approximat-a conversion formula
can be obtained:

The formula '' is used to provide the conversion between the rain rate
distributions with integration times of fl-. 'or ten! minutes and one

i n u t E . The coeff-...-..tZ A and B will be deter-ined by the regressi-e
analyses of the axperimental data.

"TH= EGEZV A.TALY'-E3 Z7 - -- ------ ,HEE DT
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- r -..-. d -- -mes. one ne and tenmwz:.a --ain gaugeý,m~uzsat Xin;::ing, Menan ''?2 1932 -ith --'-.-'- •,-- -. n au

-. n.da., -. anWdong,' o 19%_1p9 - .- ,a.in gauge ' and

Becaus" :he influencE of :fa-on time is mc--t irn the hea%-v
a-m and- th, renszor.. tra-- data of 9u tes and 1..C
:71 ut'= ar a = -I I e r- - a:7. r ain : n --- -st rn in I"a 3 9 _ at

Xin4::iang and from a ha "-- .... ins•- -n 1- '1083 at Qingdac
resPect-..el-.. =hCoeffi-. n, B are oternd the logarith-
regression -: t-he -'-orimerital d"ta:

?I 'I 0~2 a ~nn '-)20 mrm/h' I?"

,. = 2 " . ''. -t :a-g:nhcu '> 30 -m/Y' f12'

... er a a:-. P,' i, the probeal-y of rain rate R with one
2 S t n1-- c•.,omparisons of

h -2 cv r S . 'al•-so e eqs a-.d the measuremental

""au ini... that h f...r....: an z_ we describe the
ho-- -b oet 7 the -aýn r :t : L:. .i"iate distributions
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Ps (R)0.1020 R' Pg (R) at Ottawa (R>20 mm/h) (13)

P, (R)=0.0500 R** Pw(R) at Ottawa (R)20 mm/h) (14)

P, (R)=0.4900 R&a P (R) at Finland (R>15 ram/h) (15)

P. (R)=0.1320 R .8 P..(R) at Finland (R)15 mm/h) (16)

The error analyses shown that the conversion error is less than 10%
at Ottawa and 5% at Finland.

RAINFALL CLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE TYPICAL REGIONS
IN CHINA

Because of the lack of the rain rate data with one minute integration
time, the rainfall climatic classification in China is very rough inCCIR Report 563. It may be believed that there are same conversion
relationship between rain rate distributions with different integration
time in the same rainfall climatic zone. Therefor by means of the aboveconversion formula (8)_(16) (corresponding to L, M, 11, F and E zonerespectively) and the long term rain rate cumulative distributions >10years) with five or ten minutes integration tine,'rUthe equivalent one
minute rain rate cumulative distributions and the rainfall climatic
classification at the typical regions of China are shown at Tab.1.

Table 1 Equivalent one minute rain rate cumulative distribution (mm/h)

Time probability % Rain climaticRegion Location 0.03 0.01 0.002 0.001 zone

Beijing 39"48' 116'23'E 40 56 84 117 M
Zhenzhou 34*43'N 113"39'E 42 58 82 114 M
Jinan 36*41'N 116S59' E 41 71 112 152 L
Qingdao 3604'N 120*19'E 27 58 107 158 L

aranJing 32019'N 1I18"48'E 37 65 105 146 L
Tlanbhanz 23'40': U-5053'E 46 74 10- 144 L
Taiyuen 3 7*4 7':,"14 1: 233E 17 -2-
Nanzhou 368'03'[ 103'53'E 16 26 45 6E
Yinchuar. 38*24'VI 106'3'E 1: 22 44 6E
Nanning 22*49' :058"21' E 78 114 155 195
Guangzhou 23*03"'N 113*19'E 81 116 159 198 N
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T2. 6

MM WAVE PROPAGATICTI EMPS7HE1TT :N SAN7D DUST S TORM, AND SMOPFE

Dong Qingsheng
(Qingdao Resrarch Center of CRlF.?, Qingdao, China)

ABSTRACT

The situat-ion of the 1*1 wave = .1:-ga_` _- .perm:ert in the san~d dust
oton ad sokeat inan, Shangdong, China ar_ i-nzroduced and the

attenuatiorn by the sand dust storm an,! 37moke ar3_ liscussed.

::TTRQDUCT:CZý7

7The borirand thea rcattcr:-i-nn Lz oz andý smokeý :a:-
:73Ute ehe e:trzio.of signal enr: : ' nd-pends on th=_
ph:;sio'a_ characteristics cf the 2t:zz sn. ank~ 1 e oa r
the shape=, t:he size diztribuit and t permi~tt-:.ty. --az~ f the
lacl: of !know2.edga of the :- haracteristicoo. it i4s -ý:y diffic-ult
for the -:alculaticn and thT.nalyse of th"e !teut: ue t: the
sand dust_ stor- and t- : sno:_ in .11Zýave '-ar-d. Ttirý v :ýroW;gaticr.
measure. *- 'ents are desired. A MM wa'e ;ropagation i:~ .c. n sarnd-dust_
stor7 andl sm~oke is completed b,, 2ingdac R-esearoh C~nt= f CF_?

nan~4.'rll69'E~ Chin .. " pr. 1991. The fre uenci sofM!av
-propagatiorn path are 35 GHz, '2 : and 921 C"z The length of the path
is 7170 mn and 130 :- respecti4vely All firs-. th;_7 C m e~xperimen7t path is
sated up at t-he large sandhill aro 7'lose to Yellow River to measure
the attenuation due to flying a~i~~rilsb wind an
smoke. At second, the 130 :- e:<per,_men: zat'.. seta.1 -:p at a sand": road
omeasure the signal at-:=nuatJ= due to hesand-dust sto:rms by hig

7peed trav=!o ei~. h esr n staemS of the e-ppr:menlt
-nath arL mad~ zf the_ a' wr- e aeur.ns ys te z:-_ s

-is trunents as s howr as Fi;1 . 7h_ý pmrfori-ze w wag measurem-ent
::tmare niae 77t.j. :7n the fCl10.z7in; section'cs th-i--~ mn

d'ata about the physical characteristics cr sand-dust particinos and the
-::'teUat~on due to sar~d-dIut storms and s,-oke:- ar2 discussed.

Tab..The P~rfcrnenc:e of 1MWave Measurenent Systems

Tra'nsmitter RC 2i --ear

Grco 'H : 35 72 93352
Casseg'rain ic r: Cassagrain

CM 60 90 C04.
G ain dB 45 50 52 50 52

Discrin.inabili-ty dB ''1-

2. . The hysizal Charac:teristiss Cf TcSarnd Ous t  ar'
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The sand-dust particles can cause the absorb and the scattering of MM
wave signal. Assume the shape of the particle is sphere, we can obtain
the attenuation by the Rayleigh approximation:

A = 1.029*10o."9/(,( ( +2)+c)•})SrJ5N(r) dr dB/km (1)

where C-e-JE' is the permittivity of the sand--dust particle. Therefore
the attenuation due to the sand-dust storm will depent on the particle
shape, the particle size distribution and the permittivity.
(1). The Particle Size Distribution.

The measurement results of the six samples of the flying sand-dust
particle in the experiments are shown in Tab.2. It is evident that the
particles with size range 0.04-0.15 mm are about 80% of total number.

Tab.2 The Size Distribution Of The Sand-Dust Particles

Probability %
Diameter r.T Sanple 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean

0.30)D>0.15 25 5 20 10 0 0 10
0.15>D>0.10 20 20 20 35 5 10 18
0.10>D)0.05 30 60 45 50 65 60 52
0.05>D>0.04 15 5 10 3 20 25 13
0.04>D>0.02 5 5 5 2 10 5 5.3
0.02>D 5 5 0 0 0 0 1.7

(2). Particle Shape.
The particle shape is very irregular. The shape analyses of two typical
samples are shown in Tab.3.- It is clear that the shape of most
particles is non-spheric.

Tab.3 The Shape Of The Sand-Dust Particles

Sphere Spheroid Edge type
Diameter mm Sample 1 Sample 2 1 2 1 2
0.30>D>0.15 20 0 20 0 60 100
0.15>D>0.10 25 15 25 10 50 75
0.10)D>0.05 16 34 34 16 50 50
0.05)D>0.04 30 40 30 0 40 60
0.04>D>0.02 40 40 0 0 60 60
0.02>D 0 0 40 0 60 0

(3). Complex Permittivity.
The permittivity of the sand-dust particle will depends on the moisture
content. The measurement data of the permittivity are vsry scarce in MM
wave band. The measurement values of the permittivity of the sandy soil
collected in the experiment at 33.5 GHz are shown in Tab.4.

Tab.4 The Permittivity Of The Sand-Dustcll

Frequency Soil Type Moisture Content % Permittivity
0 2.51-jO.0343

22.5 GHZ Sandy s:: 2. 311-j .1240

2.2. The Attenuation Of Flying Sand-Dust By Wind.
At the first, the experimental instruments shown in Fig.! are installed
at a 770 m propagation path. The maximum wind speed is about S m/s in
the experimental period. The flying particles of the sand-dust can be
observed at the altitude above 1 m corresponding to the visibility is
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less than 2 km. There is only a smaller change of the signal level,
t 0.2 dB/km, at 93 GHz and non change is observed at 35 GHz and 72 GHz.

2.3. The Attenuation Due To The High Speed Travel Of The Vehicle.
As the second, the measuremental instruments are installed at a 130 m
sandy road. The altitudes of the transmissive and the receive antennas
are all about 2 m. The dense dry sand-dust storm due to the high speed
tr&vel of a truck can be maintained about 10 seconds above the path.
The visibility is less than 2 m at the storm. The attenuation of the
signal is recorded at the same time. The eight valid data are shown at
Tab.5. The maximum attenuation is about 0.75 dB/km at 93 GHz and there
are not level changes at 35 and 72 GHz. To take an average, the dense
dry sand-dust storm with the length of 90 m only causes the attenuation
of 0.6 dB/km at 93 GHz. Therefore, the influence of the dry sand-dust
storm should be negligible when the frequency is less than 100 GHz.

Tab.5 The Attenuations Due To The Sand-Dust Storm By The Vehicle
( Frequency: 93 GHz )

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean
Storm Length m 40 70 80 80 110 110 120 I10 90
Attenuation dB/km 0.75 0.43 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.60

THE ATTEIIUAT:Ou DUE TO SMC-TF

The smoke by the explosion or the burn can cause the attenuazion of MM
wave. The research of the attenuation by smoke will mainly depend on
the direct experiment measurement because of the uncertainty of the
Permitti';ity of smoke. The propagation experiment in smoke is completed
at a 770 m path on a non-wind day. The burn of the firewood and the
grass poured by the engine oil c:anr.roduce dense smoke with the length
of 100 m along the path. The typical measurements of the attenuation
and visibility are shown at Fig.2. The data are discussed for the "burn
period" and the "smoking period" reapectively. In the "burn period",
the flame rise to the sky but the smoh:c is weaker and the visibility is
greater, the strong fluctuates of the signal level with the amplitude
variances of ±7 dB/km and t2 dB/km are observed at 93 GHz and 72 GHZ,
respectively. The frequency ranges of the scintillation are about 0.5-2
Hz at 93 GHz. In the "smoking period", the burn is near stop and the

smoke reach the most dense situation with the least visibility, the
small variances of the signal level with the anplitude of tI dB/km are
observed at 93 GHz and non changes of the signal level are observed at
35 GHz and 72 GHz. It is evident from above discussions that the dense
smoke can only cause very small variance of the signal level, typically
i1 dB/km at 93 GHz, but the strong fluctuate of the signal level,
typically 47 dB/km at 93 GHz and ±2 dB/km at 72 GHz, can be observed in
the "burn period", The main reason caused above phenomenon is probably
from the fact that the notable variance of water vapour in the "burn
period" will result in the notable variance of the imaginary part of
the permittivity of the smoke particles and the strong fluctuate of the
signal level will be caused.

CONCLUSION1S

According to above discussions of the experimental results, some
interested conclusions can be obtained:
1). The very sma.ll attenuation are caused by the dense sand-dust storm,
with the visibility of a few meters, composed of the flying particles
of the dry sand-dust due to the high speed travel of the vehicle at the
frequency range below 100 GHz, typically 1 dB/km at 93 GHz.
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2). The dense smoke due to the burn of the firewood and grass poured by
engine oil can only cause very small variances of the signal leveltypically 11 dB/km at 93 GHz, in the "smoking period". But the strong
fluctuate of the signal level, typically i7 dB/km at 93 GHz andt2 dB/krat 72 GHz, are caused in the "burn period". The reasonable explain is
possibly that the notable variances of the water vapour in the "burnperiod" will result in the notable variances of the imaginary par- cf
the permittivity of the smoke particles and then the strong fluctuate
of the signal level will be caused.
3). The shape of most of the sand-dust particles is non-spheric and ths
maximum equivalent diameter is less than 0.3 mm. The particles with thE
diameter 0.04-0.15 mm will be greater than 80% of the total number.
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T3.1

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FEL READIATION AND
CYCLOTRON RADIATION

Yin Yuanzb.iu
(Institute of Electronics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, China)

ABSTRACT

In FEL, there are two kinds of radiations: the free electron laser radiation (FELR) and the

cyclotron radiation (CR). This paper has theoretically pointed out that if the initial transverse ve-
locity of the electron beam is large and the parameters of FEL are not suitable, CR will dominate,

especially when the energy of electron beam is low. But CR do not have double Doppler frequency
upshift and with the limitaion of the guide magnetic field, its radiation frequency is much smaller

than FELR. Therefore, it is very important to distinglish these two radiations and to suppress CR.

INTRODUCTION

In FEL, under the action of the guide magnetic field, the beam will do cyclotron motion. This
cyclotron motion can interact with the electromagnetic wave and produce a coherent stimulated
radiation, that is, the cyclotron radiation (CR). At the same time, under the action of the wiggler,
the beam will do periodic movement which interacts with the electromagnetic wave too and pro-
duce another coherent stimulated radiation, that is the free electron laser radiation (FELR).
Therefore, in FEL the two mechanisms for both FELR and CR exist. This paper shows when the
beam energy is high and its initial transverse velocity is small, the frequency and growth rate of
FELR is much larger than CR, so CR do not play any significant role. But on the contrary, the
frequency of CR will be close to FELR and CR growth rate will become large, CR can not be neg.
lected.

THE DISPERSION RELATIONS

We assume the static magnetic field is composed of the bifilar helical wiggler and the guide mag-
netic field:

B0 =8 [.cos(k z) . - jin(k z)i,.]+ B #

where B. and B ,1 is the wigger and guide magnetic fields, k,, = 2n/, and Ai are the
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wavenumber and wavelength of the wigger. The electromagnetic wave is a plannar wave,
- EJ., =B - Bi'. Take the electron motion in the static magnetic fields as the zero order, solve

the equation of electron motion

di'/dt -+ *)CFi7E1

the equation of continuity

V . (NV + 2N Ia1 =0

and the wave equation

V X (V x•)+ (1/c2)a2'e/02 -

together, by making use of the Maxwell equation

V xE=---(l/c)ai/at

and the rf current dencity

1= -,eNf

after some tedious algebra, we obtain the dipersion relations: for FEL mode

2, )2 2-o c k- - P,(w- k ,, ((w - k,, - Ll, )][w,- (k + k.)v

=(j/ 2 14)v.(k+k )Iv (ck-$,ow)-f. (w-kv,)/(w-kv, -fi,)] (1)

for CR mode

(o0, -ck )(a - kv 9 -f 1)

-(0)2/4 )v2(ck-#loo)(k+f), /v,)/c

(2)
2 t ,1/5

where z-= (4ire no /(moye)) is the plasma frequency, fl = eB, /(yemoC) and 0 -=

eB. / (7 0mec) are the cyclotron frequecies inithe guide and wigger magnetic fields, vi, and vL
are the initial axial and transverse velocities of electron, respectively. %' = f) v R / (f ig - k

) is the transverse velocity of electron caused by the wiggler.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the dispersion relations (1) and (2), we can obtain the radiation frequencies OsRL and
wC and the growth rates a)urL and wic for the FEL mode and CR mode, respectively, as follows:
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ojPEL -0 +PS)4',k (3)

and
a).._ 4a 2/3 W-2 (is 0/py A //(6

where f11 0 eB 6 / (m c) is the nonrelativistic cyclotron frequency in the guide field, oj,.
1/2=0)o , ol, =v/c, ± = I / c, f. = .C, / =o=(l-fl-/L)- , =-

The radiation frequencies and growth rates for the FEL mode and CR mode as a function of the
electron beam energy E, the guide magnetic field B , and the initial transverse velocity P± of the

electron beam have shown in Figs.l,2 and 3, respectively. From these figures, we can see FEL
mode has the resonance property, the resonance condition is 12, -fl # ck. = 0, according to Eqs. (3)
and (4), this is just the same condition for cu, = c. This condition has been expressed by a
dot-and-dash line in Figs.1 and 2. Obviously, in experiments we should avoid the resonance, but

we can properly approach it to increase the FELR growth rate. The CR mode does not have the
resonance property. The FELR growth rate increases when the wiggler field increases. The CR

growth rate increases when the guide magnetic field and initial transverse velocity of electron in-

crease. Because the guide magnetic field must strong enough, the best way to suppress CR is to re-
duce the initial transverse velocity of the electron beam as low as possible. Generally, the initial
transverse velocity of electrons has little influnce on the frequencis of FELR and CR and the

FELR growth rate. The FELR has the double Doppler frequency upshift property, its frequency
is approximately propotional to the electron energy square. But the CR do not have the double
Doppler frequency upshift property, its frequency is approximately propotional to the electron
energy and axial magnetic field. Obviousely, the most effective way to increase the FEL frequency
is to increase the electron energy. Under the certain condition, it will make the FELR growth rate
smaller than CR.So it becomes more important to reduce the initial transverse velocity of electron
beam in order reduce the CR growth rate in free electron lasers.
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T3.2

FREE ELECTRON LASER WITH ELECTRON RING AND

ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMPING WAVE

Yin Yuanzhao
Institute of Electronics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, China)

ABSTRACT

A free electron laser with electron ring and electromagnetic pumping wave is studied. The drifting

and rotating electron ring of large radius goes through a cylindrical waveguide and interacts with

its TE mode. By making use of the Vlasov distribution theory and three dimensional wave equa-

tion, the dispersion relation of the scattered wave in the Compton region has been deduced. Ac-

cording to the numerical analysis, the growth rate and radiation frequency of the scattered wave

as a function of the guide magnetic field, electron beam energy, electron rotating ratio and radial

position of electron ring have been discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The free electron lasers can produce coherent radiation from millimeter and submillimeter to opti-

cal range and as tunnable high power lasers are rapidly developing in the recent two decades. In

most FEL researches, the static magnetic wiggler is used. In this paper the traveling

electromagnetic wave as a wiggler (EM wiggler) is studied, that is, the electromagnetic wave prop-

agating in the direction against the electron beam motion acts as a pumping wave and is scattered

by the electron beam. In comparison with the static magnetic wiggtcr, this kind of EM wiggler has
very short wavelength and can be used in the two-stage FEL.

THE DISPERSION RELATION

The relativistic motion equation of electron in the guide magnetic field is

d '• /dt=- -el/(y in )[,E -+ •x (B + B i) /c - •(; -E -) /c 2] I

where B-=B is is the guide magnetic ficld. E= EI +E 2, B=B1 +B, 2 1, B , andE, B2

are the electric and magnetic fielas of the pumpimng wave and scattered wave, respectively. For
the TE modes of cylinderical waveguide, their z-components are
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---IA J,, (k,1 r)exp[-i(kIz +11 +w 11)]J+c.C., E, -0

and

B, 2 -= A 2 J2)(k2cr)exp[i(kiz+1,0-a) t)]+c.c., EX =0

The other components can be obtained by making use of the Maxwell equations.
The longitudinal wave equation of the scattered wave is

IV 2 _ (I / c)a 2 / at ]B2 = - 4x(V x ,/c (2)

The pertubated current dencity T can be obtained from the pertubated velocity and distribution
function.
Under the action of the guide magnetic field, the pumping and scattered wave, the discribution
function of the relativistic electron ring is determined by the following Vlasov equation:

aAf,7',t) / at + i•(',) • a/lt) / _'- e{-E(',t) + i'(7,t) X [i(Ft)
+ ] / c} - ,F,t)/ap = 0 (3)

We choose the equilibrium distribution according to the properties of electron beam as follows:

/(p9,pPF) = noRoO [A' - (Pe - A)• POP. - o)4(pZ - Yom o,)

where no and Ro is the equilibliumr density and radius of the beam, P is the average azimuthal
momentum, Ax is the momentum spread, P9 = r(p--eB 1 r / (2c)) is the canonical azimuthal mo-
mentum, G is the Heaviside step function and P0 =eB,(RO+a4) / (2c). The equilibrrium velocity

V = ie + v #, Expand the velocity and distribution function of the electron ring:

and solve Eq. (1), (2) and (3) together, only keep the beat terms of the pumping wave and scat.
tered wave, which satisfy the following relations:

W-- 2 -a W, k=ki +k2 , 2 =1 +12

we get the dispersion relation:

2 22 e2ck- )2

2 5 -2 2 2=wC A FJn(k2Ro)(Q -1Si)S, (8yoRoD0 (in)
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THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The growth rate a), as a function of the azimuthal mode number 12 is shown in Fig. 1. the maxiumz
growth rate aui.. in Fig.1, its corresponding frequency w2, azimuthal mode number 12 and elec.
tron rotating ratio a as a function of the radial position R0 of electron ring are shown in Fig2.
Here the electron rotating ratio a = ve / vu is defined as the ratio between the azimuthal and axial
components of electron velocity in equilibrium. From Figs. ! and 2, we can see when R0 increases
and is close to the waveguide wall, o,. increases and moves to larger 12. At the same time,
w2 and a increase. This is a very interesting result. It means in practice the electron ring should be
close to the waveguide wall. In order to show the working property of low energy electron ring, as
a example, Fig.3 is presented.

As a conclusion, we point out that in the electromagnetic wave pumping case, the rotating
electron ring provides saveral advantages: frist, by suitablely choosing parameters, we can increase
the electron rotating ratio to make the growth rate increase. Terefore, it meams the guide magnetic
field not only focuses the electron beam and prevents it from divergence but also makes the beam
rotate with large rad'.s, increases the effective distance of interaction between the electrons and
the elctromagne,_. -aves, so that the growth rate will inhance a.ad the device can be very compact.
Second, when the electron ring is close to the wavegt de, both the growth rate and radiation fre-
quency wil increase. This is useful to get higher fre.uecy with a electron beam of lower energy.
Third, by shoosing parameters properly, it is possible to make the electron ring to produce high
frequency radiation for which generally a high energy beam is needed. F-urth, We can use this
electron ring to make a two-stage FEL. In the first stage, this ring produces the CARM radiation.
Then this powerful radiation propagates through the second stage FEL interaction region as a
traveling wave in the same waveguide where the interaction happens as described in this paper. We
hope by adjusting a we will be able to made the whole device shorter and get higher output power.
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T3.3

SIMULATION OF FEL PUMPED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE

IN THE RELATIVISTIC BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATOR

Tianquan Deng

(Inditut-e of Hih Energy &ýdromcs, Unir.sity of Eltrmoic

Science and Technobo of China, Chernu 610054,P. R. China)

ABSTRACT

The theory of stimulated scattering of electromagnetic waves by high-current relativisitic electron beams is

devoloped with the transverse inhomogeneity of incident and scattered waves, and the presence of a

magnetic field of 20 kG focusing the particles taken into account. The nonlinear results including the

coupling coefficient versus the longitudinal magnetic field and the radius of electron beam, the excitation

curves, powers and efficiency etc. are obtained on a set of input parameters of our recently establishlw

accelerator and FEL system with an electron energy of 600 keV and a current of 3 kA. It is shown that the

electrodynamic system of backward wave oscillator (BWO) in the form of a cylindrical waveguide with a

periodically corrugated wall can have a high Q-factor for oscillations at wavelenghts much shorter than the

corrugation period of 1. 95 cm and the wavelengths of incident pump waves. The relativistic 3. 2 cm

backward wave oscillator provided powerful scattered radiation at 3-8 mm with integral power of 30 MW

and efficiency up to 13%

INTRODUCTION

Free electron lasers (FEL' s) have the potential of providing very high-power, continuously tunable,

coherent radiation over an extensive range of wavelenigths, many applications in mi'tary, industrial,

agricultural, medical and biological areas etc. and are currently the subject of an intensive research effort'.

More attention haq been paid to "e electromagnetically pumped free electron laser (EM--FEL) in recent
years because EM-FEL enables significant increases in the radiation frequency ( A -,./4)11 ) for the same

beam parameters (as compared to the magnetostatic wiggler-driven FEL, A - XE!,/2 2) and continuous

tunability by changing the electromagnetic pump frequency. 2' In the EM - FEL, the generation of the

pump wave and it's scattering can be accomplished by the same electron beam, even directly in the same

interaction spac-, this is called two-stage FEL'-5 (Fig. 1 shown ). Many radiation sources that induce a
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transverse electron oscillation would, in principle, function as a pump field. Generating radiation of 200

MW of power and 3. 2 cm of wavelength by the relativistic backward wave oscillatior is thought to function

as the pump wave in the present study. A practical EM-EFL electrodynamic system is simulated using the

complete equations of EM- FEL by Bratman et al. ', to obtain the coupling coefficient versus the

longitudinal magnetic field and the radius of -electron beam, the excitation curves, powers versus the

focusing magnetic field, frequency and efficiency. All the computing results can direct our experiment of

free electron laser pumped by electromagnetic waves which is in progre in University of Electronic Science

and Technology of China. 7

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In the case of scattering by a beam of electrons moving with a translational velocity v//, the incident wave

(pump) ALand the scattered wave (signal ) A.can be expressed as:

A.,= 14 3 -

When stimulated scattering can occur in the pump generator (Fig. 1) with consideration of HF-LF wave

interaction in relativistic backward wave oscillator, the complete equations of particle motion and resonator

excitation have the form6 :

•--- Imf7"•,Fezp(io,) + i.•F~aap( i8.) + Ga•a ezp(i(o, -o,)
dZ

dO,..
-7-= _ d,.. + J4...w

dZ.
dca, co'(~•.

S+J(F.= iM,-l Ga.p,,._,),dZ

.+ WW. (F.Mp. + GczpA-i,0dZ
de 2Q.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 2 shows the wave coupling coefficient G versus the-radius of electron beam; Fig. 3 shows G versus

the magnitude of the longitudinal magnetic field, when the E01 wave scatters to the HI Eo, , E,, 0Il ,and

H21. Fig. 3 shows that when B=l2kG, the coupling coefficient G-.oo.

The growth of the scatterea wave power is restricted by: depletion of the pump wave and lockout of the

electrons losing energy from synchronism with the combination wave(the shift of bunches from deceleration

to acceleration wave phases). Fig. 4 shows that, after starting oscillation, when time tv15ns, the pump
waves get to the power saturation of 200 MW; when time t= 19ns, the scattered waves to the power

saturation of 30 MW.
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Non-monotonic dependence of the BWO radiation P, (B) is explained by cyclotron absorption of the

fundamental harmonic of the counter- running wave by the linear electron beam at resonant magnetic

fields. ± Jr-+ I hk iv11 / (o, just shown in Fig. 3, B- 12 kG is satisfied this condition. However, it is found

that the pumping of transverse electron oscillations results in the enhancement of coupling between the beam

and the HF(scattered) wave. This fact explaines the increase in the power of scattered radiation P.(B) near

the edges of the cyclotron absorption line in spite of the decrease in the power of pump wave. These are

shown in Fig. 5.

CONCLUSION

Numerical study shows that it is possible to realize a two-stage FEL where great Doppler frequency up-

conversion occurs twice, and where short wave radiation using stimulated wave scattering by high-current

relativistic electron beam can be obtained drectly in the interaction space of the pump wave generator. It is

showing that both the pump as well as the FEL interaction are strongly affected by the guide magnetic field.

And the process from the start of oscillation to the end of saturation is clearly demonstrated by the curves of

powers of incident and scattered waves. The theory and the numerical results are very useful to our

undertaking experiment of EM-FEL, and agreeable with our initial experimental results.
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T1 .4

STUDY OF CENTIMETER AND MILLIMETER WAVE RANGE
POWERFUL OROTRONS'EFFICIENT REGINES AT THE
IRE OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE USSR

Ye. A. Myasin, M.B. Tseytlin, G. A. Bernachevsky, B. A. Belavsky,
V. V. Evdokimov, V. D. Kotov, A. N. Solovjov, S. G. Tchigarev, L.
M. Nutovich I. I. Tsitson, U.V. Andreev, T. X. Litkina, Inst. of
Radioengineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences,

141120 Friasino, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The orotron was proposed in the USSR by F. S. Rusin and G.
D. Bogomolov in 1966. Its function has been studied for several
years by different research groups in the USSR (V. P.
Shestopalov, et al.) and abroad (D. E. Wortman, R. P Leavit, et
al.). By this time, the opinion derived from these
investigations is that the orotron is a small power millimeter
wave range harmonic oscillations generator (whose efficiency is
consequently low) of pulse or continuous action.

The research of which the results will be exposed in the
current report were mainly axed on the goal of investigation of
the possibility of creating powerful and efficient centimeter and
millimeter wave range orotrons with an output power of unities to
hundreds kW. These investigations at the IRE of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR started sixteen years ago as an initiative
of Dr. Z. S. Chernov. At this time, they are practically
completed.

In the report we will be considering the problems of
theoretical analysis of the electron wave interaction in the
orotron under a substantially nonlinear regime. His parameters
optimization methods, in particular, the methods of efficiency
increase, will be discussed, and the excitation theory results
for higher parasitic types of oscillations will be reported.

We will also be considering the device basic constructions'
peculiarities adequate to the theoretical models conceived.
Last, we will be discussing the results of experimental studies,
most of which are scheduled in the table.

Results of experiments in pulse regime (Tp < 5mks. T/ip -

103)

f(GHz) P(kW) 7% QI*0 3  U(kV) 1(A) j(A/cm2 )

10 53 35 0.8 13 11.6 50
37.5 40 17 2 19 12
90 1.2 6 5 20 1 100

Here, qi is the pulse duration, T is the duration between
two neighboring pulses, f is frequency, P is the pulse output
power, q is efficiency in percent, and Q, is the quality factor.
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T3.5

THE SPACE CHARGE EFFEC1S IN ORBITRON AND EECRM MASER

Limi Thiui

(Jhubte of Ak.rlac fabc RaI60W4 and buu'Im,, Tash" of Cma,
P. 0. Boa 1501 -658, Oa0us 510610, P. R. 0Mi)

X•iig Caidong a Li Shang"t"

(hwbkt of hipo M"q A.i0tmac, UuwuINI( Of Awsraic SPNO

md Tecmiho•w of Chma, Chm=a 610054, &inmm, P. R. Mi)

INTRODUCTION

There is more interest in electrostatic electron cyclotron resonance maser (EECRM) ,which is similar to Orbitron, because

of its attractive advantages to gyrotron'-', e.g. , it may be voltage tunable. it may operate at high cyclotron harmoric and

nonrelativistic case, it requires no magnetostatic field. By now, most Articles for EECRM and Orbitron dealed with an ideal

model, i. e. . the space charge effects were neglected. Whereas. one can we from the results given below that the space

charge effects play a important role in EECRM. and may change some EECRM characteristic&.

THE AFFECTION OF SPACE CHARGE MIELDS IN EECRM SYSTEM

In the cylindrical coordinate ( R,qp.: ), we can get the ac space charge fields at the beam poettion as' E. -jH 1 R +

HtRoipi, E. = jH 4 Rogq + H 3R,. and the dc component is (Sa)0 = pa(Ro)i/2e, and coefficients are

H2 =MPOT'R -2- (R ' + RR.')(R.'R," -(2)

= 2 meR-- (R" R.•)(R•z - Rb) (

N POT m+OTR.,_ (R.- + R.-)(Re- + P.'-)s -2cZ 0 -F2* R~b," - .s (3)

H, -mP°R "- (Ro" - R.IRh)(R0"* + R."R/) (4)--2e R,2-. - R.z-

where mR.R.R,. , are the number of azimuthal harmonics, the average equilibrium radius of the electron beam. inner

and outer radii of conductors and the radial thickess of electron beam. respectively. Starting from relativistic equation of

electron in the coaxial cavity with the voltage between the inner and outer conductors U 0 , We can get the perturbation of

electron motion perturbation. Ri =- (Ri).,,iQJ, R.og, - (2 - 8•.T)'1 (R0).Co*DJ, Zx =-- fluo(2 -

•o)- 1 =(R,)o.x•t .where A. =- (2 -- 0,:)•/:i, ýo = ve./c, ,,. rac.d In the cases of v& = 0 and vo, - 0 , one

can see that the tranverse oscillation still exists. It is obvious that this is the inherent oscillation in EECRM system.

The project supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China No. 6861040
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Consider the dc space chaage effect. electron motion equation changes, and the angular frequency must satisfy

=M ejavoRol I + jeý-rpo(Ro)/2eysmoRo 5R,

in order to sustain the circular orbit motion. We find from equation (5) that Q. = (2 - /.,)"w/ increases, which shows

that dc space charge effect make the inherent oscillaticoa frequency shift up, as well as the operating frequency when the

inherent oscillation mode couples with the electron cyclotron mode.

THE INSTABILITY ANALYSIS OF DISPERSION EQUATION IN EECRM SYSTEM

The general dispersion equation of TE. mode is worked out as'
k2 -- k.2 - (J,. -'- .JA + JQ) + J,.+ + . 4.9 -i- J,- (6)

where coefficients A., include the influence of both the high frequency fields and space charge ef feczss. Vois a constant of

integration. ;, is the piasma frequency of the beam. And 9 = w - kv.. -r nt, QJQ = D 2 .' - Q..', Q., = Q., - , Q',

= MX V> + M2. -4- MJ,. Mi~.are modified coefficients which includt the space charge effects5 . It is possible for the vacuum

wave-guide mode ( w2 - c2k- - c% -= 0 ) couples with the electron cyclotron mode ( o - tvo, - incoo = 0) only when

Uo Ž (U_0W),. = yomoRo-k.21n "/ ejm-y,- - rRepo(Ro)!n R./2e which shows that the dc space charge effect may reduce the

eiectrostatic focusing voltage U0 , and is conducive to the synchronous cyclotron instability. This property is not mentioned

before. In fact. the space charge effects here promote the loss of potential energy of electrons, then are conducive to both

the stimulation of wave fields and the occurrence of instability. The singularity W, = 0 stands for the tranverse oscillation

instability which due to the coupling between the inhcpi,,, oscillation and the electron cyclotron mode. The approximate

growth rate of this instability have been driven out. 1. (6w) • 4 ,•)1 11 . Notice that plasma frequency

e;.V - lell c I . where I is the current of electron beam, we can get that I.(dw) c I'" for the synchronous
YOmoEO )OmPwOUG.

cyclotron instability, and 1.(6(o) c V I' for the inherent oscillation instability. When the beam current I is larger thbtn I

ampere, we get i/i > 1/3' , which due to the contribution of space charge effects to this tranverse oscillation instability.

The results above have no difference with the description of the negative-mass instability,, and are a lo similar to that space

charge effects can increase the small signal gain in the cross-field devices.

CONCLUSION

The space charge effect may make t.e frequency of the inherent oscillation upshift; it is condunive tO the synchronous

instability and it increases the growth rate of instability. There are similar results to the TM...modes'.
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T3.6

ANALYSIS OF INSTABILITY IN EECRM SYSTEM*

Caidong Xiong and Shenggang Liu

C Ins~itie of HV& Energy Eiecroncs, Uni*vrsd of Eledrm*i Science

adn Tkhn of Chiza,Chengu 610054 ,Sict ,P. R. China)

INTRODUCTION

The concept of electrostatic electron cyclotron resonance maser (EECRM) was proposed in

1984'. Its mechanism is that: injecting a relativistic or nonrelativistic cyclotron electron

beam into the coaxial waveguide system (see Fig. 1), a radial electrostatic field between the

inner and outer conductors is used to restrict the electron cyclotron motion. while electrons

interact synchronously with coaxial high frequency fields (TE, TM or TEM modes),

resulting in coherent radiation. So it is necessary to give a detailed analysis to the electron

motion in the EECRM system.

THE STEADY STATE MOTION OF ELECTRONS IN EECRM SYSTEM

Neglecting the space charge forces and the high frequency field forces in the coaxial cavity,

the steady state circular orbit equation of electron motion may be written as
Rb

yomo(- Roo<) = eUo/Roln Rl (1)

where R0 is the average equilibrium radius of electron beam. Supposing there are perturbation

(R,,R 9 •9P ,z 1) of electron motion. we can get that

R, = (R). 1.,int (2)

Rog), = V,2 -' 1 (R,)_co.s. (3)

z, = "J#°'P°' (R,).,oQul (4)V2 - #W

The project supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China No. 6861040
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where 9D•= V2 -= flooo, , = vo,/c, .8o, = v&/c, when vo- = 0 (i. e. , no longitudinal

motion), the transverse motion exists. In the nonrelativistic case, 80,, 0, 9. =- v(2 ,the

transverse oscillation still exists. It is obvious that this is the inherent oscillation in EECRM

system. Therefore it is possible for this inherent oscillation couples with the electron

cyclotron mode, resulting in instability. Consider the dc space charge effect, electron motion

equation changes and the angular frequency must satisfy "2 .= Ie Uo/VomoRoln() +R+

le Irpo(Ro)/2eyomoRo in order to sustain the circular orbit motion of electrons. This requires

that electrons should have more initial kinetic energy ( .rjnoRW) to overcome the

defocussing effect of space charge, and to achive the steady electron beam equilibrium.

THE INHERENT OSCILLATION INSTABILITY IN EECRM SYSTEM

The general dispersion equation of TE• mode -in EECRM system was dervied out as'

~ 1 ~ + 2 9 40 2 +4 +J+e +4t9o) (5)

where coefficients A1_7 include the influence of both the high frequency fields and space

charge effects2. N 0 is a constant of integration, co, is the plasma frequency of electron beam.

AndQ= co- kvo - mo~o, V, DD. -Q1, 9.1=Q.1- D1, D. =M1 Q + M 2  + M 3

,where M1 _3 are modified coefficients which include the space charge effects. Equation (5)

includes two kinds of instabilities represented by two singularities. = 0 and Q- 0. The

former, Q = 0 , has been investigated in detail by Liu'. So, we will focus on the 0• = 0.

Neglecting the space charge effects, we get that D,2- = D - D 2 0, i. e. , there exists the

inherent osc:llation with the eigenfrequency 9. V/2 -- flo.ýwo , and this oscillation may

couple with the electron cyclotron mode ( 0 o) - ktlu - m") results in transverse

oscillation instability, which becomes more complex when the space charge effects are

included.

Let' s apply diagram to analyse the 9J = D92,• - D= = 0. Defining f, (9) = D ,Q*2 - 4

+ A 02 O2Q2, and f2(D) = 9.. = MD 2 + M 2Q + M 3 , we get the curves of f,((9) -9 Qand
f2(9) - Q9, as shown in Fig. 2. The intersection problem of curve f,(Q) and curve fz(Q)

is discussed by Xiong and Liu 2 , which shows that curve f, (9) may intersect curve f2(A9)

when the vlotage Uo is larger than the following cirtical value (U0).,, I
R.-. -j r mpOr(I - A,') RO1C(RI* - R2)

A, 2yoe(l - A')(2 - .5 ]' (RI' - RV)(Ri - R -) (6)

where -r is the radial thickness of beam, m is the number of azimuthal harmonics. As a rough

estimation, (Uo),i.L, is the order of hundreds of volts, so we obtain Uo > (UO).k. in the

general case, and there are two points of intersection ( 9., , D2o ) for f, (Q) and f2(9). Then

there exixts an inherent oscillation in EECRM system, and it is possible for coupling between
* Is.l



this inherent oscillation and the cyclotron mode, resulting in the transverse instability. The

approximate growth rate of this instability has been worked out as 3

l. (dw) = ( ,B IB2 (7)
4 V2

where ", is the operating frequency. we also find that the space charge effects can increase

the growth rate3.

CONCLUSION

There exists a critical value for the electrostatic potential U0 which affects the inherent

oscillation in the EECRM system. The instability 9f = 0 may still exist in the nonrelativistic

case. It is necessary to have more initial kinetic energy of electron beam in order to overcome

the defocussing effect of spece charge and to sustain the circular orbit motion of electrons.
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T4. 1

RESEARCH OlW THE PM RADOME

Gong Cheng, Chen Ke-qin
(Shanghai Research Institute of Microwave Technology, China)

ABSTRACT

A M radome with the good experimental results was developed. Some engineering
problems to design a high performance XX radome are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTI01

The redome is an extremely important component in an airborne radar system. As we
knou4 there are many typical design programs and products for CMV radome. However,
it seems difficult to design a high quality MMV radome which demands not only higher
transmission coefficient but also lighter weight and higher strength. Especially,
the radome material lose will be obvious with the increasing frequency. We have to
pay attention to choose the proper material for the radome in XXV band besides
design the radome shape, profile and thickness.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLE

As shown in Fig.(1), a radome is used to design in the single solid dielectric wall.
When the thickness d satisfies the following formula

77 24 &. -sine
the transmission coefficient of the radome
will be maxium, where 69 the angle of
incidence, >. the wavelength, ct the
thickness, er the relative dielectric
constant and n the integer. From the above
formula, it is clear that the thickness d
is directly proportional to the wavelength
X, so that the wall thickness for a M

Fig.(1) radome will be more thinner than CMW one's.
As a result, the radome strength cann't fulfil the engineering requirement.

Some parameters of the practical radome candidate materials are given in Table (1).

Alumina PTFE PI Resin-glass
99% Laminate

9.6 2.2 3.4 4.14

tg1 3X0O -4 10-3 2.6 x 10-2

Table (1)

Using the above formula and parameters in Table (1), we can list the numerical
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results of thickness d in Table (2) with n = 1,60 0, S= 8.6ma and 32mn.

(mm) Alumina PTM PI Resin-glass
99r. IaMinate

8.6 1.39 2.90 2.33 2.11

32 5.16 10.71 8.68 7.86

Table (2)

Considering the electrical, mechanical and enviromental properties, the "!N radome
made of inorganic material with the thickness d = 1.39 is not reasonable. On the
other hand, the P1 W radomes made of organic materials or composite materials are
suitable. It is necessary to choose a proper organic or composite material for the
M radome.

3. CHOICE OF MATERIAL

In general, the lower loss tangent, higher strength and good beat resistance are
criteria for choice of radome wall material. Comparing the organic and composite
materials listed in Table (1), we have to know the merits and demerits each and
every. In the MMW radome design, the loss tangent of the resin-glass laminate is
too high to use and the PTFE is better than PI. However the strength of PTFE is
lower than that of PI. When the !M.W radome is set on the missile or vehicle, the
heat-resistance of material will be important. The limited temperature of PTFE is
25C'C, PI 316'C even more. But the PTFE seems flexible. For our practical purpose,
we have developed a new type composite material which consists of PTFE as the base
and glass fibre as the reinforcement. In the M01 band, the dielectric constant

&,= 2.8, loss tangent tgs= 10-3. The strength of the M01 radome has been also
improqd greatly.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three radome in M band were developed. They are
(1) a half-wave single wall radome with PITE,
(2) a half-wave 3ingle wall radome with the new composite material,
(3) a half-wave single wall radome with the resin-glass laminate.

The transmission coefficients of these radomes were measured. The results are listed
in Table (3).

1) . (2) (3)

0 98.2 96.6 87.1

30 97.7 94.6 71.2

Table (3)

It is clear that, in the PMW band the new composite material reinforced with glass
fibre laminate can be used for the radome wall. A practical M!1 streamline radome
of full-wave length (n = 2) is made of this new reinforced material in our laboratory.
The transmission coefficient t = 800o and press-resistance P = 6 Kg/cm'. By the way,
we have to mention that this new reinforced material is cheap and flexible. In the
NNW band, this reinforced material will open up broad prospects "or enrineering
applications.
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T4.2

SHIELDED SUSPENDED COUPLED DIELECTRIC GUIDE
AND DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

Alok Kumar Rastogi
Department of Physics, MVAM

Bhopal (M.P.), India

and

A. K. Tiwari
Dept. of Electronics Engineering, MACT

Bhopal (M.P.), India

Abstract

A shielded suspended coupled dielectric guide was analyzed
using the effective dielectric constant method. The dispersion
characteristics of shielded suspended coupled dielectric guides
have been plotted for various dimensional parameters. From the
dispersion characteristics the wave impedances have also been
derived. By computing the even and odd mode propagation
constants, various directional couplers have been obtained.
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T4.3

A SIMPLE AND ACCURATE METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF
DIELECTRIC PERIODIC STRUCTURES'

Xu Shanjia
Department of Radio and Electronics
University of Science and Technology of China
Hefei, Anhui, 230026, P.R.China

Sun Ligno
Institute of Remote Sensing Applicatons
Bering, 100101, P.R.China

ABSTRACT

A simple and accurate approach for analysis of dielectric periodic structures is proposed in this paper.
The method combines the coupled-mode theory with Floquet theory and joins the eigenmode expansion with
the space harmonic expansion properly. As a result, the whole analysis procedure is significantly simplifid.
Numerical results for the filter characteristics of some dielectric periodic strctures show that the present
method is effective, accurate and useful.

INTRODUCTION

Dielectric periodic structures have been of increasing importance in optical and millimeter wave applica-
tions. In nearly every application, the most significant quantities describing the behaviour of the periodic
structures are the dispersion curves. Therefore, the dispersion analysis of these structures is of essential sig-
nificance. There are a lot of methods used to analyze the dispersion characteristics of the dielectric periodic
structures. two representitives of them are coupled-mode approach[I] and Floquet.Bloch expansion method.12]
The former expands fields in the periodic structures in terms of eigenmodes in unperturbed waveguide and
offers relatively simpler analysis procedure with an assumpsion that the periodic layer act as only a small
perturbation in a planar multilayered medium. This approximation yields good results only if the periodic
change is sufficiently small, so that its use may produce erroneous results in many practical cases. The latter
uses an expansion of the fields in terms of Floquet space harmonics and the propagation of EM waves along
periodic dielectric structures is formulated as a rigorous boundary value problem. The rigorous treatment
gives very accurate results. However, it is rather bomplex and requires time consuming and elaborate high
precision computer program to yield accurate quantitative results, it is not ecconomic from viewpoint of
engineering.Besides, the Floquet method is not so convenient to use in analyzing the periodic structures in
which the groove profile is not in exactly rectangular form.

In this paper, we propose a simple but accurate approach for analysis of the dielectric periodic structures.
The approach combines the coupled mode theory with Floquet theory and joins the eigenmode expansion
with the space harmoinc expansion properly. As a result, the whole analysis procedure is significantly simli-
fied. Numerical examples show that the present method is effective, accurate and useful.

THEORY
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The dielectric periodic structures considered here ae depicted i. the bwect of Fig. und Flg.2. The for-
mr is the gating medium with periodic modulAton of Its permittivity, and the latter is the palag lqer

with recta4guler corruptions. In the present analyss the transveial eids ai the dielectric periodic struc'res
are expanded by the eigenmodes of the unperturbed wavegulde am

where 4,h are the eigenmode functions; and a,(z),bp(s) are respectIvel7, the model applitudes of the
forward and the backward travel waves along the x axis. By substituting the model expansions into Maxwell's
equations, a set of coupled differential equations for amplitude of each mode is obtained:

dA,(z)Idz + jB,,a,(z) = -i E(K•)a.(,) + Ki)b,(s))

db,(z)Idz - jip.,b,(z) - j •(Ki)a=,(,) + K•+,) 4.(s)) (2)

where $,, is z component of f,, the propagation constant of the eigenmode in the unperturbed waveguide,
which can be obtained with transverse resonance technique. The coupling coefficient Ký, in Eq. (2) are given
by:

+00

Because the refraction An(z,z) is a periodic function of a, it may be expanded in terms of Fourier series
such that:

An2(z,z) - Zcj(z)ezp(-j12zz/d) (4)

where d is the periodicity of the structure.

When the surface waves propagate in the direction normal to the grating, the resulting two-dimensional
boundary value problem is scalar and the TE and the TM modes remain independent from each other. For
TE0 mode, the Eq.(2) reduces to following equations:

daj,.(z)/dz + j,a,(z) = -jKTE(a,(z) + b,(z))
db.(z)ldz - j,,bp(z) - jKTE•,,(x) + 6,()) (6)

where

KTJ. - j IK4 exp (-jl2xz/d)

Kt. M . " onet(a.)e;'dz (6)

From Eq.(5), we obtain the following equation:

d'a,/dz' + 0.a, + 2f,.KVga, - (dKTEV/dX)/KTýZ(da, /dX + jpa,) - 0 (7)
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If the term (dKTZ/dg)/KTZ) in (7) is negligible, which Coaesponds to the case of gradual Tarltlm, of the
coupling coOfficient along the periodic direction, Eq.(7) becomes the following simpler for=

d2a,/pzs' + B,8a, + 20..KTGa, - 0 (8)

Eq.(7) and (8) are the second-order ordinary linear differertlal equations with periodic coefcients. According
to Floquet's theorem, the amplitude ao(z) may be expanded in terms of space harmonic wave as.

a,(z) = E A. exp (-ik.z') (9)

where K- - kIo + 2xn/d and k',0 is the propagation constant of the foundamental mode in dielectric periodic
structure. Substituing (9) into (7) or (8), we get following system of linear homogenous equations:

Kt.((8p - k + (2rI/d)(.8, - k.02_,)) A, + 2#, K -".4_.,-) 0 (10)
I P

or

(.,.-kP).0+U tA- 1-0 (

Eq.(10) and (11) can be written in a matrix form:

SA=0 (12)

A nontrivial solution for A exists only if the following determinant equation holds:

det(I) - 0 (13)

The dispersion characteristics of the periodic structure is given by seeking the root of the dispersion equation
(13) numerically.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To verify the validity of the present approach, two dielectric periodic structures show in the inset of Fig.l
and Fig.2 are considered, which are of current practical interest.

Fig.1 gives the stopband characteristics of the sinusoidally modulated periodic structure. The curve shows
both Re (k40d) and Im (k, d) around Re (Vt d) =3.14159, where the Bragg condition is satisfied. A compar-
ison between the results obtained by different methods is also given, very good agreement has been found.
Since Floquet method is recognized as rigorous and accurate one, the effectiveness and the accuracy of the
present approach is thus justified.

Fig.2 shows the dispersion curve for TE mode along a rectangular profile grating in immediate vicinity
of the stopband. The results obtained by coupled-mode approach is also given, it can be found from the
curves that the stopband position calculated by the present method is at Re (k" d) = 3.1415 as it should
be according to the Bragg condition, whereas at Re (k"0d) = 3.15 calculated by the couple-mode approach,
therefore the accuracy of the present method is further justified from the other side. Besides, there are some
difference of the center frequences and bandwidth of the stopband between different methods. It's believed
that the present approach should be more accurate.
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Fig. 1 Variation of kod with d/A for the sinusoidally modulated medium
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Fig. 2 The dispersion characteristics of rc taatuar-profilt grating
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T4.4

Characteristic Impedance of Waveguides
and a Design Method for Two-section

Quarter-wave Transformers

Junichiro HASHIMOTO+ and Fujio ISHIHARA+

+Faculty of Engineering, Tamagawa University, Machida, Japan

By using the correct rectangular waveguide impedance, the design of high
performance quarter-wave transformers is made possible. This paper
presents an improved design method for two-section maximally flat
transformers, which makes better use of waveguide impedance peculiarities.

Each pair of standard rectangular waveguides is analyzed (twenty
kinds of waveguides connections, corresponding to 1.7-140.0 GHz). The
results show that our designs provide more than a 40-dB return loss (VSWR
1.02) for almost all pairs of waveguides, in both overlap and wide

bandwidths.

1. Characteristic Impedance of Rectangular Waveguides
Obtaining a reflection coefficient at a point where waveguides connect,

requires the use of the correct characteristic impedance of waveguides.
The correct impedance of rectangular waveguides is listed below. This
impedance has been theoretically obtained.(10)

b )2

Kw: vacuum impedance, bk: arbitrary constant,
Lc: cut-off wavelength, L: wavelength in vacuum. (Fig. 1)

There are two methods for analyzing waveguide electric-magnetic
characteristics. One is to directly solve the characteristic differential
equations resulting from Maxwell's equations. This method is especially
useful for tapered waveguides. The other is to calculate transfer
T-matrixes, which is useful for multisection flat waveguides. Each method
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obtains the same results both theoretically and numerically. When

applying the T-matrix method to multisection quarter-wave transformers

(Fig. 2), the composed T-matrix is
[T,]=[T,] [T21 ... [T,] ... [T,,[T,,+,] -.(2)

ET I _[(Z,+Z,- ex -0, ( Z,-,,)exp(+jQ,!] -- 3

T =2 1  L(Z,-Z, -, )exp(-jIeI, 3 Z,+Z,-,)exp(+j31

.+1=0 ..."(4)

Additionally, the composed reflection coefficient is

F=Ti1 2 /T 22

zeZo Z~' Zn Zn.-

Fig.l Rectangular waveguide Fig.2 Multisection waveguide

2. Theoretical Design Method for Maximally Flat Transformers

By using the correct characteristic ýipedance
A c2

(1), it is possible to design multisection

quarter-wave transformers that exhibit excellent I

performance. Our results show that if only the zo ;z, Z2 z3

TEIO mode exists, one- or two-section I

transformers can obtain a return loss of almost

more than 40 dB in both overlap and wide 8t 82 d3

bu b• b2  b3
bandwidths. Here, we present the two-section Fig.3 Two-section quarter-wave

maximally flat transformers (Fig.3);. The Transformer

conditions to maximize return loss at a frequency fs are as follows: (2) (3)

(Z 2/Z ) =Z Zo.(6)

X -2 2 ,= (2 0 3
2 - Xko0

2 ) (2.g: wavelength in waveguide) -.- (7)
2
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X a12+X92'2 /_V _Z 0

(z,/Zo) 2.". A 1 +A9 2  'Z 3/7i ... (8)

3. A New Design Method Based on Maximally Flat Transformers
Conditions (6)-(8) result in a very effective transformers. However

they do not take into account waveguide peculiarities. One peculiarity is
that both input and output waveguides have a common frequency fp where the
impedance of the two waveguides matches. If each section of a quarter-
transformer has the same impedance as the input and output waveguides at
fp, all imredance is perfectly matched at the frequency fp. The conditions
for this are as follows:

b, bo= --. (9)
2 a, f p 2a f P

b 2  bo

The design of two-section quarter transformers has C ,ur free parameters,
al, .a2, bl and b2 (the length of the transformer depends on the wavelength
in the waveguide, which is determined by al or a2). That means four
conditions play a part in the shape of a two-section transformer.
Condition (8) is relatively less effective than (6) and (7). Therefore,
by choosing conditions (9) and (10) instead of (8), it is possible to
design a system that takes advantage of both the maximAlly flat method and
the fp peculiarity. When a wide bandwidth is used, in which both fs and
fp are included, the new design method will possibly get better results
than the ordinary maximally flat method.
4. Numerical and Experimental Results

One result is shown in Fig.4. The input waveguide has a=22.900 mm,
b=lO.200 mm and the output waveguide has a=28.500 mm, b=12.600 mm.

When a bandwidth is between 8.2 6Hz and 12.4 GHz, the new
design method results in a minimax return loss of 45.35 dB, while the
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maximally flat method results in one of 43.18 dB. Which method gets
better results depends on where the frequency fp exists. In actual
application, higher modes should be considered. In that case the two

methods'get almost the same results, and our experimental data closely

coincide the theoretical results.

70 . . .... .. ........ ...... - ............. A- ... . .. ..... . .......

• ,• : .." • ",. ' 45.350d
so ... 45_35d8 ...-- _-.. ...- ...... . • ..

---- - - 43--1

43.41d ..•.. ......

d --:The new method

40 ........ . ... . . .-- ........ , ---.... . . .". e - - , . - ,-. -- ! " .-,'-I. noi

m~thod

S.. .../ ..-;.............•.:.. ...... ..... .. .... i ... . ..... . . l...........

. .. .. .. .. .....

2 -- . . ..

* Using bandwidth
8.2G0z 12.4G0 z

7 8 9 1t 11 12 13 GHz

Fig.4 A result comparing the maximally flat method and the new method
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T4.5

DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL
DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE WITH PERIODIC METALLIC STRIPS*

Xu Shanjia and Wu Xinshang
Department of Radio and Electronics
University of Science and Technology of China
Hefei, Anhui, 280026, PMR.China

ABSTRACT

Dispersion characteristics of a circular cylindrical dielectric waveguide with periodic metallic strips we an.
alyzed by a rigorous formulation. The filter property of the metalli: strip Inaded structure is carefully
investigated for both TE and TM modes. On the basis of the analysis, some useful guidelines for the design
of the filter are thereby suggested.

INTRODUCTION

The millimeter-wave region is increasingly utilized for various systems. It has generated a need for de-
veloping new types of filters and witennas to suit the various constraints imposed by these systems. In 1988,
a new type of circular cylindrical dielectric periodic structures were proposed.Ill It is a circular cyfindiýal
dielectric waveguide with corrugations which is used as an omni-directional leaky wave antenna and has been
investigated theoreticaly and experimently.12] [3] In this paper, a circular cylindrical dielectric waveguide with
periodic metallic strips is analyzed by a rigorous formulation. Since the radiation properties of the periodic
structure can be analysed in a similar way, only the filter propertis are carefully studied for both TEO, and
ThMox modes here. The theoretical analysis is essentially the same as the spectral domain approach, 18] which
is a powerful tool for the analysis of the e•riplines. In this paper. the brillioum diagrams for TEo, and TMol
modes are given. On the basis of the analysis, some useful guideline- for the design of the filters are thereby
suggested.

ANALYSIS

Fig.1 shows the geometry structure of the cylindrical dielectric waveguide with periodic metallic strips and
the coordinate system for the present analysis. We assume that the fields are invariant in the 0 direction, so
that TE and TM modes can be considered respectively. Since both TE and TM modes can be analyzed in a
similar way, we will consider only the TE modes for simplicity. From Maxwell's Equations, the electromag-
netic fields for TE modes can be expressed in different region as follows:

In Region 1 0 :5 1" a

E=-•r z)A= r exp (-j-k.z) (1

Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China and the Foundation of State Educational Comminion.
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H (r, z)- A,.1 Jo(k(,) xp(-ik.z) (2)

In RegionI r1 2 a

E#2(rz) = ex, (-A2 .. ) (3)

am-cO

Fig.1 Configuration of circular cylindrical dielectric waveguide
with periodic metallic strips.

where
k =) k Pre - 46)

rn~•n am Sm(

=, o n (7)
d

Ile boundary conditions at rwa are given by:

E01 (a, S) - E#2w(a,tz) = 0 on metallic strips (O!z!di) (8)
I EA(s) otherwzse(d1 : z d)

H,, (a, z) -Hs (a, z) = 4#(z) on metallic strips (0 : z --5d,) (9)
- 0 otherwise (d, : •z5 d)

where E#(z) and 4#(z) are respectively, the unknown electric fields in the slot and the unknown surface
current density in the metallic strip. Fromn Floquet theory, we can expand them as foliows:

E#(z) = ,exp{ -- j Z) (10)

JONI = .i0. exp, (-ik )(1

From Eq.(l) - (11), we have:

2(12)
a T.~

where:

T,. = k~r')o+k•t1a 171H,2(,(,a

T1a =k-JO(ka, t) ohrise2 (a) H,) (9.)

On the other hand, we can expand the unknown surface current #(z) in terms of known basis functions
Wurz), and enit(z) it mutisty Floquet theory, i.e.

00

SE -- cji. exp (-jk,.z) (14)
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Compa*ng (14) with (11), we get:

d- i

Inserting (16) into (12), we obtain:

aKE i-1

Multiplying (16) by j* and sum over all n from -oo to +oo, we obtain the following matrix equations:

a E E , C, .0 A*V-Po'
Sj E.'q;dz (Parseval Equation)

=0 (17)

that is:

Rc -0 (18)

where:

Go, = ._ . (19)

A notrival solution for (18) exalts only if the following determinal equation holds:

detR =l 0 (20)

The equation (20) is the general form of the dispersion relation of the circular cylindrical dielectric waveg-

uide with periodic metallic strips. It though simple in form, involves matrix of infinite order which mnst be
truncated. The accurate depends on the order of the truncated matrix or the number of the terms of the
basis function and the number of Floquet modes retained in the analysis.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The solution accuracy of the present analysis is influenced by the choice of basis functions. If the exact
current distribution on the metallic strip is given, the solutions becomes exact. In the present paper, the
following forms have been chosen:

Scos((i- 1)xz/d,) o <_z dl

0 -for TE modes (21)
0 d, <.z < d

sin (ixz/d,) 0 < z :d5 -d

i (x) -for TM modes (22)
0 dl < z _d

Although the current in the circular direction tends to concentrate at the edges of the metallic strip, this
effect is approximately taken into account.

Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the typical dispertion diagram for TEO, and TMoi modes respectively. The enlarge
dispersion curve at vicinity of stopband is also shown in the inset of Fig.2 and Fig.3. As expected, the Bragg
reflection occurs at $d = r. For frequencies in this region, k. = - joa is complex. This stopband results

from the coupling between n - 0 space harmonic of forward waves and n = -I space harmonic of backward
waves. This phenomenon can be applied to bandreject filters. In a forbidden region above the two lines
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3-1. 0  
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1.0

0 1.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 2;r sd

Fig.3 Dispersion diagram for TMol mode

kd =,3d and kd = 2x - 3d, the surface wave couples to a leaky wave that radiates outgoing beams. Here

considerations is given to the guiding rather than scattering properties.
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T4.6

ANALYSIS OF A PLANAR TRANSMISSION LINE WITH DISCONTINUITY

USING THE NEW TIME-DOMAIN METHOD OF LINES

Ling Chen Si-Fan Li

Department of Radio Engineering, Southeast University

Nanjing, 210018, P.R.China

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the new technique of time-domain analysis of discontinuities in

a planar transmission line is presented. In the process of time-domain

analysis, the analysis model of system and the concept of transfer function

are employed and the frequency-domain method of lines and the technique of the

fast Fourier transform are used. The result shows this method is very simple

and calculating time can be greatly reduced.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, using the method of lines to analyze the characteristics of a

planar transmission line has been developed. But, the applif-ation of the
time-domain method of lines began just now. In 1989, S.Nam and H.Ling first

proposed the time-domain analysis method of lines of a planar transmmision

line. But, using that method, when the number of time-points is large, the

calculating time will be very long. Using the method presented in this paper,

the calculating time can be greatly reduced becuase of employing the technique

of the fast Fourier transform(FFT). Specially, when the number of time-points

is very large, its advantages will be more dlear.

THEORY ANAL7SIS

Because the relation between a field distribution and an input signal is

linear in a planar transmission line, the planar transmission line can be

analysed as a linear network. The analysis model of the linear system and the

concept of transfer function can be employed. The analysis model is shown in

Fig.1.

• ll5.



Input signal x(t) - Transfer functin y(t) Output signal

Fig.1 the analysis model of linear system

In time-domain, the relation between the input signal and the output response

is expressed in equation(1).

y(t)=h(t)*x(t) (1)

To transfer to frequency-domain:

Y(() =H ) x X(() ((2)

where Y(•), H(") and X(C) are Fourier transform expressions of y(t), h(t) and

x(t), respectively. When the input signal is an ideal pulse, there are:

x(t)--6 (t) and X(f)=I (3)

From equations(I) and (2), we can obtain:

y(t)fh(t) (4)

Y(Q)fH((J) (5)

Equations(4) and (5) indicate the transfer function h(t) of system is equal to

the impulse response of system. If the transfer function has been solved, the

output response can been easily obtained for any definite input signal.

According to the above principle, to solve the field distribution of a planar

transmission line for a definite input signal equates to solve the output

response of system. The analysis method of system can be employed.

FORMULATION AND PROCEDURE OF THE METHOD

Let us consider a planar transmission line

with discontinuity shown in Fig.2. It is

assumed that the structure has spatial -

sysmmetrv in : directior,, so that the

problem can be reduced by factor 2.

A.the Fourier transform of the input signal

First, the input signa. is transfered to Fig.2 a step microstrip line

freguency-domain with the Fourier transform. Supposing x(t) donates the input

signal, its frequency-domain expression. X((J) can be found by

X('.•)=j x(t)e-j')"dt (6)
0

Secondly, the operating frequency band is discretized. Because the planar

transmission line has band pass characteristic, for using the technique of

FFT, it is necessary to expand periodically and to discretize in

frequency-domain. In order to regain the continuous Fourier transform waveform

by the samzpie' values of discretized points, expaning and discretizing in

frequency-domain must satisfy the frequency-domain sampling theorem and the

time-domain sampling theorem respectively. Thus, the discretized frequency
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-points and the sample values of the input signal at these points are defined.

B.full-wave analysis of a planar transmission line using the method of

frequency-domain lines:

For the structure of planar transmission line with discontinuity shown in

fig.2, we apply the hybrid homogeneous boundary conditions to solve the field
hdistribution in the discontinuity region with 'b and h being discretized only

in and near the discontinuity region. This approach avoids solving the

eigenvalue equation and simplifies the calculation(31:

z)+V X (?ph,,)/( ) /(8)
Functions PO and 'h are discretized in x and z directions with unequidistant,

hh
then they wifl be denoted by matrices i'P] and [' 1], respectively.

We take the incident wave as the impressed wave, denoted by and the
I

reflected wave as the excited wave, denoted by ;,h- According to the

transmission line theory, in the homogeneous regions, there are:

oh =Co0h (X'yje-jf3z (9)

.,h o.h (10)
W C cE (x,y)e (10)

in region 1, /3=13; in region 2, /3--2.
o~h

At z=O and z=l+a2, IP.h and %E satisfy the hybrid homogeneous boundary

conditions:

IP I E =;ji3ic Z=;jfie± j/3 al P= t ( 1

'(I E j /3C " -j/32e•je 8  1'P E _B 'P . , (12)aZ z-i~a2=--J2IE=-Be'Ba LIE 12-1=-B L0E 12.l 12

With the method proposed by Worm et al.[2], we can obtain

[ z Jr.[. J, . =[(13)
"E I r~ .rp[XE ]srip

for strip structures

For the strip structure shown in Fig.2, the strip region is split up into two

parts, Le. transmission line region A and discontinuity region B. The sum of

the number of to and h lines in region A should be larger than that in region

B. By rearranging the rows and columns of matrix [Z' E,-, we obtain

{ ["z ' ] {" . ] ] J. E ][,],14
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The superposition of the impressed field and the excited field must satisfy

the tangential condition for the conductor surface
E=I EAEA+EBA=0 (15)

I

In region A, the field distribution is homogeneous in Z direction, J. can be
solved by 2-D analysis of the transmission line at port 1. J has the relation

with f• as follows

JE=[PV(17)

where matrix [P] can be determined easily.

So J', and J' can be solved from equations(14H-(17) and the S parameter of

the discintinuity region can be calculated.

C.the inverse Fourier transform

If the field distribution at every frequency-point has been solved, the

time-domain field distribution can be solved easily with FFT. From the feature

of the Fourier transform: the magnitude spectrum is an odd function of

frequency and the phase spectrum is an even function of frequency, we can

obtain:

YR(k+1)=YR(N-k+I) (18)
•,kul,2',-•-, L./2)

YI( k+l)=-YI(N-k+l) (19)

where YR(k) is the real part of Y(k) and YI(k) is the imaginary part of Y(k),
N is the number of sampling points in a sample period. In general, N.2m,

m=1,2,-. According to this, if the field distribution at N/2 frequency-
points has been solved, the field distribution at N time-points can be solved

with the technique of FFT.

CONCLUSION

Appling the approach described above, we have developed a computer program for

analysing the characteristics of a planar transmission line with step

discontinuity shown in Fig.2 in time-domain. The calculating results show this

method is available in time-domain analysis. The calculating process is simple

and clear and the calculating time can be reduced greatly comparaed with the

other methods. This approch can be applied to various planar structures.
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T4. 7

THE NEW APPROACH OF FULL-WAVE ANALYSIS OF DISCONTINUITIES

IN A PLANAR TRANSMISSION LINE

Ling Chen Si-Fan Li

DEPARTMENT OF RADIO ENGINEER, SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY

NANJING, 210018, P.R.CHINA

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the new approach of full-wave analysis of discontinuities in a

planar transmission line is presented. In using the method of lines, by

introducing the hybrid homogeneous boundary conditions, the field distribution

and various parameters of the inhomogeneous region are solved according to the

field distribution of the homogeneous region with the transmission relation of

wave in both regions. Comparing with other methods of analysis of

discontinuities, this approach is more simple and more accurate

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, some methods of analysis of planar transmission lines have

been developed. At higher operating frequencies, full-wave analysis is more

accurate than quasi-static analysis. The method of lines is a semianalytic and

semidiscrete full-wave analysis method. It avoids the choice of basic

functions and the relative convergence problem. This method not only has been

applied to analyse discontinuity problems on the Dirichlet and the Neumann

homogeneous boundary conditions, but also on the hybrid homogeneous boundary

conditions (21, [3]. But, in applying to the hybrid homogeneous boundary
conditions to analyse the field distribution in discontinuity regions[31, the

authors considered the reflected wave existing only in the discontinuity

regions. We consider it can be transmitted to the homogeneous regions as a

new "exciting source". According to this, the new approach of full-wave

analysis of discontinuities is presented. In this paper, this method is

introduced in detail and an illustrative example of a planar transmission line

with step discontinuity is given. The result shows this approach has higher

accuraty and reliability.

FORMULATION

Let us consider the planar transmission line with discontinuity shown in
-120"



Fig.1. We apply the hybrid homogeneous

boundary conditions to solve the field

distribution in the discontinuityregion with •'e and ~h being discretized h [

only in and near the discontinuity c

region. This approach avoids solving a

the eigenvalue equation and simplifies

the calculation[3]: Fig.1 a step microstrip line
(?PA /j " hA

W -- . (; , z)+V _7 Vx( )l(j(J ) (2)
S h

Functions PO and zp are discretized in x and z directions with unequidistant,
h

We take the incident wave as the impressed wave, denoted by 0h , and the
*.h

reflected wave as the excited wave, denoted by ;PE . According to
the transmission line theory, in the homogeneous regions, there are:

1P h=c (x,y)e*j/3z (3)

,h.C (x,y)e3z (4)

in region 1, 13=/31; in region 2, 8=132.

As z=O and z=l+a2, ?'*h and P0'h satisfy the hybrid homogeneous boundary

conditions:

IZ" z=:;ofIJC i.E=lJe t #, j/it P =aA-t Pz~-ze (5)

_____ j 2 I e-j/32a2 01 .EIz.I =B -i~ m . (6)
dZ 1-j32C- j3E II,- I-

With the method proposed by Worm et al.[2], we can obtain

E z =[.. (71
. x I x stIr ip

For the strip structure shown in Fig;., the strip region is split up into two
parts, i.e. transmission line region A and discontinuity region B. The sum of

the number of V" and h lines in region A should be larger than that in region

B. By rearranging the rows and columns of matrix (Z LE, we obtain
11 1 1l:" [ Z2 ] [JA* E A: 8

r .E I E I.E

The superposition of the impressed field and the excited field must satisfv
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the tangential condition of the conductor surface

E' =E1 IEE:= 0{% 1% A (9)

In region A, the field distribution is homogeneous in Z direction, J. can be

determined by jJI i=JzoJe "J~"ek•iE (10)

(0=1, 2, .... , N; j=l, 2,. .,Nlo)

where Ja I and 13i can be solved by 2-D analysis of the transmission line at
E

port 1. JA has the relation with J! as follows

C- EJ -jtri Ze
*,j- si,,, k.je1

(0=1, 2, --- , N,,; j=1, 2 ......... , NI*Z)

So we have E (
J =[IP1J (12)

A 8

where matrix (P] can be determined by equation(11). Taking equations(8) and

(12) into (9), we can obtain

1z 2 1r z E A E (13)It ]JB +{[Zli [ P +[Z 12 ]JB =-[Z*11
I ]I+( E E E 1 1 14

Z22 ]8+Z1][ p]+[Z22 ]}J_--[]J(14)

From equations(13) and (14), T and E can be solved and then can be
J1 B A

determined by equation(12). The S parameter of the discintinuity region can be

calculted.

CONCL USION

Appling the approach described above, we have developed a computer program for

full-wave analysing the characteristics of a planar transmission line with

step discontinuity shown in Fig.1 in frequency-domain. The results are shown

in Fig.2 and Fig.3. The calculating results show this method is accurate and

available. The calculating process is simple and clear and it avoids solving

the eigenvalue equation. This approch can be applied to various planar

structures.
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T4.8

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRIP STEP DISCONTINUITIES
ON ANISOTROPIC SUBSTRATE HAVING A TILTED OPTICAL AXIS

GUOWU ZHENG and KANGSHENG CHEN
ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY, HANGZHOU 310008, P. R. CHINA

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the numerical simulation of transient

response of short pulse propagating through a microstrip step junction
on anisotropic substrate having a tilted optical axis. In the
simulation, the FD-TD method is extended to treat the cases having
tilted optical axis expressed by a permittility tensor with
off-diagonal elements. The results show that the dispersion of
transient signal caused by microstrip step discontinuitieF is quite
significant and the dependence of transient characteristics of
microstrip lines on the tilted angle of optical axis for anisotropic
substrate can not be neglected.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of MIC and MMIC the transient analysis of
microstrip lines with anisotropic substrates has attracted
considerable attention(l-Z]. Transient analysis of electromagnetic
field is useful not only in clarifying the field response but also in
providing information on the mechanism by which the distribution of
the electromagnetic field in the stationary state is brought about. In
general, anisotropic substrates demand an exact three dimensional
treatment using all electromagnetic field components. Furthermore, the
analysis of propagation of short pulse wave requires computation in
the time domain. As a time domain vector analysis method for a three
dimensional electromagnetic field, the FD-TD method [3] and the TLM
method[4J are used. For the problems involving anisotropic medium, the
FD-TD method developed so far is difficult t3 formulate tne cases
having tilted optical axis expressed by a permitivity tensor C with
off-diagonal elements. Koike et al[l] have extended TLM method to
transient analysis of microstrip lines on anisouropic substrate having
tilted optical axis, but the effects of microstrip step
discontinuities on transient response have not been included in their
analysis. In this paper, we -extended th- FD-TD method to the
three-dimensional vector analysis in the time domain for dielectric
material with a tensor involving off-diagonal elements._In_ !ntrast to
the traditional FD-TD method, The field components E, D, H are
involved in the set of difference forms of maxwell's equationasi In the
simulation procedure,-D is first simulad in time domain, E is then
obtained by the constitutive relation D =C 7 . In comparison with
the method developed by Ell, less memory is needed in the extended
FD-TD method proposed in the paper.

With this extended FD-TD method, the transient response of short
pulse propagating through a microstrip step junction on anisotropic
substrate having a tilted optical axis is numerically simulated in
detail. It is shown that the transient dispersion caused by microstrip
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step discontinuities is quite significant and the dependence of
transient characteristics of microstrip lines on the tilted angle of
optical axis for anisotropic substrate can not be neglected. The
results so obtained are valuable for understanding the anisotropic
substrate orientation effects on transient response of microstrip and
the design of MIC and MMIC.

FORMULATION FOR THE EXTENDED FD-TD METHOD

The structural model of microstrip lines in the analysis is shown
in Fig. 1. Both conductor and dielectric are assumed to be lossless.
The anisotropy of substrate is represented by the following dielectric
tensor when the structure coordinate(x,y) is in coincidence with the
principal optical axes(tq)

0 0 ]

C 24 C £70C7 0J )

0 0 C
where Yis the permittivity in free space. If the r, 7 coordinate

system is tilted with respect to the xy coordinate system by an angle
8, as shown in Fig.l. The permitti~ity tensor E in the xyz coordinate
system is given by

2: 2

xx xy

= 0 y× yy

0 0
where E x , C CosZ + E 77sin 28

CyX -E y- (c - ; )sin~cose (3)

£yy= C ýin 2 + Er cos 2 9

In contrast with the conventional FD-TD method. the maxwell's
equations are written as

Where E :
Foilowing Yee's procedurel31, we first place the field comnenents

on the mesh a __epicted in Fig.2. It sould be pointed out that the
components of D are placed in the same position as ones of E. Using
Yee's notation, the difference forms of Maxwell's equations (4) can be
constructured. The equation for Dx component can be written as:

n+1F H *1/2 *i~., i -Hnz./2( ~ -
Dx (i,j,k)=D'(i,j,k)+At(

L y
+n+/2(Hy (i,j,k+1)-Hy÷l (i,i,k) (6

A_ (61

Where Ax, Ay, Az are the space discretization units in x, y. z
direction, respectively, and At is thf time increment interval.

For computational stability, the relation among A:ý, Ay, Az and At
must satisfy:

Vmax / Ax Avz Az (7

where V is the maximum phase velocity in the conf/guration being
max
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analyzed. The treatment of boundary condition on the metal wall and
interface of dielectric is similar to our previous work(21. J. Fang's
model[5-61 to deal with the absorbing boundary condition at the end is
utilized in the analysis.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND RESULTS

For the numerical simulation by the extended FD-TD method,
Gaussion short pulse is to be chosen because of its smooth property in
time g(t) = exp[(t-t)2] 

(8)[_T 2 18

At the initial excitation instant, the spatial distribution of
electronmagnetic field is supposed to be uniform in the exciting plane
and under the metal strip only the normal field components are
considered.

The parameters of the model to be analyzed, as shown in Fig.1, are
as follows. The elements of dielectric tensor are C =11.6, cU=9.4,
C =13, the width of metal strip Nwi.N ,2 6(for uniform microstrip),

N *-9(for microstrip step discontinuity), the dimension of microstrip

lines N x=15 Nh=8 N Y=28 N =65 N Z=120, and Ax=6y=Az, CAt/Ax= .515, for

the initial Gaussion pulse T=14OAt, "0=300At.

The typical effects of step discontinuity on the dispersion of
Gaussion short pulse wave propagating along uniform and step
discontinuity microstrip lines in which the tilt angle e of the
optical axis is equal to zero are shown in Fig.3. We can find that the
amplitude of pulse after step junction is smaller than that propating
along uniform microstrip at the same position. Comparing the wave
amplitudes just before the step junction, the signal for the case of
step discontinuity is smaller than that for the uniform case, which
can be explained by the reflection from the step junction.

Fig.4 demonstrates the effects of tilt angle 0 on the distortion
of the Gaussion short pulse wave scattered by microstrip step
junction. It is evident that the transient response of microstrip is
obviously affected by the change of 0, the Gaussion pulse at 8=0 is
lead to those at 8=n/3. The results is coincident with 12),
qualitatively.
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T4.9

EFFICIENT ANALYSIS OF FINLINE STRUCTURES BY
THE BOUNDARY-ELEMENT NETHOD

P•n Song , Junaei Fu
(Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, P.R.China)

ABSTRACT

A boundary-element method is presented for the rigorous investigation of a generalized
finLine configuration. The method is accurate and covers the metallization thickness,
mounting grooves, and arbitrary cross sections. By this approach, calculations can be
performed using far fewer nodes than by the finite-element method. To show the efficiency
of this approach, two examples are given.

INTRODUCTION

A variety of planar transmission lines are used in newly developed millimeter-wave
circuits. Among these, fintiner are widely employed, allowing high flexibility in
circuit realization. Up to now. many papers have been published describing
experimental and theoretical investiqation of finlines. However, most of the methods
either have restricted application or require e Large computer memory and Long
computinf time, e.g., the modified mode-matching technique(l] and the transverse resonance
methodW can only study structures of regular cross sections . and the finite-element
method(FEM) may handle arbitrary cross-sectional geametries(3], but the number of
nodal points divided is very large. so the CPU time required is considerable. The
purpose of this study is to develop a very general boundary-element procedure which
can analyze generalized finLine configurations of arbitrary cross sections . including
finite metallization thickness, substrated mounting grooves, asymmetric structures, and
more than one dielectric region. The boundary-element method(EM) proposed in this
paper has a few merits, i.e.. the required size of the computer memory being small.
the computation time being short and the results obtained having fairly good accuracy.

THEORY

Consider a waveguide nf arbitrary shape which is uniform in the Z direction and
which consists of isitropic, lossiess dielectric media. The cross section can be
divided into several zxjregions homogeneously filled with a dielectric material.
Assumed that the electromagnetic wave propagates along the Z direction of the form,
and in a typical subregnn. the Longitudinal field components satisfy the
Helmholtz's equation

VEz - e )Ez = a (la)

VtHz + (ki - rI)Hz (Ab)

where is the transverse Laptacian operator, and ki is the wavenumber in the
subregion.

Using the method of weighted residuals[41, from (1) the following equations can be
obtained.

Ez(ri) G MT Ez(rj)dl G( ri. rj i-- -dl (2a)
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Kz(ri) 4 OIL lz(rj)dt =L G(ri, rj) adt (b)

here G(rirj) is Green's function in two-dimensional free-space. The position of a
node inside subregion is represented by the vector ri , and that on boundary L is

Adenoted by the vector rj . a and I refer to the outward unit nornmt vector and the
tangential unit normal vector, respectively, as shomw in Flg. l.

§t

L

y

2 x

Fig. I Two-dinension region surrounded by boundary L.

Considering Gauss' principle, (2) can be rewritten as

Ez(ri) = fL -rJ Ez(rj)dt + (ri,rj) [ +E%,Tj)

"P e G- iz(rjý' (3a)

_ _,_] ft.aWei) f aEt(1j

Hz(ri) = -a qajl Hz(rj)dt + (rirj) ( al ) Z di

9&Cljr,T Ez(rj)dl (3b)
"at

Assumed that the boundary L is snooth. letting ri approaches it and considering
Cauchy's principal value of integration, and using the following equations

j W a)z .aEEt =
K ,•r.., an z Pjj at.(

Ht- =(W6 + i ~

the next equations is derived as follows, _.
(1 2) z~i) r a o m x,') Ez(rj)dl = • ri, rj) - - Ht( ri ]d I

(i/)Ezri + "an It jW ej

+ aGM .,T--- a l (rj)dtr aG(; (Ti) rE L a

( 1/ 2) Ez(ri) + I hz(rj)d l = G(ri, rj) f E t(rj) )d l

wL JL at (Sa
JL.)

a f x at Ez(rj)dt (5b)

Dividing the boundary L into N constant eleents, and equation (5a) and (Sb) are then
discretized as.
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NN f+ NS(l'?)Ezi ,+.:(|- d )Ezj - (" Gri, ri)dl)f- ---- litii

WEL ( at -t)iizj (6a)

(1/2)Ezi += J -A ,,dl)Hzi : G(ri,rj)dt)L EtjJ

- • 2_( 1 , tEzj (6b)
13• -,J~ juJJ

(6) can be represented in the following matrix forst

A J IEz ] + 1 [ a [t I [ C I 1Z j 0
jWEj w0i (7)

A [Zb I - EML ]Elt] +----[[Et) C Ez 0

where zjz, [Rz], lEt], [Ht] are NXI column matrices, and the elements of them
represent the field values at nodal points on the boundary; (Al. (B], (C] are NXN
coefficient matrices.

In the same way, to subregion Sj, the boundary matrix equation like (7) can be
formed. Considering the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic fields
along the common interface between contiguous subregions( say the ith and jth), the
following equations are required,

rEz = ;?Z ktz = 1W = 'Ei H, t = Y~tj (8)

So the final boundary matrix equation of the whole region can be obtained, and can

be written as a homogeneous equations set in the form

[UIfXI =0 (9)

where the elements of matrix [ U ] are all the functions of propagation constant.

Considering the condition that makes (9) exist nonzero solutions, namely,

IU (U)=0 (0)

the propagation constant f can be obtained.

In our approach, Hankel function, which satisfies radiation condition, is employed as Green's
function, so no spurious solutions appear.

RESULTS

First of all, the asymnetriat bilateral "TinLine treated in (li is calculated with
our method, Lad Fig.2 shows its dispersion behavior. Our results agree roughly with
those in (I] except that the propagation constant of RE2 mode is higher than that
of HEI mode for frequencies beyond 19.6 GHz instead of 20 GHz reported in (1].

In order to show the flexibility of this method, we study a bilateral finline in
circular waveguide housing which cannot be handled with the modified mode-matching
techniqueflf or the transvers resonance method[21. Calculated results for the
dispersion characteristics are shown in Fig.3. The obtained results for zero grooves
depth and zero metallization thickness are in agreement with date obtained via the
FEN[3f. For a finite grooves depth and finite melallization thickness, the propagation
constant of HEI mode slightly increases, while those of the higher order modes increase
remarkably. The above BEN calculations are performed with 126 nodes. while the corresponding
FEN calculations need at least 400 nodes.
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Fig. 2 NormaLtized propagation constant as a function of frequency

(a=2b--7.112mm ; 41=2.260imm ; b1=1. 20t ; V=2.Smm ; b2=2.156mu
W2=I.Sm; e=O.*:Q d=O.254m ; t=O.87am ; • r=9.6 )

kH1

/ tME.
o.4

Io.5 /
S -0 1 0 o jo r

Fig. 3 Dispersion characteristics of the bilateral finline in circular
waveguide housing.
(r=4.165m. ; d=0.2S4m : w=0.3mm e=0.35mm : t=0.005.m ; fr=2.2

CONCLTSIONS

In this paper, a boundary-eLement procedure for the rigorous investigation of generalized
finline structures is proposed, The method has a few merits. i.e., it can handle
generalized fintine configuration which includes finite strip thickness, substrate mounting
grooves, more than one dielectric region and arbitrary cross-sectional geometries, and it
only requires a small computer memory and short computation lime. moreover, the
results obtained have fairly good accuracy. In addition, this approach can be applied
to the fult-wave analysis of various microwave and millimeter-wave transmission
lines with arbitrary cross-sectional geometries.
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TS. I

Development of a High-Power. Power-Modulated
TEA CO2 Laser System as a Driving Source

of Electrostatic Plasma Waves

K. Sasaki, K. Takahashi, T. Fujii. M. Nagatsu and T. Tsukishima

Depanvmen of E0ectrica ••igineering, Nagoya Universiiy,
Nagoya 464-01, Japan

ABSTRACT
A high-power, power-modulated TEA CO, laser system is developed with the

intention of applying it to high-temperature plasmas for diagnostic purpose. Two-mode
pulse injection locking is adopted to obtain the required output pulses of the TEA CO2 laser.
Together with the power modulation, the gain-switched spike of the output pulses are also
suppressed by the adopted method. resulting in elongation of pulse duration. Two feedback
loops are incorporated for reliable power modulation. The power-modulated output so
obtained is used to excite electrostatic plasma wax es in laboratory plasmas.

1. INTRODUCTION
We have proposed the driven scattering method as a novel diagnostic scheme for high-

temperature plasmas.1 In driven scattering, electrostatic plasma waves are excited by the ponderomotive
force of an externally injected power-modulated laser beam. Certain plasma parameters such as ion
temperature can be derived from the dispersion relation of the excited electrostatic wave. The dispersion
relation can be measured by FIR laser scattering. The main advantage of the driven scattering method
over the conventional ion Thomson scattering is that the incident laser power for scattering measurement
can be considerably lower than that for the conventional case. because the scattering cross section is
much larger for the super-thermal density fluctuations (electrostatic waves) than for thermal fluctuations.

A high-power. power-modulated laser source with long pulse duration (I us) is indispensable for
the driven scattering plasma diagnostics. The long pulse duration is needed to measure the dispersion
relation of the excited waves with high signal-to-noise ratio. In this paper. we present a TEA CO, laser
system which can yield a high-power, power-modulated output with long pulse duration. The two-
mode pulse injection locking scheme is adopted to modulate and elongate the output pulse of the TEA
COM laser. Two feedback loops are incorporated in the present system to achieve reliable power
modulation.

2. LASER SYSTEFvI
The two-mode pulse injection-locked TEA CO, laser system including feedback stabilization

loops is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a hybrid TEA CO, laser as the injection
source and a main TEA CO2 laser.

The hybrid TEA CO, laser is composed of a TEA section and a cw section. The 4.9m-long
cavity resonator consists of a spherical partial mirror M I mounted on a piezoelectric transducer PMTI and
a gold-coated plane mirror M2. The active length of the cw section is 60cm. which is designed to realize
both the above and below threshold operation in the range of the discharge current obtainable with our
power source. The main TEA CO, laser is a Lumonics 601 with an unstable resonator consisting of a
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convex mirror M9 and a concave mirror M 10. The spherical radii of M9 and M 10 are 2.5m and 10m.
respectively. The cavity length is 5.2m which is close to the cavity length of the hybrid laser. The
convex mirror M9 is mounted on PZTr2.

In the present system, two-mode pulsed field of the hybrid TEA CO,- laser is injected into the
cavity of the main TEA CO, laser through the coupling hole (5mm diameter) bored at the center of M 10.
The injected two-mode field is obtainable with the cw section in the below threshold state.2 When the
frequencies of the injected two modes coincide with the two respective adjacent longitudinal modes of the
main TEA CO, laser. the two modes of the main laser are allowed to oscillate exclusively, and the output
pulse of the main laser is power-modulated with the beat frequency between the two modes. In this
power modulation scheme. therefore. the modulation frequency is equal to the longitudinai mode spacing
of the cavity. c12.L. where c is the speed of light and L is the cavity length of the main TEA CO, laser.

Two feedback loops are incorporated for stabilized operation of the system. The first feedback
loop (loop 1) is for stabilization of the two-mode injection pulse, and it consists of a pyroelectric detector
PYRO1I the lock-in stabilizer I and PZT1. The second feedback loop (loop 2) is for adjusting the cavity
iength of the main laser. and it consists of a pyroelectric detector PYRO2. the lock-in stabilizer 2 and
PZT2.

Operation of the laser system is divided into two parts: "stand-by period" and "on period". In
the stand-by period., the cw section of the hybrid laser is in the above threshold state and yields an output
of about 2W. The cw radiation is utilized to feedback-stabilize the ,avity lengths. If we stabilize the
cavity length of the hybrid laser by loop I so that the minimum cw output is obtained at PYROl. two
lonitudinal modes of the hybrid laser are located symmetrically with respect to the line center of the gain

CONTROL SLOCK-IN STABILIZER LOCK-IN STABILIZER 2
UNIT IN H.V. MOD. REF] IN H.V. _REF

HYBRID CO 2 LASER

12 .- ' -- PZM62 PYRO2)

'" 2 ................................................. ...... .
MAIN TEA SCTON AE

M' ... SECIO 8 PYR01

S................. ......... .......... .................. ............... .... V 1 o .... ......

OUTPUT

Fig. 1 Schematic of the present laser svstem: M, BS. PYRO. and PZT stand for mirror.
beam splitter. pvroelectric detector, and piezoelectric transducer, respectively.

1 1P3.
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profile for the cw section. In spite of the symmetrical distribution, we seldom observe simultaneous
two-mode oscillation for the cw section due to a strong competitive reiation between the two modes: we
usually have a single-mode output.2 The single-mode cw radiation is injected into the cavity resonator
of the main laser. Against this injected field, the cavity of the main laser acts as a sort of Fabry-Perot
interferometer. 3 Hence, if the cavity length of the main laser is tuned by loop 2 so that the intensity of
the transmitted cw beam becomes maximum. the frequency of the injection field coincides with one of the
longitudinal modes of the main laser. The transmitted beam is monitored by PYRO2 through a small
hole (1mm diameter) bored at the center of M9. In this way. the cavity lengths of the hybrid and main
lasers are maintained at their optimum values during the stand-by period.

As described in the previous letter.- with the cw section in the above threshold sate. we did not
obtain the desired two-mode pulsed output from the hybrid laser. In the present system, we increase the
discharge current of the cw section and bring it into the below threshold state4 to obtain two-mode pulse.
about lOOms before we fire the TEA section and the main TEA CO, laser. With the cw section in the

below threshold state. two longitudinal modes (which are located symmetrically with respect to the line
center) are allowed to oscillate simultaneously. At the on period. two-mode pulsed field thus generated
is injected into the main TEA CO, laser. The 3
frequencies of the injected two modes coincide :. (a
with two respective longitudinal modes of the < 2
main laser. This is because the cavity lengths of
the hybrid and main TEA CO., lasers are set almost "
equal to each other and we have already matched WL
one of the injected modes with one longitudinal 0
mode of the main laser in the stand-by period. If
the time delav between the initiation of the -1 I

discharge of the main laser and the injection time 3 3
of the two-mode pulse of the hybrid laser is " (b)
properly chosen. two longitudinal modes of the < 2
main laser are injection-locked. so that a high-
power. power modulated output is obtained as a 1

rLn
result of beat note between the two modes. ý 0
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0- 1
Figure 2(a) shows a multimode output pulse from 0 1 2
the main TEA CO, laser which was observed for TIME (gS)
the case with no injection field. The output
energy was over 6J. When the two-mode pulsed. Fig.2 Examples of the output waveform
field of the hybrid TEA CO, laser was injected of the main TEA CO, laser. (a)
with a proper timing after the initiation of the Multimode output pulse observed for
discharge of the main TEA CO laser. a power- the case with no injection field. (b)
modulated output such as shown in Fig.2(b) was Power-modulated long-pulse output
obtained. The modulation frequency in Fig.2(b) obtained when the two-mode pulsed
is 29MHz. which agrees with the longitudinal field of the hybrid laser is injected with
mode spacing of the main laser, not with the beat prope timing.
frequency of the injection pulse. The gain-
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switched spike of the waveform in Fig.2(b) is well suppressed, so that the pulse duration is elongated to
about MOXtis in full width at half the maximum. The pulse duration of 800ns is about five times as long
as that of the the multimode pulse shown in Fig.2(a).

Figure 3(a) summarizes the relative appearance frequency or distribution of the power-modulated
outputs of the main TEA CO, laser as a function of modulation oepth. The modulation depth is defined
by m={(Pna, x-Pmin)l(Pmx+PMn) 100 (%), where Pmax and Pmin are the maximum and minimum
values of the oscillatory waveform within one period. Each power-modulated output pulse shown in
Fig.3(a) was obtained with feedback loops I and 2, switched on. Although the modulat- depth
varied from shot to shot. 76 percent of the total shots had a modulation depth larger than 70%. Hence
sufficient stability was achieved for practical use.

For the sake of reference. experiments were repeated for the free-running case with feedback
loops disconnected. The results for the free-running case are shown in Fig.3(b). It is seen that the
average modulation depth is about 35%, and the distribution is also broad compared with the case with
the feedback loops on. Eight percent of the outputs for the free-running case were multimode and are
ranked in the group nr--O.

In summary, we have developed a high- ' 30

power TEA CO. laser system which can yield a (, •a)
power-modulated long-pulse output. By " 20 -
incorporating the feedback control loops in the ' 4-

4)
laser system, we have obtained the power- u_ 10-
modulated outputs with sufficient o1hilitv for Z I1

practical use. The present laser system can be 0 O0
applied to the diagnostics of large tokamak 0 20 40 60 80 100

plasmas, provided that some increase in the output Modulation Depth m (%)

power is made. We expect to have an output
power of more than 150MW by amplifying the30

output pulse of the present laser system. using a (b)
large CO, laser device such as a Lumonics 620 c 201

with a triple-pass configuration. This work is W
supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific LL 10 ,

Research from the Ministry of Education. Science
and Culture of Japan. " 0 20 40 60 80 100CC 0 20 40 60 80 100
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T5.2

NON-COHERENT REFLECTOMETRY METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA

CUT-OFF LAYER POSITION

V.V.Kulik, K.A. Lukin, V.A.Rakityanslv

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, 12, Acad. Proskura str., 310085, Kharkov, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

The paper describes the method called a non-coherent reflectometry

technique. Using this method we can be able to provide a high precision

of the measurement of the fusion plasma cut-off layer position and its

microfluctuations simultaneously.The method is based on the application

of the mjilimeter wave narrow-band noise signal and its spectral

processing. Two modification of the method are discussed, and one of

"them uses an autodyne regime of the noise signal oscillator.

I .INTRODUCTION

The coherent length I is the one of the main characteristics of theC

noise signals. Its value is

1 =v/Afc

where v is a propagation velocity of the signal and Af is its power

spectrum width. The value of 1 defines a distance where a conerencyC

property of the signal is saved. It is known that the power spectrum of

the sum of the radiated and reflected signals obtains a periodic

modulation at condition if the propagation distance between the

reference and reflected signals exceeds sufficiently the coherent

length of radiation signal 'r!. In this case, the modulation period is

connected with v and L as follow T =v/2L. The physical nature of this

effect is reduced to an ordinary monochromati= interference of Fourier

components of noise signal. Hence, we can estimate the distance to

reflector measuring a period of modulation and knowing v. The distance

measurement with help of such methcd is described in [23 where the

author proposed a noise radar system with a double spectral processing

of sum signal. A high precision and resolution of the method take place

in the case when 2L>>l .The absence of controlled delay line in the
c

reference signal circuit is a great advantage of the method described.

I1. NON COHERENT-REFLECTOMETRY

The design of sources of steady-state intencive noise signals of mm

wave band with sufficiently wide and homogenious power spectrum of
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freauencies is an important problem for the develooment of non-conerent

reflectometers. As an source of noise signal is used a weak-resonant

backward wave oscillator (WBWO) of mm wave band C33 that generates

chaotic oscillations. The excitation of chaotic oscillations beromes

possible due to the chaotization of WBWO oscillations under interaction

of electron beam with intensive field of weak-resonant oscillation

system E4,53. The oackaged chaotic oscillators of mm wave band are

developed in IRE AS of Ukraine and they provide the power soectrum

width of radiation oscillations over 300MHz and inteoral aower ci some

watts.

II.1. NON-COHERENT REFLECTOMETER

Fig.1 shows an experimental set-up of non-coherent reflectometer. The

reflected signal is added-------------------

with a reference one and WBWO

sum siana" Passes to ý u, gun

soektrum analyzer. The : outout /

freouency band o0- the /

soectrum analvzer- have t-' collector

be sufficient for output

observation of noise sional

power spectrum .4i th the -e

width above 300MHz. The

outOut modulated signal from Figure 1.

soectrum analyzer is converted tc dicital form and is wrote t_ the

memory of computer. The time o& one measurement is defined 3ith s

sweeo velocitv and this time can be very small Ct 2ms). The set of

measurements is carried out during an existence time of thns aasa,ý.

The results of them are processed with comouter. rig.2 shows the power

spectrum both of the radiated chaotic signal and the sum sional. The

non-coherent ref __tometrv allows to observe two diiferent spacs c-

t

a b
I *

freou~ency., treauencv

Figure 22.
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of distance change L: mean wavelength of noise signal k and coherent

length c. The change of the L within the limits X causes a change of

phase shift between the reference and reflected signals. The result is

a shift of interference figure without a significant change of

modulation oeriod AT - The observation evolution o4 absolute freouencv

value f of one of the minimums allows to record a small scale shift ofm
cut-off layer position. In particularly. the distance change eoual to
-L=X/2 corresponds to the freouencv shift Af =T . This method is like

m 1.
to that which uses a fixed freauency monochromatic signal and allows to

measure fluctuations having AL=Imrn. The measurement of value T is for

more large distance.

The processing of sum signal is effective ',Af+ N
m

for L just above I too. For righer 12
c

precision we nave to provide concit:ons !lOO:iO lt N

for taking larger values dT /dL. Zi0.7

shows the measurec relations 7 (L) an r 16

I(L). where N(L)= Axz/` is a number oT - .

variations which are observed on spectrum

analyzer for a sum signal. The nost ---

values of dT /dL are observeC- for sima: I - Z

values o4 L. and the ootimum conditions -igure Z.

for measurement take place for N(L)=-.. in this case, the minimum

positico- is recorded with sLf IcieiS7t aczuracy and dT /dL is about

0.2MHz/cm.

11.2. AUTODYNE REGIME OF THE CHAOTIC OSC:Z.ATCR OFERATING

7ig.4a shoas an i4!ustration d_-aorair o4 non-coherent reileczzmeter

using an autodyne regime of the cnaozi: oscillator C6]. The oresence oi

--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

*
', WBWO , ,b

gun! ouou

outout

I I I I

f f ------------------- V

frecuencv
---------------------------------------------- --------------------------

Ficure 4.

power oULtput from both the collector end and the gun one is a feature

of the WBWC. It allows to use the collector output to radiate and to

-eceive a noise signals while the gun outout is used for recording of



the spectrum modulation. The reflected signal with a small amplitude

and delay 2L is amplified with an active element of the oscillator and

one interacts with oscillations in system.The result is a periodical

modulation of spectrum (fig.4b). In this case, the amplitudes of the

interacted signals are essentially different, that is why, the observed

modulation depth is more less of said case. A sufficiently hiah

sensibility for autodyne effect is provided with the linear

amplification of the reflected sional in the WBWO. The spectrum

characteristics (fig.4b) given for the reflected signal levei of 20 dB

with respect to radiated sional. It should be noted, the scheme of

non-coherent reflectometer using an autodyne behavior o4 the WBWO is

more simple because, in this case. the oscillator is used not only as a

transmitter but as a sensitive receiver, an amplifier and a mixer too.

III.CONCLUSION

The aoolication of the non-coherent reflectometry method allows to

measure a plasma cut-off layer position with error of 2cm a.id it allows

to define a small fluctuation o4 a oosition about Imm. The time of the

measurements can be decreased if to use a spectrum analyzer with a

parallel processing of noise signal. The application of the autodyne

reaime of the chaotic oscillator operating allows to sufficiently

simplify the scheme of reflectometer, and it saves the main advantages

o4 the method. The method suggested has no sensibility to hindered

influence of other sicnalý. and its using is reasonable for development

of systems for the precision measurement of distance to objects and for

the definition of its displacement characteristics.
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DUAL-BAND MILLIMETER WAVE OSCILLATORS FOR MEDICAL USE

Song Shuxian Liu Dongcheng Deng Ciping

(Be ij ing rnst i tute of Technology. Be ij i ng, Ch i na)

ABSTRACT

Some millimeter wave oscillators produced in the requirements of a long range coherent
oscillation(LRCO)f[] will be given in this paper.These oscillators have some advantages over
others used before for their suitable power output(enough to trigger LRCO to occur) . wide
band (dual-band design) , and simple structures then low cost, etc. . These oscillators are
available and fit for use in LRCO research or clinic treatments. Some apparatuses were also
Produced)one of which will be shown at the end of this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave/millimeter-wave has a very good perspective in biological and medical
applications.But therapies by thermal-effects have some disadvantages in practice.for it
must be carried out by a very high power radiation which needs complicated and expensive
equipments, and also may cause some heavy damages to human bodies. So recently, the
applications of nonthermal-effects have Fot more and more attention.

REQUIRE14ERMTS OF MILLIMETER WAVE OSCILLATORS

FOR MEDICAL USE

Uur millimeter wave oscillators for medical use are on the basis of the nonthermal effects
oetween microwave and biological bodies. The mechanism of nonthermal effects can be expounded
by a coherent oscilation model produced by H. Frohlich -. 2Jwhicn mainly include following
parts:

(1) a long range coherent oscilation(LRCO) exists between electromagnetic wave and
biological tissues(cells, giant molecules, polar molecules,etc.)which make essential role in
growing and reproducting of these tissues;

(II) LRCO is a nonlinear reacction which can be triggered by only a little microwave
energy from outside of humn bodyand the energy needed in the reaction is supplied by human
body itself.not from outside;

(11) LRCO exists on a band of frequencies which mainly near the high part of microwave
.prequencies.i.e.millimeter waveand far-infared.

After H. FrolichS.T. Webb and some other researcherst3J verified the existence of LRCO by
experiments. Then the model of LRCO became a radical theory and principle in this research
area. i.e. the area of nonthermal reaction between microwave (especially millimeter waveland
biological bodies and also its applications in medical clinics.

From above theory we know that our oscillators for medical use must meet some
requirements which include:
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a.suitible power output,which is enough to trigger the LRCO to happen, but far less than
that needed to cause damage on human bodies.

b. wide spectrum of frequencies, which come from the special design of dual-band or
harmonic oscillation with all the frequencies produced mainly in or near millimeter wave
band.

c. simple structure, which is composed of solid millimeter wave devices and can be
manufactured easily,and in that can soon get a much extensive medical applications.

DUAL-BAND MILLIMETER WAVE OSCILLATORS PRODUCED

According to the requirements we have made several millimeter wave oscillators shown as
Fig.l,(al--(h),which include following sorts:

(1) structures made of combination of cavity and waveguide. Fig. l(a) is a dual band
oscillator that consistsof one 8mm cylindrical cavity oscillator and one 2cm waveguide
oscillator. The dual-band wave is got out from the waveguide in a cross polarized structure,
and the cavity is used to obtain a stable oscillation which may cause some difficulties in
fabrication.The maximum output of the oscillators is about 50-70mW for 2cm oscillator and 20
-30•W for 8nm oscillator.

(2) structure made of combination of two waveguides. Fig.l(c) is a dual-band oscillator
consist of two simillar waveguides (shown as Fig. 1(b) ) , one of which is 2cm waveguide and
another 8mm waveguide. This structure needs no complicated fabrication and more can produce
more frequencies though it my not be so stable. The maximum power output is 50-70•W for 2cm
and 20-30mW for 8mm.

(3) structure made of microstrip. This structure comerfrom a recently developed antenna,
active antenna of microstripl4,5j,where the oscillator and antenna for radiation are made in
one subatrate. This cause the structure very simple and easy to produce or fabricate in a
conformal surface with biological body and then makesit very convenient in practiccal use.
Fig.1(d) and Fig.l(e) are the basic forms of the oscillator.and Fig.lf)is the section view.
We have got some oscillators of 8gm, 5mm, and 4mm band and the main problem is the too lower
power output. The oscillators shown in Fig. 1(d) and Fig.l(e) can only get a output of l~2mW.
But this problem can be solved by contacting the oscillator and antenna with the surface of
biological bodies ,Then the power will be enough to excite the coherent oscillation in human
bodies. Fig.lig) and Fig.l(h)are two transforms of Fig.l(d) and Fig.l(e),where Fig.l(g) is a
structure of two or more oscilliators using power combination in radiation,and Fig.l(h) is a
structure which can Produce harmonic oscillation for getting wider specctrum.

DISCUSSION

Because the LRCO happen in a wide band.not on only one single frequency, the requirements
for stable and pure frequency is not imperative. This character will make the last two sort
oscillators introduced above have better perspective in medical application, especially the
third which is obviously easy to be put in practical use of clinics. Some apparatus, one of
which is shown in Fig. 2, have been made using above oscillators and now are being used in
hospitals.
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Fig.2 medical apparatus using dual-band oscillator
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T6.2

QUASIOPTICAL TRANSISTOR ON RUBY

Vertiy A.A., Gavrilov S.P., Tarapov S.I.

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of
the Ukraine, 12 Acad. Proskura St., 310085 Kharkov, the Ukraine

The device described in the paper belongs to the field of the
transistor technique of the millimeter and infrared wavelength range
(lollHi<V 10 1 5 Hz). It may be used in comunicaticn lines, data
handling devices, radiometer systems.

Usually, in modern communication lines of optic, submillimeter
and millimeter wavelength ranges the most effective transmission of
is realized by wave beams which propagate in the waveguides adequate
to the frequency range. At present there exists a problem of data
handling. So the use of ordinary solid state transistor devices /1/
in these ranges faces essential difficulties which manifest themsel-
ves in the impossibility to decrease their constructive capacity and
inductance.

It is known now transistor devices operating in the optic frequ-
ency range in which a highfrequency energy flow or pulse controls asimilar object. The physical principle on which the device's operat-
ion is based involves a phenomenon of nonlinear absorption of elect-
romagnetic energy by a substance in the presence of a set of discre-
te energetic levels. Due to the distances between these levels being
lied in the range 1 . 10 eV such devices can operate only in the op-
tic frequency range.

A shortcoming of the optical transistor is also the fact that it
may operate only in several narrow bands of frequencies the mean va-
lues of which correspond to energy levels of the working substance.
An attempt to expand the frequency range by resonator retuning leads
to falling of the amplification coefficient of the transistor, a
growth of nonlinear distortions, deterioration of stabilization con-
ditions of the transistor. Besides, one may change the discrete spe-
ctrum of operating frequencies only by replacement of the working
substance of the transistor.

This problem may be solved if the transistor consisting of the
Pabry-Perot resonator, working substance placed in it will be suppl-
ied by a source of the regulated magnetic field and magnetic used as
a working substance.

The device described (Fig.l) includes copper mirrors 1,2 which
form the Fabri-Perot resonator. The working substance 3 (ruby cylin-
der) is placed between mirrors. The channel 4 of excitation and sa-
turation presented as a waveguide which connected with the resonator
by the coupling element 5. The information channel 6 (waveguide) is
connected with the mirror 1 by its own coupling element 7. The chan-
nnel 8 (waveguide) is connected with the mirror 2 by a coupling ele-
ment 9. The source 10 of the regulated magetic field (solenoid) is
placed outside the resonator. Here vector B of the static magnetic
field of the high homogeneity is perpendicular to the vector B1 of
the magnetic component of the electromagnetic field in the resonator.

Let us consider the operation of such quasioptical transistor.
The magnetic field B removes the degeneration of energy levels of
magnetic atoms of the working substance 3, here the distance betwe-
en the levels depends on B0 . Thus, the system of energy levels is
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formed in the working substance 3. The frequencies of quantum tran-
sitions lie in the range from the shortwave part of the mm range and
higher at the value B0 •-: 3 T.

In the resonator tuned in the frequency i of the signal coming
from channels 1 and 2 the condition of the magnetic resonance

h / = WM - IMI, where

WM, W _1are the values of energies of stationary states of a magne-
tic in the static magnetic field; M,M-1 are the natural values of
the operator SBo of the effective magnetic spin projection on the
direction of the static magnetic field B ,;wzAis the circular fre-
quency of the exciting SHP-field; h is the Planck's constant is
being kept. Here the magnetic dipole transitions arise with absorp-
tion of energy of the electromagnetic' field. The value of the absor-
bed energy depends nonlinearly on the the value /BiJ . When the co-
dition of saturation is not observed ( IB) f -- VT2 ) the absor-
ption in the magnetic is large, the resonator is practically does
not transmit the electromagnetic energy and, therefore, the signal
in the receiving channel is practically equal to zero (i.e. the
transmission coefficient of the resonator 9_T< 1, Fig.2). In the
fully saturated substance ( I)?J ->'>T 1•,T 2 ) the absorption is
practically absent and the resonator has the maximum possible trans-
mission coefficient ?-
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The character T = •Y( IBl9 ) calculated in /4/ has been used for

realization of regime of transistor functioning. By changing the sig-
nal amplitude in the channel 4 of saturation and excitation the value

;BI is chosed corresponding to the "working point" of the transis-
tor. The information signal comes to the resonator through the infor-
mation channel 6. As a result a processed (amplificated) information
signal comes to the receiving channel 8.

The retuning of the working freq_•ency is realized by changing the
value of the static magnetic field iB and tuning of the resonator
according to the condition of the magnetic resonance.

The regulation of the steepness _ the device characteristic is
realized by changing only the fieldlB Iwithin the working frequency

band of the resonator. Her an important positive moment is the fact
that the retuning of the working frequency is realized in the conti-
nuous frequency range, and the regulation of steepness of the device
characteristic is realized without changing the frequency of the wor-
king generator and resonator geometry. Besides, many of magnetics
may work at room temperatures that allows to create small-size devi-
ces of data processing at SHF.

Positive properties achieved allow to use effectively the quasi-
optical transistor in the communication systems, computer devices
where information beams are treated and switched with supervelociti-
es. Besides abovementioned properties assume the succesful applica-
tion in other fields of science and technique, for exampleo in medi-
cine and biology when modeling neurostructures for the purpose of
study and diagnostics of brain work.

Experimental test of the transistor operation on the radiophysi-
cal complex "BURANI" /5/showed a good agreement of the calculated
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characteristics and real ones. There was also observed inversionless
amplification of the information signal and bistability of working
characteristics of the quasioptical resonator.

At present the experimental and theoretical works concerning the
use of the given device in the information systems at SHP have being
carrimd- out.
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T6.3

W-BAND HAIMONIC MODE GaAs GUNN DIODES

Dong Yanmao
(Nanjing Electronic Devices Institute. Nanjing, China)

ABSTRACT

Fabrication and performances of the second-harmonic mode W-band GaAs
Gunn diodes are briefly presented. By means of researched interrelation
between DC I/V curves, fundamental and harmonic performances of the
devices , some criteria of designning and selecting devices suitable to
harmonic mode operation are provided. Harmonic output power of 40mW at
95 GHz with a conversion efficiency of 1. 36 percent and output power
greater than 10mW over all of the W-band have been achieved.

INTRODUCTION

Though three-terminal solid-state devices, such as FET, HEMT, -BT, have
established their place in the millimeter-wave range. Gunn and IMPATT
diodes still maintain their superriority above 30GHz GaAs and InP Gunn
diodes as one of the important millimeter-wave solid-state devices are
widely used in local oscillators, injection-locked oscillators and
amplifiers.
Although we have obtained over 20mW of output power at 90GHz with
fundamental mode GaAs Gunn diode1 , physical constraints of the W-band
fundamental mode devices become critical, as the operation frequency is
increased. These devices are not only hard to be reproduced, but also
hard to be applied since their operation temperature and voltage range
are very narrow. Consequently for the frequency higher than about 65GHz,
GaAs Gunn harmonic oscillators are generally used at present. Its
advantages are apparent. First, since the harmonic mode devices ma"
somewhat mitigate the contradiction between frequency and power,
compared with fundamental mode devices at the same operating frequency,
chip dimension can be larger, and fabrication process tends to be
easier. Next, the processing of GaAs material and devices are more
mature than that of InP. Su GaAs devices have lower cost and better
reliability, Theory and technique for the harmonic extract are being
upgraded. The best harmonic performance reported so far is output power
of 96mW at 94GHz with a conversion efficiency of 2. 7 percent 2.
However, it has experimentally been found that Q-band( 33-60GHz )
funda=ental devices are not suitable for W-band (75-110GHz) harmonic
mode operation. This paper will =ainly present interrelation between
DC , fundamental and harmonic performances from devices respect. so
that some criteria of designning and selecting devices suitable for
harmonic mode operation may be obtained. The performance of W-band
harmonic mode GaAs Gunn diodes will be reported. These devices have
successfully been applied in some W-band Gunn harmonic oscillators.
Output power of 40mW at 95GHz with a conversion efficiency of 1. 36
percent and output power greater than 10mW over all of the W-band have
been achieved.
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DEVICE FABRICATION

The design of W-band harmonic mode GaAs Gunn diodes is basically
similar to that of Q-band fundamental mode ones.
The n+-n-n+ GaAs structures were grown on low resistivity n+ substrates
using VPE method.The doping concentration of the active layers ranged
from 7X1015 to 1.5 xi016 cm- 3 , The thicknesses of the active layers
were in the range of 2.0 to 2.7 4m.The carrier concentrations and the
thicknesses of the highly doped nt-buffer and ni-contact layers were
about IX101 8 cm- 3,2 4m and 1im, respectively.
rhe ohmic contacts on both sides on the wafer were formed with
alloyed AuGeNi/Au metallizations. Conventional electroplated heat sink
3tructures were used. Mesa diameters of fabricated diodes chips were
60-80 jim. Individual chips were thernal-compressionally bonded into
gold-plated copper stud packages. Cross-like gold ribbons were then
bended. Chips were finally hemetically sealed within the packages
(package model NEDI T085).

PERFORMANCE AMD RESULTS

It has experimently been found that all Q-band fundamental devices are
not suitable for W-band harmonic mode operation. We researched
interrelation between normalized DC I/V curve, fundamental and harmonic
performances for different batches of the devices.
Q-band RF performances of these devices were measured in a standard
reduced height post-coupled waveguide oscillator. Their W-band RF
performances were measured in a full-height waveguide cap cavity. Fig. I
shows several typical normalized DC I/V curves ( Vt and It are
threshold voltage and current. respectively).

1.(

0.9.
• 0.I "8,

0.7 2
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Fig. 1 Several typical normalized DC I/V curves

The characteristic data of typical DC performance as well as
fundamental and harmonic performances for different batch of the
devices are listed in table I.
From the DC and RF test results presented above- following laws can be
obtained:
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A. For those batches which have almost the same fundamental output
power, its harmonic output power may be very different.
B. For larger currenL peak-valley ratio 'represented by !/It value at
VIVt=3. 5 ). harmonic performance is not necessarily satisfactory, while
abrupt current drop-back at the threshold point (represented by '',I) is
desirable for good harmonic performance.

Table I DC, fundamental and harmonic perfomances for different batch of
the devices

DC fundamental harmonic
bach Fig. 1 It/I -

No. curves 2 I T (V/Vt f, PI f2 P2

No. (mA) -3. (71 (GHz) (mW) (GHz) (mW)
S14-1 360 1.4 -. 1 .. S 94 3S3 6O2 45 95{3

S- , .5 50 1. 39 1. 23 95 , q '35

24-6 1 40 1. 28 K24 47. 6 105 90 1 20

35-3 4 10 1. 32 .2 47.: . 9 94 9 5 6

10-4 20 1. 30 ".1 , 50..5 92 little

C. Measured threshold voltage are all lower, ranged from 1. 10 to i 35V.
D. For the devices ha7,'nz larger f rndamenta I outlput power. the
operat'on current is generally greater than IA.while for the devices.aýving larger harmonic output power and higher conversion efficiency.
jie operation current is all less than about 0.9A. corresponding to DC
.ower consumption of about 2. 5-4 W_
)btaincd best experimental results f,: '7-band harmonic mode Ga,\s Gunn
diodes are summarized in table 2.
Using these Gunn diodes. University of Electronic Science and technology

Chengdu) has developed a wideband -echanicallv tunable harmonic
)scillator, which can deliver output power greater than 10 mW over all
.)f the W-band3.

fable 2 Obtained best performance for W-band har-onic mode GaAs Gunn
diodes

batch No. Vo (,1.1) o (=A) j f (GHz) P (me) n (%)

14-1 3. 9 900 90 41 1. 17

U-3.8 730 00091

18-6 4.32 680 95 40 1.36

18-6 3. 75 700 100 25 0. 95

According to above experimental results. some criteria of designning and
ielec:lia the devices, which are suitable for harmonic =ode operation,
can be summarized as following:
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A. Usually have greater fundamental output power and higher conversion
efficiency.
B. Have as large abrupt current drop-back as possible at the threshold
point.
C. Correspondent DC power consumption is from 2. 5 to 4 W.
It has experimentally been demonstrated that above criteria are valid
for designning and selecting harmonic mode devices.

DISCUSSIONS

For increasing harmonic extract efficiency and harmonic output power. it
is necessary to exert every effort in all respects of material, devices
and circuit. Larger abrupt current drop-back at the threshold point is
related to higher low-field mobility of the active layer. RF current
generated by the domain transit in the active layer contains certain
harmonic current components. Obviously, in order to produce rich
harmonic components, the harmonic mode devices require abrupt
concentration changes between both boundaries of the active layer. MBE
is beneficial to grow hyperabrupt doping concentration. In addition. for
certain nL product, less mesa diameters, corresponding to lower operation
current. may decrease temperature rise and maintain certain terminal
impedance of the diodes. Therefore, the harmonic mode devices possess
lower current characteristic compared with fundamental ones.At certain
DC power consumption. exchanging low current for high voltage is also
beneficial to increase conversion efficiency.

CONCLUSION

By means of researched relation between DC I/V curves, fundamental and
harmonic performances of the second-harmonic mode W-band GaAs Gunn
diodes. Some criteria of designning and selecting devices suitable
for harmonic mode operation have been provided.The devices must have
larger abrupt current drop-back at the threshold point and
relatively lower DC power consumption.
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T6.4

THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE SUPER-SLOW

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THE PERIODIC SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURE

A.A.Bulgakov, S.K.Kondrashin, V.V.Kutuzov

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics,
Acad. of Science of Ukraine, 12 Proscura St.,

310085 Kharkov , Ukraine

It was predicted in the works 113 the possibility of the

superslow magnetic waves existence in the periodic structures formed

by the semiconductor-dielectric layers. The theoretical estimation for

modern semiconductor materials shows that the accessible

electromagnetic wave slowing-down value is equal to 10 4 .. 3xlO. Such a

great slowing-down is conditioned by both the structure periodicity

and the specific distribution of the electromagnetic field in the

structure layers.

In order to verify this supposition the authors carried out the

experimental investigation of the periodic structure wave properties.

This structure consists five InSb-sitall layer pairs. The thickness of

every layers is 0.25 mm (InSb) and 0.35 mm (sitall). InSb has such

parameters: concentration - 10As cm-I, mobility - 5x10' cm'V's'. The

dielectric constant of the sitall is equal to 13.2. The structure

dimension is 3 .5x6.5 mm*. It is placed in the rectangle waveguide in a

such way that layers plane is parallel to the waveguide big wall. Such

an experimental configuration is connected with the magnetic field

unsusceptibility of the structure own oscillations when it is placed

parallel to small wall. The external magnetic field controls

effectively such structure parameters as the frequency gap zone

disposition and the wave attenuation.

It is important to mention the peculiarity of the waveguide

used. The waveguide transversal wave number is defined by the big

wall dimension and dielectric filling. The corresponding structure

wave number depends upon big wall structure dimension, the relation

between layers thicknesses and their numbers, the constant magnetic

field amplitude. Therefore when waveguide is completely filled along

big wall, the wave type of interest cannot be activated. In order to

avoid such situation one used partial waveguide filling - the

strUcture dimension in cross-section along big wall is equal to 3.5

mm. The big wall dimension of the waveguide measuring section is equal

to 7.2 mm. In such configuration it is possible to some extent the

change of the periodic medium wave number by structure shifting along
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big wall. The cryogenic device includes the measuring section and is

placed between the magnet poles in such way that strength lines of the

magnetic field are directed parallel to the structure layers.

Experimental investigations consist of the varying investigation

of the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the measuring section

and electromaCnetic wave velocity vs external magnetic field value.

Experiments were carried out for the following wavelength ranges:

6 mm, 8 mm, 15 mm and temperatures: 300 K, 78 K. The magnetic field

was changed from 0 to 7 kE. During experiment authors observed in some

frequency bands both monotonous and nonmonotonous dependence of the

electromagnetic power attenuation coefficient of the measuring

section upon the magnetic field value. The local effects of the same

sign are in the range 1..4 GH.The power attenuation decrease reaches

13 dB in above mentioned range of the magnetic field.

The authors suppose the following results explanations. When own

oscillations are activated, electromagnetic energy in the structure is

absorbed partially by it. This leads to attenuation coefficient

increasing. The external magnetic field changes the dielectric

constant tensor components. As a result the energy redistributed

between the layers of semiconductor and dielectric. The dielectric

energy losses are much greater than the semiconductors ones. If the

magnetic field is applied, the main part of the own oscillations

energy is concentrated in dielectric, that results attenuation

coefficient decreasing. This effect has been observed in experiment.

The electromagnetic wave velocity has a value of 33±9 in the

frequency bands where it was observed the essential decrease of

electromagnetic power attenuation. It snould be noted that the

tneoretical estimation the slowed-down velocity for the similar but

infinite structure has a value 25 [13.

1. Bass F.G., Bulgakov A.A., Tetervov A.P. Visokochastotnie svoistva

poluprovodnikov so sverhreshetkami, Moscow, Nauka, 1989.
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T6.5

MM-Wave Bi-Turning VCO

Wang Donglin and Li Dunfu
(Univ. of Science and Tech. of China, Hefei, China)

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the progressing of MM-wave semiconduct devices,various kinds of
MM-wave systems have been created that deal with different work fields. The simplified
principle of a MM-wave pulse doppler system can be seen from fig. 1. There, the function of
MM-wave phase locked loop is that the recevied signal can pass through the crystal filter .
Thus a double turning VCO would be required in the system, and the fine turning direction
could be changed.

As we know, only the positive turning direction can exist using ordinary principle, the
new bi-turning VCO must be searching for a new structure and working modle.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGNING

The new structure of the bi-turning VCO is shown in fig.2. The varactorl composition
with Gunn diode in the main cavity works with the ordinary principle,so that the varactor
can be omitted in the equivalent circuit analysis. The another varactor 2#is located in the
frequency turning cavity behide the high--Q cavity,and the VCO can be represented in a
simplified equivalent circuit fig.3. As seen in the reference place a-a to the right, there is:

Y -G+ _(c +c')- I t - =g,+Jt, (1)

By putting ba =0, the oscillation frequency w is determined as:

Y 2(C [, g(, ) / Ctg2(2l) +4(c + (2)

Thinking about the characteristics of the varactor, two kinds of conclusions can be de-
duced from eq .):

l) If ctg( ' )>0,

the frequency wo increases when the turning voltage increases also, ic. positive turning.

2) Ifctg( 2 1) <0, the eq.(2) rewrites as:
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Yctg(2 2Y a 2n-)/ } 2 o~g ,(0' ++.i I
Y120(C'+ C,) L (C +C) 2(C +C

+ -IAI 2+W2(3)

It is clearly seen that when the turn voltage increases, the capacitance of the varactor
C~decreases, then the frequency w' decreases also. In other words, as I ---0.5A,. the negative
turn can be completed. Thus the method of changing turn direction by varying the place of
shorting plate has shown a useful and easy way for VCO designers to work out this problem
The adimitance seen to right from point c-c as:

2 2

Z =Ro+ G+ + +LT 2,) L L+2

= R + jX, (4)

where

2 1
0) = [Co(LI +L 2)]

putting X = 0 will detemine the oscillation frequency of the high-Q cavity containing
the varactor. As we see, the value of M 2is not only a function of the diameter of the coupling
hole between high-Q cavity and the frequency turning cavity, but also it depends upon the
value of %0-a)'. So, auo = wu'represents the maximum coupling condition, and the high-Q cav-
ity is strongly disturbed by the varactor, the frequency turning band will be wide; otherwise,
the band narrow. This way, the turning band can be controlled easily ; wide or narrow ac-
cording to what usage is necessary.

In the same way, the adimitance at point e-e is:
1

Y, = G +ftoC + Y1 +- =6g, +j.
Zd

where
2 2 "

Zd=ja)L+ IMLIL2/Zý, M, =k,/jLL

M is the coupling factor between the main cavity and the high-Q cavity.
Putting b, = 0, the solution is the oscillation frequency of the VCO. The analysis above

gives a brief view of the advantages of the bi-turning VCO, but the phase noise is another
important characteristics of a signal source especially in a doppler system. It is a common
knowledge that to reduce the phase noise of phase locked source, the phase noise of VCO
must be lower, especially in the Fourier frequency far from the carrier. Phase noise of a cavi-
ty stabilizied Gunn oscillator states as:
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L (J, = _ 

(6)

Q, = b(7)

Where F, P0, f0and fmare noise figure of Gunn diode , carrier power, carrier frequency
and Fourier frequency away from the carrier, respectively. It is a efficient way to reduce the
oscillator's phase noise by increasing the value of Q1. So, raising the Q factor of high-Q cavi-
ty and expanding the value of cum-ci'as large as possible. These a:e the key factors in consid-
ering a iow phase noise oscillators design, where wemand w0are the frequencies of main
oscillator and high-Q cavity containing the varactor, respectively. But increasing the value
of Qlwould make the frequency tanning band narrow. It can be seen from this that there
have contradictary requirements between low phase noise and the wide frequency turning
band, the VCO might choose a suitable value for both phase noise and the frequency turn-
ing band of the VCO.

EXPERIMEN RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based upon the above analysis and after careful design, careful examination of the de-
vice and fine adjusting, the desirable bi-turing VCO has been made at last. The main char-
acteristics of the VCO that have been tested by the Meterology Station of Ministry of
Spaceflight and Aviation arc:

output power: 17-- 20 db mw
rough turning: (10--20) Mhz/ (0- 15)V
fine turning: (± I - ± 5)Mhz / (0- 15)V
phase noise: -60dBC / Hz (f. = I KHz)

-93dBc / hz (f,, = 50 kHz)
Inserting the bi-turning VCO to the phase locked loop, the phase noise spectrum of the

phase locked source is the same as that of a standard source--the LO osillator; and the re-
ceiving singal containing the doppler frequency of a moving target smoothly passes the crys-
tal filter to the back-end of the system. The matter shows that the VCO is satisfactory for
the doppler system.

Generally speaking,the Gunn osillator stabilized by a high-Q cavity containing
varactor is a efficient method to make a higffquality VCO.

The authors thank senior engineer Shen Yijian and Mr. Xiong Huapin for their help in
experimenting and discussions.
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T6.6

KA- BAND GLUN VC(Y S

Li Chengxi
(The Institute of Electronic Engineering of PLA)

L i Yong
aN. 16 Institute, the Ministry of Machine-Building
and Electronics Industries of China)

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design and fabrication method of Gunn. VCO's at

ka-band. and which have achieved broadband performances, centre frequency in
(31-39) •Iz. electronic tunninge range LFmax>L-4GIz. The Gunn. VW(Ys
possesses practical usage value.

INTRODUCT ION

For millimeter systems application the broadband electronic tunning range
of oscillator is particalar significance. It can be ased as local
oscillator in millimeter wave systems or rader systems. This paper detailed
describes the desigru and fabrication method of Gunn.VC(YS at Ks-band
centre frequency in 31-39 G1z, compares the tuning performance of the fulI-

Gunn. diodee tUd
waweguide trandoruaew lockiung sreow circle tanning short

cavity bousing varactor stud
(a). Full-heiaht waveguide resonator

wa-esuide tranufom .va&atOr stu. d

icavity b

(b). Reduved-beiglat wavegaide reonator

Fig. I Gunn.VCo configuration
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height waveguide resonator with the reduced-height waveguide resonator.
Fig. I (a) (b) show the structure of full-height and reduced-height waveguide
resonator.

8Ran H R ECTAMULAR R TM

The lowest-order propagating mode in rectangular waveguide is TEI0, also
called the dominant mode. To prevent other mode, usually select
1.05a<X <1.60a. where a is wide-side in rectangular waveguide. In Ka-band.
waveguide BJ-320. a= 7. 112mi. b=3. &66mm select length of cavity housing

=-0.&5%g=4.838=m In term of field distribution of TEl01 mode in s
rectangular waveguide resonator, Gann diodes and varactor are installed at
middle resonator. The length of restonator can be tunned by back-short, so
the centre frequency of VCO can be set up.

ThERO OF EXT"4DING ELEUI'RIIIC TUMNNII RANG

In term of perturbation law.

Swo/(co- =A Wm-AWe) / (Wi+We) (1)

where the AWe and LNWm are variations of electronic and magnetic
energies, the We and Wm are electronic and magnetic energies in resonator.
Aca/ca is frequency relatative variation, when resonating,We=WM so:

We+Wm--2We=2 (WO+Wv) (2)

where the WO is electronic energies in resonator (no contained varactor).
the Wv is electronic energies in varactor.

Wv-CvW./4 (3)
Y= (Cmax-Qnin) /2 (Qmax+Cmin) (4)

so AW• / CO-= YWv/(WO+Wv) (5)

From(5) in order to extend tunning range:
(a). select varactor with big Yand high Q.
(b). request tight couple for varactor and Gunn diode,
(c). request small WO and low QI resonator

When the package factor is consided. the tunning range can be shown:

AF=FcOs (CO-Cv) ,Pv/ (2QICv*Pl) (6)

Where the FcO is varaitor cutoff frequency in zero bais. the QI is Q factor
assoicated with the load varactor, the Pv is power dissipated in varactor.
the P1 is power delivered to the load.In order to further extend tunning
range. we modified the structure of the resonator, used the reduced- height
resonator. lowered QI of the osillator, achieved our aim. The dimension
parameter of the resonator are: a=7. 112mm b=3. 200= 1-4. 838mm Lb=O. 366mm!
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RESULTS OF THE EXPDERME

The equivient circuit for analys is shows in Fig. 2. Taking into account of
package of Gunn diodes and varactor. We used the small resistor' a Gunn

bak L

(a) bais circuit

F7R 1PTT~~7
IGunn, :Dl~e IVw~a,_-ct

(b) equivient of G-u-.VCO

Fig. 2 The bais and equivient of electronic Gunn. oscillator

diodes produced by 55th insititute and big Y varactor produced by
changchun semi- conductor factory. Fig. 3-5 shows tunning curves of
diffient centre frequency in full- height resnator. Fig. 6-7 shows tunning
curves of diffient centre frequency in reduced-height resnator. Tab. 1 shows
the tunning range of reduced-height is wider than that of full-height
resonator.

Tab. I Comparison of tunning range of full-height waveguide with reduced-
height waveguide.

centre freq- tunning ran- output pow- type
uency (GHz) ge LF ((Ilz) er PO (mw)

35. 37 1. 26 23 reduced-height
35. 63 1.41 36 resonator

34. 722 0. 13 21 full-height
35. 243 0. 22 27 resonator
35. 580 0. 38 23

ACKNOWLEDG&NT

The authors are very grateful to students Li Yingshen, Jiang Yuntai and
teachers Wang Zijun, Gao Weidong.
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CQz)oniw) FcGwf) P( 0W) F( (;z)
If=0.13GHz f fU.22GHZ jJ.4

34,872 -P=6.rn2W Pimaz= 4. imw 35Z P~a. lv

P=21.4mw p=27.Omw =jv

Saft f
34822 f 34

P 35.700 P
84."2 P 361%9;

94.722 (-V) ?sS249 -- - (4f £

5'~2 0 5 101Is ZO24

Fig. 3-5 f=34. 7022 (f=35. 243 f'=35. 580) Glz
in full-height resonator

F(GHZ) P
36.93 Ahf -I AI(QH ci

04o W 
60 P '

36-07 3603 50
560 4D
40 30

P 30 20
20 1

357 10 10-
V (-V_ 0 1 2 3 4 (-V)

F ig. 6 - 7, f=315. 3710(f=35. 530) (-IZ i-i reauced-height resonator
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T6. 7

NEW WAVE PROCESSES IN THE INHOMOSENEOUS SEMICONDUCTORS

AND SUPERLATTICES

F.G.Bass, A.A.Bulgakov, S.I.Khankina

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics,
Acad. of Science of Ukraine, 12 Proscura st.,

310085 Kharkov , Ukraine

The new types of waves have been theoretically predicted and

investigated, the formation of which is conditioned by the

inhomogeneity of semiconductor structure. It is shown that in the

classical superlattice formed by periodically recapitulating

semiconductor and dielectric layers, the propagation of surface

electromagnetic waves with phase velocities of the order of 10' cm/s

iz possible. The spectrum of these oscillations depends considerably

upon the physical parameters of the semiconductor and structure

geometry and the wave decrement is determined mainly by dissipative

processes in the dielectric. Namely this fact leads to a considerable

deceleration of electromagnetic wave in comparison with the

deceleration in an inhomogeneous semiconductor.

The waves in an inhomogeneous semiconductor have been also

investigated for the case whenthe concentration of charge carriers in

semiconductor and plasma frequency t are the function of thep

coordinate z. If the constant electric field is applied in the

direction of concentration variation, then the propagation of

inhomogeneous waves of the concentration is possible under an angle to

this direction. Their existence is conditioned both by longitudinal

oscillations of carrier with plasma frequencý 4 and transversal

oscillations with the frequency w. = (qle Eol/m*)" 2  where q is the

impu ity gradient, W is the electrical analog of the internalN

hydrodynamical waves frequency. The amplitude of such wave has its

maximum value near the layer in which the plasma frequency is close to

the wave frequency. Thus, in different layers being perpendicular to

concentration variation direction, the waves with different

frequencies propagates. While the external electrical field is

absence, the inhomogeneous concentration waves have an interesting

peculiarity: the wave number component in the plane z=const is

proportional with gi, where I is a natural number. Hence the
-S

characteristic linear dimension of concentration variation q

determines imambiguously the periodicity of the field in perpendicular

plane.
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T6.8

CONTINUOUS RADIATION GENERATORS' UTILIZATION IN
COHERENT MILLIMETER RADARS' RADIATION PROPERTIES,

CONSTRACTION SCHEMES, RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

Alexey A. KOSTENKO, Grigoriy I. Khlopov, Victor P. Shestopalov,
Uriy V. Yakimchiyk

Institute of Radiophisics & Electronics Academy
of Sciences of the Ukraine

12,. Acad. Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

The constraction scheme of coherent radars with continuous radi-
ation is in accord with the general idea of a classical interferome-
ter. the arms of which are represented by the tracks of reflected and
reference signals. The presence of frequency fluctiations of the ge -
nerator leads to a shift in phase estimation of the reflected signal
and this phase's derivative. Basides, in millimeter band it is chara-
cteriistic that the role of technical fluctuations increases, which
have got non-stationary nature, which in its turn doesn't allow to
use spectral-correlation theory [l] while examining generator para-
meters applied to the concrete working conditions.In this article we provide an analysis of the effect which sub-
stantionally non-stationary frequency fluctiations produce on the
work of coherent radars and we suggest a new criteria for estimating
radiation quality of the transmitting devices. Basides, we have deve-
loped a method of taking measurements and have stadied experimentally
different vacuum and solid-state generators of millimeter band.

Examining the signal at the input of linear part of the reciver
of the coherent radar, it has been shown that with the change of ve-
locity of the object being stadies, mean-square error is determined
by the following expression

6C/Vco a.(T,,•) (1)

where C-is velocity of light in vacuum, V0-velocity of object's move-
ment, dv(T'c=)-modified structural function for relative fluctuations
of generator frequency, T-time of observations,'r-time of signal pro-
pagation to the object and backwards, d -represents mean-square dif -
ference of generator frequency, averaged in iterval T and measured at
the time moments, which differ by the interval cc

dj(T,C) =1/2*<C[)(t*1-gC)ýt)1]> , (2 )

L+T

t) /W- (3)

t
where Co- carrier frequency of emitted oscillations,ALAJ(t) --W(t)-Wo-
random frequency fluctiations. Thuse from the phisical point of view
the value v corresponds to the short-term nonstability of genera -
tor frequency. As the measurement error 6V is inversely proportional
to velocity V0 and is proportional to time';, then, as the numerical
analysis show, when the distances tc the object are small (<1 kmr the
generators even with noticable frequency fluctuations ( N'd, .'%10"6)
allow to provide for coherent signal processing reflected from trans-
portation vehicles, moving with velocities approximateli 100 km/hour.
At the same time while locating objects moving at small velocities
(V0 <10 km/hour) and at great distance from the radar (>3 kin), the
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the requirements to the radiation qnality become very strict
( V < 10-10

The scheme of measuring test bed for examining of radiation pro-
perties in accordance with a suggested criteria of radiation quality
is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum of a radiation of the tested gene -

rator'l is transfered into radio-frequency range by means of a shift
with ~'the oscilations of the
frequency standart assembly 2. 4

Frequency difference voltage
from the output of mixer 3
arrives at two digetal frequ-
ency meters 4,5 the control of
which is provided by the gene-
rator of trigger pulses 6. It 2
should be noted that frequency
meter 4 is actuated directly Fig. 1.
and frequency meter 5 is actu-
ated after Interval-C, which is determined by the delay .Line 7. The
time of observation T and interval ' are established in accordance
with the suggested mode of radar, and generators being investigated
should be of the same type and be in the same conditions in order to
provide for the equality of dispersions of their friquencies° flu-
ctuations. Difference frequency measurement error limits the estimate
of maximum small values of short-term non-stability by the valueQ• - 10 10-6

The results of inves- 10
tigations of vacuum and
solid-state generators of >
fourmillimeter range are U
shown in Fig.2 (1-IMPATT-
diode with stabilizing ? 5
resonator, 2-diffraction 0 10-7-
radiation generator, 3- 0

TWT, 4-IMPATT.diode with- 5
out stabilization reso -
nator, 5-klistron). Bet- 0

ween not-powrful devices
the least. unstable frequ- E-4
ency ( Idg•'-10) is cha- A 0-8
racteristic of IMPATT-di- F

ode with high Q-factor
(Q--47000) stabilizing re- E-i
sonator (curve 1), in
which effective suppressi-
on of quick frequency flu-
ctuations of radiated os - -9
cillations is achieved. 10
For powerful generator de- PQ
vices the best characteri- E 1 °2
stics may be attributed to
the diffraction radiation o
generator [2], for which 13
high quality of radiation 10-
(curve 2) is provided 10 40 70 100
owing to the high Q-factor
(Q-u03000) resonance system TIME OF PROPAGATION ( s)
and isolated spase of in -
teraction and energy output. Fig. 2.
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At the same time, for TWT (curve 3) and klystron (curve 4) it is cha-
racteristic to have higher value of electronic shift of frequency and
lower Q-factor resonance system, in connection with which the influ-
ence of technical unstabilities is much higher.Juxtaposed characte -
ristics may be attributed to IMPATT-diode with low Q-factor resonance
sistem (curve 5).

Taking into consideration the experiments, which have been car-
ried out on the basis of IMPATT-diode and diffraction radiation gene-
rator there has been created a series of coherent technological ra -
dars, designed for velocity measurement of the railway vehicles, sea
ships as well as for learning the characteristics of propagation of
coherent radiation of twomillimeter range in next to the earth layer
of the atmosphere. Among the peculiarities of receiver-transmitter
schemes of such radars we can name utilization of the principle of
"floating intermediate frequency" [3], which allows to practically
achieve, using simple means, the coherent accumulation of a signal
and to increase significantly the range. In the papers there can be
found the schemes of radar construction, their characteristics and
the results of research in natural conditions.
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T7.I

The Attenuation of Electromagnetic Waves Due to Fog

Professor D J Harris, Tniversity of Wales College of Cardiff, Cardiff, UK

The operation of optical, infrared and millimetric systems using propagation
through the atmosphere -ay be affected by fog. An overview of the situation is
given from the standpoint of a potential user.

Wavelenath limitations due to molecular absorption. Radiation ray be attenuated
by molecular absorption, and this is shown in fig.l. For wavelengths <. UrM or
> 10mrm, this attenuation will be small. In the approdxmate range 30 to 60Qm

the attenuation is greater than 50dB/ki and applications will be limited to short
ranges. Across the remaining part of the spectrim the wavelength must be chosen
to avoid excessive attenuation.

Attenuation due to fog.Two approaches to the determination of attenuztion can be
taken, (i) computational predictions based on fog parameters and (ii) predictions
based on experimental measurements of fog attenuation and parameters.

Analytical apnroach. Fog can be charact-arised by water content(g/m3 ), droplet
size distribution, and temperature. Energy may be losL by scattering and absorption.
Fog droplets are approximated as dielectric spheres with a complex refractive
index. Loss characteristics then depend on the dimension of the spheres relative
to the wavelength. The temperature may affect the refractive index. A practical
fog consists of water spheres with a drop size distribution , and the effect of
the drops must be summed over a unit volume.
The basic thWory of scattering and absorption by spherical dielectrics of refractive
index m = n - in' was established by. Mieli). The power loss due to a single object
is given by the scattering, absorption and extinction cross-sections Csca, Cabs
and Cext, where Cext--Csca+Cabs. They can be normalised to give Qext-CxtiMr2 etc,
where r is the sphere radius.The full analysis involves an infinite summtion of
complex expressions, but some limitations can be applied.
The comlex refractive index of water is tabulatedU2 , 3 ), and shown in figs.2a & b.
Sa1ple values for m are:-

A = 0.65jzm m = 1.33 - i1.64 10-8 3rwm m = 2.77 - ji.32
" = 10.64m m = 1.18 - jO.08 ? % 0ramM m = 4.3 - j2.6

Using the Mie expressions, the value of Qext can be cmcrated, as illustrated in
fig.3 for X = 3.5=m. Three regions can be classifie.':- region A,the Rayleigh
avproximation for 2vr/' Al; region B where the Mie approach or its approximation
must be used, ana zeoion C where the drop radiuseS, when Qext-'2

Raylei;h scatterng-region A. It 2%r/)\cl, Qext car, be approxirmted bv:-
- 2 ?)mZ - I

Qext Qsca + ýzbs =8 /K 4' Im (-K) whereK A

Absor-zion predominates excent where Im(-K) is very small.
At miliirretric wavelengths Qert:Qabs, and the attenuaticn in dBH/Im 8.2(M/A)Im(-K),
where X is in m. and M is the water content (g/m3). This Loss is rhovm in fig.4
for a water content of lg/m3 . The loss is proportional to water concent.
Mie scattering-region B. The power loss in this region is sensitive to drop-size
distribution. which is needed for the summation. The Mie approach is lengthy and
compiex, but an alternative approximation is available( 4 ) within limits.The drop size
distrlbition and water content depend on fog type and density, but the distribution
expression n(r) = ar'xexp(-br) has been used to model fogs and clouds. Typical values:-
Fog type 0ý rmum N(cm- 3 ) a b M(g/m 3 )
I. Advection foc 3 10 20 0.027 0.3 0.37
2. Advection fog 3 8 20 0.066 0.38 0.19
3. Radiative fog 6 4 100 2.37 1.5 0.063
4. Radiative fog 6 2 200 607 3.0 0.016
N is the total dr=u number, r. is the pealc distribution radius and M is the water
content. These are shown in fig.5. Recent measurements with better resolution
show that large populations of sub-micron drops can exist, and that distributions
can be bimodal. There can lead to increased attenuation at the shorter wavelengths.
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Calculated attenuation of EM radiation through fog
The variation of attenuation with wavelength, obtained by summing the Mie extinction
across the fog droplet distributions of the table, are skhown in fig.6. This shows
the low attenuations at millimetric wavelengths, and the way in which the smaller
droplet size distributions increase the relative attenuations at the very short
wavelengths. Many publications giva _enuted attenuations based on particular
dropsize distributions. Pinnick et al( 5, determined attenuations using 341
measured distributions to determine extinction coefficients (attenuation in dB =

4.3 x ext. coef.) as a function of fog water content at several wavelengths. Two are
shown in figs. 7 (a) and (b) for 0.55 and 1]jz4. The lines correspond to linear
relationships. For fog with 0.2g/m3 water content, these give attenuations of 200
and 80 dB/i at 0.55 and llpm respectively.

Measured attenuation due to fog.
Values have been reported for the overall attenuation along a given transmission
path in fog, but they vary widely, and quantifying values for fog conditions are
rarely given. To enable comparisons to be made, simultaneous measurements are needed
of attenuation, water content and droplet size distributions. This is not easy,
and conditions vary along the path.
Since attenuation is not sensitive to fog drop size at millimetric wavelengths,
predictions and measurement should give good agreement, and this has been shown
experimentally. Millimetric attenuation measurents can therefore be s to
determine water content. Early measurenents(6) used a 3rm radar and lasers at 0.63.
3.5 and 10.4urm along the same path. Attenuations greater than 50dB over a 2.6kln
path at 0.63=m were obtained with a mean water content along the path of about 0. 1g/m 3 ,
but a mismatch of sensitivities made a wider correlation difficult to obtain.
Measurements using an open-resonator( 7 ) at 3vmn wavelength with an axial laser beam
at 0.63ýn for artificial fogs gave the results shown in fig.8.There is considerable
scatter of results, but for very dense fogs of 0.8g/m3 an attenuation of nearly
2000dBWam is indicated. This is considerably in excess of predictions from figs 6
and 7, but more in line with the linear extrapolation of 7(a). This differance may
be due to the presence of submicron drops in the fog.Measuruments have also been
carried out on extinction coefficient and water content for laboratory fogs at about
10;= wavelength. Fig.9 shows the results of one such measurement( 8 ) at 10.5%.u.At
this wavelength a linear relationship has been found, giving extinct. coeff. = 150P,- 1

per g/m3 .
There-ms to be a dearth of simultaneous measurements on attenuation and water
content for natural fogs in the open literature.The use of millimetric open-resonators,
or 10Cm laser attenuation measuremnts, might allow water content to be determined.

Conclusions
At millimetric wavelengths the attenuation closely follows the Rayleigh predictions,
being insensitive to droplet size distributions, givirg 3dB/kn for lg/m3 at 3=an.
For the range 30-604=n the Rayleign apprcismation voy still be used, but molecular
absorption > 50dB/kc limits applications to very short ranges.
For the range 0.5-30=m predictions are less clear. At about lQum ,attenuation is given
by m 630M dB/km, where M is in g/m3 . Theoretical predications are available, but
for wavelengths below l10; they are drop size distribution dependent. Confirmation
experimental results seem to be few and show discrepancies with predictions, and
further experimental work would seem to be called for.
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T7.2

A NEW MODEL OF FREQUENCY SCALING OF RAIN ATTENUATION

Huang Jie and fu Dazhang

Qingdao Research Center of
China Research Institute of Radiowave propagation
33 Fu Long Shan, Qingdao, China (266003)

Abstract: A new empirical model for frequency scaling of rain attenuation on terre-
strial path is proposed. This model based on the experimental data of rain attenuation
from different region in the world, such as the China, JapanUK,Sweden, FRG and Italy.
Comparison with the current models of frequency scaling of rain attenuation is made.
Because a region factor o.ol is included in the our model, thus predict precision is
improved and is good than the other model. This model applies to a range of frequency
of 10-80 GHz.

(1).Introduction:
Frequency scaling method, which the rain attenuation at one frequency is predictor

by the rain attenuation measured at other frequency , is very importance as to design
of radio system at frequency above 10 GHz. In recent years a number of scientists have
investigating on the frequency scaling of rain attenuation (1], [2], (3], (4], hh[5].
Reviewing the current models of frequency scaling of rain attenuation, we need to do
following three improvements on the frequency scaling of rain attenuation:
(a). to add some data of rain attenuation from China in the model of frequency caling;
(b). to extend the range of frequency region to 80 GHz;
(c). to add a region factor of Ro.ol in the model of frequency scaling of rain attenu-
ation.

(2). Data of rain attenuations
In order to offer a new model of frequency scaling of rain attenuation, we had

made an experiments of rain attenuation at frequencies of 12, 25.3. 33.5 and 72.0 GHz
on a terrestrial path with 1.26 KM in Qinqdao during 1986-1988 (6] and had also made
an experiment of rain attenuation at frequencies of. :, 25.3 and 33.5 GHz on a terres-
trial path with 2.5 K:1 in Xinxiang during 1931-19S-- [7. Ia order to add the suitable
region of the frequency scaling of rain attenuataonwe had also collected some data of
rain attenuations from UK, Sweden, FRG, Italy and Japan (8]. These data, which are a
statistic value of cumulation distribution of rain attenuation above one year are li-
sted on the Tab. 1. The parameters of frequency, polarization, length of path, easured
period, during and cumulation distribution of rain intensity are also liste in the
Tab. 1.

Tab. 1. Long-term distribution of rain attenuation at frequencies above 10GHz
--- I -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

lLocationlFre-1Po-llen-lperi-lye-IRain attenuation in dB and rainfall intensity in mm/hi
1(Nation)1que.l1a-!gth !od fars' exceeded for various percentages of time ()

1GHz !r. l(km)l I I--------------------------------------------------
- Ite 10.001!0.002:0.00310.00610.01 10.02 :0.03 !0.06 1 0.1

S . .. . I . . . - - I . . . I -. . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:Qingdao 112.01 V 11.26186-891 4 1 3.1 1 2.8 1 2.6 2.3 1.9 1 1.7 1.4 1.1 0.7 1
125.3: V :1.26186-891 4 1 - :10.7 1 9.3 1 7.7 1 7.2 1 6.1 5.4 1 3.7 3.0

!(China) 133.51 V 11,26:88-891 4 - 17.0 116.4 110.6 I 9.5 : 7.9 7.0 ! 5.0 3.9
1 72.0! V :1.26:88-89: 2 1 - 1 - - 117.0 13.8 112.6 t11.2 1 7.9 1
: * ! i 1 .I 1(110};'85) 1(74) 1(52) 1(45) 031) '(24) 1(12) M(10) I
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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:XinxiangIl2.01 H 12.5 180-841 5 6.3 1 5.8 1 8.2 1 4.0 1 3.5 1 2.6 1 2.4 1.9 1 0.9
125.31 R :2.5 180-841 5 114.8 112.7 111.5 I 8.8 1 7.6 1 5.7 1 4.9 : 3.0 1 1.5 1

!(China) 133.51 H 12.5 180-84! 5 130.0 12E.6 :24.8 120.5 116.5 111.0 : 9.4 1 6.8 1 4.8 1
* 1 1 10(98) 1(82) 1(71) 1(51) 1(42) 1(26) H(21) 1(14) 1 (3) 1

!Meidle- 119.41 V 17.4 173-751 3 118.6 114.7 112.9 19.9 18.1 16.0 I 5.2 I 4.2 1 3.2
:sham :36.11 V 17.4 173-75: 3 1- 132.2 131.0 !27.0 122.7 :18.6 115.7 113.3 111.9 1
:(U.K) I I 1 1 1 (50) 1(39) 1(32) 1(23) 1(18) 1(13) 1(10) 1(6) (4.5):

i -----1 --------------------------------------------------------- ------
:Stockho-110.81 B 115.0176-771 2 115.2 112.0 110.4 I 9.1 18.4 1 6.8 I I - 1-
lIm 117.91 H 115.0176-771 2 1 - 130.0 127.2 122.8 119.2 114.0 112.2 110.0 1 9.0 1
i(Sweden)!36.01 H 115.0176-771 2 1 - I - I - 156.0 147.0 135.0 130.0 124.0 21.01

i I * 1 1 i 1 1 1(70) 1(52) 1(43) 1(30) 1(23) 1(17) N(14) 1(9) (6)
: -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- a--------

!Darmsta-112.41 R 120.01 76 ! 1 !19.6 U16.8 114.8 111.6 1 9.2 ! 6.8 1 5.4 1 3.7 1 2.8
!dt 15.01 H 120.01 76 1 1 128.4 123.0 120.9 116.8 114.1 110.4 ! 9.0 1 5.6 1 4.6

!29.01 H 120.01 76 1 1 - - II - 146.0 139.0 132.0 :27.4 122.0 118.0
'(FRG) 139.01 H 120.01 76 1 1 1 - - I - 1 - 1 - -- - 136.0 27.5

- a a (50} (43) 1(38) 1(28) 1(22) 1(16) H(12) 1 (8) 1(5.5)1

:Fucino 111.01 V 1 9.5175-771 2 116.0 114.0 ;12.7 ! 9.2 i 7.6 : 6.0 1 4.8 1 4.1 1 3.0
:17.81 V 9.5175-771 2 129.8 125.6 :23.3 119.1 115.6 12.1 110.7 I 8.1 I 6.3 1

(Italy) 1* 1 I (100)1(75) (64) (47) 1(35) (25) 1(20) (14) : (9)1
-------------------------------------------------------------------- I----

:Tokyo 111.51 C 1.3179-801 1 1 6.3 15.5 5.0 13.4 13.1 11.8 :1.3 10.9 '0.8 I
134.51 C 1.3179-801 1 1- , - I - 119.3 116.3 111.3 ! 9.9 1 6.6 1 5.0 1

(Japan) 181.8! C 1.3179.801 1 1 - - - 133.8 129.3 124.5 121.7 117.4 114.6 i
11 * i i 1 (109)!(98) 1(94) '(83) 1(66) !(42) H(33) 1(22) H(17) i

-----------------------------------------------------------------
* Value in parenthesis is represented rainfall intensity.

,3) Model of frequency scaling
From Table 1 we chose rain attenuation exceed 0.01% of time to represent the measu-

red value of rain attenuations for each path. There are pair of rain attenuations
(f2)fl) of 20 sets, which get data with same frequency, same polarization and same
path from in the Table 1. Besed on the data of 20 sets, a empirical model of frequency
scaling of rain attenuation is derived. The value of A2, which is the rain attenuation
at frequency of f2, may be expressed by the value of Al, which is the rain attenuation
at frequency of fl, as follows:

f2 H
A2 = Al ( ---- )

fl

where H is a empirical coefficients, which is a function of the frequencies of fl, f2
rain attenuation Al and rainfall intensity for o.o1% of the time Ro.ol, as follows

H = 2.2154+0.0039fl-0.0129f2-O.Ol9lAl-O.:O44Ro ol

where fl and f2 are in GHz; Al is in dB and Ro.ol is in mm/h.
Assuming fI = 10 GHz and Al = 2 dB, a relation between the parameter A2/A1 and fre-

quency for two rainfall intensity Ro.ol = 40 mm/h, which represented as temperature
, region, and Ro.ol = 80 GHz, which is represented as the tropical and subtropical
region. The relation between values of A2/A1 and frequency are shown in the Fig.l.
A predictive results of rain attenuation using the model of exponential model (CCIR)
is also shown in this figure.

For P % of the time of the rain at- tenuation A(P%) is by CCIR (10]

-(0. 5 46+0.0431g P)
A(P%) = 0.12 A(0.01%) P
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where A(0.01%) is the rain attenuation for 0.01% of the time by the formula of frequ-
ency scaling.

j 00 MO

4

A *7d 1 .i
4*4

Fig. 1. The relation between predicted rain attenuation
and frequency using CCIR model and our model(Al=2dB, f1=10 GHz)

(4). Comparison with other models
Review on aspects of the frequency scaling of rain attenuation, there are five mo-

dels with typical meaning : Linear model, Exponential model [2], Hodge model (3),
Boithias model [(l, Modified model (11]. In order to estimate the precision for vari-
ous models of frequency scaling of rain attenuation, a parameter of S, which is mean
square error of predictive value of rain attenuation, is defined as:

I n 2

S = --- I" (A2i-A2i')

where A2i and A2i' are noted as measured and predictive value of rain attenuation for
ith set. Based on rain attenuation data , the results of mean square error are listed
in Table 2 for several models. From Tab. 2 we show that the range of mean square
errors are from 3.9 to 7.7dB for our model. The minimum of mean square error is 3.98
dB for our model, next one is 4.36 dB for the modified linear model, next are exponen-
tial model (CCIR), Hodge model and Boithias model. In our model, the precision of
prediction is higher than order moder. The applicational range of frequency is from 10
GHz to 80 Giz.

Table 2. Precision of arin attenuation for several models
------------------------------------------------------------

SNo: models . formula :fre. rangelmean squire error
-----------------------------------------------------------

I !Linear model:Al-A2*(f2-6)/(fl-6) : 10-25GHz 1 5.65
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 2 !Exponential 1Al=A2*g(f2)Ig(fl) 7-50GHz 1 6.52
I !model 1 1.72 -7 3.34
I jg(fluf /(1+3*10 f

--------------------------------------------------------------------------



--------

3 !Hodge model 1 b2/bl 0.5(l-b2/bl)l i 6.53
: IA2=(A1/al) a2*u

SI b2/bl 1/2
1 *(bl /b2)

4 :Boithias 1 1-8 7.64
!model 1A2=A1*(g(f2)/g(fl))

i 2 -4 2 Ar I0(f)=f /(1+10 f
* I -3 112 2 I

IH=1.12"10 ((g(f2)/glfl)) *S0.50 I.5
I I " *(Al*g(fl))

---------------------------------------------------------------------
5 !Modified i (1.1+1/(f2-fl)) I 10-80GHZ 6.36

!model 'A2=A1(f2-6) /(fl-6)f A

------------------------------------------------------

6 !Our model H I 10-80GHz 3.98
:A2=Al*(f2/fl)

1H=2.2154+0.O039fl-0.O129f2-
S-O.0191Al-0.0044Ro.ol

----------------------------------------------------- A-
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T7.3

EXPERIMOR AL IVMTIGATION ON AIC GAS & CLJD
ABSORPTION AT MILL M A AUAVEBWD

Ja Ri Jin, Wang Feng Xia, Zhao YI Guang
(China Reseach Institute of Radio Wave Propergation)

EQUIPMEWCT AMD PRINCIPLE

A dual-frequency radio telescope used here can work at the frequency
of 9. 375 GWz or at 22. 23 Qiz. Its antenna uses a five-horn Cassegrain
feed system , and has two mutually perpendicular difference patterns
and a summation pattern. The antenna is fixed on the support which is
suited to the equatorial coordinates, and each of its difference
pattern is at an angle of 46° to the celestial declination. The
output ports are respectively connected with three Dicke receivers
(two for difference and one for sum).
'Difference-lobe-maximum method'is introduced in this paper. Based on
the flat-earth approximation, the sun radiating temperture observed
by the radio telescope is given by

T= (2Ts 0 / QA) exp (- 1 osec ) (1)

The output voltage of the receiver is

V( O) = (2TsQG/QA) exp (- - osec 0) (2)

where T is the brightness temperature of the sun, On is solid angle
of the sun, QA is solid angle stretched by the antenna, G is the gain
of the receiver, 9 is zenith angle, r .is total zenith absorption
Taking the logarithm of (2) yields -

In V(O)= In (2TsQG/QA)- t osece (3)

thus, measuring 9 and V(0); one can evaluate z . Meteorological
parameters should be obtained (with the radiosonde) while measuring in
order to compare the experimental values with theoretic ones.

MESUREMENT LRESULT

1. Relation between absorption and zenith angle
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The data in table 1, measured in various weather condition during the
spring and sumer in 1990, illustrate the variation of radiation
strength of the sun with zenith angle. Dividing them into three
segmnts by zenith angle, and evaluating the zenith absorption at each
segment, we obtain table 2

Table I radiation strength of the sun versus zenith angle, in mV units

sthength fine overcast cloudy

a Vc Vs A V Vc Vs A V Vc Vs A V

87 52.0 26.6 25.4 51.0 20.7 30.3 52.8 28.2 29.6
85 63.0 43.8 19.2 58.6 86.9 27.7 62.4 40.3 22.1
83 66.0 54.3 11.7 62.1 47.3 14.8 65.2 51.0 14.2
80 69.6 63.9 6.7 65.4 57.0 8.4 68. 1 60.8 7.8
76 73.0 71.0 2.0 68.3 64.5 3.8 71.1 68.3 2.8
70 77.0 77.0 0.0 70.7 70.7 0.0 74.2 74.2 0.0
65 79.8 79.9 -0.1 73.6 73.8 -0.2 75.2 75.1 0.1
56 82.6 83.0 -0.4 77.3 77.3 0.0 80.0 80. 1 -0.1

Table 2 To(dB) measured at different zenith angles

weather fine overcast cloudy
e

8 > 80 (dB) 0.069 0.078 0.074
v0T (dB) 0.075 0.081 0.078

80 > 0 >72 T (dB) 0.075 0.080 0.076
To (dB) 0.075 0.081 0.078

72 > *>55 (dB) 0.076 0.081 0.078
"r0 . (d.B) 0.076 0.081 0.078

2. Relation between absorption and absolute humidity
It is assumed that linear correlation exists between zenith atmospheric
gas and cloud absorption and the density of surface water vapor, or
T . = a+b P. Make regressions in various weather conditions, the
results are shown in table 3.
3. Relation between zenith absorption and frequency
Average value of zenith gas and cloud absorption measured
contemporaneously at 9.376 GHz and 22.23 QHz in the suner in 1990 is
shown in table 4.
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Table 3 Relation between surface water vapor dens;ty P and To

weather
parameter fine (n=66) overcast (n=62) cloudy (n=87)

waveband a b r a b r a b r
3.2 cm .054 .0012 .883 .0557 .0016 .896 .064 .0012 .797
1.25cm .096 .056 .841 .110 .078 .911 .107 .066 .776

Table 4 Average value of zenith gas and cloud absorption in the sumner

T . (dB)
f(Glz) . fine ro, overcast cloudy

9.375 0.075 0.083 0.077
22. 23 1. 175 1. 678 1. 428

K 9 . 875/ 2-. 2 e.2 0. 064 0. 023 0. 054

ANALYSIS

1. Mathematical model of the absorption's variation with zenith
angle at low elevation angles
With the table 1 and table 2, the atmospheric absorption at high
elevation angles (low zenith angles in other words) can he evaluated
by

r= t sece (5)

Unfortunately it will result in a considerable error using (5) at low
elevation angles, since that the flat-earth approximation will be not
valid at that time.
Atmospheric absorption shoud be a function of D(e0), distance through
the absorbing atmosphere, in fact, it is assumed that the absorption
is proportional to D(0), thus -

bo+b 1D(0) (6)

where
D(8)= [(a.+h.)2-a-sin0]I/2-a.cos6 (7)
a. =K. a (8)
K = 1/(l+a • AN sin 9) (9)
- AN = 7. 32exp (-0. 005577N.) (10)
N. = (77. 6/T) (P+4810. e/T) (11)
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where N. is surface refraction index , T is atmospheric temperature, P
is atmospheric pressure, e is atmospheric absolute humidity, h. is
effective height of the absorbing atmosphere.
Relation between h. and P is given by

h.= 6. 97-0. 06 P (for 9. 376 Giz) (12)
h.= 6. 28-0. 703 P (for 22. 23 Giz) (18)

2. Relation between zenith absorption and surface absolute humidity
The plots of the experimental determined zenith absorptions t o versus
the surface water vapor density p are show in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)

t. LI

Fig. 1 roversus P Fig. 2 t oversus P
(f=22. 23GHz) (ff=f. 375GHz)

From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we can conclude that x ois indeed proportional
to Pwhen P< 24g/ma. However, the measured values are less than
calculated ones when P>24g/m'. The regressive results are shown in
table 3, from which the following linear equations can be produced.
for f=9. 375 GHz

S°gas =0. 054+0. 0012 P (14)

. cloud =0. 057+0. 0016 P (16)

for f=22. 23 GHz

T gas =0. 096+0. 066 P (16)

r cloud =0. 011+0. 078 P (17)

3. Relation between the absorption and frequency
It is assumed that the gas absorption and cloud absorption is
proportional to frequency at the wavebands of 9.376 fHz and 22.23 Glz.
According to table 4, the equations expressing the relation between
absorption and frequency will be simulated as following

". gas = [0.054-0.00326(f t - f2)]
+[0.0012-0.00419(f 1 - fa )) P (18)
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tocloud = [0. 057-0. 00412(f- f2,)I
+[0.0016-0.0059(ft -f 2 )] P (19)

where fl=9. 3765lz, I10GHzf2<22. 238Gz.
The following equations express the general relation of atmospheric
gas absorption and cloud absorption with zenith angle, surface
absolute humidity and frequency

t a.,= ( (0. 053+0. 00132 P) (fI -f 2 )2 J D(() (20)

Tolo.d"{[0.007-0.00412• (f. -"f)]
+[0. 0016-0. 0059 (f,-fg)] p)D(O) (21)

D(O) equates to secO forO9<70 ,and is determined by (7)for0>70.

ONCLUSSION

The following conclussions can be obviously drawed from all of the
above:
1. The flat-earth approximation is only used for elevation angles above
160 .Otherwise the effect of curved earth must be considered.
2. Equation (1) through (3)are not valid when considerably large water
drips are consisted of in the cloud.
3. Though it is reluctant that deriving the relationship between
absorption and frequency from the data of these two wavebands, the
experimental values T o using equation (18) and ( 19) are in good
agreement with the theoretical ones at the waveband of 12 and 22.2 3 I:z.
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T7.4

FLUCTUATIONS OF MMW PROPAGATING IN LAYERED INHOMOGENEOUS
TURBULENT THICKNESS

G.A. Andreyev, and S.A. Ogarev

Institute of Radioengineering & Electr., Russian Academy of Sciences
18 Marx Avenue, GSP-3, Moscow 103907, Russia

Fluctuations of millimeter waves (MMW) on atmospheric radiochannel
output cause the coherence losses of a signal. decrease the
trustworthiness of transmitting data, and resolving power of angular
detective systems. To solve the statistical problems of data receiving
in satellite and terrestrial radlocommunication systems,
radiocontrolling, and in remote sensing of atmosphere, terrestrial
covers and other objects, it's necessary to compute structural and
correlation functions of wave's level and phase. The adoption of
voluminous quantity of publications concerning propagation of optical
and infrared waves in turbulent atmosphere is not ever possible due to
pecularities of MM wave band: the greater wavelengths in comparison
with optical wavelengths led to the mostly manifesting of wave
properties of MM beam wave - divergence while propagating. The
interdependence between spatial p and temporal r arguments 4
correlation functions must differ from the usually implied as P = V.L

for a plane wave. The exceeding of the first Fresnel radius /7L over
the outer turbulent scale L causes the usage of biparametrical

0
spectral density G (k) of air index of refraction pulsations [1).

The aim of the paper was: - to derive the parametrical dependences
of spatial-temporal correlation and structural functions of
fluctuations of amplitude level, phase and phase difference (angle of
arrival or direction of propagation) of Gaussian MMW beam on
atmospheric radiochannel output (as a layered inhomogeneous atmosphere
thickness); - to approximate the correlation functions, spectra, and
mean-square dependences of fluctuations of amplitude level, phase and
phase difference (angle of arrival) of MM beam - on the parameters:
propagation path geometry, positibn of receiving points, intensity of
turbulent pulsations of index of refraction.

The real atmosphere represents a complicated layered structure,
which ;s mostly manifest Itself at low elevation angles of slanted
satellite-Earth paths. It was supposed that structural characteristic
C2 smoothly changes in a layer Az . For the height dependence C2(z)

the experimental profiles [21 were used, approximated by the following
dependence:

C 2(z) = C2 "(Z/z ) -2/3expl-z/z ] , (1
n fO 0 n
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where C - the terrestrial value of utructural characterist..c, z and
z - the numerical coefficients, derived at the approximation of the

experimental profiles. While entering into the Earth's atmosphere a
radlowave, which source is a satellite, may be taken iisto account as a
plane wave. Then the formula of mean-square of level fluctuations
ln{A/A I becomes as follows:

no5 -2.' 3 >c,o i//i -Z.
?-=0.306.zL~ .C .(sin&) k -z~ '( U

(: * O n 0

L

-:5"3 -Z/3 . Sj1* 2

JR e Cos[(- 1-x) )-dxd! (2)

where L,= L/z , and = /z - dimensionless variable along the
n

integration path. In the supposition of "frozen" homogeneous turbulence
( C = const ), and the Kolmogorov spec-iral density cf media refractiven
index pulsations, the evaluation of the effective turbulent thickness
L follows from the comparison of (2) witi; the well-known expressionT

2 7" 11/6"of level fluctuations c = 0.307 C2 k L L of a plane wave:

2

2

- _ 0a L ), (z /L) -(z /z 1 (3)
2 0 n

12. 1 4. 11 7. LI

L T (C (3 L L 0 (4

where the numerir-a parameter r L (w h whic~h i d define.) by the

value of integral in expression (2) and cependen' upon the shape of
phase front, atmospheric turbulence and diffractional divergence of a
beam) is shown in Fig.1 ii 3-dimensional way. The estimation of the
effective turbulent thickness L was made as a result of numerical

T
integration of expression of mean-square log-amplitude fiuctuations 2

of MMW, taking intc account the height dependence C 2(z) the
biparametrical turbulent spectrum, parameters z = 3.15-103 (yr.) and z=3 0

2.27.10 ((m), and propagation path elevation angie S = 30>. The value
of equivalent turbulent thickness L appeared to be • 2.56 km. With

due regard for beam parame 3rs the expressions (2-4) become more
complicated by analogy with [2,3].

The temporal, spatial, and mutual (time-spatial) structure
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functions of log-amplitude fluctuations of a MM beam wave are plotted
in Tig.Z, normalized by doubled dispersion 2-- of a plane wave

fluctuations. The computations were set forth by numerical technique on
a mini-super computer MicroVAX (VAX-1i/7801, and a personal computer
1BM PC-AT/286 with usage of programs of adaptive two-dimensional
integration taking 2into account biparametrical turbulent spectrum,
he.ght dependence C =,C (z) of cloudless atmosphere. Computations

were made with the following paiameters: L = 50P0 m, = 8.3 mm,
2_ - .waveparameter P = L/k_-2t 168, L 10 m, 1 1 10 m. As it follows from

the computing, in MMW-band there is the interdependence e = C V e

,where V, - cross drift velocity of atmospheric permittivity

inhomcgeneities) between spatial ipe and temporal 7 co-relatione e
:ntervals of level and phase fluctuations, that differs from usually
:mplied (see (*)). The coefficient of proportionality C depends upon

the value of waveparameter P and equals • 2.
Fig.- shows the parametrical fam il of temporal structural

-unctions of MMW-beam phase. which pro-es the necessity o- regard for
outs- turbulent scale in descr:::ion o. the second statis- cal moments
-f MM beam-wave fluctuations (curves '!) and (3),.

As follows from computations, the characteristics of MM beam wave
_~-or-sight paths3 wiTh usage of transmitting antennae of apertures

about 1 meter. correspond more to propagation characteristics of a
spherical than a plane wave. 71 case of usage of antenna with aperture

. . :} m, forming a Ieam, the interval of waveparameters for

path distances L 1 l0• m correspondci more closely to the area of
3pnerical wave ( P By the values of outer scale L 1 10 M,

there is the strong dependence of asymptotical values of structural
-unc::ons upon P

There were calculated the normalized energy (frequency' spectra
; G= o (, of Livel and phase using the Fourier transform from

approximated ACF, as a function of normalized argument --= *, where

" ~L
-or .eve; T and for phase 7 The spectra thatv , 2-

wer-2 cmDuted with the approximatd formula-, are in good coincIdence
w ,t.. ones derived from theoretical ACF w ith the usage of FFT twchnjque

A :3t follows from the results of computation, taking Into account
he -urbuiency of cloudless atmosphere, the fluctuation log-amplitude

and phase spectra are low-frequency. The level spectrum max lies within
the values '= .. .4; and phase - is near 'l= 4. For instance, if

I = -.- mps, so ' 0... 1.4 Hz. The amplitude spectra width is Z =

-..... ;.4 Hz, and phase - L-c" 1.4 Hz.
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T7.5

SCANNING RADIOMETER AND ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
AT 3 MM WAVE BAND

Xu Peiyuan* Cao Yiting- Shen Huibo# Cao Tinlong*
(* Institute of Electron Physics, Shanghai University
of Science and Technology, Shanghai, China 201800)
(# Purple Mountain Observatory, Academia Sinica,
Nanjing, China 210008)

ABSTRACT
A scanning radiometer at 3 mm wave band is developed. A 900 offset
parabolic reflector antenna system is mounted on an elevation-over-
azimuth mounting to steer the antenna beam. The receiver is a total
power type radiometer. This scanning radiometer is composed of all
Chinese production. The solid state diode noise source as second cali-
bration source is primarily calibrated by the cold and hot microwave
absorbers at the feed horn aDerature. The primary result of the atmos-
pheric zenith total attenuation at 3 mm wave band is reported.

INTRODUCTION
In the early eighties a 3 mm wave band radiometerI with an 1.2 m equa-
torial mounting cassegrain antenna was developed as a small radiotele-
scope in China. But in its receiver some devices, such as the mixer,
ferrite isolator and switcher were imported. In the early ninties, a
scanning radiometer at 3 mm wave band is developed with all Chinese
production for remote sensing application.

ANTENNA SYSTEM
A 900 offset parabolic reflector and a conical corrugated feed horn
compose a scanning antenna system2 . Its sidelobes are lower than -25
dB, its beam efficiencies are higher than 94% and its standing wave
ratios are less than 1.22 at 90-100 GHz band. The receiver cabin which
is rigidly connected with the feed horn and the reflector are set oB
an elevation- over-azimuth mounting. Because the offset angle is 90 ,
the elevation axis conincides with the axis of the feed horn. When the
beam is steered in elevation, the feed horn and the receiver cabin
have not to rotate along with. So this scanning antenna system has
very good mechanical stability. The spage for steering the beam eleva-
tion, just the rotating space of the 90 offset reflector itself, is
more compact and the rotated load is more light than non-90 offset
reflector antenna system. These distinguished performance are very im-
portant in some cases, such as airborne and space-borne.

RECEIVER SYST•M

In the later half eighties a series of 3 mm wave band devices, such as
GaAs Schottky diode mixer, Gunn oscillator, solid state diode noise
source, ferrite isolator,circulator and switcher have been developed
in China. As a first step a total power type radiometer receiver sys-
tem has been developed with all Chinese production. A GaAs Schottky
diode mixer, an adjustable local Gunn oscillator and an IF PET ampli-
fier with 700 MHz bandwidth compose the front end of this receiver.
The system noise figure is lower than 10 dB.

RECORD AND CALIBRATION
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The radiometer output data are recorded on a strip chart recorder. A
solid state diode noise source is used as second calibration source,
which noise is coupled into the mixer by a directional coupler in LO
waveguide branch. The noise temperature of this source is primarily
calibrated at the feed horn aperture using the cold (liquid Nitrogen)
and hot (environment) microwave absorbers. Then this calbrated noise
source is as second calibration source to calibrate the antenna tem-
perature of the observed object.

PRIMARY OBSERVATION OF ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
Atmospheric remote sensing is one of the application of this scanning
radiometer. The primary observation was carried on the flat roof of
the Institute of Electron Physics in the night of Oct. 14, 1991. It
was a clear night and the sky was free from cloud. After the calibra-
tion by the cold and hot microwave absorbers, the0 antenna beam was
steered from the zenith to the horizon by each 10 step in elevation
and the atmospheric brightness tem perature was measured. The zenith
atmosphsric total attenuation Z(dB) is calculated by the following
formula :(dB) 434 ; T(T

m z
in which Th is the cosmic background brightness temperature i.e. 2.7 K,
T is the 9tmospheric mean radiating temperature. We calculated the Tm
uling Liebe's atmospheric absorption model 4 and the radiosonde data
of the Shanghai Meteorological Observatory. The results show an usable
relation

Tm(K) - T - 12,
when the surface temperature is near 280 K. The measured zenith bright-
ness temperature T was 66.4 K and the zenith atmosDheric total atten-
uationwas 1.13 dB it that night.
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T7.6

INVESTIGATION OF RAIN-INDUCED XPD BY USING
DIFFERENTIAL ATTENUATION AT 30-100 GHZ

Zhao#Zhenwei
(China Research Institute of Radiowave Propagation,

No.33 FulongshanQingdao,China)

ABSTRACT
It is proved that the rain-induced differential attenuation (4A) is

the dominating cause of rain-induced XPD at 30-100 GHz.The approximate
relations of XPD to the differential attenuation are presented. The XPD
values calculated by measured AA are compared to the values predicted
by theoretical models,a high agreement is obtained.

1.INTRODUCTION
In order to make the frequency reuse system operate reliablyan

adequate cross-polarization isolation between the orthogonally
polarized channels must be maintained. So it is very important to
research the rain-induced XPD and a lot of work in this respect has
been done by many scholars.U3

Based on rain-induced XPD theorythe relationship of XPD to the
differential attenuation(AA) and differential phase shift(A+ ) are
derived. The influence of A+ to XPD value are examined,which
demonstrate that ignoring the influence of A in investigation of rain-
induced XPD at 30-100 GHz is reasonable, thus,XPD can be determined by
diferential attenuation and mean canting-angle of rain drops.
Especiallly for circular polarizationXPD can just be determined by AA.

2.RAIN-INDUCED XPD OF HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL POLARIZATION WAVE
Consider a linearly polarized plane wave incident in direction Z on a

slab region of rain media as shown in Fig.l.a differential equation
governing the variation of electric field Eh and Ev along propagation
direction Z is written as C)

dE/dz-MEa (1)
the solution of (1) is

Er=TEo (2)

Where E is a column vector
with elements Eh and 9v
the elements of T are given byO 9 S

Tll-cos&+exp(A,L) (l+Gta ,) 4 .

T12=T21-cos exp(kL I (1-G)tg# (3) •

T22-cos1 * exp ( AL) (G+tgaf)

and where Fig.1 Geometry for Transmission
through a Rain Media

Here\1and-A&) a(4)Here ¾e and Az are eigenvalues of the matrix ([M] and • represents
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XPD--2 01viL%~.t ' C~ru))~0-I(8

where J(Kl-K2)L=jm(Kx-Ky)L=mcosaj(a¢+j'#) (19)

Substituting (17) and (19) in (18), we get

XPDo-20lg ([(1-, O', +4 ty(.-;)/Ci- ,eo t•" '(.-01 (20)

For circular polarization, 9,-t-45 ,the rain-induced XPD is

XP.cl2Olg1 (1+ /C _ 1o~ Ce' 4+) (21)

For horizontal and vertical polarization,based on tg4& <<,1
(20) reduce to

XPDh--1Olg Vit-,, ý +,.,,. i.i I *'

XPDv= A+XPDh (22)

Because tg2D.-2tg 0#l (1-tgU,) A2tge. (23)
(23) and (10) are identical

4. THE CALCULATION OF RAIN-INDUCED XPD AT 30-100GHz
XPD are determined bymA and a# .Reference (4) point out presumably

that ,6A is dominating cause of rain-induced XPD above 30 GHz. In order
to examine the influence of a# to XPD, ignoring a# ,the XPD errors (AEfP)
of horizontal or vertical polarization is assumed as

AXPD= IXPD. (AA, a#) -XPD& (4A, -of 4&#:. 1 (24)
The rain attenuations and phase shift of horizontal and vertical

polarization wave were calculated by Maggriori0 2 in the 1-400 GHz for
ellipsoidal rain drops, L-P rain drop size distribution,water
temperature 206C and constant rain drop canting-angle. Using
Maggriori's results and based on (17), the eq(24) is calculated for 1.0
Km path length of uniform rain. The calculatedAXPD is shown in Fig 2
(The calculations show that the values ofr and path length L have
negligible influence to AXPD).

In most interesting rainfall range 12.5-50 mm/h, just as shown in
Fig 2, AXPD is within 3 dB in 30-100 GHz ignoring differential phase
shift, so it is reasonable to ignore rain-induced differential phase
shift in investigation of rain-induced XPD at 30-100 GHz. In this case
,eq(10),(20) and (30) are proximately

XPDh=-201gf("- 1 vw )tg2*o/2 (25) ""
XD=A+XPDh (26) -

d1D= (27) ~7 -

XPDc=20lg!(l+/1,)/(l- (28)

where AA in dB. 3 456 60 To a

Fig 2 the AXPD induced by
ignoring A#

5.COMPARISIONS OF XPD VALUES CALCULATED BY MEASURED DIFFERENTIAL
ATTENUATION DATA AND PREDICTED BY THEORETICAL MODELS
The measured differential attenuation data given by reference 16] at

30.9GHz is shown in Fig 3 where the sum attenuation is the attenuation
of sum signal of horizontal and verticalthe points shown as crosses
are averaged differential attenuation.
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an effective canting-angle.

For the Gaussian canting-angle distribution of rain drops,there is u,

)XrA,=-j(Kx-Ky)exp(-20`)cost =-j(Kx-Ky)mcosE (5)

where Tis the effective standard deviation of the canting-angle
distribution, Kx and Ky are the propagation constants along the
principle planes of the constant canting-angle model, Eis the path
elevation angle, for Gaussian canting-angle distribution of rain drops
with mean 9. ,the effective canting-angle #-.

Make -• e ,we can get from (3)

T12=T21=(Tll-T12)tg2 9/2 (6)
Assume that rain attenuation of horizontal and vertical polarization

are Ah and Av respectively, then
A.Tll= Id7* exp(-j4ý ) (7)

T22= io' exp(-jP,, ) (8)
where #,and #, are phase shift of horizontal and vertical polarization
through rain media. Rain-induced XPD of horizontal and vertical
polarization can be obtained

XPDh=20lg IT1/T121 =-201g I (1-T-2!Tl) tg2Ge /21

XPDv=20lgtT22/T21[ =-201gI(1-Tll/T22)tg2 0/21 (9)
Substituting (8) in (9) ,we can get

XPDh=-101g[l , 4, to .sina Itg 20. /4I

XPDv= A+XPDh (10)
Where the differential attenuation AA=Ah-Av

the differential phase shift Ae•a-*v

3. RAIN-INDUCED XPD OF AN ARBITRARY POLARIZATION WAVE
(3) and (8) reduce to

44wh rerexp(jdf )=T22/Tll=(Gitgae. )/(1+Gtg&. ) (11)
where

G=exp( -A,-,X ) L=exp ( (,A+ +jcaf) mcose ] (12)

A=-Im (Kx-Ky) L

Thus &=Re (Kx-Ky) L 
(13)

T22/T11 frA(+ j 4 (14)

Because ao and 4# are small arguments , Gwl, in general mean 86
is only a value of several degree i.e

tg I&. <l (15)
then.

V a )exp(J4)T22/Tlexp[(AM+jA )itcos 1 (16)

thus

AA120mcoshi .oA tge

A1=AOmcos (17)

For a linearly polarization wave with polarization tilt anglet( c=0
for horizontal polarization, Wa for vertical polarization),the XFD is Ca
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As 30 4e Ao N 20

Fig 3 Measured differential atte- Fig 4 the XPD values calculated
nuation to sun attenuation{A} by measured AA and predi-

cted by theoretical models
Using the measured averaged a A.based on eq (28) . the calculated XPDc

values and XPDc values predicted by CCIR model and model of
reference[33 are shown in Fig 4. As shown inFig 4, the XPD values
calculated by measured differential attenuation and by theoretical
models have a good agreement.

6. CONCLUSION
The relationship of XPD to differential attenuation is derived

approximately at 30-100 GHz. If the differential attenuation was
measured, the XPDc would be determined. If differential attenuation and
XPD for a certain polarization were measured,the mean canting angle
would be derived and XPD values for any polarization would be
calculated.so it is convenient for investigation of rain-induced XPD.
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T7.7

MEASUREMENT OF MILLIMETER WAVE SCfIXTILLATION
ON A TERRESTRIAL PATH

Wu Zhizhuang ,Tan Yaqing
Qingdao Research Center Of China Research
Institute Of Radiowave Propagation

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce the experiment of measuring MMW
scintillation on a terrestrial path in Qingdao from May to October,
1989. Under different weather conditions, the scintillation intensities
and power spectra of three frequencies have been calculated . The
calculation results have been discussed.

1.INTRODUCTION:
The atmosphere is turbulent medium. When millimeter wave propagate

in the atmosphere, its amplitude and phase would fluctuate randomly.
This is the scintillation phenomenon. Measuring and analysis the
scintillation data may give a criterion for estimating the limit
accuracy of the measuring system. On the other hand, as the
scintillation was caused by the turbulence of atmosphere, it may set up
some relations between the MMW scintillation and the atmosphere
turbulence, and reverse the turbulent parameters of the atmosphere
along the traveling path. In this paper,We introduce the experiment
of measuring MMW scintillation on a multiple-frequency terrestrial path
in Qingdao from May to October, 1989. Under different weather
conditions, the scintillation intensities and power spectra of three
frequencies have been calculated. The calculation results have been
discussed.

2.MEASURING EQUIPMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING METHOD
The experiment of measuring MMW scintillation was completed on a

terrestrial path with four frequencies ---- 12.0, 25.3, 33.5 and
72.0GHz. This system was established for the purpose of measuring the
rain attenuation. The system characteristics can be seen in table 1.
The transmitters are installed on Little-fish Mountain and the
receivers are set on the top of Fulong Mountain. The lenth of the path
is 1.26Km.

Table 1. Measuring system characteristics

frequency(GHz) 12.0 25.3 33.5 72.0
polarization h h h h
transmitting power(mW) 100 80 50 20
transmitter antenna gain(dB) 11.9 21.3 45.0 49.1
receiver antenna gain(dB) 40.5 49.1 19.1 49.1
fine day receiving power(dBm) -81.5 -71.2 -82.1 -50.3
minimum receiving power(dBm) -126.5 -125.0 -116.0 -107.0

When it's raininc, the scintillation effect was drowned out by rain
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attenuation, because the MMW signal aviation caused by scintillation is
much smaller than by rain, so we did not measure scintillation in
raining day. From May to October in 1989, we measured the scintillation
46 days, including fine days, cloudy days and foggy days. The
measurement began at 8:30 and ended at 9:00 each day. The
meteorological data on the ground were recorded at the same time.

The receiving signals were send to a computer through an A/D
conversion interface and stored. The integrating time of the
receivers are about 10ms. The computer sampling interval for store and
record is 0.1s. When processing the data, we selected 0.2s as the
sampling interval. Taking FFT method to calculated the power spectrum
of the measuring data. Using 1024 points for each sample. The sample
length is 204.8s.

The scintillation intensity was described by the logarithmic mean
square error, • ,it is defined by

•Z=< (InI-ln<I>) >

where I is instantaneous measuring data, < > indicated to take
the mean-value of time. The unit of measuring data is mV.

3. CALCULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
As 25.3GHz equipment got into trouble, it's measuring result could

not analysis. So we only calculated the measuring data of 12, 33.5 and
72GHz. Select typical results of 3 days for discussion, they can
represent basically the scintillation of find day, cloudy day and foggy
day. Their meteorological data can be seen in table 2.

Table 2.Meteorological data on the ground

date (1989) weather P(mb) T( c) H(%) Vw(m/s) wind direction
July 31,08:31 fine 998.0 26.5 77 1.0 SE
Sep.24, 08:30 cloudy 1002.5 23.5 85 1.4 SE
Aug.11, 08:30 foggy 992.0 26.5 95 3.7 S

Figure I is the scintillation power spectrum measured in find day.
It could be seen that MMW scintillation power spectrum is similar to
the spectrum function of the atmosphere turbulence. With the assumption
of homogeneous and isotropic, Kolmogrov gave the turbulence spectrum in
inertial area as

(%(K) = 0.33C'" KIV3 21/L 0 < K < 2t/l1

where K=2 X /I is the number of waves, 1 is the scale of turbulence, L.
and l.is the outer and inner scale of-:turbulence respectively. C1 is
the structure constant of refractivity.

Assume that the MMW scintillation spectra can be approximate by a
function as Cf I where f is scintillation frequency, C is a constant.
It can be seen in figure 1 that the index n is became small as the
signal frequency increase. That is, the higher the signal frequency is,
the more important the high-frequency scintillation portion would be.

The scintillation intensity is indicated by the logarithmic mean
square error . In figure 1 it can be seen that if the signal
frequency is higher, its scintillation intensity is larger.

Figure 2 is the measuring results of cloudy day. It can come to a
conclusion just as the same as find day, That is, if the signal
frequency is higher, the high-frequency scintillation portion is more
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important and the scintillation intensity is larger.
Compare figure 1 and figure 2, it could be seen that the index n

is almost the same for a certain signal(for example 12GHz), but the
scintillation intensity are different. The scintillation intensity in
fine day is: greater than in cloudy day. That could be explained by the
layer structure stability of the atmosphere. Because the layer structure
of atmosphere in the cloudy day is more stable than in fine day, the
atmosphere turbulence in fine day is more intense than in cloudy day,
accordingly, the MMW scintillation in fine day is more intense than in
cloudy day.

Figure 3 is the measuring result in foggy day. It is obvious that
the index n in figure 3 is greater than in figure 1 and 2. The
scintillation intensity is also large. That could not explain by the
stability of atmosphere. Because the layer structure of atmosphere is
very stable in foggy day, otherwise it is impossible to form the fog.
The recording of wind velocity is 3.7m/s. There are some inhomogeneous
fog masses, their scales arrange from several meters to several hundred
meters. They passed through the detecting path and made the water vapor
distribution along the path changed continuously. This caused the
measuring data flutter. As the fog massed passed through the path, it
is slow change of the water vapor distribution, so the low-frequency
scintillation in foggy day is important. The signal amplitude variation
is quite large, it is contributed by the water vapor attenuation to the
MMW. It's not merely the effect of the atmosphere turbulence.
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T7.8

THE USE OF ATMOSPHERIC MOLECULAR hMSSIOY Li"ES
FOR PASSIVE REMOTE SENSING OF THE EARTH SURFACE

A.A. Shvetsov

Institute of Applied PhysicsRussian Academy of Science,

46, Uljanov Street, 603600, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Abstract

A novel method using atmospheric molecular line emission for
millimeter and submillimeter wave remote sensing of terrain is
developed. This method enables one to estimate emissivity and
thermodynamic temperature of terrain by measuring brightness tem-
perature of the earth at two frequencies belonging to an atmosphe-
ric line, and improve recognition of earth cover.

Brightness temperature is measured directly value by passive
remote sensing. It is the result of adding the directly emitted
radiation and scattea,- by rough surface atmospheric emission.

Brightness temperature of terrain in Rayleigh-Jeans approxima-
tion at the frequency v can be written as

T b( 0, ) =--(v, &, )Tc+ l c u e • ] ( , , ) (i)

where & and 0 are zenith and azimuth view angles, respectively,
T Cis thermodynamic temperature of emission layer of cover,

277 1T/2

T i•, &, )= [I-e( i, &O,1 1-d•" JT~ iv, O(z, e,~ &, ')cose" sin&" d&, (2)

0 0
-mean atmospheric brightness temperature averaged over scattering
indicatrix, & and 0 - zenith and azimuth incident angles,
respectively, T (V,Oq) - the atmospheric brightness temperature,

- bidirectional spectral reflectivity of terrain.
There exists the following relationship between emissivity and

bidirectional spectral reflectivity:
2n rr/2

,,= , ,$, )cos& sin& d& (3)

0 0
Integration in (2) and (3) is made along upper hemisphere. In



general case, £( ,8,t), p(i.',6, ,&,• ) and Tb(Le, ) depend on pola-

rization.

The value Tb(LO,•) ic not a stable characteristic of cover in

millimeter and submillimeter ranges owing to strong changeability

of thermodynamic temperature of thin cover emission layer and to

fluctuation of the atmospheric brightness temperature caused pri-

marily by variations of cloud and atmospheric moisture content.

Moreover,a great deal of natural earth covers have emissivity

close to unity, therefore variations of T and T(v,0,0) make ap-C

proximately equal contribution to variability of T b('I,& , )

Emissivity is a more stable cover characteristic in comparison

with brightness temperature and can be used for classification of

the cover. This value can be obtained solving equation (1), if

T(O,,&,O) and T are known. However, thermodynamic temperature va-c

lue of terrain is usually unavailable by remote sensing. It leads
to essential errors at estimation of terrain emissivity and to

mistakes in recornition of different kinds of cover.

To overcome this difficulty, the dual-frequency measurement of

terrain brightness temperature can be used.

There is a unique possibility to fulfil these measurements in
the millimeter and submillimeter wave regi, .. Fhere are many

strong atmospheric emission lines of svxn molecules as H O, CO,z

02, 03 et al. in the range of interest.

Moreover, most of covers hav, cons-*ta-nt emissivity within the

frequency range belonging to the same emission line. Hence, sol-
ving a set of two equations similar to (1) for the two experimen-

tal value T(,' T,,,), TL/ I&,,P) and the corresponding v lues

T(LI',&,)' T(zi',&,O), and e(, =c(&,•), one can obtain

T b- (V p&,)-T b( L &0
(,)= 1 - b i'(4)

T(7 -9,,)-T(( , a,O)

T 2 (5)T b( V 1 ý, O, ) - T b( Vz & ', 0 ) - T ( L. ,1 • ) T 2 , 0, 0 )

Thus, such a remote sensing method make it possible to measure
not only emissivity, but also the thermodynamic temperature of

the emission layer, the latter being an important characteristic

of earth cover too.
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The values of T(O &,0) and T(P,&,O,) can be estimated from the
formula (2) employing experimental or theoretical values of

Ta ,&,V ) and T (' 2 ,&,4).

Fortunately,most of covers are diffuse scattering in millimeter

and submillimeter wave bands, therefore the angular dependence of

,) can often be neglected. In this limit case of

Lambert's cosine law the dependence T(P) calculated in the appro-

ximation of the plane-parallel isothermal atmosphere model can be

expressed as [1]

T(O) = To([I-2E [T(W)]) , (8)

where T. - thermodynamic temperature of atmosphere, T(u)-zenith

optical depth, and E [T(U)] - integral exponential function.

In another extreme case of smooth surface when the reflection

is specular T(v,&,')=T (i.',&+n).

However, information of the atmospheric brightness temperature

is not n-cessary, if there is a reference surface, whose "ndicat-

rix is similar to that of the surface under investigation, and the

emissivity c (9,&p) is known and not equal to unity. In such a case

the emissivity of the investigated surface can be estimated from

the equation

1 - £(&,4) Tb(. 0,,)-T ( ZP,1))
0 (7)

where T 0 (L &,0,) and T0 (' , t•) - brightness temperatures of the
b I' b 2'

reference surface at frequencies v, and v 2 respectively, measured

under the same conditions as Tb(( L.,, and Tb(Vz11, ).

If the thermodynamic temperature of th3 reference surface T isC

also available, then as a result of brightness temperatures measu-

rement, one can obtain

T= - (8)
1-c0

where c(ei) has been obtained from the equation (7).
To estimate e(9,4) and T most accurately it is necessary to

choose the cove.-ý with large possible albedo a(&,O)= l-e(e,$),as a
teference surface. For this purpose can be used either an earth

surface covered of deep snow layer, dry sand, vegetation, or water
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surface.
To solve remote sensing problems which not require the absolute

measurement of emissivity, but need only discrimination of diffe
rent kinds of coves, one can use the difference
Tb(V I 0,)-T b), independent of the thermodynamic temperatu
re.

The above mentioned method can be used both in ground-based as
well as by low altitude airborne investigations of raditiometric
characteristics of terrain, if ground-airplane path attenuation is
negligible.This method can be generalized to measurements through
the atmospheric layer. However, in this case attenuation and emis-
sion of lower atmospheric layers have to be taken into account.
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T8. 1

SOLITON SOLUTIONS OF PERIODIC AND NONPERIODIC
INHOMOGENEOUS NONLINEAR KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS

F.K. Kneubdhl and J. Feng

Infrared Physics Laboratory
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EM), CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

Tel. (1) 377 23 40, Fax: (1) 377 59 89

Solitary waves and solitons represent an important stable state of nonlinear systems in many
fields of applied mathematics and physics such as fluid dynamics, elementary particle physics
and laser science. In laser physics solitons are studied and applied mainly in infrared optical
fibres and waveguides. The soliton regime of pulse transmission in single-mode optical fibres
permits drastic improvement of data transmission over large distances. Research on solitons is
concentrated on solitons and solitary waves in homogeneous media whilst the study of solitons
in periodic or otherwise inhomogeneous media started only recently. This already resulted in
remarkable results, e.g. in the phenome.,on of in-gap solitons [1]. Our interest in solitons in
periodic or otherwise inhomogenous media is related to applications in fibre optics as well as to
the theory of pulsed distributed-feedback (DFB) and distributed-Bragg-reflector (DBR) lasers.

In this study we focus our attention to the solitons and solitary-wave solutions of periodic or
otherwise inhomogeneous nonlinear modifications of the well-known one-dimensional Klein-
Gordon equation which have been rarely investigated [2]. These modified Klein-Gordon
equations can be represented by

u,- n(X) 2C-2, U~t = Q~ pX) . (I)~u
dz(du

where kc indicates the Compton circular wavenumber, c the velocity of light in vacuum, n(x)
the spatially varying refractive index and

• = 0(u, x) = s±(x) (D(u) (2)
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the potential. The factor gL(x) defines its spatial variation. The sundard Klein-Gordon equation
is given by the conditions

n(x) =- Wx) =• 1; IDU) = 1- U2 (3)
2

Up to the present we have found a number of analytical soliton and solitary-wave solutions for
typical modulations of n(x) and 40(x, u), including linear, almost quadratic, hyperbolic and

periodic refractive index modulations as well as sech - square and periodic modulations ;i(x) of
non-quadratic potentials O(u). Among the results we find kink solitons, kink-antikink solitons,
solitary waves, quasi-Floquet solutions, perturbations over classical solutions, as well as
relations to in-gap and out-gap solitons.
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Chinese Journal of Infrared Research (10th anniversary, invited paper),
in Chinese and in English, (1992), in print
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T8.2

COMPLEX PERMITIVITY(a ) AND PERMEABILITY(p )
MEASUREMENTS AT MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS

Jian kun-hua Chen zhong Li shi-zhi
(Beijing Institute of Technolongy)

ABSTRACT

A Complex Permitivity and Permeability measurement system is discussed
in this paper. Free space wave method has been used to measure the
parameters (a A ) of loss dielectric and magnetic materials at
millimeter wavelength. POWELL method and penalty function are used to
solve the mutiple value problems. Testing results of some typical
materials and testing accuracy of the system are shown in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

l.Measurement method of 8 mm wave band absorb material parameters.
A Free space wave method (FSVM) has been used to measure the absorb
material parameters at millimeter wavelengths in this paper. Many
new technical ways have been derived in this measurement system. For
exanpla, terminal short circuit method; Double-short end method, etc.
A absorb material plate is fixed in the free space, its thickness is
d, as shown in Fig I. The reflect coefficient and transmit coefficient
shown as follows.

R Ri 2 -R 2 3 e (I) d -

I+R, 2 R2 3e (I)

(l-R 1 2 2 )eJ(2 1 2 3T= (2)
l-R 1 2

2 e-J

"S r/B r-I Fig I
where R 1 2 . -R23

S=2m d-/'s ý/J

If we use metallic plate of short circuit instead of the third region
in Fig 1. We get:

Rc= R, 2 - e j23)
l-R 2 1

2 e

We can derive several equations to calculate a r and P , from Eq. (1)
and (3), For example, By short-open end method ye derived formula as
follows:

C R R+ RcRo+Rc*Ro*+ 1 1/2 (4)RcRo-3Ro~l

C2= ,/ r-[ -(y-2nx )÷jlnA] + 4A d (5)
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weeRx.-Rc R1 2 -Rcwhere Y=arg( I -R)c ); A=1 I
I-R12Rc R12RC

from Eq. (4) and (5). we get
I ZC1 Ca ; £ .:Cx / C, (6)

where C1 is-taken plus or minus sign from I R1 2 I <1
In Eq. (5), becuase n can take arbitrary integer values, it makes
` ra multiple roots. we can use the thinner sheet to increase the

distance of the roots.
a.a. Neasurement of the dielectric material
For A =I: dielectric material the above computation is still effective,
and only one test is needed for ,., from (3) we get:

=-J-• A o T e jT2x d T (7)

Where, T and v are solution of equation

R+gc ao th(T e j ) (8)
-J I-Rc 2s d T ej (

It is called terminal short circuit end method.
b. Heasurement of thý plastic model and rubber type magnetic material.
We can use double short-circuit end method to measure this kinds of
materials. We measure one kind of material which has different
thickness, the reflective coefficients of two diffrent tests are:

Ri.= R12,- e-#I

e-j2* (l-R12 1 e

R2.= - - j 2 
(10)

l-R 1 2 2 e

where, # %=2x di.18 -,A / i o, $ 2=21i d2 1" 7T / . o

Eq. (9) and (10) can be considered as the transcendental equation of
complex variable quantities. Ve take the POWELL method of multiple
variable (optimizing) numerical solution and adopte penalty function
method and transform correlated ortimizulu problem to uncorrelated
one to solve limited problem, the process is shown as follows:
a) To establish target function

2

f(x)= I: [ fi(x) I (11)

where f(x)=Re C Ri-Rm) , or Im C Rj-Rm)

j=1.2. x is self variable vector.

X= ( a ( s a .", p ,., p "

b) Penalty function.

T (x, m)=f(x)*1 I ( min 1 0, gk(x)] } (12)
k - I

where gk Wx) is s , P ,. and R,2  physical correlated condition or
subband bound correlated condition. For instance, a r")0, 1<( ,'<5,
etc, N is penalty factor, it's selected in tested program, for example.
H-5 or N=1O etc. •199•



c) POVELL method is used to solve uncorrelated limitation, value
problem:

Min T(x. N) (13)
SE an

It is the optimum solution for a and u ,. values.
2. The measurement system is shown in Fig 2. It can carry out the dot
frequency test of the material's complex a and P and the reflective
coefficient at (26.5-40) 0Hz.

~IIa'e I-w iatr b-11 N" 'I variale i- DirectiwM -
L I latte atol I Cpin t

Shift I I att mn ,t I I qai trulwr II

~.C ~rI ----I T D r -I "I te-
I~~ ~~ Smthr ý-lrt Tuir Dtco

I DettCters1 1P

Fig 2

a. Principle of this system.
High freguency instead method is used in the balancing bridge system.
The reflection and transmition coefficient of the measured material
sheet can be achived according to the following equations:

Rzexp [ -Ai-Ax' j(1 0. (14
8.686Rp(180 ÷ - i')] (14)

T=exp I A2-A 2 ' 1(180* + A -i I ') ] (15)
8.686

where. At, v (i=1.2) arc amplitude and phase datas of metallic
sheet; A,'. ; " (0=l, 2) are material sheet datas when the system is
in the balance situation.
b. Four steps are used to increase the accuracy of this system.
(l)High stability signal source and high accuracy restored elements
are used in this system.
(2)Equal-armed bridge is used to decrease phase error which caused by
frequency moving of signal source. System's phase error A * < 0.3'
(2)Neutraling circuit is adopted to reduce the effect of antenna
coupling and background scattering. Interference level can be reduced
to -50 dB below comparing with metallic sheet.
(4)Vindow specimen support is used ,high quality absorbing material is
used to reduce the edge diffraction effect of specimen.
It shows that the testing accuracy is greatly increased when all of
the steps are taken.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A lot of tests and analyses have been done in this system. Some datas
of testing results were shown in table I. It shows that it has good
agreement between testing results and typeical material datas.
Higher testing accuracy of mesuring middle or large loss absorber has
achieved by using this method. The accuracy of this system are shown
as follows:

(-,a , , a. ")< X .'x 10%

42% , " < X1
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Tabel 1.

f (GHz) 27 33 39

Teflon a ,=2.079-jO.0171 s .=2.091-8. 015 a .=2.066-0.0058j
Polystyrene a .=2.573-jO.013 ' .=2.596-j0.017 s -=2.592-j0.019

Brackrubber a ..= 8.338-j0.637 x .=8.400-j0.860 a z='8.342-j0.594

Absorber a -=29.60-j25.53 x .=27.34-j25.27 a .=25.29-j24.06
Magnetic a ,=6.669-jl.316 * t =6.714-jl.328 a -=6.267-j1.426
material ;.=0.813-iO.168 = .=7.798-jO.024 z ,=0.828-jO.Oll
Magnetic = =14.97-i1.427 • .=14.47-jD.646 a ,=14.70-j0.281
rubber A .=0.828-j0.393 s ,=0.801-j0.346 z =0.769-j0.272

REFERENCES
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2.John C. Joseth.Multiple Angle of Incidence Measurement Technique for
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T8.3

INTERNAL MATCHING BROADBAND METHOD OF MILLIMETER
WAVEGUIDE CIRCULATOR

Zhang Deng guo
(Southwest Jiaotong University,
Chengdu, Sichuan, P.R.China)

ABSTRACT

The internal matching broadband method of millimeter waveguide
circulator is presented in this short paper, which have explained
the bandbroadening attempts in literatures and also directed our
successful developments of MMW waveguidr circulator.

INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain broadband circulator, a quarterwave step trans-
former is often used in the waveguide junction. That is the well
known external matching broadband method of waveguide circulator,
the transformer can be a circular ( triangular, hexagonal, Y-shape
and so on ) pedestal, or even a dielectric sleeve.

The internal matching broadband method is not the one based on a
quarterwave step transformer. There are many means of so called
internal matching broadband method, such as the lowest mode &
shortest path length and the optimum height of the junction & place
of the ferrite.

THE LOWEST MODE AND SHORTEST PATVI LENGTV

li is known from the general theory of the scattering matrix that
the bandwidth of a circulator is based on the identity of the rate
of change of phase of the three eigen-values with frequency.
Employing the lowest possible mode and shortest associated path
length implies broadband. The exact operation modes of partial
height ferrite H-plane waveguide circulator are HEu,1+,•( n=0,1,2,-..;
q91/2 ) hybrid modes [1], and the %iýight of the ferrite cylinder h
is in proportion to n + q. Both of the 8-mm and 3-mm waveguide
circulator 12] 13] in the lowest modes HE,,$ have the most broad
bandwidth. 0

THE OPTIMUM HEIGHT OF THE JUNCTION & PLACE
OF THE FERRITE

The ferrite of the E-plane waveguide Y-junction circulator is a
cfirciular disk. The equivalent circuit of the resonance frequency
spli t s fnr the rotational phase eigen-excitations is shown in Fig.l,
thitq
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S1 1 2,7" C# Z tw2 wW

Ce/2 L+ Ce/2 L 1)

where w , w,+ w-)/2

Fig.1 Equivalent circuit of L*= { u ; k ) L
the E-plane waveguide circulator

It is clear from (1) that in order to increase the bandwidth of the
circulator,either the line impedances Z& of the waveguide arms must
be increased, i.e., the width of the waveguide must be decreased 14)
(5) ; or the impedance slope parameter of the resonant circuit must
be decreased, i.e., the coupling of waveguide and resonator fields
represented by Ce , must be increased [41 [6]
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T8 .4

SOLITONS IN PERIODIC STRUCTURES WITH KERR-NONLINEARITY

J. Feng and F. K. Kneubithl

Infiard Physics Laboratory
Swiss Federal Institu of Technology (ETH), CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

Tel. (1) 377 23 40 Fax (1) 371 59 89

A Kerr medium embedded in a periodic structure exhibits a large

variety of interesting features, such as bistability, self-

pulsing and chaos, gap solitons and solitary waves. It was

found recently, that an intense optical trains can penetrate

undistorted through a distributed feedback reflection filter,

in spite of the fact that their carrier frequency lies well

within a forbidden band of the periodic structure C l-4]. In

this work we extend the discussion of such "in-gap" solitary

waves to the solitary waves whose carrier frequency of the

optical waves may lies far outside the forbidden frequency gap.

The one-dimensional periodic medium under study has the linear

refractive index
n.,(z) = n,+nzcos (2 kz) (O<nj<<n,)

and the nonlinear susceptibility

..1.= ln Et2

Our study bases on the nonlinear coupled-mode equation{ .?--12 -E= iAkEf+ilCEb+i (lE 12 +2 1Eb 12) Ef

-- = k E a (2 A 12+ IEbt 2 ) Eb

where E=,, are components of the total field
E(Z, t) = E,,(z, t) exp [-io)C+ik,,z] ÷E.(z. bexp[-iwt-iksz]

K z ½kon,/n, >0 is the coupling constant, Ak =(w-w.)n./c
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describes the frequency detuning in units of wave vector, a
zkendn. is a measure for the nonlinearity.

The usual "in-gap" soliton can be found using the boundary
condition lim E,b(Z,t)'0 .

c fixed

However a wave with carrier frequency outside forbidden
frequency gap in general does not satisfy this boundary
condition. We have shown that ui.der the boundary condition

lim IEb(z, t) const *0 , liran (,o( , 0
Z-* 2_+- dz

C fixed C flxed

solitary solutions exist.

In contrast to the known "in-gap solitons", the new solitary
solutions have their carrier frequency mainly outside the
frequency gap of the periodic structure, so we refer them as
"out-gap soliton".

They possess some interesting properties: two solitary
solutions, the "bright soliton" and the "dark soliton", may
exist for the same boundary conditions; for the same "forward"
background field intensities limlE2 (z,t)12 and same other

parameters, two "backward" intensities limIEb(z,C)I% which

allow solitary solutions, may exist; solitary waves with
velocity larger than the speed of light also exist, at least
mathematically.

[i] W.Chen, D.L.Mills:
Phys.Rev.Lett.58, 160-163 (1987)

(2] D.N.Christodoulides, R.I.Joseph:
Phys.Rev.Lett. 62, 1746-1749 (1989)

(31 A.B.Aceves, S.Wabnitz:
Phys.Lett. A 141, 37-42_(1989)

(41 J.E.Sipe, H.G.Winful:
Opt.Lett. 13, 132-133 (1988)
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T8.5

Ka-BAND NRD GUIDE POWER DIVIDER

Mingli Zhu
(Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Wuaan, 43004,Hubei, China)

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the characteristic of the coupling NRD guide is analysed, and a kind of
NRD guide power divider in coupler style is designed in Ka band. The power divider is
made up with a nonsymmetric NRD guide coupler which the transiter of the isolation
port is cut off and a model matching load is sticken on the end dielectric
strip of the isolation port. Because it possesses simple structure, small size and good
performance, it would have great use value.

INTRODL'CTI ON

Generally, the nonradiative dieiectric waveguilje (NRD guide) power divider can be
:onstituted with Y-style junctor and branch line. But the performance of the
isolation between two output ports in Y junction power divider is ver,- poor, it
isualty be lower than 10 dB. After absorbing materials being sticken on the suitable
places of the output ports, the isolating degree would he increased, but the insertion
loss would also he greatly increased simultaneously. Although the performance of
isotatiry of the branch Line divider is relatively good, the bandwidth is very
narrow. Its bandwidth could he increased. by using multi-order divisioib but the total
size would be very large. In this paper, a kind of NRD guide power divider in coupler
&tyle is designed on the base of analysing the characteristic of coupling NRD guides,
it could utilize the good performance of a coupler and a satisfied result would be
obtained.

.ANALYSIS OF THE COLILING NRD GUIDE

Tit ,tructure of coupling NRD guides i, shown in Fig. 1. The coupting between two
iielectrir waveguide- orcurs throttuh vanishinu fietd.s. Its characteristic equations

.ail be easily obtained b. the even-odd mode method becau:e o: the symmetric structure
ahoizt the YOZ plane as

1 &jt- - ,.; th ef ,- - t0a•a
a)l

I6. .e? tg(6a) Icth(0:-_1 . _ tg(a) ] =a

-- Ii I Il

x
• -a ) •t o (a"2 )

Fiq. I The coupling NRD guide
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The propagating constants are detersained by

wheree4is the wavenumber along the x direction in the region of i. ki =Ca4J,. The
coupling coefficient of the coupler is

The coupling degree of the symmetric directional coupler shown in Fig.2 is obtained by
the network method as

C =- 1 - tO 1(Sin.K lil)! (4)

where le is the equivalent coupling length.

1 2

4 3

Fig. 2 The symmetric NRD guide directional coupler

The NRD guide power divider is made up with a directional couplier which the transiter
of the isolating port is cut off and the absorbing material is sticken on its end
dielectric strip. The methods of analysis and computation of a coupler can apply to the
divider after the coupling length being revised.
Because of the same Propagating constants in the two dielectric guides, power can be
transfered from one waveguide to the another if the coupling Length is long enough when
the structure is completely symmetric. The coupling length greatly depends upon the
operating frequenc., and modes possess dispersioti characteristic, so the bandwidth
is very narrow. Hut the bandwidth could be increased by using nonsymmetric
structure because of the different propagating constants of the two dielectric
waveguides. The coupling characteristic of the nonsymmetric coupling slab guide i
shown in Fig. 3. It rai he found that the maximum coupling power decrease-, and the

Fig. I The characteristics of the nonsymmetric coopling slah-guidp

maximum coupling point moves to the end of the coupler while the frequenc: ascendinw.
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These usually limit the bandwidth of the coupler. It is notable that the coupling
power would be returned to the first one while the coupling Length adding after
the maximum power transfersion occuring. So we can utilize the effect to increasing
the bandwidth of the coupler.

DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT OF THE POWER DIVIDER

The practical structure of the power divider is shown in Fig.4. According to
the transimission characteristic of NRD guide, the single mode operating bandwidth
would be relatively broad if the rat.:c of the dielectric strip's width and heigth
a/b is 1. In Ka band, we can use Teflon =:2.05 ) and make a : b :4.0 on. In order to

12

a- -No

3

Fig. 4 The NRD guide power divider

obtain broad bandwidth oif the power divider, the widths of the two dielectric waveguides
should be different. First of all, more than half of the power is coupled into the second
waveguide from the first one at the Lower frequency by choosing the suitable waveguide
dimensions and the coupling distance. Then, adjust the coupling length to return
the overdose coupled power to the first oLe. So the coupling degree could be reduced to
3 dB at higher frequenc.y. The measured results show that the relative bandwidth would
be more than 3', while the value of a is in the region of 3.58 as to 3.'4mm. The
high impedance of the absorbing material which is sticken on the end dielectric strip
must match with the characteristic impedance of the dielectric waveguide to obtain
great isolation of the two isolating ports. The measured results are shown in Fig. 5. The

CCd8)

l(dB) L(dB)

&

Fiq. 5 The characteristics of the NRD guide power divider

performanre oa f' divider within the 3% relative bandwidth are
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Power division: C z 10 19 ( P2 + P3) / 11= 3 + 0.4 (dB)

inserting loss: L = 10 to Pf ,( Pj + Ps ) < 1.9 (dB)

isotating degree- I 10 t g to / Pq > 14 (dB)

VSIR.: < 1.3

REFERENCES:
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3. P. K. Ikatainen et a., IEEE Trans., MTT-35, No.7, 1917.
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T8.6

NRI VAVEGUIDE LSE MODE EXCITER

Hong Ma, Lanfen Qi
(Huazhoan University of Science and Technology
Wuhan, 430074, Hubei, China)

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the operating principle of a LSE. node exciter from LS1011 mode
in nonradiative dielectric waveguide ( NRD guide ) is analysed. Then the LSTN
-LSE* mode converter has been designed and fabricated in Ka band. The calculated
and measured results all show that the converter possesses the advantage of high
convertion efficiency and broad bandwidth. It would be very useful to NRD guide
balanced mixer and the integrated front ends.

INTRODUCTION

Because nonradiative dielectric waveguide ( NRL guide ) possesses the characteristics
of almost completely suppressing radiation at bends and discontinuities and
conduction loss decreasing when operating frequency increasing within a given
range of frequencl, it is suitable for being used as transimission line to compose
millimeter-wave integrated front ends. Previously, a 3 dB NR D guide directional
coupler had been used in the balanced mixer of the front-end circuits [I]. But
the size of the 3 dB NRD guide coupler is quitety large , the output symmetry
and the bandwidth characteristic are not easy to be obtained. These factors
directly limit the improvement of the performance of the mixer. If the LSM?=-LSE?,
mode converter presented in this paper and the crossbar structure are adopted in
the balanced mixer, the design and adjustment would be simplified and the structure
of Zhe mixer would be compacted. The performance of the NRD guide circuits wilt
be improved.

ANALYSIS OF THE LSE a MODES EXCITER

AIl kinds of transimission modes in NRD guide can be classified as two types,
lonqitudinal-section magnetic modes ( LS- modes ) and longitudinal-section electric
modes ( LSE modes ). The field lines of some Lower order modes in NRD guide are
shown in Fig. I. The dispersion characteristics of TE1:, LSE : and LSMN modes
are shown in Fig. 2. Generally , LSM A mode, the lowest LSM mode, is chosen as
the operating mode in NRD guide because of its low transimission loss. But TE*
mode and LSE mode can also be propapated in the condition of same structure
parameters of the NRD guide. When the exciting electric field possesses the
components along the x- and y- direction, LSM and LSE modes will be excited out
respec-tively.

Z (a) (b) (r)

Fig. l The fields lines of NRD guide, (a)TEg ,(b)LSM1.(c)LSE1
4.A0



If a thin metal probe is inserted in the dielectric strip of the NRD guide along
the x- direction, as shown in Fig. 3, the incident power of the LSNj mode wilt be
partially converted into the power of the LSE' mode. Assuning the x- direction
component of the field for the LSN,, mode as

E.c ( k - kX, ) cos(kxx) cos("v) el(1

. TFE. thin metal probetF 0r ,ý - Y1

0.4 $ 2a=4.0 am
b=4.0 ma

1(-GHz- a
26 28 50 32 54 36 38 40 4Z

Fig.2 The dispersion characte- Fig.3 The NRD guide modes converter
ristics of NRD guide

where k2 = .~ll,, , kz, and 5, are the wavenumbers .of LSNS mode along the x- and
z- directions respectively, the induced current by Ex on the thin metal probe is
given by

IX= Z:•IN sin"T-x.+ a)], (-a ,i x,• -a-h) (2)
Inol

Here the magnetic vector potential "X only Possesses the x- direction component,
S A•x. - which is determined by the relation

-z + kOAe -) (3)

Because the excited electric fields should possess the characteristic of symmetry
for x- axis, and higher order modes should be cut-off, there are only LSN • and
LSE.A modes excited out by Ax.
The Green's function (2] in equation (3) is

G Alcos(k-xx) cos< Y) el*, A,2sin(kv9 cos(---y) 02lZ (4)

where

A

A2z Stn( t.) (6)

where k•, and A. are the wavenumbers of LSE mode along the x- and z- directions
respectively.
Therefore Ax can be obtained as

A 5jf6J,,G dv.
:fI.[ cos(k ,x) e B2msin(kxux) elJjcos(7 y) (7)

where
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jb(ahstIqgas. ma(hk - narla)

&.jb&(aw 6Wnkra.Ih'*ff - aii`)

And the excited electric field is

- Jj.1bgkos~kwi.) e'f+1 mk' sin(k= X) As] Cos(-jY!V -;d

1i0),.• Ia3,. cos(kzx) evjAZ + Bsin(kxa x) e ] Cos(-y) (1o)

The boundary condition on the surface of the metal probe Is

Fx + y. 0 (y=z:O) (11)

Substituting Eq.(') and Eq.(lO) into Eq.(I), we can obtain the N-dimension Linear
equations as

'C[ an] [Jill = [Dal, (it ,2. ..... N) 1

where

Can: ("-- + j 4Wj) Bcos[k34(-a + z"h)]

jl + e.1) B2nsin[k,(-a + •--h)) (13)jWf.Er

Dan a( k'- k* cos [k,4(-a + A-h)1 (14)

We define the ratio of the lExi of the excited LSE4, mode and i9 I of the incident
LSM.* mode, 9 , as the convertion efficiency of the LSM- LSE mode converter,
which can be written out as

According to the equation (15), the computation res'ults of are shown in Fig.
4 and Fig. S. It is obvious that the mode convention caused by the single
metal probe is relatively strong within a very broad bandwidth. If the length
of the metal probe is increased, the convertion efficiency will be notablty
improved. But, when h > 2a, Eq. (15) will not be used because of the influence
of the higher order modes.

,a••-a b=4x4 mm,
.r2.05 to 2ax b=4ý 4 mnm

46=2.OmM

0.0 . f(GHZ) 0.0 , mm)
1637-00 1.0 2.03.

F.. I The convertion efficiency Fig.5 The convertion efficiency
vs. frequency vs. the length of probe
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MEASUREMENT OF LSM1 . LSE lei MODES CONVERTER

In order to measure the output power of LSE le mode of the LSMA -LSE As mode
converter, it is necessary to re-converted the LSE0 mode into LSMA¶ mode tc
couple it into a rectangle metal waveguide [3]. This kind of measurement method is
shown in Fig.6. The measured insertion loss of the converter is shown in Fig. 7.

bl=b2=4. Bmz
'Iq d~l.45mm

dielectric N4
strip mode

LSE' [ suppressor 2

34 3 -.i( Hz)(from the converter) . . 2 • (Gz

Fi[.6 Meastrement method Fiq.7 The insertion loss of
of LSE 3 mode L54-LSE modes converter

In additiort, we can adopt mutti-metal probeF to improve the convertion efficiency.
The distance between two metat probes should be the times of the wavelength of the
LSE ? mode.

CONCLUSI N

A kind of LSE mode exciter in NRD guide has been anatysed, and the LSM-LSE
mode converter of NRD guide has been designed and fabricated. It was found that
the characteristic of insertion toss and bandwidth of the converter are quite
good. It can be applied to the NRD guide balanced mixers and the front ends to
improve the performance of the circuits.
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WIEBA 8mm-WAVE MIXER WITH HIGH IF

Zhou Qi
WID. 16 Institute, the Ministry of Machine-Building
and Electronics Industries of China)

ABSTRACT

Broadband 8rm-wave balanced mixer has been developed in waveguide, finline,
microstripline and packaged Si-diodes. A noise figure (DSB) of less than
7dB was achieved over the 4GIz (from 4 to 8GHz) instantaneous IF frequency
band with the RF swept from 34 to 38Glz and the I) at 30GHz.Similar

.results were obtained with another mixer when the RF was swept fram 30 to
34G{z and the ID at 38Glz.The mixers utilize native devices and materials.
The performance of the mixers is stable and reliable.

lIROCTION

In parallel with the development of millimeterwave radar weapon and
ccanunication systems, a need for millimeter-wave surveillance receivers
have been increasing. In order to meet this requirement, a mixer with
broadband coverage must be developed. This requires broadband width
capabilities at both RF and IF bands. Consequently, high performance mixer
diodes. wide instantaneous bandwidth mixer circuits and low noise IF

amplifiers are needed. Mixer noise
figure is a strong function of
the quality of the diodes and its
associated parasitic elements. In
order to ensure satisfactory
performance. the two diodes must
be very closely matched, Recently,

' _ the mixer with the full waveguide
band from 26.5 to 40Glz had been
developed using GaAs beam lead
Schottky barrier diodes. However,

diodes the development of the broadband
mixers using native packaged Si-

Fig. I Integrated circuit of the mixer diodes and materials was needed
in practical applications.

This paper describes the design and performance of a broadband balanced
mixer using packaged diodes at millimeter-wave frequencies. Specifically
covered are tiode characteristics, circuit design considerationsand
performance measurements. A design was selected that utilizes two
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orthogonal transmission lines. The RF input uses a waveguide to finline
transition and the ID is transitioned from wavegnide to microstripline.
The IF signal is extracted by means of a Chebyshev low pass filter
designed in microstripline. The packaged diode pair is conveniently
mounted at the junction of the finline and the microstripline.
Fig. 1 shows the layout of the integrated circuit for the mixer. Integrated
circuit technologies provied the advantages of low cost, light weight and
small size.

DESIGN NSIDERATIM

The RF input port is required to provied wider bandwidth, lessreflection
and matching. A waveguide to finline transition was selected.Waveguide-
finline transition yields a wideband balanced line transformer which is
terminated by a matched diode pair. To achieve good RF matching, a
exponential taper finline transition was incorporated into the design. The
gap size between the tapered finlinees is varied to achieve the optimum
impedance match to the mixer diodes. A length of the tapered finline is
I. 6-2 Xg at the center frequency of the RF.The finline ended-impedance was
chosen to be 150-170ohms which is consistent with two diodes in series.
The converting diodes are mounted as close to the RF port as possible so
as to minimize path losses which add directly to noise figure.
The LO input is injected into the diode pair using a single- ended
transmission line. The waveguide to microstripline transition uses two
overlapping sine-exponential tapers by way of two-sided substrate etching.
The circuit provides a simple technique for converting to the microstrip
propagation mode and is very broadband. The diodes are in parallel with
respect to the IL) signal. The problem here is to provied a good ID) return
so that the diodes are well matched. This is accomplished by adding open
shut stubs at on the balanced input side. The lengths of the stubs may be
trimmed to optimize the LO0 match. In addition the LO is also matched to the
diodes by matching sections between the filter and the diodes.
In the designed finline balanced mixer, good isolation between the 1. and
RF port is achieved because the electric fields of the finline and
microstripline are perpendicular to eaca other. More than 20dB isolation
was observed between the LO and RY.
The design of the IF network matching circuit is very important. The
diodes are in parallel with respect to the IF circuit. The IF frequency is
extracted via a five-section low -pass filter designed in microstripline.
The low-pass filter is required to pass-Athe IF frequency and reject the
ID) and RF signals. Distributed lines were used to approximate lumped
elements. First element of the filter is high impedance line (IlOohms).
This filter has a nominal passband from de to 10•lz and cutoff frequency
is chosen to provide attenuation greater than 20dB at the RF and LO
frequencies. The location of the filter was designed as possible as far
from the diodes.

MEASUREMW RESULTS
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The noise figure of the mixer was measured for RF coverage from 84 to
38hz at a fixed IO of 30GHz. I0 drive was +13dlu The IF band was
evaluated from 4 to 8 G(z. Measured results are presented in Figure 2(a).
The noise figures of the mixer ranged from 3. 5dB to 6. 6dB over the 4(hz IF
bandwidth. Also shown are the noise figures of another mixer in fig 2(b).
The ID drive of this mixer was +l3dBm with ID frequency at 88 GHz, while
the RF signal was swept from 30 to 491&h

•, .
&
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(a) W at SOmaz ( LO at UMCE

Fig. 2 Noise figure of the mixers

E2MELUSION

The mixer described in this paper demonstrated that using packaged diodes
and planar technology can also achieve wider bandwidth at the RF and IF
port. A few key technologies are the designs and the fabrications of the
waveguide-finline transition and the waveguide-microstripline transition.
Although the specifications of the mixer are not as good as those usually
obtained in mixer utilized GaAs beam lead Schottky barrier diodes.
However, a major result of the mixer development is that cost savings are
incurred by using native devices and materials so that it is available.The
mixer has been applied in millimeter- wave surveillance receivers.
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Abstract
A set of harmonic mixers is designed for use with m=-wave

radio measuring equipment. Four types of waveguide mixers
cover frequency range from 26 to 120 GHz. The mixer of coaxial
type covers frequency range 0-40 6Hz.

Introduction
Harmonic mixers of antiparrallel-pair diode configuration

are usually used for downconverting signal frequency of
mm-wave band (1]. In design process of mm-wave harmonic mixers
the sampling technique of frequency conversion and thin-film
hybrid technology are used. All this, along with the
development of a monolithic GaAs pair of mixing diodes with
low parasitics and a step recovery diode (SRD) with extremely
short transition time (less 25 ps) allowed to have:

- comparatively low conversion loss (30-35 dB, up to 78
6Hz and 50-55 dE, up :o 1*20 &z, for a large number of
LO harmonic measurements (20 and more);

- high isolation of mixer LO and signal inputs (40-50 dB);
- low sensitivity of conversion loss to LO power level

variation;
- low phase noise level.

Harmonic waveguide mixer design, based on a sampler (2],
is shown in Fig.1 and includes: a mixing assembly, a gate
pulse shaping circuit (or LO harmonic generating circuit),
broadband waveguide-microstrip transition and output signal
generating circuit.

Key problems in designing a wideband sampling converter
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are connected with input signal path matching and with
providing a uniform gate pulse harmonic spectrum in operating
frequency range. Besides, in nmn-wave range the elimination of
parasitic emission, caused by circuit components with sizes of
wavelenth order, is of great importance.

Taking all this into account, the input signal path is
formed by a wideband waveguide-microstrip transition made as a
seven-step Chebyshev transformer from rectangular waveguide
section to the fl-form section, and also by 50 Ohm microstrip
line, made for loss minimization thin (0.3 mm) quartz
substrate.

Mixing node base is a monolithic diode pair, practically
noninductively connected to the combination of slot and
m•.:=3trip lines not coupled with each other. GaAs beam lead
diode pair (33 has two seriesly connected stripline Schottky
barriers lxl 2,Am, thoroughly matched in electric and geometric
parameters. Surface bridging of stripline barrier provides
better isolation between the diodes.

Diode parameters are given in Fig.1. Direct voltage drop
of the diodes differs in 3% (I - 1 mA). Short gate pulses
formed by a slotline cavity are applied to the diodes through
the storage capacitors. The pulses periodically open the
diodes for a short period of time with LO frequency.

To cover the frequency range up to 120 GHz it is
necessary to generate a gate puls of not more than 5 ps
duration with effective voltage amplitude at 0.3-0.5 V diode.
For this reason a special small-size Si SRD, made by bipolar
technology with active mesa-structure forming at a copper
heat-sinker, was constructed. Mesa-structure diameter -- 15,}m
provides small parasitic cavity C.- 0.15 pF. Vacuum submicron
epitaxy provides high quality semiconductor structure with
thin base and sharp p-n junction. This structure defines SRD
specifications: transition time 25 ps, breakdown voltage >
10 V, effective minority carrier lifetime -- 0. 5 ns, series
resistance -1.5 Ohm. To minimize the required LO power (to
100 mW and less) and to provide wide and uniform frequency
band at LO input (I - 12 6Hz) and IF output up to I 6Hz,
slotline parameters (1,W) are optimized, value of C is
selected about 0.5-1 pF, storage capacitors 0.5 pF.
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Large value (40 - 50 dB) of signal - local oscillator
(RF-LO) inputs isolation is provided by mixer construction-
field orthogonality in slotline and waveguide, and also by
high identity of mixer diode parameters.

The mixers are mounted in miniature packages. Coaxial
connectors of SMA(f) type are used for LO and IF tracts.
Cross-sections of 26-118 (Hz waveguide channals meet the
requirements, adopted in Russia. Several types of
cross-secticns are developed to meet the international
standard (WR-28, WR-22, WR-19, WR-15, WR-10). Besides, models
of one- and two-channel harmonic mixers with coaxial
connectors of OS-50 type in 0-40 GlHz frequency range are
developed.

Experimmtal resalts
Typical characteristics of coaxial and waveguide mixers,

and conditions of their measurement at 250 C are given in
Fig. 2,.3.

The mixers keep high-level parameters under severe
service conditions: within tamperature range from -40C0 up to
+70aC, relative humidity 98%. Maximum input power of RF signal
is not less than 10 mW, and of LO signal - 200 mW.

Conclusion
The abovementioned harmonic mixers are successfully used

in frequency stabilization and synchronization systems,
designed for' mm-wave frequency svnthesizers [42, and are used
nowdays for aeveiopmenrz of 3tate-of-Lne-art oscilloscopes,

frequency counters, network analyzers, etc.
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It is well known that super high frequency (SHP) waves
whge amplitude exceeds the value of plasma field Epl (Epl _•
!0-2+IO-I V/cm for the temperature of external thermostat TO =

- 4.2 K, Epl t4 10_t 10 V/cm for TO = 77K -+- 300 K) can heat
electron gas: electron temperature Te becomes more than T0oi,2J.

Hereat if the volume and surface thermal cznductivity are gre-

at enough the temperature of crystal lattice Tp is equal to To.

This is the situation when a volume thermostat is availablef}3J.
Due to the attenuation of SHP-waves a gradient of Te arises and

appropriate thermo-e.m.f. VT occurs.

In the absence of external constant magnetic field H the VT

mentioned arises in the direction of wave propagation Ic( 7 is

a wave vector ) 2 . If magnetic field H is available and HIC
additional thermo-e.m.f. VTH arises in the direction which is

perper'icular to H and k C 3 ] (Fig. I). This is a hot electron

Jernst-Ettingshausen effect[3] . The latter used to be as a

basis for millimeter detector [3]. Such operating devices

have volt-watt sensitivity "= VT_1/p, where P is power of

falling .'adiation, = 500 V/W for IO.*- IO1I Hz range [3].
Here in this paper different physical phenomena and proper

modifications of the devices are suggested with the purpose of

increase in detector sensitivityL . It is shomn that each

of proposed physical reasons may result in the increase in sen-

sitivity of semiconductor detector.

I. Lattice heating.

A propagation of S!iF-waves il: massive semiconductors with
bounded thermal conductivity may be accom2-iied by lattice

heating: Tp > To (Fig.2). In this case due to the fact that

S"TVTH and in its turn VT-I AT, where &T is a temznerature di-
fference between receiving and dark faces af the sample, the
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increase in a T leads to the increase in
2. Form effect.

If the sensitive element has a tapered form and a receiving
sample face is a wide face and dark (narrow) end is cooling up

to the To(see Pig. 1,2), the temperature difference A T as well
as sensitivity K increase in comparison with a rectangular

sensitive element [4].

3. Electron-phonon thermodrag.

As it was shown in [5] this cause at certain conditions can
increase grad Te. For this reason selecting high purity semicon-
ductor elements containing large cross thermoconductivity one
can achieve the increase in AT and Y .

Comparative characteristics of the parameters of various
devices containing semiconductor sensitive elements made of
InSb, GaAs, Si and Ge are adduced. Strict calculations show that
simultaneous presence of these three factors allow to increase
really at least by an order of magnitude greater.
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We report on the design, fabrication and performance of an infrared detector which consists
of a thin-film metal-metaloxide-metal (MOM) diode integrated with a microstrip antenna.
This antenna-coupled diode is used for the detection of cw 10 W CO2- laser radiation.

Since the late sixties point-contact MOM-diodes with a response time shorter than 10-14 s
have been the fastest available detectors l and mixers2 of infrared laser radiation.
Nevertheless, their use was hitherto restricted to laboratory applications. One of their major
disadvantages is the low mechanical stability of the point-contact MOM-diode. In addition,
the sensitivity and the response time of the MOM-diode, which strongly depend on the size of
the contact area and the thickness of the metaloxide layer, vary as a result of the inherent
difficulties in the fabrication process and consequently lead to nonidentical devices.
Present microlithography techniques enable the fabrication of microstructures with a
minimum linewidth of less than 0.1 Amn. This permits the production of shock-proof, well-
defined thin-film MOM diodes witb response times comparable to that of the point-contact
configuration.
Our thin-film Ni-NiO-Ni microstructures are fabricated with the aid of electron-beam
lithography in cooperation with the Centre Suisse d'Electronique et de Microtechnique
(CSEM) Neuchftel. The thickness of the Ni films is 0.22 Am. that of the NiO approximately
5 nm. The layers are deposited by plasma sputtering and a conventional lift-off process. Our
MOM-diodes with a contact area of 0.25 Atm * 0.25 tm (Fig. 1) are the smallest compared to
those investigated by other authors3 -7 . Furthermore, they are as small as the edge-MOM's 8

fabricated in a more complicated process.
Each MOM diode is integrated with a microstrip dipole antenna which collects the energy of
the incident ir radiation field. Subsequently, it applies the collected energy in form of an ir-
frequency ac voltage to the MOM diode. This-type of a thin-film antenna works less efficient
than e.g. the whisker of a point-contact MOM diode because the microstrip lies on a dielectric
substrate whilst the whisker is embedded in air. In our case the substrate consists of 370 Am
Si covered with a thin insulating layer of SiO2 . The antenna with the MOM contact at its
center is formed by two metal strips, which are 0.25 Am wide and between 5.4 Am and 22 Am
long (Fig.2) . In order to improve the efficiency of the thin-film antenna, the substrate is
etched to reduce the thickness to 3 gm. While integrated-circuit antennas are well established
in the mm-wave region9 and prototypes have been developed for the submillimeter range 10,
there have been no such antennas for ir radiation with a wavelength of 10 Am up to the
present.
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We investigated the performance of our MOM-diodes with respect to laser power, bias
voltage, chopper frequency, temperature, polarisation of the incident laser radiation, contact
area, substrate thickness and different antenna designs.
As reported previouslyII the recorded voltage consists of a polarisation-independent part and
a polarisation-dependent part which exhibits a cos218- dependence for a variation of the angle
e between the plane of polarisation of the linearly polarized laser-light and the antenna axis.
This observation agrees well w;"' theory' 2 which predicts that the rectified dc part of the
laser-induced ac voltage is proportional to the square of the component of the laser field
parallel to the antenna. Moreover, this result is in accordance with the measurements
performed with point-contact diodes which also demonstrated that the response of the diode is
mainly due to the component of the laser field parallel to the whisker 2. 13.
Our first experiments performed with MOM diodes of three different antenna lengths
(5.4 •rm, 16 jam. 22 Am) revealed that the polarisation-independent part exhibits no significant
change with antenna length whilst the polarisation-dependent part increases for shorter
antennas. This property can be explained by damping of the laser-induced antenna currents in
this frequency range t4.15.16.
Measurements with respect to the size of the contact area, which determines the RC time
constant of the device, showed that the polarisation-dependent part of the signal nearly
disappears for a contact size larger than 1 jim 2. MOM-diodes with a contact area of this size
are obviously too slow to rectify the jr-frequency voltage ,upplied by the antenna.
If the MOM-diodes are cooled, either by liquid nitroge,: or increasing the chopper frequency,
we observe for some of them a decrease @,f the polarisation-independent part of thie signal
while the polarisation-related part remained unchanged.
From all these data we conclude that the polarisation-dependent part of the MOM diode's
response is due to antenna coupling. Part of the polarisation-independent signal is caused by
thermal heating. In order to verify that this thermal component of the signal is not related to
the polarisation we have measured the absorption of a pure Si-wafer and a SiO2_ coated wafer

for the 10 Am CO2-laser radiation. These experiments demonstrated that the heating is mainly
caused by absorption of the radiation in the SiO 2 layer. Since the area of the laser spot on the
surface of the Si chip is large compared to the dimensions of the MOM diode and antenna.
this region is heated isotropically and, therefore, the thermal fraction of the voltage does not
depend on the polarisation of the laser radiation.
In order to improve the antenna coupling we are actually fabricating antennas which are
shorter than 5.4 Aim. In the future we intend to use the diodes for mixing in the infrared.
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Figure 1: Ni-NiO-Ni diode with a contact area of 0.25 pam * 0.25 pm

Figure 2: Thin-film dipole antenna with electrical leads
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A NOVEL ROOM TEMPERATURE OPERATED FAST-RESPONSE
FZR DETECTOR

A.P.Dmitriev, S.A.Emelyanov*), S.V.Ivanov,
P.S.Kop'ev, Ya.V.Terent'ev, I.D.Yaroshetsky

A.F.Ioffe Institute, 194021, St.Petersburg, Russia

A novel room tesperature operated fast-respous FIR detector has ben
proposed. The detection idea is baud on the effect ricently discovered of
fast-response photocurrent origination undr the FIR ecitation /11. The
sensitivity of the detector has bees foond for two typical FIR waveleqths
together with the linearity range. The detector response tiee has bme
estizated. The ways to iSprove the detector paraneters are discussed.

In present paper we propose to apply for the FIR light detection the
recently discovered effect of fast-response current origination in
semiconductor 2D-structures under the FIR excitation.

1. The GaSb/InAs/GaSb single quantum well structure grown by MBE on
semiinsulated GaAs substrate in 100 direction has been used as a detector
active element. The thickness of the GaSb buffer layer, the InAs quantum
well, and the GaSb cap layer were 1000 nm, 20 nm, and 20 nm., respectively
(1s= 1.1-1042 cm-2 and!.1 = 53-10 cm 2 /(V- ) at T = 77 K ). The samples were 5 wm
in lenght and 3 mm in widht. The measurments were performed on NH, and 0 0
pulsed FIR lasers optically pumped by CO. laser. The wavelenght of the
former A = 90.6j~m, pulse duration 40 ns, maximum intensity on the sample
I,,*. = 8 kW/cm2 . The wavelenght of the latter ý = 395?m, pulse duration 60 ns,
maximum intensity I,,.= 250 W/cm2 ( for more details of our laser system see
/2/). The laser pulse structure allowed us to measure detector response time
with the accuracy better than 10 ns. For comparison, the laser pulse was
also recorded by photon-drag detector /3/. The sample was placed between the
poles of a constant magnet at T = 300 K so that the magnetic field was
parallel to the sample surface. The FIR light was normal to the surface. The
photocurrent duplicated laser pulse structure and flowed along the 2D layer
perpendicular to the magnetic field was recorded.

Figs. I and 2 show the current density into the well vs magnetic field
for both wavelenghts at 1 = • ( a and b show two opposit signes of the
magnetic field ). The current are seen to be approximately proportional to the
magnetic field . At B = 2 T it reaches the value of 200 A/cm2  on 92-- 90.6 pm
and 100 A/cm! on 7-e5 um').

Fig.3 shows the currac-t density -#s FIR light intensity for both
wavelenghts at B = 1.6 T. It is seen, that the current is linear on B up to
80 W/cm2 on -A = 35.m and up to 3 kW/cm2 on ý = 90.-,jbm. Also, the current
decreases rapidly with increasing FIR radiation frequency.

2. We advance the following physical model of the detection. As a rule,
in GaSb/InAs/GaSb single quantum well structures there is a strong built-in
electric field ( up to 100 kY/cm ) inside the well. In particular, this field

")Contact author

")The current density at T 4.2 K is two order higher than that at
T = 300 K but here the current is not linear even at relatively low 1
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may be due to the difference between the number of the donors on the
interfaces /4/. In our structure the existence of this field was shown
experimentally /5/. In such a system there is a so-called "loop of extremo"

in the electron energy spectrum /5/: where o( - spin-orbit

coupling constant (fig.4a).
If we apply an external magnetic field along the sample surface ( OX

direction ) the electron gas become strongly asymmetrical in OY direction of

k-space: s) ±.K+ -- Of course, in the velocity space the energy

spectrum remain symmetrical -- . The FIR light induces the optical

transitions between two spin subbands. Probability of such transition is
not too small owing to the linear on k term in Hamiltonian. In k-space the
transitions are vertical but in v-space they are tilted. The strong
difference between the populations of the initial states I and I due to
the spectrum asymmetry gives rise to the photocurrent. The photocurrent
increases with increasing B because of increasing of the state I population.
Since in our structure dz = 20 nm the Fermi level is lied close to the
second quantum-size level /6/ so the transitions within this level are
supposed to be responsible for the photocurrent.

Thus, the basic idea of the detection ic a high asymmetry in k-space
of the electron gas induced by relat-veiy low magnetic field and,
consequently, high asymmetry of the optical trn3ritions in compair .-ith the
known high-speed effects ( photon-drao etc. ). For example, fig 4b shows the

optical transitions on = 385~pm at B 4.6 T calcilated using the
parameters of our structure. The optical transition initial states I and I'
are seen to be shifted frcm each other on the energy scale on the value of
the orde: of 10 meV.

3. If we use the above structure as a detector it yields the following
parameters. In linear regime the sensitivity on the 5011 load ( sample
resistence 20041 ) is 20 and 0.2 1 mV.cm 2 W/T.kW) for ' = 385,jm and =
?0.6J.Am, respectively. The linearity range is up to 80 W/cm2 and 3 kW/cm a
respectively. The response time is better than 10 ns.

Of course, the above parameters ran bo considerably improved. For
instance, one can modify the parameters of the GaSb/InAs/GaSb structure or
utilize the structures based on the other narrow gap materials. Also, it
may be promising to use the multiple quantum well structures or
superlattices. Finally, it is possible to design a matrix detector
:o record the space distribution of the laser beam intensit,.
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W1.6

Mm-wave InP beam-lead Sohottky diodes

V.G.Bozhkov, O.Yu.Malakhovsky, T.N.Korablyova, G.N.Miseviohus

(Research Institute of Semiconductor Devices, Tomsk, Russia,)

The main advantage of InP Schottky barrier diodes (SBD) as

compared to GaAs onez is a lower barrier height. It allows us to

hope, that these diodes are capable to work at lower heterodyne

power, when being used as mixer ones End without bias when being used

in detector circuits. Recent attempts to realise this advantage of

InP SDB are described in papers [1,21. The results obtained

demonstrate electrical (microwave) parameters of SBD are high enough

to confirm investigators' expectations. At the same time there are

still problems related to material, technology and diodes' design,

which require solution. in particiar, Au and Au-Ni are used as

Schottky barrier metallization in [1,23, but their reliability is not

high enough for practical applications. Properties of semi-insulating

InP, used as substrate material in [1] are considerably worse than

those of semi-insulating GaAs. The honey-comb design of InP SBD using

high doped substrate [2] is inconvenient for promising

hybrid-integrated and monolithic circuits in mm-wave range.

The attempts to fabricate the inD SBD with low 'barrier height
were being carried out in our laboratory during last period of time.

The great progress in improving the stability and reproduceability of

diodes' parameters was reached when sufficiently perfect epitaxial

layers of InP on semi-insulating and high-doped QaAs substrates were

grown and used.

"In this paper the results of fabrication and examination of InP

SBDs, using GaAs substrate material are presented. Two types of

diodes were fabricated. The first type diodes, using high-doped

substrate material, were mounted in small-size metal-ceramic cases

(diameter 0.6 mm). The second type diodes, using semi-insulating

substrate material, were fabricated as beam-lead diodes. It schoud be

said that IF- and HF - parameters of these two types of diodes are

quite similar. So in the following we are limit ourselves by

discussing of the results for beam-lead diodes, as being of greatest

interest for the fabrication of hybrid-integrated and monolithic

circuits.

The parameters of semiconductor material used are the following:
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the thickness and the impurity concentration for high-doped n+-InP

layer are 1-2 um and 1019 cm- 3 ,respeotively; analogous values for n -
InP layer are 0.15-0.3 um and 3*1016- 017 cm-3. Transition layer of
variable composition (InGaAsP) was grown between semi-insulating GaAs
substrate and n+-InP layer. All layers are VPE-grown.

The BLD fabrication process inolu s the SiO, layer deposition
on InP. The layer thickness is 0.5 urn, the deposition method is

pirolithical oxidation at T=250 C. The windows with-a 3 um diameter
are opened by photolitographic techniques. Schottky barriers are
formed by galvanic deposition of two-layer metal .zation Rh-Pt into

windows with following thermal evaporation of Ti and Au layers. Beam

leads are formed by galvanic deposition of a 6 um -thick Au film.
Construction of so fabricated InP beam-lead diode is ' similar
completely to that of GaAs commercial one of AA138 type (fig.1).

The I-V characteristics of such BLD are quite perfect:

n (ideality factor) < 1.2, Rs=10-25 Ohm, Vr(Ir=10 uA) > 3V. The
barrier height according to our estimations is 0.4-0.45 V. The

parasitic (constructive) capacitance of the diode was decreased to
values of 0.01 - 0.015 pF by etching of surface (air) channel between

anode contact finger and underlying substrate.
Such diodes quite successfully operate as mixer ones and really

require less heterodyne power (as compared to GaAs diodes) for
reaching optimum values of conversion loss. Results for 8- and 3- mm-
wave regions are demonstrated in fig.2. But their sensitivity as

detector diodes operating without bias (zero-bias detectors) is
rather low. After some investigations with thermal treatments and
variation of diode material parameters we achieved rather stable and

reproducible reduction of barrier height. The I-V characteristics
are shown in fig.3. There are three types of diodes. They may be

conveniently characterized by the value of forward voltage at the
current of 100 uA: 1 - Vf=300 mV (without thermal treatment); 2 - Vf=
200 mV; 3 - Vf=150 mY. About the characteristics of first type diode
there was told above. The 2 and 3 type diodes, which corresponds to
different thermal treatments, show much v-iorse characteristics as
mixer ones. The conversion loss increases to values of 9-10 dB,
apparently because of degradation of n and Vr parameters. But as

detector diodes they demonstrate high sensitivity at low microwave
power levels (fig.4.). Preliminary measurements of tangential
sensitivity give values from 40 to 47 dBmW at bandwidth of
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videoamplifier from IkHz to 2 MHz.

Less investigations were carried out at 3-mm wave region. The

2 type diodes show values of current sensitivity (Bi) to be > 1 A/W

at R1 =100 Ohm and power levels from 10 to 1000 uW. Values of Bi are

situated in limits 300-600 V/W at RI1=1 kOhm and power levels from 20

to 1000 uW. Note that all measurements of microwave parameters of

beam-lead diodes were carried out after mounting them in small-sized

metal-ceramic cases, for vhich optimum measuring diode chambers were

designed.
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W1.7

2D ELECTRO GAS AS A PAR-mNPRARED
AND MILLIMETER-WAVE DETECTOR

V.A.Pogrebnyak, D.D.Khalameida, V.M.Yakovenko
Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, Ukrainian

Academy of Sciences, Kharkov 310085 Ukraine

In this paper we present the results of detector effect studies

in 2D electron gas. The physical principle of operation of the

detector is shown in Fig.I. Par-infrared or millimeter-wave radiation

falls on the left side of a two-dimentional n-type sample. Electro-

magnetic waves attenuate exponentially along 2D sample. On account
of wave attenuation the electron temperature gradient VTe arises

in the gas. We consider such waves which weakly heat the electron

gas:-T-T/1- < , where Te is electron temperature, T lattice tempe-

rature. If we apply magnetic field H perpendicular to the elec-

tron temperature gradient, then the thermomagnetic electromotive

force V arises in the direction, which is perpendicular to VTe

and magnetic field H

H

SVTe l~ ,

It is the hot electron Nernst effect and accordingly the Nernst

electromotive force in 2D electron gas. This phenomenon underlies

also the principle of operation of the millimeter-wave bulk semi-

conductor detector . Theoretical and experimental investigation of

this phenomenon in 2D electron gas have been done in the domain of

quantu•n magnatic oscillation of V(H) at Helium temperature.

The Nerrst field Ey can be found from the system of such

equations and boundary conditions
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j)( 4Y =o 0 Te --o,

-where j is the current density, GzK is the conductivity, J3zk
is the thermodiffusion coefficient. From the equations and boundary
conditions one can obtain expression for Nernst field F-,

VT, Gi AZ -,Gi 0it (2)

where ' is the differential Nernst coefficient. All kinetic

coefficients are concerned two-dimensional gas, and they are calcu-
-ated on the basis of quantuum transport theory for 2D systems.

in the case of strong magnetic field, ,z we obtain

1,%Eo O vTe V Y (3)

where ý(Ep) is the density of electron states in two-dimensional

case, p is Fermi energy, W(EF) is the smooth function, describing

cuantum diffusion of an electron orbit- in the transverse magnetic

field. 'he formula explains the experimental magnetic field depen-

dence of photothermomagnetic voltage in 2J gas at Helium temperature,
snov.. in Fig.2

The experiments were i out

. a. t .r.ac e o f I
•"', a-riectin LIon C wh;

cryztal . Eouaticn H Me)
rel atnship betwec. , tze 0:cr --

mental data and physial V

phenomenon for the case _-

electromanetic wave -ter'2iction

with 2D electron gas. t iz seen from Fig. 2 that V(H) has alternating

si• character in accordanue with hq.(3), because " /( :)

where L1j-•/mC and A>> I. Such behaviour of V(H) permits to raise
the sensitivity of the detector device.

On the basis of these studies it is shown that 2D electron

photo nermomagnetic effect is a very sensitive method of detection

:f far-infrared and millimeter-wave radiation.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CUSPTRON
TUBE WITH AN ANTI-COAXIAL-MAGNETRON-TYPE WAVEGUIDE CIRCUIT

XIAOMIN WANG, HONG ZHOU, and KANGSHENG CHEN
(Institute of Electrophysics, Zhejiang Uni. Hangzhou, China)

ABSTRACT

A new kind of mm-wave cusptron tube with anti-coaxial-magnetron-type wall
structure is proposed. The dispersion equation of its RF circuit and the
coupled resonant interaction equations of electrons with the waveguide mode
fields are derived. A numerical simulation of the non-linear process is
carried out. It is found that in the cusptron tube proposed here, there may
exists a new energy conversion mechanism with higher efficiency than that of
conventional cuspteron. Numerical results also show that the saturation
efficiency for this mechanism is not sensitive to the applied dc magnetic
field Bo. The saturation efficiency as the function of operation parameters,
such as Bo and V, and the geometry of waveguide circuit is numerically
illustrated. From that, the optimized design parameters for
anti-coaxial-magnetron-type cusptron can be determined.

INTRODUCTION

The cusptron tube is a promising device for efficient operation at higher
cyclotron harmonic mode 111. So far, it has not been well studied to operate
the device at millimeter-wave band. The aim of this paper is to extend its
operating frequency to millimeter-wave range, Instead of scaling the
conventional magnetron-type cusptron (CMT cusptron) down to millimeter-wave
band , we propose here a new kind of cusptron tube with slotted coaxial
cylindrical waveguide circuit, similar to the anode blocks of
anti-coaxial-magnetron, and call it as anti-coaxial-magnetron-type cuptron
(ACMT cusptron). Fig.1 shows the cross section of the new waveguide circuit,
which can be divided into three regions. Radiation is produced in the outer
coaxial cylindrical waveguide region by the negative-mass instability at a
high harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency, using very low applied
magnetic field. The electromagnetic power is extracted out axially from the
inner cylindrical waveguide cavity which is coupled to the N-slotted
resonator. Since the slots are introduced on the outer surface of inner
conductor, the maching of this new wavejuide circuit seems to be easy.

In this article the non-linear evolution of radiation fields of ACMT
cusptron is studied by particle simulation approach [2]. The results show that
there may exists a new mechanism for energy conversion by which the ACMT
cusptron can provide higher efficiency than CMT cusptron. The functional
dependence of the saturation efficiency n on the operation parameters, such as
V and Bo, and the geometry of waveguide circuit are numerically illustrated.
The results are valuable for determining the optimized design parameters of
ACMT cusptron.

CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS

The transverse wave number k of the TE mode fields in a N slots' coaxial
waveguide is given by :
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N 3 sin rDo 2 Fr (ka) Jo (kr) Y. (kb) - Jo (kb) Y, (kr)

W - o roo Fj(ka) J0) (ka) Y o(kb) - J (kb) Y0 (ka)
where the cutoff condition kz=O is assumed; r=m+nN; m is the mode index; m=0
for 2n mode and m=n/2 for n mode.

Jj. (kd)

Fr(kr) = Jr(kr) - Yj (kd) Yr(kr) (2)

Suppose only the resonant component of the total force is included in the
interaction between an axis-encircling electron beam and the mode fields of a
slotted cylindrical waveguide, the set of self-consistent characteristic
equations for the resonant trajectory of electrons can be derived as

da W F I (a) cos(E)7T• c B. a.. F No a) c s ) (3)

dO U E No 2  bA-W + -- a1 a inO ) (4)
dt cBo No Fo a 2 -(0

a
S( E Qo )2 0T( a FN (a) cos4O (5)dt c Bo aNo 1 No

where No is the resonant harmonic number; w is the eigenfrequency of the empty
waveguide; a=kr; aNo=sin No~o/(No~oF o(ka)i;6w = 4a-NoQ = Awo+W(7-70)/I,

and Q=Qo/Ir=eBo/mc7 is the relativistic cyclotron resonance, for No-th
resonance, Q=-/No; 4D is the phase shift between the electrons and the wave
fields. (3) and (5) are essentially equivalent due to the relation

7 2 =1+(Qoa/w) 2.
To determine the field amplitude Eo self-consistently, (3) and (4) should

be coupled to the energy conservation equation, which is given by :
2 d<1> 1 , d (6)L dt 2 0 dt

where <> stands for an average over the initial random phase distribution of
electrons; nL is the electron density per unit length; C' is the effective

dielectric constant of the waveguide for TE mode which is given by

F~• r(orka)
•,(sin r~o)2 d2 a2 a2 ~ kr•o )2 f d r,(kd) -a 5r(ka) - (1i+ ka

_ 22
k- 2  ir'(kd) - .r(ka) J 1

2 9 2 2 2 (ka) • (7)+ oa ( ka)-b (kb)+a(1+ ka
whereA

Ji.kr) Y rkd)- Jrikd) Yý(kr)
ffr(kr) = . .. (8)Jr(ka) Yr(kd) - Jr(kd) Yr(ka)

V (kr) J 1 (kr) Y1 (kb) - J(kb) YI(kr)
J 1 (ka) Y1 (kb) - J 1 (kb) Y1 (ka)

The saturation conversion efficiency of the device is given by
C' ( E -E 2 2

0 max initial (10)
2

2nL m c (0-
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where Vo is the initial relativistic factor of electrons.
Equations (3) and (4) describe the motion of a single electron in the

wave fields, and (6) describes the evolution of the self-consistent field
driven by the collective response of the electrons. In order to couple them
together, a phase average over the single electron motion is necessary. This
will be done numerically in the next section, by solving the '.rajectories of a
large number of electrons with random initial phase distributiohi.

PARTICLE SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Initially, the actual randomly distributed electrons in the ideal E-layer
is assumed to be unperturbed, that is, the electrons are set to be positioned
symmetrically about the axis of the waveduide structure, and the energy of
each electron is given by a predetermined value resulting from the cathode
voltage. With time increment the perturbation in each electron's position is
computed by equations (3) and (4), from which the energy for each electron can
also be determined. Then the energy, transferred from electrons to the field,
can be evaluated through (6) by comparing the resulting average energy with
initial average energy of electrons. Next time increment repeats the above
procedure.

In the numerical simulation of the operational characteristic of cusptron
devicss, an ideq; E-leyer having a constant line density of the typical value
nL Xa n0 =1.6x10 cm as the radiation source is used. Three parameters, the

ratio a/b of outer radius a to the inner radius b for the N-slotted resonator,
the aplied magnetic field Bo and the initial relativistic factor of the
electrons, 7o , will be varied for parameteric study.

Presented in Fig.2 is the functional dependence of the conversion
efficiency rT on the ratio a/b for both n mode and 2n mode. The results
determine the range of a/b value in which the optimized output efficiency can
be obtained. It is expected that the output efficiency of the R mode is more
than double than that of the 2n mode. And it is of considerable advantages for
ACMT cusptron that the efficiency is roughly twice as high as that of the CMT
cusptron.

From the polar plot of particle positions and phases at various time step
(Not given here for saving space) it shows that there exists another energy
conversion machanism in ACMT cusptron, which is not inherent in CMT cusptron.
Those electrons located in the retarding field region will lose energy, cycle
in smaller radius and meet much stronger retarding field, thus more and more
energy could be radiated. While those electrons located in accelerating field
region will absorb energy, cycle in larger radius and experience weaker and
weaker accelerating field. So only smaller amount of field !nergy is absorbed.
If the operational parameters such as Bo are properly adjusted , those
"useless electrons" will finally drift to the retarding region. This effect
leads to a more efficient operation.

Unlike the CMT cusptron , Fig.3 shows that the saturation efficiency is
not sensitive to the applied magnetic field for ACMT cusptron if Bo exceeds a
value which depends on the number of..slot cavities N and the ratio a/b.
Optimum initial beam energy Jo, determined by cathode voltage, as a function
of the ratio a/b is illustrated in Fig.4. It is found that the optimum
voltages for the ACMT cusptron is higher than that in CMT cusptron.

Fig.2-4 are useful for the optimization of design of ACMT cusptron
operating at 8mm wave band.
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W2.2

SIMULATION OF NON-ADIABATIC COLLECTOR

FOR GYROTRONS

A.L.Goldenberg, V.N.Manuilov
Institute of Applied Physics of Academy of Sciences
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Introduction
Modern nuclear fusion installations need long-pulsed or CW

near 1 MW gyrotrons for heating of plasma at electron - ci-
clotron resonanse frequensies over 100 GHz. One of problems of
these tubes is to provide admissible thermal regime of their
collectors, that is a sufficient operation surface for a
powerful electron beam. Traditional ways of increase in a
collector's surfase by means of either increase in its radius or
decrease in an angle between its surfase and magnetic field line
are associated with the higher requirements for accuracy of
mechanical and magnetic axial symmetry, the larger collector's
surface is needed

Principles
Hereinafter a new way of increase in the operation collec-

tor's surface is given.It is based on the perturbation of the
magnetic field so that on a part of electron trajectories the
following condition opposite to the adiabatic one is valid

h

E=- >> (1)
d

where h is the electron trajectory pitch ,d - the scale of the

magnetic field perturbation. This perturbation can lead to

dramatic increase in velocities of cyclotron oscilations in an
electron beam up to 10 times or more and to consequent laiger

length of its sinking in a colle~tor.

Example
Let us consider the collector of a gyrotron at 140 GHZ

frequency with electron beam voltage 70 kV and its power 1.4
MW.Cavity beam parameters are as follows pitch-factor
g=1.3,beam radius R,=7.68 mm ,beam width dRo=0.14 mm,current
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1=20 A.Magnetic field in the cavity BO =5.68 T. The internal

radius of a cilindrical collector is chosen 110 mm.The
calculated length of the operation area of the collector using

the single main coil is about 2 cm at which thermal load of the

collector is near 20 kW/cm2 ,that is approximately an order over

an acceptable value for CW regime.

Magnetic System
According to the idea of considerable increase in gyration

velocities of electrons the magnetic field along electron
tragectories must contain the region of fast ( in scale of an
electron trajectory pitch ) variation of the angle between a
magnetic field line and the axis.This case analogous to the
injection of electrons across magnetic field where they obtain

some occilation velocities
The desired magnetic field in a collector region can be

formed by means of at least 2 additional coils with opposite
partial fields comparable by values with the magnetic field of
the main coil in the collector region.( Fig 1 ).

Calculation Results
Providing the condition (1) is valid, the trajectory analysis
[1] shows considerable increase in gyration velocities of elec-
trons after the non-adiabatic region (Fig 1).The increase can be
so large that' some electrons do not reach the collector
surfase,be-ng reflected due to the adiabatic increase of
obtained gyration velocities .The reflected electrons can not
get the cavity as well and undergo several reflections before to

get the collector surface
The in:rease in gyration velocities does not surely provide

sufficient increase in the length of electron's sinking in a
collector ', .The reason of this is that after the non-adiabatic

region the .nitial gyration phases of all electrones are close
to each oth.or (Fig. l).In order to increase L ,it is necesary to
mix the pha;es.This can be achieved on rather long electron
paths owing to a spread in new obtaned gyration velocities of
electrons and corresponding spread of their longitudinal
velocities .To provide the phase mixing it is expedient to

include into the gyrotron magnet system a third additional
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coil forming rather smooth decrease in the magnetic field after

the non-adiabatic region (Fig. 2).The optimised by

sizes,currents and positions of 3 additional coils,the operation

collector length L=23.8 cm.So the found magne-tic field

distribution allows to increase the collector length L more than

10 times and have the mean collector power load 1.5 "•W/cmg

admissible for CW regime.
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A STUDY OF HARMONIC GYROTRONS WITH TWO STRUCTURES
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ABSTRACT

The interaction between electron beam and RF field in the inner and outer slotted coaxial waveguides is studied on the basis

of a study of the multi-conductor structure in this paper. The electron efficiency is calculated numerically at eight harmonic

of the electron cyclotron frequency in these structures at f--= 35GHz. The infl,,.,z of electron velocity distribution in the

beam is taken into consideration in numerical calculatron. The results show that the inner slotted structture is good for an

increase in the interaction efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable progres has been made in the last decade in research on and development of gyrotron oscillators. The

gyrotyons have been shown to be capable of producing high power millimeter wave radiation with high efficiency. High-

power gyrotron oscillators have been used very successfully for plasma start-up and subsequent electron cyclotron resonance

heating of tokamak plasmas. However, high-frequency gyrotrons generally require large magnetic fields if they are to

operate at the fundamental cyclotron mode. If instead they are operated at harmonic frequencies, the magnetic field can be

reduced in inverse proportion to the number of the harmonic. However. when gyrotyon is opeiating in higher harmonic

modes, the electron efficiency decreases with increasing harmonic number, but it increases with increasing beam energy.

Tne demand for high-power high-frequency sources motivates the search for many other nfvel ways of improving the

operation of high farmonic gyrotrons. Further .it is also desirable that the gyrotrons should be reasonably compact for some

applications. In 1981 . Destler et al. `reported the generation of a high-power microwave radiation at the twelfth harmonic

by a higy- energy (2Mev) rotating electron beam. This experment featured an innovation interaction structure. a

waveguide with a magnetron-type slotted boundary, which was-slearly identified as the reason for effective harmonic

interaction and good mode selectivity. Further experimental investigations at the University of Maryland have shown that

the cusp-injected axis-rotating electron beam in a lower r rgy regime can also produce microwave radiation efficiently in

a magnetron-type structure''. Both theoretical and experimental works on this type of device have been pursued since that

time"'. This device has been called cusptron oscillator.

In this paper. The electron interaction with RF field in the inner and outer slotted coaxial waveguides is investigated at

eighth harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency on the basis of a study of the multi-conductor structure"1'. The

influence of electron velocity distribution in the cusp-in)ected axis-rotating beam is taken into consideration . The results

show that the inner slotted coaxaJ structure is of great advantage for electron interaction with RF field, as pointed out in

reference 1i.
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FIELD EQUATION

I Fiald Equations in Magnetron-type Strucure
The cram section of slotted-wall masrtron cavity and circulating electron beam is shown in FISi. This structure is
cuamon one, it may be considered as a special example of a multi-conductor 2 . The field distributions in region Or~rare

given by

, .- E . Mf(9.). - m()SisoB: (1)

H. E. LoA£f(9.) L-Sax(a -mo)CouX (2)

H.f.- , L E f(0.) • - Coe - 4 M,)COBA (3)
Q)X k QJM.

Rm =- 8 (4)

Et - Z ZEJ(0.) 08( - MO)Six'82 (5)

B. = 0(6)
where

3 --J. (;s,. = J..(k)..,)

f(O.) W Si(mB.

m=N+2xp (P= 0,

The characteristic equation is
20e. J_ , •Six•. J.zz. - 4.2Y.1J., M. = ,r.,% - Ja.y,. (7)

where 20. is the angle subtended by each slot. 2n is number of slots. N is integer.

2 Field Equations in the Inner Slotted Structure

The cross section of this structure is shown in Fig. 2. Its field distributions are given by

H= = E. -" f(O.) •F(ktr)Si&(( - %b)Sinz (8)

H. - E. f(O.) • (kr)Sia(a - mO)Co•s)z (9)

L ... * - • f(O.) • F~r)Ct&<)ad - m,,)Cos•iz (10)

E, = f .f(0.) F (k•.)Co (- -- m(),.s/l: (12)

E. = 0 (13)

where

P(kr) -J.X. - 43.
J4Y.3. - J4.Y. 2

P (k~r) =J*-.2 .- X'.XFx'. i-. - Jd,

The characteristic equation is

!r (k . -i.,rd - J.. (14)

CALCULATION RESULTS

At flrst,let us discua the electron motion in cusp- injected system. The transition width of magnetic cusp is neglected. The
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idol ep--funmelm OW mr ilo at z.-O l shown in FI. InThe electron motion In region z<0O and zO MtkIlm,

Z<03
. 0 (15)

z•00
z ~ Pit 0 4

S-- •;r,(16)

ia W,fi(- • + rim (-!) 3} (17)

C (18)

ivi - [I + 'M -~J

Here, Equations (16)-(18) show that 04a-l5 ,.and a are functions of injection raii

of electrons in beam.

The electron dynamics are governed by the LArentz force equation

'P #[E + V X (B. + B)] (19)
[(

Equation (19) and field equations (1) - (6) or (8) - (13) are solved numerically to obtain electron interaction

efficiency. The electron beam is divided into five layers from inner to outer surface of beam . Every E-layer h its

injected radhus r and initial a. we calculate arerage efficiency of every E-layer. Finally, overall average efficiency of the

elecron beam may be evaluated. The numerical results are given in Table 1.

Table 1

magnetron cavity inner slotted coaxial cavity

electron beam voltage 50Kv 60Kv

outer I-layer hdtial r. 4. 37mm 4. 77mm

inner E-layer initial r. 3. 77mm 4.37mm

"a of outer E-layer 3.1 4.116

" of inner E-layer 1.44 1.95

q.of outer E-layer 10% 9. 0

%.of inner E-layer 0. 74% 10. 3%

overall electron efficiency 6.3% 8. 6

mode of cavity TE,1 TEsu

harmonic number 8 8

length of cavity 10) 10.

The calculation results show that the inner slotted structure is good for an increase in the electron interaction efficiency 1U.

when the electrons lose energy, the Larmor radius will reduce . In a outer slotted structure , the electrons will be further

and further away from the slotted boundary, but in an inner slotted structure the electrons will be closer and closer to the

slotted boundary, therefore . the electrons will experience a stronger and stronger RIF field. There is initial distribution of
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a of electrons in the beam. In the magnetron stUucture the m of

outer E-layer is higher than one of inner E-layer, and the RF

field experienced by outer electrons is stronger than the field

experienced by inner ones, so the efficiency of the outer E-layer

is much higher than the inner one. In a inner slotted structure .

the a of the outer E- layer is higher than one of the inner E-

layer, but the RF field experienced by outer electrons is lower -0

than inner one, Therefore, the efficiency difference between

the outer and inner E-layers is not great.
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W2.4

The Helical derenkov Effect and
Harmonic Emission in a Medium

Josip Soln

Harry Diamond Laboratories
2800 Powder Mill Road

Adelphi, Maryland 20783
USA

Summary

The S matrix, in which the photon propagator incorporates index of refraction n
(which may depend on the radiation frequency), is used to describe the spontaneous
emission in a uniform magnetic field with a dielectric medium. The important
ingredient in the S matrix is the Fourier transform of the electron current density
which, in turn, is determined by the electron helical trajectory in a uniform magnetic
field (in a dielectric medium). Regardless of what the dependence of n is on the
radiation frequency, one can, by utilizing the customary definition of Bessel functions,
expand the Fourier transform of the electron current density into a Fourier-like series
in which there formally to each term corresponds a harmonic index, m. For sufficiently
long interaction time T (or interaction length L) one finds that the expression for the
angular-spectral energy distribution can be written as a sum over the harmonic angular-
spectral energy distributions (each being associated with harmonic index in).

The actual spontaneous emission can be split into two "branches": a vacuum
branch and a Cerenkov branch. These are distinguished by nvo < I and nvo > 1,
respectively. Here, v0 and v.• are parallel and perpendicular components of the electron
velocity with respect to the uniform magnetic field, respectively. The vacuum branch
is associated with harmonic indices satisfying m > I (the backward Cerenkov branch)
and in < o (the forward Cerenkov branch). The m = o term in the expression of the
angular-spectral energy distribution corresponds to the new effect: a helical Cerenkov
effect.

The helical Cerenkov effect, unlike the usual Cerenkov effect, depends on the
radius of curvature of the electron trajecfory which is measured in the plane
perpendicular to the direction of the electron guiding center. For rather energetic
electrons, 1 MeV and above, this effect is the strongest when the radius of curvature is
comparable to the radiation wavelength in the medium. The longer the radiation
wavelength is, the easier it is to observe the helical Cerenkov effect with higher energy
electrons. Specifically, in water and in the visible spectrum (n = 1.33) the magnetic
fields of the order of 30 T would be needed to observe this effect. However, in the
microwave end of the spectrum and in the medium with n = 1.5, this effect is observable
with magnetic fields of only about 1 T. As to the lower energy electrons, say below 0.5
MeV, we argue that the effect should be observable in water in the visible spectrum with
magnetic fields of about 4.5T.
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Finally, we find that as long as index of refraction n is a slowly varying function
of the radiation freq-iency (in some range of frequencies), the spontaneous emission may
go into a large number of harmonics for either of the two branches. Specifically, for
given radiation angle 0, measured with respect to the direction of the uniform magnetic
field, to each harmonic index there corresponds a radiation frequency with the harmonic
angular energy distribution. The sum of harmonic angular energy distributions gives
the desired (total) angular energy distribution. Choosing the magnetic field of 4 T, an
interaction length of 100 cm, 0 = 0.1 rad, vo = 0.63, v• = 0.6, and n = 1.4, we find that
there are 37 significantly different from zero angular energy distributions for the
spontaneous emission into the fundamental and harmonic frequencies (all occurring in
the vacuum branch ); the total angular energy distribution is 4.16 eV in this case. If the
spontaneous emission is occurring in a vacuum (n = 1) instead of a dielectric, we
determine that the total angular energy distribution is just 0.03 eV. We see that the
presence of the dielectric medium increased the energy of the spontaneous emission at
9 = 0.1 rad by more than 138 times.
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W2 .5

SUBMILLIMETER CYLLOTRON RESONANC7 LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

Yu.B.Vasilyev, Yu.L.Ivanov, S.D.Suchalkin
A? loffe nstitute, Academy of Sciences, 194021, St.Petersburg, Russia

1. Cyclotron resonance lasers.
The tunable cyclotron resonance (CR) lasers that have been made
recently are perspective devices for submillimeter spectroscopy [1-3].
The lasers are single germanium crystals in the form of parailepipeds
with a typical size of 4x5x20 mm.; supplied with ommic contacts and
provided by an outer Fabri-Perot cavity. All the system is maintained
in a superconducting solenoid at liouid helluT temperature. The laser
operation is based on the property of a hot hole system in germanium to
produce the population inversion of light hole Landau levels in strong
crossed electric and magnetic fields. The emission spectrum has a
single line of 0.2cm-1 wide, which can be continuously tuned in the
range from 110 to 360 pm (frequency from 28 to 91 cm-. ). The radiation
power of the pulse is 0.5 - 1.0 W and the pulse duration is 0.1-0.5 LIs.
The laser is small enough to be placed in a standard helium transport
cryostat which permits CR laser application outside the laboratory, for
example, in a vehicle. Continuously tuning in a wide frequency range
provides a unique possibility for laser application in atmospheric
monitoring, quality tests of semiconductor materials, in research, etc.
in this paper we demcnstrate Ca 0 o ZI C lasers for solid
state srectrosccnv.

2. Shallow impurity spect roscopy.
In this section we -:rsent CR laser avnica44on to shallow impurity
investigation with references to n-GaAs and p-Ge. Photithermal
ionization spectra were obtained by sweeping the laser frequency.
Figure I shows the pnotoconductivity spectrum of D-type Ge with the
carrier concentration Of Na - Nd = 1.5 x 10- cm-? at 7.3 K.
Identification of impurities in Ge was made by comparising the peak
frequency in the spectrum with the catalogue data. Note that the laser
emission was weakened by 2 orders to avoid the spectrum distortion. The
signal/noise ratio was more than 100, The spectra of high purity
epitaxial GaAs with a residual impurity concentration of Nd - IN
1012 cm-" at 4.2 K are shown in figure 2 without ( I ) and with ( 2,3 )
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Fig.l. Fhotoconductivity spectrum F~s• Photoconductivity spectrum

of p-Ge at 7.3 H. of high purity n-GaAs at
different magnetic fields:
i.B--O, 2. B.O. 33T, 3.B-,O. 67T

magnetic field. All the curves for n-GaAs were obtained at
additional intrisic illumination. The impurities were identified from
the position of the photoconductivity ý,eaks associated with the Is -2pD_
transitions. The impurity species responsible for these peaks are
indicated in figure 2.

2.Hot hole cyclotron resonance in germanium.
Spectra of the cyclotron absorption and amplification in the germanium
light hole subband in strong crossed electric and magnetic fields are
shown in figure.3. The experiment was performed at fixed laser frequency
with the sample magnetic_ field sweeping at different values of the
sampole e9ectric field. The absorption line has a clearly pronounced
stl-uc"ure associated with transitions between the noneoui~distant Landau
leveis. Four well-defined peaks can be identified at the laser
frequencies more than 75 cm-i. As the electric field increases, the
absorption peaks shift up the magnetic field axis and their intensities
change. Besides, the first absorption peak is replaced by an
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Fig.3. Transmission of the 71.1 cm-l (a) and 77.2 cm-! (b) lines of
CR lasers at different electric fields, kV/cm: a) 1-0.7, 2-1.2,
3-2.4, 4-5.0, b) 1-1.08, 2-5.0

amplification peak.The strong shifting of the absorption peaks with the
electric field is connected with different values of the Stark-effect
for each low Landau level of the light holes. We can conclude from
these data that the inversion in germanium occurs only within one
Landau level pair which has the highest separation at a given magnetic
field. Since at weak electric field the absorption maximum refers to
the first peak, we may suggest that it is due to the transitions
between the first and the second Landau levels. At a high electric
field there is an amplification between the same levels. Note that
several absorption peaks due to the cyclotron transition of the light
holes have been resolved for the first time.

4. 2D semiconductor structure studies;-
Submillimeter cyclotron lasers can be used for cyclotron absoption
studies of 2D seniiconductor structures. Measurements were made at a
fixed laser frequency by tuning the sample magnetic field. Wedged
samples were used to avoid lineshape distortion due to multiple
reflection. The samples studied were high mobility GaAs - AlGaAs
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Fig.4. a" Transmission of 148 pm .ze in a 2D Gacb-InAs-GaSb
system (i) and GaAs-AIGaAs heterostructure (2.
b) Cyclotron absorption in a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure:
squares - experiment, solid - Drude model with the fitting
parameters T = 1O- Is, m/mo 0.067

heterostructures and single 100 A CaSb-InAs-GaSb quantum wells, with
electron densities 4.0x.O! cm 2 and .6x1O11  cm- 2  respectively.
Typical magnetotransmissior. spectra for a 2D electron gas in a

,aAs-AlGaAs heterosiunction and semimetali.:l GaSb-InAs-GaSb layer are
shown in Figure 4. The spectra reveal the specific features of 2D
absorption, such as a shift of the line position in a tilted magnetlc
field and quantum oscillations. The data allow one to define, with high
accuracy, the effective mass and relaxation time by means of computer
fitting based on the Drude raodel.
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W2.6

PRODUCTION AND STUDY OF AXIS-CIRCLING ELECTRON BEAMS

FOR PENIOTRONS

V.D.Yeremka

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

12, Acad.Proskura st., Kharkov 85, 310085, Ukrlaine

I.I.Golenitskiy, B.C.Djubua, 0.W.Evtushenko, V.P.Sazonov

R & P Corp. I3tok, Fryazino, Moscow region, 141120, Russia

The gyrodevices with peniotron mechanism of interaction are

well-known /1-3/. In last years the results of the theoretical

study of peniomagnetrons with throghout gyroresonance /4/,

autoresonant peniotron generators and amplifiers of MM and submM

wavelengths at the harmonics of cyclotron frequencies /5-8/ have

published. Power performancies of peniotrons to a large degree

depend on parameters of electron-optical system /3/. Systems with

partial shielding and compression of the beam in a region of the

gun are the most economical and effective. Diode and triode

constructions of such guns were originally described in /9,10/

and then in /3/.

In this paper the results of computer simulations of the

triode gun /9/ forming the mono-pipe electron flow for the

amplifier peniotron at the higher harmonics of cyclotron

frequency working in the autoresonant regime at the frequency of

50 GHz are cited /4/ (Fig.1).

According to Bush' theorem 6 = (1- c/w)w /2 tPe encirclingC c

of mono-pipe flow around the axis of system with cyclotron

frequency w = q B is provided at the flows of magnetic field

induction wv at the cathode and the one in the opposite

direction. If radial components of ve1ocity is neglected (Jr=0)r

and taking into accounT that in this case the angular electron

velocity equals to V =w D/2, correlation D .4,55 10-11UW /IBB I
V C C

connecting the. middle diameter of t'he -flow in the interaction

space (D), magnetic field induction at the cathode (B) and the

one in the interaction space (B). interaction space potential ('T.

and relative value of rotative energy of the flow W =V'/(V +V.),

foelow from the low of conservation energy. The miId!e
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equilibrium diameter of flow in the interaction space at the
presence of intensive field at the cathode defined by the known

correlation D = D (B /B)112 In order to provide small spreads ofC C

rotative energy of electrons and required current density at the

cathode, the width of annular emitter must be far less the middle

cathode diameter (A/D <<1).
Cited analytical correlation are basis criterions for a

choice of the parameters of triode gun. forming large-orbit
mono-pipe electron flow with desired level of rotative energy.
Realization of these criterions is archieved by the following

computer calculations of the gun and magnetic system, matching of
the gun with the magnetic field in interaction space on perpose
to decreasing of radial pulse of the flow.

According to the findings of computer calculations the gun
forms the beam with small spreads of rotative velocity and power
of electrons (2% and 6% correspondently) at the next parameters

and basis geometrical dimentions of the constractions (Yig.2):
accelerating voltage 6 kV

first anode potential 2,4 kV
beam current 260 mA

beam microperveance 0,588VA/V 31 2

middle diameter of electron flow 1,4 mm
electron flow thickness 0.4 mm

diameter of floating-drift channell 2,6 mm
middle diameter emitter 5,2 mm

emitter width 0,2 mm
middle current density on the cathode 1,0 A/cm2

transversal velocity to longitudinal

velocity ratio 1,6

relative power of flow rotation with
the cyclotron frequency 0.7

Desired parameters of the emitter are realised in spetially

designed construction of metai-porius cathode with the longevity
whitch is not less 1000 hours at the permissible current density
whini is not more 30 A/cmz. In order to create required

dis~rib'ltion of magnetic field induction at the axis of system,

providing the throughout gyroresonanse condition, magnetic system
of alloy of samarium and cobalt is used. Experimental curve of
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distribution of longitudinal component of magnetic field at the

axis of system is shown in Fig.3. Value of beam transmission to

the collector which was measured is 67%, approximately

corresponds to the level of beam transmission in a diode gun.

Reasons of the decreasing of beam transmission were determined.
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W2.7

POWER AND BAND CHARACTERISTICS

OF AUTORESONANT AMPLIFIR-PENIOTRON

V.D.YeremkaV.A.Zhurakhovskiy,
Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
12, Acad.Proskura st., Kharkov 85, 310085, Ukraine

Domination of peniotron mechanism of electron-wave interac
tion, which is always present in gyrodevices, can be provided by
corresponding choice of initial condition /1/. In the case of
ideal mono-pipe beam peniotron mechanism of interaction in compa-
rison with gyrotron mechanism is characterized by the absence of
electrons with "badw phases, less influence of spreads of guiding
centers, axial velocities of electrons on power characteristics
of device at higher harmonics of the cyclotron frequency.

Autoresonant peniomagnetron in which mono-pipe beam
interacts in homogeneous magnetic field with the electromagnetic
wave, propagating with the phase velocity VPh=C (C is the light
velocity in vacuum) in electrodynamic system, demonstrates high
efficiency of power exchange in the regime of throughout cyclo-
tron gyroresonance /2/. It is stipulated by the power equivalen-
ce of nonsinchronism of rotation of the working wave and beam,
when the phase of field in the frame of moving electrons takes
succesion of values from 0 to 2% excepting in this way the influ-
ence of initial phases of particles on power characteristics of
interacticn.

In that work in the assumption of the absence of spreads of
coordinates and velocities of electrons, the influence of space
charge and dispersion of electrodynamic system nonlinear self-
consistent theory of autoresonant amplifier peniomagnetron in the
band of near-resonant frequencies defined by the parameter

W=f~- (1)

where W is circular frequency of the field, Wa) is "sinchronous"
frequency connected with beam parameter by the gyroresonance con-
dition

n•
W J , = 1,2... (2)

is deduced . In correlation (2) `' is the relativistic factor.
(- Q) is cyclotron frequency, P. is longitudinal electron velo-
city rated to C.

Self-consistent motion of magnetoguided electron rotating
with cyclotron frequency in the field of going one's way T-wave
is described by the next system of equations:

dR e A s (rfa) i (3)
d~t M 0

dr - e A s (r/a) r nR (_sin_ (4)
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e A s (r/a)r R WO

it-inX (5)

J eAs(r/a)'R + cosX (6)
dt -cr R (i+u(1-7/7))

where s = (1- 2 ), U= Po/Qo, = p-nd-4+D is effective phase of

forces of RF-field, p = W(t-z/c), A = mod(E), D=arg(E), E is
slowly changing complex amlitude FV of strength of azimuthal com-

ponent of electric field at arbitrary radius by formula

where (R,O) are polar coordinates of the guiding center of elect-
ron orbit, (r,O() are polar coordinates of electron in the frame
connected with the guiding center (Fig.1); e,me are charge and

rest mass of electron, consequently, P is power of the beam of
particles accounting rest energy transferring by themQ is power
of the working wave; 0 is index of initial values.

The system of differential equations (3)-(6) has three
integrals of motion:

r2 + nR2 = const (9)

W2

A cos4 nR = coanst (11)

It follows from correlation (11) that in the case of beam
coaxial electrodynamic system (R0 =0), when

P m Qr 
2

_ -r 01)
cos() = Q_ 4_ _ _ _(12)

2eAnR(r/a)"
interaction of electron with electromagnetic wave doesn't depend
on its initial phase and is defined only by the field characte-
ristics.

In the gyroresonance regime W=O) effective phase of forces
of electromagnetic wave remains the same in the process all over
the motion of particle, leading in the final to its full trans-
versal braking. In the case of realization of initial condition
oV S I owing to formula (7) simultaneous full longitudinal

braking of particle also realized. Maximum electron efficiency in
the gyr3resonance reqime is defined from the integral of motion
(10)

, rOS= (13)
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Tuning out from the resonance regime ( 0 - 0) leads to slow change
of value 4) and particle leaving of braking phase of field forces
in which it was initially according to formula (12). Maximum of
transferring of electron power to RP field is achieved now in the
point, where sin4 = 0, after that the particle begins to acceler-
ate increasing its energy of electromagnetic field.

In Fig.2 maximum electron efficiency versus Ube ;requency
parameter P/N at Ao = 1,5x10 V/m, T,=1,02, U 10- , n:n 10,
PZ*= 0,096 is shown. As it follows from the graph in Fig.2 increa-
sing of the band of maximum electron efficiency in M times
requires increasing of device current is proportionate to excita-
tion pp rameter U at the constant value of initial wave amplitude
A in IC times.

"•dy (1-hy2 (1+yY2 )-bya

SeAo (r./a) -nTso 2n 2 (T,-1)c(y F O Z29 2 'h 2= ( 24)

S- 1 " 22 2n

To -to 2e A. (ro/a)~ 1

In the gyroresonance regime at the condition 7so•:1, when
equation is success to solve analitically for some values n. In
particular (f45ue indexes correspond to number of the c-- 'tron
harmonic _ -1 i- [F-v~( 1 )+.x• = 0 F(Cv)-E(Cv) 1+ 6+

I sn2 (l+",v)

+(1th~ xY1--• x5 = Y..I+.- [F(• 1V)-E({,V)] ÷ +4•(1-•)S1+0) 2 ,

where • = arcsin V = , F(C,V),E(C,V) are

elliptical integrals of the first-kind and second kind,respectively
Investigation of band characteristics of autoresonant penio-

tron carries out by the means of the numerical solution of equation
(14). In Fig.3 electron efficiency versus the frequency parameter
P/m is shown for the same values that in Fig.2. Sinchronous effi-
ciency was 40%. Half-power band width is A 0,2M% and is defined,
analogously to the case of maximum efficiency, by beam current.
Decreasing of the band at the decreasing of beam current is ex-
plained by the increasing of the number of electron turns N, which
are necessary to achieve gosinchronous" value of electron efficien-
cy (Pig.4) because of that the resonant characteristics of
examined gyrodevice shown more sharply.

In the conclusion we give summuary data of the example of cal-
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culations of nonrelativistic autoresonant peniotron-amplifier at
the 10th cyclotron harmonic. The beam is electron mong-pipe, gun
voltage is 10 kV (7=1,02), initial pitch-angle is 60 , current

I = 0,3A, initial radius is I mm, number of electron turns N = 5.
Working wave is T-wave. "Sinchronous" frequency of electromagnetic
field is 95 GHz, physical length of interaction space L = 20,5 om,
input power go = 0.1 W, sinchronous amplification Cý=40eV, output

power Q= kW. Regime is continuous 'f .one, order of gyroresonance
n = 10, "sinchronous" electron efficiency B=33%, half-pover band

width is 2%, introduction of magnetostatic field B is 0,3 T.
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THE CONCEPT AND PERFORMANCE OF A CONTINUOUS
SUBMILLIMETER WAVE SPECTROMETER

IN THE RANGE OF 250 mkm TO 7.5 mm WAVELENGTH

E. A. Vinogradov
General Physics Institute

Russian Academy of Science
Moscow 117942, Russia

ABSTRACT

The conventional FIR spectroscopy has recently managed to go down to
wavelength 3 mm (30 cm-'1). However, the usage of non-monochromatic sources
which deliver very low power levels in mm-wave band results in the need of He-
cooled detectors, acquisition times of hours, and yet numerous sharp spectral
lines in gases and solids are not resolved. A radio frequency sweep generator
approach to spectrum acquisition was implemented in MASS4 submillimeter
spectrometer, which covers the wavelength range of 8-0.2 mm (1.3-50 cm-1 ) with
a set of monochromatic CW tunable vacuum backward wave oscillators (BWO).
The powerful sources permit the use of room-temperature opto-acoustic,
pyroelectric and diode detectors as well as cooled ones when low non-disturbing
power levels are necessary, and to reduce acquisition time to a few seconds and
minutes.

MASS4 uses quasi-optic elements to shape the beam and has a complete kit
of lens, wire grid elements, and mirrors which may be arranged into different
configurations to form interferometers and other schemes. The optimized wire
grids enable us to perform measurements within the entire submillimeter
waveband without significant change in parameters and the need of mechanical
adjustment.

Either amplitude, phase and polarization spectra can be measured in
transmitted and reflected radiation. The combination of BWO power of 10 mW
typ. and Golay cell NEP of 10-10 W/Hz 1/2 results in dynamic range of ordinary
power loss measurements of 10- - 10-5, while elaborate heterodyne-based methods
can extend this value to theoretical limits of 10"8.

A single-mode quasioptic beam results in enhanced accuracy of
measurement. The comparison of the results obtained by different independent
methods implemented on MASS4 proves the accuracy of refractive index
measurements better than 0.2%.
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An adaptive dtal-channel registration unit performs both detector data
acquisition and software power instability correction which yields in the spectrum
reproduceability within 0.3% (1-2% in worst cases). This feature results in the
possibility of precision complex refractive index measurements based on vector
spectrum acquisition with Single-Sideband and Double-Sideband modulation, and
mathematical post-processing. The accuracy of the extracted phase spectrum is
about 0.3 - 0.6 degrees for transparent samples. The resolution of the
spectrometer reaches 30000, and for special applications may even be increased
with the help of a phase-locked loop.

MASS4 is a reconfigurable multipurpose instrument which can be
effectively used in material science, physics, chemistry and biology. The use of
the instrument is illustrated by practical research results. The water quantities
as low as 3*10-5 in pure cyclohexan may be inspected. Cyclotron resonance and
mobility in semiconductors were measured. The spatial distribution of mobility
and losses in GaAs epitaxial wafers were observed. Ferromagnetic resonance,
magnetic field-induced dichroism and Faraday rotation in magnetic
semiconductors, magnetic fluids and X-band ferrites were measured. The spectral
characteristics of the reflection by human skin and its variation caused by
dimethylsulfoxide was investigated.

The spectrometer and its sub-assemblies are currently available on the
market.
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Abstract

The Fourier transform far-infrared (FIR) spectrum of 13CD3OH has been investigated from 15 to
240 cm-1 at 0.002 cm"1 resolution. About 100 b-type transition branch systems have been assigned, giving
a map of the torsion-rotation energy level manifold with links among torsional states for n=0-3 and a K
range of K=0-14. The branch origins have been fitted to a complete set of J-independent molecular
constants for the vibrational ground state.

Introduction

A thorough understanding of the torsion-rotation energy level structure of the vibrational ground
state of 13CD30H is an essential foundation for further vibrational spectroscopy of the molecule. Analysis
of infrared (IR) fundamental vibrational bands rests on a knowledge of ground-state combination
differences. Therefore, in order to establish precise energy level positions in the ground state energy
manifold, the study of the FIR spectrum is a necessary first step in an investigation of the IR vibrational
spectrum. The IR region around 10 prm is of particular interest in the latter, of course, in connection with
the optical pumping of FIR laser lines of 13CD30H with CO2 lasers [1-3].

The ground state of 13CD3OH was investigated initially in the microwave region by Sastry et al.
[4], and results were obtained for low torsional states at low K and J rotational quantum numbers
(nmax= 2. Kmax= 2 , Jmax=5). In this work, we have explored a much wider range of states in a high-
resolution Fourier transform spectroscopic study in the 15-240 crn- range. We now have an extensive
map of the energy level structure for n=0-3, K--0-14 and J--0-35. which has also permitted determination
of a complete set of ground state molecular constants. In addition, the ground state transition frequencies
have been applied in constructing ciosed IR/FIR frequency combination loops to determine and confirm
FIR laser transition identifications and to predict potential new FIR laser lines [1-3].

FIR Spectrum and.Analysis

The FIR spectrum of 13C•D 3OH was recorded from 15-240 cm-1 on the modified DA3.002 Bomem
spectrometer in Ottawa at a rcsolution of 0.002 cm-1. This instrument is a Michelson interferometer, in
which a folded optical path using a rooftop mirror in the moving arm gives a path difference of 5 m for the
maximum mirror travel of 1.25 m. Dynamic alignment of the optics is maintained by actively stabilizing a
fixed reflector in the moving arm through feedback signals derived from triple He-Ne laser beams
simultaneously sent through the system. The FIR source was a high-pressure mercury lamp, the
interferometer beamsplitter was a thin mylar sheet, and the germanium detector was cooled by liquid
helium pumped down below the lambda point to about 1.2K. The absorption celi was a multipars White
cell set to a total pathlength of 2.0 m, with the sample maintained at room temperature and a pressure of
200 mTorr.
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At the low end of the spectrum, compact AK=O a-type muiliplets can still be seen at high J, but at
higher wave number the principal structure consists of AK--±l b-type branch systems. These are scattered
more or less randomly throughout the entire spectral range due to the irregular variation of torsion-irtation
energy with quantum numbers n, r and K. In this paper, we will use n to label the torsional state, T to
indicate the torsional symmetry, and K to denote the projection of the total rotational angular momentum J
along the molecular near-symmetry a-axis (5].

In assigning the b-type Q-branches, we first calculated the branch origin frequencies and
approximate intensities using the reported parameters [1,4], and arranged the origins in ascending
wavenumber order for convenient comparison with the spectrum When a Q branch (AJ=O) was thought to
be recognized in the spectrum near the calculated origin position, we then looked for the corresponding R
(AJ=+ I) and P (AJ=-I) branches using calculated a-type frequencies in the following relations

R(J) - Q(J+I) Q(J) - P(J+I) = vs(J+l¢--)
R(J) - P(J+2) va(J+2--J+I) + va(J+l-J)

With this technique, we were able to assign 100 FIR branch systems, comprising nearly 6000 individual
absorption lines. These transitions link the torsional states n from 0 to 3, K values from 0 to 14 and J
values typically up to 35 for each of the A, El and E2 torsional symmetries. A schematic view of the
ground state torsion-rotation map, showing the specific state-to-state transition linkages achieved, is given
in Fig. I.

Ground-State J-Independent Parameters

In order to model the J-dependence of the branch lines and extrapolate to the J-indeperdent origins,
we fitted the branch frequencies by least squares to an expression involving a Taylor series energy level
expansion of the form

E(nTK,J) = W(ntrK) + B(ntK) J(J+l) - D(ntK) J2(J+l) 2 +

For a b-type (n"t'K')+-(n"'t"K") transition, in which K'=K"±I, the series origin is given by
vo = W(n't'K') - W(n"'c"K"), where W(ntK) is the J-independent part of the energy. Our fits yielded
branch origins with standard deviations of the order of ±0.005 cn- 1, while the overall Taylor series
expansions generally reproduced the observed frequencies to close to the estimated measurement accuracy
of ±0.0005 cm-1 for unblended lines.

With the neglect of very small terms due to molecular asymmetry shifts, W(nrK) can be expressed
in first order as a sum of products of fundamental molecular constants with expectation values of the
corresponding torsion-rotation operators in the Kivelson-Kirtman formulation [5]:

W(ntK) = V3 <l-cos3yp/2 + F <p.2> + [A - (B+C)/21 K2 + V6 <l-cos6y>/2
- DKj K4 + kI K3<pt> + k2 K2<P_2> + k3 K<Pý3> + k4 <.P4>

+ k5 K2<1-cos3y> + k6 K<Pt> + k7 <Py2(l-cos3y)>
Here, y and PR are the torsional angle and angular mromentum, respectively; V3 and V6 are the first two
coefficients in the Fourier expansion of the threefold torsional barrier potential; F is the reduced internal
rotation constant; A, B and C are the effective rotational constants; and DKK and kt to k7 are terms
describing rotational and torsional centrifugal distortion and their effects on the barrier. A linear
dependence is known to exist among several of the matrix elements [5), and means that one parameter
must be constrained in fitting the branch origins. This is conveniently done by setting either k7, k6 or V6 to
zero. With each of these constraints, a weighted non-linear least squares fit was then carried out to the vo
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origins, fitting the axial moments of inertia lal and In2 directly rather than the related F and A constants
derived from them. The results are given in Table 1 for the three fits, showing the behaviour of the
parameters with the change in constraint. The sets of J-independent parameters reproduce the observed

branch origins with similar overall weighted standard deviations from 7.2-8.1, meaning that on average
the model fits each data point to within about 8X its standard deviation, or about ±0.005 cm- 1. In a given

fit, the constrained parameter, which would in fact be expected to have a non-zero value, has been
absorbed into effective values of the other parameters in the Jai I42, V3, V6, k6 and c7 group due to the

linear dependence, hence the values of these constants ame somewhat contaminated through the constraint.
From qualitative physical arguments, one would expect centrifugal distortion with increasing torsional

angular momentum to open up the CD 3 umbrella slightly and bring the D atoms and the H atom closer

together, thus raising the barrier. Alternatively, one could argue that the force due to a repulsive barrier
would tend to close down the CD3 umbrella at the top of the barrier potential, thus decreasing Ia2 and
increasing F. Both of these effects should lead to a positive k7 term, hence would imply that the true
situation for the molecular parameters lies somewhere between Fit I and Fit 11. This would then imply in
turn that the V6 term affecting the barrier shape is quite small and negative, between 0 and - 1.65 cm-1.
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W3 .3

MICROWAVE ABSORPTION AND COMPLEX FORMATION IN SOME
DONOR - ACCEPTOR MIXTURES

a

K.N.ABD EL, NOUR. M.Z. EL SABER & S.L.ABD EL MESSIEH
Microwave Physics Dept. National Research Centre Dokki,
Cairo- Egypt .

Chemistry Dept. Faculty of Science Cairo University. Egypt

Dielectric relaxation behaviour of polar molecules in non-polar
solvents using microwave absorption methods have been frequently studied.
Such studies using binary mixtures in non-polar solvents,however, are
limited. The work reported here is an investigation of the dielectric
relaxation behaviour of mixtures containing complexes formed between either
polar or non-polar donors (methyl methacrylate HAA and styrene St) and two
polar acceptors (N.phenyl maleimide NPMI and octadecyl maleimide ODHI) in
non -polar solvents (carbon tetrachloride and benzene). The measurements
were carried out on dilute solutions (not more than I mole%) of mixtures of
donor and acceptor with different compositions, namely 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1
respectively in carbon tetrachloride and benzene at tempertures of 20.30 and
40 c.

The dielectric loss F_" was measured in the frequency range 0.2 - 18
GHz using a sweep - frequency spectro-photometer from HP, U.S.A.described
earlier. The accuracy of the measurements was + 3% The static dielectric
constant was measusred at 2 MHz by the dipolmetertype DM01 from WTW,Germany
to an accuracy of + 1% An Abbi refractometer
from Carl Zeiss Jena, Germany was used to measure the refractive index nD of
the Na D line for the investigated solutions to an accuracy of +1 x 10"4 .

The results obtained for the dielectric loss AC*/y at the different
frequencies (c) are analysed by the sum of Debye terms using the equation,

X is the concentration in mole fraction and L means the difference between
the solution and solvent . Fitting of data was done by computer program. An
example of the analyses is given in fig. (1) for ODMI and lHMA and the
mixture of two components with composition 1:3 .1:1 and 3:1 in rarbon
tetrachloride at 20 c. From this figure it is seen that the first abs rption
region describing both molecules is represented by one Debye term. Any
deviation from the experimental points leing comparable with the error
limits. This is not surprising in view of the fact that separate loss
maxima are likely to appear only for mixtures in which the two components (A
and B) have very different relaxation times T-
and -Ca with the ratio -Cp /7' 6 for the observable reso'ution (1). This
is the case of lMA with both acceptors. The use of styrene in the mixture is
also acceptable, because it is a non-polar material.

The presence of the second high - frequency absorption region (about
100 GHz) could be assigned to the segmental rotations i.e. the internal
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mobility either in the donor or in the acceptor or both , A large part of
this region lies outside the capability of the available measuring equipment
which may lead to less accurate results.

The measured values of the relaxation times associated with the first
absorption region are compared with those calculated either from the sum of
the two components of the intensities Xtj, and XATA , where the X's are the
mole fractions and -'s are the measured relaxation times
of the individual components ( donor and acceptor respectively), or from
the emperical relation proposed by Hadan (2) taken into consideration the
molecular environments-
It is of great interest to notice that the values of Zexpal are higher
than the calculated ones "C calcd. This could be attributed to the polar
complexes formed by the interaction between donors and acceptors which
increases the molecular volume and consequently the relaxation time. In
order to find an expression describes the complex formation, the relative
increase in .relaxation time r - •calcd

-calcd Ccalcd
is calculated. It is interest to find that the relative change increases
with increasing the donor concentration leading to an increase in the
complex formation. This result is supported by the increase in the apparent
activation energy A H.

From the values of tcaIc4 It is also found that the
complex formation decreases with increacling temperature which is the case of
association in alcohols. These complexes are expected to vanish at a
temperature not too far from 40 c. Also it is reasonable to expect that the
complex formation between the donor and acceptor in the inert solvent
(carbon tetrachloride) is higher than that in active solvent i.e. benzene.

AZ
On the other hand. the data of -Coaled indicated that

the complex formation is greater in case of using styrene as a non-polar
donor. rather than using the polar donor (methyl methacrylate) while the
complexes formed by ODMI is greater than that formed by NPMI.

The interaction between the donors and acceptors which is described by
the relative increase in the relaxation time is also investigated by means
of dielectric polarization measurements (2). Despite of the higher values of
the equilibrium constant (K) obtained here compared with those found
spectrophotometrically, the dielectric method is considered to be a good
indication for complex formation.
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This paper is dedicated to the memory of our colleague late
Dr.R.L.Bhattacharjee of the University of Rochester, New York,
who contributed a lot in the field of FIR laser Stark spectros-
copy. His untimely demise mourn us all and his absence will be
felt by all of us for a long time to come.

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the laser Stark spectrum of oxygen-18 substituted
methyl alcohol has been studied with the HCN laser operating at 337
mm, upto a d.c. electric field of about 41 KV/cm. The spectrum has
been assigned to the Jk = 96 <-- 10s transition for E2 - species in
the torsional vibrational ground state. The frequency for this tran-
sition as obtained from combination relations of observed absorption
peaks in a recently recorded Fourier transform far-infrared (FIR)
spectrum, is 310 MHz above the 337 pm laser line frequency. From the
analysis of the Stark spectrum at low electric fields, the parallel
component of the electric dipole moment is obtained as 0.898 (2) Debye
which is very close to the value reported for the parent CHSOH
species.
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far Infrared lgrier transform and laser Stark *noatra

In the last few years there has been a significant interest in
the spectroscopy of 0-18 substituted methanol, mainly because of the
use of this species as an efficient optically pumped FIR laser active
medium [1-2]. There is a need for precise value of the electric
dipole moment in order to calculate the relative strength of FIR laser
lines and to calculate the Stark tuning of the frequency of the laser
emission lines.

In this work, the laser Stark spectra of CHs1IOa have been re-
corded using the 337 pm laser line of the HCN laser, upto a maximum
d.c. electric field of about 41 KV/cm for both parallel and perpen-
dicular polarizations. The experimental details can be found in Ref.

(3).

The family of transitions is assigned to the ground state transi-
tion Jk = 9e <-- 10s Ez n = 0, in CH3180H, whose zero field frequency
is obtained from combination relations of measured FIR absorption
spectrum, as 29.7126(5) cm-1 . The FIR abosrption spectra were re-
corded in the range 30-220 cm- 1 by using a BOMEM Fourier transform
spectrometer at the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics in Ottawa, at a
resolution of 0.004 cm-1 . A sample of 97.8% enrichment in 0-18 was
used and was supplied by MSD isotopes of Canada. The sample cell was
15 cm long and was fitted with high density polyethylene windows. The
detector was a liquid helium cooled germanium bolometer. The spectrum
was calibrated by means of water vapor absorption lines present as
contaminants. The spectrum was recorded at room temperature at a
pressure of about 2 torr. The uncertainty in the frequency of un-
blended lines is estimated to be on the order of ± 0.0005 cm-1 .

The assignment of various Stark components are presented in Table
1. The Stark shift for E-species in methanol type molecule can be ex-
pressed as (4-71:

Wetark = (A + BMZ ) E2 - CME
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Where E is the d.c. electric field, C is the first order Stark

co-efficient given approximately by paK/J(J+I) with pa as the com-

ponent of the electric dipole moment along the near symmetric axis of

the molecule and the second order coefficients A and B are related to

the matrix elements of the direction cosines in a complicated way.

At low electric fields the Stark effect is essentially first or-

der in nature. From the observations at low fields the parallel com-

ponent of the electric dipole moment is obtained as ua = 0.898 (2)

Debye. This value is very close to the value obtained for normal

IZCHsOH (3,6,7]. This value also compares very well to the values ob-

tained by J.C.Petersen and S.E..Choi recently by means of double

resonance technique [8]. The perpendicular component of the dipole

moment can be obtained from the observation at high electric fields

and this work is in progress.

We are grateful to Dr.J.W.C.Johns for the use of BOMEM Fourier

transform spectrometer at the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics in

Ottawa.

4M = 0 AM = + 1 &M = - 1

M E M' M" E M' M'" E

(KV/cm) (KV/cm)

- 9 3.65963 - 9 - 10 4.83420 - 4 - 3 5.28073

- 8 4.11507 - 8 - 9 5.66902 - 3 - 2 6.29999

- 7 4.69830 - 7 - 8 6.85330 - 2 - 1 7.82403

- 6 5.47488 - 6 - 7 8.70738 - 1 0 10.32849

- 5 6.59121 - 5 - 6 11.92048 0 + 1 15.25977

- 4 8.26085 - 4 - 5 19.12324

- 3 11.08566

- 2 16.99736

- 1 41.17807
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SUBMILLIMETER MAGNETIC AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
OF THE RARE-EARTH ORTHOFERRITES

AnzinV.B., Kozlov G.V., LebedevS.P.,Mukhin A.A., Prokhorov A.S.
Institute of General Physics of Russia Acad. Sci, 38 VavilovSt., 117942MoscowRussia

The rare-earth orthoferrites ( RFeO3, where R is a rare-earth ion or yttrium) have proved to
be an interesting class of weak ferromagnets (D21, 6-Pbnm spase group) for applicatons and
investigations of various types of magnetic interactions, spin-reorientation phase transitions and
higb -frequency phenomena [1-41.

We have investigated magnetic and dielectric properties of the orthoferrites RFeO 3 (R=Y, Tm,
Dy, Gd, Ho. Er, Tb) at submillimeter (SBMM) wavelengths (v-l00-1000 GHz). The single
crystals of RFeO3 were grown by float zoning with radiative heating. Transmission T (v) and phase
shift (1)(v) spectra of the a-, b-, c-cut plane-parallel plates of the orthofeirites were measured by
the submillimeter "Epsilon" BWT specrrometer[5]. The antiferromagnenc resonance (AFMR)
modes (quasiferromagnetic (F) and quasiantiferromagnetic (AF)) were observered in all
orthoferrites investigated.

Figure 1 presents the transmission spectra of the yttrium orthoferrite as an example. The
common feature of such spectra is the presence of periodic oscillations, resulting in the interference
of waves inside the plane-parallei plateq Besides the interference oscillations, the spectra T(v)
contain sufficiently narrow absorption lines, which correspond to quasi-ferromegnetic and quasi-
antiferromagnetic AFMR modes according to the excitation conditions.

"T(v)__________ __ _ _ _

- _ -., , ,~~~_ _

[ . _...... .. _._

Fic.1 Transmission p.
spectrum of YFeO3 plate

(d=2.05mm) at 300K near a.ei = __

F mode.

IE-Ii

18 12
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Fig.2. Magnetic spectra of YFeO3 plate (d-0.818 mm) at 300K near AF mode

Using experimental dependences T(v),4(v) the spectra of the permeabilityjp•'+iu" are
calculated according to the well-known formulae for a plane-parallel plate .The dependences E'(v)
and EM(v) were obtained using the oscillating T(v) curves beyond the absorption lines. These de-
pendences given in the form of polynomials were next interpolated into the resonance region. The
typical results of such measurements are shown in Fig. 2.

The magnetic spectra of measured ornhoferrites are well described within the accuracy of the
experiment by the harmonic oscillator model for a permeability dispersion

mIk- + ,Vo2 / ((v 2-V0
2 +ivr), (1)

where Vo is the resonance frequency, 1 is the linewidth, A#, is the mode contribution to the
static permeability, k=x,y,z, As a result, for determining the parameters of the AFMR modes we
usually measured the transtrission spectra only and then fitted them by least squares, using a simple
model of a damped harmonic oscillator (1).

T

Fig.3 Transmission spectra of -
TmFeO3 plate (d=2.7 mm) at

300 K near F mode in the t
magnetic field H I I c-axis.

1 4"

ii: H 0 H-3.6kOe

, , II
7? 1 14 15

V, cm"
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At room temperature for all orthoferrites studied by us at SBMM wavelengths E'(v)=const and
C(v) is a linear function of frequency.Tables I and 2 present the values of some dielectric
parameters of the orthoferrites at AFMR frequencies and parameters of the AFMR-modes.

We have also studied th', AFMR-mode behaviour in the magnetic field H I I m I c-axis. Fig.3

shows the resonanse frequency increase in the magnetic field for TmFeO.
Thus, the orthoferrites are the materials possessing in the SBMM range very high-quality magnetic

and dielectric parameters. As the dielectric materials they are weakly absorbing at SBMM wavelengths

(small angular dielectric loss tangent), having high refractive indices and birefringence. As the magnetc
materials rare-earth orthoferrites possess narrow high-quality resonance lines and high linear coupling

coefficients between the AFMR frequencies and the external magnetic field.

T a b I e 1. Dielectric parameters of the orthoferrites at 300K near AFMR frequencies

F-mode AFMR AF-mode AFMR

Crystals

E' E7",•• ng," n,. tgd,

YFeO, 25.4 0.04 5.04 0.0016 21.9 0.09 4.68 0.00"

TmFeO 3  27.8 0.50 5.27 0.018 22.2 0.26 4.71 0.012

DyFeO 3  26.2 0.26 5.12 0.010 24.0 0.20 4.90 0.008

GdFeO 3  24.7 0.13 4.97 0.005 23.5 0.12 4.85 0.005

HoFeO 3  26.2 0.23 5.12 0.009 22.8 0.17 4.78 0.007

ErFeO3  26.2 0.14 5.12 0.005 23.3 0.14 4.83 0.005

TbFe0 3  26.0 0.25 5.10 0.01 24.0 0.26 4.90 0.01

T a b I e 2. AFMR-mode parameters of the orthoferrites at 300K.

F-mode AFMR AF-mode AFMR
C rWsU Is-----------------------------------

Vo. , •.. u,."ivo) Vo, F. AU U .f(VO)

GHz GHz X 10 4  GHz GHz x 10 4

YFe03 299.4 0.9 8 0.27 526.8 2.1 7.5 0.19

TmFeO3  402 7.5 8.5 0.04 698 8.4 9.0 0.075

DyFc0 3  379.5 10.5 9 0.03 510 10.5 7.0 0.034

GdFeO 3  305 12 8 0.02 605.7 12.9 8.0 0.037

HoFeO 3  378 15 8 0.02 597 9.0 7.5 0.051

ErFe0 3  377 8 8 0.04 673 7.0 8.0 0.077

TbFe0 3  322 20 8 0.013 537 15. 6.5 0.023
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Thus, the orthoferrites are the materials possessing in the SBMM range very high-qualiry
magnetic and dielectric parameters. As the dielectric materials they are weakly absorbing at SBMM
wavelengths (small angular dielectric loss tangent), having high refractive indices and
birefringence. As the magnetic materials rare-earth orthoferrites possess narrow high-quality
resonance lines and high linear coupling coefficients between the AFMR frequencies and the
external magnetic field.

We have also investigated RFeO 3 (R-Y,Tm, Dy, Ho, Er) in the wide temperature range
T = 4.2-300K. At low T we revealed in TmFeO 3, HoFeO 3 and ErFeO3 orthoferrites not only two
narrow AFMR modes of the Fe-subsystem but also several wide absorpsion lines identified as the rare-
earth modes which are caused by electronic transitions inside the Tm3 , Er , Ho+ ion ground
multiplets. We have found, that among these transitions not only magnetodipolar, but also the
electrodipolar ones take place for TmFeO 3 [2]. The temperature dependences of the resonance
frequencies, linewidths and mode contributions to the static permeability and permittivity were
derived.An increase (up to 30%) in the quasistatic dielectric permittivity along c-axis e, in TmFeO3 was
observed at low T, resulting from an appreciable contribution of the electrodipolar rare-earth modes in
Tm•.

Unusual and complicated behaviour of the magnon modes were found in TmFeO3, ErFeO3,
DyFeO3 , HoFeO3, which manifested near spin-reorientation phase transitions in softening of the
AFMR modes and interaction with the rare-earth modes.

We have developed a theory describing all variety of dynamical properties observed in the
orthoferrites with various rare-earth ions.The theory is based on a use of a general linear response
of the R-subsystem with respect to a high-frequency external magnetic field and anisotropic
exchange fields of the Fe-subsystem.

As a result, the dynamics and static magnetic properties of the orthoferrites investigated (for
example, the presence SRPTs and resonance mode behaviour were consistently described. We have
obtained a good agreement between the experimental and calculated temperature dependences of
the resonance frequencies and other mode parameters of the orthoferrites investigated.
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W3.6

THE MICROWAVE PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF A GAPLESS SEMICONDUCTORS

PRODUCED AS A RESULT OF FORMATION OF AN ENERGY GAP

S.G.Gasan-zade, E.A.Sal'kov and G.A.Shepelsky

Iustitute of Semiconductors of Ukraine,
Kiev. 252650, Ukraine.

In gapless semiconductors (GS) the bottom of the conduction band

touches the top of the valence band and the impurity states inevitably

land in an energy spectral region that corresponds to allowed energy

states of perfect crystal. The band structure of GS of the type of the

Hgi-xCdxTe was explained in terms of the inverse band model. The dege-

neracy of the bands re is connected wi-th crystal symmetry and extremum

of the L'e- term may be located below the 1`8 for x < xo=.16 (T=4.2K).

Application of external perturbation (magnetic field, strain etc.)

leads to creation of an energy gap in point re (k = 0) and changes

-physical characteristics of GS. In this paper we consider the

photoconductivity (PC) of gapiess Hgi-xCdx'e which in far-infrared up

to millimeter range arising as a result of opening of an energy gap by

magnetic field or uniaxial stress.

Quantization of the electro;- spe,-Eum in a magnetic field giveE

rise to Landau subbands of electrons and holes. In the case GS

Hgi-xCdxTe energies of Landau suboands increase lineativ ;-:-i macnetic

:ie1c an. energy gap betwee: conauctIc. oanc. and valence band iF

2reatec. The expression fcr the gag *n magnetic field &ýH) may oe

written as eH) =
11•C

Thus the gap &(H) is determined by the displacement of the lower

electron subband only. A simplified---scheme ciscribing the variation of

"tne electron spectrum in a magnetic field with allowance acceptor

state EA in conduction band is given in fig.l. The field He is

defermined by the equalit:' 8(H)=EA i.e.when H>Hc the resonance ac-

ce~tor levei enters into the magnetic field induced gap. In the gapless

state (H=O) interband PC is fiegligible due to the high recombination

rate The opening of an energy gap must lead to the appearence of

interband PC in wide spectral range as a function of magnetic field.

We have previously reported the results of study of interband PC in
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infrared range [1]. Here we have considered PC in mitlimeter wave

range, when photosignal is a result of transition of electrons on

acceptor states.

0 H

Fig.1 Transformation of the band structure for gapless

Hgi-xCdxTe in a magnetic field.

In normal semiconductors microwave PC is determined by the free

electronsr heating ($-PC). Conductivity of gapless Hgl-xCdxTe changes
as result electron heating (changes of mobility) and as result of

change of electron concentration:

In absence H the second component is negligible and PC is m -PC.

When magnetic field readjust the magnitude of Hr = 2hc(3rn) 2 / 3 /e and

the last Landau level approachs to Fermi level, the conductivity is
determined by the freez-out of electrons on the acceptor states. In
this case concentration member is dominant in microwave PC. It is

evident from fig.2 experimental field dependence of PC in millimeter

wave range have a high maximum at the H=Hf. The results- of the

experiments with uniaxial stress are interpreted in terms of the
formation of an energy gap due to the lifting of the degeneracy of the
re band by lowering the symmetry of the crystal lattice. We have
studied the compaund Hgi-xCd.Te with x=0,155 ( Eg -13*5 meV) under

a uniaxial compression up to P = 3,5 kbar in the temperature range

1,7 - 77 K. Deformation dependence of the Hall coefficient Rh and
resistivity p has some peculiar features. Reversal of the sign of
Rh(P) indicates that in the region of maximum strain the conductivity

is determined by the free holes whose mobility and hence the effective

mass approximaly equal to electron masses (when P = 0 one usually
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Fig.2 Magnetic field depen-

10 dence of the microwave PC of

Hgi-xCdxTe (x :--: 0,158).

A =8 mm. T=4,2K.

0
0 20 40 60 H,•Oe

6AL

Fig.3 Band structure of GS Hga-xCdxTe as a function of

uniaxial deformation.

has 1fp - 102). Scheme of a.-structural change in the energy band

:f a gapless semiconductor caused by a uniaxial stress shows in fig.3.

in the absence of strain the conductivity is determined by the free

electrons (even when NA>>ND, NA and No are concentrations of acceptors

and donors respectively).

When P>Pc the acceptor states enter the pressire - induced energy

gap and make the electrons to be frozen-out. Highly strained crystal

has the coniuctivity which determined by the free holes with small
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Fig.4 Microwave PC of Hgl-xCdxTe

10 (xO0,155) with uniaxial deformation.

S=8 mm. T=4.2K

5

0 I
0 f 2 P, Kat

effective masses. The formation of an energy gap under action uniaxial

stress leads to the appearence of microwave PC.

Notice that curve of deformation dependence of PC have the

maximum (fig.4), when P=Po and Fermi level coincide with the bottom of

the conduction band.

1. S.G.Gasan-zade, V.A.Romaka, E.A.Salkov and G.A.Shepelsky

- Pis'ma Zh.Eksp.Teor.Fiz., v.39, No.12, p.553-656 (1984).



W3.7

SOF = V&GNETIC FIMD ON THE POLARIZATION

OF THRUM EI•SION FROM AN ISOTROPIC SBUIIC0NDUCOS

A.G.Kollyukh and V.A.Morozhenko

Institute of semiconductors. Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev

Studies of thermal emission that enable one to obtain an informa-

tion about the properties of semiconductors are carried out extensive-

ly in the last few years [1].

In the present work -M effect of the magnetic field on polarizati-

on characteristics of thermal emission from an isotropic semiconductors

is first investigated.

Consider a thermal emission from the heated semiconductor platelet

with a thickness d. As well known, if an angle of incidence (p is diffe-

rent from the rigt angel, the reflection coefficients of emission

polarized in parallel (p) and transversely (s) to the plane of inciden-

ce, are different. As a result, the non-polarized beam of thermal emis-

sion. that interacts with a semiconductor surface, is divided into two

partially polarized beams, those are: the outgoing thermal emission

with a dominating p-component

of polarization and the inter-

ml emission with a dominan- B S

ting s-component (see an in-

sert in Fig. ). It may be sup-

posed that~at sufficiently we- FILTER pTDcm1IC1jt

sk absorption, a field of wave SAML H
wli4-th - dominating s-polariza- AMAYSATOR

tion exists in platelet. If

the magnetic field B is appli-

ed collinearly to propagation Fig. 1
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irec tion rf reflected waves In~side of the cytal, te Dclarizatlon

plane of these waves will, be rotated through an angle p (Faraday

effect). This effect is described by the following

relation 2 1]
Ne BdX

8•rc 3Son(m

where N and m* are the density and effective mass of free charge

carrier ers respectively. X is the wavelength of radiation observed, n

is refractive index.

Under these conditions, the s-polarized waves interact with a se-

miconductor surface at changed intensities of s- and p-components of

emission which intensities are determined by the angle P (see (1)).

Thus, a redistribution of intensities of reflected and refracted emis-

sion occurs and this redistribution shows up as the change in the deg-

ree of polarization of the emission observed. Taking Lnto account one

event of reflection, the intensity of outgoing emission may be presen-

ted as
I, pQ(1-Rs, ) (Rs, Pexp.(-kd)cos- (P)+Rp., exp (-k•d)sins? (O)W) (2)

where %.p is the reflectivity, k is the absorptic coefficient, Q is

the Plank function.

It follows from (2) that the degree of polarization of outgoing

beam, determined as D-(IP-Is )/(Ip +IS), has an oscillating character

under the magWetic field.

Fig.2 presents the numerically calculated degree of polarization

as a function of the magnetic field for a n-InSb crystal. The

multiplied reflection have been taken into account. Dispersion of ab-

sorption is considered according to [3). It is found that the maximal

change of D(B) occurs at the Brewster angle for the s-polarized beam.

Because of this, all. calculations are made just for this angle.
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Curves 1 .2 show the plots D(B) for a monochromatic emission with

a wavelength 7,11 and 16 4m, respectively. Curve 4 presents the value of

D(B) for the integral thermal
1.0-

e2issLon over the band from

7 to 11pm. As seen, these de- 0.8 2

pediences are of a nonmonotonic 0.6 -

type. Dependences D(B) for a -0.4

n'rrow spectral bands are osci- +M 0.2

ilating.In this case the maxima 0.

of the degree of polarization

orTespond to rotation of pola- ,4
€ 0.8

rization plane through an angle

If2 where i=1,3,5..., and the 0.6 /

period of oscillations is de- 0.4

tetrined by the spectral de- 0.2

Dendence of radiation absorb•tl- ".....'..'...0. ....".0 0. 1 05 L1.0 1,5 1,O 2. 15
on in the crystal. However, the "0B,T

oscillations disappear in D(B)

for the case of integral ther- Fig.2

mal emission (curve 4). Thls may be understood taking into account not

only the dependences of P and of absorption coefficient on X but also

the dependence of Plank function on X. Indeed, the rising region of

the D(B)-dependence is dominating at small B and then, with increasing

B, the contribution of different dependences D(B) with a phase mismatch

w'e mixed and, as a result, the degree of polarization becomes

independent of the magnetic field.

We have studied experimentally the non-oriented plane-parallel

plished n-InSb platelets, 0.5x1,6xOO17cm In size, with a density of

oncompensated impurity n=1,6.1O' 8 cM 3 . The angle between the normal to
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a wide surface (that emitted radiation) and the magnetic field

direction was 140 (a Brewster angle) and we observed emission at the

angle of 76O.The sample temperature 310K was held. Non-cooled pyroele-

ctric photodetector was used.

Fig.3 shows experimentally ob-

tained degree of polarization of

thermal emission as a function of + 2S 0.4 2

the magnetic field. Curve I de- ,

monstrates this dependence obser- 1 0.2

ved over a narrow spectral band H.

16±0.3pzn while curve 2 shows such o0.0 1 ,
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

a dependence for an integral emi- B, T

ssion measured in a region from 7

to 11 Jm. Fig.3

As could be expected, these dependences are non-monotonic and

their agreement with calculated one is rather good. The fact that

experimentally obtained values are lower than the predicted values may

be connected with a finite angular aperture under measurement

conditions. From the analysis of calculated and experimental data the

electron effective mass m*=0,031m Is obtained. This value check well

with those obtained previously by the other methods.
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W3 .8

TRANSMISSION, REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION IN TRUNCATED SUPERLATTICE

R.Brazis and L.Safonova

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Gostauto 11,
2055 Vilnius, Lithuania

Introduction

Periodic layered structures are known to support a variety of
electromagnetic modes [1,2]. Some of them are encountered in separate
single layers, whereas the other are characteristic of periodic
structures, e.g., the bulk modes [3] which are describable in terms of
dielectric function of an effective homogeneous polarizable medium.
However, the effective medium model is expected to fail when the
superlattice spatial period is comparable with the wavelength, and/or

the number of periods is small.
This work is aimed to show that, besides the above modes,

truncated superlattices exhibit a non-reciprocity in reflection and
absorption. Magnetic field induces additional non-reciprocity effects,
which are comparable to those arising due to the finite size of the

structure.

Model description

Let us consider p-polarized electromagnetic wave incident on a
multilayer structure consisting of alternating semiconductor and
insulator layers in d.c, magnetic field which is parallel to the
layers, and normal to the plane of incidence. Suppose that the
interfaces are flat, with the step-like carrier density profile.
Seeking for the transmission, reflection and absorption coefficients we
will use two approximations.

(i) Transmitted and reflected electric and magnetic fields of the wave
in each layer obey the conditions of tangential component continuity at
each interface, and resulting fields are calculated including a
layer-by-layer computing algorithm;
(ii) The truncated periodic structure is thought as a single
homogeneous anisotropic layer, and the transmission, reflection and
absorption coefficients are calculated using an effective dielectric

tensor of the structure.

In both cases a recurrent formulas for the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients are used.
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In the case (i) the dielec.tric functions are

C_ , = C (l-(O/(CA) )), C - C = icC IO('W/W(( 2 ), £const.,
xx yy L p C xy yx L C 2

where w is the free carrier plasma frequency, WC. is the cyclotron

frequency in d.c.magnetic field B0, is the semiconductor dielectric

constant.

In the case (ii) the dielectric functions are [3]

Cxx z d/=, ~- - d/ = - - c d 6 + cd6/dA,

where A = xd-+ cLdA 6 c d+ cd 2 , 6= cxd + cd, d = d+ d is

the period of the structure.

As a result, the effects of structure truncation, and the validity

of an effective medium model are to be determined. The effective medium

approximation is to be applied to the cases when the first,

layer-by-layer, calculation technique is not applicable.

Results

Let us consider first the case of normal incidence on a finite

periodic structure employing detailed layer-by-layer calculation, as

defined in Section (i).

It is noticeable that the transmission coefficient T does not

depend on the direction of incident wave (Fig.i). The reflection R and

absorption A coefficients differ considerably for the cases of forward

(1) and backward (2) incidence (Fig.l,a). The non-reciprocity of

reflection and absorption is enhanced or suppressed depending on the

magnitude of applied magnetic field. Non-monotonous behaviour of R(B0 )

and A(B ) is caused by superposition of several factors, like

magnetoplasma cut-off, and the Fabry-Perot resonances of the

extraordinary Voigt mode, or the stop- and pass- bands of superlattice.

Let us consider now the same structure using the effective medium

model. The structure is thought now as a homogeneous slab characterized

by the dielectric constant 2C. This approach does not account for the

structure asymmetry failing to show, therefore, the non-reciprocity of

reflection and absorption (Fig.l, dashed lines). In spite of proper

description of general features, this model does not predict some

important peculiarities of reflection, transmission and absorption in

magnetic fields. The predictions of the effective medium model are seen

to improve for wavelengths significantly exceeding the spatial period

of superlattice (Fig.l,b). Note that now both the layer-by-layer and

the effective medium appoximations predict the same cut-off and

resonance positions. The non-reciprocity effects are seen to cease.
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MAGNETIC FIELD Bo, TESLA.
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j 1,2,63
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MAGNETIC FXDELD Bo, TESLA

Fig.1. Transmission, reflection and absorption coefficients vs B° for
the structure containing 8 periods. d " 400 im (InSb, n ,2"10 4 cm-),

d2z=200 pm (A120 3 ); 1- incidence on InSb layer, 2- incidence on A1.0.

layer, 3 - effective medium apprrximation; incident wave frequency

f= 75 'Hz(a), and 37,5 GHz(b).
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As far as the applicability of the effective medium model is

justified, it is of interest to use it in configurations which are

difficult to treat exactly. Let us consider the structure with the

layers oriented at the angle of n/4 (Fig.2). Wave transmission through

.- 20 -20
0

S-40 -40

< I Ii
I-,.Iii I I I II I I

0 04 06 12 0 04 06 12
MAGNETIC FIELD B , TESLA

Fig.2. Nagnetic-field dependence of transmission. Z=3,85 mm, d1 200 PM

- (InSb, n=2"1C'4cm-3 ), d2 500 JUm (AlOS), f=37,5 GHz (a), 50 GHz (b).

the structure is calculated using Fresnel formulas with the dielectric

tensor - transformed according to the angle of layer inclination. The

calculated T(Bo) dependence (Fig.2, dashed lines) exhibitsa pronounced

minimum related to the excitation of bulk modes [3]. Experiments on the

structure (Fig.2, solid lines) confirm the existence of the resonance,

although the experimental minimum is shallow compared to the calculated

one

Conclusions

Electromagnetic response of truncated periodic structures exhibit

non-reciprocity effects, as well as magnetically controlled resonances,

which are observable in reflection, absorption, and transmission. These

effects may arise both in millimeter wave region and in the far

infrared device structures.
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W3 .9

DIELECTRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS AT SUBMILLIMETER

WAVELENGTHS USING BWO SPECTROMETERS

Anzin V. B., Goncharov Yu. G., Gorsnunov B. P., Kozlov G. V., Lebedev S. P. VoLkov A. A.

Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Vavilov sMr. 38, 117942, Moscow, Russia

Just as the visible light, radio waves or microwaves, the submillimeter (SBMM) radiation

( =0.3 - 3 mm, v=3 + 33 cm") has its own important areas of industrial, scientific and medical

applications. At present, however, the majority of these are practically virgin, because of the

absence of the available SBMM :+-diation.

Owing to the development in Russia of special sources of the SBMM radiation, the miniaturized

backward-wave oscillators (BWO), it has become possible to build a unique SBMM BWO-

spectrometers, which combine the most significant merits of both infrared spectroscopy and

microwave technique [1]. Like lasers, the SBMM BWOs produce bc.ams of polarized monochro-

matic radiation of high spectral intensity, whose operating frequency, in addition, is continuously

tunable in a broad range. It is due to the BWO-spectrometers that the direct wide-band

measurements of dielectric and magnetic spectra of substances became possible for the first time at

the SBMM waves. As a result, various substances and physical phenomena are now accessible for

fundamental and applied research in the SBMM wavelength range [1, 21.

In this report we outline the abilities of the SBMM BWO-spectroscopy in the material science.

The idea of the measurements and its realization in quasioptical spectrometer ,Epsilon* are

shown in Fig.1. In general, the SBMM properties of different materials are dependent stromgly on

Measurement Evaluationsample

R(v). j(v) T(v) Fresnel •')

ST(v). (P ) jp(V) optical Kv)

radi R(v) formulae LI*v)1 +

Characteristics of the BWO spectrometer

operating range 10" - 10 2 Hz. A - 3+0.3 mm
dynamical range lmax/Imn - 104. 105

frequency resolution Av/V - 0.0001 BWO
degree of polarization - 99.990/,
samples plane-parallel plates

Fig. 1. Characterization of the dielectric measurements by quasioptic BWO spectroscopy.
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Fig. 2 Dielectric properties of usual materi- 5 Vcm 10 15 20
als at frequency 300 GHz
(A - I mm, room temperature). Fig. 4 Transmittivity of chemically identical
a - absorption coefficient, porous ceramics (curves I - 4) with
E'- dielectric permittivity; different size of pores (0.5 - 0.8 mm,

their chemical composition, aggregate state, micro- and mesostructure, symmetry, topology, etc.
Fig.2 shows how broad the range of these properties R. In most cases the SBMM radiation easily

penetrates through the samples of thickness of 1 + 5 mm, convenient for handliug.

Fig. 3 presents the explicit dielectric <(passport* of the water-acetone mixture. One can clearly

see the pronounced dependence of the SBMM dielectric properties of the mixture on its
composition. This correlation offers a method of contactless characterization of water solutions.

Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate the sensitivity of the SBMM radiation to the internal structure of

materials. The figures refer to two substances, a commercial porous ceramics and SiO2 (quartz)

samples in three different modifications. In both cases the SBMM radiation evidently distinguishes

identical in outward appearence samples, revealing substantially different values of transmittivity
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Fig. 6 The ,phase portrait* of the paper
104 letter aR* registered by radiation
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Fig. S SBMM absorption of quartz in three different
states - single crystal, glass and aerogel. S'

and absorptivity. The abrupt decrease of transmit-
tivities in Fig.4 is due to SBMM-radiation scatter- 4.6

ing by pores of different sizes. Much more
profound is the changing of the SBMM absorption
in quartz: crystal, glass and aerogel (Fig.S). Low 60 G
density SiO 2 (aerogel), which is only 5% as dense
as the bulk crystal or glass, reveals a giant
absorption compared with that of crystalline or Fig. 7 Two-dimensional E profile over the plane
glass SiO 2. This phenomenon is not yet fully of the boron nitride industrial plate.
understood. Nevertheless, the general result (the
smallest density of the sample corresponds to the highest the SBMM absorptivity) is highly striking
and promising for application.

Having shorter wavelength compared with radio and microwaves, the SBMM radiation has a
great advantage for introscopy. SBMM spectrometers allow to perform local (in plane of the sample,
which can be either a plane parallel plate or a film on the substrate) measurements, mapping the
dielectric parameters with a spatial resolution of about I mm (Figs. 6 and 7). The sensitivity of the
BWO interferometric methods is high enough to detect the inhomogeneity of the optical thickness
down to 10#rm.

The following examples (Figs. 8 and 9) are devoted to the problem of the SBMM
characterization of the materials used in radioelectronic industry. Fig.8 demonstrates a method for
distinguishing between fundamental and technological absorption mechanisms in the high Q-factor
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Fig. 8 SBMM dielectric constants of the high Fig. 9 Density of free carris distribution in semi-
Q-factor industrial microwave ceramic. conductor plate of Si used in microelec-

tronics (registered atA - 1.5 mm).

microwave ceramics. In this case the SBMM dielectric constants measured by BWO-spectrometers
are of great importance, setting the level of fundamental losses for the microwave region.

When testing semiconductors the SBMM approach is a local, contactless and nondestructive one
in contrast to conventional methods, based on Hall effect, four-probe technique, etc. Fig.9 shows
the two-dimensional pattern of the distribution of the charge carrier density in commercially
produced silicon plate. The panorama is calculated on the basis of the SBMM local transmission and
phase spectra.

In summary, by a few selected examples we have demonstrated the abilities of the submillimeter BWO
spectrometers in materials characterization. The spectrometers allow measurements of dielectric and
magnetic parameters of practically any kind of material at frequencies 3 + 33 cm-' in the temperature
interval 5 + 1000 K as well as local sensing with spatial resolution of about 1 mm.
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W3. 10

CHARACTERIZATION OF MILLIMETER-SUBMILLIMETER FILTERS

BY USE OF BWO SPECTROMETERS

Anzin V.B., Goncharov Yu.G., Gorshunov B.P., Kozlov G.V., Lebedev S.P., Volkov A.A.

Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Vavilov Str. 38, 117942, Moscow, Russia

Along with the mastering of millimeter (MM) and submillimeter (SBMM) spectral ranges for the
purposes of spectroscopy, the problem of construction of different filtering systems is becoming
increasingly important. By analogy to optical units, various MM-SBMM high-, low- and band-pass
filters can be developed using metallic grids, meshes or dielectric layers as elements. However, the
characterization of these constructions by measuring their electrodynamic properties is not so easy
and trivial for conventional spectroscopic techniques.

In this report we discuss the abilities of Backward-Wave-Oscillator spectrometers [I], developed
in the Institute of General Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, for studying the
electrodynamic properties of the SBMM filters. (Some details of the method of BWO-spectroscopy
and related references see in the report of Anzin V.B. et al., contributed to this Conference).

BWO-spectroscopy is a nonconventional technique of far-infrared spectroscopy, which employs
a radiation <of high quality* - intensive, monochromatic, polarized and frequency tunable. The
working frequency range of the technique is 10" 1012 Hz. In this spectral range the
BWO-spectroscopy is nearly the only one, giving the possibility of reliable and detailed
investigation of the characteristics of the filters. Figs. I - 4 present a few typical examples of the

dB .. . . . -.

!0.-T=60% '

20 , .,

30 1___
f/

404
Tf If2

8.1 8.2 8.3 8,4 8.5 8.6
frequency, cm'

Fig. 1. Transmittivity vs frequency of the tandem of two wire-grid Fabry-Perot interferometers
(high-contrast band-pass filter). The filter separates two closely situated SBMM laser lines
of frequencies f1 = 8.21 cm- and f2 = 8.32 cm".
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BWO-characterization of the filters. We note that in two cases (Figs. I and 4) the filters were
developed in our laboratory for special purposes:

1) Separation of the two closely situated SBMM laser lines;
2) Express measurement of the wavelength of the SBMM radiation (filter---meter).

Transmittance 1.-0.6 "'" r ,

0.2 7 • •"-

10.2
_0"_ _ _ I _ _

,0 3

1o-3 1.... - -

104

_Frequency, cn-

Fig,2. Transmittivity vs frequency of the perforated metallic cutoff filter.

Transmittance
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.2
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Fig.3. Transmittivity vs frequency of the band-pass mesh filter.
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Fig.4. Transmittivity vs frequency of the plane-parallel plates made of a dielectric
with low reflectivity, R = 7% and absorption coefficient a = 4ark/I pro-
porional to frequency, where k = const - 0.05. Due to the single-valued rela-
tion between transmittivity and wavelength the filter is used as A-meter.
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W4.1

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF Ka-BAND INTEGRATED

CIRCUIT MIXER

Wang Biao, Zhou Baoqing, Bei Linxie
(Institute of Technical Physics Academia,

Shaaghai, China)

ABSTRACT

Integrated circuit mixer using a crossbar suspended stripline con-
figuration was developed with GaAs beam lead diodes made in
home.Together with an IF amplifier,the system exhibits a 3.1-3.7dB
double sideband(DSB) noise figure over 50-550 MHz IF bandpass with the
LO at 33-38 GHz.Integrated circuit building blocks, such as filter,
electric probe type transition and matching circuits,were also de-
veloped.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid acceleration of millimeter-wave activities has led to a
strong demand for low-noise integrated mixers for both civil and
military applications.Prior to thisfabricating mixers for this por-
tion of spectrum required the use of packaged schotty diodes or
whisker-contected diode array.Because of the drawbacks in realibity
and repeatability,they don't get general high volume use.The integrat-
ed circuit technologies,on the other hand, share none of the abovemen-
tioned drawbacks because of the absence of good beam lead diode,and
provide the advantages of low noise temperaturelow costlight weight
and small size.These also have the potential of direct translation
into monolithic circuits and even large-seal integration.

we have developed a ka-band crossbar suspended stripline integrated
circuit mixer with the beam lead diodes made in home.together with an
IF amplifier,the receiver front-end exhibits a 3.1- 3.7dB double
sideband noise figure over 50-550 MHz IF bandpass with LO at 33-38
GHz.The LO/RF isolation was achieved larger than 20 dB.

To facilitate the mixer development,filter,electric probe type
transitionmatching circuits,were developed in integrated circuit to
form with low insertion loss.The performance of these components will
be discussed.

CROSSBAR STRIPLINE BALANCED MIXER

The circuit configuration of our crossbar stripline mixer is shown

in Fig.1.The RF signal is applied to mixer diodes from a waveguide
perpendicular to the circuit board.The crossbar configuration is
formed by two mixer diodes with opposite polarity connected in series
across the broadwall of the waveguide.The diodes are thus in series
with respect to the RF signal and in parallel with respect to the IF

and LO signals-The IF signal is extracted via a low-pass filter and

the LO signal is injected from the other side through an electric
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probe type transition.

l.Electric Probe Type Transition
The waveguide to suspended stripline transition is the important

part of the mixer.An electric probe type transition was
investigated,as shown in Fig.2. It consists of an electric probe
inserted into waveguide formed by an extension of the suspended stri-
pline.This idea is very similar to the conventional waveguide to
coaxial line transition.By optimizing the probe shape theoret-
ically,broad bandwidth has been accomplished with low insertion
loss,and the maximum of insertion loss is less than 0.7dB as the LO iS
swept from 30 GHz to 38 GHz.The dimensions of the transition were
determined as shown in Fig. 2,where a=7.112mm, b=3.556mm, 2w=0.374mm,
xl=l.800mm, d2=0.254mm, d3=3.630mm, Er=2.22mm, zl=2.1mm.

2.Filter Design
To pass the IF frequency with a low insertion loss and reject the LO

and RF signals,a low-pass filter is required.In this mixer,the Cheby-
shev IF filter with a 0.1dB ripple are computed.The filter performance
is optimized through the COMPACT computer program,as shown in Fig.3
and Fig.4.The output and input impedances are both 50 ohm.
3.Mixer Design Considerations

To guarantee the cutoff frequency of the dominant waveguide
mode(LSMlI) of suspended stripline much larger than the frequency band
of interest,a cross section of 3.00xi.60me, a Duroid substracte thick-
ness of 0.254mm were selected.The cutoff frequency of LSM11 mode is
47.8 GHz.

In mixer designthe performance parameters of primary concern are
the operating bandwidth,the conversion loss and the noise temperature.
The equivalent circuit model of the crossbar suspended stripline
integrated circuit mixer is shown in Fig.5.To treat this analytilly,a
special program has been developed for nonlinear and linear analyses
of the balanced mixer.The nonlinear analysis is based on multi reflec-
tion techniques.Using this program,we can predict the conversion
loss,noise temperature,IF and RF impedance for design.

The beam lead diodes we used were provided by the Institute of
Metallurgy, Shanghai, China,and the parameters are listed in table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the diode

Para. jRs(ohm) Cp(pf) C~jO(pf) jVb(v,) lsO~pA) 0(v) nl

oi. !5/7 J0.06/0.09 10.05/0.07 6.0 1 .1.0 1-.3.

It shows that under fully turned-on conditionsthe IF output imped-
ance is about 50 ohm and the RF input impedance is about 100ohm,while
the reactance part being tuned out by sliding short. Waveguide imped-
ance is in the range of 400 to 600 ohm and can be matched to the RF
signal input impedance by a reduced-height taper transformer.
4.Mixer Performance

Together with an IF amplifier,a 3.1-3.7dB double sideband noise
figure was achieved over 50-550 MHz IF bandpass with the LO at 33-38
GHz,and the noise figure of IF amplifier is less than 1.5dB. Fig.6
shows the performance of the integrated circuit mixer.
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The LO and RF ports are isolated each other because of the the
perpendicularity, and the LO/RF isolation was achieved larger than
20dB.

CONCLUSIONS

The integrated circuit exhibits a state-of-the-art performance for
narrow-band operation at ka-band.Because of the lack of broad-band IF
amplifier,the performance for wide-band operation has not been
achievedbut it is significant to carry it.
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W4.2

aK-BAND GaAs GUNN MHIC VCO

.LaiPing,WangMaosen,LinJinting
INanjing Electronic Devices Inatitute,Nanjing,China)

ABSTRACT

A full monolithic GaAs Gunn VCO is presented in this paper.The
designed VCO incorporates a Gunn diode,a Schottky diode,matching
network and bias circuit on a 5mmX3mm chip.The Gunn oscillator
delivers 2.5mW at 38GHz with the maximum of 3mW at 34.6GHz and the
tuning bandwidth of 90GHz.A further improvement may be attained by
better process control.This is the first report of a Ka-band MMIC VCO
and millimeter wave MMIC at home.

INTRODUCTION

Monolithic microwave integrated circuits fabricated on GaAs substrates
have shown several attractive advantages over hybrid technology in the
area of cost,size,weight and some RF performance.As the frequency
increases to the millimeter-wave range,monolithic technology becomes
more attractive because of the smaller size of both lumped and
distributed circuit elements.The design,fabrication and RF measurement
of a full monolithic millimeter-wave VCO based on a Gunn diode are
presented in this paper.

DEVICES

As compared with MMIC using GaAs MESFET,the MMIC based on Gunn device
has less requirements for material and the process is much easier.The
Gunn structure material used in this MMIC VCO is grown by vaper phase
epitaxy on semi-insulating substrate,and a Schottky diode used as
tuning element is also fabrica:-ed compatibly.Both diodes are circular
with diameter about 30 microns and 50 microns,respectively.The
concentration (n) width (L) product (nL) is in the range of 3.0 to
3.4X10 /c? .The area of Gunn diode is determined by the maximum safe
temperature rise for the Gunn diode's active area and the calculated
thermal resistance of the GaAs substrate with the thickness of 80
microns.The diameter of varactor is determined by the zero bias
capacitance,which should be chosen to m~et provides the maximum tuning
bandwidth for the VCO.The cathode connection to two diodes is
accomplished using airbridge technology.These bridges are plated to
approximately 6 to 8 microns thick to enhance heat sinking.

CIRCUIT DESIGN

The circuit design is accomplished by using of the TOUCHSTONE CAD
program.In this simulation,the Gunn diode,airbridgepad and via hole
are defined as a single negative resistance device in the oscillator
circuit.The impedance of circuit added to the impedance of the defined
negative resistance device must be zero to meet the oscillation
condition. The optimization routine is used to determine the size of
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microstrip circuit which neets the oscillation condition and optim
impedance match at desired frequency.Figure 1 shows the performance
predicted by the computer simulation.The varactor capacitance can be
chosen for maximum tuning bandwidth as predicated by the computer
simulation.Its bandwidth is 400MHz.So far,a full monolithic
millimeter-wave VCO can be fabricated as the circuit layout.Figure 2
shows the final Layout of the MMIC.Ground returns for both Gunn and
varactor diodes are provided by airbridges,ground pads and via
holes.The microstrip line couples the Schottky tuning varactor to the
circuit.Varactor and Gunn diode bias voltages are applied through
single seztion RF chokes with cutoff frequency of 20GHz.An inter-
finger microstrip capacitance is used as DC block at the output
terminal.

FABRICATION

The circuits were fabricated from epitaxial GaAs n+/n/n+ layers
deposited by VPE onto undoped semi-insulating liquid encapsulated
(LEC) grown substrate.Main fabrication processes of this VCO are
introduced as follows:
A. Forming a via hole with 80 microns in depth by PDE.
B. Making the Gunn cathode.
C. Chemical etching unwanted top n÷ and part of n layer.
D. Defining the diode geometry and struture by mesa etching away

unwanted n layer and bottom n+ layer,selectively.
E. Forming anodes and the microstrip circuit.
F. Making Schottky contact for varactor diode.
G. Making airbridges with high spans.
H. Thinning the substrate to 80 microns and electroplating a 50

microns thick gold layer to form he~tsink.
I. Seperating the wafer to single chips and mounting.

MEASUREMENT AND PERFORMANCE

The monolithic VCO chips were mounted in appropriate test fixtures for
DC and RF measurement.The DC and RF characteristic have been
measuremented.A typical DC charac.eristic of a monolithic Gunn
diode. is shown in Figure 3.
There arr. two testing structures used for RF measurement of the
monolithic VCO chip,one is the microstrip probe structure,another is
the metal probe structure.For both of the two testing structures,the
key point is to reduce the transition loss to minimum.The measurement
result shows that,when the varactor at zero bias,an output power of
2.5mW at 38GHz and 3.0mW at 34.6GHz are achieved.The maximum tuning
bandwidth 90G0z is gained with minimum output power 0.6mW.Frequency
spectra of MMIC Ka-band VCO is show in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION

A full monolithic GaAs Gunn VCO is described in detail,including
design,fabrication and test.The Gunn VCO delivers 2.5mW at 38GHz with
the maximum of 3mW at 34.6GHz and the tuning bandwidth of 90GHz.A
further improvement may be attained by better process control.Further
work is continuing.
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Abstract - Integrated-circuit probe-excited horn-antenna arrays etched in silicon are well
developed. They are a very promising class of antenna arrays for millimeter and submilli-
meter applications. Further development of this technology involves integrating mixers and
amplifiers into the antenna arrays. In an effort to develop an ante.,:na- mixer array based
on the existing technology, horn structure and various antenna probes i•,sie the pyramidal
horns have been examined on scaled model-horns at the microwave frequencies. In this
paper, modeling results of horn structure and design principles of these antenna probes
have been presented, which include the resonant impedance, the operating frequency, and
the bandwidth of the horn antennas. The horn structure design illustrates a new approach
in developing quasi-optical antenna-mixer array. These probe measurement results provide
a guideline in designing horn probes for .nillimeter/submillimeter-wave integrated-circuit
horn-antenna- mixer arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

In millimeter/submillimeter-wave systems, because of their shorter wavelengths compared with
microwave systems, the waveguide circuits become much smaller, which makes them very difficult
and expensive to build. However, quasi-optical components provide a solution to this problem.
Millimeter-wave integrated-circuit horn-antennas combine antennas and mixer circuits into a
single entity. The design is based on an exiting technology by which dipc`&- excited integrated-
circuit horn antennas are made in silicon [1J. The horn antennas consist of probes suspended
on a thin oxynitride membrane inside pyramidal horns which are chemically etched in silicon.
The antennas are free of dielectric losses and have plenty of space for electronic interconnections
between the probes. The aperture efficiency of these etched horn antennas has been improved
to 72 % 121. Recent research shows that the experimental results agree well with the theoretical
analysis, including radiation patterns and resonant dipole impedances [3]. These types of circuits
could be mass produced by standard integrated-circuit technology and will find applications in
millimeter-wave imaging systems, remote-sensing, radio astronomy, and communication systems.

The horn-antenna-mixer design requires consideration of horn structure, impedance matching,
conversion loss and frequency response of the antenna-mixer circuil. Antenna probes are required
not only to couple the free-space wave energy to the mixer circuit but also to provide a suitable
impedance, the embedding impedance, to the mixer diodes. This impedance over a wide frequency
range is also important for mixer performance because various frequency components exist in the
mixer circuits. In order to achieve an impedance-matched antenna-mixer array, the characteristics
of the antenna probes inside the horns must be investigated.

II. HORN STRUCTURE DESIGN
In order to avoid the difficulty to supply an LO power at a frequency close to RF, a subharmoni-
cally-pumped antenna-mixer array is designed which is pumped by an LO at only half of the
RF frequency. Since the RF and the LO frequencies differ by approximately a factor of two, in
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(a) (b)
Figure 1 The horn structure of the subharmonically-pumped mixer design. one LO horn corresponding
to four RF horns; (a) LO horns, the trough made of two silicon wafers is put on the .op of the horns.
(b) RF horns, monopoles are used for the RF reception.

principle, it is easier to realize the isolation between the RF and the LO. Furthermore, spurious
responses associated with the odd harmonics of the LO can be rejected by using an antiparallel
diode pair. The subharmonically-pumped horn-antenna-mixer array is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of a set of forward- and backward-looking horns facing back to each other made silicon
wafers. Every four RF horns are provided with one LO horn which is a rectangular-shaped horn.
The spacing between RF horns is I1A. Four RF horns, as a sub-array., together with one LO horn.
form a unit cell. This design will keep the best symmetry, and the beam patterns of the sub-array
will be improved by a factor of 4 compared with that of the single REF horn. Since the size of
the LO horns should be twice that of the RF horns, the area between the LO horns is covered
by a structure with long trough on each row of the LO horns so as to fill up the space between
the LO horns and converge the incoming energy into the LO horns. Every monopole from each
of the four RF horns will couple the RF signal down to the LO norn through a coplanar-strip
transmission line. A dipole probe is employed to receive the LO. The mixer diodes are located
in the center of the LO membrane, and the IF is led out from the ends of the LO horn.

III. PRLOBE MODELING
The impedances of various probes were measured in ilow-frequency model-horns, which were made
of two different types. One type was a 3x3 array made of aluminum. and the other type was a
half horn made of copper sheet sitting on a big copper-clad circ-uit board that was used as animage plane. These two types of modeled horns were used alternatively, depending on the feed
location of the probe inside the horn. The modeled design frequency is 5 GHz. The horn opening
is I A, and the probe is placed inside the horn about 0.37 A away from the apex. Measurements
were made on an HP 8510 Network Analyzer. The probe configurations are shown in Figure 2
and the measured probe impedance plotted on the Smith chart are illustrated in Figure 3.

Frequency Tuning - Figure 2(a) shows a monopole in a full horn. The impedance is plotted as a
function of the monopole length on the Smith chart (Figure 3(a)). The resonant resistance of 16 P
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is achieved at the monopole length of 0.22 A. In comparison, the resonant resistance of a lossless
monopole on a ground plane in free space is 25 f for a monopole length of 0.25 A. Figure 2(c)
shows a half dipole in a half horn. The impedance is plotted as a function of the half-dipole
iength(Figure 3(c)). The resonant resistance is 25 Q at the half-dipole length of 0.20 A. Since the
voltage across the half dipole in the half horn is half that in a full horn. the measured imped-
ances are only half of the actual impedances; therefore, for a dipole in a full horn, the resonant
resistance is 50 a2 at tLe full-dipole length of 0.40 A. This result was verified by millimeter-wave
measurements [21 and theory [3]. This dipole probe also provides a very good matching impedance
for the mixer diode pair.

Impedance Tuning - Figure 2(b) shows a folded monopole in a full horn. The impedance is
plotted as a function of the monopole-probe length (Figure 3(b)). A resonant resistance of 50 Q
is obtained for a monopole length of 0.19 A. This resistance matches the impedance of two
mixer diodes connected in antiparallel. Hence, this folded monopole is suitable for LO reception
in a fundamentally-pumped antenna-mixer-array. Figure2(d) shows a half folded-dipole in a
half horn. The impedance is plotted as a function of the half-dipole length (Figure 3(d)) . The
resonant resistance of 68 a is obtained at the half-dipole-probe length of 0.18 A. For the same
reason stated above, the resonant resistance of a full folded-dipole in a full horn would be 136 0
at the full-folded-dipole length of 0.36 A. compared with 200 Q for a lossless folded dipole in the
free space. This folded-dipole impedance needs to be transformed to be about 200 Q to be used
as an RE reception element in a balanced fundamenraily-pumped antenna-mixer-array design.

Broad Bandwidth - Figure 2(e) shows a fan-probe in a full horn. which is designed as a broadband
probe-excited horn-antenna. By tuning the flare angle and width of the fan, a resonant resistance
of 65 Q2 has been obtained at the design frequency of 5 GHz.The return loss is better than 10 dB
over a frequency range of 2 GHz. Figure 3(e) shows the impedance plotted as a function of
frequency.

Probe Loading - Figure2(f) shows a half loaded-dipole in a half rectangular-horn, to be used
potentially for LO reception in the subharmonically-pumped antenna-mixer. The dipole probe
was loaded with a short stub on the end near the horn sidewall to compensate for the capacitive

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2 Probes inside pyramidal horns; (a) monopole. (b)foided-monopole, (c) half dipole, (d) half
folded-dipole, (e) fan-probe, (f) half loaded-dipole inside a rectangular horn.
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Sti 2.0 GHz

Figure 3 The probe impedance plotted on the Smith chart. (a) monopole, (b) folded-monopole, (c) half
dipole, (d) half folded-dipole, (e)fan-probe, (f) half loaded-dipole inside a rectangular horn.

impedance of the relatively shorter dipole-probe. Figure 3(f) shows the impedance plotted as a
function of frequency. The resonant resistance of 18 Q is achieved at the loading-stub length of
0.08 A, which corresponds to 36 fl for a full loaded-dipole in a full horn. This loaded-dipole can be
used to match the impedance of two mixer diodes connected in antiparallel. A half loaded-folded-
dipole in a half rectangular-horn was also tested. The resonant resistance of 54 fl, or 108 f2 for
a full loaded-folded-dipole, was obtained at the loading-stub length of 0.12 A. This probe could
provide a suitable matching impedance for single-diode mixers.

IV. CONCLUSION
All these impedance measurements indicate that the presence of the horn increases the effective
length of the probe element, which agreed well with the millimeter-wave aperture efficiency
measurements [21 and the theoretical analysis [3], in which a dipole probe was used as an antenna
element. They also indicate that the resonant frequencies can be controlled by changing the length
of the probes or loading the probes, and that resonant resistances can be increased to a reasonable
matching range by folding the probes. The fan-probe design indicates that the bandwidth can
be increased by changing the probe width. These modeling measurements illustrate the probe
design principles in an extended frequency range and provide very useful options in choosing
probe elements in integrated-crcuit horn-antenna-mixer arrays.
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MILLIMETER WAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
BASED ON A DIELECTRIC SLOTTED WAVEGUIDE

Bankov S.E., Vasjukov V.D., Duplenkova M.D., Kalinichev V.I.,
Kozin V.N., Kuranov U.V., Levchenko I.V., Rodionova E.V

The Moscow Power Engineering Institute
Krasnokazarmennaja 14, Moscow, E-250, Russia, 105835

ABSTRACT
Parameters, capabilities and possible technical applications of

millimeter-wave integrated circuits based on a dielectric slotted waveguide
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In this work we employ the sputtering technique for fabrication of

integrated circuits at millimeter wave band. The main characteristic feature
of the proposed circuits as compared with the known variants is application
of a dielectric slotted waveguide (DSW) as a base transmission line (fig.l).

At first the various elements based on the DSW have been suggested
and investigated. These elements have been successfully used for designing
and fabrication of a broad class of millimeter-wave integrated devices
including passive and quasi-optical elements, semiconductor diodes,
ferrites, radiators. etc. In particular the sputtering technique is very
attractive for fabrication of the antennas and beam shaping networks.

Due to ease of fabrication the devices such as the transmitters and
receivers have comparatively low cost and at the same time posses the quite
acceptable technical capabilities at millimeter wave band. Besides they have
sufficiently low weight and small dimensions.

That is why the devices based on the DSW are very promising in those
applications when the cost, weight and dimensions are the most desirable
capabilities while the magnitude of the received signal is large enough.
Various types of meters such as velocity-, distance-, displacement-,
vibration-, humidity meters, etc. are most suitable to satisfy this
requirement.

Some first variants of the detector receiver, homodine
transmitter-receiver and humidity meter have been already tested by
experience. The obtained results obviously show that at millimeter waves the
proposed integrated devices can successfully cormder witn analogous devices
oased on microstrips. fin-line and metal waveguide.

ELEMENTS AND THEIR CAPABILITIES AT F = 30-70 GHz
Passive Elements

A waveguide (fig.1 :
-transmisson loss 8-10 dB/m. E=9.6, X-=8.0 mm
(X is the free-space 20-25 dB/m, E=9.6, "-4.0 mm
wavelength) 4-5 dB/m. 6=3.84, X=8.0 mm

10-12 dB/mr. 6=3.84. "-4.0 mm

A directional coupler (fig.2):
-directivity 40 dB
-longitudinal dimension I.5X
-operating frequency band f /f < 3.0

A rectwigular waveguide adapter(fig.3): wide-band narrow-band
-operating frequency band Af/f 0.4-0.5 0.1

-input VSWR <1.3 _5 1.2
-insertion loss 0.5 dB 0.5 dB
-dimensions (1.5-2)A 0.5 X
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fig.I fig.2 fig.3

A ferrite resonance isolator (fig.4):
-insertion loss (0.7-l.b) dB
-reverse loss > 30 dB
-operating frequency band Af/f 0.05

0

-longitudinal size 1.5X

Resonators (fig.5 :
-Q-factor 3000
-characteristic size (i-1.5)A

Auxiliary elements of the channel are Y.T joints. stepped and tapered
impedance transformers. short-circuited stub, turning, matched load. etc.

Elements with Semiconductor Diodes

A detector section based on the Shottky diodes (fig.6):
-VSWR (II2 - 1.3)
-volt-watt sensitivity 10 V/W
-operating frequency band Af/f 0.2

-equivalent noise power l10-W/Hz
The IMPATT oscillator based on a metal waveguide with output to

DSW produces the power about 150 mW.

H o C - 1 --- --

Ho-.-

fig.4 fig 5 ft9.8

Antennas and Beam-Shaping Networks

A multichannei divider of lens type:
-loss (0.5 -1.0) dB
-number of channels 10 - 16

A fan-shaped antenna: --

-efficiency 0.9-0.95
-antenna aperture efficiency 0.8
-dimensions of radiating curtain (48x0.5) mm
-beam width (7x60 )o

A narrow-beam antenna:
-efficiency 0.85-0.9
-antenna aperture fficiency (0.6-0.7)
-dimensions of radiating curtain (48x120ý mm
-beam widtn (2.8x70)
-gain 22.5 dB at f=62 GHz
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INTEGRATED DEVICES

Velocity Meter.
Dimensions of the microwave block are 22Ox7Ox15 mm. A range of

measu-red velocities is from 5 to 300 km/hour. Distance to the object:
300-500 me.Resolution (0.l-5.0)km/hour.There is digital output or autonomous
indication This meter may be used for measurement of motor transport
velocity.

The velocity meters (fig.8) include an IMFATT oscillator of the
continuous signal (0) with the output power about 100 oW, balancing
mixer (diodes Dl, D2), circuit of signal distribution (double directional
coupler (DDC)), shorts (Si, S2), beam-shaping network and high-directional
antenna (A). The operating frequency is 60 GHz.

The velocity meter represents a homodine transmitter-receiver
including the antenna with the beam width of (7x3)0. The frequency of the
alternating voltage on the diodes Dl, 02 is equal to the Doppler shift of
the radiated signal. Measuring this frequency one can determine the velocity
of the moving object.

fig.8
Humidity Meter

Dimensions of the microwave block including an oscillator and
immersed to liquid sensing unit are 80x24x20 mm. A range of measured
humidity is (0 - 20)%. Resolution is (0.02-0.1%). There is autonomous
indication of humidity, It is possible to place an analogy to digital
converter and pass information to a computer.

The humidity meter (fig.9) includes a microwave oscillator (0),
detectors (D1, D2), isolator (1), sensing element (SE). matched load (M) and
directional coupler (DC). All the devices except of the oscillator are
simply fabricated on the base of ceramic layer (6=9.6) with the dimensions
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of (24x60x0.5 1m). The central operating frequency is 60 GHz.
The meter measures electromagnetic wave attenuation in the SE.

attenuation depends on the humidity of the liquid. Thus measuring the vo;
on the diodes D1 and D2 it is possible to determine the liquid humidity

Superior requirements to the frequency and power stability of
oscillator are unnecessary. So it allows to decrease the cost of the devi..'
using such simple oscillators. Measurement results do not almost depend
chemical composition of the liquid. The meter can be used for humid),
measurement of various liquids such as oil. spirits and so on.

I I

0 DC fig9

Double Channel Speed Meter.
Dimensions of the microwave block are 120x30x50 mm. A range oi

measured velocities is from 3 to 150 kin/hour. Resolution is not more ther
(1-3)%. There is a digital output.

This meter may be used for exact measurement of motor transpor'
velocity.

The speed meter (fig.IO) includes an IMPATT oscillator of the
continuous signal (0) with the output power about 20 .4W. two directional
couplers (DC), two-input fan-shaped antenna (5xl5)D (A). two diodes (Dl.D2).
Y-divider (Y) and shorts ($1, S2). The operating frequency is 61.25 GHz.

Application of the double-channel scheme of the speed meter permits
to decrease the measurement error caused by displacement of the means of
a-ansport in the plane that is perpendicular to the direction of their
motion.

IlIl I I I~ l, 1V J

fig.10

CONCLUSION
Thus the parameters and capabilities of some elements and devices ir

integrated performance at millimeter waves are presented in this paper. The
elaborated electrodynamic models and computer programs allow to analyze and
design the various structures based on the DSW using the scattering matrices
technique. The calculated and experimental results obtained in the work
stimulate further researches in this field.
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APPLICATION OF CO2 LASER TO FORMATICN OF SILICION

COBALT RESISTIVE FILMS

A.Medvid', T.Puritis, J.Kaupuis, M.Ggri*, A.Kalnada

Thermal treatment is used in microelectronics technology to

stabilize electric parameters of the resistive films [i] , however,

too high temperatures destructive for other integrated circuit ele-

ments is necessary to optimize the resistive films.

The destruction can be avoided by the local selective laser

heating due to large difference in the absorptance and reflectance

of an integrated circuit elements (metallic paths, p-n junctions,

resistive films etc.) as well as their strong wavelenght and inten-

sity dependence.

Some results of experimental amnd theoretical investigation of

laser heating of the silicon cobalt films are reported there.

The silicide films just after sputtering are amorphus ones.

The tempDerature resistance coefficient (TRC) of these films is nega-

tive and resistance themselves is rather temporaly instable. Crys-

tallization of the silicide films into highest cobalt silicide CoSi 2

improves the parameters of films. The resistance of films is reduced

by factor of 5 to 6 and TRC passes throurh zero value.

Experiments were carried out on films prepared by ion plasma

sputtering in argon atmosphere from alloy containing 27% Co and 73
Si (atoms). This composition after laser treatment transforms into

CoSi. with addittional I9% Si. Such deviation from the stoichiometry

gives resistive layer with TRC near to zero (TRC of CoSi 2 is posi-

tive).

Experimental samples were prepared on 4CO ý4, Si substrata.

The C.6 P" SiC2 thermal oxidate was formed on the substratum. The
resistive layer of thickness C.Ci - I Mv • mostly 0.08 j*,& was sput-/

tered on the SiC- layer and coated by second SiC2 layer of thickness

0. 6 ',Mm. The samples represented rectangles (3 x 9 mm) with vacuum -

- deposited Al contacts on the ends for resistance measurements.

The most suitable radiation for given structure was concluded

from calculations to be that of Q - switched CO2 laser, since at
first 99.8% of radiation is absorbed in the SiC2 -Co+Si-Sio 2 layers

while only 0.2% in tht silicon what must protect p-n junctions on
the same silicon substratum; secondly the temperature field over
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heated layers is nearly uni-
Rv!@ Toe/% form just after laser pulse

5700 and that excludes fast cooling
1,5' of the structure and smorphism

80 of resistive films. Therefore
the Q - switched CO2 laser

60 with wavelenght 10.6 pn was

0,5 N0 used. Laser treatment causes

decrease in the reflectance as

20 well as increase in absorptivity

0 0,5 1,0 -1-,n of the resistive film 12J.
The resistance of film redu-

Fig. I ces, but TRC changes from ne-

gative of about - IC-3 I/K to positive one less than IC- 5 I/K. The

surface resistance (curve I) and transmittance (curve 2) are plotted

vs intensity of incident laser raidiation (2" = IC.6 imm. I pulse dura-

tion I50 no, peak power I MW) in figure I. Both the surface resis-
tance and transmittance of resistive layer reduces monotonously with
intensity of radiation up to 9 MW/cm 2 . The reflectance also reduces
from 40% to 30% while absorptivity increases by factor of 1.5. but
TRC becomes positive ( 4. IO"5 I/K) at that intensity. Both curves in
figure I tend upwards at sufficiently high intensity. It can be re-
lated to the destruction of the resistive film.

It is seen that the optical checking and control of the pro-
cess (curve 2) is more sensitive than electrical one, (curve I) be-

cause significant change occiir at smaller intensity.
The electron photoemission studies showed that the electron

exit work reduces by factor of 2 after laser treatment. It confirms

the chemical combination is formed.
The temperature field dynamics of the four layer structure

SiO2 -Co+Si-SiO2 -Si was studied theoretically in dependence of laser

pulse energy and intensity, absorptance and thickness of each layer.

The heat conduction equation
I')T "W"t -e_

C(T) Y (-r) = A X I

wher C is the heat capacity,, is the densit-,, ?ý is the heat -
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conductivity, and K is
coos the absorptivity, was sol-

To K Si,01- ved for given four-layer

"2000 -- --- structure with layer thic-

knesses SIS2PS3 and S4 -

Tm-i Numerical solution of the

1500 b - TMCV&# equation was obtained neg-
lecting heat exchange to

environment as well as

7000 -reflection of radiation on

the interfaces. Two extre-

mes were considered to es-

Soo timate possible variation

293t-O Of temperature field due

293 to variation of parameters
cf Co+Si layer during la-

0 2 4 6 8 10 1O-Xm ser pulse: 1) the structu-

Fig.2. re of Co+Si layer is the

same as the initial one during laser pulse , 2) chemical reaction
happens just at the begining of a laser pulse so that radiation is

absorbed in the layer of the final structure. Besides, it was assu-

med that S 2 < + and S2 << , where I =-I<flf/AC )'is the dis-

tance of heat propogation in the Co+Si medium during laser pulse.

The absorptivity was found experimentally for either extreme

to be 2 x ICE I/m and 3 x IC I/m respectively. Cther parameters are

not critical. They were accepted to be trhcse of final structure and

estimated considering the excess silicon t: be concentrated in cube

like inclusions uniformely distributed over Co~i, layer.

The temperature field for bcth first (a) and second (b) ex-

tremes at various times t is sketched in figure 2. The fusion tem-

peratures for each layer (dashed lines) are indicated in the figure.

It was taken for calculations: S$ - 6CC= rz, S2= 8C n, V-= I ns

intensity of radiaticn 1.75 x IC W/m . The intensity of radiation

was taken to reach temperature in the Co+Si near to fusion tempera-

ture of CoSi 2 - Si eutectic.

It was obtained from calculations: I) the temperature fields

differ very slightly for both extremesi 2) the maximum temperature

occurs in the Co+Si layer while silicon substratum is heated up
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insignificantly during laser treatment.

Conclusions:

I) Absorption in a Co-Si layer is not resonance absorptioni

2) Fusion and successive destruction of the resistive layer happens
at energy above optimum for treatmenti

3) Laser treatment is cumulative one: the same effect can be reached
by repeated treatment with less intensity, however, the threshold
intensity must be exceededi

4) Since at least one SiO2 layer is necessary, it indicates that the
thermal effect is important, although resistive layer isn't mel-

ted out. On the other hand, thermal treatment takes much more ti-
me as laser treatment. So it is reasonable that a photo-thermo-

chemical reaction is involved.
5) The optical methods, i.e. measurement of either reflected or

transmitted radiation, are most convenient to check the procedure

of chemical reaction in the resistive film.

I. Murarka G.P. Silicides for VLSJ applications.
Academic Press, New-York, London, 1983.

2. Gavars P., Medvid' A., Puritis T. Izv.AN LatvSSR,
Ser.fiz. i tehn.nauk, N6, 75(1989).
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ACC1URATE ELECTROMAGNETIC SI MULATI OH OF OPEN RESONATORS

LOADED WITH DIELECTRIC SLABS AND PERIODIC GRATINGS

Alexander 1. Hosich

Bilkent University, 06533 Ankara, Turkey
(on leave from the Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics,

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kharkov, Ukraine)

The paper deals with theoretical investigation of wave
scattering and diffraction from combined two-dimentional icatterers
such ac finite collection of nonclosed metal circular cylindrical
screens placed into a piate-paralle! dielectric medium or containing
a periodic diffractior. grating. These scattering problems are
simulating the electromagnetic. behaviour of various active and
passive devices based on inhomogeneous open resonators. From
somewhat different point of view the same structures serve as models
of open waveguides like dielectric a• containing metal scatterers
purposed to forming certain special : o.tures of radiaticl, pattern or
mode conversion coefficients.

Geometry of considered problems iJ clear fror Figures I and 2.
A material slab has a sandwich-like structure and house a finite
number of screen-shaped scatterers both inside and outside the slab.
Each screen is assumed t. be perfectly conducting and
zero-thickness, of arbitrary w;idth, radius and orientation, and does
not intersect the boundaries of layers. Some particular scattering
geometries of this kind represe,.t aL open two-mirror resonato: with
a dielectric slab. reflector antci-na with point-source excitation
near a plane dielectric interface. and finite-element grating
zoupler in a dielectric w&..iuide Ths~e structures aru .nalysed in
detail, and the results cover characte.ri:tics of mode conversion and
scattering, radiation patterns, etc., for H-polarized excitation.

Sclution is obtained by a numerical-analytical approach
combining Green'z function technique with that of dual series
equations for screen surface current functions. Inverting a part of
initial operator leads to regularized algebraic equations solvable
numerically with any desired accuracy.

Another relative class of scattering problems is formed by
screen-shaped scatterers near a periodic grating modelling cavities
of milli;.eter wave oscillators such as orotrons. Green's functions
of various gratings are available numerically, and this gives an
opportunity to apply a modif'ie approach to account properly the
effect of grating.
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OPTIMIZATION DESIGN AND ElESDIKENT FOR 3M(
QUASI-OPICAL POWER COIBIIER OP SOLID-STATE SOURCES

Chong-tian lne, Qiao-min Wang*

ILi-ming LaiT, Iu-zheu Lie Rai-wen Zhang, Ming Liu

Dept.zf Electronics Science,lankai Univ. 1ianlin 300071

* Computer Center, ianfji. Unlv. Tianzin 300072,P.R.China

ABSTRACr

It is described that a novel and compact combiner with quasieptIcal

open resonators in this paper.Mhe combiner combines effectively out-

put power of active solid state devices to produce aRP single fre-

quency and strong power signal. Phase coupling has been accemliahed

and RP power exceeded the m of the individual diode outputs. This

paper lays stress on explainin the theory and method of optimal de-

sign for the key azsemLla,source-array of the combiner.

IITRO DUCTION
As operatlng frequency increasing into the millimeter and subilll-

meter range,the mode density of closed cavity increases,mode separa-

tion decreases,and excitation of single frequency oscillation in the

cavity becomes increasingly sore diffLcult.However, quasioptical com-
binin techniques offer an effectual way to overcome the limitations.

Many plans may be adopted for the quasioptical power combiner. A no-

vel and COmp& t power combiner is shown in Pig.1. It consists of a

concave spherical reflector with a diameter for aperture of 10.6 cm,
a radius of curvature of 21.2cm and a hybrid concave reflector with

spacing L.

Fig. I structure of a novel quasiopticai power combiner
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The latter (by the name of input reflector) includes a circular plane

with diameter of 5.0cm and a concave spherical reflector with a dia-

meter for aperture of 10.6 cm, a radius of curvature of 21.2cm. Gunn

diodes are fixed in niches of the inner surface of the input reflec-

tor.A well-deaigned for source-array(nirhe)not only can gain higher

output power of deaired mode and larger fractional power,but also can

make the combiner arrangement more compact and practical. (The funda-

mental power is denoted by P, and the fractional power is denoted by

F.The fractional power of the combiner is defined as the power ratio

of the fundamental mode to all of the modes.)

THEORY AND METHOD OF DESIGN

The combiner gets the optimum combining results ,only when the fo-

llowing problems are solved well. 1). A suitable impedance transfor-

mation set should be adopted to make active devices creating high R?

energy as possible in the cavity. For the packed diodes,the more they

create RF energy to approach their normal value,the better.

2). the field in the cavity must be .atisfied optimum phase coupling

reiation. The stable and strong fundamental mode oscillacion may be

set up in the cavity,only when the RF signals stimulated by every ac-

tive devices in the cavity have fit phase distribution to superpose

effectively the power of the fundamental modes and cancel the power

of other modes each other.

3). On the hand,the active devices radiate RF signals in the cavity

respectively, on the other hand,are acted by the strong RF field in

the cavity at the same time.Only when this action(named as the acti-

vation) is proper, every active devices can radiate the strongest RF

signals and can't be hurt or destroyed by the RF field.

Next, it is done to realize impedance ma-ching between the quasiop-

tical cavity and the load.

We start with fluciuant equations,usinE the concrete boundary condi-

tions in the cavity, and look for the basic design formulas for the

"combiner from the point of combination between electromagnetic field

and equivalent circuit. Then we adc•;t the "global" optimization de-

sign method to compile many kinds of practical computing programs in

Fortran language for NxN,Nx(2N)scurce arraies of the combiner (to see

appendix A please). The sizes for the cavity are determined using fo-

llowing formulas(1)

r R -1/4•
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m,,., q.,o+(a*+,+,) Co_'1 +±(-r'I,_

The design for the source-array has accomplished using following fo-
llowing formulas according to the "global" optimization rule(to see

references 2)

P,. (,2x,) %(27) co exp [(X. (.+y) 3/C/,}

p.[# R;.cosJ2 / R. & 08M) = P/(NxK)xlO

pp g n p 9

_f 2!- +---.(2Ip) .(2y)exp[.. x2 +, 2

X. . W2 (n P2 ) 1

TrPERIMET
We have repeatly done the experimental exploration for eight kinds of
the structure of the combiner source-array, and realized successfully
phase couple.The measuring circuit for characteristics of the combi-
ner is shown in Fig.2.

quaslopea spectrum
power combine

(at 50-100GB ) p Iower supplyl

Pig.2 The measuring circuit for characteristics of the combiner

CONCLUSION

The output power of the combiner exceeded the sum of individual diode
outputs. Although, the matching problems oetween the niches and the ca-

vity haven't been fully solved,the results of this work show that the
combiner described above has potential and stupendous merits.
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APPENDIW
A). The flowchart for optimization design of the array of the combi-

neo is shown in Fig.3.
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3)2he specificity of the combiner is shown in table(l).

C)Pig.4 Illustrates the fractional power coupled into the fundamen-

tal mode for three different source-array configurstions containing

3x3,5x5,and7x7 active deTlces in regular rectangular arrays by Gau-

ssian weight sources. 2
S6 G-6

x7 Gaussian weight

sources

2

to select the •.xifmam i Fig. 4 The fractional power
asong n values of the F of the combiner

mx" 2I Fig.4 shows the increase of power

e. to correct as the number af sources increases.

0': "m -- .. Im.t

F --- 3x3 4.1 0.48 9.4 0.3

"2 5X 2.9 0.51 4, 1 0.6
-[ 7x'7 2.1 0.52 154 1.0

3x3 4.9 0.83 21.2 0.7

reepending the ?,whtch is 1 xI 2.1 0.86 6CO 3.8

larger than the F,then4.5 0.91 30. 0.6
select ainimum d and max dux 3 4.5 0.9 3 . 0 3x1.-

al6 5x5 2.9 0.93 204 J1.4
Yes 7.7 1 2.1 0.93 760 1 2.6

Tabie1.The specificity of the
t ? a_ý 1-combiner

:. ], 11ote; Here lis different from the ;
comi~ining efficiency of conventional

Fig.3 The flowchart for the waeui de fc iency ow combiner

soure-arayof te cmbier.wa-veguide cavi-ty power combi-ner.
source-array of the coombiner.
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W5.3

DESIGN CRITERIA OF THE NEAR-MILLIMETER WAVE
QUASI-OPTICAL MONOLITHIC DIODE-GRID

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER ARRAY

R. J. Hwu and L. P. Sadwick
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Utah

Introduction
Increased interest in the near-millimeter region, defined as wavelengths from 3 mm to 300 pm, has

stimulated the development of sensitive heterodyne receiver for a wide range of applications in radio
astronomy, plasma physics, radar and satellite-based radiomety. The heterodyne receiver requires a
moderate power level from its local oscillator system. The power requirement is too high for a single
diode multiplier combined with a low frequency source. To overcome the power limitations of a single-
diode multiplier, spatial power combining [1,2] of the outputs of large planar arrays of nonlinear
frequency multiplication devices has been implemented by the design of a diode grid [3,4]. Thousands
of diodes were integrated with a periodic grid in this approach to investigate the possibility of producing
watt-level CW output power in the near-millimeter wave region. This is an attractive approach-
combining the power of each distributed device using monolithic integrated circuit techniques, thereby
resulting in potentially low-cost fabrication and small-size realization. Ideally, this approach should
provide inexpensive, watt-level CW output power, solid-state sources in the near-millimeter wave
region. Low-loss quasi-optical structures are used for filtering, matching, and terminating the multiplier
circuit [3,4], because waveguide, stripline or coaxial structure become lossy and extremely expensive to
fabricate as the frequency is increased beyond 100 GHz. The quasi-optical structures are eminently
suited to LO applications in near-millimeter systems in which quasi-optical diplexing structures are
commonly employed.

The efforts on the development of monolithic diode-grid frequency multiplier arrays can be divided
into two major areas [5]. The first area is in the improvement of the device structure of the individual
frequency multiplication element, the second area is in the development of the diode-grid array design.
In the improvement of the device structure, the barrier varactor structure was proposed to replace the
hyper-abrupt Schottky diode structure due to its stronger C-V nonlinearity, and the possibility of
providing back-to-back operation for the higher harmonic (odd-harmonic) generation. Two types of
barrier varactors have been studied. One is the Barrier-Intrinsic-N+ (BIN) diode which is a transit-time-
limited device [4,53. The other is the modified BIN diode with a doped epilayer replacing the intrinsic
epilayer of the BIN strucrvre, which is a dielectric-relaxation-time-limited device [6]. In the development
of the diode-grid design, a full 2-inch wafer, instead of part of a wafer, was used to fabricate the diode-
grid [4,5]. The diode-grid design with a back-to-back configuration which does not require dc biasing
lines was also implemented [4,5]. Only one metal contact was, therefore, needed in the fabrication
process. In this paper, the limitations and optimum designs related to these two aspects of th!
development of the monolithic diode-grid frequency multiplier array will be discussed. Potential
problems related to these two aspects of the development of diode-grid frequency multiplier arrays along
with the associated device physics will be presented in this Oaper.

Device Concept
The Barrier-Intrinsic-N+ (BIN) diode incorporates a thin undoped semiconductor layer (I) on a

heavily doped layer (N) serving as a back contact. On top of the undoped layer, there is an ultrathin
electron-blocking barrier layer (B) in contact with a metal top layer [7-9]. With the low doping region,
the action of the device depends upon the charge which is injected from the substrate into the epitaxial
layer under forward bias. The device can be switChed rapidly between two capacitance states which
correspond to accumulation of electrons at the barrier and depletion of the intrinsic layer, respectively, by
the applied bias. This results in a highly nonlinear capacitance-voltage characteristic which is needed for
efficient harmonic generation.
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Back-to-Back Diode Configuration
1. Capacitance-Voltage Characteristic

Due to the blocking barrier of the BIN structure, two diodes should be able to operate back-to-back
generating a symmetrical capacitance-voltage curve. The sham spike in the capacitance-voltage curve

eliminates even harmonics and thus favors tripling operation. In addition, the height and width of this
capacitance-voltage curve can, in principle, be adjusted by doping control alone. This arrangement
needs no external ohmic contact, thereby making a highly efficient frequency tripler in which the
efficiency should not degrade with high fundamental power. Only one metal layer is required which
greatly simplifies the fabrication task [4,5]. In addition, no idler is needed in the circuit design, again
making the circuit construction much simpler [4,5]. This back-to-back configuration is considered to be
a very important feature of the BIN diode-grid frequency tripler array. The back-to-back diode
configuration results in a much smaller ratio of Cmax/Cmin (a factor of 2) and smoother (i.e.. lower
gradient slope) C-V characteristic which, therefore, reduces the nonlinearity which is utilized to generate
harmonics.
" Cur-Off Frequency

The operation of one single diode is very different from that of two back-to-back connected diodes
[51. To determine this effective series resistance, a series of high-frequency impedance measurements
were performed on one single diode, as well as on two back-to-back diodes. The high-frequency
impedance measurements were performed employing an impedance analyzer. The value of the effective
series resistance is determined to be between 1.5Rs and 2Rs.

Frequency Limitations
1. GaAs Barrier-fntrinsic-N+ Diode (Transient-Time-Limi:ed Device)

The basic action of the BIN diode varactor is the movement of mobile space charge into the epilayer
under forward bias conditions and out of :t under reverse bias conditions [5]. The maximum cut-off
frequency of the BIN diode is determined by the time it takes electrons to cross the epitaxial layer (i.e.,
Vd/ntdepi). It is then clear that the maximum cut-off frequency of a BIN diode is strongly dependent on
the epilaver thickness and saturation drift velocity [5].

In the GaAs BIN diode structure. a Mott barrier is formed by a thin intrinsic layer sandwiched
between the metal contact and a charge sheet created by selective doping [8,9]. The original structure
proposed for the BIN diode tripler [5] has an aluminum metal gate in intimate contact with a layered
GaAs structure consisting of a 300 A thick undoped GaAs. a 100 A thick 2x10 18 cm- 3 heavily doped
n+ layer, another 1500 A thick undoped layer, and a thick heavily doped n+ region grown on top of a
semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The electric field distributions of this structure under different bias
conditions have been studied [5]. From the device simulation results. the electric fields in the epitaxial
ýaver is fairly high. Due to the symmetrical nature of the back-to-back BIN structure; when one diode is
reversed biased. the other diode will be forward biased. Assuming -he Derinent fields being those in the
:ransition region between accumulation of electrons at the bamier and full depletion of the epilaver, an
.verae electric field value of = 50 kV/cm was determined. The corresponding drift velocity value of
WX10 cm/sec for a GaAs BIN diode with an epilayer thickness of 1500 A was then used. The drift

v"Cocity value was taken from the Monte Carlo simulation results of lafrate et al. [10].
The intrinsic cut-off frequency and series resistance of the back-to-back connected GaAs BIN diode

v, ith the oniznal structure are close to 100 GHz and 200 Q2 (an avemge drift velocity of ix107 cm/sec is
used), respectively. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the back-to-back GaAs BIN diode will be useful
as a highly efficient near-millimeter wave frequency tripler f5 i.
" GaAs Modified Barrier-Intrinsic-N÷ Diode (Relaxatuon-Ttnw-L:muted Device)

The rr,'nsttion from a transit-time-!imited device to a dieIectric-reiaxation-time-limited device occurs
when the Debye length become'• iess than the epilayer thickness of the BIN diode structure. The
modified BIN (MBIN) structure (with a doping level higher than 1x10 1 6 cm- 3 in the epitaxial layer of
:he BIN structure) is no longer a transit-time-limited device and actually behaves in a similar fashion to a
Scnottkv diode (a dielectric-relaxation-time-limited device) [61. The GaAs ,IBIN diode structure
Aiscussed here has a sheet charge doping of 2x101 8 cm- which is the same as that of the original GaA.,
BIN diode structure. The GaAs MBIN structure with an undoped barrier region thicknesses of 400 A
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and an epitaxial layer thicknesses of four times of the undoped barrier region thicknesses (1600 A)
(needed to gain a reasonable capacitance ratio for the back-to-back operation) has been studied- The
GaAs MBIN diode structures have weaker C-V nonlinearities than the original GaAs BIN diode
structure. As mentioned before, the MBIN diode is a dielectric-relaxation-time-linited device. The
mobility decreases and, thus, the resistivity and relaxation time increase when the field in the epilayer
region is higher than the critical field. Therefore, the electric field in the epilayer needs to be kept smaller
than the critical field to avoid the degradation of the speed and device performance during the operation
of the MBIN diode frequency tripler. Due to this consideration, the operation of these MBIN diodes are
limited to low pump amplitudes. The optimum operating power level is determined with an epilayer
electric field in the MBIN structures being less than the critical fitcId. It should be pointed out that the
low pump amplitude here corresponds to an input power per diode possibly higher than that for an
individual GaAs BIN diode due to the small input impedance of the MEBIN structure. The intrinsic cut-
off frequency of the back-to-back GaAs MBIN diode designs under a back-to-back configuration at low
pump amplitude operation is = 3.4 THz.

Monolithic Diode-Grid Frequency Multiplier Array Design
The general feeling about the development of monolithic diode-grid frequency multiplier arrays is that

the larger the wafer size is (the larger total number of diodes) that one can use to fabricate the diode grid,
the higher is the total output power one would obtain. In this section, the temperature distribution on the
diode-grid substrate is studied to determine the possibility of increasing the total output power by
increasing the wafer area (i.e., increasing the total number of diodes).

In the monolithic diode-grid frequency multiplier array approach, a metal grid is utilized to integrate
output power of a large number of solid state devices. The problem of solving the temperature
distribution on the grid is similar to the problem of finding the steady-state temperature distribution on a
conduction cross section heated by a Joule heat source [11]. The temperature distribution on a diode-
grid substrate has been analyzed under the assumption that there is perfect heat sinking at the four edges
of the substrate. From the simulation results, the temperature distribution on the substrate is
proportional to the input power.
1. Monolithic Back-to-Back GaAs BIN Diode-Grid Frequency Tripler Array

In the last two years. fifteen GaAs BIN diode-grid frequency tripler arrays have been fabricated with
high-frequency measurements performed on each wafer. The highest tripling efficiency obtained was
8.5% at an output frequency of 100 GHz [121. This wafer was destroyed shortly thereafter by pumping
it with too much power. While efforts have been devoted to repeat this result with additional samples, it
has not been possible to reproduce the results of this measurement; in fact, no output power has been
detected at a frequency of 100 GHz from any of the other wafers. Through this study, however, it was
noticed that power could be obtained at the output port (W-band detector) before the detector was
shielded from the input source radiation. It was further observed that once the detector was completely
enclosed and sealed by absorbers the detected power disappeared. At least part of the results obtained
from this particular sample are therefore believed to be due to scattered source power (third harmonic)
sensed by the diode detector since no effort had been taken to shield the detector from random radiation
at that time. It should be noted that the cut-off frequency and series resistance of these GaAs BLN diodes
were determined to be 6CK) GHz and 33 Q2. resvectively, assuming an average drift velocitv of 3x.07
cm/sec [8,9]. A maximum upnling efficiency of 24% at an output frequency of 100 GI-iz was therefore
predicted for these GaAs BIN diode-grid tripler arrays [12].

This section intends to explain the experimental observation that little or no output power was
observed from the above GaAs BIN diode-grid tripler arrays. The average drift velocity decreases
dramatically with increasing temperature. This has been investigated experimentally by Windlhorn et. al.
using the microwave-time-of-flight technique [13]. Based upon the temperature distribution simulation.
the peak temperature on a diode-grid substrate is determixied to be higher than 200 oC if the input power
is 30 W on an area of 15 cm 2 which are close to the amount of input power and the area of the GaAs
BIN diode-grid design on a 2-inch wairr used in the above frequency tripling experiments, respectively.
It should be pointed out that the reason of using such a high total input power in the original GaAs BIN
diode-grid tripler array experiment is due to the use of optimistic drift velocity value of 3x10 7 cm/sec
proposed originally [8,9J to estimate the device series resistance and cut-off frequency. From the
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temperature distribution results, the temperature distribution on the GaAs BIN diode grid is very high
and the drift velocity is further reduced. Based upon the result of Windhorn et. al. [13], the value of
6x106 cm/sec should be used to calculate the intrinsic cut-off frequency and series resistance of the
GaAs BIN diode-grid frequency tripler array. The calculated series resistance (using a saturation
velocity value of 6x10 6 cm/sec) have been shown to be more in agreement with the high-frequency
impedance measurement results performed [5]. The calculated intrinsic cut-off frequency also agrees
well with the GaAs BIN diode-grid frequency tripling experimental results. The intrinsic cut-off
frequency and series resistance of the GaAs BLN diode-grid tripler array r ..-d in the previous
experiments are close to 60 C-Hz and 330 C1 (an average drift velocity of 6x 106 cm/sec is used),
respectively.
2. Monolithic Back-to-Back GaAs MBIN Diode-Grid Frequency Tripler Array

It should be pointed out that due to the relatively low input impedance of the device, the optimum
pumping power is high for each diode. It is impossible to fabricate a diode grid on a full 2-inch wafer
due to the lack of an available power source and the extremely high temperature distributon on the diode
grid. The GaAs BIN diode structure does allow larger wafer area integration (larger number of diodes
integrated) compared to the MBIN diode structures due :o the small pumping power required. However,
due to the relative low intrinsic cut-off frequency, the high frequency performance of the GaAs BIN
diode is poor in comparison to that of the MIBIN diode.
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ABSTRACT

In this pap, A new kind of qompound microship quasi-optical power combiner, which is that the radiant power of

many two-device microstaip oscillators is combined in the quasi-optical resonator, is proposed. •xperiments indicate

that output power and resonant frequency have relation to the sie of each two-device microstuip oscillator and the

place of devices. The combining powers are 250(mw) using four Gunn devices and a combining efficiency of about

- 60% has been achieved at X-band.

L INTRODUCTION

Conventional waveguide power combiners are limited in power output ,efficiency and number of sourm that may be

combined in the millimeter-wave region. In order to obtain High-power, solid-state sources must use large numbers

of devices. On the other hand, quasi-optical resonstors have linear dimension large compared to wavelength and

they offer an attractive approach to overcome these limitations. Several different approaches to quasi-optical power

combining have been develped by researchers during the last one decade(l1-131. More recently a planar quasi-optical

approach has been suggested for combining the output powers of millimeter wave device[4J. Two types of quasi-optical

arrays have been reported to date[(5. One uses a distributed oscillator approach in which the devices are mounted in

a periodic grid structure [81 and placed in an open quasi-optical cavity. A second approach involves arrays of coupled

individual oscillator elements[7J. In this paper, we present for the first time a new kind of compound microsbip

quasi-optical power combining structure, which uses many two-device microstrip oscillators. We report the results of

experiments with an X-band model consisting of four Gunn diodes.

IL COMBINER CONFIGURATION

To investi•te the feasibility of our approach, the configuration of the X-band resonator Is shown In Jig. 1. The

resonator consists of two surfaces which are large In terms of the operating waveleth. one surface in a perfect planar

reflector, te other reflector is an opposing concave spherical mirror. Fig. 2 shows the sawture of the planar reflctor.

there is a dielectric medium which high is I (mm) and relative permittivity is 2.8 on the planar reflctor and there an

two microetrip patches on the dielectric. The site of the microetrip patch is a X b. The output power is extracted

by a wavegulde at the center of the pherical mirror.
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The Iwi.. PW* puIGiaIplo MWr 6.q MM" a.lmy 2 =susibed b. aissple eqsalsuhm .S6WW&(I. 8). R,L. md a

an the four parameters of the equivalemt circuit of quad-optical ramonator. -Rd and Cd ane the parmeters of the
equivalent cicult of each Gunn device. The osillation frequency was calculaed usng the equivalent ciut sibma in

"fi.3.

The rmonator proposed hbre has the following advantagea lairge number oE4.e ca be-mounted, It bahg larg
beat dislpation capacity and has a simple biasing circuit and constrmtio.

IM. EXPERIMENT

Following table I shows the combining power and frequency with the different use of miciustrip patch and the
place of each device using two X-band Gunu diodes. We obtain that the asi of each two-device micnetip oscillator

and the place of each device have a lsare effect on the output power and resonant frequency. The same time (oe
table 2), we have succeeded In power combining for up to 4 diodes (2 x 2), obtaining an output power is 250(mw) at
10.758 Ghi and a combining efficiency of about 60% (combining efficiency--output power/the sum of power of each
device in normal wavegulde reeontor).

IV. CONCLUSION

A new kind of compound microstrip quasi-optical power combining oscillator is preented. A
simple equivalent circuit was used to predict the oscillation frequency of devies with an acceptalde
degree of accuracy. It is expected that the monolithic quasi-optical technology will be an important
tool in achieving reproducible low-cost, high-performance devices operating at millimeter waw nad
even higher miimeter-wave frequencies.
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Fig.3 The equivalent cinuit

TABLE I
pwrmw) frequencylGis) effiency a xbnimm V~v din.)

30 8.785 37% 14 X9 10 14

TABLE 19
Iow Pmejw) hqueucy((isz effiency a Xbinm) V~v) ds

250 10.755 60% 22 X11 10 10
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Ukraine, 310085 Kharkov, the Ukraine

Dielectric resonator (DR) with lowest modes finds many applications
in oscillator designs at microwave frequencies due to the temperature

-stable, high permittivity materials, availability of low-cost /l/.

However the most DR applications are in the range of 2 to 20 GHz.

The degradation of Q-factor, decrease of the DR dimensions with in-
crease in operating frequency limits the use of DRe with lowest modes

for mm wave range.

In this work we present a new mm-wave range solid state generator

which appeared as a result of the purposeful research of oscillating

systems adequate to this range and effectively conjugated with semi-

conductor diodes.
In our generator electromagnetic oscillations are realized by Gunn
diodes or IMPATT-diodes. Resonance conditions are provided by a quasi-
-optical dielectric resonator (QDR) in a form of dielectric semidisks

with a metal mirror. In a two-diode module (Fig.l) diodes 1,2 are po-
sitioned in separate rectangular grooves in the mirror 3 and they
excite in a semidisk 4 poor dissipated azimuthal modes of the high
order (for example, the distribution of the electric field of the
mode with the azimuthal wave number n = 9 is shown by dash lines in

Fig. 1). These modes are of the "whispering gallery" type. Since mo-
des are formed by the "sliding" traveling waves inside the dielectric
corresponding to small incidence angles their reflection factor prac-
tically equals to 1. That is why these fields are localized in the
vicinity of the resonator side surface and the resonator has a high
value of Q-factor. The output of the energy is carried out by means
of the dielectric waveguide (DW)..
One may assemble a multidiode generator from one- or two-diode modu-

les by means of distributed electromagnetic coupling between semi-

disks mounted on a general mirror. It provides generation of high-
-stable electromagnetic oscillations with a frequency of the range

10-150 GHz and summarization of powers of a great number of Gunn dio-
des or IMPATT-diodes.

The experimental investigations are carried out in the 8 mm wave band.
The QDR dimensions are as follows: the radius - R- 51 , the height -
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- H•~ (5 is the length of the wave in the resonator).

Pig.2 shows electronic tuning frequencyaf and output power p of AH

oscillation of the two-diode Gunn generator (curves 1). Operating

frequency is approximately 40,02 GHz, maximum output power is 150 mW,

These characteristics are compared with measured frequency and output

power versus voltag# V of one diode in the reduced-height rectangular

waveguide (curves 2) and of the one-diode module with QDR (curves 3).

As the Figure shows output powers of one-diode generators (dashed

curves 2 and 3) differed slightly. In the case of twc diodes summa-

tion of their powers and stabilization of the operating frequency are

observed.

A mechanical tuning of frequencies of the generator with QDR is ac-

complished by several methods. For example, the DR can be used in

the form of two dielectric semidisks on a general mirror (Fig.3).

The resonance frequencies of the odd (even) type oscillations are

monotonically increased (decreased) with the decrease of the distance

d between the semidisks (dashed curves in Fig.4 for the mode with

the azimuthal wave number n = 4l). The tuning of the generation fre-

quency (approximately 2%) is accomplished in the generator with dio-

des displaced in the middle of the QDR system (continuous curve f).

The output power change is shown in Fig.4 (continuous curvep).

Conclusion. A possibility of designing a solid-state generator on

the basis of semidisk quasioptic dielectric resonator has been shown

in the rn-wave range. It is a new class of the solid-state generators

which have a good perspective at short mm-wave range. The device can

be designed by means of hybrid-integral technology and conjugates

effectively with integrated circuits of the mm-wave range.
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W5. 6

FERRITE AND SEMICONDUCTOR QUASIOPTICAL DEVICES
OF MILLIMETRIC AND SUBMILLIMETRIC WAVE BAND

ISOLATORS, CIRCULATORS, SWITCHES
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Uriy B. Yakimchuk
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Ferrite and semiconductor devices of quasioptical type constrac-
tion has it's specificity which is connected with the transformation
of working type of modes into highest ones. That is why it is'neces-
sary to provide for the regularity of active element switching on
in the cross-section of the quasioptical line. In other words the
ferrite and semiconductor element must be excuted in the form of a
flat-parallel structure, which completely overlaps the cross-secti-
on of a transmission line.

In this connection it is preferable to use Faraday rotator of
plane of polarization combined with the polarization divider in form
of a cruciform ramification of the quasioptical line of transmission
with small-mesh difraction grating in diagonal cross-section [I],
which allows to realize a wide set of functional devices of different
tipe. In these conditions a polarization plane turning angle =45 is
characteristic for nonreciprocal circulator (Fig. la) and isolator
(Fig. 1b), and ato=90* H
there are properties of _
reciprocal cwitch (Fig. 4 L
1c, 1d). The parameters a
of similar devices are 1. 2
determined by attenua - f -
tion in the line of tra-
nsmnission, polarization
divider, material, by
the losses in the pro -
cess of transformation a) b)
into the highest modes
as well as by the pre- H H
sence of reflections - -•
from the ferrite element. J L
And it should be menti -
oned that the last fac- - 2
tor is of particular im- ""
portance, while the con-
tribution of other com -
ponents may be minimized.
Girotropic character of c) d)
the magnetized ferrite
leads to the difference Fig. 1.
in wave resistances of
medium for the polarized in cirle weves of the right and left direc-
tinns of polarization plane rotation, in connection with the matching
of the fe-rite element in quasioptical transmission line represents a
nontriviL.. task.

We have suggested a matching method [2], based on utilization as
a ferrite element of multilayer structures in the form of gyrotropic
resonators Fabri-Pero, which can be independently adjusted for each
of the orthogonal field components.
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Based on such structures, in the frequency band 140 GHz there
have been developed a quasioptical circulator, isolator and channel
selector switch for oversize waveguide with a round cross-section
of 10X diameter with the mode H1i [3]. The ferrite element, exerci-
ced in a form of a sistem of four yttrium ferr1te disks with the sum-
med up thickness of -61, provided for the polarization plane turning
angleo<=45 0 at outer mugnetic field strength H=8000 A/m, introducing
losses into the line, which are no more then 0,3 dB.

For circulator (Fig. la)
summed up losses in the de - FREQUENCY BAND
vice in frequency band 0,5% F BAND 0 a 0
are 1 dB (Fig. 2, curve 1) , -,8 -0,4 0 Q,a 0,8
and here the channel discri- m e

mination (curve 2) is no more
than 22 dB. The similar para-
meters are characteristic of 10-
isolator (Fig. ib) and switch 23
(Fig. ic). In the latter case

the switching of working regi- 20- K-

mes is exercised during the
switching of the outer magne- ca

tic field. In order to elimi - 0
nate the shunting effect of 3-
short-circuiting turn, formed
by the walls of the waveguide. Fig. 2.
the latter is made of dieiect- -4
ric with a thin conducting cover (,., 2 *1 0 mm)_?n the interior surfase.
The time of switching in such a device was 10 s.

Another class of switching devices of quasioptical type is based
on utilization of the photoconductivity in semiconductors. In this
case a- semiconductor plate is installed in the diagonal cross-sec-
tion of the cruciform ramification of a quasioptical transmission
line. In absence of optical pumping. the electromagnetic wave from
the input arm passes with small losses semiconductor plate, the
thickness of which is chosen to be equal to the half of wavelength
in the material, and then it arrives at the directdoutput arm. Opti-
cal radiation is proided through side arm, as a resalt of which the
concentration of non-equilibrium curriers in the semiconductor in -

creases and the wave is reflec- 0- _ _ _

ted from the plate into the side
output arm. Eiectrodlnamic cha-
racteristics of a similar device rX
have been studies in the frequ -

ency band 140 GHz. and the semi- V
conductor plate was made of Ge
(E=15,7; P=45'2.a*cm) and Si (4= 4

11,5; f=150.l*cm). In absence of
optical pumping and in case of
ramification in H-plane, the lo- t
sseE in electromagnetic energy 0 6
transmission from input arm into
direct output arm were 0,3 dB
(for Ge) and 0,8 dB (for Si) and 8 .... _ _ _

bandwidth in this case was equal I016 1017 1018 1019 10O
co 12` and 20% accordingly. In 16-_2 -_i

case of optical pumping the los- PHOTON FLOW DENCITY (cm ' )
see electrcmagnetic energy tran- Fig. 3.
smission from input arm into side
output arm are determined by a density of radiating power, and their
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dependance on the flow of photon power is shown in Fig. 3 (smooth-
curve-calculation, dots-resalt of experiments). A5 can be seen, in
order to make losses less then 1 dB, the dencity of photon flow
must be more than 10'9 ci,*s-i , which corresponds to power-.I W

In case of impuls optical pumping it is necessary to take into
consideration the velocity of non-equilibrium carrier generation
which at small periods of time of the opticai radiation action, le-
ads to encreasing of the necessary value of intensity. Numerical so-
lution of continuity equation for this case for impulse duration eU=

s allows to determine the distribution of non-equilibrium carri-
er concentration and, by holding reflectivity factor^1 dB to deter -
mine the necessary photon flow density, which should be not less 10-
cm"2 *s ,which excesses by an order of magnetude the corresponding
intensity value in case of stationar optical pumping. For the chosen
parameters the necessary power of optical pumping source - 300 W.

Such a device has been experimentally made in frequency band
140 GHz based on oversize waveguide with round cross-section of 10X
diameter with the mode H. , and as a source of optical pumping there
was used a semiconductor injection laser GaAs, maximum radiation for
which corresponds to the wavelength X =0,9,wm which well agrees with
the spectra of photoconductivity of Ge azd Si. Recovery time in such
a device at the level 10 dB is (1-5)*10" s and losses are no more
than 1 dB.

The date provided in the paper confirm the good prospects for-
the use of Fraday effect in ferrite and for the use of the mechanism
of photoconductivity in semicnductors while creating quasioptical
ferrite and semiconductor devices of millimeter and submillimeter
wavelength band.
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W5 .7

STUDY ON QUASI-OPTICAL SPHERECORNERECHELETTE OPEN
RESONATOR SOLID-STATE OSCILLATOR

O.I.BELOUS, A.I.FISUN, A.M.FURSOV, A.A.KIRILENKO

The solving of some problems of radiophysics and millimeter and

submillimeter wave techniques put forward higer requirements to

the sources of electromagnetic radiation. On the first place it

concerns the spectrum characters. The high stability of frequancy

oscillation can be reached with the help of outer sinhronization

ot the frequency by frequency standard. The other way of achieve-

0ent of the high stability frequency of signal is the rising un-

loaded Q-factor of oscillating system of generator. This way al-

lows to solve several problems at the some time. In particular

high Q of oscillating contour decreas>z the level of frequency

noise near from the carrier frequency.The short-term and long-

term stability of the frequency is defined with the stability of

geometry dimensions of the resonator and the value unloaded Q.

Hermetisation and termostabilisation decrease assentially the in-

fluence of the outer destability factors on the long time

stability.

The results of the analysis char atcters of the solid-state gene-

rators with quasi-optical oscillation system are considered in this

paper. The resonator of the generator consists of a smooth spheri-

cal mirror and mirror that is made up of two echelettes at angles

45 to the resonator axis. It is the spherecornerechelette open

resonator(l). The calculations of the amplitude and phase of ele-

ctromagnetic field in this resonatc:- are discribed in this report.

This calculation shows that the allocation of the electromagnetic

field in the aperture of the slot depends on the couplinq factor

(the size of the slot) in the case of the excitation of the reso-

nator on the resonance frequency.The mechanism of the excitation

of oscillations in this resonator with the help of Gunn-diode or

IMPATT-diode was examined. it has been allowed to solve the opti-

misation problem of the internal active element placement in the

dispersion open resonator with the grating.

1. Af.V.ArchipovO.I.Belous,B.M.Bulgakov and other.Millimeter Wave

Stable Solid-State Sources With Srhereechelette Open Oscillating

System. tnt. Conf. on Millimeter Wave and Far-Infrared Technology.

China. 1990.p.539-540.
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W5.8

The Calculation of the Transitions betwmn the
Quzasi-Optical Waveguides

Vladimir K. Kiselyev, Taras M. Kushta

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

12 Acad. Proskura st.,Kharkov, Ukraine

The quasi-optical waveguides of the class of *hollow
dialectric channel" (DC-waveauide) E13, namely the hollow

dielectric waveguide (HDW) 123, the metal dielectric waveguide
tMDV) [1,33 ets., are widely used for the transmission of the

electromagnetic waves of am and subsm ranges. Many devices are

created on the base of such transmission lines and an actual task
is the conjugation of the quasi-optical lines, in particular
ones, which are fulfiled on the DC-maveguides of the same type
having the different sizes of the transversal section.

The main task of this work is to apply the well-known method

of the examination of the non-regular transmission lines C43, to

the DC-waveguides of the variable section.

According to the paper [4], the amplitudes of the spurious
waves, which arise in the result of the scattering of the

operating mode with the index m by the final part of the

waveguide of variable section, are defined by

P= exp(-LY (i)) @x• •(Y-[.l:z[IJ h.(L)] -J1~

where h k(z) is the propagatinq constant of the mode of the number
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2

k, L-is the transition length, rk= f hk dZ.

0

The coordinate axis z - is the axis of regular waveguxdes

connected by the transition. Its origin coincides with the

beginning of the non-regular region. The formula ( 1) with the

supper sign leads to P(l] at j>O, jwm and it leads to P(O) at j<(
4 .

with the down sign. Now it necessary to calculate the coupling

coefficients S in the limits of non-regular region. Let us take

the expression for the coupling coefficient of the waves in the

waveguide, that filled by piecewise homogeneous medium, as the

initial formula E33

S = -lf(V EC-- 1
tm B)-I- ET-- Etm  (2)

Sn) 2h (h -h ) . . n MEds
j ] C

Here Bk. Bk, Bk - is the values t: -he 2-field component of

the mode of index k at the interior bzndary of the channel of the

regujar waveguides, i(z= - is the tangent of the angle between

z-axIs and the tangen- to the bondary surface, that is

perpendicular to the cross-section c:rcuit, C - is the

permittivity, z, n, s - are local transverse coordinates along

the medium bondary on the circuit C.

The boundary condition of the imcedance type, which for the

normal. component of p-field at n=o have tne next form [3]:

, for HD1j (3a)
1E 2

t (-l , E for MDW , (3b)

wnere .i=2/X. \ - -the wavelengt'h, d - iS the non-resonant

,ielectriz _'aver thicknes: in MDW, x - i: the permittivity, of

-rhe cnannel wal' of DC-waveguide.

.at:inz -ntr( account that the condition h /ktl is subisfied

in £C-;aveguide, let us introduce, analogously to the work [5],

h t the probiem of the propagating of the electromagnetic
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waves along the Earth was considered, the parameter c,, "

means of which the bondary conditions for DC-waveguide will bt

written in the next general form :

GE
O - E (4

On (Z )orf

From here, in particular for the above-mentioned bondar

structures taking into account (3a, b) it is easy to receive the

next evident expressions for c

C2 /(--l) for HDW

fr -C ctg (,:(c-l- for HDW.

Substituting irnto (2) the values of f-field component anc

of f for c, we find the coupling coefficients S j, and so the

amplitudes of spurious waves F
J

As an example the circular tapered transition

(v(s)=(a -a )/I, where a and a - are the radii of the interior2 1 1 2

channels of DC-waveguides, that are conjugated), in which

EH -modes of DC-waveguide propagate Ell, was considered.

In Fig. la,b the concrete examples of the calculating of the

amplitude of the sporous waves for the dominant EHt -made versus11

the length of the round tapered transition with the parameter.

2a =12mm, 2a =20mm, are presented. Fig. la corresponds to HDW wit!

X=2.3, tg6=0.05 (carbolite), fig.lb corresponds to MDW witi

,=3.03, tg6=e.01 (mylar). The calculations hawe been done for

X=imm and antiresonant dielectric layer thickness

(2hd(c-l)"/=]l2).

Formulas, have been recieved by us, allow to do the

calculations of the transitions with another forms of the

transverse section and to examinate the possibility of the

optimization of the transition about the minimum of the loss tc

transformation of operating modes into the spurious ones.
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W5 .9

A NEWl TYPE OF AN OPEN RESONATOR FOR MM- AND
SUB-NN-WAUELENGTH RANGE ELECTRON DEUICES

V.P. SAZONOU

Research and Production Corporation "Istok"
Fryazino, Moscow region, 141120

1. INTRODUCTION possibility to its subsequent
Open resonators made as two flat application in effecting its short-term

and parallel to each other mirrors were interaction with an electron stream.
for the first time employed in 1958 To secure a focally-converged field
in designing sub-n-wavelength range a horn can be used, and to effect the
molecular amplifier and oscillator [i]. electron interaction with a field there
Following application of open resona- can be employed, for instance a closed
tors were in gyrotrons [2] and orotrons waveguide's section connected to a horn
[3]. These devices feature a principle through holes in its walls. Applica-
of protracted interaction of electrons tions of the mentioned techniques
with microwave field. Microwave elec- result in a structure of a focusing
tronics also widely employs a principle open resonator (FOR'. shown in Fig.!.
of short-term interaction of electrons
with microwave field as well, for ins-
tance in the klystron-type electron de- 2
vices. Well-known types of open resona-
tors. however, do not permit to use
them in electron devices featuring a
sf,6rt-term interaction of electrons
with microwave field. Therefore the
task of this paper comprises the
insight into this problem and the
seeking of its suitable solving.

2. THE PRINCIPLES OF DES1-IIING i

FOCUSING OPEN RESONATORS (FORs) _- R ,
An analysis of various types of

open resonators has shown th- Fig.l. Focusing open resonator.
possibility to attain a suitable 1, A ca-,• S,:r,. 2. A! ,lc:t?,c field,

solution to the above-mentioned problem 7.. 4 .ao, iA .47ellde'3 lcton.
using the focusing of an electro- !, A ia c -. , ta P,,!'
magnetic field. Following this process, it .icrowe nover :1;lt ,C1!0::
the necessity to maintain an electro-
magnetic field arises for the The qpuestion natLrally comes,
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whether the generation of stable a single pass of a wave fron a airror
oscillation in the offered resonator to a short-circuit In a waveguide,
is possible. The answer to this
question follows based on the possible 3. ThE RESULTS OF EXPERIMNhLII
application of the theory of open STUMIES OF A FOCUSINQ OPEN
resonators [41, Asume the appearance RESONATOR
of a standing wave in the offered To experimentally study a FOR, a
resonators. Then in the opening of a special mock-up has been designed and
horn, in the cros_.-.rtion. C03C produced. A resonator-'s pr CtutýypL
Fig.l ', for instance, there may appear features following basic dimensions.

an electric node. Theoretical substitu- The length of a conical horn - 27 U,
tion of a spherical surface for this ?V1 angle of a horn opening 300. The
cross-sfction will result in a system length of a waveguide connected to a
comprising two mirrors - a concave one horn - 3 mm. Waveguide dimensions -
with a curvature rading -R4, and a 2.4 x L.2 mm . The diameter of a horn's
convex one with a curvatfiure radius - outlet - i5.5 mm. Mirror's radii of
R2 , and with interval between them -d ,•.r:Ie - 50 - 100 mm. A spherical
(Fig.l). The theory of open resonators :-I.•r', diameters - 55 - iO mm.
sa}y_ that this system sees the genzý-r- An excitation of a ý-sonator has
tion of stable oscillations, if the been effected through a waveguide's
relationships are met: Ct4R <d++RP, section connected to a horn. This
i.e. in this system comprising a connection has been adjusted by a
spherical concave mirror and a horn diaphragm 0, having a hole, This diaph-
with a section of a short-circuited ragm is 0.05 mm in thickness, and a
waveguide, oscillations will be stable, - b;! has a diameter 0.8 mm. Fig,2 shows
if the center of a curvature radius of -'esu!lýt of experimental studies at
a spherical mirror (point 01) i's te 3.2 m - wavelength. Dashed verti-
located on the axiS inside a horn, cal line• indicate critical locations

in the interval betwee-, a nec:: : ,Orrr, 's curvatue center.
_i- s 2 centc-' ¾ aufont .h1PEin shows th coinc>

:u,.atmure in a horn (pc'n- Q0), and a dence bctween the centers of a mirror's
:enter cf a horn cpenin Cpointi3). c'_-.'attn-_ and of a horn's wavefront.

.:, approximate anai'si: of the Th' right line show5 the location of a
pr-pet io f an cflfered FOP has shotm rzirr-r's c-2-ter of cur'vatur-e in the

that .:_ diameter DR of a horri and the cznte- . a wavefront at a horn's
diiam, e D)M of a mirror have to be c0 UtlI. e s the limits of existence of

through the relationship: stable oscillations are being appro-
D:4DR zc•.• , where A p is a ached step by step, Q-factor drops, and

re5onance wavelength. It approximately the resonance oscillations do not occur
foii:.:• that np/2=d+Re+p, where at these limits. The insertion between
fn is in integer R.- factor of a resona- a horn and a mirror of a cardboard cone
tU• coMPrises adbOt: Q-:•2•(d+R+p) , (Fig.2). coated with a conducting layer
•here 6' is a summed relative loss for with a surface resistance 300 - 400
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prprIe --~reelsofacaa-I,

zo 40 90 d, mm

4.g, FOR 's ,-aSEE ,-endRO onUI-

deig ane d a nmberro h or o -lsto CLst

ca-avsityFo'o klystron D: ith FOslctd .Aal~ oep

alon a spirr al, i note i:3ntefrnoih I seetisg~n .Aa~a

Ohms, did mt affect a resonator's I

properties. Cheasureng nts of a charac- - /'teristic wave impedance ? in the gap '

using a nethod of disturbances gave
Ytre5 Ohms, and this value is not fg " A - ._s.-l

from estimations. Shunt-impedance for1 "- -er--,n , -t ,
an optimum structure comprises about =• P03

40 kOns,

4. FOR - BAISED} ELECTRON DEUICES. -
Based on a FOR there can be 'Y.3. IQuadricavity amplifier Fore

designed a num~ber of the Foro klystron klyotron
tylpe devices [6]. Fig.3 shows a multi- I,. Ao, Pam Same, 2sA electot q,

cavity• Foro klystron with FORs located 3. A u,•,etic Pole pieces
along a spiral, not interfering with 4. An ,,ectz Open,. 5# A s,,,o,.
each other, Changing form of a space fi, helIM, 7&,A a sohaq sps,

housingl an interaction of an electron 8, A kan, 9. A collecte,
Aream with microwave field, can give 10-, vican it.l,
various device combinations. Forc 1,1241,30,14 Fecaga ,..m,,opq
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twistron [71, for instance, Applica- 3. FS. Rusin, G.D. Bovgoolov; An elec-
tions of an elliptic mirror with two tron device for the generation
horns locxated in the focus of an and amplification of mis- and sub-
ellipsoid can result in the production mu-wavelength range oscillations,
of a FOR - based Foro oscillator [8]. An author's certificate, USSR,
See Fig, 4. N!19555?, dated November 10, 1965,

4, L,A. Weinshtein: Open resonators and

S.open waveguides, Moscow, Publishers
Soviet Radio, 1966.

N .3 5. U,P, Sazonov; An open resontor,
_, An author's certificate, USSR,

W9 -82479, dated Febrtury 26, 1981.
"6. U.P. Sazonov; Sub-n- and n.-wave-

N 1 length range amplifier multiresona-
------ tor kly~tron, An author's certifi-

= cats, USSR, IR'982482, dated May 6,

7. U.?. Sazonov:* An "O" type microwave

-- _ I device of mn- and sub-mi-wavelength

range, An author's certificate,
Fig.4. An oscillator with a two-horn USSR, N?982481, dated May 3, 1981,

elliptic mirror. 8. V.P. Sazonov; U,S, Shatilov; An open
is A pave? aources 2, As electeoa qn, resonator, An author's certificate,
1, A ,apetic pole pieces I, An electro, ,tpes., USSR, N•'243550Af dated February 24,
5, A drift tube, 6, A collectoer 1987.

7, two lea il the locuases of a elliptic lieero - go

is 1xePq output,
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W5. I0

ELEMENTS OF THE DIFFRACTION QUASIOPTICS.

PART 1 : THE MAIN PROPERTIES

Minin I.V. and Minin O.V.
Institute of Applied Physics, Novosibirsk, 630117, USSR

The elements of the diffraction quasloptics (EDQ) [1] are
intended for transformation of incident wave fronts into the
required ones. The EDQ operation principle Is based on creation of
specifically chosen discrete phase delays over the wave front.
There are three main types of EDQ (by the principle of disposition
with respect to the propagation direction of the electromagnetic
wave) [I]: transverse (made mainly on a flat surface),
longitudlnal-transverse (made on an arbitrary curvilinear surface)
and longitudinal (representing a system of screens located along
the direction of the electromagnetic wave propagation). The EDQ
can operate both in the "transmission regime" and the "reflection
regime". According to the application the EDQ can be of amplitude
(binary) and phase inversion type.
% The main physical properties of the EDQ, development at our
Institute, are briefly surveyed In the present work.

The principle of the EDQ construction is founded mainly on
the laws of geometric optics and is described in literature
[2,3,4] rather in detail. It should be noted that the problem of
restoration of the EDQ phase profile by the preset focusing
properties refers to the class of incorrect problems and it has no
single solution even in the simpliest cases [5]. For mathematical
modeling of the EDQ physical properties and carrying out of
numerical experiments in order to find out the main laws of
diffraction of the EDQ electromagnetic waves a scalar
approximation Is used. The structure of the field formed by the
high-transmissIon EDQ in the region of observation is defined on
the basis of strict calculation of Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction
integral by a special algorithm the essence of which Is considered
in [61 as an example of the wave diffraction on the flat
axisymmetric EDQ. In some cases for the fast modeling of
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frequency-forming EDQ properties (mainly for the analysis of their
aberration characteristics) a geometric theory of diffraction Is
used (7]. The problems of the numerical experiment technology and
the structure of the computer complex are represented in [8].

Let's constder some generaZ properttes of the EDQ. The
characteristic features of the EDQ are the following: a low
inherent thickness of a phase profile (making the value in the
order of the radiation wavelength), a low weight, low absorption
losses of microwave power in the EDQ material, the possibility of
the large-slzed EDQ construction kup to several meters), lower
required precision of the phase profile creation in comparison
,with mirrors, the possibility of the EDQ construction on the
surface of the arbitrary shape, high electromagnetic compatibility
of different EDQ, their noise Immunity and so on. As the
transformation of the wave front incident on the EDQ takes plase
origy due to plece-constsnt or piece-c-: ntinucus phase modulation
t*his causes the appearan'ce of frequ:u•y properties, thap is the
daeendence of the space position ant the shape of the focusing
region on the wavelength of radiation incident on the EDQ [9].
This fact is especially important in the range of mm-waves where
monochromatic radiation sources are usually used. Moreover, the
frequency properties of such elements can be controlled by
selecting the method of syntheslzL-m of the EDQ phase profile [4],
changing the EDQ surface shape, the values of this surface sagging
deflection and Its orientation in space; It's possible both to
enhance them and to create super wideband systems. We should note
tnat the value of the EDQ spectral resolution at a great nurbeer of
-resrel zones on Its aperture is deflned by the form~ua of the
ilffraction grating.

Another inportant property of the EDQ, constructed cn the
aurviiinear surface is the dependence of the longitudinal

resolution cr the value of the sagging deflection and space
:rlentation of this surface (9]. As far as the transverse
resotution (with respect to the optical axis) is concerned, these
.,Q are the diffractilon-limited elements and their resolution is
chraracterized by the diffraction limit [6] It should be mentioned
that at a low number of Fresnel zones the EDQ resolution is even
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better than the Airy's formula yields.
The possibility the EDQ construction without axial symmetry

allows to realize focusing systems with space-frequency
depeeeendence of the focusing region position (103. Besides the
EDQ are not obligatory analogous to microwave lenses and mirrors
(that Is, they are used not only to focus the radiation Into the
point of dlffractlon-limlted sizes but to provide the focusung of
the incident radiation into 3D region of arbitrary shape [33). As
the EDQ are capable to operate both in near- and far-field zores
the mentioned pr6perty allows to create systems of forming of the
radiation pattern of rather exotic shape.

One more characteristic feature of the EDQ is the dependence
of their diffraction effectiveness on the number of the phase
quantization levels of the incident wave front. This allows not
only to choose the complexity of the EDQ construction depending on
their specific application but to redistribute the energy by
different diffraction orders. Besides, the selection of the
mentioned parameter and the selective properties of the EDQ at the
operation with the radiation including several multiple harmonics
[11] can be controlled. It is possible to use one and the same FDQ
for operation with the radiation of several multiple wavelength,
to mi. them in one and the same focusing region and so on.

The EDQ capability to combine properties of several
different focusing systems Is one more important feature. For
example, It's possible to create a dynamically changeable shape of
the focusing region by combining two ID EDQ [12], to realize
polarization-sensltive mm-optics (13], to construct EDQ operating
simultaneously Ln IR- and nLm-ranges and so on.
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W5. 11

ELEMENTS OF THE DIFFRACTION QUASIOPTICS.
PART 2: THE MAIN APPLICATIONS

Minin I.V. and Minin O.V.
Institute of Applied Physics, Novosibirsk, 630117, USSR

Let's consider some classes of typical nm-systems based on
certain physicaZ properties of the EDQ.

Systems of plasma diagnostics. A diagnostics system on the
basis of the off!-axis EDQ H ] is rather effective for
investigation of plasma formations, for example, in problems
connected with the controlled thermonuclear synthesis, of
operation of magnetic hydrodynamic generators and so on (2]. In
such a system the angular separation of probing trajectories, the
plasma diagnostics in a local region simultaneously at several
close wavelength through one and the same antenna are fulfilled
due to the usage of space-spectral-focussing properties of the EDQ
with off-axis position of the focusing region [31. This allows to
Qarry out experiments on the backward and bistatic scattering, to

-obtain the information on space and energetic properties of
plasma, its dynamics and so on. Besides, when necessary the EDQ
can be used simultaneously as a focusing device and a special
packer investigations in reacting media, on ballistic tubes (21
and so on.

Another type of millimeter and submillimeter systems is
based on the EDQ capability to provide the radiation focusing in
the arbitrary space configuratlon. This allows to create systems
of microwave retaining of plasma in the arbitrary region, devices
for obtaining microwave-discharges- of complicated 3D configuration
and some others [43.

Systems of quasioptical radiovision. Mm-systems of direct
quasloptlcal radlovislon are based on the high-effectlve
diffraction radiolenses, the requirements to the radiolerse are
started in work [5]. The combination of the focusing and
frequency EDQ properties [61 allows to re-alize the construction
system of radiolmages of 3D objects in real time [ 71: a vertical
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image scanning is carried out, for example, by electronic polling
of the receiver arrays and a horizontal image scanning is carried
out by moving the object; and a look by depth of scene essentially
exceeding the depth of the radiolens sharpness is carried out by
frequency scanning (by deviating the wavelength of the radiation
sources).

Antenna systems. The EDQ are capable to form the antenna
pattern of arbitrary shape. In such antennas the pattern scanning
can be provided in the range not less than +2C° due to the
shifting of the eadiatlon receiver position, and antenna
amplifIcation changes not more than :y 1.5 dB and the level of the
side lobes changes insignificantly [8]. The advantages of
antenras on the EDQ basis are the absence of the aperture blockage
(as in systems of Cassegrain antenna type), the simplicity of
their manufacturing. Frequency properties of the EQ which
2onsiderably increase the noise immuty1 of antenna systems,
allows to control their frequency selectivity, noise
characteristics and so on are of importance. Besides as ;ne EDQ
can work In the "transmission regime" they can be used as a
radlo-transparent cap for protection of a relevant equipment
against the environment action: that is, It's possible to escape
the direct action of this environment on the radiation receiver
(or radiation source), to reduce requirements to the conditions of
their maintanance. As the EDQ can be conszructed on the suurface of
the arbitrary shape such antennas combine their properties with
-h- DroDertles of the radome. This is important in particular for

considerable reduction of the wlnd loads on the large sized
antennas, for a distortlon reduction of tne anterna pattern caused

a special radome and so on. The possibility of construc-lon of
such nonmetal antennas of different designs plays a great role.
For example, it makes possible to manufacture antennas for
automobile radars to be used in-fogs, rains and so on. The
ap-etrnamic oropertles and design of the antenna are defined by
the applIcation and the shape of the automobile.

Such antenna can be widely used in communication systems of
different application, in radio transmitting systems (as wave
front correctors as well), in report television systems, systems
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of tplx tcommuultation arci other fleldc or national economy.
Satellite TV is one of the promising fields of application of
antenna systems on the EDQ basis using practically all above
mentioned cnaracterlstic features. A variety of antenna shapes,
their aesthetical and structural accordance with the Interlor of
flats, private cottage and different buildings, rather high
technical parameters allow to realize a great number of antenna
systems for reception of the satellite TV programs not only of
classical microwave range but of amn-range as well [83.

Mm-systems for 'scientific i nvestigations. The range of
millimeter and submillimeter waves Is characterized, in
particular, by the fact that the EDQ diameter-to-the radiation
wavelength ratio Is the same as that of integral optics elements.
This allows, for example, to carry out the development and
simulation of properties of the relevant optical system as their
manufacturing Is considerably simpler in mm-range than In IR- and
optical ranges. Thus on the basis of the EDQ It's possible to
construct a set of planar optical logic elements for optical
polychromatlc computers [9] to optimize optical elements of
integrated optics, devices of radiation input/output and so on.

Besides simulation the EDO have one more important property.
For example, they can be used for construction of a great number
of optics of millimeter and submillimeter lasers of different
applications, both for focusing of their radiation into the
arbitrary region and for prescribed transducing of the wave
front.

,There Is a number of other possible fields of EDQ
application. So, on the basis of development of construction
principles and studying of EDQ properties In microwave range we
managed to show possibillty of shock wave focusing in nonlinear
regime in principle [103, that is very important both from point
of view of physics and that of applied sciences, for example, for
medicine.
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CALCULAT•O•T OF S-PARAJITBRS OF PLANAR JIUNCTINS
BY BOUNIDARY-ELIEaNT WETlOD

Bin Song , Junaei Fu
(XiWan liaotong University, Xi'an, P.R.of China)

ABSTRACT

A method , which is a combination of the equivalent waveguide model and the
boundary-element technique, is described for calculating the frequencies-dependent
scattering parameters of planar junctions. This approach has a few men:'-, e.g.,
simple deducing, short computation time and considerable flexibility.

INTRODUCTION

Open planar multiport junctions are found in practical applications, particuLarly in
the spectral range from microwave to short miLlimeter-wave frequencies, in the
integrated circuits. Up to now, several approaches have been presented for the
analysis of such structures. However, these methods all have a few restricted
applications, for example, only regular-shape planar junctions may be studied, and
some approximation are employed, so there exist considerable discrepancies between
the published results. In our investigation, a boundary-element method using Green's
function and a planar waveguide model are employed to compute the frequency-
dependent scattering parameters of arbitrary-shape planar junctions.

THEORY

The waveguide model as shown in Fig,! has been introduced for a microstrip tine, It
consist of electrical walls at the top and the bottom of the line, and magnetic
walls at the sides. The effective width Weff of the model as well as the
effective dielectric constant E eff are frequency-dependent model parameters [I].
Through the abovementioned equivalence, a planar muttiport junction can be changed
into a H-ptane vuttiport weveguide junction.

w

Er

/---I_____ j7= 7

Fig. I Open microstrip line and its waveguide model.

A wavegulde junction as shown in Fig.2 is considered. Assuming the height of the
waveguide model is such Less than the wavelength (in order to ensure that higher-
order modes which vary in the Z-direction are suppressed). only the Ez, lix. Hy field
components exist. The Ez field in this junction satisfies Helaholtz's equation
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7z * k1 Ez E 0

Considering the region surrounded by the buuzdary L as shown in Fig.3 and using
the fundamental solution [21 and Green's formuLa. from (1) we obtain the following
equation :

where -u u q~dt zju *q dl (2)

u (l/4j))Ho (kr) (3)

q (jk/4)HI (kr)cos& (4)

j0 Wod.a Point J

LC

d, I.

Fig. 2 A mutiport waveguide Fig. 3 Two-dimension region
junction, surrounded by L.

Hiere ui w is the value 0 t<)the npde i. q and q are the outward normal derivatives of
u and u, respectiveLy, Ho and HI are the zeroth- and first-order Hankei functions
of the second kind, respectively, and a is the angle between the vector IF and the
outward unit normal vector S.

Noting that the node i is placed on the boundary L and considering the
integration rath L. going_ around the node i as shown in Fig.3, and using the
Cauchy's principal value of integration, we obtain

Ci ui + f L u q dl IL. dl (5)

where Ci=l- (0/27L), to a smooth boundary, Ci=1/2.

Dividing the boundary L into quadratic Line element, then (5) can be discretized
and is rewritten as

N ('ul 1 N (qi
Ci ui + --- hi h2 h3 le u21 -__[ gi g2 93 )e q2 (6)

Pffi •u3 P,=/ q3

In the matrix notation, (6) can be rewritten as follows

[H J[U] = [ G I[ Q 1 (7)

From (7), the following equation is obtained for the waveguide junction in Fig.2
[1)) ItQ) ol(~

(HJ o IH], [H], I [IIIj [Gia [o J [G),G] I[QI'1 3

where the subscripts o.1 and 2 denote the quantities corresponding to the boundaries

Lo, L, and L2 in Fig.2, respectively.

The u on Li(i=l,2) amy be expressed analytically as
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l~~he^ reru*4='Q)2I jl P -=Q/J ts WAN3 12y) a1X'O Y OP do

whe re f i.(y(J)) -Jir•sin zy"'in. .:/ u, 3,...

e ra -- JfG E ri - _(O /f )a l, 2, 3, ....
Discretlzing (9) , and considering (8), then the values of u at nodes on Li can be
obtained by using an interpolating function. Therefore, the solutions on Li allow
the determination of the scattering parameters Si1 as follows

Sjj X.ghytJ))fjl( y(JP)dy(j) 1 (10010

The presented approach can be applied easily to the analysis of planar multiport

junctions.

RESULTS

The first example is a dual port junction as shown in Fig.4 , and its dimensions
are wl--w2:0.6Mmn, h=0.65mm, e ::60, er=10.1. Computed results for the S-parameters as
a function of frequencies are shown in Fig.4, and are compared with the numerical
results obtained viia the field-matching method [31. It can be found that our

0.4

0.-

Fig. 4 Reflection coefficients and transmission coefficients
of the dominant mode of a dual port planar junction.
( this method ; a a o [31)

results are in good agreement with data in (3]. However, our approach has more
flexibility , e.g., it can study generatized-shape planar multiport junction, while the
field-matching method only can analyze regular-shape ones.

.03

, /a, I.

4'A 0cu

Fig.5 Reflection coefficients of the dominat mode
at the third port of a triport planar junction.
( this method ; - - - experimental results(l1)



The second example is a triport junction as shown in Fig.5 , and its dimensions
are , U=0. 977cm, W2=V3=:.780cm, h=0.158cm, f r2.32. F1g.5 shows its transmission
coefficients and reflection coefficients ,which are all compared with experimental
data in [1].

CONCLU3SIONS

In this paper, the waveguide model concept and the boundary-eLement technique are
employed to investigate the planar multiport integrated circuits, and the s-
parameters of such structures are calculated. Two examples are given, and the
comparison of the obtained results with data available in literature shows good
agreement, in addition, this method has sore flexibility, it can analyze arbitrary-
shape planar muLtiport configurations.
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Abstract: Equivalent edge currents for the Physical Optics (PO) contribution to the edge diffraction
are derived by choosing a proper coordinate system for a half plane. It is seen that these expressions for
the PO component are free from singularities except at shadow and reflection boundaries on the Keller
Cone. To find the total diffracted field, the expressions for the fringe contribution given earlier by Michaeli
should be used along with the PO contribution obtained here. The procedure is applied to the problem
of backscattering from square and triangular plates. Higher order diffractions are also accounted for by
com'bizng tie equivalent currents with the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD). The results obtained are
compared with previous solutions and measured data.

1 Introduction

It is known that the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [1] and its uniform versions (UTD
and UAT) fail in the vicinity of diffracted ray caustics. To overcome this difficulty , ax eouivalent current
method (ECM) has been suggested by Ryan and Peters[2j. In this method, equivalent electric and magnetic
currents which are considered to radiate in free space are introduced in the place of the diffracting edge. Since
these equivalent currents are derived from the GTD fields; strictly speaking, they are valid for observation
directions only on the Keller Cone of diffraction. More rigorous asymptotic expressions for equivalent
currents for arbitrary directions of observation has been achieved independently by Mitzner 131 and Michaeli
[4] based on identifying the equivalent current line integral-.with the asymptotic edge contribution to the
radiation integral of the physical surface current density on a conducting half-plane. Unfortunately. these
expressions for the equivalent currents become infinite at various aspects of observation. in a subsequent
paper [51, Michaeli considered these currents as arising separately from physical optics (PO) and fringe
components and showed that for the fringe component the infinities can be eliminated by choosing a proper
skew coordinate system for the asymptotic integration. However, it was asserted by the same author[6] that
the infinities in the PO component cannot he eliminated in a similar way.

In the present paper, equivalent edge currents for the PO contribution are derived by choosing a
proper coordinate system for a half plane in a manner similar to the treatment in [5). It is seen that these
expressions for the PO component are free from singularities except at shadow and reflection boundaries on
the Keller Cone.
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2 Equivalent Edge Currents For Far Zone Scattering

Consider a perfectly conducting flat surface S on the xy-plane with an edge C. At any point on the
edge, the unit vector i is tangent to the edge, ft is normal to the surface, and the unit binormal vector is
given by

b = ii xf. (1)

The scattered far field from this structure is given by the following radiation integral

kZ e-kR
= 4- X .x x JT( , y)eJ(kz+kYv)ds, (2)

4,r R
where Z is the intrinsic impedance, k is the wavenumber, and jT(z, y) is the total induced current on the
surface. R is the distance to the observation point measured from the origin at the coordinate system. S'
and ý are the unit vectors for incident and observation directions. In addition, k. and k. are given by

k= k A-t, (3)

ky k s3 - . (4)

By using the asymptotic evaluation approach in [:!1. the edge diffracted part of the total scattered far
field written in the (t,b) coordinate system is given by

& = jkZ e- i XR f X(

where "o" denotes the asymptotic end-point contribution at b=0. Let

"( t ) = jo Jr(t, b )eJ~b'•db,()Rt (6)

then,
,td = jkZ e-AkR x/C li4t - = R , x ix/ f(t)eikti'dt. (7)

The edge diffracted field can also be expressed as due to the equivalent edge currents along the edge:

S= jkZ e-ikR f x x tI + Yý × ti]ejk'"dt. (8)

Equating the two integrands. we have

I = K, - Kb cot 3 cos , (9)

M = --•Z•Kb (10)
sin 3

where Kt and Ab are the tangential and binormal components of the vector R.

3 PO Component Of Equivalent Edge Currents

The determination of PO component of equivalent edge currents requires the asymptotic evaluation
of the following iintegral:

lr, = O ( J-)°0(z" z)ej'adx.("
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Here, the phase of .GO°(z,z) is -kzx - s°. Hence, the integral becomes singular when:

(12)

The singularities of a similar integral for the fringe component of the equivalent currents are reduced to a
single direction by choosing a proper skew coordinate system for the integration [5]. However, the equivalent
approach which corresponds to the replacement of the 1 direction by the a' direction for the integration does
not have similar effect on the PO components. Because, as mentioned in [5], such a step "merely replaces
the previovus cone of singular g-directions, by another cone, defined by .- & = s". &, and only for glancing
incidence. 6 = s', does the latter collapse into a single direction, S = CT'. The above argument assumes a
skew coordinate direction fixed by the incidence angle for all observation directions. In fact, for equivalent
currents, there is no need for such a restriction: the skew coordinate direction may be determined by both
the incident and observation directions (a' and 3). After all, the expressions for the equivalent edge currents
are always functions of observation aspect. So for each observation direction, the skew coordinate direction
on the susiace of the half plane is determined separately. To apply this approach, we will again use the skew
coordinate system (a, z) with an arbitrary skewness angle -t as follows:

X = asin7, (13)

z = z + acosT. (14)

Then, the end-point contribution from the integral

gPO(z) = sin J JG fO Q(asin -, z + a cosT)ejkV•'"a, (15)

is evaluated to obtain the PO equivalent edge currents as:

-PO 2YE. sin 0' sin y
jk sin/#'[(sin O' cosO' + sin t0cos O)sin'y + cos-y(cos3 - cosP3')]

2 - cot 0'cos'ý' +cot 0 cos (b
j [(sin [ 'cos0' + sindcos 0)sin + cos-(cos - costf')]'

-po 2Z _, sin 0 sin 7Y (17)=k -"f.sin ]3(sin/3' cos 4,' + sin 0 cos O) sin -y + cos -7(cos 3 - Cos#•')]'

It is seen that, these expressions are functions of the skewness angle 7-. If we let 7 be

cos 3 - cos 0l'
cot 7 = (18)sin 3' cos ' + sin J cos (8

the PO equivalent currents become as follows:

1po 2 YEf sin 6'(sin 3 cos O + sin/f' cos 6')
jk - sin dn[(cos 3 - cosL?') 2 +(sin 0 cos p +sin•3'cos O')2 ]

2  sin O(sin 3 cos 6 + sin 3' cos 6')

M po = 2Z t, sin (sin 0 cos 0 + sin 0' cos ') (20)= 1 (COSO -cosOf' ) 2+ (sin Bcos ' + sin3' coso•

The only singularities of these expressions occur at the incidence and reflection boundaries on the
Keller Cone. Physically, the direction of the skew coordinate & in this case is the direction cf the projection
of (A - s') vector onto the half plane. It is a function of both s' and g. as described eariiet. ThŽ natural

question to ask at this point is what happens when (A - s') vector has zero projection on the half piano;
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in other words, when (i - s') has only a, normal component to the surface of the half plane. In this case,

the above definition of & fails. However, a close examination reveals that when (S - s') vector has only a
normal component to the half plane, the observation direction is either on the incident or on the reflection
shadow boundary on the Keller Cone. Both of these cases correspond to directions for which the field is not
ray-optical and the equivalent current concept is not valid.

It is also noted that the equivalent current expressions given in (19) and (20) are the same as those
in [7,8] where they are determined for a finite size plate by an applicatior of Stokes' Theorem.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we obtained PO equivalent currents in the same way as iringe equivalent currents 6y
choosing an proper oblique direction for the asymptotic integration. This work therefore complements t.ie
work of Michaeli [51. The PO and fringe equivalent currents are valid for arbitrary directions of observation.
so they are more general than the GTD equivalent currents. The numerical accuracy of these equivaient
currents have been established on two examples of backscattering from square and triangular plates.
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ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF INHONOGENEOUS PLANAR
DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES USING NETHOD OF TRANSFER MATRIX

Xu Fuyong , Zhao Keyu, Yang Zhongying and Li Feng
(Lanzhou University , Lanzhou . China)

ABSTRACT

The transmission characteristics of inhomogeneous planar dielectric waveguides
are calculated by solving the transfer matrix equations which are obtained by
separating the waveguide into n layers. This method is of universality for
analysing the waveguides with arbitrary distributions of dielectric constants

INTRODUCTION

Inhomogeneous planar dielectric waveguides have important applications in
millimeter waves and optical integrated circuits. Those methods for analysing
this kind of waveguides, which have been reported, include the methods of the
contrast, the finite element , the boundary element and the network analysis. '
But their eigenfunctions are complex and the solving requires a large amount of
work, furthermore they are only suitable for waveguides with specific structures.
As discussed in this paper , the waveguide is divided into n layers and each
layer is considered homogeneous because of its extreme thinness. Based on the
longitudinal field method and the boundary conditions of fields.' some simple
equations of the transfer matrixes of the eigenvalues are obtained which
require less computing time. Therefore , this method may be used to analyse
inhomogeneous planar dielectric waveguides with general structures

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

An inhomogeneous planar dielectric waveguide is divided into n layers along the
y-direction as shown in Fig. l. The dielectric of each layer is assumed as
homogeneous and its relative dielectric constant E (y) is only the function
of the coordinate variable y. Suppose the eigen waves transmit along the z-
direction and the field components have no variations in the x-direction, then
the expressions of the field components for TM modes and TE modes of the eigen
waves in the i-th dielectric layer respectively are

TM modes
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E : ¢ (y) e-jkS

K I Ej.

(1) K,

E.,= H,t= H.L= 0

TE modes Yi.. tkew i..

H. L-- L (y) e- ,-

(),E, k£, -

W2 a ii H.

Fig.1 A planar dielectric
HL- E, = E•-= 0 waveguide separated into n layers

Where (D1(y) and T' (y) are both the transverse transmission functions, k is
the wave number of the eigen waves , and k-2i-k't - k2  k ,, -0'l is the
cut-off wave number of the equivalent transmission line in the i-th dielectric
layer The wave equations of the longitudinal field components are

'AT E. L + K.2 E. 1 =0 1
and AT H., + K!,I., = 0 f (3f

Hence

dy + 1 (y) - 0 (4)dy2

The solution of eqn. (4) is given by the following matrix

(Y) r COS ko LY sin k.1y . - A-
-(y,-. < y <yJ) (5)

- -D(y ( -) -k., sin k.°y k.o coo k°ty • L-B,-

By substituting Y, and Yi-, respectively for y into eqn. (5),using the recursion
method and the coatinuous boundary conditions of the tangential field compo-
nents E. and H. (TE modes) or H. and E. (TM modes) on the y-yL dielectric
interfacewe get the expressions of the transfer matrixes for TN modes and TE
modes
TN modes
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[ N..,., [,,0 ,] 0.(Yo) ]
0(Y.) -'NO, liN,,(V

TE modes

T-. (y.) L N91  N 2 (yo)

Whenes

Nil 1 il Ml 2 k.ny L i #in k.1y1

MOI in= I L ., k.tyt k-i to ki y* cos k.1 yi-i sin k1 ~iy, -1

LL k., sin k.1yi-i k.t cos k.ty 1 1 -,

* (8)
0 t .- ,k.?/ .,ks ,-L)

rN1 L N1 n tcoo k.,yt sin kLyot

NO, N. = i-l 'k., sin k.Ly. k. cos k.iy,L coo k.iy -, sin k.,y,., - - 1 r i 0 (9)

"k., sin k 1yL- 1  k., coo k.,yiy i -0 k.2/ k!(1-,)

The surface waves only propagate perpendicularly to the planar dielectric wave-
guide in I-region and Il-region outside the waveguide, thus they attenuate
exponentially:

•=--- o e01  ` e" *-t(Y-,-,,) , y~y3E.r an Eot1 e-JIn" e- aty y7-'7" O)
E.11 - LO!e011* y<yo (10)

Based on the boundary conditions of the fields on the interfaces y=y. and y=y.
as well as the transmission condition k!.< 0 for the surface waves , the
equations of the transfer matrixes of the inhomogeneous planar dielectric
waveguide are obtained
TV modes

J=L;.) ill)go F -i -a B Eorri

" ,E1o 0 z,.k~o/k!. NL Ia , 2L a to
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TE modes

- -r 1 0 - NtL N12 - - Horr 7
: , = ;(12)

"0 lHo- o0 ko/k:. • N2, N 22 - 0Hotr -

Where k.. is the cut-off wave number in the air , '- k2 -k0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The computing programs of the FORTRAN 4/k 12,
language based on the above formulas ETS
give results correspondent with lite- 1.2
rature. If rl, the results also conform
satisfactorily with the results of the
single-layer dielectric waveguide. 7.1
The dispersive characteristics of the
dielectrics with continuous linear and .0

jarabe[ic distributions have been com- f 2 . 4 5 6 7 8 9 .
7uted . The acquired dispersive curves

are shown as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In these
figures the correspondent k value in Fig. 2 A dispersive curve according
case of a/k=i is exactly the cut-off to the linear distribution
wave number k. .

CONCLUSIONS

The advantages of the method discussed
in this paper are: INk TE, TE4 TE3
A. The universality for analysing inho- 1.2
mogeneous planar dielectric waveguides
with arbitrary distributions of dielec-
tric constants; 1.1
3. No limitation of the conditions of
the regions outside the planar dielec- 1.0 ---/-

tric waveguides; 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X&

C. Less computing time.
Therefore , this method has certaini Fig. 3 A dispersive curve accor-
practicability in engineering designs, ding to the parabolic distribution
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W6.4

ELECTROMAGNETIC WHISPERING GALLERY MODES IN A RADIAL

LAYER DIELECTRIC RESONATOR

Yu.F. Filippov. S.N. Kharkovsky, Z.Ye. Yeremenko

Institute of Radiophysics and Ziectronics Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine,310085,Kharkov

Axially homogeneous azimuthal oscillations (a/az=O) of the highest
order of the "whispering gallery" type (n >>1 where n is the azimuthal
index) are studied in the radially layer dielectric resonator
,'iFg.1). Such structures were studied (1] on the lowest types of
oscillations.

The dispersion equation was obtained from the solutions of the
Maxwell ones satisfying the conditions of radiation at infinity and
by continuity of tangential components of electromagnetic fields at the
boundary of adjacent regions:

A B= C, (1)

A (= 2 - a .B = 62 (,,2 (01 - 62 (c, 2- f? ),

C 621 (a21- t 11 ) a22 /-22 32- 633 32 &32(032- 39W

C( 1 1/vp7 (J, (X, )/ J (C ) = N, (n, )/ N(e))"$ t

= ( e,- •, ) • (v JJ . )(it / N,, (),

mtj VeL kri (439 1- d/439 0

,,i/VC (H j (2 =/ H/• (2N ),) ) ))

Here r are the poermittiv::,y and radius- of
corresponding layers. k 2(,f/c, f complex reque(y J()
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NiO), " H (m) the Bessel, Neuman and Hankel functions (the prime
designates differentiation by the argument).

The left-hand side of Eqq. (1) determines the resonance frequency
of the independent partial modes of the disc H d (A = 0, r < r)",m0
and ring H (B = 0, r2 < r < r 3 ) resonators without coupling between
them (C = 0). This coupling is determined by the clearance value
n = r 2 -r.

Fig.1 illustrates dependences of the radiation Q-factors
,= '"/2f" and the adjusted resonance frequencies 2r3 f' on the
parameter h'=h/x. (x\ =), ,j is the wavelength of the

k 3

in:_rIZ-c oscillation H r in the ring without correllation40. 1.0
:t:h the disc).

The numerical studs of Eq. (I) was done at n = 40 , radial index
m- (curve 1 ), m = 2 (curve 2) for = 2.04 (fluoroplastic-4),

2- • 1, r3 = 5.3 cm, L = (r 3-r 2)/x 0.53 where (r.- r ) is
:he thickness of the ring. The dashed curves (C = C) correspond to
spectral characteristics of partial modes of the disc "cirve 6) and
c' :he ring of a fixed thicimesc (the horisontal" staight line 7) by
zhanging r There is a defined point of intersection of the
spectral curves (the frequency degeneracy). Q-factors of these
ný •r.nsic oscillations do not depend on r.

The independent partial oscillations H 0 with different radial
nmO

indices m exist in a homogeneous disc resonator (n is fixed).
The approqch of the spectral curves and intersection of their
radiation Q-factors with m = 1, m = 2 is observed with the
asuearrance of clearance (a decrease of rd) between disc and ring for
the above parameters . An increase of h leads to pushing apart
(h. frequency) these art-iai oscillations. The oscillation H 0

ccrresoonds to the lowest one H r of the ring and H _H 40.-. 0 •"4 2.0

the lowest oscillation H d of the disc when the
40. 1.0

:Iearance is rather large (h > x.). Their Q-factors become
•onstant.

The point of degeneracy of4 the undisturbed oscillations shifts
towards lesser clearances in comparison with the point of equal
Q-factors. It may be explained by the presence of both the
interaction and transformation of the oscillations H 0 and

40. 1.0
2.0 to these ones of ring and disc. The minimum of radiation

Q-factor H o corresponds to the clearance X /4; the
40.2.0*k

equality of H4o H 0  corresponds to the clearance x A.
40 . 1. 40.2.0 30
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4.0

'5.

2.5.

320-' 6 •

380

2 J/'
611•Z .em,0

4g.1 Dependences of the radiation Q-factors and the adjusted

resonance frequencies 2r3 V on the relative clearance value h'.
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The field distribution in radius of component H2  confirms

the considered processes.
The interaction between oscillations with different azimuthaly

indices n in the homogeneous resonator is not observed. In

particular, it is absent between partial oscillations H 040.*I *0

(curve 2) and H. (curve 8) in Fig.1. Such interaction appears
2.1.0

with the azimuthal inhomogeneity
It can be shown that an increase of permittivity of the

internal disc -- leads to the interaction region shifting towards

larger clearances and the appearance of the interaction between

high radial oscillations (m = 3,4...). If the permittivity of layers
C increases the region of interaction of the oscillations with

azimuthal indices m = 1 ,2 narrows and dispersion curves steepness

increases. However, the clearance value corresponding to the equality

of Q-factors is still .. x/4. If L increases the region of

interaction shifts toward:-- lesser ?•earances. The oscillations

with m - 3,4... appear in the rinW when L > 1. If L <0.5 then

the int.eract ion between different radiial types of oscillations

manifests itself stronger in comparison with the case considered above.

Inl-rinsic resonance frequencies can be shifted by filling

different materials in the clearance. Such shift is more

prominent in the region of interaction.

CnC(MUTr.J ON

The paper is concerned with the theoretical analysis of the

radial layer dielectric resonator with azimuthal oscillations of the

highest order .It was shown that in the case of the 4-layer resonator

Dartial oscillations of the disc and ring wi:h equal azimuthal
but with different radial indices interact. These oscillations firm

the normal modes of azimuthal oscillations of a layer resonator.
The interaction between oscillations with different azimuthal

indices n in the homogeneous resonator is not observed.

The considered resonator can be used as the flowing cuvette for

measuring in the millimeter range of the complex permittivity

of substances (including chemicaly active ones) which are located

in the clearance between layers.

Ell Zaki K.A., Chen C., IME Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.,

vol. MTT - 33, pp. 1448 - 1452, Dec. 1985.
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W6.5

DIMrNSIONS OPTIMIZATION O CORRUGATED RICTANGULAR
ILZXIDLI WAVEGUIDES IN MILLIMETER BAND

Cin. rao .m ilefiua Tap and Yang. rYnln
(Sbhaghai Tranamsiou Line Ruusrch Insatimue. Chia)

ABSTRACT

A corrupted rectangular flexible waveguide was considered as a periodical structure.2 was analyzed and synthesized

an the cascade two-port network theory,6De discontinuity of the joint between the standard metal wavegaide and

the flexible waveguide was also took into account. A corrugated rectangular flexible wavegaide in Ka-band has been
optmmally designed and tested;the results of the experiments meet the theory welL

I. INTRODUCTION

The rectangular corrugated flexible waveguides ate widely used in microwave and millimeter wave baunds,1 the equi.
relent network method was used to analyse the waveguides, they can be considered as periodical structureaJlte analy.
is and synthesis becomesausier,especeally when the computer is used in calculation.lts known that the lumped
parameter equivalent circuit was deduced by quasi-electrostatic method in the case that the dimensions of the

discontinuities of the waveguides are much smaller than the wavelength and the distances between discontinuities are
Brge enough,but the comparisons of experimental results and the theoretical calculations show that the
euivalent cirauit is also effective in the corrugated rectangular waveguide if there are more than four corrugations in
every unit length of the dimension of wavelength.

On the viewpoint of equivalent circuit, a single mode corrugated waveguide was composed of a cascade of many seps.

rate circuits with same equivalent parameters,. 31s a cascade of two-port networksethus the transmission matrix( T
matrix) or the chain matrix can be used, when the T matrix of a single separate circuit T was obtained ,the T matrix

of the whole waveguide can be obtained by calculating the ruth power of the T, (m is the number of the corrugations

of the waveguide)

It is necessary to notice that whether the corrugated waveguides are used as main feed line or expedient linking com.

pouenti,corrugated waveguides are always connected with the flanges of standard rectangular waveguides or the
waveguide component.'hose discontinuities ought to be considered in calculating the transmission matrix T.

When the transmission matrix of the whole corrugated waveguide obtained, the functional relationship between the
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and the dimensions of the cross section and the corrugation is also found, the

optimal design and the tolerance analysis of the parameters of the waveguide can be carried out by using a computer.

In millimeter band, the dimensions and the tolerance of the waveguides is very small,*k is very important to select
those dimensions parameters optimally.
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In this paper as an example, a rectangular corrupted waveguide of Ka bend was optimally designed ,and same

temples warn manufactured by the precise electroplating method.Experimeuts show that the theoretical model we put
forward is successful, and the technology of making the wavegnide is also effective.

1I. THEORY

Fi.1 shows the cross section (without sleeve) of a corrupted rectangular flexible waveguidea.he periodic cells of the
crrupted structure can be divided in several ways, which one is the most reasonable depends on the experimentsll.

A,13'

ii It

(a) ((b)
FW.1 Cuw e s and =u0 saM corn aurW m* t w wuvsqM

a) Cross au, do. ) U11l an

In this paper, the unit cell in Fig. lb was chose with tries and nomp nesuious segment between AA'and BBW was cut
as an unit celL.1i's equivalent circuit can be considered a a cascade of three uniform single mode wnvesuide*Ihe first
one has the paraneters &saad bp. the wkitb sad beight of the a6ldI part i an d b2 , and the pmlmst of the
third part possess the sesims a the flirst one. ftwidtb ofbte sl• t and ridge are t and g•rspec•l•ely. In thi*-eal
them am two stop discontinuities at the joint points of first wevsgaide with the second one and the second one with
the third one. Mke lumped equivalent circait model can be used to deal with the discontnuities because itWs diman.
ions are much smaller -than the waeleagth. WMisth strct sideratioa ,the higher modes will couple to each other be-

cause or the close discontinuities, but in fact, the coupling may be negligible for it is very week in both experimental
and theoretical calculatlont.The transmisson matrices of the three segments of uniform waveguide ware described as
t,tý2 and t, (ti- t1)respcctively, t1 t, and to represent the transmission matrices induced by the resistance
discontinuity, inductive and capacitive susceptances of the joint of the first and second wavcguide respectively. tt,

and t~represent the homologues transmission matrices of the joint of the second and third wavegulde respectively (t, -
t, t,4- tG) ,in summing, the transmission matrix of this unit cell is

"tie transmission matrix of a resistance discontinuni had been calculated by LN.Ghose [2flte matrices of In
ductive and capacitive susceptances had been obtained by L..Colln[3] and N.Macuvitz[4]. Motice that the trans.
mission matrices are obviously in accord with the reciprocity and symmetry rule, from formula (I),we have

TZ , + a 2 •aD; s aO, O)
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Here 8 , 0.-T-,. an -, - Sl . -
2s SI

,in which Z,, Z2 are the wave resistanceu of the first and second segment of waveguides respectively.

"Bcand BR are the inductive and capacitive suceptances of the step disiotinuities.

If the corrugated rectangular flexible waveguide is composed of m parts of corrugations, the main transmission

matrix is the product of the matrices of every unit cell, i.e.

T41[fi TI)}m(l' (6)

we obtain

7* -1-w

shr ahr

so the voltage reflect ratio of the corrugateg rectangular wagveugde will be-.

Is T1

the standing wave ratio of input voltage is
1+] T31

+~~ ~~ +h rk h i sr
T11

+i 4 'Jpcm Jhr) ~hm'r
-(char)

2 
- ( v!!-•/)

Sr [(chm r)(10)

this formula shows that the VSWR of the corrugated rectangular flexible waveguide is a complex.With giv-

en dimensions of the corrugations, this complex has complicated relation with the friquency.When in following

a Shr 0

when p-- a*, the resonance occurs, It's the worst case for transmission. Ike resonance must be avoided in

designing the waveguide for the working band.

Considering the discontinuities of the joints of the flexible waveguide and standard waveguide. The main

transmission matrix will be multiplied by resistance, capacitance and inductitity matrices of the discontinuities

at the joints in both left and right hand. --

Based on above network analysis, the optimization of psrmutes of the waveguide can be carried out on

the computer, the optimization here means to get the smallest VSWRl for millimeter band by choosing most

suitable parameters of the corrugated waveguide.
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the pamamters to be opattmod are sins of the cross section and the depth of the cornption. Its target func-
lion to be optimized can be chose in this way, In la band , for different frequency fi, to compute function

Ir(>l. find the biggest value, Ir...qI, then ounce the sins of row section to different .mbinations,
Itr. (jl.s@o wiu o.ch e, Ihrs is one combination that reduc the r,... (J,)l to ,mialest, that combnation of
parmeters Is the optimal valu, ie.

I r I- mti iax-r(xlJ,)II

01)

with the restriction of flexibility and single-mode condition
a, 6

0.05 ( * 0.1; 0.05 ( -LL 4 0.1
ash

MI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

According to the theoretical analysis, a general program for optimization and tolerance analysis of the corru.
gatted rectangular flexible waveguldes was made In Fortran 77 language, It runs well on a 80386
computerJnr Ka-band, the results are: a, -6.60, % - 7.6, b, -3.0, b2 -4.0, t- 0.5, Xg-0.66 (in mm):.lhe toler.
anoe of broad and narrow side are -+0.03 mm and U.02 mrn, respectively, a sample was manufactured by the
precise electroplating method. It's standing wave ratio and attenuation characteristic ware tested on the
Marconi 6600 sweep owsclloscope,1he experimental results are shown in Fig.2 and Fi.3. FIS.2 shows both the.

oretical and experimental results which agree with each other for the tested frequency range of 32 - 37.5 GHs
VSWR and attenuation not exceed 1.18 and 1.8 dB / mnrespectvely.

1.150 . 1.20
1.125 - 1.05
1.100 - E 0.90M"' 0.75

1.075 0.60
1.050 - 0.45
1.025 1 j 0.30.2 0.15
1.000 0.00

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
...F '(0Hz) F (GHz)

PlsI. VsWX r.•rtmi.stka F7.3. saeoltmatai maw or

ofworrupusi atsaauglair swnn " Atunatio"m o nga srbc

IV. DISCUSSIONS

Using lumped parameter equivalent network to analyze the corrnupted rectaLngular flexible wavguide is an effective
means, lksults of experiments support the theory . The analysis method and the manufacturing process of the corru.
gated rectangular flexible wavegulde presented in this paper is usful f'ot both microwave and millimeter wave
bands. Especially of importance for the shorter atlllimeter band as W-band, the small dimensions of waveguide re.
quire the strict tolerance, without optimization. t would be impossible to design a satisfactory wavesgide. In order
to enlarge the manufacturing tolerance , we are new working on the corrupgted wavegulde which has transform
parts Achievements will be published soon.
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W6.6

A NEW CALIBRATION METHOD FOR THE FOUAit-PORT REFLECTOMETER

Wu Hongxiong, Liu Daquan and Pan Chuhua
(Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, China)

ABSTRACT

A new calibration method for the four-port reflectometer is presented
and has been applied to Ka-band measurements. The results show that the
reported method is simplicity and rapidity for calibration procedure
and has the same measurement accuracy as the one in 1.

INTRODUCTION

The four-port reflectometer(Fig.l)presented in 2,compared with the six-
3port systems , is structurally very simple. Then, it is specially ideal

for millimetre-wave frequencies.This
paper presents a new method fcr ca-
librating the reflectometer. It only shJDe•tdr
employs a sliding short, and its ca- s2rP4
libration procedures are only a half 2 4
of the one in 1, too. The method has Source,-
been applied to a Ka-band four-port 3
system. Experimental results are gi-
ven and compared with the values ob-
tained by means of the method in 1. Fig.1 The four-port reflectometer

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE NEW CALIBRATION METHOD

For a 4-port reflectometer shown in Fig.1, if r -T4 are the reflection

coefficients of the loads connected at the four portsrespectively, the
power reading P 4 at port 4 can be expressed as follows :4

K 1 2 r3 +K 2 +K 3 3 K 4 2 (1)

rK5 F2 3 +K6 2 +K7 3 +1

where KI-K7 are the system parameters and can be determined by calibra-
tion procedure directly. On rhe other hand, one of port 2 and port 3 is
always terminated with a sliding short in the calibration and the mea-
surement procedures. If F2 (or r 3 ):Fe 3 •, (1) can also be written as

P (a) = K 1+ae Ja 2 or KI I+ae-Jai2 (2)41~ej +beJ ! (2

where K is a real parameter while a and b are complex parameters.
To calibrate this reflectometer, the method presented in this paper is
that the following three reference loads are used in the four different
procedures:



A sliding short, =rcja (i-I- (l i)

B matched load, F=c (lcf ( 1)

C metal plate, r=-I

while the four different procedures are as follows:

Procedure I: A attached port 2, B attached port 3

Procedure II: A attached port 3, B attached port 2

Procedure III: A attached port 2, C attached port 3

Procedure IV: A attached port 3, C attached port 2

And then, in every procedure, the sliding short is moved to N positions
in a equal steplength over a half waveguide wavelength and the P 4 (a) at

each position is collected. Finally, using the similar method in 1, we
define the following integrals:

1 2nC r oP 4(m) e-J dd

1 1 K +aeJid2e- jn da n=0,1,2 (3)

Computing these integrals by a summation of the detected power readings
for N short positions, the values of Cn can be determined. On the other

hand, from the analytic expressions on the right side of (3), using the
complex variable function theory leads to

C 2 =K[-ab2-(l+jaj 2)-a*bj/(l_{bj 2

C1 =K[a-(l+IaI 2 )b+a b 2 ]/(1-1b 2) (4)

C 2 -K[-ab+(+jal2 )b 2-a*b
31/(1-bl2)

where S denoted the complex conjugate. Soving the simultaneous Eqs (4)
yields

b=-C 2/C1I

a=Q (l;V 74/JQl)/ 2 (5)

K=ZZCI+C 0 bj/QI(1; $-7-4/JQ2)]

where

Q=[C0 (1+Jbj 2 )+2Re(CIb)J]/(l+C0 b)

Now, using the values for K, a and b and noting that KI, a,, b, -- IV,

,IV, biv in the four procedures are related to K, a, and b in (5)
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a I=asp b I=b, K I=K a; ai=as, blii=b, KII =K

aii=a, biii=b, Kill=K ; aiv=a, biv=b, KIV=K (6)

After related calculations, the following iterative formulas for calcu-
lating the system parameters can be given as follows:

(- (K 1 /K 2 ) [ /+(K3 1K2 )n ]+(KI/K) 2n(K 3 /K 2 ) I

(FI)ni- 1 2 11+(K3K)n 2 - (7)
1 n~= '-K4/K)n~l(K 1+(/K )2)(K /K )1I- ( K ]K+K 4 K2 n 32)n

1_[(K- 1)n 4) K )3 )-+(K_) (K4) (K3)-2n2 +2 K2( n K2n K2n _2

(F 2 )n+l= K2 K2  K2  K2  K2  K2  (8)

KK 1 1  I K3  (101- (/a) "I 
/(F

2 )+ n(10

()n+1:l _aiav(lnI= (F0 IV' lnI 9

K2  . F2 )n+1  KO2

(K6)n+l=bI[l+t:n(K7)n]/(r)n+l-cn (K5 )n (11)

(K7 )n+l=b iI [1+cn(K 6 )n]/(r)n+l-Sn(K5 )n (12)

(K4 /K2)n+=a 1 [11+cn(Kl/K 2 )n](r)n+l-%n(K 3 /K2 )n+1  (13)

(nl=1 42n1 n+1 (14)

(K3/K + ()n -  a (Kr/K)(

(Hl/K 2 )n+l = 1+aIII [(K 3 /K2 )n+l-(K4 /K2 )n+l ]/(r)n+l (15)

(K5 )n+l= (K6 )n+l-bIII [1-(K7 )n+l ]/(r)n1 l (16)

1K 21n+I= /K ''+lK)~l(17)
lIrn+l il+n+1 (KIIK 2)n+11

Letting KI=0, K4 =0 and z=0 in (7)-(17),the iterative intial values can

be obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the new methoda Ka-band four-port reflectometer has been set
up, as shown in Fig.2.All system is controlled by IBM microcomputer via
a interface circuit. P at port 4 is measured by a low-barrier Schottky
diode detector whose deviation from square law is calibrated in terms of
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the method proposed in 5. The sliding short is drived by the stepmotor.
The reflectometer is calibrated by using the method in 1 and the one in
in this paper for comparison. As for the calibration timethe former is
about 16 mni, and the latter is only a half of it. Experimental results
at a frequence of 36G~z are shown in
Table 1,in which r'is the reflection
coefficient of another sliding short. IM PC
It can be seen from Table 1 that two
sets of the system parameters obtai-
ned by using two methods agree very Interface
well each other.
To examine the reliability for above [Driver A D
calibration results, the reflection #
coefficient from the polished metal Motor DC amp[

plate having ideal r-''=l oS0°is mea-
sured ten times.The results obtained Sidn 2 De2te r
by means of two groups of the system short 4
parameters are exactly the same and SoUCe 1 r
are listed in Table 1,too. (For sim-

plicity, only a set of the measured
data is given.)On measurement errors
of the method reported, please refer Fig. 2 An experimental 4-port
to 2. working in a Ka-band

Table I measured values of system parameters and ref. coef.

Method in I Present method Measured r'' Ideal r'

K1 0.0618451.23 0.0608149.78 0.99864180.110

K2 1.538910 0  1.538810 0  0.9998L180.23°

3. 1.4107ZI82.530 1.4101L182.600 1.0003L180.09 0

4 00556L232.31 0.0557L232.38° 1.0002L180.160

K5 0.0128z223.860 0.0128L223.860  1.0022L 180.050 lI8o0

K6 0.0877L321.510  0.0877L321.510 1.0020L180.09 0

K7 0.12174321.90° 0.1217L321.90 1.0005L180.110

C 0.0135L99.53 0  0.0134L99.570 0.9976L180.16 0

r 0.9954L178.75° 0.9954L178.75 0  1.0023L180.10 0

H 0.9888L177.14°
0  1.0016L180.00°

0

CONCLUSIONS

From all mentioned above and Table 1, the following conclusions can be
drawn: The reported method can cut calibration time down to half of one
required in 1, only requires a sliding Vhort and has the same accuracy
as the one in 1.These features make this new method especially suitable
to calibrate a practical engineering four-port reflectometer.
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AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT FOR DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF
SOLID MATERIAL AT 890GHz:

Qiu Bingsheng,Liu Chengjia,Huang JiangJun and Qiu Ruman

(Zhongshan University,Guangzhou,China.)

ABSTRACT

An automatic measurement system bhs been used to measure the complex
dielectric constant of solid materials at 890GHz.This instrument can be
used as a two-beam interferometer for determining the refractive index
or as a transmitter for measuring the absorption coefficient of
dielectric materials at FIR and SMMW frequency. The results for seven
low-loss solid materials and the accuracy of the measurement are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

There is a growing interest in potential applications for the sub-
millimeter waveISMMW) spectral region. This interest is not liminted to
fundamental studies,such as spectroacopyplasma diagnostics and optical
frequency measurement,but includes increasing military and civilian
requirements. The development of functional systems in SMMW region is
dependent on the development of sources, detectors, mixers and quasi-
optical components.However,the development of quasi-optical components,
including windows,attenuators,isolator,modulators and power couplers,
etc,requires accurate data on the dielectric properties of materials in
this spectral region. A survey of the literature~l] has revealed a
serious shortage of data in this region, beoause measurements are
extremely difficult to carry out accurately.We select typical frequency
of SMMW(890GHz) to build a measuring system of dielectric properties of
materials.The capability of this system to provide accurate values for
the refractive index and absorption coefficient at 890GHz has been
demonstrated for the solid materials,including TPX,quartz,teflon,poly-
ethylene and polpropylene,etc.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP -

Di driverio

Step-motor L -----o---

Fig.1 Block diagram of automatic measurement system for
dielectric properties

SProject supported by the Fund of the Natural Sciences of P.R.C.
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Fig.I shows the block diagram of zhe auto-measurement system for SMMW
dieLectric properties measurement -t the frequency of 90OGHz using two-
beam interferometer. A HCN laser is as the source having output power
of 4mw with power stability of about 5% and operating frequency of 890,
760+0.1MHz with frequency stability of 2*10-T[21.The laser output is a
stable,linearly-polarized,Gaussian beam which is well suited to the
measurement of dielectric properties, and the beam waist radius is
2.2mm at output window.The quasi-optical components in this system are
designed and made by our laboratory.The double-prism couple (DPC, i.e,
variable power divider) is made of two right angle prisms, which is
composed of clear-glass-like TPX,and makes the component ideally
suited for alignment of the apparatus.When the gap between the two
prisms is varied,the ratio of two beam powers changes a range about
14db.The variable phase-shifter(PS) is composed of two right angle
reflectors and used for measurement of the phase shift, where one
reflector is fixed and the other one is driven by a set of stepping-
motor and gears.Ll and L2 are TPX lenses,the BSl is a mylar- film beam
splitter and BS2 is fused quartz beam splitter.
The output of HCN laser beam ,which is modulated by a chopper for pyro-
electric detector ,is divided into two part by BSI. A small portion of
the beam is picked up for monitoring by the detector DI.The primary
beam passes through a 1S5c7 focal-length lens LI and then is divided two
beam by the DPC.Th• transmitted beam passes through machanical phase
sblfterwhile the reflected beam reflected by reflector MI and comes to
focus at the sample S. The beam waist at the sample has a radius
w0:0.4cm. They are combined by a splitter BS2. The combined beams are
then focus onto a pyroelectric detector D2. The detector signal is sent
to a amplifier and electronic circuit, the signal can be displayed on a
chart recorder. A He-Ne laser in the other arm of the interferometer is
used to align the optical system and used to orient the sample. The
sample mount provides for adjusting in horizontal and vertical planes.
While the automatic measuring system is operating, the microcomputer
gives an output signal to drive stepping motor, each time the stepping
motor turns a small angle, the PS gives an increment value of phase
shift. The output signal of D2 via amplifying and processing is
delivered to a computer for sampling and the sampling value is stored
in the register. After the entire scanning process is finished, the
microcomputer begins data processing, and then displays and prints out
the measuring result curve.

MEASUREMENT OF DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID MATERIALS

A. Refractive index.
The measuring system can be used for the measurement of the refractive
index. The first stage of the measurement procedure is to insert the
solid sample in the sample mount, adjusts the DPC to equalize the two
beam intensities at detector D2, and adjusts the PS at start position.
By using computer to drive the stepping motor scanning, an interfero-
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gram curve including the information of the sample phase shift is
obtained. The sample is then removed and repeats scanning, another
interferogram curve with no sample phase shift is also obtained. Fig.2
shows the two of these interferogram curves. By comparing the two
curves, the net path change produced by the phase shifter to restore
the null condition is equal to L. The refractive index n of the sample
calculation formula is given as follows(3]:

S-" + ( L V1)

where ?ý- is the wavelength in air, d the sample thickness, N an integer
and S is a phase shift which arises from the effect of multiple re-
flections in the sample, and this term is usually quite small. N can be
computed as an approximate value of the index is available,otherwise,
mea.surements on at least two different sample thichness are required to
determine N.

B. Absorption coefficient
For the case of radiation normally incident on a phane of the sample,
parallel plate of thickness d, the transmission T related to the refra-
ctive index n and absorption coefficint a is (3]

where = R =,;7 d (4)

Measurement of the sample transmission T for determining the absortion
coefficient o is accomplished with minor modification of the in-
strument described above. The beam of the reflected by MI is used and
the other one is absorbed. Detector D1 is used for monitoring the output
power of he laser, and D2 is used for measuring T while the sample is
inserted and removed from the sample mount. Assuming the pyroelectric
detector and amplifier have linear response. The ratio Tl/T2 of the
measurement with two times is transmission T of the sample.
Usually, the accuracy of the absorption coefficient measurement is more
than 10% causing the unstable of laser output power.In order to improve
the measurement accuracy, we use an electronic circuit and digittal
voltmeter for measuring the Dl and D2 output signal. The accuracy of
transmission measurement within 0.5% is obtained. Block diagram of the
electronic circuit is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 Block diagram of electronic circuit for measuring transmission

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The va1ups of refractive index and absorption coefficient which te have
obtained for a number of solid materials at room temperature are
presented in Tabble I. Some results obtained by literatures are shown
for comparison.
The main sourles of error in the measuring index n are the uncertainty
in the measurement of sample thichness d and the net path change L. It
can be expressed as

n 2 ( 5)
Representive standard errors for sample thickness and net path change,
such as TX sample, are ±0.004mm and±0.OO2mm, respectively. From the
formtila(;;, the standard error in the index of TPN is 1.0001. The
results if standard errors in the sample's index values are shown in
Tla- T3.



The error in the measurement of absorption coefficient mainly depends'
upon the uncertainty in the measurement of transmission, index and
sample thichness. It can be expressed as :,

This computation is rather involved. We found that the standard error

of absorption coefficient depends strongly upon the uncertainty in the
measurement of transmission T, for example, the uncerta-inty of T is
1.5% for the sample of Quartz at T=0.65, it will result in standard
error of absorption coefficient of 7.6%. So a special electronic
circuit was added to improve the accuracy of transmission measurement
as mentioned above. By using holding circuit and digital voltmeter, the
influence of output power fluctuation can be decreased and the accuracy
of measured transmission T is better than 0.5%. So the measuring errors
of the absorption coefficient c4 are typically about 3 percent.

TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

THIS WORK AT 890GHZ Literalure
Material Thicknessw • L n+an T n Ck

(ram) Wum) (cm) _ cm")
Crystalline
Quartz 10.984±.003 119.1 2.1133±.0004 0.674 0.098 2.114 0.1

Crystalline !I
Gernanium 15.100+.003 80.4 3.9904+.0006 0.0807 1.073 4.006 0.76 -

ZnSe 2.857±.003 15.2 3.1246±.002 0.304 1.931 3.124 61

Tefion 14.200±.004 97.9 1.4333±.0003 0.593 0.351 1.391 0.39

TPX(A)** 15.674i.004 118.81 1.4583t.0002 0.611 0.292 1.457 0 . 3 1 ,4)
TPX(B) 15.662±.004 117.71 1.4585+.0002 0.602 0. 38

Polyethylene (--
High Density 15.040+.005 20.71 1.4711+.0003 0.595 0.266 1.463 0.272

Polypropylene - - _

(Sintered) 12.731+.008 150.5 1.4875±.0004 0.313 10.836 1.499 0.27

$ The meassurements of sample thickness are carried out by the
Institute of Guangdong Metrological Science.

i* The material of TPX has been stored for more then 10 year.

The data given here are measured at a single frequency, it can provide
guidance at higher or lower frequency as well. The measuring system can
also be used to measure the dielectric properties of liquid materials.
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HIGHER-ORDER MODES IN COAXIAL CHIROWAVEGUIDES

Shen Zhongxiang
(Nanjing Aeronautical Institute, 210016, China)

ABSTRACT

The propagation characteristics of higher-order modes in coaxial chi-
rowaveguides, which consist of coaxial transmission lines filled with
chiral materials, are investigated in this paper. The analysis is
based on analytic formulation of electromagnetic field components and
application of boundary conditions. Numerical results are presented
for the variation of the propagation constants with frequency and the
radius ratio of inner and outer conductors

INTRODUCTION

Chiral media have long been known in optics under the more common name
of optically active materials. Such materials are characterized by an
intrinsic left- or right-handedness at optical frequencies, due to a
helical natural structure. Renewed, recent interest in chiral media
stems primarily from the possibility that, through advances in polymer
science, or through the manufacturing of artificial dielectrics [1,2],
substances possessing a rotatory power at microwave or millimeter-
wave bands might be produced.

Recently a new type of guided-wave structure, named chirowaveguide,
was suggested by Engheta et al. [3]. The chirowaveguides consist of
cylindrical waveguides filled with homogeneous isotropic chiral
materials. Due to the electromagnetic chirality of the material inside
the waveguide, several important features are associated with this
type of guided-wave structure. Such waveguides will have a variaty of
potential applications in integrated optics, electronic devices, and
optical communications systems as well as in their millimeter-wave and
microwave counterparts.

In this paper, we analyze the propagation characteristics of higher-
order modes in coaxial waveguides filled with homogeneous isotropic
chiral media. The expressions for-the electromagnetic fields inside
the coaxial chirowaveguide are given, and the boundary conditions are
used to derive the characteristic equations for the higher order
modes.

FORMULATION

It has been shown that in the case of a chiral medium made of randomly
oriented and uniformly distributed lossless, short, wire helices, the
set of constitutive relations for time-harmonic fields ( exp(-jw t) )
has the form

5 + (



where e,A, ,represent the dielectric constant, permeability, and chi-
rality admittance of the chiral medium, respectively.

In the chirowaveguide, the direction of propagation is along the z
axis. Considering the z-dependence exp(j• z) for the field components
inside the guide and using chiral constitutive relations (1) and (2)
and the source-free Maxwell equations, the transverse components of
electric and magnetic fields inside the chirowaveguide can be expre-
ssed in terms of the longitudinal components of Zand f6

H-t =ja tP' )ý (A~4:)-4VE - C ef aj~jf ofdppxJ'/ (4)

where

b=

C 2 "l'

d= WJJ~~~)k

h,- j b,-5 c k-•: 1)
h I 4 -01

and ja,<f l , with ,7t , V= -A05 and k='40 with U) being

the radian frequency of the time-harmonic fields.
The longitudinal components E and H can be expressed in terms of func-
tions U+ and U. according to

EJ= P÷U÷ + P.U. (5)

with HS= q*U# + qU. (6)

WU÷ + P÷t U+ =0 (7)

%U_ + P_ U_ =0 (8)
and

P-4+= k+*- P/ " j1

=- (kc-k. P.1)P W/cw)?
For the coaxial chirowaveguide whose inner and outer conductors are at
radii Rjand R1, respectively, the use of a polar coordinate qz system
yields the following solutions for U+ and U. in the range R3 er eRs.

U+(r)=(A, Jn(JP+.r) + B,Y.,4'-r)] exp(jnf) (9)

U.(r)=[AJxrP,..r) + BjY, 1 (P.'r)] exp(jny) (10)

where A,, B1, AS, and BS are constants to be determined. Here Jn and
Yn are the Bessel functions of order n of the first kind and the
second kind, respectively. * 331•



Enforcing the boundary condition that the tangential components of
electric field equal to zero at r=R, and r=R2 and using the equations
(3) and (4) to yield

P.J,UR) P+ftU) P_. J. PR, PY,,Q As

P..J f P * Yx U X X) P_4 . P -Y,(JR.) B,
=0 (11)

SS1(R,) SS2(R,) SS3(R,) SS4(R,) AS

SS1(R2) SS2(R 1 ) SS3(R 1 ) SS4(RV) Bj

where

SS2 (R) ~,TVg~~4e

SS3(R)=J)/, 74-r J6(4)

SS4(R)=2 rrR4*;ýý

and T,= n(jcq,-aP÷), T.= n(jcq.-aP_), T5 = dP,+jbq.,., and TA= dP..+Jbq_.
In order to accomplish a nontrivial solution of (11), we must require
the determinant of the coefficient matrix in (11) equals to zero, that
is

Det [ H ( 1) ]4-4 =0 (12)

where the expressions for the elements of the matrix E H(• )] can be
obtained from equation (11) straightly. The propagation constant i can
be found by solving the resulting characteristic equation (12).

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present calculated results for the propagation con-
stants of higher-order modes in coaxial chirowaveguide. The example
consists of a coaxial line homogeneously filled with a chiral medium
of relative scalar permittivity -=1, relative scalar permeability

r=l1 and chiral admittance ,in mS. The descriptor EHmn used in [6] is
adopted here for chiral modes. The resulting propagation diagram is
given in Fig.2. The results for RZ=0 ( that is circular metal chiro-
waveguide ) are in agreement with the data in [6]. The variation of
the propagation constants for HE,, and HE,, with the ratio Rl/R, is
shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.1 Cross section of coaxial chirowaveguide.

k. R,

Fig.2 Dispersion relations for the high~er order modes
in coaxial chirowaveguide.
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Fig.3 Variation of the normalized propagation constants
with the ratio R,/R, .(A ,.)
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RESEARCH ON IMPROVING ISOLATION OF 8mm PIN SWITCH

Zhou Chun, Fang Yu, Fang PumingWang Liangchen,
Wang Li,Zheng Dong

(Institute of Semiconductor, Academia SINICA)

ABSTRACT

The planar structure PIN fin-line switch has been done successfully in
our grope in 1989.Tpical performances of the device are shown bellow:
the operation frequency 33-35GHz, the insertion loss I l.odB, standing
wave coefficienct s 1.2,switching time 80ns,power standing P 1w,
and rather good reliability.

Isolation is one of the important charlicteristics of a switch.How to
increase the isolation of the switch will be presented in this paper.
what steps should we take to improve this parameter while keeping
insertion loss and other parameters nearly constant?It is just the goal
of this experimental research.The initial results of 25dB increament
is obtained,with nearly same insertion loss.

RESTRICTING THE TRANSMISSION OF PARASITIC MODE

Because of the discontinuity between the waveguide and fin-line,.a
parasitic mode will be raised at the junction.This mode is not under
control of PIN diodes,because it passes through the upper-side of
the finline resulting of the limitation of the switch isolation. In this
work,remarking improvments of isolation are archieved by means of re-
stricting the leaking power under the condition of using PIN switch
with higher isolation.

Therefore it is very important to find useful methodes to destroy
parasitic transmission line in order to lower leaking power. One of the
method is to use a piece of film with absoring electromagnetic wave
and electronic isolation functions.This method has been proved to be
availale.

isolating film

waveguide PIN fin-line circuit

Fig. i
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PROCESS OF MAKING ISOLATION FILMS

In the experiment,three kinds of thin films are choosen.l.plastic film.
serving as a standard for the comparision with other films.2.alloy film.
3.absorbing-wave film.

l.Alloy Film

On the thin mica filmafter evaporating metals of In and Sn, a kind of
alloy film is obtained.Through changing the fractions of every kind of
metals.the different magnitude of surface resistance R of the film can
be achieved.Better results have been when using this film. But some
shortcomings exist in the alloy films too.The adhesion of metal to mica
is weak;this fault get rise to the poor mechanical performence and low
realiability rate.

Another kind of alloy film is gotten in the case of using Al and Ni.
Like InSn alloy film,it also has good results in the improving isolation
measurement.

2.Absorbing-wave film

This kind of film has better mechanical performance and good results.

RESULT AND CONCLUSION

'The measurement cf isolation is made under the condition of f-35GHZand
input power P-7OO-8OOmW.The Fig.2 shows the diagram of measurement

- system. 4 ýa Ga --voItmeter

power sour'e riscjator single-pole]poe so--to a urip1- throw,

eIN ý- tnuator -- 4moatot aetecto circuite

?ig. 2

Comparing to the plastic film, isolation improvments of resulting fromusing
using other films are displayed on Table I. Two different methods are
used in the experiment: a.Only one film is used. b.Two films are taken.
The structure charts ai, shown bellow respectively

cqvity-Cu cavity-Cu

isolation film isolation film

fin-line fin-line

isoiatiun film cnvity-Cu

eivifty-Cu
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CONCLUSION:

l.The parasitic mode exists certainly in the fin-line switch. It takes
the upper-fin strip as its transmission line. In the switch, parasitic
mode contribute to the leak power without being controlled by-PIN diode.
Bellow, representing several typical results in our experiment.

2.To restrict parasitic mode, the methud discussed above is very useful
but it is not the only one must be taken to reach the object. In
principle, other methods can also be taken to destroy parasitic trans-
mission line,such as making filter circuit on upper-line metal.

3.In the experiment,a phenomenon is found that only at the time original
isolation(while plastic film is taken) are high enougi, the advantage of
changing film is obvious.So that a conclusion can be obtained: the
magnitude of parastic mode is rather small, and it can contribute the
influence to isolation only when output power of switch in isolating
situation reach the same value order as the parasitic mode.

film(one) plastic film ISn alloy-t'n. Al

isolation 35 dB 52 dB T7 7 B

film(one) plastic film absorbing film AT

isolation 33.1 dB 43.9 dB 10.8 dB

film(two) plastic filz abaorbing film WX

isolation 37.5 dB 62.5 dB 25

Table.1
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FAR-INFRARED SPECTRAL EMISSION
FROM SIMPL5 IONIC FILMS

Kumao HISANO

Department at Mathematics A Physics
The National Defense Academy0

Yokosuka 239. Japan

Introduction Infrared Dielectric Response

It is obvious that the frequency de- The dielectric function t(w) of a

pendent dielectric properties of cubic polar crystal such as alkali-

substances are responsible to the halides is given by the following re-

optical properties. The long wavelength lation within the harmonic approximation

lattice vibrations reflect the infrared of lattice vibrations:

dielectric properties of ionic crystals. W1-- W2

The lattice vibrations are based on the 2w)-w.-y----j-, (1)

potential energy between atoms in which

both harmonic and anharmonic (damping) where E. is the high frequency di-

terms are included. Transverse optical electric constant, hT and WL are.

phonons in polar crystals interact respectively, the transverse optical

strongly with electromagnetic wave when (TO) and the longitudinal optical (LO)

the retardation of the Coulomb frequencies of long wavelengt' lattice

interaction between ions is Included[ll. vibrations. Therefore, the static die-

This results in a nixed excitation of lectric constant t. is given as

the crystal &s one of the normal modes C0

called polaritonst2l. Thereforeathe far- 
4 O)m(.-- (e)

infrared spectroscopy has been one of

the powerful means to discuss lattice The classical description for the di-

dynamical properties of ionic crystals. electric function, including dampings

Since the infrared emissivity is equal caused by the lattice anharmonicity. is

to the absorptance in a thermally written as

balanced system according to the W1- W, _ N

Kirchhoff's law[3],the emission spectre- A *- .2 ow. (3)

scopy has been also a powerful means

particularly for its temperature de- The thermodynamical Green function
pendence because of ease of its measure- technique for many body problems

sent. In this report, present author predicts the dielectric function as 14]

will review his own work on the tempera-

ture dependence of phonon modes In some (w) Wt - W2 + 2WT(AZ(W) -ir()) (4)

cubic ionic crystals obtained by means - ý C. Wz - W' + 2wT(AA(w) - ir(w))

of far-infrared spectral emission where wT and wL are, respectively, the

spectroscopy.Measurements are made on quasl-harmonic TO and LO mode frequen-

metal-backed films at an oblique cies incorporating the effects of

emission angle. The spectral analysis is thermal expansion. r(w) is the imaginary

performed for the observed spectra using part of the phonon self-energy

a theory of virtual modes for slabs describing the frequency dependent

derived from the polariton nodes 15,61. damping mainly reflecting the two-phonon

The estimated temperature dependence is density of state. A2 (w) Is the real part

discussed in terms of a theory of phonon of the self-energy describing the

aeharmonicity. frequency shift.
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virtual modes r-

A detailed theory has been given on .,-

the optical properties of an ionic slab W .f-0
by Fuchs and Kliewer E5,61. In a thin

slab,the finite thickness of crystal and M

the coupling between phonons and photons .0 .

cause-an alteration of polariton

dispersion curves and the appearance of 0.1 (A)T (A)

many virtual modes which have incoming 1.0

or outgoing waves outside the slab

(radiative modes). ii

0

1.5 .0 1.5 2,0

P 
WO

Fig.2.Dielectric dispersion and p-
_ _polarized emission spectrum for 2ps

sampla NC film with emission angle of 45-.
campl1e

777 //1//1117 ///1/177er i mental
Fig.i.DiagraI giving definitions of Metal-backed polycrystalline films of

emission angle 0, film thickness a and cubic ionic crystals have been prepared
radiation polarizations p and s.

by vacuum evaporation onto platinum

Based on the diagram shown In Fig.1, the plates. Emission spectra at an oblique

Infrared properties of metal-backed emission angle have been measured using

ionic slabs can be determined from the either Fourier transformed (FTIR) or

following equations- These are, for P- grating infrared spectrometers 18-10).

and s-polarization. Fig.3 shows a schematic drawing for the

La- [ip/aPe(uw)] tan Pa laboratory equipped FTIR spectrometer.

L, - ! + (i0/V0Ian Pa, (5)
where

POWOVINGMI"on

where kx is the wave vector of the field how-

of radiation in direction of x. Writing .S PLAC;
P, 1 2 - Ld/L, $MY-
P- (2 - L,)/L, (7)

the emissivity 9(w) are then

E. - (I -Ip, 2), (a)

for p- and s-polarization, respectively. Fig.3.Schematic drawing of laboratory

Using the relation kx-=(-/c)sin 0 and the equipped FTIR spectrometer.

dielectric function given by equationl3)

a typical example of the p-polarized A mylar sheet beam splitter and a Golay

spectrum of MaC1 slab calculated basing cell radiation detector were used in

on equation (8) is shown in Fig.2, this spectrometer. The whole optical

together with absolute value of the system was enclosed in a housing and

dielectric function. No esission peak flushed with a streae of dry nitrogen

around the LO mode frequency is gas to remove the effect of atmospheric

predicted fur s-polarization spectrum. absorption. Fig.4 shows a sample heater



set at a part of light source of a

Brucker IFS123v vacuum PTIR spectrometer

together with a blackbody radiator. A $29*C

wire grid polarizer was used for the

polarization moasurs@nts. The spectral

radiation intensity from a sample was

normalized to that from a black body

radiator to estimate the ealssivity

I.-

0 U,

/ I1 00 200 300
FREQUENCY (rn-I)

Flg.5.p-polarized spectra for the 1.7pm
laC1 film at vmrious temperatures

(a) (b) measured at 450 emission angle.

Fig.4.Sample heater(b) and balck body
radiator (a) for a Brucker IFS 113v
spectrometer. lot0 K

950 K

Results and Discussion .. ....--.

As typical examples, Figs.5 and 6

show the temperature dependene of p- W " So3 .It '..

polarized spectra of MaCl film having -

1.7lp thickness and CaF 2 films having f . .

1.4pa thickness, respectively (8,12). It fia A..* •

is clear from Fig.5 that the spectra for *.O ,

MaCl show anomalous emission peaks . • " . -

around the LO mode frequency unlike the 0.5 •

calculated results shown in Fig.2. These .,.400. t

anomalies have been also observed for ". .

KBr and KC1 films but not for fluorides 2) 30 39 AS 52

such as Ba&2 and CaF2 19,10,131. The WAVELENGTH (Pam)

anomalous fine structures have been

caused by the considerable structure in Fig.6.p-polarized spectra for the 2.0 paCaF. film at various temperatures

the self-energy of the TO phonons around aeaiured at 456 emission angle.

the LO sode frequency 1141.

In order to derive the frequency lineshape analysis has been performed

dependence of the self-energy as well as for XaCI and KCI using equation (8) and

phonon modes at various temperatures.the the following empirical form for the
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self-enrgy: That is (15,16). The large Peak in r(m) is

mainly caused by two phonon Interaction

()i X,. which reflects two phonon density of

SW, - 1,., + i-jy)" 19 state.The two phonon Interaction gives a
The above empirical form with five sub-linear temperature dependence, while

Lorenzian shapes is based on the room the other higher order interactions give

temperature self-energy obtained a super-linear dependence. Fig.8 plots

theoretically 114]. The solid line in the temperature dependence of the

Fig.5 shows the results obtained from scaling factor for the self-energy

lineshape analysis for WaCl. Pig.7 shows indicating linear increase with

the self-energy at various temperatures, temperature, which has not yet been

The self-energy and its temperature clearly understood theoretically.

dependence are caused by various 30
multiple phonon interactions through the

non-linear terms of lattice potential. .
These multiple phonon interactions have B20-
been discussed in detail by previous .

authors including temperature dependence Q --

L

25-/ I

200 400 600 o00

TEMPIRAWU4 (K)

Fig.8.Texperature dependence of scaling-25 factor for NaCl. 0,1.7pm; D .2.5ps
I • , . .. . . I ' I
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W7.2

INTERAC'TIONS BETWEEN MILLIMETER WAVE AND POLAR AND
NONPOLAR MOLECULES

Chen Jianbo and Li Binhong
(Shanghai Jiao Tong Univesity)

INTRODUCTION

The spectrum of interaction between millimeter wave and molecule can lie in three
bands: I. electron spectrum in ultraviolet and visible lightbands; 2. molecule
vibration spectrum within near infrared and medial infrared bands; 3. molecule
rotation spectrum covering the infared, mijlimeterwave and microwave bands.
Neglecting the coupling between the vibration and rotation of the molecule, the
interaction between millimeterwave and molecule corresponds to the transition
between two rotation energylevels of molecule.

There are polar and nonpolar molecules. Both principles and analytical methods of
their interaction with millimeter wave are different. The intrinsic electric dipole
moment of a polar molecule can directly couple with EM wave, and molecule state can
transit between its rotational energy levels. Since the nonpolar molecule does not
have intrinsic electric dipole moment, it can not couple with EM wave directly and
its state can not transit between rotational energy levels. However, when there
exists a noipaired electron in nonpolar molecule, its uncancelled self-spin magnetic
moment will precess under the applied magnetic field, and the quantization of the
precession will split each rotational level into several sublevels. The transition
of the molecule state between any two sublevels well also correspond to millimeter
wave frequency.

In this paper, we present the theoretical computation of the interaction of
millimeter wave with two kinds of molecules by using quantum mechanics. From the
computation results of the typical polar molecule H20 and nonpolar molecule 02,
their peaks of absorption coincide with those of measured atmospheric attenuation
curve very well. Therefore, this analytical and computing method will also be
suitable for other substance molecules.

ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN MILLIMETER WAVE AND POLAR MOLECULE HO

1. Basic Principle
Hi Fig.) shows the structure of H20, since its positive

and negative change centers do not coincide, it has a
0 intrinsic electric-dipole moment and is called a polar

molecule. Let us find out its rotational energy levels
H by using quantum mechanics, and estmate its absorption14g.1 Scheme of structure spectrum.

of water molecule

The molecule consists of nucleuses and electrons, neglecting the coupling between
6lectronic self-spin magnetic moment and orbital magnetic moment, the molecule
Hamiltonian operator can be written as

V h? Zoe 2  ZoZ e'""- - E - , 4nE oR,



e2+ =T.÷T.uV.s4V-*iVaz

Where i stands for the ith electron having mass of Me;
a stands for the a nucleus having atomic order of Z. and mass of Me;
T. and T. are kinetic energy operators of electron and nuleus respectively;

Vyi, VvoVz are static electrical interactional energies between a electron

and nucleus, a nucleus and another and a electron and another respectively.

The Schrodinger equation of the molecule is

Where E stands for the total energy of the molecule, a stands for the whole
wavefuntion of the molecule, while depends on all the positions of nuclei and

electrons, when all the nulei are fixed, the Schrodinger equation for electron

motion becomes:

(3)
A

Where H.=Tz+Vot.Vx., E.(Ra)=E-Vw,(Ro)

We obtain results for Ee and *e under special positions Ra fixed by solving(3), but

they are what we are not interested in here.

What are emphasized are the motions of nuclei. Therefore, we first write down the
whole wavefuntion as a product of electron wave function and nucleus wavefuntion:

S(Re,,r,) = *(R.,r,) *(Re) (4)

substituting (4) into (2), thinking of To* .,#m= * .Tv *, and taking (3) into
account. A
We have He.*a(Re) =E: x(Ra) (5)

Where H,=To.+V(R.)T . +E. (Ra) +V,, (Ra) (6)

and E stands for total energy of the moleczule system. The above two equations tell
us that nuclei are in motion in a potential field V(R.). Solving (5) will give us
the eigen value E and eigen function V o(R.).
Neglect the coupling kinetic energy between vibration and rotation and týanslational
motion energy, We have

HM.=T,+V(R,,)=Tr+[Tv+V(RQ)I=Hrot+Hvib (7)

substituting (7) into (5), let 0=•io .,,b, E=Erot+E.,b, we have

Hr tll0 rot 1-ro•tX rot (8)

In millimeter wave band, we only need to sp.lve (8).

From the reciprocity of operator, we first find out the eigen function Urot.sym.
=Ujkm for symmetric gyro molecule according to the relations of matrix and quantum
mechanics:

det ( .*Hrot! ,-Erot) 6 .aO (10)

According to the orthogonality, the inner products have only k possible values.

Therefore (10) can be simplified to a finite rank determinant.

dit(H. '."-Ert 6 K k')=0, k'k"E [-J,JI (11)
Where

H ' ,= f 4*jx 'Ho, jK"nd T
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x8I, Is,1 0/2) [ (C-A-D) (X') 2+(A+B)J(J+1)i -6,. . (5/4) (5-A) IJ(J+ 0)-
V' W-1÷)ir 1 J(J`)2 1) (X'+2)]) "'-5 ,. '-•(4/h)(B-A) 3( I)-K' (Kl-I)] 12(J(J )-( -) (KI-2)1 (12)

and A,B and C are constants depending on moments of inertia about three main axes.
Eigen value Erot can be obtained by solving (10).

2.Numericel solution and coparision with measured result.
there are many techniques to solve (11), we use QR technique here. For N1O molecule,
we have

A=80888.48 hdz, B=43066.19 MHz, C=Z8103.30 MHz

Input them into the computer, we obtain 2J+l values for each J. After comparing and
selecting among the-se valuesm, the following transitions within millimeter waveband
can be found:

J from 5-, to 6 -s, v1=0.76 c', A •=13.575 mm
I from 3-z to 2.2, v2=6.07 cm-1, X =1.647 om
J from 54 to 4 o, v3=10.83ce"•, X=0.923 mm

These frequencies have a good agreement with the absorption peaks of measured
atmosphere attenuation curve of M2O molecule. This shows that the physical model
and computing method used here are correct and can be used to other kinds of polar
molecules.

111 6 ! I 5 .4. -. 4 .0 1.4 1. *, .*.1 4 A ,

N i.'A
41

Pawl" .0 .'

Fig.2, atmosphere attanuation curve: A. sea lever, temperature t=20'C, atmospheric
presure P=101325 Pa, water vapour density p=O.O75Xg/m3 , B. 4Km altitude sky, t=Or,
p=0.OOKg/m2.

ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN MILLIMETER WAVE AND NONPLOAR MOLECULE
02

1. Basic principle
Fig.3 shows the structure of 02 molecule. Since its positive and negative charge
centers coincide with each other, there is no intrinsic electric dipole moment. EM
wave can not cause transition between retational energy levels of the whole
molecule. However in the 0, molecule there are two unpaired electrons located in
Ing*(2P.) and Ilng*(2P,) orbits respectively.-. Because their self-spins are in the
same direction, there exists a intrinsic megnetic moment. This magnetic moment
precesses around the applied magnetic field (such as the orbit magnetic field), and
the precessions will be quantized. This quantization is so called reorientating
quantizion of self-spin.

0 0

wooJ
Fig.3 structural scheme Fig.4 vector scheme of Fig.5 first a few rotational
of 0: molecule electronic total moment energy levels of 3. state

of 02 molecule



As shown in Fig.4, the electronic total moment of moment of the molecule J is the
vectorial summation of its total orbital moment of momentum N and total self-spin
moment of momentum S. According to the vectorial summaton principle in quantum
mechanics, J=N÷S, NS ..-1, ...... , N-S. Because each unpaired electron has self-spin
quantum number $1=$2=1/2, the two electrons spinning in the same dirction have
quantum member of total self-spin moment of momentum SuS1÷$2=1, therefore J=Nol, N,
N-I. That means that each given energy level N will split into three sublevels as
shown in Fig.5. Their spectum terms are as follows:

F,(N)=BN(NK+)0(2N*3)B-)X-[(2N+3)ZB 2+÷k-2ABI ' 2 ¥y (N1.) (13)
F2 (N)=BN (N÷I) (14)
F3 (N)=BN(N+I)-(2N-I)B-A-1(2N÷I)B 2 o+X-ZBXDI/2-yN (15)

Where both X and y are conatants, A=1985 ca, y =-0.008 cm, B=h/(81), and stands
for the moment of inertia.

Let A J± I, AN=O, we get two series of absorption spectrum lines:

v.(N)=F 2-F,=-(2N+3)B+X-y (N+1)+[(2N÷3)zB2+ 1-2XBIi/2 (16)
v_(N)F 3 -F 2 x=(2N-I)B+A +y N-I(2N-I)zB 2 .+ 2 -Z2BI /Z (17)

When these transitions occur, the rotational states and vibrational states do not
change, so these spectrum lines can only called as electron self-spin reorientation
spectrum lines.Besides, according to spectrum theory and symmetry of rotational
energy levels, it can be proved that the 0 molecule has only energy levels whose
N=odd number.

2. Numerical solution and comparision with measured result.
From structral and physical parameters of molecule, we have B=1.43777 cm. Besed on
(15)and (16), the computer provides the following:

N v_(N) v.(N)
1 2.8671 1.8767

3 2.3672 1.9490
5 2.1643 1.9870
7 1.9726 2.0150
9 1.9446 2.0386
II 1.920 2.060
13 1.900 2.080
15 1.880 2.099
17 1.860 2.118 7
19 1.842 2.137 t

Fig.6 N dependences of y-_ and v.oW)

Observation of the numerical solution shows that both two spectrum lines lies around
wavelength k =z/v=5 mm. That indicates that this wavelength should be a absorption
peak. This peak almost is the same as that in measured atmospheric attenuation curve
of 0 (see Fig.2). Therefore, it can he expected that the physical model and
analytical method used here are suitable for other kinds of nonpolar molecules.

This project was supported by NatvUJa Scientific Fund of China)
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W7.3

Far IR transmission spectra of YBa1 Cu3 O._8 thin films

A. HADNI, X. GERDAUX,

Laboratoire Infrarouge Lointain, Laboratoire de Mintralogie, Cristallo-

graphic et Physique Infrarouge, URA CNRS 809, UniversiI6 de Nancy I

B.P. 239 F-54506 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France.

It is shown that traismission measurements or the normal phase in

the Far IR (FIR), (i_i. v < 120 cm- 1 ), lead directly to plasma frequency

Yv if d.c. conductivities measurements are available. It is found that vp

is a constant in the normal phase to within experimental errors, and

since d.c. resistivity appears as a linear function of temperature, collision

frequency v, is also a linear function. For one sample (3), Vp - 4300

cm-n and or - 1.07 T + 27 cm- 1 , with V2 - Noe,
P nto( (21c)"

At higher frequencies, i.e. beyond 120 cm-1 and still in the

normal phase , transmission decreases, while it should increase with fre-

quency in the assumption of a simple Drude model. To explain that

decrease, and also the small value observed for the transmission in the

near IR (e.g. 10% at 4000 cm'. for the "vig0 plate coated with a

0oo , YlaCuO film), a strong highly damped oscillator has to be assumed in

the Mid IR. The most simple model is made or one overdamped oscilla-

tor centered at v, - 360 cm-1 where neutrons diffraction (1i) has reve-
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aled a broad peak in the phonons density of state. The quite unusual

strength and damping necessary to fit the experimental data is not yet

understood but should come from the high density of carriers in the ab

plane.

For the superconductive phase at 7 K, the FIR transmission data

(e.g. 1% transmission at u - 20 cm-1 for the MgO plate coated with one

superconductive film, increasing with frequency), can be roughly retri-

eved by keeping the smile plasma frequency found in the normal state

(e.g. v'p - 4300 cm-'). and putting v, - 0. In fact, the observed

transmission is higher than calculated, depends on the quality of the

sample, and suggests a two-phases composition.

Some of these conclusions (2, 3) are close to those of Fiory et al

obtained by a quite different method e 14).
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W7.4

ABSORPTION PROPERTIES OF PURE WATER VAPOR
AT 297, 343, 412 AND 460 GHZ

N. I. Furashrv and V. Yu. Katkov
Radiophysical Research Institute

Lyadov Str. 25/14, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

The nature of the infrared and microwave absorption by water
vapor in the transparency windows remains still not clearly

understood. Partially, this is due to the lack of experimental

information needed. As for the existing experimental data on

pure water vapor absorption properties in the near millimeter

wave region, they are incomplete and contradictory (see, for

example (2).

In the present study, the dependence of the pure water vapor

absorption coefficient on the pressure and temperature has been

determined at frequencies of 297, 343, 412 and 460 GHz, which

corresponds to the window regions. The experiments were

performed using a multitransverse absorption cell of 2.5 - m base

length, a backward wave oscillator and pneumatic detector of the

Golay type. In measurements, the path length of the cell was 140

m, the cell temperature and pressure were varied from 285 to 350K

and from 0 to 30 Torr (r.h. : 90%), respectively.

In agreement with the theory of H2 0 spectral line

broadening, the absorption measured with an accuracy of ± 0.1 to

± 0.3 dB km-l is proportional to the pressure squared. At the

same time, the normalized absorption coefficients 7 (in dB km-
iTorr- 2 ) deduced from the pressure dependencies with rms errors

of 6,4,5 and 3% at 297, 343, 412 and 460 GHz, respectively, are

significantly higher (up to 7 times at 297 GHz) than those

predicted by the kinetic line shape. Besides, the absorption

decreases more rapidly with the increase in temperature T than

the theory predicts. In addition, its temperature dependence

differs noticeably from the power law and can be reproduced

within the above uncertainties by a sum of two power-law

functions:

= 7 1 (300/T)nl + 7 2 (300/T)n2
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Since this relationship is not pronounced so that all four of its

parameters could be determined independently, the experimental

data fit is made under the assumption that the parameter nj has

the theoretical value. By assuming this, we suppose that any

rate the wings of the nearest H2 0 lines depend on the temperature

in approximate accordance with the prediction. The results

obtained from the least-squares fit to the data are given in the

Table as compared with the theory.

Frequency 297 343 412 460

71 0.0025 0.0054 0.0108 0.0305
Theory

nI 3.7 3.5 3.6 3.3

Experiment 1 0.0065 0.0077 0.0164 0.0310

72 0.00645 0.0121 0.0133 0.0224

"n2 14.1 10.9 11.6 10.2

It is seen from the Table that the experimental values of 71

are systematically higher than the calculated ones. Therefore,

apart from the nature of a strong temperature dependent

absorp.ion term, the kinetic line shape is not correct. In this

connection it should be noted that in spite of the generally

accepted standpoint the quadratic over humidity components of the

atmospheric absorption coefficients at 343 and 412 GHz obtained

by us earlier at 306K (2] are not equal to the normalized pure

water vapor absorption coeffi-zients corresponding to the same

frequencies and temperature; the former are about 1.5 times less

than the latter. Moreover, preliminary results of another itudy

indicated that the wings of the 380 GHz pure water vapor line are

not described by the kinetic line-2shape (as well as by Lorentz

and Van Vleck-Weisskopf for-mulas) indeed.

Thus, some disparities have been found between the classical

theory of molecular absorption by water vapor and the experiments

which are unambiguously associated with inaccuracies of classical
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line shapes beyond the line core. However, the principal

question of a strong temperature dependent absorption term

attributed to the far H2 0 line wings or not cannot be yet

answered.
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W7.5

APPLICATION OF IR AND FIR RADIATION IN HIGH
MAGNETIC FIELD SPECTROSCOPY

N. Miura

Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo,
Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan

The IR and FIR laser magnetospectroscopy in high magnetic fields is a powerful
means for solid state physics. Tuning the magnetic energy levels in substances by
magnetic fields with the incident photon energy, we can observe resonant struc-
tures in the spectra arising from electronic transitions such as cyclotron resonance
or impurity transitions. In high magnetic fields, the energy of the cyclotron mo-
tion, hwc =heB/m° (B is the magnetic flux density, and m" is the effective mass)
becomes very large, and hence high resolution measurements become possible. The
cyclotron resonance becomes observable even in very low mobility semiconductors,
since the condition w,-" > 1 is easily satisfied. Moreover, as hw, exceeds various
excitation energies in solids, a variety of new phenomena are expected to occur in
very h magnetic fields. On the other hand, the radius of the cyclotron orbit,
I = •/A/eB becomes very small with increasing fields, and it can be reduced to a
size even comparable with the lattice constant in sufficiently high magnetic fields.
We can expect that the effect of the reduction of the wavefunction extension also
gives rise to new phenomena.

The recent progress of pulse magnet technology has enabled us to measure the
infrared magneto-optical spectra up to very high magnetic fields. At ISSP, we have
developed several techniques for generating ultra-high magnetic fields. We can gener-
ate ultra-high fields up to 450T by the electromagnetic flux-compression technique,
up to about 200T without destroying samples by the single-turn coil technique,
and long non-destructive pulse fields up to about 50T by the conventional type of
solenoid pulse mangets[l]. These magnetic fields have been successfully employed
for investigating cyclotron resonance and impurity spectroscopy in semiconductors,
high field spectroscopy of high T. superconductors, etc. by combining the fields with
molecular gas lasers at infrared and farxinfrared wavelength range. In this paper, we
report the latest results on the cyclotron resonance in low mobility semiconductors,
such as diamond, SiC and AlAs, as well as the anomalous temperature dependence
of the effective mass and the new type of combined resonance in Pb-compounds.

Figure 1 shows a typical example of the experimental traces of the magnetic
field pulse and the cyclotron resonance signals in n-type 3C-SiC at a wavelength
of 119tim from an H20 laser. The magnetic field produced by the single-turn coil
technique reaches 150T at its maximum, and has the same magnitude twice on the
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increasing and decreasing slopes. For Byl< 100 > aids, two resonance peaks are
observed on both the slopes, corresponding to the light mass and heavy mass val-
leys at the X-points. Although the duration of the field pulse is very short, of the
order of 5ps, we can obtain accurate absorption curves by using a very fast detector
of doped Ge cooled to liquid He temperatures. For the shorter wavelengths from a
CO2 laser and a CO laser, a photovoltaic HgCdTe detector was employed. Investi-
gating the resonance fields at various wavelengths as shown in Fig. 2, we found that
the conduction band of 3C-SiC is very parabolic up to 53.8meV showing no sign of
the camel's back structure which has been observed in GaP. A number of impurity
transitions were also observed at low temperatures below 100K for different wave-
lengths. We found that the lines axe from three different kinds of donor levels which
have different binding energies. In p-type SiC, cyclotron resonance was observed
corresponding to the effective mass of 0.45m0 .

Semiconducting diamond as well as SiC has been considered to be a promising
material for future devices operating at rather high temperatures. In lib-diamond,
classical cyclotron resonance abosorption peaks were observed corresponding to the
heavy hole(m;), light hole(m,*) and the spin-orbit-split-off(m*o) bands for the field
directions parallel to the < 100 >, < 110 >, and < IIl > axes, for the wavelengths
between 28/m and 119/pm. It should be noted that the hole resonance in the split
off band is observed with a comparable intensity in ",,e high energy range due to the
very small spin-orbit splitting (,-'6meV). Figure 3(a) shows the cyclotron resonance
for three different field directions at A=119prm, and Fig. 3(b) shows the resonance
for three different wavelengths. The resonances of thermally excited carriers were
observed only at relatively high temperatures above about 280K. Owing to the high
magnetic fields, well-defined peaks were obtained in spite of low mobilities at high
temperatures. Some of the peaks were observed in the electron-active circular po-
larization indicating negative masses of holes. We found that the effective masses
were very different from those obtained by Rauch[2] at lower magnetic fields and low
temperatures. The -y-parameters were determined analyzing the data on the basis
of a set of the 3 x 3 Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian. We found that the effective mass
of light holes and heavy holes are negative in some directions. This arises from the
strong mixture of the heavy and light hole bands with the split-off hole band which
is located very close to the two bands. It is interesting to note that the Landau level
structure of the valence band in diamond is very different from those of Ge and Si
which are well known, due to the very small spin-orbit splitting.

AlAs is an important material as barrier layers for GaAs-AlAs quantum wells
or superlattices. but the details of the band structure has not been well known be-
cause of its low mobility. In n-type AlAs, the cyclotron resonance was observed
corresponding to the effective mass of o.47m0 at a photon energy of 10.4meV[3]. No
resonance peak was observed at a field corresponding to the mass of about 1. imo
which has been observed in 2D samples at lower fields. This suggests the existence
of the camel's back structure near the X-point. However, there is also a possibility
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that the observed mass of 0.47mo corresponds to the heavy mass.

Pb-chalchogenides have been known to be narrow gap semiconductors, and to
have large temperature dependence of the band gap. They are of interest from a
viewpoint of the structural phase transition, since PbGeTe or PbSnTe solid solutions
show a transition from the cubic to the rhombohedral phase at some temperatures.
In sufficiently high magnetic fields we can expect to observe the phase transition in
PbTe which does not show any phase transition at finite temperatures. In PbSe and
PbTe, anomalously large change of the effective mass with temperature has been
observed by measurements in a wide temperature range. The large change cannot
be explained by simply taking account of the temperature change of the band gap
within the framework of the k , p theory. This suggests that there are some factors
other than the band gap which determines the temperature dependence of the ef-
fective mass[4]. This was examined also by a comparison between PbTe and PbSe
and by a measurement in Mn-doped PbSe samples in which the band gap can be
varied by the Mn concentration. Figure 4 shows typical examples of the cyclotron
resonance curves in p-type PbTe samples at CO2 laser wavelengths. An anomalous
absorption peak (indicated by 'X' in the figure) was observed, and this peak was
found to change the relative intensity to the heavy mass peak (denoted as 'H') with
changing wavelength and temperature. The anomalous peak was assigned as the
combined resonance involving the spin-flip. This combined resonance becomes al-
lowed due to the large inter-spin level matrix elements in the k p flamiltonian, and
the crossing of the two Landau levels with opposite spins. It is the first combined
resonance which has ever been observed in the Faraday configuration.
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W7.6

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FOUR-SUBLATTICE AMTIFERROMAGNET CuC 0
RESONA• E PROPERTIES

V. V. Eremenko, S. A. Zvyagin, V. V. Pishko, Yu. G. Pashkevich, V. V. Shakhov

In the present paper antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) in
four-sublattice rhombic antiferromagnet CuCua 2HI 0 for different
orientations of an external magnetic field is studied
experimentally. The comparison of experimental results with
calculations of dynamic susceptibility for different magnetically
ordered phases as well as studying the exchange mode (EM) and
acoustic mode (AM) interactions are perfomed.

Measurements were performed using a submillimeter transmitting
radiospectrometer. The spectrum was scanned by a pulsed magnetic
field. Backward-wave tubes served as microwave sources and a n-InSb
crystal cooled up to the liquid helium temperature served as a
detector. The experimental temperature was 1.8 K.

FAEOLUENCY,cmn"
'11

.10

8

7

2 4 a 8
MAGNETIC FIELD,T

Fig.1

1. To align an external magnetic field parallel to the crystal
b-axis, the field-frequency dependence (FFD) of AM and EM
(see notations in ref.[1]) absoption is presented in Fig.1 by white
dots. Theory (1] predicted EM w.,.. aproaching to AM with magnetic
field rising. Experimentally that mode was not observed. For
interpretation of the experimental result, let us estimate
high-frequency (HF) susceptibility of four-sublattice rhombic
CUCI,2H.O and apply the method described in [1,]. For the r
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phase the high-frequency susceptibility as a frequency W•m
function can be defined as follows
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where S - is the ion spin, E - the intralayer ferromagnetic
exchange, E. - the interlayer antiferromagnetic exchange, D - the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction constant, M. - the Bohr magneton,
g - the g-factor, E,=Eo+E%, V - the unit cell volume, 13=H./E , HYSyo y
- the external magnetic field parallel to the y-axis. For ;t the
residue is seen to be anomalously small in the entire fie'd HY
region. Therefore the EM absorption intensity with w,,,, is low
everywhere. For EM ) a47 <<xx which defines the experimental
polarization of that mode the magneti,. microwave field
component h.l1a.

2. Fifure 1 gives also the field-frequency AFMR dependence
Cdark dots) of CuCl 2~H 8 0 in a magnetic field applied in the
ab-plane at the angle 3--400 to the a-axis. It should be noted
that in this case the absorption line intensity is comparable with
that of 4 at HI1b.

3. If an external magnetic field is oriented parallel to the
crystal c-axis, the magnetically ordered phase rI40 with oae and
W 161 exchange modes is realized. -e have calculated high-frequency
susceptibility of those modes. For w.4 * 7 Xz is small for the whole
field HZ region and the EM absorption intensity with w 19 is
extremely small.

For (A) ,,o at H((<H =(Eo*E )"'a where H is the field of
intersection of EM and AM FFD, •Z>>;ý,, so that the excitation of
E' af, should be observed at h.Ma.
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At H2 % HS HF susceptibility can be written down as

Y CoCýYWM 4S ) V..

The above calculation of EM (%xee showed only a slight slope
of its FFD (the resonance frequency softening is 0.4 cm-' in a
magnetic field of 5 T). It makes impossible to observe the EM
corresponding absorption line while scanning the spectrum by a
magnetic field. That result is confirmed by the absence of sample
"bleaching" at 8.4 cm-' for EM

The symmetry analysis gives evidence about the interaction
between w... EM and AM which can occur and should be accompanied
with an intensity rising of EM while approaching AM (as well as at
Hla and deformation of AM FFD. We have studied in detail the
assumed interaction region, however, the above features have not
been detected.

'FREQUJENCY~cxn-'

7
'8

Haf 2 4 8 8
MAGNETIC FIELD,T

Fig.2

4. Figure 2 presents AFMR FFD in CuCl a22H.O for an external
magnetic field Hia. An accuracy of the sample orientation in a
magnetic field is t3'. The absorption spectrogram at 9.1 cm-' is
shown in Fig.3. Peculiarities of an absorption signal in the
intermediate state are described in detail elsewhere E31.

In the zero field resonance frequencies for the upper and
lower EM proved to be equal to 8.45 cm-' and 8.4 cm-',
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respectively. The absorption contour along the frequency axis was
restored using sample "bleaching" in an external magnetic field
near 8.4 cm-' with the step of 0. 03 cm='.

In a magnetic field of about 7 T the interaction between EM

FIELD Hmax,,O.72T

S~ABSORPTION

TIME(ms)

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

Fig. 3

and AM was observed upon their approaching each other accompanied
with the typical intensity transfer from a stronger AM to a weaker
EM and their FFD splitting.

The anisotropic exchange interaction constant D, being the
"coupling parameter" of EM and AN, was obtained from the least
difference of interaction mode frequencies in the vicinity of the
interaction field. As a result, the tangent of sublattice
magnetization canting angle in the zero field was defined to be
tga=0.07.The a angle value is in a good agreement with the data
obtained in [43 by nuclear magnetic resonance.

Ell Pashkevich Yu.G. ,Sobolev V.L. ,Shahov V.V., Sov. J. of Low Temp.
Phys., 1986, v.12, N-9, p.545

[21 Bar'yakhtar V.G. ,Eremenko V.V..,Naumenko V.M. ,Pashkevich Yu. G.,
Pishko V.V. ,Sobolev V.L., JETP (Russ.), 185, v.88, N-4, p. 1382

[31 Eremenko V. V. ,Klochko A. V., Naumenko V. M., Pishko V. V., Soy. J.
of Low Temp. Phys., 1985, v. 11, N-3, p. 179

[41 Kubo T. ,Yamahaku H. ,Phys. Rev. B, 1985, v. 32,N-3, p. 1831
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W7.7

E-BEAM IONIZER-SUSTAINER LASER ON

ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF MOLECULES

E.Ya.Kogan, N.E.Molevich

Pedagogical Institute, Samara, Russia

Pure rotational lasers can work in IR and FIR spectral range. To

create the power pure rotational laser it is necessary to overcome

the rapid rotational relaxation (RRT). In [1] it has been suggested

to use for the pumping of the rotational laser the excitation of

vibrational levels and the intramolecular vibration to rotational

(VRT) energy transfer. For the diatomic molecule the last mechanism

of vibrational ralaxation has been in detail discussed in review

(2]. The peculiarity of VRT-relaxation as compared with

VT-relaxation is the resonant transfer of the molecular vibrational

energy to its high excited rotational states and only then to

translation energy by RRT-channel. Such way of the relaxation is

possible for the hydrogenous diatomic molecules, e.g., hydrogen

halides and for the certain polyatomic molecules. In molecule HF at

VRT-relaxation of level with vibration quantum number V-i can be

excited rotational levels with quantum number J213, at relaxation of

V-5 - level can be excited even rotations with J3_30. Taking into

account the comparatively slow rate of high rotational states

relaxation, under the certain conditions such excitation made "over"

can lead to the appearance of the rotational population inversion.

The similar effect has been observed during the chemical reactions

with the creation of the high vibration excited HF-, OH-, OD-, NH-

molecules [3,4] and their generation on pure rotational transitions.

In [5] the high power pure rotational gasdynamic laser due to

vibrational excitation of HF-H2 mixture has been investigated. In

[6] we suggested to use the vibrational excitation of molecules in

e-beam ionizer-sustainer discharge for the generation in FIR
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spectral range. In the present work we in detail investigate the

similar discharge in a HF-H.-Ar mixture.

The important peculiarity of HF-discharge is the different

ranges of the effective vibrational excitation of HF by the

electron-molecule collision (electron energy U~lV) and electron

attachment (U>2,SV). Therefore it is possible to use the mixtures

with the relatively great fraction of HF-molecules (1%) and to

inject a large power in the internal molecular states by the e-beam

discharge.

The stability of such discharge in mixtures HF-H -Ar (pressure

P,1atm) has been experimentally verified in (7,8], where the e-beam

ionized-sustainer laser on the vibrationally rotational transitions
-17 -16

of HF was investigated at constant eiectric field E/N-10 -10
z*

V cm .The generation in the range A=2,7-3pm has been obtained. But

the windows were not transparent for the radiation withý >91,m. Thus

it was not investigated the possibility of the longwave radiation

from pure rotational transitions. However in [7] the laser worked on

many lines of each vibrational band (V=1-3) simultaneously and it

indirectly testified the rotational non-equalibrium of HF. Energy

output of laser [8] was less than 501uJ (impulse duration -=2,5,s).

In the reported spectrum range the more power laser already existed

and such e-beam laser on the vibration-rotation transitions of HF

did not pay attention. The possibility to obtain the more longwave

generation in this mixture seems be more attractive.

We has been conducted the numerical modeling of the discharge in

HF-HI-Ar mixtures. The kinetic model describes the evolution of the

25 rotational levels (J=0-24) at the 4 vibrational states (V=0-3) of

HF and the 4 vibrational states of H 2  (without rotational

structure). This model includes VRT-, VT-, VV- and RRT-relaxation,

the vibrational pumping by the electron-molocule collisions, which
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is averaged with the he>d of the electron energy distribution f(U).

It includes also the equation for the gas temperature and Boltzmann

non-stationary equation to define f(U). The last equation takes into

account the influence of the constant electric field, ionization,

electron attachment, elastic and inelastic electron-neutral

collisions. The electron energy loss at the rotational excitation of

the molecules is described in diffusion approximation. The electron

density ng can be obtained by equation

d ne Z2
- ~ ~ ~ p K-KCIk fKite/N

where Q is the rate of electron-ion pairs creation by e-beam, KR,

K are constants of the recombination and attachment averaged with

f(U), respectively.

This model permits to define the optimum discharge parameters

and the laser characteristics. In the mixture Ar:H,:HF=I00:l0:0,5

(P=lat), ionized by a beam of the high energy electrons (U=20okV,

I=0,1A/cm ) at the optimum constant electric field the maximum

inversion of population has been obtained on the transition J=14 -*

J=13 (aNzI0 cm°J ). It is known, that the cross section for the

stimulated retational emission of HF is about two orders of

magnetude larger than for the vibrational emission: 6' 2 10 cm

Hence, such population inversion results in a high gain of the

active medium (o(i0 cmI ). The partial inversion of the vibrational

levels is not exceeded 10 -10 cm Thus gain, corresponding the

emission with /2,7-3,Mn is in the thousand times -smaller than in

the longwave range 0ll0-20Am). The estimated power of the such

rotational laser is P-- kW/cm in 20 p s-impulse. The experimental

investigation of the gain on the rotational transitions can confirm

the efficiency of VRT relaxation channel.
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STUDY OF A GUNN OSCILLATOR WORKABLE IN DUAL BANDS

Liu Xinghua

Dep. of Information and Electronics, Zhejiang University

Abstract

An oscillator workable in both Ku- and Ka-band whichconsists of
only a single Gunn diode is described in this paper.The oscillator's
outout power is greater than 15mw in the fundamental frequency range
from 17-20 GHz(Ku-band), and exceeds 3mw in the second harmonic
frequency range from 34-40 GHz(Ka-band).

INTRODUCTION

The Gunn oscillator is one of the most important solid-state
millimeter-wave source.It possesses such advantages as low FM noise
and a wide operating frequency range, and is, therefore, extensively
used in millimeter-wave systems as a local oscillator. Useful output
powers from Gunn diodes have been observed in the 95-GHz range, as
early as 1975(1). Since then, a lot of work has been done in theories
and experiments to extract the output power as large as possible at
the harmonic from Gunn diodes. In 1985, John E. Carlstrom, Richard L.
Plambeck and D. D. Thornton reported an encouraging experimental
result that for the second harmonic Gunn oscillator with a continuous
tuning range from 65-115 GHz which i.. based on a disk and post
resonator with a mechanically adjustable post length, its output power
is greater t' Vn 2mw, and exceeds 10mw from 80-102 GHz. Of late years,
a good many research works for this field have also been made, and a
howling success has already been had in China.

In this paper, a Gunn oscillator workable in both Ku- and
Ka-band, in which the Ku-band is correspoding to the fundamental mode
and the Ka-bani corresponding to the second harmonic, is described.
This type of oscillator has the advantages of making full use of its
frequecy spectrum resources and being able to work in the desired
higher band without the traditional frequency multiplier circuit.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF CIRCUIT

An equivalent circuit of the oscillator is shown in Fig.l. The
basic theorem of this oscillator is such that the output power for
fundamental frequency is directly coupled out from the fundamental
cavity resonator known as a master resonator, and the output power for
the second harmonic, which is generate. inside the master cavity due
to the nonsinusoidal c~laracteristic of the current flowing through the
diode, can be coupled lut through a particular type of coupling
assembly. Such an assembly must simultaneously have the two functions
as follows: 1. it can completely trap the fundamental energy within
che master cavity. 2. the second harmonic in the cavity can be easily
coupled out through it. The simplest method to accomplish the two
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functions is to use a section of waveguide through which the
fundamental mode can not propagate but the second harmonic can. This
is the way usually adopted to extract the harmonic power from the Gunn
diode oscillator.

From the above theorem, it follows that the master cavity is
crucial for this type of oscillator. Whethcr its design is reasonable
or not directly determines the performance3 of the oscillator. In
addition, the following must be considered in design:

1. When the fundamental and the second harmonic energy are
coupled out from the master cavity, a coupling coefficient should be
selected to be such a value that the output power may be coupled out
at suitable level, whereas the coupling should bot be made so tight
that the Q value of master cavity heavily decays, resulting in an
unstable operation.

2. Gunn diode is a low-impedance one, so that reduced-height
waveguide mounts have to be used in order to achieve a better
impedance match to the low-impedance diode.

3. The bias choke in this oscillator should work normally over
both the fundamental and harmonic frequency bands simultaneously. Any
RF signal leakage from the oscillator bias choke shouldn't spear in
both frequency bands.

4. The mechanical tuning must be continuous without any frequency
and power jumps in both frequency bands.

Based on the above considerations, many experiments on the
fundamental cavity have been carried out first, and the experimental
results are illustrated in Fig.2. This clearly indicates that
resonance frequencies for full height waveguide cavity are almost
independent of the plunger positions. This is due to the effect of the
coaxial mode with the mounting post as the center conductor and the
top and bottom waveguide walls as end planes rather than that of the
waveguide mode designed primarily, so that its resonance frequency is
mainly determined by the waveguide height and is independent of the
length of the waveguide cavity. At first the oscillator frequency
increases as waveguide height is reduced, but when the height is
reduced to some level, the tuning plunger starts to play an important
role, or the frequency of oscillation could vary with different
positions of the plunger. At this time the coaxial oscillating mode is
replaced by the waveguide oscillating mode in the resonator. Also, it
has been found from our experiments that as the waveguide height is
continuously reduced, the range of tuning frequency will be gradually
expanded, but a further reduction of height will not result in an
evident expasion of the frequency range. According to these
experimental results obtained above, we choose h=b/2=4mm as the height
of fundamental cavity so that the oscillator has a wider frequency
range of mechanical tuning and could porvide a better impedance-match
to Gunn diode.

After the fundamental resonator is determined, the next step is
how to take out the fundamentall and second harmonic from it
separately, and meanwhile, the fundamental mode in master cavity will
not be disturbed in the one hand and there is not any coupling between
them at the output in other hand.In our practically used circuits, in
order to make the configuration of oscillator not so complicated to
machine, we made use of two mutually perpendicular sections of tapered
waveguides to connect them to Ku-and Ka-band standard waveguides and
to output the fundmental and second harmonic powers, respectively. The
bias choke circuit in (2) by a increased scale is transplanted in our
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oscillator. The configuration of experimental circuit is shown in
Fig.3, where 1-fundamental cavity, 2-Gunn diode, 3-fundamental tapered
waveguide section, 4-second harmonic tapered waveguide section,
5-frequency tuning plunger.

THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

The results of experiments for the Gunn oscillator are shown in
Fig. The oscillator's output power is greater then 15mw in the
fundamental frequency range from 17-20 GHz,and exceeds 3mw in the
second harmonic frequency range from 34-40 GHz.

When requiring a purer frequency spectrum, We can insert two
bandpass filters corresponding to the above described frequency bands
at the places A and B of the Gunn oscillator in Fig.3 so as to
suppress those higher harmonic frequencies, and this can also improve
the isolation one port from the other.

THE PROSPECT OF APPLICATIONS

Although our present oscillator circuit is used for the purpose
of experiment, it may be exhibited from the experimental results that
the oscillator frequency spectrum resources could be exploited as
fully an effectively as possible by this type cf one diode-multiband
oscillator circuit. And we might predict that it would, perhaps,
provide a wide prospect of applications in future in the following
fields:

1. This type of oscillator circuit is, surely, an effective way of
expanding the bandwith of RF source without much additional cost. When
applying it to an instrument, PIN modulation circuits can be placed in
waveduide 3 and 4 to apply modulation signals.

2. If a varactor is mounted neer the Gunn diode in the fundamental
cavity, an electrical tuning oscillator is formed which can meed the
needs of the applications for communications and electronic warfare.

3. A high stability oscillator can be constructed by putting a
dielectric resonator into the fundamental cavity, or by placing a high
Qinvar cavity near the fundamental cavity,so that some kind of mode in
invar cavity may be coupled to the fundamental cavity so that some
kind of mode in invar caviuty may be coupled to the fundamental cavily
through an aperture.

The author believes that this type of oscillator would, of
course, be applicable to many other fields besides those as already
mentioned above.
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W8.2

TUNING PERFORMANCE OF Ka-BAND RADIAL LINE
VARACTOR CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

Nizar Sultan

President, Canadian Space & Telecom Inc.- CSAT
Orleans, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

A Gunn-varactor Voltage Controlled Oscillator, VCO, proposed earlier by Ondria, using cap
or disc structures separating the diodes across the narrow wall of a waveguide, is analyzed
theoretically and experimentally at Ka-band. Almost any desired bandwidth, centre frequency
and oscillation power can be tailored to the requirements.

Comparison of the experimental results to the theory shows excellent correlation. This
provides a design tool for such a cost effective millimeter wave VCO in which a single cavity
with replaceable discs and diodes can provide a whole range of VCO's.

1. INTRODUCTION

Some satellite and electronic warfare applications at Ka-band, 26 to 40 GHz, require solid-
state oscillators that are rugged, cost effective and fast electronically tunable over the
maximum possible tuning bandwidth possible.

An oscillator mechanically tunable with a cap or disc structure across a waveguide was first
proposed by Misawa (ref. 1) using an IMPATT diode. Later on. Ondria achieved oscillations
with a similar structure but with a Gunn diode as the source (ref. 2). He then added a
varactor diode on the other side of the disc across the narrow wall of the waveguidc, as in
fig.1, to obtain the fast wideband electronically tunable Voltage Controlled Oscillator, VCO.

Both Ondria and Solbach et al. achieved oscillations experimentally at the fundamental and
harmonic frequencies respectively, (refs. 3-5). Later on, Sultan developed a new and complete
equivalent circuit and software that can theoretically predict the complex structure VCO
tuning characteristics to high accuracy. This paper outlines the novel concept of "double
radial line" introduced in the theory and provides typical experimental results and some
comparison with the theory.

2. CAVITY DESCRIPTION

Fig. 2 below shows the details of the cavity structure. The key issue that made the theoretical
analysis possible is the realization ihat such a complex microwave waveguide structure
contains two sets of interdependant "double radial transmission lines".
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Fig. 1- Varactor Controlled Gunn Oscillator using two radial line
discs separating the two diodes in series.

Fig. 2- Radial lines structures used to derive the theoretical analysis.



3. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The theoretical and experimental analysis investigated the VCO tuning characteristics: tuning range,
power and centre frequency. These are functionsof many parameters such as:

varactor bias, varactor characteristics, Gunn bias, Gunn caracteristics, each radial line disc diameter,
each radial line disc position, the sliding short circuit distance, etc.

4. SELECTED RESULTS

Typical tuning response of such a VCO is shown in fig. 3a. Tuning ranges of 3.7 GHz and powers as
high as& 60 mw were achieved at Ka-band. The theoretical predictions of the experimental results
were demonstrated, as shown in fig-3b. In some cases, the effect of a disc displacement by a few
mails only can be predicted with sufficient accuracy and was found to have a critical effect on the
tuning characteristics of the VCO. Fig. 3c displays the effect of the waveguide cavity sliding short
on the electronic tuning range.
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S. CONCLUSION

The recognition that such a VCO structure contains double radial lines is the key issue to resolving
theorically the analysis of this waveguide VCO. Almost any desired bandwidth, centre frequency
and oscillation power can be tailored to the requirements. Comparison of the experimnLtal results
to the theory shows excellent correlation. This provides a design tool for such a cost effective
millimeter wave VCO in which a single cavity with replaceable discs and diodes can provide a whole
range of VCO's.
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U-BAND HIGH STABILIZED GUNN OSCILLATOR

Cao Jihua and Zhong Jinming
(University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, China)

ABSTRACT

A series of millimeter--wave high stabilized Gunn oscillators has been developed using the construction of

transverse rod circuit proper to this laboratory. This paper takes the U-band for an example and analyzes
the frequency locked principle of this kind of the cavity-stabilized oscillators by the numerical method of
computer. Using this construction we have developed several U - band high stabilized Gunn oscillators
(UHGO's) which frequency is 50. 30, 53. 74, 54. 96, 57.95 and 58. 65 GHz, respectively. When the

embient temperature changes in the range from -- 5° to + 45', the temperature coefficient of these UHGO's

is in the range of 10-1- 10-1/1C. This paper also shows the several elements which cause the mode of

UHGO to jump and how these mode jumps are avoided.

I. INTRODUCTION

UHGO is used to make high sensitivity receiver in regions of secret communication, meteorological satellite,
interstellar communication, etc.. It's a important device. .It is used as a local oscillator in front end of the

high sensitivity receiver. Hence, it's quite necessity to investigate the kind of applicable and key devices.
Up to the present, many papers reported the analysis of the principle of the cavity -stabilized Gunn oscilla-
tor and the experimental results'". Several oscillating circuits of those Gunn oscillators are all the longitu-
dinal rod circuits, but yet this laboratory used own proper circuit, i. e. transverse rod circuit. The advan-

tages of the transverse rod ciruit are being tuned easily, decreasing the machine damage and possessing good
stabilization. etc... Of course. the design of this kind of cavity -stabilized oscillators must conforms locked

principle. It has been confirmed by numerical calculations (see Section 1 ).
The measured results are given in Section I. The difficult problem about the mode jump of UHGO will be

mentioned in Section IV.

I. STRUCTURE DESIGN

UHGO consists of main cavity, stabilizing invar cavity and isolator (see Fig. 1). The equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig. 2. Notice, the distance I between the Gunn diode and the coupling operature of the stabilizing
cavity is about X,/4 in Fig. 1. But the I of the longitudinal rod osicillator4 is about X,/2.

From the plane A-A to the left, the input admittance of the stabilizing cavity is given by

_ G. - ( cX.- )Y

G,2 + J coC. - )

= 0',+ jEB'.
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Fig. 1 UHGO configuration Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit of UHGO

Its response curve B,,'-f is shown in Fig. 3. Hence, it is necessary to satisfy

B < 0 for f > f0
B.,= 0 for f = f0  Condition I /

B.> 0 forf< f 0  /
//

The B. changes with the time and the temperature. So that the
oscillating frequency f of the Gunn oscillator drifts. For ex- JI

ample, when the f drifts to the point I (or 3), the frequency

of the oscillator is pulled by the stabiLizing cavity to the point 2

(or 4). This is just locked principle.

The following calculation will confirm that the transverse rod Fg 3 D of locked prnciple

oscillator satifies Condition I .
See Fig. 2. Form the plane A-A to the right, the input admittance is obtained

Y. = ((+jC)- 1 -- CjwC. + wL. + + Y )

where
Yi = jWC, + [jiCL, + Ro + (G, ± jL&+)- 1]-'

We separate the imaginary part from Expression (1) to

obtain Expression of B,,. Substituting the element values

into Expression of B1, and using the CAD, we obtain a set
of numerical results for the frequency and B1, (see Table Table I: f and B,,

I ).
Above element values: f=49.8 GHz A,= .00019

Gunn diode parameters Gd= -0. 03u, f-50. 0 0Hz A.= .00012

Cd= 0. 09pF, L,= 0. 1nfi, Ro- 0. 5 Q, f=50. 2 0Hz B,%= .00005

C,= 0. 1 pF. f=50. 4 GHz B= -. 00000

Circuit parameters C.= 0. 02pF, L.=-0. 301niH. f=50. 6GHz B=-. 00005
f= 50. 8GHz B,.=--.O00009

If we take the f = 50. 4 GHz as the center frequency, f=5. OGHz B=-. 00013

the data (see Table I ) satify Condition I . Hence the

quenction is confirmed.
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A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table I shows the characteristics for several typical UHGO's. These UHGO's have examined through long
time. We can see the compensated action of the stabilizing cavity from Table I. At room temperature, the
frequency essentially return to the prime frequency after forty minutes. When the ambient temperature
changes from --5"C to +-45 C, the temperature coefficient is in the range of 10-6--10- 1 /7C.

Table I : Characteristics of Seceral UHGO's

Lf(hfHz) temperature

No. f(GHz) in range of 0 -40' betwen points 0" coefficient Power
and 40' at room (-5*+45") (mW)

at room tenperature temparature (/'C)

05-28 50.30 2.08 2.01 5.3X10-' 37
09-28 53.74 0.61 0.12 6. OX1O-1 54
07-25 54.96 2.20 0.92 7. 4X 10-' 27

10-30 57.95 1.01 0.03 7.1X10-' 18

15-28 58.65 3.44 2.19 4.4X10-' 8

(0"- +40"C)

Fig. 4 shows the spectrum photograph of UHGO NO. 10-- 30. It is observed by a sweep generator. It is can
be seen that the oscillator's spectrum is very pure.

C

A

, '-,

f0-inherent oscillating frequency of H'0,1 cavity
f -scillating frequency of high stabilized oscillator

Fig. 4 Spectrum of UHGO No. 10-30 Fig. 5 Performance of high stabilized oscillator

IV. MODE JUMP

1. The Choice of Performance Curve of the High Stabilized Oscillator
The length ot the H'o0 1 cavity is tuned by a plunger, the pe-formance curve of UHGO is shown as the f_ -

curve in Fig. 5 . It only has a single curve. But the longitudinal oscillator has two curves, i. e. the f+ -
curve and the f- -curve from points B to Cs. Therefore UHGO has not the mode jump between curves f+
and f .
When UHGO oscillates in the range from A to B, the oscillating frequency can be locked by the high Q cav

ity and there is no mode jumps.

2. Temperature Effect
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The parameter values of some Gunn diodes obvionuly chsnge with ambien teperature, then the peafor-
mance curves transform, which can also cause mode jump. Therefore, it is necessary that we should do a
lot of temperature tests in processes of research and manufacture.

3. Isolator Problem
Generally, the narrow band (-±'500 M-Iz) junction isolator is used in UHGO, because it possesses the ad-
vantages of small insertion loss, small volume, low price, etc.. When the reflection coefficient of output
load is at a certain value, the equivalent circuit maybe satisfy oscillating condition again at a certain fre-
quency which is beyond the bandwidth of the isolator. This is just mode jump.
Usually UHGO is used as a local oscillator. Only the local oscillator (UHGO) matches completely with the
load (mixer), the kind of mode ja.nps can be vanished.
4. If the Q value of the stabilizing cavity is smaller, the mode jumps as indicated above may occur easily.
5. When the bias voltage at Gunn diode terminals is not suitable, the mode jump may also occur.
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WIDE RANGE TUNABLE SUBMILLIMETER CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
GERMANIUM LASER: SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATIONS.

Ya.A.Mityagin, V.N.Murzin, S.A.Stoklitsky, O.N.Stepanov
I .N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninsky prosp.53, Moscow,

117924 Russia.

I. Landau levels population inversion in hot carriers system in E and H fields.

The recent investigations of hot charge carriers in semiconductors in strong
electric and magnetic fields resulted in the creation of a new clas of coherent

radiation in the submillimeter wave range - hot carrier p-Ge lasers [1]. The processes
of stimulated light emission in hot carrier system can be considered as the transitions
between different Landau Levels (LL) of holes in degenerated valence band of
germanium. The most interesting lasing process is concerned with cyclotron resonance

(CR) type transitions between neighboring light hole LL[2,3]. This type of emission
processes attracted much attention due to its narrowband gain spectrum,(see Fig.1) and
possibility to continuously tune the emission frequency in considerably wide range by
changing of applied magnetic field. In this paper the results of experimental
spectroscopic studies of this emission mechanism in p-Ge and quantum model
calculation of hole dynamics and LL population in strong E L. H fields are summarized
and possible ways to expand the tuning range of CR lasers are discussed.

The mechanism of LL inversion population, according to our experimental studies
and theoretical calculations[4] is related to quantum mixing of light and heavy holes

LL in degenerated valence band of Ge in crossed E i. H fields. As a result of mixing
the scattering lifetimes of light holes in LL are strongly influenced by the lifetimes of
heavy holes. Since the heavy holes lifetimes(which are involved in streaming motion )
are very short, the admixing of heavy hole state to the light hole state substantially
reduced the light hole lifetime. The mixing of states decreases with LL number,
therefore the light holes in the high levels have a longer lifetimes than in the low

LL and a population inversion can arise.

2. Stimulated cyclotron resonance emission p-Ge crystals.

In previous experiments two regions of CR laser emission in p-Ge crystals were
found[2,31. In crystals with acceptor impurity concentration NA < 1013 cm- 3 CR

emission was observed in spectral interval v = 25 - 50 cm-1 (A = 200 - 400 umn)[4),

while in more doped samples (NA> 5 1013 cm- 3) it was observed in spectral range
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v = 70 - 90 cm-'(A = 110 - 160 /um)[3]. Our investigation showed that there are

two ways to expand the tuning range of CR lasers. Firstly, this kind of emission

was found to be very sensitive to E,H fields orientation with respect to crystallographic

axm of the sample[5],because of the strong anisotropy of heavy hole mubband in Ge.

Choosing the proper orientation of E,H fields (namely, H 1j [110], E at the angle -

60 - 700 to the [110]axis),one can obtain the stimulated CR emission in a range P.-

40 - 95 cmr-l(A = 105 - 250 /jm)[51. So, in a device with two laser samples made of
p-Ge with different doping level it is possible to realize a continuous tuning of the

emission frequency over a strikingly wide spectral range P = 25 - 95 cm-l( -= 105 -

400 pm)(Fig.2), with the emission linewidth less than 0.2 cm- 5].

The second way to expand the tuning range of CR laser is to apply a uniaxial

stress to p-Ge crystal. Since uniaxial deformation lifts the valence band degeneracy in

Ge, it significantly changes the degree of light and heavy hole states mixing, the

lifetimes of light holes and the population inversion between the light hole LL.

Experimentally a considerable expansion of CR emission range to lower H (and,

correspondingly, to the low frequency region) in nmiuially stressed p-Ge was

found(Fig.3) (6,7]. The use of a stress allows to obtain in a single properly oriented

p-Ge crystal the CR emission frequency tuning in the range Y = 30 - 95 cm-(A -

105 - 330 pm). However, it should be noted that CR emission spectrum in a stressed

crystal becomes more complicated that in unstressed one. As our calculations show[7) in

strewed Ge a population inversion for several pairs of light hole LL can be

simultaneously achieved, so the transitions between different pairs of LL may contribute

to lasing. This will lead to the splitting of CR emission line, as is observed in an

experiment[7,8].

3. Future prospects and applications.

CR germanium lasers are the unique widely tunable sources of coherent radiation

which cover a spectral range Y = 25 cm-1- 95 cm- 1 (A = 105 - 400 pm), the pulse

emission power being rather high (10 - 100 mW). The linewidth of CR lasers in usual

conditions is found to be about 0.1-042 cm-1 [5]. Subsequent development of CR

lasers as monochromatic sources is possible by means of creation of a perfect resonator

and magnetic systems.

Undoubtedly, the tunable submillimeter CR germanium lasers can be effectively

used in a wide variety of applications: in molecular and cryogenic spectroscopy, in

radioastronomy (as a heterodyne source), in nonlinear spectroscopy. Just now the CR

lasers are successfully used in solid state physics: in the analysis of shallow impurities

in GaAs[9] in the studies of the two dimensional electron gas in GaAs/A1GaAs

heterostructures (10J.
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Fig.2 The cyclotron emission frequency v',rua magnetic field.
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In our experiments we have used the CR germanium laser for the intrw-cavity
spectroscopy of superconductors in the vicinity of superconducting gap. Attaching the
Nb 3Ge film (T. = 18K) to the waveguide CR laser the noticeable changes of the

output lasing intensity were observed . This methud can be used for the measurements
of impedance and weak absorption in the metals and superconductors in the important
frequency range v 30-100 cm- 1 .

•/~ \Fig.3 The cyclotron stimulated

emission intensity in stressed
/ ,' >":"?, 'A. p-Ge vs. magnetic field

(a) p 600 (b) v 700
va /' '.--

"- (b)
T 0-- T 200 kG/cm. '" .,,

- - T =400 kG/cm
Cz - - -T 500 kG/cmn / ' '"'

H, kOe
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VARACTOR TUNING FOR 3MM HARMONIC OSCILLATORS

Taijun Liu
(Chongqing Institute of Posts and Telecommunications.
ChongqinQ. P.R. of China)
Zhenode Wu. Xiaohong Tang

(University of Electronic Science and Technology of
China, Chengdu, P.R. of China)

ABSTRACT

According to the circuit properties of a harmonic oscillator, we
present a new idea that is varactor tuning at the fundamental
frequency(VTFF) and extracting power from the harmonic frequency(EPHF)
for electronic tuning of harmonic oscillators.Then we adopt the idea to
design oscillator circuits. Finally, we developed successfully the
first 3mm electronically tuned harmonic oscillator in our country in
1988. using a varactor diode made in China which is suitable for a
parameter amplifier as an electronic tunino device. The most
electronically tuned bandwidth (ETB) of the oscillator is more than 4
GHx. When the ETB is equal to ±100MHz. the output power is larger
than 10mW. When the ETB is equal to ±500MHz. the output power is
larger than 5mW.

INTRODUCTION

A 3mm electronically tuned oscillator is a key part of a 3mm
phaselocked system and a frequency modulation continuous wave system.
Because a 3mm electronic tuning varactor diode cannot be made in
China and it is impossible to get it from other countries, the only
way in which a 3mm electronically tuned oscillator can be researched is
to find potentialities of the devices that now we have. Then
according to the nonlinear analytic results that we had gotten from a
harmonic oscillator-we presented a new idea that is VTFF and EPHF ,and
studied possibilities using a varactor diode made in China that is
suitable for a parameter amplifier as an electronic tunino varactor
diode. On the basis of these we successfully developed the first 3mm
electronically tuned harmonic oscillator in our country. Some
typical experimental results are given in this paper.

THE NEW IDEA FOR VARACTOR TUNING

A circuit model of a harmonic oscillator is shown in Fig.1,where NI
and Nm indicate describing functions of a dynamic Van der pol
model of a Gunn diode.' The fundamental frequency loop is on the
left,and the harmonic frequency loop is on the right. We define tuning
sensitivities as

Si = IAJ, 1/1ABil (i=1,2)

It stands for the fundamental freouency variation in different
harmonic loops which are produced by reactance variation per unit.
According to calculation SI is far larger than S2, that is. the
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tuning ranges which are produced by the reactance variation of the
fundamental frequency loop are far wider than those which are
produced by reactance variation of the 2nd harmonic frequency
loop. If a variable reactor is introduced into the fundamental
frequency loop to change the fundamental frequency and the 2nd harmonic
powers are extracted from the 2nd harmonic frequency loop, we can
realize electronic tuning for the 2nd harmonic frequency
indirectly. That is our new idea, e.g. varactor tuning at a
fundamental frequency(VTFF) and extracting power from the harmonic
frequency(EPHF).

-- JT
Frg.i A tircuit modle Fig.2 An equivalent circuit
of a harmonic oscilltor of a varactor diode

THE POSSIBILITY ANALYSIS FOR USING A NATIVE VARACTOR DIODE

An equivalent circuit of a varactor diode is shown in Fig.2.

Inaut admittance for a varactor diode is

Y = G + A

where

i-ý (1LCI - W& L.Cj) , :C

We chose a varactor diode made in China which is suitable for a
parameter amplifier, its parameters are: Ls=O.l1nH, Rs=2.44811,
Cp=O.l35pF, Cj(0)=0.216pF,Cj(-4)=0.114pF. According to calculations,
when the biased voltage applied to a varactor diode changes from OV t,
-4V, the ratio of the relative variation of the equivalent susceptanc

at the fundamental frequency (f1=47.2GHz) to that of the equivalent I'
susceptance at the 2nd harmonic frequency is about 213. Hence, the
variation of junction capacitance of a varactor diode has far stronger
influence upon the susceptance of fundamental frequency loop than
upon that of the 2nd harmonic frequency loop. Then if we use the method
which is VTFF and EPHF and introduce this kind of varactor diode
into the fundamental frequency loop of a harmonic oscillator when we
design a electronically tuned oscillator, it is possible to obtain
some satisfactory results.

DESIGNING OF THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

There are two essential conditions for a varactor tuning oscillator
which are: 1. the energy produced by a active device must effectively
couple to a varactor diode; 2. the junction capacitance variation of
a varactor diode must cause the variation of susceptance in the
external network which we look out from the place where a active
device is. According to the two essential conditions, we have carried
out computer simulated research on the fundamental frequency
equivalent circuit of the oscillator and determined the key
elements which affect the performance of the oscillator.
Accordingly, we designed a 3mm electronically tuned harmonic
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oscillator in which it is easy to debug and control its tuning

characteristics.as shown in Fig.3.I

EXPERIMENTAL ILLUSTRATION FOR VTFF AND EPHF

There are three structures of the electronically tuned oscillators
which are different in output coupling ways, as shown in Fig.4.
Fig.4(a) shows a simple structure of an electronically tuned
fundamental frequency oscillator. Fig.4(c) shows a structure of an
electronically tuned harmonic oscillator. Fig.4(b) shows a special
structure in which there is a piece of short standard 3mm wavequide
between the harmonic oscillator and the output fundamental
frequency waveguide. Because the fundamental frequency is cut off in
the standard 3mm waveguide,it can only be coupled to a fundamental
frequency load in the form of a fade mode. Pig.5 shows the output
characteristics, namely the output frequency as a function of
varactor biased voltage for a same electronically tuned harmonic
oscillator in which the output coupling structure is respectively
one of the three structures described above. From Fig.5 we can see
that curve (b) coincides with curve (c) very well except very small
deviation. The deviation comes by two reasons. One is that the
former has a small load at the fundamental frequency while the later
doesn't have loads at the fundamental frequency,and the other is that
there are different errors between the measurment syste at the two
wavebands and parallaxes caused by the operators. Curve ta) in Fig..5
indicates that the oscillating state of the oscillator has
obviously changed and the oscillator has a strong load at the
fundamental frequency. So large frequency deviation was caused and
the mode jump variation occurred midway. Hence, the fact was proved
that the electronically tuned oscillator really operated in the
form of VTFF and EPHF.1

TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using a 6mm GaAs Gunn diode and a varactor diode which is suitable for
a parameter amplifier, we developed successfully the first 3mm
electronically tuned harmonic oscillator in our country in 1988, which
is shown in Fig.b. Fig.7 shows typical characteristic curves of the
oscillators, namely frequency and power as a function of the biased
voltage which is applied to varactor diode. According to the curves in
Fig.7. we know that the most ETB of the oscillator is more than 4GHz.
When the ETB is equal to ±100MHz, the output power is larger than
10mW. When the ETB is equal to ±500MHz,the output power is larger than
5mW. Moreover, the frequency stability is about 10" after the
oscillator being tuning on for half of an hour. The average
temperature frequency stability is better than -5MHz/*C within a range
of temperature from -50"C to +50"C.

CONCLUSION

Although the junction capacitance variation of a varactor diode which
is suitable for a parameter amplifier is nonlinear and the ratio of
the junction capacitance variation is very small, we still got some
satisfactory results because we made use of the method: VTFF and EPHF.
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SUPEMA)LW WAVES IN PERIODIC STRUCTURES

A.A.Bulgakov and V.D.Korolev
Institute of Radiophyzics and Electronics)

Acad. of Science of Ukraine, 12 Proscura st..
310085 Kharkov , Ukraine

It is known that developing of millimeter and submillimeter (MSM)
wavebands is impossible without active elements. Up to date the

devices using quantum superlattices and ballistic motion of carriers
in submicrone structures are of first rate importance.

In this report we should like to attract attention on a

possibility of the creation of semiconductor elements of MSM bands
without complicated submicron technology. Distributed interaction of
drift carriers in a semiconductor with slow electromagnetic waves is
the mechanism which put into effect an instability of electromagnetic

waves similar to that one in a travelling-wave tube or back-wave tube.

In order to put into operation such interaction it is necessary to
provide an equality of velocity of semiconductor drift carriers and
propagation wave velocity. It is known that drift velocity is a less
than heat velocity, i.-e. it has an order of 107 -10" cm/s. In addition,

on electromagnetic wave in a solid state propagates with velocity -c/
7 (c = 3x t0ot cm/s is the vacwxut light velocity, c is the dielectric

permeability), i.e. approximately is equal to L10 cm/s. Velocities of

surface plasmons and magnetic pIasmons also considerably exceed drift
velocities (1]. Tteas, it i. neucessary to increase carrier velocities
by two or threeý orders or slow down an elecrtrroymgetic wave in order

to obtain this sy tchroynism. For increasing veLocities it is possible
to use ballistic motion of carriers in subuticrone structureS. In

another case we I :opos.e to make use the iayer-periodical structures
consisting of sev'Lconductor and dielectric layers [2).

In vacuum elctroi:icz comb-periodic structures became common use
to obtain delay. 'L'he mechanism of delDYin such Str-vctures is possible
to consider as follows. A period of Lhe strarturr is a resonator for
the electromagnetic wave. The difference of oscillation phases between

different resonators leads to prifpagation of a slow wave along the
periodic structure. That velocity of propagation seems as low as we
want in the case of almost zero phase differmnce between adjacent

resonators, but it is difficult to realize tkis situatior on accrilnt.
of wave damping calling into action phase erosion. Usually in the
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periodic structures delay is of the order of 100.
There are some -resoant" types of waes in semiconductors:

surface and volume plasnons and magnetic plasmons. Without damping

velocities of these waves can be very low, but in practice damping is

relatively high even in pure semiconductors. lberefor^ velocities of
"resonant" waves differ slightly from the light velocity in vacuum.

Another situation can be realized In the layer-periodic structure
a

including the layers of a semiconductor ( 1- P (•

where ' is the dielectric permeability of the lattice, w s the

plasmuc frequeucy, P is the effective frequency of collisions; d is

the thickness of the Layer) and dielectric (C d2 ). 2 In Fig. I

dispersion carves for non-dampina structures are shown

60 (,k is the component of the wave

vector directed along layers,

d=dAd 2 is a period of the

structure). It is shown that the
lower curve asymptotically tends

to the frequency of the surface

plasw•ms Wp = (o / at -C+ a

4 (1, 0 is lengmur frequency)
propagating along boundaries of

" "the dielectric and

Fig.i. semiconductor. Another disper-
sion curves correspond to the frequency higher than w . In this region
the layer-periodic structure behaves like the dielectric lattice. The
field structure of the lowest dispersion curve is schematically

introduced in Fig.2a for volume and Fig.2b for the surface waves.

.. •

-0d C12

Fig.2a. Fig. 2b.
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Dashed curves are envelopes for the field distributions inside the

layers. It is shown from figures that in the infinite structure the
field has a periodical character although inside a layer It decreases
exponentially from the boundary. In the finite lattice the field

decreases exponentially deep into the structure.

The dispersion curve changes its form if we take into account
damping in semiconductor layers [3,4) (Fig.3). The longitudinal wave
number can be written in f•o• M k' 4- OR'" and we find thatS x %C

CL) Vd -1 + AC. 0 2_

W f d arctg -' 3

I If frequency of collision P

I than k'd-#-w and X''d - -i/2.
/t 1  t is impossible that the

Fig.3. value of W'd is grater than
x

the value given by formala (s). Let (Wd).r- 0 . The value of 0 have

been calculated for different structures with [nSb as a semiconductor

(C =16.7. L 7. 10W s n! 10 12 s - ) and dielectric layers (£2
5). We have obtained Q 2..4 for the infinite structure, with the

magnetic field Q 10..15; for a surface wave in the semi-infinite
structure Q ý- 50; in the structure in a metal substrate Q -e 50..70.

Let us estimate the minimum phase velocity by the formula

Sd
PS

ph m%-n Q2

The value of the structure period d is restricted by the formula
application of the die Lectric permeability. Therefore we have assumed

d -- 3.. P) um for the estimations. In this case phase velocity v n!

10 -108 C/S With W 10 a . The great decay is obtained due to

the fact that the investigated wave attenuation is less than in a
homogeneous semiconductor since the --wave energy concentrated in

general in the low losses dielectric layers. In fact, the field in

the semiconductor is proportional to h2p(- e' + I / C2 ) and

in the dieL ectric e-p(- Z / 2) 'where Z is thex 2

coordinate counted from the boundary between the semiconductor and

dielectric (see Fig.2). Thus. semiconductor layers define dispersion
properties of thwe structure, and dielectric Layers define wave
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damping. As a result, the low damping electromagnetic wave propagation

with the low phase velocit7 is possible.
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HIGHLY STABLE KA-BAND GAAS GUNN MICROSTRIP OSCILLATOR

Zhao Dade, Deng Yanmao, Qin Honggui, Tang Binqian,
Xiang Jialing, Sun Xiaopeng and Shao kai
(Nanjing Electronic Devices Institute, Nanjing, China)

ABSTRACT

A high perfoimar.ce and stabilized Ka-Band GaAs Gunn Full microstrip
oscillator has been developed. It is stabilized using a dielectric
resontor in a unique hybrid configuration. The oscillator provide 170mw
of cw output power at 33GHz,and frequency stability of 9.7ppm/*C.

INTRODUCTION

It is acknowledged that the millimeter-wave microstrip oscillators have
the advantages of small size,light weight,and low cost as well as ease
of integration. Therefore, the millimeter-wave full microstrip GaAs
Gunn oscillator is still the priority for most practical application
purposes of fully integrated millimeter-wave receivers.

A number of authors have developed a variety of configurations of
millimeter-wave microstrip oscillator,however,all these configurations
should be trimming carefully to ensure the "best match". This paper
describes a novel and very simple Ka-Band full microstrip GaAs Gunn
oscillator stabilized with a dielectric resonator. A design of the
oscillator has been achieved by considering the package transformed
impedance %nd the impedance of a GaAs Gunn device. By comparison
between the computed and experimental results of the microstrip
oscillator at Ka band, the availability of this method has been
completely verified. This method can be also used in V-band and W-band
with simple modification. A very high output power is easily obtained
in this microstrip oscillator configuration without any trimming
microstrips,showing experimentally the "best match" condition.The
matching method described above is superior t( .hat reported before,
because it can be practiged for high output pow%.r in the circuit layout
without an additional timming limit.An 170mW output power at 33GHz and
frequency stability of 9.7ppmiA represent the state-of-the-art
performance using the Ka-band microstrip Gunn oscillator with a
dielectric resonator.

OSCILLATOR DESIGN

Figl. shows the layout of highly stable Ka-band full microstrip GaAs
Gunn Oscillator consisting of a packaged GaAs Gunn diode, a dielectric
resonator and a microstrip circuit fabricated on a Duroid substrate.The
thicknesses of the Duriod,rolled copper and gold film are 0.254mm,14um
and 0.7um,respectively.The circuit board is enclosed in a sufficiently
small rectangular channel to suppress propagation of higher order modes
and guarantee a single quasi-TEM mode at Ka-bandý The GaAs Gunn
device on a cylindrical stud is inserted into one sidewall of t.he
channpl . This structure minimizes parasitic reactance of thp device.Thp
Gunn dtod- madp by Nanjing Electronic Devices Institute has 7 chm
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negative resistance in small-signal model, however, it may have a
higher negative resistance when the oscillator reaches a steady
state.The output matching network consisting of package and microstrip
circuit should be able to transfer the negative resistance of Gunn
diode to the optimum load. The dielectric resonator has a Er=30 and a
Tcf=2ppm/t. The unloaded Q of the resonator is approximately 2000 at
35GHz. The operating frequency of the oscillator is changed readily by
the variation of length of the resonator.

OSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE

For testing purposes,the microstrip-to-waveguide transitions consisting
-3f a microstrip probe through a slot in the broad wall of the waveguide
-ire used.These can be eliminated when the oscillator is to be
interfaced with other integrated circuit components. Fig.2 provides
a photograph of the experimental Ka-band microstrip oscillator. Fig.3
shows the measured output power and frequency , at the waveguide
output flange of the microstrip oscillator as a function of bias
voltage. The maximum output power measured is 170mw at 33GHz with a DC
to RF efficiency of 2.9%.As yet, the microstrip-to-waveguide transition
has not been optimized. The discrete GaAs Gunn diode used above is
measured to be 210mw(f=33.1GHz) in a waveguide cavity. This clearly
shows that the microstrip circuit extracted 80% of the maximum
available diode power.It corresponds to the total circuit
loss,including the transitions,is estimated to be 0.8dB.The bias
tunning bandwidth is 320MHz with power variation of 3dB in the bias
rang of 3.6volt to 5.6volt. The temperature stability of the oscillator
with a high Q dielectric resonator is illustrated in Fig.4, the total
temperature variation over 261 to 80t is 18.1MHz ,which corresponds to
in oscillator frequency temperature coefficient of 9.7ppm/c. It is also
found from some experiments that a 2.2GHz of variation has been easily
obtained by trimming the length of the resonator for a same output
power.

CONCLUSION

S35GHz dielectric resonator stabilized Gunn full microstrip oscillator
:as developed.Output powers of 170mw was obtained from a 210mw diode,
the bias tuning bandwidth was 320MHz with power variation of
3dB.Frequency temperature coefficient of 9.7ppm/A is also obtained.
This oscillator with a dielectric resonator has good performances
suitable for some systems applications such as communication,and radar
as a local oscillator and can offer many advantages of light weight,low
-ost,compact rugged structure,simple technology and easy tuning as well
as its potential for high-volume,repeatable manufacturing.It can be
Sa si1- integrated with other microstrip circuits to form a fully

integrated mm-wave receiver front-end.Finally,the novel microstrip
configuration can be easily modified to form VCO and power combiner.
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QPEN RESONATORS WITH MATCHING EXCITATION.

Igor K.Kuzmitchiev, Alexey A.Kostenko, Grigoriy I.Khlopov,
Victor P.Shestopalov, Uriy V.Yakimchiyk

Institute of Radiopbysics and Electronics
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

12, Acad. Proskura st., Kharkov, 3100&5, Ukraina

At pres.e.nt open resonators which are estimated as highquality
resonant system, are widely used. in millimeter and submillimeter
wavelength bands. Characteristics of open resonators are determined
by energy losses which are traditionally formed by ohmic and diffrac-
tion losses, communication losses as well as losses caused by not
matching excitation caused by the difference in szructures of the
exciting E and working E fields. Taking all this into consideration
it is evid~nt from the physical point of view that the above-mentioned
type of losses is accompanied by the following phenomena. First, there
is field emission from the open resonator owing to the "overflow" of
power of the exciting communication opening beyond the edges of one of
the resonator mirrors. Second, there is a difference between d-irecti-
onal (radiation) pattern of the exciting opening and working field
oscillation structure, which is equivalent to power "pumping over"
(transfer) of the exciting field in highest modes, for many of which
the resonance condition may not be valid.

In particular, we have measured experimentally field sections in
planes E and H (Fig. 1, curves I ald 2, accordingly) for widely used
element of communication of an open resonator with the load in the
form of a narrow opening in the centre of the flat mirror with the
diameter 1536 (1- wavelength). The field of TEM 9 mode, which iswell described by Gaussian distribution, is calcuiated for the plane,
being measured, and is shown in Fig. 1 (curve 3). As it is seen from
the figure, some part of radiator power is being lost because of its
"overflow" beyond the edge of the mirror, and field structure, which
is intercepted by the mirror (Fig. 1, hatched domain) differs greatly
froom the structure of the mode field of the open resonator. These
differences are related with diffraction peculiarities of radiation
field on a thin opening with flange and they can't be eliminated for
the given type of communication elemenm. For all this, not all the
power, radiated into the volume of an open resonator, will be trans-
formed into working mode.

Let us examine a problem, concerning excitation of semisymietric
open resonator with Gaussian distribution of the field by rectangular
waveguide, situated in the centre -of a flat mirror in which wave HN0
is propagated and its component Ey has the form [1

.V j•- Hao' -e (P)

Lei.'s introduce excitation efficiency of the open resonator in the
form 1

¶ 2

SILJEJ$ jIEjIdS
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where integration is exercised in an infinite plane S near one of the
mirrors. Putting (1) into (2) we shall give an expression for resona-
tor excitation efficiency ).

-P e(%X)-WZ]

where Z-(Q)-Y'rQ1[Q/2) ;T )- probability integral; IA/()- probability
i•ntegral of aomplex argment (the line stsids for complex-conjugated
funcuion) ; =at/cf and - - normalized dimentions of communica-
tion element ; o.O - radius of field spot on the flat mirror of the
open resonator.

The results of calculations, shown in Pig. 2, where there are
lines of permanent level ý , demonstrate, that the right choice of
communication opening allows to substantially increase the effecti-
veness of excitation of the open resonator of the above-mentioned
geometry up to the value = 0,88 with the opening dimentions of
& 2,91 and T= 1,98.

It is necessary to mention that the absolute dimentions of the
communication opening amount to several wavelengths and this leads to
strong shunting (by-passing) of the resonator by the load from the
side of the feeding line. That is why it is necessary to control se-
parately the field of excitation and communication of the open resona;.
tor with the waveguide transmission line, using thin semitransparent
screens, situated in front of the horn aerial aperture in the centre
of the flat mirror and not distorting its directivity daagram. Speci-
fically we used one-dimentional E-polarized diffraction gratings,
choosing different parameters of which it is possible to provide for
the given magnitude of communication of the resonator with the load.

We have made all the necessary calculations and produced a semi-
symmetric open resonator for fourmillimeter wavelength band, the dl-
mentions of which were chosen in such a way that it was possible to
obtain an optimal value of loaded Q-factor Q IV. Mirrors' apertures
and radius of curvature of spherical reflectgr are equal to %5•.S ,
and as an exciting device horn antenna is used, which is situated in
the centre of a flat mirror. The dimentions of horn opening were de-
termined considering the condition of field matching (Pig. 2, a=
= 3,3. , 8T 2,31 , and horn length was 10X , phase error in
aperture < 90).

We can see in Fig. 3 field sections in E and H planes (curves I
and 2, accordingly) of the suggested exciting device, which are mea-
sured in the plane of a spherical mirror. In the same Fig. 3 (curve
3) there is shown distribution of field TEM.,, mode of the resonator,
which is calculated in the plane being measured. As it is seen, the
communication element provides for the-axissymmetrical directionas
pattern, which coincides with the field spot dimention on levele~l
(-8,68 dB) with accuracy 4 5%. In order to control communication of
the open resonator with the feeding line, the opening (aperture) of
the horn serial was closed. by means of E-polarized belt diffraction
grating with the period e= 0,22 and an opening c= 0,i1

In Fig. 4a there is a spectrum region of the open resonator when
matching excitation is utilized. This spectrum region is photographed
at distances L/R, which correspond to the optimal Q-factor of the
resonator. As can be ePen, in this case only TEMLI mode is excited in
the resonator as the exciting field practically coincides with the
field of working mode (Fig..3). Owing to this such an open resonator
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poseeses a unimodal resonance curve in the interval of re-tuning of
wavelength order, which is importanu in the process of creating selec-
tive oscillation chains of millimeter and submillimeter wavelength
bands.

At the same time the spectrun picture qualitatively changes for
the resonator with the slot type of excitation as it is shown in
Fig. 4b, where there is a soectrurm region, photographed at the same
distances between the mirrors L/R. In such ain open resonaLor parallel
with the TE1M, mode there are being excited two highest TEMWG and

xEM• modes, which are explained naxiely by the difference b" tween the
exciting field Ee and working field E according to Fig. 1.

The measurement of losses accounting for not matching excitation
has shown that when matching way of energizing is used, these losses
are 19%, which corresponds adequately with the above-given theoretical
estimates and when slot excitation method is used, the losses increase
up to 50%.

Thus we can say that the experiments made confirm the advantages
of the suggested method of matching excitation of open resonator and
prove that it is possible to gain practically unimodal frequency cha-
racteristic in multimode oscillation systems of the high-frequency
band region of millimieter and submillimeuer wavelength bands.
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ANTENNA ELEMENTS AND ARCHITECTURES FOR WIDE-BAND
MULTIFUNCTION ACTIVE PHASED ARRAYS

N Fourikis

Microwave Radar Division
Defence Science and Technology Organisation
PO Box 1500 Salisbury, South Australia 5108

ABSTRACT
Wide-band multifunction active phased arrays WMAPA, have
several attractive characteristics. The requirements for the
realisation of WMAPAs are outlined and several realisation options
for antenna elements and array architectures have been explored.
Promising research areas are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

One phased array operating over a wide bandwidth at cm/mm wavelengths has the following
attractive characteristics:
(a) it can perform radar functions such as surveillance and target acquisition at two different

bands eg. L- and X-band respectively;
(b) has excellent ECCM (Electronic Counter Counter Measures) and LPI (Low Probability of

Interception) characteristics;
(c) it can perform spectrum surveillance and EW (Electronic Warfare) functions; and
(d) it can perform high sensitivity radiometric imaging functions. It is recalled here that the

minimum detectable signal of a radiometer is inversely proportional to BW where B is the
system bandwidth.

The realisation of WMAPAs is reaching the realms of possibility because:
(i) wide-band T/R (Transmit/Receive) modules have been realised [1]; and
(ii0 narrow-band phase shifters operating at RF have been substituted by wide-band delay

lines operating at optical wavelengths 121.
Costs limit the widespread use of active phased arrays, at present.
In this paper we shall focus attention on the requirements for the realisation of WMAPAs in
section 2 while wide-band antenna elements and appropriate array architectures are considered
in sections 3 and 4 respectively.

2. THE REQUIREMENTS

The wide-band requirement should be clarified; 6ne can for instance have a WMAPA operating
at two or more bands centred at frequencies within the L-, S-, C- of X-bands. The useable
bandwidth can be 10% of the centre frequency; let us call this application one, Altematively one
can have a spread-spectrum WMAPA, where the usable band is 2-3 octaves; let us call this
application two. In either case wide-band antenna elements are required.

Canonical phased arrays are arrays where the spacing between elements is constant and equal
to ,/2 where X is the wavelength of operation; furthermore amplitude tapering is used to obtain
the required sidelobe level and beamshape. These arrays cannot support wide-band operation
and other antenna arrangements or architectures should to be considered.
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Polarisation Information is desirable for it holds the promise of considerable benefits. The use of
crcular polarisation decreases rain induced clutter by about 10dB [3]. Similarly the use of the V
and H polansations and appropriate signal processing algorithms decrease sea clutter [4].
Polarisation agility and frequency diversity are required before these benefits can be attained.
The doubling of the number of T/R modules required to accommodate two principal polarisations
is at present prohibitively expensive: this is because the cost of T/R modules is high. When
costs decrease by the use of a matured MIMIC technology, polarimetric WMAPAs can be
contemplated. It is however important that the polarisation isolation required should be greater
than 25-30dB 151; additionally the beamwidths of polarimetnc WMAPAs in the E- and H- plane
radiation patterns should to be equal.

3. ANTENNA ELEMENTS

Printed circuit microstrip patch antennas or dipoles have a maximum bandwidth of say 10% to
15% of the centre frequency of operation. One can propose the tuning of such elements for
application one. The tuning of dipoles/monopoles at UHF has been reported [6]; more explicitly
a monopole was tuned from 30-90 MHz with the aid of high Q passive circuits which were
inserted, under a microprocessor control, between the antenna and the front-end of the receiver.
With this arrangement the SNR of the system remained approximately constant in the band of
operation. More importantly however, a band-pass filtering (BPF) function was afforded by the
antenna; in a multi-source environment such a BPF is often required to excise jammers operating
outside the band-pass of the receiver. The tuning of narrow-band antenna elements operating at
microwaves is a promising area for research.

Printed circuit tapered slot antennas (TSAs) [7&8] offer wide-band performance, have low profile
and are inexpensive to fabricate. TSAs can have acceptable input VSWRs and a gain of about
6dB over 2-3 octaves; additionally their E- and H-plane radiation patterns can be approximately
equal. The E-, H, and D- plane maximum cross polarisation radiation was about -11 dB with
respect to the maximum co-polarisation radiation for the antipodal TSAs considered in reference
[9); by contrast the E- and H- plane maximum cross polarisation level was about -27dB for the
planar TSAs while their D-plane maximum cross polarisation level was about -1ldB [91. Here the
D-plane is the diagonal plane with respect to the antenna plane. It is clear that some work is
required to decrease the maximum cross polarisation level in the D-plane before planar TSAs are
used for polarimetric WMAPAs.

4. ARRAY ARCHITECTURES

While canonical phased arrays are not suitable for wide band operation these arrays have one
desirable quality: graceful degradation. More explicitly if 5% or 10% of the elements fail, the
array sidelobe does not substantially deteriorate. While phased arrays having a random spacing
or minimum redundancy [101 have been considered these arrays do not offer graceful
degradation, C )ntrolled redundancy arrays [111 have a random spacing between antenna
elements and redundancy which can be controlled. The spacing between elements is such that
the effects of mutual coupling can be ignored at the lowest irequency of operation. Additionally
space tapering is used.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

WMAPAs have several attractive charactenstics: the requirements for the realisation of these
arrays have been outlined and the importance of polansation information emphasised. Specific
areas considered were: wide band antenna elements, and suitable array architectures. The
concept of wide band ooeration has been clarified and two applications outlined; in the first
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application narrow-band tunable antennas are tuned across a wide band, while In the latter
applcation the Instantaneous bandwidth is 2-3 octaves wide. For application one, tuned
dipolestmonopoles/patches can be contemplated for use, while for application two, TSAs are
promising candidates for antenna elements of WMAPAs; here again some work is required
before planar TSAs can be considered for polarmetric WMAPAs. Controlled redundancy phased
arrays are more suitable for wide-band operations than canonical phased arrays.

Costs limit the widespread use of active phased arrays; when these costs decrease by the use of
a mature MIMIC technology, active phased arrays and WMAPAs which can take advantage of
information afforded by polarsation will come of age.
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ERR PROFILES PROCESSING TUCENIQUIS
FOR LFMCW MILLIMETER WAVE RADAR

He Songhua,Guo Guirong.Guo XiuhuangZhang Wei
(Changsha Institute of TechnologygunanChina,410073)

ABSTRACT

Target detection and tracking under strong land clutter background
is of key importance for air-to-surface weapons. At the operating
frequency of millimeter wave, radar targets can be descrilý- in
terms of multiple scattering centers, with a modest bandwidth of
transmitted signal, target high range resolution (ERR) profiles can
be obtained from received data. The performance of target detection
and tracking can be enhanced by using a wealth of information about
target scattering centers provided by HERR profiles

INTRODUCTION

The widespread application of millimeter wave technology in
military systems has become recently possible due to the rapid
progress in the MMW hardware development. One typical application
is millimeter wave terminal precision guidance which use wideband
technology to obtain range resolution much smaller than target
length. Under high range resolution circumstance, not only does the
capability of traditional methods of point target detection and
tracking become ambiguous, but how the data should be processed does
as well. In our work summarised in this paper, we present a novel
method of target detection, tracking, angle and velocity computation
based on HERR profiles.

LFMCW MILLIMETER WAVE RADAR HERR PROFILES

Asumme the transmitted signal has a linear frequency sweep, t is
time varaiable and t. elapses since the start of the nth sweep, then

t-n*Tp4t. (0< t. ( T,.n-0.1,2,--. ) (1)

The transmitted signal can be expressed as

eA(n,t.)oAvcos(2n "(is÷(/% F/(2Tp))*to)*t.÷@ 0

(0< t.< Tp) (2)

where Tp is sweep period and A F is sweep bandwidth. At the
operating frequency of millimeter wave fo . targets alse Is much
larger than a wavelength. A target can be described as composed of
M scattering centers, the rth scattering center has intial slant
rang R. and radial velocity V,.. Assuming that demodulation of the
received signal is achived by mixing with the transmitted FMCW
waveform and the observation time Ns Tp is small enough, the
demodulated component can be writtern as follows:
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-f.(2V,JC)*nTp+fo(2R../C)-(26 F/Tp)*(R./C)') (a)

Over one sweep, n is counstnt,- and generally, frequency difference
caused by A~ 3., (range dif ference f rom scattering centers) In much
larger than that caused by 6 V.., f.(2V,lc) term is omitted as a
costant error, then (8) can he written as follows:

f,.,-(A F/Tp)*(2R..IC) (6)

The peaks of FFT data of sampled demodulated signal give results
of range R, and the spacial distribution of target scattering along
range axis in which called range profiles. Range resolution of 111
Is

A -C/(26 F)()

KRR PROFILES DETECTION THZROY

High range resolution is effective solution to target 'detection
under strong land clutter and noise background.the higher revolution,
the fewer clutter and noise energy is in the resolution cell of
interest. when A~ is much smaller than target length, although target
energy is also dispersed In diffearent cell, yet not uniformed
dispersed. Target energy is mainly concentrated into range calls of
strong scattering centers~so 5/ J ratio of strong scattering centers
cells is further Increased than the averaged 8/ J ratio.

Improvememt of detection performance is expected with emphasis on

s trong scattering centers. According to the data provided by Currie
(Ijand Edward[2J, a S/Il ratio of greater than 8 db in strong
scattering centers calla will be expected for guidance application
when a<~0.3 meter.

1. m/N Detector

N ts selected according to the maximum possible target length a R.
m in selected appropriately according to the possible number of
target strong scattering conters.Every spectrum line of FFT output
in detected with CFAR Pp, If there are more than a alarm spectrum
lines among N continuous spectrum lines.target in detected.

2. Intergrated Range Cell Detector

Series (y,) Is constructed according to FFT output (X,):

Y-(X I 1, I )/N. (7)
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N1 is selected according to spread line number of one strong
scattering contere.A CAPR detector can also be eonstructed based en
series (ya).

Simulated results show that intergrated range cell detector
provide better performance than single range cell detector.

a. Target Discriminator

Elimination of strong target-like clutter returns will be expected
by using some spatial feature algorithm based on HERR profiles, such
as spatial extent discrimination and contextual feature
discrimination.

ERR PROFILES TRACKING THEORY

Target range center position Re can be estimated from FFT spectrum
peaks. Ra is used to control the local frequency of some mixer so
that the center of range tracking window changes in accordance with
change of R.

Target angle is measured by means of amplitude information of HERR
profiles. Assuming the receiving radar beam direction stays at A.B.C,
D which has azimuth and elevation angles of (a o-6 a , a),( a o+A a
A ), (a o. po-A p ), (a *, a+ P ) ,the transmitting beam direction
stays at 0 with angles a o and p .. then the angles between signal
direction of the mth scattering centers and receiving beam axis are
given by the following equation-

coso 8 -min p q - sin P &4cosN , • cos N cos(a .- a)

(i-A.B,C,D) (9)

where (a . p ,) are angles of position i. ERR profiles at A, B, C, D
will give the amplitude of the nth scattering center:u,,,,thon

ui_- F (6 a.) I-A.B,C,D (9)

where F ( ) is beam pattern of receiving antenna.(9) and ( 8) can
give solution of M scattering centers:

(a~ 1 .aa~s,,a a.P3)

The performance of angle measuring and tracking is improved due to
high range resolution because (1) Target angle can be estimated by
several strongest scattering centers, weak scattering cells are
omitted, that decreases error caused by clutter and noise, (2)
Interference among scattering centerj_ is decreased that decreases
target glint, and (3) Target angle estimation is an average of
mutiple scattering centers

VELOCITY COMPUTATION BASED ON HERR PROFILES

N FMCW Sweeps give N HERR profIles(X(n,i),n-0,1,..-,N-1,i-O,1,..-,L-l),
for target range cell i,compute

V(k,i)-I X(n,i) exp(-j2 n - n - k/N) (10)
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Ires equation (2).it I& easy to shew that the peaks ef V spectrum

vie near to vwelocity sell ka,

ko--N, fe- (2Vo/C). Tp.

where Vo is the radial velocity of target.Furtherly,equation(10) has
velocity resolution

A v-C/(2 • fo No -N ) (i-)

At MMW frequency, fa is higher, for the same A v, the required
observation time will be less. It is possible that high resolution of
bath range and velocity should give two dimensional image of target.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The use of wideband LFMCW millimeter wave leads to better
detection and tracking performance.The key techniques Involved are
A) Using wideband waveform to stimulate target scattering centers
information; B) Using very high speed one or two dimensional FFT
processor to obtain range, angle and velocity of target scattering
centers; C) Information synthesis or fusion. of multiple scattering
centers.
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Th1.3

THE LONGWAVE RADIATION AROUND BUILDINGS AT DIFFERENT ANGLES

H.Nowak t and K.Cenan2

t Department of Building and Environmental Physics, Institute of Building Science 1-2
Technical University of Wroclaw, Wyspianskiego 27, 50-370 Wroclaw, Poland
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ABSTRACT. A model Ly Cole (1976) was adapted for the South-Western region of Poland
(51 -N) to calculate the longwave radiation around buildings at different angles.
The predictions was validated with a set of measurements performed during summer and
winter on a building at four angles of surface inclination, and under overcast and
clear skies.

INTRODUCTION

Various empirical models describing the longwave radiative environment around
buildings have been developed for horizontal surfaces . This limitation excludes
pitched roofs and walls. The existing models (Berdahl and Fromberg, 1982; Idso and
Jackson, 1969; Roach, 1955; Swinbank, 1963; Unsworth and Monteith, 1971) was
empirically verified mostly for clear sky conditions, rather than for cloudy skies
and different levels of air pollution. Cole (1976) proposed a simple empirical model
for calculation cf longwave radiation incident on surfaces at all angles, from
horizontal to vertical. The model was modified numerically to suit the local
conditions in the South-West region of Poland. The aim of this paper to comoare
measurements obtained under a range of conditions with the modifieo .ole's model,
and to discuss It's applications.

METHODS AND RESULTS

The longwave radiation R(a) incident upon a surface inclined at an angle a is a sum
of the atmospheric R (a) and ground radiation R (a) (Cole, 1976). The atmospheric
component is given by:A G

R (a) = R k + b k oT 4  (1)A Al1 2 a

where: R is the atmospheric radiation incident upon horizontal surface, WM- 2 ,
A

ki, k2 are coefficients dependent on Inclination of the surface,

b is a coefficient representing weather conditions,

a Is Stefan-Boltzmann's constant, 5.67 * 10-e W m-2K-4

T Is the air temperature, K.
a

The ground component is given by:

RG(a) s R sin2(a/2) (2)

where R is the ground radiation in Wm-2.

a
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Cole (1976) published values of all coefficients for different angles of
inclination. For the purpose of this study values of R and R
was numerically modified. Using equations (1) and (2) with the A modified
coefficients the values of longwave radiation were computed for four angles and two
seasons. These were compared and correlated with measurements obtained on a building
in Wroclaw (51 ON). Figure 1 presents data for winter conditions when the longwave
radiation was measured in the range from 180 to 340 Wm- 2 , with the highest values
for an overcast sky for all angles.

4 1oo Loo 30
cc 0O (horzontaIJ E0

/ oA
3 - !!4 0-,

73OX2Q00 1 95 120

26 3O200 300
R measue (We,2w ) R measured (Wfý2

<= 600 / C 90°'Verttcou

`300 300

X 200 .- clear sky fo200
€•'2(/ .- overcast sky /

2t X2•)' 300 2bo M:0

P rrOsufed (m" 2 ) R measured (Wn"2

F1g.1. Comparison of longwave radiation incident upon surfaces inclined at 0*
(horizontal), 300, 600 and 900 (vertical), for winter conditions with
clear and overcast skies, as calculated from the modified Cole's model
and measured in Wroclaw (51 ON).

Figure 2 presents the comparison for summer conditions and a clear sky only. The
values measured in summer (from 200 to 450 Wm- ) were higher than in winter and werealso dependent on the angle of incidence.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The measured and calculated values of longwave raaiation agreed for all angles of
inclination and weather conditions. The best statistical correlation was found for
measurements obtained under a clouded sky (Figure 1). AS expected, the measurements
showed that longwave radiation from an overcast sky upon surfaces at an angle Is
almost independent of the inclination. For, clear sky conditions, the radiation will
be higher at low angles of inclination. This relationship can be important for
various designs of radiative cooling systems. Predictably, the highest radiation
intensities for clear skies were measured for vertical surfaces.

Figure 3 compares the modified Cole's model and the present data, with models by
Idso and Jackson (1969), Roach (1955), Swinbank (1963),and Unsworth and Monteith
(1971) calculated for horizo-tal surfaces at a range of air temperatures. For clear
sky conditions the highest correlation was found for the maodel by Idso and Jackson
(1969). For winter, the agreement is not so good, particularly in reference to the
most frequently cited Swinbank's model. The differences between the two models were
discussed in detail by Nowak (1989).
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Fig.2. Comparison of longwave radiation incident upon surfaces inclined at 0°
(horizontal), 300, 600 and 900 (vertical), for summer conditions with a
clear sky, as calculated from the modified Cole's model and measured in
Wroclaw (51 ON).
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Flg.3. Comparison of longwave radiation incident on horizontal surfaces in
winter and summer conditions, with clear and overcast skies, calculated
from the modified Cole's model (circles) and other models (lines) for a
building In Wroclaw (51 ON).
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For an overcast sky, the modified Cole's model predicts values in a much closer
agreement to the models by Unsworth and Montelth (1971), Roach (1955) and the
theoretical relationship for the black body model. The set of available measurements
for an overcast sky was, however, limited to a narrow range of air temperatures,
around 0 0C, and further measurements would be helpful.

In conclusion, an encouraging agreement was found between the Cole's model adapted
to the climatic conditions in the South-Westsrn region of Poland and a set of
measurements of longwave radiation incident on a surface, for different angles of
inclination. It will be important to extend this validation to a much wider range of
geographical regions and different levels of air pollutions in particular. A working
model for calculation of the longwave radiation under various conditions Is needed,
among others, for modelling of various components of the heat balance of buildings
(Nowak, 1991) and their dependence on the physical environment.
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ANALYSIS OF SINGULARITY OF EMP ON APERTUJRE WITH IOEM
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the analysis of singularity of EMP on aperture with Fred-

holm Integral Operator Expansion Method is discussed. This method subs-

titutes infinite field on the aperture with finite inner product to

iimplify the numerical calculation and secure the accuracy of the solu-

tion. It is also proved that soluting the singular diffraction promblems

with IOEM is also successful.

1. FREDHOLMk INTEGRAL OPERATOR EXPANSION THEORY

The key of this paper is Fredholm Intergral Operator Expansion Method-

(IOEM). First, we construct an operator space using Fredholm integral

operator, then we prove further that this space is a dividable Hibert

Space. We define the linear calculation, inner product and norm in it.

According to Fourier Expansion Theory in Hibert Spacewe expand Fredholm

integral operator with orthonormal sets and get Fredholm Integral Operator

tor Expansion Theory as following: Eil

For any x(s), k(s.t)GL(r), the following formula is true:

Fxfs) (s't)x(t)dt-• (s, koSt)dsdt.

Here k(s,t) is the integral kernul of Fredholm integral operator T and

kon(s,t) is an orthonormal set on I. . Gemnerally, the kon(s,t) can be

chosen as:

kon(st)-konl(s) kon2(t) (2)

Eq. (1) can also be applied in two and three dimension space. By using

the expan3ion theorywe can directly get the solution of the second type
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of Fredholm integral equation.

2. SOLUTION OF EMP ON APERTURE

:We discuss a typical problem to illutrate the use of the method. The
-problem is how to calculate the distribution of fields when EMP penetra-
ýtes through aperture into a two-parallel plate region. A two-parallel
conducting plane with an aperture is shown in Fig.l when a plane wave
incidents on it.

1li x ox+YEoy+ ZE)Cxp(-Jk(aix+y,+rz))

We can get the; following integral equation about the field E on the
apertures

Jfgi(i"/)gex(-Jk/r-r, )/Jr*eP-k(1+y) 3where M.~ ~~

and
90hy"l'/~d)•,On(n+l),x(~-))J~~O

"÷ {J~'lxp( j(n- i)• n-l (kp)

•ro solve kEq.-3) by with EEM', one often expands MS a.4 followings

M- (r)= E_ i(4)
And subsitutes Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) to get the coefficients Ms (in). Fi-
nally one substitutes Ms(r) into the followinG equation to get the dis-
tribution or field in the two-parallel plate region.

E7 Jf.DG( r'/r)ds' (5)

Actually sometimes E-*-+or Ms-*C4n the the edge. of the aperture. Srvoral
problems are caused by it. First, whether Ms in all singular integral
equations can be exparnded in the fori, or Eq.(4)? Secondwhether is there
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only finite number of coefficient M in sq.(4)? Tlird,how can we decide

the number of those coefficients? These problems make it difficult to

secure the accuracy in the numerical calculation.

If we apply Fredholm Integral Operator Expansion Method, we can get the

following result from the integral equation (3):

JJN.kon2 ( )ds.fkonl(r)>/fl.Rn (6)

Where B-n-tAJfAfg(i: /;) kn( 7 /r )dsds I

Rn-1konl(r). kon2( ")>

f-h--+ (,/jkr) 1e- k(XY)

Eq. (6) can be proved to be finite vith sing, larity of on the edge.

Similarily, applying operator expansion theory in Eq. (5), we can get:

A 1:fA A~ix~ /r) --kon ddsr onl(')
jAJJ .kon 2 (r )ds' (7)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) we can get the distributions of field

in the two parallel plate region.

The key of this method is to calculate the singularity with the finite

AJ AJý k on2 (;r )ds' instead of the infinite M4s By the way we solve the

singularity of 7% on the edge and secure the accuracy of the solution.

3. CONCLUSTION

It can be seen that IOEM is suitable for the calculation of the field

distribution of EMP on the aperture plane. The further reaserch shows

that it is also successful to treat the diffraction problems with the

same singularity by using IOEM.
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A function of Lateral Inhibition spectrum and

Neural Networks in heat image handler

QiAN Yi jtk sv*i 430012

(ept. of Space physiscs Wuhan University, Wuhan 430072, China)

ABSTRACT:

The human brain and vision systems is the most complicated intellectual

information processing systems in the world that timely processes a large

amount of spacial and temporal information. The knowledge of vision mechanism

and its structure will be helpful for the study of image identification and

image understanding, for the study of robot's vision and neural network. This

article intends to improve the image formation quality of forward looking

Infra-red by applying the spectrum function of lateral inhibition of the

human eye to light and electricity mixture systems, so as to meet the

requirement of good electromagnetic weapon system for quality.-

Infrared heat image instrument is the product of the seriation to the present,
called the products of the third generation. Because it is a kind of passive
night vision instrument, it's working method is concealed, not easy to.- be
detected. It can be used in all kinds of weather all time, and is able to
penetrate through rain, snow, fog and ha.e. Besides the distance of effect is

far. Being electronic waves sent out by the objects themselves, it has an

outstanding merit, i.e. is can detect disguise easily. It can detect hidden
tanks and cannons in disguise, engines started or not started, even being

traced to heat images of planes or fighting vehicles that have just ,aft the

spots.

However, the difference of temperatures between the military ,arget and its

background and between the parts of the target is rather uma.l, so hot images
are not very clear. There is little contrast. It's hard to see the details
clearly. Considering the above demerits, the author of the present thesis
builds a mathematics mould of vision spectrum through a Fourier integral of
non-circle function. The author points out that there is an effect of
crosswise inhibition in obtaining information for the human vision, which
means the greater the amount of information rereived, the greater the need
to outstand the important parts to enlarge contrast and make the parts be

memorized mord distinct. For human brain and vision system, this process is
one that pre-processes information spontaneously.
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The following is the limited line of sine waves consisting of 2N sine waves
(N> any Rc of 0. 5). For convenience, let N be positive integer;

0 ~(z <- ZNL)

f (2) - AWT(- 2M' < 2 < 2NOt
(2NI < z)

If we change the above Space Axis X into Time Axis T, and change space
periodic length 21 into time periodic T at the same time ( Thus X / I is
change to circular frequency 0o), we can express It in another Fourier
integra!:

f (9) - AMncft*( 2 < 8 < N 2

(N LW < 9)

To study tke spectrum of this limited line of sine waves, because f(t) is odd

function, it can be expressed in Fourier sine integral.

/Ni

Fig. 1 Restrictable sine wave
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-At O-,.we±, with the L'Hospital rule; we can get a spectram distribatiea
diagram of axial symmetry with w o as the peak valse.

3•,))

ai( I

Fig.2 A Function of Lateral Inhibition spectrum

From this spectrum mathematics mould by creation; we can conclude that in
feeling and receiving outside information, human vision system is different
from cameras, rather, it is a receiving process that specially
designated choices between spectrum. From the mathematic mouid, we can see
that where the difference between the two sides is oo/ 2N, function image
dropped to zero. We can safely assume that spectrum is gathered in the scope
of cao/2N around Oo the left and right sides. The bigger the N value,
even as the greater the amount of information, the narrower the frequency
band around crest wo. The adaptive effect of human vision system in
receiving information completely suits the memory principle of human brain.
To memorize a complicated image information, the human brain must first
choose the main characteristics of the image to give precedence to deal with
spectrum.The pre- processing connects with the neural network of the brain
in the way of feedback. It is also related to the original reserved samples
of 'cell crowd" in.the human brain. Based on this, thesis tries to
realize vision neural network spectrum circuit through the exchange of
discrete hartley and to apply it to the part of circuit of hot formation of
image. The detecting machine turn the strong and weak signals of
infrared radiation intya corresponding electric signals, which enter the
vision spectrum neural net circuit after being enlarged properly.

After the adjustment, the frequency with the-.,highest range is takenas the
spreading central frequency c o, which formed filtered limiter of
electromagnetic wave. Scanning electric signals pass the filtered limiter
to be sent to light-diode forming images after enlargement. Because the
size of N value can be adjusted by the filter waves effect caused by the
distance and quality of objects and bad weather and general training
obtained from the wathing of objects at night. In such handled image, the "
vitals* part of the objects become brighter, while the brightness gradient of
the other parts attenuated quickly. The background not related to the
objects can be inhibit, so that the contrast be come greater, the
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objects dist-nctlness increase and enhance thi ability to distinpgisk the
details. Because the circuit of -the neural net is capable of memory, it
can remember certain characteristics of the objects after the usual training
with different objects. It can adjust certain vague. images in bad weather.
It can also be applied to improve tremulous images of the thermal imaging
systems vith vehicles, skips, planes trembling.
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APPLICATION OF M ILLIM ETER-WAVE RADAR

IN THE TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT OF GUNS
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(East China Institute of Technology)

NTRODUCTION

"Trajectory measurement is of great importance in the rasearch of ballistics

as well as in the development and manufacture of new weapons. Tt is also

indispensable for the aging test of guns and ammunitian. The goal - of

trajectory measurement is to obtain the motion principle of the ball. An the

Trajectory can be divided into two parts, that is the Interior trajectory

which is from the beginning point of mntsnn to the end of the barrel, and

the exterior trajectory which is out of the barrel. the trajectory measurement

also inculdes interior trajectory and exterior trajectory measurement

respectively. The methods of interior trajectory measurement used nowdays are

rather out of date, some of them even have been used since 1960's. Among the

disadvantages remain unsolved for a long time, the common problems in those

methods are ihe poor accuracy and complicated ooeration.

At present, ihe best way for trajectory measurement is by applying radar

Besides its aooreciated simoticity and generality in operation, high accuracy

can be provided by the method What is more, the measurement does no harm to

the gun, for there is no contact with the gun

Presented in this Doaer is a millimeter-wave radar system we have developed

for both interior and exterior tralectorv measurement The principle and

cnnstitution of hte system are introduced Results of practial test are given

FUNDEMENTAL PRINCIPLES

The operation of the mr-wave radar system for trajectory measurement may be

oescribed with the aid ot the block diagram shown sn F-ig.1. The mm-wave

oscillation generated by the transmitter is led through a circulator to the

antenna, where it is radiated into space A portion of the transmitted signal

is intercepted by to 'target which is the ball within the barrel and is

reradiated into soace. The antenna receives the returned energy and turns it

to be the echo signal. Therfore, there are two signals put into the mixer

through the circulator One is the echo signal Ur and the other is the

transmitted signal Ut leaked as a reference, With the motion of the ball
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within the iberrril, a seauence of maximum or minmum in amplitude occurs

alternatively lin the output signal of the mixer. The time when the maximum

or* minmum occurs correspands to the ball's position where Ur travels longer

than Ut at the distance n/2 or (n+1 / 2)/2. respectively, where n-0.1.2,.
and is the wavelength in free space.

•Ball Barrel

TransmitterIMixer tbe Mi

Fig.1 A block diagram radar and interior ballistics measurement

The output signal of the mixer is the doopler signal. The .fretquency of the

signal is decided by the veiocity of the ball. As shown in Fig.2. the typical
dop•ler signal in interior trajectory measurement is freauencv modulated Sine

wave. where the variatians in the freauency embody the change in the ball's
motion.

ILL

Fig.2 Wave of interior ballistics Douoler signal

The doppler signal must be processed in order to obtian the law of the ball's
motion. The signal is amplified at first, and certain circuits are used to
reject varioup interference such as the interference generated by the

oscillation of, the gun, the rotation of the recoil and the ball. Then the

doppler signal is transformed into a •numerical signal by A/D transformation
and stored ;n computer. Finally. a FFT is applied by the computer, and the
relationship between the velocity V and the time t is therefored derived, and

the interior trajectory measurement is completed.
As the exterior trajectory measurement is concerned, the antenna should be

turned to direct the ball's flying trace in the space. The above processing
can also be applied.
The flash detector supplise acontrol signal for A/ D transformor according to

the flash generated at the moment when the ball bursts out of the barrel. This
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signal indicates the beginning tor the exterior trajectaro measurement and
the end for the interior trajecoryV measurement.

THE OPTIMAL WAVe LENGTH

The berrel can be treated as a section or cylinder waveguide by its function
in wave transmission. The wavelenigth in waveguide is given as

while X-wiwvelengrh in Iee soace
1== 44.-,r evancsICnt wavelength

d-- -diamcter nt thl barrel
Jmri---nth root in m order bessel fuictiun

Il'e wave car he transm-ittnd by !tte waveqtide. i.e. the berrel nnly the
condijon is satisfiwd, The evanescent wiveienyth Is derended on the
waveguidc modes as shown ir F-g 3

Ha.ei

SaRegion

S..... LaU- 7 /1
*9.7 451 Ml 46. &t2 L.03 1.31 1.705

Fig.3 Distributinn ) wavelenglh cu•ow "

I" the wdvtlIU(gh i c6hosen zo meet tt:e conditioc, only oine mode which is H TI
maode here will be trapers,(tted whlde ot•er modcý are evanescer! Such sigle
mode tranismiesion will lead to the beR' w;vleTnrm dne accurFLv in measuremen:.
rrn :1,e vavclarqrI,' which rmcc: :thý abo c, Cnnei:;r: ý3 dc~inct! .~:bc oonrmina
wdveIePOEM. 1 Jle onrITIM;i w velRP9,t w;orrslmwingj ro dirierent diameter of the
beirui s II•ced III [hL! r idUWllly LdijJI.

(Calobtc Bell optimull Wavelcilpllh

(M 'D1P (1114411.9

It.;"111.14-21.6il

20.0 25.20-" l.0

?-or difTeren• diameter. d raddr designed at the optimal wavelenqlih must have
dif'er.r: *reauencv. which will largely, L0MrIulcawe the structure o' radar
8ly care+ully chne•nq the wavelength, Ratistied generality hag been acnuired
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in th e sigle treauency radar svstem Though the wavelength in r O' 00)"T- a:
one mode is still domaitit compared with other modes, undur such casu dnd tile

accuracy also meet the requiremenit with a deviation of about O lmmrn % For
5.1mm barrel, the wavelength of radar is 8.6mm

TEST RESU LTS

1. Interior Trajectory Measurement
Interior Atrajectory measurement is carrted out with 5.8mm rifle. 7.62mm
Bub-mrachinagun and 1 4.5mm antiaircraft artillery. For every gun.T5.23 and 11
baell are shot once resoectivelv ill the test. All of the measurement are
completed with satisfactory results. The wave form of dopler signal stored
by the oscilloscope' is regular without deformity, as that shown in Fig.2. The
measured curve of velocity versus time is also in agreement with tie
theoretical computation.
2.Exterior trajectnry Measurement
The exterior trajectory measurement is carried out with 4.6mm gas gun 7.62mm

rifle and 14.5mm antiaircraft artillery. The results are also satisfactory
The measured . initial velocity agrees with The demarcate rtj the gqtnn The wave
forrm stored by tht. oscilloscope is a regular frequency moduiated sinusoid
wave. signal-to-noise ratio decreases with the increase of the distance. By

A/ D transform and other comoutatioti. curves of exterior traiecto(ry are
acouired. According to the measured data and curves. the ratio of the radar
active distance R to the diameter d of the ball can be evualated as that is
the radar active listance is larger then the diamtei by 9000 times.

CONCLUSiON

As introduced in the above, the results of •rajectory measurement we obtained
by applying mm-wave radar arc quite satisfactory. The data of multiole shots
have good repeatability, and are in agreement with the theoretical trajectory
Meanwhile, the waveform is clear and correct as expected.
The method of trajectory measurement using mm-wave radar has many outstanding
advantages superior to other methods, and is worth of much more develou•ment



UNIVERSE. HUMAV BEING AND 'MILLINETER '-'AVE

Fujian Lirht industry Institute. China
Huang 'Wenznou. Mao Fucheng, Mog. Jinzhen

ABSTRACT

In. :he cosmic 2.7k background radiation field, the strongesL is MMW radiation. There is
also correlative discovery of the MMII energy crest in Chinese Chikung emanation. It vii
surejy have great influence on knowledge of origin and process of life in universe.

I. Energy crest of millixeter wave found in Chikung emanation

in August 1989, Huang Wenzhou. engineer of Fujian Light industry Institute, cooperated
with research fellow, Yang Yufeng, and engineer, Zhang Huanghe. both working in Semi-
conductor Institute of CAS, meanwhile with Qu Daxin and Zheng Weiquan, senior engineers of
No.12 Research Institute of Ministry of Machinery & Electronic Industries. P.R. of China,
separately tested Chikung emanation of Lin Mengxiang. chairman of Fujian Bilinkung
Research Society, and Cheng Linfeng, chairman of Beijing Huiliankung General Research
Society, and his brotherto find out that there were millimeter waves fluctuating with
low-frequency modulation in CDikung emanation, In other words,Chikung emanation could
have an effect on HMI test insti-uments. Test results are as follows:

Chikung Eanation of Chikung Master Lin

8mm Wave 4mm ýave 3mm 'gave 2mm Vave

Max. indication on very 40
dynamometer little4 8 0.1

Max. loltage indication rising to I1
on detector 0.5 2 after HM

(mV) 'Chikung act

Frequency of modulating
wave measured by 40-60 80-125 HM NM
oscilloscope NHZ) _
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Chikung Emanation of Chikung Master Cheng

Bm Wave 4mm Wave 3mm Wave 3ca Wave

Indication on 1-2 "M 2-6 0.04-0.54
dynamometer (JW) .. . ... ..

Indication on field 0.4-0.7 Hk

strength mater (mW/cd-

Frequency of modulating
wave measured by 100 "M 133 RK

oscilloscope (kHz) .... ...

In addition, energy of Chikung emanation of Chikung master Cheng brothers was measured to

increase slowly along with rising of frequency by means of a IOOHz-4OGHz spectrum

analyzer. As spectrum of the NNV is broad, its integrad energy is high. In the

meantime,very strong 3mm wave radiation was measured to exist by Xi'an Electronic Science

& Technology University when a man with singular ability made tablets pass through the

vail of medicine bottle, and it was stronger than the 8mm wave radiation measured at the

same time. Science and technology workers in our country before had measured that in

Chikung emanation there were radiations of infrasonic frequency wave. high-frequency

electromagnetic wave and near infrared-ray etc., whose energy was all lower than that

measured by Xi an Electronic Science &Technology University and us. To sum up, a

conclusion could be drawn that there are various radiations whose energy crest is in the

MNY band. This discovery has unfolded before our eyes though it is still to be proved by

more complete and comprehensive experiment.

2. Origin of human being and cosmic nonthermal background radiations at that time

We associate the discovery of mmv energy crest in human body field with the important

finds on cosmic background radiation by Bell laboratory of USA in 1965. for energy crest

of this famous 2.7K radiation is also in MHW band.Unless there is undiscovered cosmic

radiation field of energetic neutrinos, graviational waves or other unknown restless mass

particles,the strongest in the discovered cosmic radiation field up to now is miorowave

radiation whose wavelength is from I to 10am, as shown in following figure.
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Spectrum of cosmic isotropic background radiation

The .discovery of cosmic 2.7K background radiation supports the sudden expansion theory of
origi-n of universe. Life couldn't emerge from the early hot universe. Based -on Vieh's
blackbody radiation law, wavelength A =0.3/TOK. Only when.the whole cosmic background vat
into the submillimeter wave band, could human come into being. This puts forward a new
method to determine origin time of human'being.. It could be said that human had made an
indissoluble bond with millimeter wave at the moment of origin.

3. Status of NNW in quantum process of variation

4. Life bodies originated from different space-time fields and evolved separately

5. Regarding that life lies in oscillation from the point of view of three new theories

6. On the active treatment of disease

7. Invention of Chikung Therapeutic Apparatus Using the Hillimetre Vaves
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8. Broad spectrum of' Ch" is holographic remains of cosmic electromagnetic phenomenon at
the time of origin of human

high-ordered macrography quantum effect shown in Chikung state is the expression of
natural human being. Radiations in cosmic field are of various frequen'c, whose energy
crest is of NNW. The same is true of radiations in human body field. The extremely broad
spectrum of * Chi " is exactly the holographic remains of cosmic electromagnetic
phenomenon at the time of origin of human. and it shifts red gradually. From - Chi " we
can see epitome of human in boundless universe and relationship between them. A wide
variety of scenes in universe, such as fixed star. neutron star, planet, comet, life
substance and mysterious unidentified objects, and so on. all developed from plasma cloud
and vere all concerned with cosmic emission. The broad spectrum radiation in - Chi " and
information transmission in plama state of meriolian living thing both lively indicate
that human is the enitome of universe. It vons more admiration that life bodies amazingly
continue in accordance with their own genetic code. Process of universe is irreversible,
So is growth of human being. Just as universe is boundless, thought of man is limitless.
The reason vhy human and universe are alike so much je that they both came from mutation.

The important discovery of cosmic 2.7K backr;:ýuno radiation prompts us to search for
things in life similiar to quantum " remained in ancient times " so as to give
informations of life bodies in earlier period. This is the basic purpose of this paper.
The cosmic background radiation observed by American scientist in 1965 was awarded Nobel
Price after 13 years-in 1978, then there is also correlative discovery of WV energy
crest in Chinese Chikung emanation, which will surely have great influence on knowledge of
origin and process of life in universe.
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TESTING SYSTEM FOR HIGH-ISOLATION OF MM-WAVE
DARKROOM

Wang Donngjn Li Dunfu and Dou Yuanzhu

(Univ. of Science and Tech. of China. Hefei, China.)

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that MM-wave darkroom is important to study and test MM-wave system.

Among the characteristics of the darkroom , isolation is one of the key factors. Thus during the pe-
riod of the darkroom constructing the isolation must be measured carefully before putting the
MM-wave absorber on the wall. The typical value of the isolation is about 110 d.

For measuring so higher isolation, two projects have been considered. One is using big power
MM-wave transmitter and sensitive MM-wave detector ; shown in fig. I. Supposing that sensitivi-
ty of the detector is about -55dB and gain of the antennas 30 dB (If the gain great than 30 db , the
MM-wave beam would be tco narrow to receive the signal easyly), and also let the distance between
antennas be one meter, the output power of the transmitter should be several handred watts accord-
ing to the calculation. It is difficulty to find such high power transmitter in the country at present;
and it is impossible to use so heavy and large transmitter for measuring isolation at every place and
comer of the darkroom, even if the transmitter could be found. So we have had to look for another
testing system.

TESTING SYSTEM PRINCIPLE

Based upon the discussion above , it was realized that the main defect of above --cited project o.
the relatively low sensitivity of the MM-wave detector. As we know that the sensitivity of the re
ceiver is much higher than the detector; so by using MM-wave receiver to replace the detector ma
prove a suitable method to meet with the aim ; see fig. 2

At the measuring scene, the distance between the transmissing and receiving antennas is about
to 2 meters, let it equal 2. Also let the antenna gain G be 23 db and the output power of the trans
mitter 19 db mw.

The transmission loss caused by passing through the space L is determined by:

L 20,g( 1-r ) = 69.5dB

Assuming that the antenna effectiveness and other non-matched loss L is about 2 db togetht
and the isolation of the darkroom L = 110 db, thus the required sensitivity of the receiver is

SP= 0 + 2G-LI -L 2 -L 3 --- -ll6.5dBmw

On the other hand , the sensitivity of the receiver can be represented as:
S = FUNKTB
If 1.&= 8 db and (this value id sufficient for effective detecting), the band width of the rete
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B= 10 kkhz. Such band width is suitable for the video spectrum analyzer used as the display of the
testing system. Yet, the key problem is that the if frequency must be stable enough to keep the re-
ceiving signal readable in the spectrum analyzer during the testing pexiodsay two or three hours.
According to the information of spectrum analyzer , HP 3585, spand width is about 100 kHz with
analysis band 10 kHz. It means that the total frequency shift for both LO and RF source is 100 kHz
. The compact phase locked source may satisfy the requeimen, but the price is high and some
what heavier in weight compared with the cavity stabilized oscillator (CSO). As for econermic think-
ing, the designer would choose the matched CSO pair to meet with the requirments.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE RESULTS

As we know that the long term frequency stability states as:

-T - T s aft (4)

where S = I+Q / Q is frequency stability factor, and Q and Q are the load Q factor of the stabi-
lized cavity and unload Q factor of the main oscillator , respectively a f. la T and &.W;T are the fre-
quency variations of the stable frequency cavity and the main cavity containing Gunn dioder been
influenced by temperature chang .In general ,fi l/T is much larger than A./a T , so the S would be as
big as possible to reduce the value of af/aT . The method is not only good for frequency shift , but
beneficial in raising the short term stability of the oscillator. After fine adjusting and testing ,the
characteristics of the matched CSO pair are:

transmitting source output power: 19 dB3w
phase noise --68dBc/ Hz (f,= 1kHz)

The IF frequency shift is shown in fig. 3. It is clear , as seen from the curves , that after half a
hour of preheating the testing system would work successfully. The fin-line balanced mixer with
preamplifier and the lens antenna are adopted in the system , the characteristics are:

noise figure: F.= 4.5dB (including preamplifier)
gain of IR / RF : > 45 dB
with dynamic RF amplitude range :-45dB,-;--- -1l0dB=,,
antenna gain: 23 dB
first side lobe. <-30dB

The testing system is composed using the devices above.

TESTING STEPS AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A) Calibration
1) Open the door of darkroom.
2) Mount the two antennas at the distance 2 meters in the door place.
3) Using MM-wave precision attenuators in both transmission and recieving parts to -replace

the isolation of the darkroom.
4) Reading the total attenuation value of the two attenuators and the signal amplitude shown in

the spectrum analyzer ; and marked as A. and P,, respectively.
B) Testing
1) Closing the door of the darkroom.



2) Moving the two parts of the system to the testing point in the same distance as the

calibration condition.
3) Putting the total attenuation value to As

4) Reading the signal amplitude P, shown in the spectrum analyzer.

C calculation
The isolation of the darkeoom is determined by
L= AI -- A2 + PI -P 2  

(5)

The actual measurement results shown in fig. 4 the isolation of the darkroom at the door is

118 dB . It is a very good result for darkroom design.

Figl. S&.C4 of first projec.tion

IL

rawe cmkWIbi "?IjAIier s=1

Fij. 2. Sht±a of secord prvdc-t'ýO

&S 13 2 2..5 S . 4; 5

Fit. 3. fPfe/ I d$ft Wtt tern$peratm datiS o
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AN INVESTIGATION ON THE R? CHMNNEL COUPLING AND THE U
SPACE COUPLING IN A MULTICHANL VILLINETER-WAVE STSTEM

Wang Yaming
(Luoyang Optoelectronic Institute, P.O. Box 030-7 Luoyang,

Henan 471009, P.R. China)

Abstract

This paper describes an experimental investigation on the Ka-hand RE
multichannel system. It gives an experimental result of the RF channel
coupling and the RF space coupling in different conditions, a measuring
method , a couple of eqations that separate the RF space coupling from
the RF channel coupling as well as a significant conclusion about the RY
channel coupling and the RF space coupling in the millimeter-wave multi-
channel system.

Introdution

In the multichannel millimeter-wave and the microwave system, the RF
ciannel coupling and the RF space coupling have an adverse effect on the
sensitivity and the precision of measurement. It is an important
problem that has puzzled the engineers in microwave and system for a
long time. Especially in the millimeter-wave system, this investigation
has a great practical significance because the millimeter wave is
shorter than the microwave wave length, the RF channel coupling and the
RB space coupling are greater than that of the microwave.

Experiment

In the Ks-band, the RF channel coupling and the RE space coupling of
a multichannel RF front end syitem are measured. The measuring block
diagram is showm in Figure 1. One channel of multichannel RF front end
connected to the Ks-band oscillator directly is the direct channel. The
others are coupling channels, one is in opening in the RF end, the rest
are connected to the matching load and the short in the RF end
respectively. The RY input power in the direct channel is controlled by
the attenuator. The power meter keeps watch on the RE input power in
the direct channel. The IF output power in the channels is dieplyed by
the Hp3585A spectrum, Typical coupling performance of the Ks-band
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multickhannel f front and system measured is shown in table 1.

Direct Channel

vote? lr

Atte~nator Swthmliane
Oscillator

Hp3586A
Opening Spectrum

Matchin"'g - Front

Load In gd

Short

Coupling Channel

Fig. 1. Measuring diagram

Table 1. Typical coupling performance measured

A(dB) Pin(dBm) Pout(dBm) Pi(dRm) Py(dfm) Pz(dBm)
20 -20 1. 9 -47.4 -72.9 -69.1
30 -30 -7. 1 -47.9 -72.9 -70.2
40 -40 -17. 2 -49.2 -74.4 -70. 8
50 -60 -27.6 -48. 7 -75. 0 -71. 1
60 -60 -38.8 -50. 5 -74. 3 -71. 6
70 -70 -46.8 -50.5 -75. 6 -72, 1
80 -80 -56.9 -51.2 -73. 9 -72. 5
90 -90 -66. 2 -50. 2 -74. 9 -71.8

100 -100 -72. 5 -51. 7 -74. 7 -73. 1
110 -110 -74.2 -50.5 -74.3 -73. 3
120 -120 -74.4 -52.0 -75.1 -73.5

Where A is the attenuation in the attenuator in the measuring system.
Pin is the RF input power in the direct channel. Pout is the IF output

power in the direct channel. Px is the IF output power in the coupling
channel that is in RF opening. Py and Pz are the IF output power
in the coupling channels connected to the matching load and the short,
respectively.
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DisausgilO of tho-expori&mt reast

In Table 1, for the direct channel, when Pi. - 90o dm, the space
coupling power can not be compared with. the channel coupling power in
value and Pout Is linear with Pin. Then Pin<-90 dim the apace coupling
can compare with the channel coupling power .in value, Pout is not
linear with Pin. For the couplimg channel, when the RY end is in
opening, the RF end is equivalent to a horn uatenna. Wen the RIF end is
connected to the short, the RY channel coupling power is reflected in
the RIF input end. When the RF end is connected to the matching load,
part of the RIF channel coupling power is absorbed by matching load and
the rest is reflected to the RY input end, therefore, Px>>Ps>Py.

A couple of equations that separate the UP space coupling from the RI
channel coupling can be given as

PauP.1P2 (1)
Pb=rOtPI+P2 (2)

Where P1 and P2 are the power of the channel coupling and the power
of the space coupling respectively. A is the attenuation of the
measuring system. Pa and Pb are the displayed IF power on the Hp3585A
spectrum for different attenuations of the measuring system.
From (1) and (2) we have

P1- (Pa-Pb) I (1-1) (3)P2- (10APa-Pb) I (IOA-D) (4)
The power of the RF channel coupling and the power of the RF space
coupling can be given by multiplying P1 or P2 with the gain factor ( or
the attenuation factor ) of the measuring system. It can be written asPe=KO9,00(Pa-Pb) / x-o•) (a)

Ps.K (10fPa-Pb) U (10-1) (6)
where K is the gain factor ( or the attenuation factor ) of the
measuing system. Pc and Ps are the power of the RF channel coupling and
the power of the RV space coupling, respectively. For example, in Table 1,
Pa=-66. 2 dim, Pb=-72.5 dim, A=-1i dB, K--23 dR. from (5) and (6) , We
have Pc=-100 dim, Paz-97.6 dBm. The RF channel coupling and RF space
coupling in different conditions for the coupling channels can also be
derived from (5) and (6).

The equivalent RF coupling performance measured is given by multiplying
Px, Py, or Pz with K. It is shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, Pu is the RV coupling power in the coupling channel that Is
in R• opening. Pv andpw are the RI coupling power in the coupling
channels connected to the matching load and the short respectively

Conclusion

From the experimental investigation on RY channel coupling and the RY
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apace coupling in Ka-band RU front end system we can reach tie

following conclusions.

Table 2, Equivalent RU coupling performance measured

A(dB) Pin(dbm) Pu(dhm) Pv(dhW) Pw(dBm)
20 -20 -69.3 -94. 9 -91.0
30 -30 -70.8 -95.8 -93.1

40 -40 -72.0 -97.2 -93.6
50 -50 -71.1 -97.4 -93.5
60 -60 -73. 7 -97.6 -94. 8
70 -70 -73. 7 98.7 -95.3
80 -80 -74.4 -97.1 -95.7
90 -90 -73.4 -98.1 -95. 0

100 -100 -74.9 -97.9 -96. 3
110 -110 -73.7 -97. 5 -96.5
120 -120 -75. 1 -98. 3 -96. 7

a. In the Ks-band multichannel system, for the RF opening ( in coupling
channel ), the RF power of the space coupling is - 74.0 dBm. For the
RF matching load, the 1F power of the space coupling is -97.3 dlm. For
the RF short, the RF power of the apace coupling is -94.7 dBm.

b. For the leakproof Ks-band multichannel system and measuring system,
the power of space coupling is -110 dBm.

c. In the Ku-band multichannel system, the difference between the power
of the coupling channel and the power of the direct channel conforms
with the isolation between the coupling channel and the direct channel.

d. The power of the space coupling is concerned with the output power
of the Ku-band oscillator and the position of the measuring system.

e, The RF power of the space coupling has a value macroscopically while
it is random in the microcosm. Because the random fluctuation of the
space coupling changes with the environment of the electromagnetic
field, thereforelwhen we caculate the value of the RF space coupling, we
need combine Eq. (1) - (6) with mathematical statistics to process the
performance measured so that we can obtain a better result.
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A Three-Cavity Relativistic Klystron Amplifier

H. C. Chen, R. A. Stark and V. M. Ayres
Naval Surface Warfare Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000

ABSTRACT

The generation of large amplitude, monochromatic current
modulation of an intense relativistic electron beam (500 XeV, 16
KA) by an external microwave source through a series of cavities
has been studied via particle simulation. Various geometric
configurations for cavity and gap size and cavity separation have
been studied to assess feasibility and prioritized configurations
for the efficient operation of relativistic klystron amplifier. A
three cavity RKA was proposed for the future extra-high power
microwave generation. This device could be scaled to operate in X
band and below.

SUMMARY

The theory of relativistic klystron amplifier (RKA) for
generating pulses of high-power rf radiation has been studied in
great detail. The NRL RKA experiments have demonstrated that an
annular intense relativistic electron beam (IREB) can be fully
modulated by a moderate external rf source at a frequency of 1.3
GHZ. Electric breakdown at the gap has been taken into account to
monitor the gap length and cavity shape. Electromagnetic
isolation between cavities which affects the operation of RKA has
been investigated extensively. We used MAGIC, a fully
electromagnetic, fully relativistic particle simulation code, tu
simulate IREB propagation in various RKA geometric configurations.
The simulation geometry was shoin in Fig. 1 where the radii of the
drift tube and the IREB were r, - 6.8 cm, r - 6.1 - 6.5 c.
respectively, so that the annular shape beam ha& the thickness of
Arb - 0.4 cm. The cylindrical cavity had radius R- 8.6 cm, the
inner and outer conductors were symmetric with respect to the
center of the annular beam. In the absence of an IREB, the
frequency for driving the first cavity was adjusted until resonance
of the second cavity occurred. The TMin mode was the mode of
operation and the operating frequency of 1.46 GHz was found. The
beam parameters throughout the calculations were I - 16 KA and
Vinj - 500 KeV. An external axial magnetic field - 10 Igauss
focused and guided the electron beam in drift regions. The
characteristic impedance of the cavity was determined self-
consistently in the simulation by the gap configuration which
connected the cavity to the drift tube. The first cavity was
loaded with RF energy, which generated an oscillatory gap voltage
with a fixed frequency depending on the cavity size and gap shape.
The second cavity was located downstream at a place for which the
amplitude of current modulation was at a maximum. The important
part was that the partially modulated ,beam by- the firist cavity
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FIGURE i Three-cavity RKA configuration.

could energize the second cavity to generate very high gap voltage
for full current modulation. Ideally, the cavities should be
isolated electromagnetically from each other by requiring that the
drift regions were cut off to all modes at the operating frequency.
In principle, the attenuation of all modes should be optimized to
prevent other modes and higher harmonics from growing and
disrupting amplifier operation.. Simulation parameters were ar =
0.1cm, Az = 0.56 cm, At = 3 x 10 sec. The simulation proceeds as
follows: The first cavity was driven by an external rf source
first, producing a certain oscillatory gap voltage at the resonant
frequency of the cavity. After 5 nsec, the beam was injected with
a current rise time of 5 nsec.

High power rf sources are in the popular demand now,
especially from the accelerator community. As we know, the rf
current is pruportional to the rf voltage imposed on the gap. From
simulation studies, we have found that the rf field that drives tie
gap voltage from the first cavity is not linearly proportional to
the second generated gap voltage. Although we need only a moderate
rf p'.wer source to generate the partially modulated IREB which in
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FIGURE 2 Oscillatory gap voltages of the first cavity (a),
the second cavity (b) and the third cavity (c).

turn energizes a second cavity to generate a high oscillating
voltage on its gap, however, there is a trend of continuous demand
for a much higher power rf source, which will eventually become
unavailable. In order to prevent this, we propose a three-cavity
RKA which does not need a high power rf source to drive the cavity.
Instead, a very weak rf source is used to prime the cavity. The
magnitude of the driving rf field is no longer a factor in the
operation of RKA. This concept very much resembles an auto
accelerator in which the energy of the small portion of the bean is
used to generate a high oscillating gap voltage to accelerate other
portion of the beam. The three-cavity RKA configuration as shown
in Fig. 1 is simply an extension of the two-cavity RKA. The third
cavity is added further down stream with the same cavity
separation. The main difference is that the first cavity will be
powered by a very low power rf source which provides necessary
seeding for the modulating frequency. As a matter of fact, the
driving rf field is so weak that the operation of RKA becomes
independent of the strength of the rf source. This gives us a lot
of freedom to modulate extra high current beam without worrying
about the availability of driving rf source. Simulation results of
Fig 2a, 2b and 2c were the time evolution of the gap voltages of
three cavities. The second cavity interacted with a weakly
modulated beam and produced a moderate gap voltage which modulated
the IREB partially. Finally, the third cavity was resonantly
excited to produce the kind of high voltage needed to highly
modulate the IREB. The current modulations after each cavity were
shown in Fig 3. This configuration has the advantage of being
easily scaled to a very large diameter, intense high current beam
for generating extra high rf beam power. In order to have
efficient operation of a RKA the cavities must remain isolated
electromagnetically as far as the nonlinear beam-cavity
interactions are concerned. Certain criteria for different cavity
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FIGURE 3 n= current modulation at r -0.2 ca (a),
r- 0.6 ca (b) and r - 0.9 cm (c).

geometries are necessazry in order to minimize gap loading effects,
to avoid electrical breaIdown at the gap. once the geometric

configuration is fixed, electromagnetic isolation of cavities has
to be tested before injection of the IREB to optimize current
modulation.

**This research was supported by the Innovative Sciences.. and

Technology Office of SDIO, managqed by Harry Diamond Laboratories.
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3 N.M. BAND (75-110 GBz.) BWO SWEEP OSCILLIATOR D WEVOWPWET.

Zhu Ye-Mei; Xu Li-Gang
(Beijing Vacuum, Electronic Device Research Institute.
Beijing PR.C.)

ABSTRACT

A W-band BWO sweep oscillator has been developed. It consists of two parts, basic
unit and plug-in unit. Changing the plug-in unit, other various bands in shorter
millimeter wave range can be easy to get.
This instrument can be programed with a computer besides running in local state.
Frequencies in both states of operation are displayed by digital panel meters.
These are the main difference from traditional BWO sweep oscillators.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave sweep oscillator is the key to the automatic microwave seascrement in-
strumentation, such as receiver, network analyzer, microwave spectrum analyzer,
etc. But the function of these microwave sweep oscillators may be different in the
instrumentation. For instance, in the receiver and the microwave spectrum analyzer,
the microwave sweep oscillator is used as a local oscillator for realizing the
heterodyne function, but in network analyzer, it is used as a transmitter which
sends out linear frequency modulation signal to the device under test (the DUT).
The signals reflect from and transfer through the DUT, therefore, they carry the
information about the characteristics of the DIUF.
Make a comparison between BWO and the solid devices in shorter millimeter wave
range. BWO still has many advantages, such as RF high power output in a wide
frequency range, directly creating the sweep frequency, it means that don't use the
amplifying and mixing techniques, etc. It is most important that BWO oscillator can
meet the request of the later function mentioned before.

PRINCIPLE AND CONSTRUCTION

An overall block diagram of the microwave sweep oscillator is shown in Fig.(l), in
which a grid-levelled BWO oscillator unit is used as the shorter millimeter wave
source. The frequency of the RF output is controlled by the delayline-to-cathode
voltage applied to the BWO (Backward-Wave Oscillator). The amplitude of the RF
output is controlled by the voltage applied between the grid and cathode of the
BWO. However, shorter millimeter wave detector and directional coupler which have
satisfactory frequency response in the respective band have not be developed. So,
EF detector and directional coupler are not installed inside the instrument, and an
external RF detector and directional coupler may be used, instead. In this mode of
operation the output of the external detector is connected to the levelling ampli-
fier input. As shown in Fig.(l), a portion of the RF output is sampled in the
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directional coupler, detected and fed to the levelling amplifier. The levelling

amplifier compares the amplitude of the detector output with a reference voltage

and feeds a correction signal to the grid of the BWO through the grid supply so

that the detector output remains proportional to the reference voltage. As the RF

frequency is varied, the levelling loop operates continuously to maintain the

detector output constant independent of the RF frequency. The amplitude variation

of the RF at the front panel connector will therefore depend on the transfer

characteristics of the directional coupler-detector combination only.

To amplitude modulate the RF output as the RF frequency is swept, a modulating

signal is used in place of the reference voltage feeding to the levelling ampli-

fier. The RF blanking during retrace, square wave , frequency marker signals, and

external AM input signals are used to amplitude modulate the RF output in this

manner.

I Sweep I I GP-B I
I Generator I 1 Interface I

I __ i I

4 I 4, I
II . t -/

I Sweep H4- Control led H-- Delay Line- BWO 1----i Directioal
I Amlifier I-- Switch II I Supply 1 I Coupler I

I 4 III
I'/I I r - j I

I IOperational I- Controlledl I I
I I Amlifier. I r Switch I ,- - ,'I

I addingV(fl) 1 1 1 1 Grid Bias I IDC-M I I 02 I
I I...... I Voltage I IConverter I ISupplyl

Precise - • - I , I I I I I
I Coaxal tI I

Potentiometer I r, -i , I
I I Grid(Gl) I I Filament.Anode. I

I 4 IA lifier I Collecter. I
I i L Aux. Supplies I

I Marker Frequency I -

I Generator l I Displayer i

I,, r-i I

I Square I , Leveling ---- I Detector -
I Generator I I Amplifier] I t

Fig.1 Overall Block Diagram

In the unlevelled mode of operation, the voltage applied to the grid of the BWO is

manually set by the front panel RF level knob. Amplitude modulation of the RF

output in the unlevelled mode is accomplished by feeding a modulating signal direc-

tly to the grid of the BWO.

The RF frequency range is covered by sweeping the output voltage of the delay-line

supply. The sweep generator drives the delay-line supply with the required sweep

voltage as determined by the settings of the front panel potentiometers. The sweep

Lime can be divided into four steps, i.e. 0.01-0.1; 0.1 -1; 1-10; 10-100 sec. The
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specific sweep time in each step range can be continuously varied with the front
panel potentiometer. In addition, the sweep generator also supplies sweep voltage
for synchronous output, retrace blanking and, at the slower sweep speeds, recorder
pen lift during retrace.
The internally generated sweep waveform can be triggered by an external electrical
trigger input or by the manual trigger switch. External control of the sweep
waveform is provided by introducing an external electrical signal.
The marker generator combines the sweep signal and the voltages at the output of
the marker controls to provide a marker signal when the output RF frequency corres-
ponds to the reading of the frequency displayer.
The microwave sweep oscillator is equipped with a GP-IB interface. Therefore, it
can be turned into a programmable instrument. With the GP-IB interface and GP-IB
interface bus, the microwave sweep oscillator become a part of an automated in-
strumentation system. The GP-IB interface is made of a microcontroller (MCS-51), a
D/A converter (DAC-1210), and some few chips. The function of the interface is

carried out by software.
Two digital panel meters are used as the frequency displayer. The micowave sweep
oscillator works under two states, the local ,and the remote. Under local state,
the frequency displayer is feeded through controlled switch (see Fig.(l)) by a
voltage from the precise coax-potentiometer which is coaxially tuned with frequency
knob . Under another state, through controlled switch by a voltage from the GP-IB
interface.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The main specifications and functions of the instrument are shown as follows.

Fig.2 RF Power Output

1. Frequency range : 75--110GHz.

2. Frequency accuracy 1%.

3. Frequency linearity 1%.
4. Short period frequency 3tability : Less than 7x10"# in ten minutes.
5. RF output power : More then 13mw, shown as Fig.(2) .
6. Sweep time : (Four steps) 0.01-0.1; 0.1-1; 1-10; 10-100sec.

Continuous adjustment over the full range of every step.
7. Sweep output : Direct coupled, adjustable from 0-15 volts peak.
8. GP-IB interface and digital displayer .
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CONCLUSION

A W-band BWO sweep oscillator has been developed, shown as Fig.(3). It is equipped
with GP-IB interface. Through GP-1B bus, it can be controlled by a computer to
realize programmable automatic measuring, system. This instrument consist of two
parts, basic. unit and plug-in unit. To change the plug-in can get the other band of
the shorter millimeter wave range.

Fig. 3 The outline of the microwave BWO sweep oscillator
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Th2.3

TEST OF IRC-40 (am) MILLIMETE-IAVE SOU11CZ

lang Mluf ang
(Southwest Institute of Applied Magnetics of China)

IXNTODVCTION

Our institute has bouight various typesof millimeter-wove test instruments such to sources,
eatauremat lines, frequency meters and waveguide accessories to meet the needs for

millimeter-wave device fabrications.
Now in this country millimeter-wave measuring standards as well as millimeter-wave
instrument cheek system and regulations have not been set up. Some institutes and factories
fabricating millimeter-wave instruments have to lack some specifications. For example, the
Institute of Applied Physics in the University of Electronic Science and Tecknology of
Chengdu has lacked specification of the frequency stability.
Consequently it is necessary to investigate millimeter-wave measure and test method. By
reference to the relative National measuring and Cheek Regulation much as JJG 339-93, we
investigated the measure and test method of millimeter-wave source and finished proof test
and periodie test of XT-III (B) and RC-40(mnm) sources by means of our instruments and
eqtipments.
This paper describes the test setup and specific test method of VRC-40(8mm) millimeter-wave
snUreS.

TEST SETUP AND METHOD

1. Frequency range and stability test
A. Test setup
Frequency range end stabilitity test setup is shown in FigI (in the end of this paper).
&. Test method of frequency range
(a) As shown in Fig. 1, set BD-14-3-1 Variable Attenuator to maximum and FL1618 Current
Splitter to minimum range (Xi).
(bi Set the 'LINE' switch of the source to 'ON* and the 'LOW VOLTAGE' switch to "OFF'.
(W) Adjust the Oscillator's microcaliper to a desirable scale according as L-F table (see

1anual).
(d) Set the 'LOW VOLTAGE' of the source to 'ON' &Ad adjust the 'BIAS' to desirable value
according at the eanual.
(e) Adjust iD-14-3-1 Variable Attenuator to make ACtSI Galvanometer indications more than
one hundred subseale.
(f) Adjust singly three Matching devices of JD- 14- 5 Detector to make AC9II indicate

maxims.
(l) larmonise PXZ-02 Frequency Meter to make AC913 indicate minimu. lead just now the
frequency f'.
(h) get the 116/3 to maximum range (xo. oool).
(1) Decrease the attenuations of BD-14-3-1 and BD-14-3-1 until the fuandmental order Imp
of 13256 Autmatli Microwave Frequency Transformer lights, then adjust clockwise 13266
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"GAIN CONTROL' to maximum, observe the frequency displayed by the E826 Usual Frequency
Counter. If the frequency is far from the frequency f', set the E3256 to 'MANUL'. press the
"FUNDING ACTUATE* and readjust two variable attenuators until the E326 displays a correct
frequency.
(P) Record the accurated frequency called f' by the combination of the E325/E3265

Mitlimeter-wave Frequency Counter.
(kW Set the 'LOW VOLTAGE' switch of the source to 'OFF* and then change the source
frequency.
(1) Repeat step (a) - (kW until finishing the test of the source in whole band.
(m) Record frequency range specifications f and actully measured data f" in Table 2(No.g9Oi)
and Table 4 (No. 907).
C. The test method of frequency stability
(a) Select a frequency (usually select centrical frequency) in whole band, according to I
for measuring frequency f'.
(bM After warming up the instruments for 30 minutes begin counting and record data f, once
at a minute for 90 minutes as to obtain ninety-one data, i - L - 91.
(C) Calculate the frequency stabilities as follows:

After warming up for 30 minutes:

f,÷6- f,

6' - / 5 min.
ft

After warming up for I hour.

6'- / Mil.
fL+46

(dM Select (8')... and (6 ').,,. as the test result of the frequency stability. Record them
in Table i (No. 901) and Table 3 (No. 907).
2. CT output power
A. Test setup
Connect test setup as shown in Fig.2(in the end of this paper).
B. Test method
(a) Set the 'LINE' switch of the source to 'ON' and adjust the microcaliper of the
Oscillator to a desirable scale.
(b) Set the 'LOW VOLTAGE' of the source to 'ON' and adjust the 'BIAS' to a specified value.
(c) Adjust BD-14-3 to zero dB and wait 2 minutes.
(d) Record the measured power p' by DC-341/ TMA-2 Millimeter-wave Dry Calorimeter. If the
output of the source is over superior limit(P... m 100 m0). increase the Attenuation of
BD-14-3-l to decrease input power, record just now power data P'.
(e) Set the 'LOW VOLTAGE' switch of the sirce to 'OFF' for changing f. Select several
frequencies according to need, but must include the superior frequency limit fm and
inferior frequency limit fL,.
(f) Repeat the step (a) - (fM
(g) Record Cl output power specifications P and the measured P' in Table 2 (No. 901) and

Table 4SIN. 907).

SPECIFICATION AND TEST RESULT

1RC-40 is made of two instruments of No. 901 (26, 5 - 35 6GH) and No. 907 (33 - 40 GHz).
I. WRC-40 (No. 901)
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A. Treqnslcy stability

The freqotsey stabilities are shown in Tablel.

Table L

Specification Teot Result

Warming up for 30 minutes (6') a. ax 10--/5 min
Lack . ......

Warming up for I hour (1 ).. . ax to- -/6 min

B. Frequency range and C1 output power
The frequency ruge and CW output power are shown in Table 2

Table 2

Specification Teat Result

Frequency range f v 26.5 - 35 GHs f" v 26. 2 - 36. 43 Ggs

C1 output power P > 20 mW P' > 20 MW

2. IRC-40 (No. 907)
A. Frequency Stability
The frequency stabilities are shown in Table 2.

Table 3

Specification Test Result

Warming up for 90 minutes f(6).., 4. iXO"0/5 Din
Lack

Warming up for I hour (2 ')., IX . 10--/5 min

B. Frequency range and C1 output power

The frequency range and C1 output power as shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Specification Test Result

Frequency range f % 83 - 40 GHs f" 32.83 - 40.02 GHz

CW output power P > 20mW j - P' > 20 m

ON THE TRACK OF FREQUENCY AND POWER

In the above mentioned test setup, the frequency relative standard instrument E326 has been

calibrated by the Institute of Test Technology of China and passed the test. The power

relative standard instruments DC341/TVA-2 are Dry Calorimeters made in Japan and have been
calibrated by the Second Beseech Centre of the National Defence Science Council.

RESULT

As mentioned above, IRC-40(8in1 millimetter.wave source test setup is reasonable and the
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test method is feasible basically.
With the test setup and method described in this paper, the problem of the Masure and test
of millimeter-wave source has been solved in our institute. We provided the test data of
frequency stabilities for the Institute of Applied Phyiicu In the University of Electronie
Science and Technology of Chengdu to help them to solve the problem of the specifieation.

E325/E3253 ,5i imeter -'ave Frequency Counter

Automatic Microwave Frequency Transformer

(276) Usual

04 ~ Frequencyj(8Cýunter

WRC-40(8=)
iI iaeter-wave Source FL16,'3 AC'/3(3598)

___BD-14-3-2 Current Splitter Gaivanometer
Variable Atten"atr--, , PXZ-02

.4i cr oca Ii per Frequency Meter
V••,ariable .Attenuator|

S' ' • •-- atching Devices

Oscillator Isolator BD-14-4
Directional Coupler " BD-14-S Detector

Fig.1 Frequency range agd stability test setup

WRC-40(8inm)
Mi I ameter-wave Source

4t crocal iper 80-14-3-1 Miilameter-wave Dry Calorimeter

"Zl r Variable Attenuator

Osoillator Isolator L Variable Waveguide Section

Fig.2 Cw output power test setup
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Th2.4

MILLIMETER WAVE INJECTED-LOCK FREQUENCY DIVIDERS

Chin Ruahan, Sun Minsong and Li Xingguo
East China Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the theoritical and experimental performanm of a TED harmonically synchronized
fequency divider are presented. The results show that such a divider has a 35.1 to 11.7 GHz divi-
sion,with 25mw output power over the operating band greater thaik 1000MHz at 50mw input
power level.

INTRODUCTION

Frequency dividers have promised many potential application in microwave / millimeter wave sys.
tems. Various analog and digital solutions have been proposed in order to realize
microwave/ millimeter wave frequency dividers. Among well-known analog solutions are the
regenerative dividers'and the parameter dividers2.Harmonic synchronization of a free-running
oscillator is an alternative powrful means of performing frequency division. Small signal harmonic
synchronization of nonlinear oscillators were discussed by I.Schmideg3. By means of TED ,
Upadhyaywla'developed a frequency divider, with dynamic frequency division up to 6 at 16GHz.
The wide locking range requires the large injected harmonic signal. Howeverthe conventional
o'nall signal analysis is no longer valid. This paper devotes itself to a more exact analysis of
harmonic oscillators. A large signal nonlinear negative resistance description for th., TED is
adoped. The locking range of oscillators is calculated by the averaging method. The experimental
results are demonstrated.

MODEL OF HARMONIC SYNCHRONIZATION DIVIDER

An efficient and pratical model is developed, whichileads to a tractable description of the per-
formance of harmonically synchronized oscillators. As shown in Fig.l, this model improves on
Kurokawa's linear modelsin that it includes inherently nonlinear effect involved in harmonic
synchronization. A time-invariant linear network divides the load impedance into two parts: one
is effective only for the fundamental frequency and another only for the third harmonic frequency.
The active element is modeled as a real resistance, whose current-voltage dependence is described
by the power series'

I=Cv Y+ C 2V +C V (1)
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Fig.!

where ci = ai for the fundamental frequency and c1 = bi for the third harmonic frequency
(1 1,2,3), the coefficient may be adjusted by an appropriate bias circuity in physical devices. It is
assumed that when expanded as Fourier series, the voltage across the active element would con-
tain only the fundamental frequency component and the third harmonic component.
Let the injected signal e(t),the fundamental frequency signal vl(t) and the third harmonic frequen-
cy signal v3(t) be as follows:

e(t)= Vcos(3wt) v, = VICos(wI-01) v3 = V, cos(3wt-03) (2)

Substituting eqn.(2) into (1) yields
:(w) = a ,Vos(wt -0)+ a 3Vcos(Wt-_) +!a/ 3 b., v cos(wt-/3V)

3 2/31 /32 )

+Ia23 b3 VVcos(wt-O +201) (3)
13 3 z

1.(3w) =-b, Vcos(3wt- 9) +!a V3 cos(3wt- 30,)+Ib, Vcos(3wt- 0)

33 4/ 3/ 12 3

+!a3 b, VV, cos(3wt--03) (4)

Applying KirchhoftTs voltage law to the network shown in Fig.1, one obtains

dC v + dv, + di (5)~G - + v, = --- 5
C dt2 'd" L I di

2

Cd3-dV +G v3- + d• 3 + G, (v - e(1)) (6)
d12 +G 'di L 3 ~ 3G (v

Eqns.(5) and (6) are nonlinear and homogeneous second-order differential equations. let T, =
wt and -r3 = 3wt. Eqns.(5) and (6) can be expressed in the following form

d 2 Id,

dv 1  + 1 = J 1 - (7)dt, ,C dr,,, d<,-.,>-d 2- 3+ v 3= h vl - - + G

dr2  3wC, [da, 3 (8)
where h, =2(w-w*,)/w h,=2(3w-w 0 3 )/(3w) w01 -=l/ L I C w0
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Substituting eqn.(2) into (7) and (8), one gets
dV (a 3  2 3+1/3 2/3 2 3 2/3 1/3

dVT VwC 1  +4 a 3 , 2 3 b3 V3 +G + 4 a 3 b3 V1 V2 cos(3O,-0 3 )} (9)

dO a2/ 3 b"3. V IsV
d--1  2 h 2wc 1 4 a3 3 vsin(301 -0 3 ) (10)

dV3  - 1 3 3 3 3, 2 1/3,2

dV3  1 3(b I+G)V, +a 3 V1 +4b 3v 3 + 2 a 3 b3 v v3+SGVICO93} (11)

dO3 1 V G3d =h -VG 3  sinG (12)
dr 3  2 3 6wC 3V 3  3

When the free-running oscillator is synchronized, the output amplitude and phase of the frequen-
cy divider are time-independent, i.e.,

dVJ 0 dO = dV 3  dO3  (13)

d--I d-- d•-3  d•-3
Eqns.(9)-(13) are solved for the amplitudes V2o and the phase 01, of fundamental and V3o,

0•o for the third harmonic frequency. It should be mentioned that eqn.(13) is valid only for the
case when the oscillator is locked to the injection signal, but not sufficient for evaluating the fre-
quency division of the divider. The latter requires the stable oscillation. The remainder is to derive
the stability condition. Suppose an additional small perturbation . Let us examine the circuit to see
if its output will grow ordie away with time.

Making use of Liapounov's method7,one gets
SV 10o 3 3 2/3.1/3

A V=3---aV +3a3 b, V30cos(30,o-O,0)+ 3cos(30, -O)] (14)

via 9 2 2/)+ 1/3.t .,
V10 -2 w 2 a3 V,0 cos(30 - a a3 V3 0o (15)

2(2wC,) 2 0 10 3.)+4O 3 3 30

According to Hurwitz's theoremt , if Al >U A2 >0 (16)

The frequency divider will be stable.
Substituting eqn.(14) and (15) into (16), one obtains the relative locking ranges in the fundamental

frequency and in the third harmonic frequency as follows:
3 2/3, 2/3 1 P"'•

B = 3 a 3 b 3 V 0 V• (17) =--- (18)

where Q, =wC1 /g, Q3 = 3wC 3 /g 3

Equation (18) was derived in case of the fundamental frequency injected-lock oscillatos by Adler$
1

If 3B,, / B3, > 1, the band of the frequency division B(w) = 1 B 3. ; otherwise, B(w) = B,.

GaAs TED FREQUENCY DMDER CIRCUIT AND RESULTS
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Fig.2 shows the 35.1 to 11.7GHz divider circuit layout implemented on a 0.25mm thick
fiberglass-reinforced teflon substrate. A two-terminal TED with NOL > = 2 x 102c-is mounted
on the microstrip line. Input and output signals are separated by using filters instead of a
circulator. Initially, the TED is dc biased beyond the threshold voltage so that it oscillates in the
transit time state or the circuit -Dntrolled mode.And then, the bias is reduced until the TED ceases
tn operate. An input signal, whose frequency is about 3 times the free-running oscillation fre-
quency of the TED, is injected for the output to oceur. As the input signal amplitude increases and
bias is beyond the threshold level, an output frequency response is observed. The experiments in.
dicate that the synchronization range depends on the drive level. This locking behavior of the di-
vider is shown in Fig.3.It is of interest to note that the locking range of the divider is a monoto-
nous function of the injection power. When the injection power level becomes large enough, the
locking range approaches its asymptotic value. This is consistent with the prediction of the large
signal model.The maximum locking range reaches 3% at 35GHz with the output power about
25mw. at_ttoo

Fig.2 Fig.3

CONCLUSIONS

A nonlinear model has been developed. In cooperation with Van Der Pol's model for the active
device, the present model is capable of calculating the locking range and thr- output power of
harmonically synchronized osciliators. The experimental results show this model is useful for de-
signing harmonic frequency divider circuits.
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Th2.5

IIIVESTIGATION OF THE CATHOIE FOR WLLLDE? WAVE TUBS

Zhu zhemg ,. Men AIJu
(Beijing Vacnu ELectronics bseah Inastitutse)

ABSTRACT

In order to satisfy the requirement of millimeter wave vacum electron device to the
cathode, 4 series of in'ves'tigations of the cathode was done. We developed S*2 03-oxide
coated cathnde , W-Se 2 03 mixed matrix cathode, improved scandate cathode, imprcved W
matrix body and W-Mo mixed matrix scandate cwhode. At the same time, many effective
techniques were adopted in the last cathode fabrication process.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of millimeter wave vacuum electron device, the requirements for
the cathode have become much harsher, such as low operating temperature,high emission
current density, small dimension, high machining accuracy, excellent emission surface
finish, long lifetime and low active material evaporation. At present, for the comn-
ercial cathode, it is impossible to meet the above requirements . In order to reach
the above purpose- , av series of investigations were done. We developed SC20 - oxide
coated cathode, W - Sc2O3 mixed matrix cathode, improved scandate cathode, imprevd W
matrix body and W-Mo mixed matrix scandate cathode. At the same time, lots of effec-
tive techniques were introduced in the last process of cathode fabrication in order
to make the cathode properties as excellent as possible.

Sc203 -OXIDE COATED CATHODE

Put a little of Sc 2 O3 ( 1-10% by weight ) powder into the coatings of general oxide
coated cathode. After mixing them into uniform material, the Sc20ý-oxide coated ca-
thode can be obtained according to the conventional fabrication process of oxide
coated cathode. And after degassing and ageing , the emission characteristic of the
cathode were measured out. The result was that the emission current density had been
raised about 50% than the general oxide coated cathode at the same operating tem-
perature. The current density drawn from the Sc203-oxide coated cathode in space-
charge limited region was 1.6A/cm, at the operating temperature of 80OCb. It is seen
that to use this cathode for millimeter wave tube was unsatisfactory. However, it is
an ideal electron source for the color display devices with high brightness, high
clarity and high current density.

W-Sc203 MIXED MATRIX CATHODE

Experiments prove that after adding a little of Sc2O3 to the general aluminate, the
emission ability of the cathode impregnated by this aluminate is much higher than that
of the cathode impregnated by the general aluminate . According to this, can we make
the mixed matrix by mixing a little of Sc 2 0 powder and tungsten powder and fabricate
dispenser cathode impregnated by the general aluminate? Therefore, the W-Sco,03. mixed
matrix cathode was developed. For fabricating this cathode, ( 1-10% by weigW"t ) Sc203
powder and (99-90% by weight) tungsten powder were uniformly mixed togather, and the
matrix was obtained according to powder metallurgy, then the W-Sc2O3 mixed matrix ca-
thodt. was fabricated by impregnating with the 5:3:2 or 4:1:1 (BaO:CaO:A1203)impregnant
mixture. After that, the emission property can be measured in& water - cooling
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anode diode . The space-charge limited current density was 6A/cm2 at 1000 "cM .This
value is 4 times as high as that of the aluminate cathode and similar to that of fr-
coated dispenser cathode. Bat the envsion property of W-Sc 0 mixed matrix cathode
was excellent at low temperature. The space-charge limited &rlent density was 1.2-
l.4A/cm2 at 800 OCb, which is bet9.er than that of the general oxide cathode and almost
the same as that of the Sc2•-roxide coated cathode.

The key process for manufacturing this mixed matrix cathode, besides the weight per-
cent and the uniform mixing between the tungaten and Sc203powder, were the forming
pressure and the sintering temperature. As long as these factors were controlled
better, an excellent cathode matrix with smooth emission surface and homogeneous po-
reoity can be obtained. Emission of the cathode are therefore much higher. Otherwise,
the emission property will become bad. Somparing this mixed matrix cathode with the
scandate cathode , although emission current density was lower than the latter , the
resistance to ion bombardment was indeed- better. The disadvantage for this cathode
was that lots of Sc,20 3 powder was used.

IMPROVED SCANDATE CATHODE

The scandate cathode has widely used in manufacturing electron tubes today . At the
1985 BeiJing International Rare-earth Scientific Conferen.-e, for this cathode mounted
in water-cialing anode diode,the emission current values _q ir in our paper were that
the DC current density of deviation point was aoove iOA/cm and the pulse emission
current density was above 5OA/cm2 at the operating temperature of lO00"Cb. At 900"Cb,
the DC emission current density was 5-.6A/cm- and the pulse current density was 34A/C.2

At present, this kind of cathode was used in millimeter wave tube . While cathode
operation in electron tubes, sometimes there was the phenomenon of unsufficient emi-
ssion. The reason may be caused either in tube manufacture or in cathode fabrication.
As a cathode researcher, the investigation should certainly be started with the ca-
thode fabrication . The scandate was made by co-precipitation. D~uring preparing, it
was found that for the same raw materials the emission properties of the scandate
were different in each preparation, such as the norm )! emission current density was2
over lOA/cm2 at 1OOOCb , but poorer it was 5-6A/cm even much lower, only 3.lA/cmA.
The reasons were that all the concentration and temperature of every solution and
velocity of the stirrer have influence on the cathode emission ability. In order to
raise the cathode emission , lower the operating temperature and obtain identical
emission in each preparation process, we prepared more than 10 kinds of compositions
according to different f.combinations among the concentration, the tfnoerature of the
solution and the veloci,,y of stirrer. Experiments gave the following conclusions: The
temperature for all solution should be at room temperature. The optimum velocity of
stirrer use-d in our experiment was 230 turns/rmin. The solution concentration must de-
pend on the calculation value. As long as the above three rules were strictlp obeyed
while preparing, an excellent emission property can be obtained for each preparation.

IMPROVED W MATRIX BODY

The new - type cathode consists of refractory matallic matrix and active materials
When the investigation of active material_ reaches a definite stage, it is necessary
to improve the cathode matrix in order to get excellent cathode characteristics. Such
as shape of tungsten powder, size and distribution of the tungsten powder particles,
spheroidization and classification of the tungsten powder and blue tungsten powder
appl. ition. The purpose was to make the porosity dimension and distribution of .the
po0. __ .form and to increase the active material covering on emission surface in or-
der to get a high and uniform emission.

A. Tungsten Powder Spheroidization Experiment

Spheroidize the general tungsten powder, then fabricate the scandate cathode according
to the flow chart of general scandate cathode . The emission measurement for this
cathode in water cooling anode diode gave us the following results: The DC current
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density of deviation point was 7-9A/CM2 at 900 Cb. Compared with the general scand-
ate cathode made by unspheroidized tungsten powder, the emission current density was
raised 50%. The DC current density was 4-5A/cu2 at 800 Cb, it was much higher than
the Sc&2 -oxide coated cathode and the W-Sc 2 0 mixed matrix cathode. These results
were satisfactory. But the disadvantage for spheroidized tungsten powder was that the
forming was difficult, especially for the classified tungsten powder after spheroi-
dized. In order to press the spheroidized and classified tungsten powder into matrix,
it is necessary to mix the powder with paraffin wax. In a word, the spheroidized
tungsten powder is an ideal cathode substrate material. But it is difficult to buy
this kind of tungsten powder.

B. HLue Tungsten Powder Instead Of Yellow One

In the past, the tungsten matrix was fabricated by the yellow tungsten powder made
by yellow W0C , which mean particle-size is 6-7.u. Today we try to use the blue tung-
sten powder(Ineq2 particle-size:.3-5u) made by blue WOjx instead of yellow tungsten
powder to fabricate the tungsten matrix. The cathode mission property may be ob-

-Tioualy improved. This experiment is being done now.

C. Tungsten Powder Classification

We are going to classify the blue and yellow tungsten powder with the mean particle-
size of 3p,,5)2 and 6 -7Ai. Remove the fine and rough powder, and fabricate cathode ma-
trix with the medium grained tungsten powder in order to obtain an excellent emission
surface with uniform porosity.

W-Mo MIXED MATRIX SCANDATE CATHODE

It is reported that the electron emission for cathodes become doubled and redoubled at
the interface between tungsten and molybdenum grains. In order to get high emission
current and molybdenum powder with the same particle-size should be mixed as uniform
as possible according to a definite composition.

LAST CATHODE FABRICATION PROCESS

An accurate maching was needed for the cathode used for millimeter wave tube. Dimen-
sion of the cathode was small, a high maching accuracy and excellent emission surface
finish must be reached. During the last cathode fabrication process, the following
methods were used, such as maching, scraping, grinding with high velocity grinder and
polishing with thin tungsten wire or silver sand-paper. Because the cathode is much
smaller, It was difficult to grind it, maching and scraping can only be used here .

hu•s, it is difficult to quarantee the high accuracy and excellent finish of the emi-
ssion surface. A high accuracy prograiw-controlled lathe was therefore needed in order
to meet the above requirements.

CONCLUSION

In suumary, at present the scandate cathode is-more satisfactory among these kinds of
cathode investigated. It was this cathode that was used in electron tube. But the emi-
ssion current density can not meet the requirement of electron tubes, such as a pulse
emission current of 20A/cm2 is needed for some millimeter wave tube. Experiments prove
that the amissiun curmit density for the cathode in electron tube corresponds to ab-
out 1/5 of that in diode. Thus the emission current density in diode should be above
100A/=s . According to the characteristic of new type cathode, the emission current
density should increase once while the operating temperature of cathode is raised ab-
out 50*Cb. If the currTnt density is 34A/cam at 900"Cb, it should be therefore 68A/cm2

at 950"Cb, and 136A/ca at 1000 Cb. In fact, it does not like this. If the progress
has been extended in investigation of cathode matrix, it is possible to get the pulse
space charge current density of 20A/cm2 at 950"Cb to meet the requirement of milli-
meter wave tube.
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NETWORK SYNTHESIS OF RF WINDOWS FOR MM TWTS

J.L.Zhang and G.J.Su
(Beijing Vacuum Electronics Research Institute,China)

1. ABSTRACT

A novel waveguide RF window of the MM wave TWTs is described. The
design theory is presented. The results of the theory and experiment
are given. The wider bandwidth or thicker window plate than old type's
can be obtained.

2. INTRODUCTION

There are some common requirements which are wide bandwith, small
VSWR, low loss and high power ability etc. of RF windows for TWTs. The
power resistibility of low and mid-power output tubes is not serious
but the wide bandwidth with a small reflection is more difficult,
especially for MM TWTs, because the bandwidth rely on the thickness of
the window-plate, the wave length and its dielectric coefficient Eps.
Unfortunately, there are only a few choices of the dielectric materials
for the window-plate, such as 99% A1203, quartz, sapphire and BeO etc.
The dielectric coefficients Eps and strengths of the materials are
quite different even for the same material which is made by different
technology.In general, sapphire is more strong but its Eps is above I1,
so which will limits the bandwidth of the window. BeO's Eps is about 5
to 6 but the vacuum tight and mechanical strength can not be ensured
if its thickness is less than 0.5 MM. In this paper, the structure of
the window with a thick plate has been discussed.

A mid- power MM wave TWT of US[I: has been using a inductance
compensated waveguide window instead of Pill-box window having got a
good result. VSWR is less than 1.2 in bandwidths from 6 up to 10 GHz
with 1 MM thickness of the window-plate. But its frequency response
was obtained by adjusting the inductance stubs on waveguide wall under
cold-test. It is not easy to get predict response, however, also can
no utilize theoretical optimum. Her--a new structure of the inductance
compensated waveguide window has been raised. The dimensions of the
structure can be calculated by the microwave filter network synthesis
theory to utilise the potential source of the bandwidth at the thick
windo-. plate.
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3. STRUCTURE AND PHYSICAL MODLE OF THE FILTER WINDOW

The structure of the new window is shown in fig.l. There are three
half wavelength cavities consisting of four pair inductant irrises on
the narrow walls of the wave guide. The middle cavity is filled with
dielectric plate. This is a bandpass filter. Its equivalent circuit is
shown in fig.2. This filter can be designed by a standard network
synthises process.

First step is to get the values of the low-pass prototype elements.

For maximum flat response they are:

g(O)=1 (1)

g(k+l)=2*sint(2*k-1)*pi/2J, k=1.2,3,...,n (2)

g(n+l)=l (3)

where

pi=3.1415926

EN~ Epsi 91ýS

LX Eivaient L L
Fý1. rStutre of f~ter '-'F W..M~ ~ ~ Ift o~

if Chebyshev response is required, the ripple within pass band must be
given. Then the values of prototype elements can be looked up from a
table. If some other responses are interested the prototype must be
given. Now the loaded susceptances of every cavity can be calculated
foliowing[2]
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B(i)=U(i)*Y(i-1) (4)

where

Y(i)=l/Z(i)

is the characteristic susceptances of the waveguides,

U(i)=sqrt{[V(i)÷I/V(i)]*h(i)-[l+h(i)**21) (5)

In eq(5) the

h(i)=Y(i)/Y(i-I)

is the rate of the adjacent waveguides and

V(1)=V(n+l=2/pi*wl'/rh*g(O)*g(1) (6)

V(i)=4/pi*wl'**2/rh**2 (i.GE.2.and.i.LE.n) (7)

rh=(al-a2)/(al+a2) (ai is the wavelength) (8)

where al and a2 are the guided wavelength of the band sides
respectively. wI' is equal to 1 in above equations.

The electric length of every cavities are:

Q(i)f2/pi + F(i)'" F(i~l)' (9)

F(i)'=1/2*arctg{EU(i)**2+h(i)**2-1J/[2*U(i)]) (10)

F(i)"=1/2*arctg({U(i)**2÷l-h(i)**23/[2*h(i)*U(i)]) (11)

The dimensions of the inductant irrises can be calculated from BAi)
using Marcuvitz's equations[3). As a matter, the guide wavelengths,
characteristic impedances and the electric length of the waveguides
tightly relate on dielectric coefficients of the filling materials. Up
to now the all dimensions of RF window can be designed.

4. RESULTS

A computer program has been created to deal with the calculation. Then
the results are identified by the cold test. The typical response
functions of the calculation and test are shown in fig.3 and fig.4. In
same bandwidth, the thickness of the window plate of the new window
increases about 2.5 times of the Pill-box window[4J. And the theory is
agreed with the experiment well. AOnly the bandwieths of measurement
are a littie less than theoretical one.

5. CONCLUSION

The new filter RF window has a thicker window plate than Pill-box
window[43. It is more suitable to the MM wave TWT. The design method
is convenient and accurate.
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MIIMETE.I, k'FR-WAVE S•'iEiSI

G. M.,Altshuller', O.G.Anikin' .0. P. Pavlovsk-y'

E. N. Karyakint , V.P. Kazakova,A. F. Krupnov2

'IEN KVARZ

O6aartr prosprAt 176

603009 Ntzluu. Nougorod, Russia

zIAP Russtan Academy of Sctenctes

ULjanov Street 46

603600 Ntzhnt Nouvorod, Rusta

A new generation of the millimeter-wave synthesizers provide

high stability and very low phase noise signal from 37.5 to

118:1 GHz. This is accompl:.shed by phase locking mm-wave oscillator

to an internal reference or external reference of 5 MHz or 10 MHz.

Backward-wave oscillator (BWO) are used as a source of mm-wave

signai. Each of BWO cavers the full waveguide band.

The instrument provides synthesized mm-wave signals in precise

increments of 100 Hz Maximal output power of the synthesizers

varies up to 25 mW depending on waveguide band and design.

Mm-wave sygnal can be AM, FM and pulse modulated.

Qombi.nation of fast frequency switching (5-20 ms) with

microprocessor control gives a wide sweep capabilities of mm-wave

synth,-.izers.

The synthesizers consists of a main frame and mm-wave module

ýcatnerator). Each of three mm-wave modules has one of bands: 37,5-

53,Tf 0Hz; 53,57-78,33 GHz; 79,33-118,1 GHZ.
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Figure 1 shows signal spectrum of the synthesizer at 96,02 GHz.

It is taken with a spectrum analyzer at the 20 MHz IF. The vertical

scale is 10 dB/div and the horizontal scale is 10 KHz/div. The

resolusion bandwidth is 100 Hz.

The instruments are used as signal source for complex impedance

measurements and broadband receiver testing.

Mm-wave synthesizers are used for molecular spectra

measurements .f OCS, I.., C21). A some, rotational transitions were

measured to test the accuracy of new synthesizers.

Figure 2 shows an absorption spectrum of OCS molecul, obtained

on spectrometer with acoustic detector [1]. The signal from

absorption line at FM-mode and fast frequency switching with step

of 0,1 Mfz is illustrated in the left part. The right part shows

scan of a little part in the center of line with step of 0,0003 Mt

In this case accuracy of the center line measurement is a few KHz.

Figure 3 shows absorption spectrum of J=18-17 C D

transition at frequency of 101789 MHz and at pressure of 0,5 torr

in AM-mode. It was the demonstration of possibilities of the

synthesizers for investigation of intermolecul interaction, in this

case collisionai line broadening.

The tradztionai videospectrometer with passing cell of one

meter long and crystal detector was used for investigation of

narrow line. The results show, that resolution of gas spectrometer

with mm-wave synthesizer is limited by Doppler effect only( 41'10-8).

The results of using of the instruments show high measurements

precision. Furthermore a wide programmabilities does work with

synthesizers extremely simple and comfortable.

Similar synthesizers up to 178 GHz are developed now.

Furthermore signal on more higher frequencies can be obtained by
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Figure 4. Mm-waye frequency synthesizer

from 53,57 to 78,33 GHz.

multiplication because of sufficient output power of the mm-wave

synthesizers.
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INEGATIVK HIGH FIJUC COUCTIVITY IN SMIlCWDO SIMICO( DCTOR

V .- . Yakovanko

Institute of Radiophysics and Slectronics,

the Ukrainian Acedem, of Sciences,

12, Acad. Piroskura st., *E•arkov, 310085, Ukraine

A modern technology allows to crftte semiconductor structures

which possess physical peculiarities important for SHE electronics

(ballistic transport, dimensional quantum effects, etc.). In

particular, in such structures electrgNwetic oscillations can be

unstable as a result of transient radiation of the charged particle

flux /1/-/2/.

In the present report a mechanism of arising of negat.ve frequency

conductivity in submicron structures has been suggested and

investigated on the basis of the effect of transient radiation of

particles. Such structures are as follows: well-known semiconductor

structures made of salium-arsenide and aluminlum-gallium arsenide

(devices of the type of a tunnel amplifier with a transfer of hot

electrons)/3/.

We consider a structure consisting of a semiconductor layer

limited by two ideally conducting planes. Here a semiconductor occupies

a space region OSx<L; a system is unlimited in the direction y,z.

A current created by an Injected particle with a charge e and

effective mass m, has the following form

~k I.-Ilk 7*1,~ -11 Wk

where 40°rV-•/zexPl(kr-,h-.t) is the wave function of a free electron

with thr.- dispersion Law .=h.k/2*, k=(k,O,O) is the mve vector, h is

the PIlaL constant, p=hk, V=LS, S is the square of the cross-section of

the swtp Le.

Further suppose that the layer is affected by a weak longitudinal

hmar-ixers fteld E.-c-'&A(t)/*t, where A(t)=(A ,0,0) is the

vector-poteiatial which is a time periodic functimn A(t)=Ahzp(-'ct)4

Then an addition to the stationary current of the particle

or be vritteta ar
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The whole densit: of the alternating current y be written as

J=Dlklk'(3)

where u is the number of electrons in the k state.

The whole wave function of the particle wkw 'k satisfied the

Shrediager equation

Lh---(H :(Ao")w (4)

where

Having used the known method of constants variance tor solving

linear differential equations /4/, we find from t.he expression (4)

• tcL()k"c-k) -0

'k- h-1 (5-k

Accounting for the energy of the injected particles in submicron

structures to be distributed in the comparatively narrow domain near

any oentral value of the applied intensity one may consider a

distribution function to be equal to

N (2y) %6 (k-k•o)6(k )6k) 6( I:--o..

Substituting this value into the formulas (3) and Passing from

sutwwion over k and k' to integratioin we obtain the following

expression for the high frequency conductivity of the semiconductor

structure with allowance for poles Wk+W= 0O and Wk-W=O

S2 n 0  L k) 2 sil&k 2L )Ok_ 2Lta
1[(]o+k-)2 si 0 ý{ko°k )& (k-k) -

where k_+=ik-+2wa/h ,,, e>O . ka0,<O "L/vo is the ti(e of the

electron transit through a layer, h is Lger than the T width of the

ko level.
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It is seen from the expression (7) that under the conditionI 2

2h'.<-mvo the first product specified by the processes of electron

emitting of quantums of the electromagnetic field and proportional to

the multiplayer k-1 exceeds the second one which, in its turn, is

proportional to k and specified by electron transits with quantume

adsorption.

In a classic case 2hc<nmv2 from the formula (7) we arrive at
2

1 o . •r
o'-=- - sin - (8)21 z 2

where WO= m 2 is the plasma frequency of electrons.

Conductivity has an oscillating character specified by definite

relations between the time of the electron transit trough a layer and a

period of oscillations.

The absolute value of the negative conductivity reaches the most

meanixta at 2h<av• iin the conditions o-f the of the resonaxise:

when an odd number of de Bloglie seniwa'ses for the electr.ons with the
2 .

energy mvo/. (n=1,3,5..5 ) falls on the sample's length

2 2 kL
L _ /I sin_ (9)
21TfNL 2w 2

At 2hc.~:mv, the condu.ctiv~ty becomes a positive value. In the case

2h•>,mv 0 it has the following form

2 2a
oL2 s[ 2 * rL ( 10)

°•-4 2h

Under such conditions electron transits are posible only with

absorption of quantums of the eletrromagnetic field.
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BALLAST EIJECTRON BEAMS IN 0-TYPE DEVICES 7TTH DISTRIBUTED

INTERAC TION

G. A. Al exe ev

institute of Radiophysics and Electronics,Academy of Sciences of
the Ukraine, 12 Acad. Proskura st., 310085 Khar--kov, the Ukraine

In 0-type devices with a strip electron beam an interaction

ihannel is usually homogeneous at symmetrical placing of the bean

in the channel. Here minimum of distribution of the static poteilti-

al specified by the action of a static space charge is in the

middle part of the beam, and ions of the residual gas considerably

influence the energyexchange process. An action of such natural ion

trapping may be redured by the displacement of it from the region

of effcctive interaction of electrons with the HF-field at the ex-

pense of asymmetric arrangement of the beam in the channel or by

introducing additional ballast beams and irnhomogeneities of geometry

in the form of jumps of the channel's width.

On the base of analytical and numerical calculations of the po-

tential distribution at different geometry of the channel and asym-

metric placing of the electron beam the the analysis has been carri-

ed out of the influence of electrostatic fields on output characteri-

stics of devites. It is shown that by the choice of geometric para-

meters of the beam (aimed distance, width, thickness) and channel

(width of narrow and wide partc) one c~- control the absolute value

of minimum of potential deflection and realise the displacement of

ion trapping to the non-working region of the interaction space. The

ballst part of the electron beam required for this action may amount

not more than 15% of the total beams-'s width.

Introducing of the separate ballast beam at the definite dis-

tance from the working one allows to control more effectively the

placement of the ion trapping with conservation of the total cons-

tant beams power.

It is follows from the analysis tha,, a static space charge of

the strip beam of the fi'ite thickness influences differently on the

characteristics of devices of the types: orotron, Diffraction radia-

tion generator and resonance TWT, BWT.
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STATISTICS AND VARIABILITY OF MILLIMETRE-WAVE PROPAGATION AND RELATED
METEOROLOGY OVER A 500 mi PATH

C. I. Glbbins

Radio Commnunicaions Research Unit
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX1l OQX, UK

In order to facilitate the provision of new and future communications services and to relieve spectrum
congestion at lower frequencies, increasing interest is being shown in exploiting the millimetric wavebands, at
frequencies above 30 GHz. At such frequencies, rain is the dominant factor in determining the reliability of
communications systems. However, there is growing evidence which suggests that extrapolation into the
millimetric wavebands of current prediction procedures, for example those recommended by the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) [1], may not be completely reliable. Specifically, such evidence
suggests that rainfall attenuation may be under-estimated at frequencies above about 40 GHz. Unfortnately,
there is currently a lack of sufficient data on rain attenuation at such frequencies with which to test and improve
the various prediction techniques.

To address these problems and to improve the availability of propagation data at frequencies in the millimetric
wavebands. the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory operates the 500 in Millimetre-Wave Experimental Range at
Chilbolton (MWERAC) in Hampshire, U.K. (latitude 57* 8'N, longitude 1" 26W, elevation 84 in). The range
is a well-insmtrmented open-air laboratory designed to monitor propagation in the millimetric, infra-red and
optical wavebands, in conjunction with a comprehensive set of meteorological observations. Measurements
from the range have been compiled into a 3-year database of propagation and related meteorology which is
being used to investigate the statistics of radiowave propagation, for application to the planning and design of
future communications systems, and to investigate in detail the interaction between radiowaves and the
prevailing meteorology. This paper presents some of the results of the statistical analyses.

Instrumentation and the Database

The Millimetre-Wave Experimental Range at Chilbolton, which has been described in detail elsewhere [2],
comprises six transmission links. 4 m above flat grassland, operating at 37, 57, 97 and 137 GHz with vertical
polarization and at 10.6 and 0.63 jim with random polarization. The meteorological instruments which
complement the links include three rapid-response raingauges, a rapid-response snow/hail gauge, thermometers
and hygrometers at a number of locations and heights above the ground, a distrometer to measure the
distribution of raindrop sizes, a microwave refractometer, barometer and an anemometer.

Data from the range, sampled at a rate of 0.1 Hz, have been calibrated and validated [3] and compiled to
produce a 3-year time-series database of calibrated attenuations and related meteorology, classified according to
the different kinds of events, i.e. rain, snow, fog and scintillation.

Statistical Reny ts

Figure 1 shows the cumulative distributions of the levels of attenuation exceeded over the three-year period, for
all events. As would be expected, these show that the levels of attenuation increase as a function of frequency,
while the dramatic increase in the distributions for the infrared and optical systems is due to the effects of fog,
the incidence of which is 2-3% of the year in southern England.

Of major importance, as noted in the Introduction, are the effects of rain on millimetre-wave propagation. The
database has accordingly been analyzed in terms of rain attenuations and concurrent rainfall rates, thereby
allowing a comparison with power-law relationships of the form
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Attenuation (iB/kn) = kRW (1)

where R is the rainfall rate (in mm/b) and k and a are frequency-dependent coefficients. figure 2 shows the
results for 57 GHz attenuations and concurrent rainfall rates over the Ifree-year period. The broken line is the
CCIR prediction [41 based on the measured rainrate distribution. It is clear that the CCIR model
underestimates rainfall frequencies at these frequencies.

Regression analyses have been carried out on the results to derive experimental values for the coefficients k and
a in Eq. (1), which are listed in Table 1, together with the CCIR values for the relevant frequencies.

TABLE 1

f k. I
(GHz) Present CCIR Present CCIR

37 0.33 0.26 0.92 0.95
57 1.07 0.59 0.74 0.84
97 1.69 1.05 0.65 0.75

137 .2.55 1.20 .56 0.72

Overall, the CCIR model underestimates the coefficient k and overestimates the coefficient a. when compared
with the results found in the present work, with the net effect of underestimating the attenuation in rain,
particularly at the higher frequencies.

Long term studies of attenuation and rainfall rate, such as in Figure 2, are essential to establishing accurate and
reliable models for the prediction of rain attenuation from rain rate statistics which am routinely produced by
meteorological bureaux, for example. This enables system planners and designers to assess the magnitude of
average fade margins to incorporate into link budgets, in order to achieve a specified level of reliability.

However. rain is a stochastic process and varies considerably both in time and space. For example, Figure 3
shows the annual cumulative distributions of rainfall rate which were exceeded over three years, as measured
by the three raingauges, spaced 200 m apart, along the 500 m range. The broken line is the long-term average
for the three gauges over three years. At a time percentage of 0.01% of the year, the variance in the rainfall
rates which were exceeded for the nine raingauge-years in -25%, which is typical of the expected year-to-year
variability in the weather system [5].

While the statistics of propagation will vary from year to year, and must be considered in plannng
communications systems, there is also considerable variability within a year, and for many broadcast services,
for example. an estimate of the extremes of systems performance within a year is required in the planning and
design process. Such extremes are generally assessed using the concept of "worst month" [61, whereby for a
given threshold (i.e. level of attention or rainfall rate), the longest time percentage of exceedance in any month
of the year forms the basis of the resultant cumulative dislibution of extre values. Note that the worst
month need not necessarily be the same month for each thfieshold value. From such analyses. it becomes
possible to develop models to predict worst-month performance from more widely-available annual statistics.

The data from the 500 m range have accordingly been analyzed to yield monthly cumulative distributions of
attenuation and rainfall rates. Figure 4 shows the time percentages which various levels of attenuation were
exceeded during the worst month (for all events), compared with the annual time percentage that those levels
were exceeded, for the six links, and clearly shows that a power-law relationship exists between the two
quantities. It is of interest to note that the same law appears to bold for both the millimetric wavelengths.
wffch are dominated by rainfall attenuation, and the infrared and optical wavelengths, where systems
performance is influenced most by fog.

It has become customary to define a ratio Q, such that
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It has become customary to define a ratio Q, such that

Q=P I/Py (2)

where P, is the probability (or percentage of time) that a given threshold is exceeded in the worst ,nonth of a
year and P y is the probability that the same threshold is exceeded during the full year. Obviously, Q is also a
power-law function of Py:

Q = apyb (3)

Figure 5 shows the ratio Q deduced from the attenuation data shown in Figure 4, together with the values
deduced from an analogous analysis of rainfall rates, as a function of annual time percentage. While there is
some scatter in the results, it is clear that approximately the same law holds for both attnuations and rainfall
rates. The continuous line is the regression of all the data to Eq. (3), the resultant coefficients of which are
given in Table 2, which also lists the values of a and b for separate analyses of attenuaud and rain. together
with the CCIR global model [71. Tibs latter is shown in Figure 5 as the broken line.

TABLE 2

Analysis: a b
Average worth month 2.25 -0.10
Annual attenuation 2.13 -0.12
Annual rain rate 2.28 -0.11
CCIR (Global) 2.85 -0.13

There are differences between the results deduced from the present work and the CCIR model. However, this
is not regarded as particularly significant, since it is expected that there will be regional or climatological
variations in the values of these coefficients.

Models such as these can be very useful in estimating the extremes of systems performance from widely-
available long-term or annual statistics of rainfall rates, for example, and are frequently employed in the
planning and design of broadcast services, which generally demand very high levels of operational reliability.

This paper has discussed some results of statistical analyses of propagation conditions in the millimetre-wave
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Such wavelengths are becoming increasingly considered and exploited
in order to satisfy the demand for new communications systems and services, and to relieve spectrum
congestion at lower frequencies. The results presented will be of value in the development and improvement of
accurate prediction procedures required for the planning and design of such communications systems.

I. CCIR Report 338. "Propagation data and prediction methods required for line-of-sight radio-relay
systems." Reports of the CCIR, Annex to VoL V. ITU, Geneva, 1190.

2. Gibbins. C.J., Carter, D.G., Eggett, P.A., Lidiard, KA., Pike, M.G., Tracey, M.A., White, E.H.,
Woodroffe, J.M. and Yilmaz, U.M. "A 500 m experimental range for propagation studies at millimetre.
infrred and sptical wavelengths". I. IERE, 51 pp 227-234, 1987.
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238242.-1989.
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Th3.2

ATTENUATION AND DEPOLARIZATION FOR 3" WAVE BAND INDUCED BY
RAIN

HUANG,Ji Ying and WANGYi Ping
(Xidian University. P.O.Box 274, 710071 X1'an, PR CHINA)

ABSTRACT

In this article, the effects of rain induced attenuation and depolari-
zation for mm wave have been described and di-cused. It is found that
Weibull distribution of rain drops is in more agreement than that of
L-P distribution in XZian area for 3 mm wave band.

INTRODUCTION

Attenuation and depolarization of radio wavetthrough the rainy region
have a strong dependence upon the size and the canting angle distribu-
tions of rain drops. Due to differeht climates, these effects have evi-
dently different characters in different regions. Xi'an is located at
the eastern part of Northwest China (N3405',E1080o5') has the climate

,of continental monsoon. Therefore, our investigation has typical sig-
Ikifican ce.
It is found that in this area, Weibull distribution of raindrop sizes
has better agreement with the result obtained than that of L-P distri-
bution.

COEFFICIENTS OF ATTENUATION AND PHASE SHIFT

There are several modes of raindrop distributions such as L-P distribu-
tion, M-P distribution, A-O distribution, Weibull distribution, and
log normal distribution. They all have relationships with local clima-
tes. In which the I-P distribution is used more widely. It is a dis,
crete representation of average sizes of rain drops1 . For 3 mm wave-
length, however, in consideration of small raindrops L-P distribution
usually underestimates the absorption. In this wavelength range, effects
of small raindrops become more important, so that-Weibull distribution
will give more exact estimate.
In Weibull distribution, :aindrop d~nsity spectrum n(D) as a function
of the diameter D can be written as

n(D)--no(c/b)(D/b)c-I e-(D/b)c

where n -000 m- 3 ,c=0.95R 0 "* 4 ,b-0.26RO"4mm, and R is the rain rate.
An empirical formula based on the data in Xt'an has been expressed as

n(D)-n;e-AD (2)

where values of nS03820-6714 m' 3 (mm)' 1 ,Aul.6-2.2 mm"1 .
The attenuation through rainy region can be calculated ty3
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Aw4.34A3Q•ex (D) Lon (D) dD dB (3)

where L. is the propagation path length. Q (D) is the extinction croso
section of a single drop and relates with He forward scattering coef-
ficient by

Qex(D)-(A 2 /)S(O) (4)

For non-spherical drops, the scattering coefficient SII(O) in the plane
formed by the symmetric axis :,f a rain drop and the direction of propa-
gationis different from 'i(O) which is perpendicular to the above
plane. Coeff cients of attenuation of dB per kilometer can be calcula-
ted with SII(0) and S1 (0) by following formulas, respectively

;max

A2 =(A2/rT)L4.3433103SRe(SIi(0)] n(D)dD dB/km

Dmin (5a)

Ak-(h2/v)4.343.lO3SRe[SI(O)]n(D)dD dB/km
Drin

The correspending phase shifts can be calculated by,

#2' (A2 /V2 )90ZlO3  Im[SIi(r)]n(D)dD deg/km
miin

D (5b)tmax
#i,.(2/w2)90%103 f Im[S 1 (o)]n(D)dD deg/km

%Din
Substituting (I) and (2) in (5) and taking values of SII(O) and SI(O)
from4 , for f*95GHz the attenuation and phase shift coefficients in
Weibull distribution and the empirical distribution have been computed.
For R=12.5mm/h. an example is

: WeiDull empirical
A2 7.1719 8.8627
A, 6.7794 8.3775

CALCULATION OF XPD

For calculating the coherent depolarized effect induced by non-spherical
raindrops, the following formula must be used,

XPD ole D Ccos4e"2 ;Ecos2Qe-22 (6)
V C.Ccos4Qoe _•2

where Qo=6°, a- =20.4 0 (Rc4Omm/h), and Qoe7.2°,o-33o (R44Omm/h)in Xi'an

area. In equation (6). go is the average value of canting angles and 6,
13 its standard deviation. Parameters C, D. and E can be obtained by
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formulas in 5 . The calculated attenuation and phase shift coefficients
have been used to get XPD's for different paths and different rain rate.
A part of results of XPDF are shown in figures I and 24 respectively.
Curve a is with Weibull distribution. curve b is with L-P distribution
(data from ), and curve c is with the empirical negative exponential
distribution. It is noticed that under the same condition of rain rate
XPD's calculated by Weibull distribution and the empirical distribution
are smaller than those by L-P distribution. This suggests that for
estimating the influences of small raindrops Weibull distribution is
more suitable.

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF XPD AND CPA

There are formulas recommended by CCIR 6 to calculate CPA for 0.01% time
propability such as

CPAQ0. 1 xaR. 01 LoK0 .0 , KO. 0 1 l,1/[it(L/Lo)J (7)
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and
L L=35exp(-O..015R O.Or)=26.96 (8)

for R=17.4 ur/h with p=0.01,. With (7) and (8) CPA and K of other proba-
bility can be obtained by

CPAp/CPAo. 0 1 =0.l2p-(O'546-0,°43l°•)--B(p) (0.01pt1) (9)
and S KB(p)(Ro.01 /Rp)bKo. 0 1  (10)

For f=95GHz and T=200C values of a and b in different polarizations are
aH=l.09 4 bl?0.7476 (horizontal polarization)
aV=l.033 bV-0.7483 (vertical polarization)

These formulas have been used to obtain the statistics of XPD and CPA
as shown in figure 3.
For Weibull distribution the following formula must be used 5

40 XPDnH

30

30 ,•. .. f=95GHz
20 L_• 0o=2km

10 b CPA•

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 %
Fig.3 Percentages probability of XPDH and CPAH lower than

ordinates

CPAH=101ogfexpt- ( K I- '2)L] I D+C+Ccos4goe-802 !Ecos2Qoe-2'2 1
V dB (11)

where C, D, and E can be obtained by the same method as those in equa-
tion (6). Using attenuation and phase shift coefficients calculated by
equation (5) and rainfall distribution as mentioned in above section,
the statistical value of XPD and CPA can be obtained by equation (11).
Results are shown in figure 3. Curve of the empirical distribution al-
most coincides with that of Welbull distribution. They are undisting-
uished from each other, so only the result of that of curve a is shown.

PRELIMINARY CUNCLUSION.

For the climate of internal continental area Weibull distribution of
raindrops is more practical in prediction.
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Th3.3

3MM MICROWAVI IADIOM3T2I AMD SKY RADIONITRIC
TEMPERATURE 11IR*RCH

Zhaan ISyin, DealJou
(Ruashong University of 8.elhes and Teehnology, Wuhan,
China)

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the 3mm radiometer's structure and its property.
An engineering method Is given to calculate the 3mm sky temperturs, and
it is eompared with the real measuremeat. We found the two results are
similar.

-INTRODUCTION

Because of its all-weather capability, simple configuration and good
eoncealment, passit, microwave radiometry has been utilized in more and
more fields, including remote sensing, automatic guidance and so on.
However, over-large antenna aperture is not suitable, so the spatial
resolution of radiometry Is normally not high, and this limitation has
seriously effected the applications of radiometry. In order to improve
the spatial resolution, radiometer is being developed to high frequen-
ay. In the early 1970s, it was reported that a 3mm imaging radiometer
system was developed and a series of mesurements and researches on the
terrain radiometric properties was made. The research at home on this
field is not still developed because of the limitation of components.
Under the support of Cao Titlog, who works in ZIJln Mountain astronomi-
cal observatory, we have developed the 3mm total power radiometer and
also measured the 3mm sky radiometrle temperature using frequent cali-
bration. The results obtained have shown good agreement with theoreti-
eel nuinulations.

3MM TOTAL POWER RADIOMETER

The parameters of the radiometer are ase'follows:

L, Antenna
A. Cassegrain antenna (a) 3db beamwidth a 1.5° (b) Gain > 20db
(a) First side-lobe Level , -18db

B, Born antenna (a) 3db beamwidth - S' (b) Gain > 20db (a) Side-lobe
is anot clear

2. Receiver:
Its noise figure is about 10db, IF bandwidth is IGHZ- 1.70HZ and Its
Sensitivity is less than 3" k (integration time cqualA one seeordý
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The radiometer block diagram is showa in Pig. I

Vat iable kttam.atow
Local 0saillator

Mixer Diod Sias and
An.m Mi xer :Its Current Irdicato

Di rectionaal C.opler

IF A~plifier xSquare.La

Fig. t Radiometer block diagram

The operation of the total power radiometer is effecteA by the gain
fluctuations of IF amplifier, the receiver variation of temperature and
the environmental interference, so the output of low-frequency amplifer
drifts always and disappears unregular fluctuations. Up till now, the
3mm microwave switch for developing Dicke radiometer is unavailable at
come, the only possible solution is to use total power radiometer. In
this case, the frequent calibration approach must be used and the envi-
ronmental interference must be avoided so that the unregular fluctua-
tions of radiometer output did not effected the measurement.

After observing for a long time, we found that the slope-variation of
the radiometer calibration curve is not clear whey there is no environ-
mental interference, but the curve intercept-variation is large because
of the drift. During the period of measurements, before each sample,
the radiometer antenna is illuminated with a matched local, whose tem-
perature may be held at a constant known value, to get the intercept of
the calibration curve, then we can calculate the antenna temperature
according to this intercept and the calibration slope which has been
got. This one point calibration method is useful to radiometer which
needs frequent calibration.

3MM SKY RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION

Radiation brightness temperature of metal object is an important sub-
ject which needs to be solved in many fields, especially the guidance
technique, and the sky radiometric temperature is the base to study me-
tal radiometric brightness tempertature. So it is very significant to
measure and calculate 3mm sky radiometric brightness temperature.

The sky radlometric temperature or apparent temperature TSKf usually
con siats : /Iy,

T SKY -TDX (0 ) +TEXTAL e"-xsece (1)
TEXTAL -TCoS +T4AL (2)
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where 'Ce is the total zenith atmospheric opacity, and Tc00  and TEAL are

the cosmic and galactic brightness temperature, respectively, whose sum

we call the extraterrestrial brightness temperature TEYTA6. TCo$ is in-

dependent of frequency and the zenith angle 6, which has the constant

value T Ces =2.7k. T4AL is dependent of 6 and frequency. However, TqAL

may be neglected at 3mm wave band. Thus, TmTds B ), where TPN (A ) is the
apparent temperature representing the downwelling atmosphere radia-

tion. Under clear sky condition, the earth's -atmosphere consists of

various gas molecules, where absorptions of oxygen and water vapor play

an important role. Since the atmospheric thermodynamic pressure, tem-

perature, density and water-vapor density are a function of altitude,

the absorption coefficients of atmosphere are dependent of height. To

simplify, we assume that the atmosphere is stratified horizontally, sh-

own in Fig. 2, which means the temperature and absorption coefficients

are function of height only, The energy emitted at a direction by a

stratum at height z and of vertical thickness dz(thickness see dt atQ

direction, temperature T (z) , absorption coefficient k(z)) is k(z)T(z)

secs dx, which, after propagation down to the surface z-0, is reduced

to k(z)T(z)see B dz exp(- Z hd(z)dz sec e ). The sum of contributions of

downwelling-emitted atmospheric radiation from strata above terrain

surface forms the measured sky apparent temperature T

Tsry -sec es . K(z)T(z)exp[-sece S k(z' )dz' idz' (3)

~dr

Fig. 2 A plane-stratified atmosphere radiation model

It is very difficult to calculate sky radiometric temperature using (5)

directly, Not only the calculation method is complicated, but also the
expressions or graphic charts of k(z) and T(z) must be got by radio-

sonde or other high-altitude detectors. One of the approximate methods

used to calculate TSKY is: ,
TSgy -TM I-e 90(4)

a. -eapl- . k (z) d] - (5)
TM -Ty -5.3 (6)
k*, -koz (0) exp (-0. 183z) (7)

kwATER -kwATR (0) ezp (-0.Sz) (8)
A V/ c

ko (0 ) -0.34 (va/c ) [e +

• V/ C,/ Y/c

(2 vIC ) 2•+( .4 v/c) (V/c )' . (A V/c ).

kWATER -140.71v 2p p,, T3"129 exp (-6441T) (1-0.014 P• T p) -(1/ v Or-
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22.234) +Av2 ) +I/ I (v+22.234) +av 10.01107 P,. v'•, v7''$ (10)
Av=2.58X I10" pi110.0147 0M T/p) (T/319)"4 (82)

Aceording to (9), (10) and (11), we can get koe (0) and kwAr,4 (0) subs-
tituting surface pressure p, vapor density P, ,temperature T, frequency
v and light velocity c. Substituting (7)., (8) into (6), performing the
integration, yields an. Substituting surface thermodynamic temperature

T.9 into (6) yields Tm. Then substituting Tm, a* into (4) yields sky ra-
diometric temperature Tsxy .

The measurement and calculation results are shown in Fig. 3, there are
basically the same.

C&lCUIstlow value
x Keuasurament value

pressure. 74311z
temperatures 302k

moisture, 1Se/s'

C6 dates Apr.17.1990
frequmaoys 94G•zs'o

Zen th atti e!>O OazrIe4* 80 zenith anglmet(degree)

Fig. 8 3SU sky radiometric temperature
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Th3.4

MONTE CARLO SOLUTION OF RAIN ATTENUATION
FOR MILIMETER WAVE

Wu Zhenseno Yan Yi and Chen Lihong
(Department of Physics, Xidian University, XYan, Shaanxi,Chiaa)

ABSTRACT

In this paper the weighted avemge of the scattering cross s-ction ais ted to obtain the integWra
nmsltat of the tranfer equation for the plane wave scattering in random medium with particle size
distribution. The Monte Carlo simulation tehuaiqu is done for the ain attenuation at Miilizeax-
wae mage. The n aric simuatin is in good agreement with capecimetia dam aad the mukipte
scattering effects must be included.

INTRODUCTION

At millimeter-wave range the multiple scattering of raindrops a becoming more and more effective
with the increasing frequency. The rdiative transfe theory is the major methods for solving
integro-Aifferantial aquation with the Monte Carlo simulation technique, in which tke multiple
scattering process is treated as Markov chains of collisions between photoas and discrete scatterers
in random medium. There is a certain probability of a phaton being scatcteed oa absorbed at. eack

•event and photon histories are traced until photon ascapes from the boundaries of random medium
or absorption occnrs. A large of photon histories arn repeated to obtain acceptable ensemble aver-
ages for the scattering power.
As any polarization is neglected, the raindrops can be simplified into equivolumie spherical partices
with some size distribution. With Monte Carlo method the rain attenuation is made at millimeter-
wave range for the Manahall-Palme, RRL 2 and Weibul9 raindrop distribution. The esults of nn-
marical simulation axe compared with the experimental data given by the literature2. It is shown that
the multiple scattering effect is expected to be significant. As multiple scattering is onsidered, the
theoretical values of rain attenuation are agreement with the measured data. However, the
attenuation values for signal scattering are bigger.

MONTE CARLO TRANSFER TECHNIQUE

Let us consider a plane-parallel medium of thickness A containing randomly distributed spherical
particles. A plane unpolarized wave is incident vertically ia z direction. Suppose the intenaity of inci-
dent wave is normalized and the effect of boundary reflection is neglected. The reduced intensity

IP(z, t) and the diffuse intensity I1(Z, is) satisfy, respectively5

•"dl. "Z ;&)s l(, )O
SI s > -< S>I, A (r)

Judil(,A+P r>I(z, it) [1 f'[f*N(a)w.aBp, jr;e;ad]Zz &) (21)
dr

where I(S., ,)-I,(S. ,) + 1.(0. P) is the total intensity. ,,() is the extimenion erom section of the
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article with sm parameter a and P,(Pi, P; a) its phae Ph anucion, which are found by the ap-
ly Mig e scattering theory. is - omBo, 0 is tie angle between the scatter direction and z axis,

,V(a)da is the number of particles per unit volume in range da and p is the aumericaJ density.

< a > is the mean extinction cross section.

Considering raindrop size distribution, the weighted average of the scattering cross section is used to
the equation (2), so that the average of phase function is written as

< •°• "; )>S~ a J'"O•(idaW()

•t aoptiaJ distance v - I p < ,r, > ,z,. ,.- < "r, > ,,.Then total specifi intensity is given by

- xp - (T(T• - r f > I(•, *)djs'} dr'/ 1ju1 + .(.,) (4)

where
•.0 (>o1,(• 0)- CIO- T)P - 06W€ (5)

0 14
Ind ,4(0, i)- 0 (U < o).

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

On the basis of the above discussion, we deal with the multiple scattering of raindrops for Mnllimmr
wave by the Monte Carlo method.In its simplest digital form, a Monte Carlo model is a purely
stochastic construction of an ensemble of photon trajetories' through the random medium. The
ength and direction of each trajectory segment are governed by probability density functions de-
rived from the basic scattering and absorption properties of the medium6.
Due to multiple scattering, the rain attenuation is estimated by Monte Carlo method. Suppose the
incident wave beam is considered as a flux of photo, which contains N photons. Let S-
(r, 14, v) be phase apa= point, then the equation (4) canix rowrittenas in the genera] form7

I(S) - 1 * + JI(SV)(S'-. s)- S (6)

Comparing with the equation (A), the norm of the kernel function in equatioa (6) lKJ < 1, then (6)
can be expanded as the Neumann series.

r(s) - •' (S) (7)9

where

I (S)- • .-.fI (So)L(Sa - S)-K(S , -. S)dS. _-dS ISM

It is easy to show that convergence of the Neumann series and existance of a solution are assured
and that the intergral operator fr(s$_, -. S )dS is corresponding to a transfer proems of photon
m a medium. A wave propagation can be regarded as a Markov chain of photon collision and seat-
tering in the medium. So that the intensity I is corresponding to the transmitted probability P, or

the reflective probability P. The mean transmission T and the mean reflection R are,

respectively

T- iP, / N, ,A - Fe, / N,(s

According to Mie theory, the extrnction and scattering cross sections and the phase function are cal-
culated for a variety of spherical raindrops and their mean values are obtained. With the statistic es-
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timation and retlemuce for h- I km at frlquencies of 30.0, 33.3, 34.8, 40.0, 30.0, 60.0, 81., 100.0,
140.0, 245.5, 300.0 G]Bz.
In order to make a comparison, we also find out the rain attenuation value according to the sing
scatedng formula'

A(db / 'm) - 4343,2 / xzJ Rc(S(0))N(D)d(D) (9)

where A is incident wavelength (unit is meter), S(0) is the forward scattering function of the spher-
ical particle derived by Mic theory, and N(D) is the raindrop sz distribution. The formula (9),
which is equivalent to the equation (1), corresponds with single scattering.
In numerical calculation MP and RRL size distributions are used. RRL model is derived by the Ra-
dio Research Laboratory of Japan from rain attenuation statistics at 11.5, 34.5 and 81.8 GHz for
three years by the use of an inversion method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As seen in Fig.l, the multiple scattering and single scattering results are estimated by Monte Carlo
method for MP size distribution, which are in good agreement with those by Dutton and Samora
according to equation (9). However, the rain attenuations for single scattering are larger. Fig. 2
shows the reflectance for h - lkm at same wavelength as in Fig. 1. The rin backacattering
attenuations are useful for radar system.
In Fig. 3 the results of numerical simulation are compared with the experimental data given by RRL
and with CCIR model'of rain attenuation. It is shown that the multiple scattering effect is expected
to be significant. As multiple scattering is considered, good agreement is found between the meas-
ured data and RRL model calculations. There are similar results for MP size distribution. The
CCIR currentily adopts the relationship between the specific attenuation and the rain rate, which is
obtained on the basis of the Laws and Parsons raindrop size distribution. The CC[R model calcula-
tions underestimate the measured data and our numerical results. It is found that for the same rain
rate the higher the frequency, the bigger is the difference between the single scattering and multiple
scattering, and that for the same frequency the higher the rain rate, the bigger is the difference, too.

4

~25'

20 -

3 3
_20- 2

'2 15 -'',+' + r . .

-25lo - o - -o

0 IT

0 110 1000 25 s0 75 le0 e (rami/t )
At (rmum/h)

Fig.1 The ramin attenuation at (1) 30.0, Fig.2 The reflectance for h= Ikm at
(2) 34.8, (3) 40.0, and (4) 50.0GHz same wavelength as in Fig. 1.
with the MP distribution. The single
scattering (- -), the multiple scat-
tering (-), Dutton and Samom's
data(* *
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CONCLUSION

Multiple scattering effect due to precipitate is often mentioned as a factor in the design and per-

formance of a communications line particularly at higher radio frequencies. in order to estimate

the magnitude of these effects, we have used the Monte Carlo method to study rain attenuation

rather than the first order solution for milimeter wave range. It is shown that the multiple scat-
tering effects an signifi t.

A(40) A4(5)

10. ,'

to-

-~b it (a 
)A a/A

1 100

(a) z (ma/hl) (5l) l (,.mae/hl)
4i(45) 4(18)

tooj10

1o10 10 100
1. Dt (Em /an) (m R (CRm / A)

Fig.3 The rMin attenuation at (a) 50.4, (b) 81.8, (c) 140.7, and (d) 245.5 GHz. The
measured data (. .. ), the sinoga sccatering (i4--+), RRL model (-a), and the CCPR
model (-).
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Th3.5

C IMMIic Of IO-1nIvz AINFALL UATZ TO EQUIVAWIT
I-MINE VAUE AT SWE LOCATIONS OF CHINA

Qiu Shoog Be Lin Xiu Wian
(China Research Institute of Radiowave Propagation)

ASTRACT

To meet the requirement of radio Communication system design at microwave and
millimetre bands, conversion from 10-minute rainfall rate to its equivalent I-minute
value is set up on the basis of data from three locations: Guangzhou, Nanjing and
Xinxiang in P.R. China. The conversion coefficients are given by Method of Least
Square 0iL.with converting error less than 8% for the time percentage range from
0.001% to It%

Almost all of the rain attenuation prediction methods available at present, require
1-minute rainfall rate data for certain time percentage (such as 0. 011) at the place
concerned for calculation. However, most investigators in the world are still using
tipping-bucket rain gauges or siphon rainfall recorders with integration time of
more than ten minutes, with the exception of ones in Europe, Canada,Japan and China
in which fast-response minute rain gauges are used. Because the long integration time
my cause a large error to some thunderstorm rain measurement, it can not meat the
requirement of radio cmmunication system design. Radio engineers in every country
are trying to convert 10-minute rainfall rate data to its equivalent 1-minute values.
For the same purpose, we do the measurements in Guangzhou, Nanjing and Xinxiang,
respectively, with JDSD-1 light-emitting raindrop minute rain gauge. The conversion
methods of the two kinds of rainfall rate are presented on the basis of the data
measured in this paper.

DESRIPTION OF THE MEASURUW

JrID-I light-emitting raindrop minute rain gauge is made up of five parts: a sensor,
a unit for data collecting, a unit for processing, a printer and a power. The first
two parts are fixed in the open air, while the last three parts are in room. Between
the first two parts and the room there is a 100-metre cable. There are three such
instruments set up at 212 station for ionosphere observation in Guangzhou, the
Atmosphere Science Department Experiment Site of Nanjing University in Nanjing and
China Research Institute Of Radiowave Propagation in linxiang, respectively, where
three typical climates in China are represented.
Guangzhou is near the Tropic of Cancer, in the area of subtropical monsoon wind
climatic zone with annual mean temperature of 21. SC and the annual total rain
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mount of 1622. 5m.. Whi a the maximum rain in a day can amount to 253. Sm and there
are 6. 9 days' with rain amount of more than 60m= annually.
Nanjing is between the warm and subtropical climate zones where the annual mean
temperature is 15. 4r-. The total annual rain amount is 1013. 4m, the maximum one in a
day amounts to 160.6mm and there are 3.3 days' with rain amount of more than 50M
annual ly.
Xinxiang lies in warm continental monsoon climatic zone with annual mean temperature
and the total annual rain amount 14.0Cand 628. 3m, respectively. Rain amount in a
day can be more than 50me in 2. 1 days 2 annually.
Early in July 1988, We began to work in Xinxiang, then in Nanjing and Guangzhou in
July 1989. The conversion presented comes from what we have achieved at the
locations mentioned above in two years.

THE CONVERSION FORMLAE

For the purpose of converting data obtained with a gauge having an integration time
of r minutes to equivalent 1-minute statistics one can define a conversion factor"

P (P)= R, (P)/R. (P) (1)

where R1 and RI are the rainfall rates exceeded with equal probability, P, for the
two integration times.
Data from 46 locations in Canada have been analyzed for ' =5 and 10 min. Results were
first grouped according to the rainfall rate climatic zones and were then further
merged into three distinct regions.
After further research, the power-law relations of the form:

P . (P) U a-p, (2)

were fitted over the range 0. 001%<P<0. 03% where a and b can be calculated with
the method of least square. Table I presents the results of analysis performed in
this manner for - =5 and 10 min in Canada and c =10 min in Europe.

Table I Regression coefficients for rainfall rate correction factor

.1 = 5 min 10min
Region

a b a b

Canada (zones A, B) 0.896 -- 3. 61, 10- 0.796 -7. 45*10-a
Canada (zones C, D, E) 0.882 -4.57*10-2 0.836 -7. 36*10-2
Canada (zones E,K) 0.862 -5. 64*L0- 0.847 -8. 20*10-2

Europe I 0. 860 -7. 30*10-

On the basis of these measured data, the following major conversion methods are
proposed:
First, the relation between 10-minute and i-minute rainfall rate may be expressed
by the equation:
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1,. (p) ,.- P, u,,to k?) (8)

then P (P) - M/P) /R o(P) - pb (4)

where Ri(p) is the rainfall rite exceeded with probability, P, for 1-minute
integration time, while Rze(P) is for lo-minute integration tine, with the sm P.
furthermore, 1% (P) and 1lo(P) my be expressed directly by the equation:

ltP))=a' "(P) (5)

where 1L(P) and l.*(P) are the onm as what have been noted above. Their coefficients
a' and b' my be got from tie real values of . (P) and 1,*(P) by regression.Table 2
presents the results of analysis performed in this manner in Gungshou, Najing and
Xinxiang

Table 2 Regression coefficients for rainfall rate correction

factor, T :j0min

legion A b RL . asp b' 1dna .l-1mo

Guangshou 1.0498 -6.8710-2 -0.98 0.838 1. 1147 1
anj iag 1.1006 -. 52,10-9 -0.96 1.021 1. 0592 1

Xinxiung . 0867 -3. 64*10" -0. 96 0. 996 1. 0568 1

The comparative curves between the two different rainfall rate are presented in Fig.
1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , where the dash and dot lines present the real-measured
values of 10-minute rainfall rate, the dashed lines present the real-measured values
of 1-minute rainfall rate and the real lines present the converted values by formula
(3) ud(5) with parameters in Table 2. From all these Figues and Tables, we en see
that the converted values and the measured values are fitted very well with relative
errors of less than 8% for time percentages from 0. 001% to 1k

CON4CLUSION

By means of the two methods described above we can fit the converted values of
I-minute rainfall rate with the measured values very well with the relative errors
of less than 8% for time percentages between -:. 001% and 1%. As the 10-minute
rainfall rate can be available from the meteorological information pressed by
national and local meteorological service, the methods presented are of value not
only for radio system designers but also for investigators in meteorological
stations, they can obtain the data about i-minute rainfall rate for little expense.
However, because of the large area, the complex land shape and various climates of
China, various conversion formulae should be made.8o it is not enough to get data
only at three stations above, more and more stations need to be set up.
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Th3.6

BACKSCATTERING CROSS-SECTION OF SAND AND SNOW SURFACES

ON SHORT MILLIMETER WAVES

G.A.Andreyev, and G.I.Khokhlov

Institute of Radioengineering & Electr., Russian Academy of Sciences

18 Marx Avenue, GSP-3, Moscow 103907, Russia

In this paper the results of measurements of

backscattering cross-section of sand and snow surfaces for

incidence angles of 00 (nadir)... 500 by 100 steps are

represented. The experiments were made during the period of

1983-1984 on the 135 Ghz (2.2 mm at wavelength) for circular

polarization. In earlier papers measurements of radar

backscatterinq from snow covers were reported for linear

polarization at incidence angles of 00 and 450. Measurements of

the backscatterinq cross-section of sand surfaces are not known

for us.

Approximate mathematical description of millimeter waves (MMW)

scattering by terrestrial covers with chaotic rough surfaces depends on

root-mean-square (r.m.s.) angle of inclimation of roughness 477 and

Rayleigh parameter p = 2kc cose , where k = 2n/k is the wavenumber
2

of incident wave, ca is the variance of roughness heights, e is the

angle of incidence (6 = 00 - nadir). AKs shown in [1,2], for surfaces

with normal distribution of rough..4ss It's convenient to divide an

interval of angles from 00 to 900 in three regions:

1/2kc 5 e :5n/2; 2.81<;,> ) e 951/2kc.a; and e 5 2.8

In each of these intervals scattering of MMW is described by
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corresponding approximate expressions for backscatterlng cross-section.

For large-scale (p > 1) and smooth ({<•> 2> < 1) roughness of surface,

at angles of incidence less than half-width of differential scattering

section 6e = 2.89(<r > the method of tangent plane (MTP) is used

[1,2J. The r.m.s. heights of roughness of sand and snow surfaces were

valued by measurements of multipath interference between direct and

sand- or snow-reflected rays in natural conditions [21. They are equal

to - = 2-10"3 m and a =ff = 2.5.10-3m for sand and snow surfaces,

respectively. The Rayleigh parameter is p = 2k-- cose >> 1 for e 6 800.

For approach MTP backscattering cross-section may be expressed as [13:

lv(e=o),j tg 2
= 2Cos exp( -(

where lV(9=o)I is absolute value of Fresnel reflection coefficient.

As follows from (1), one of independent parameters In backscattering

cross-section expression is the variance of angles of roughness

inclination <(2> . It was used for estimation of 1<4 ) value by

experimental dependences of c. = c*(6).

The backscattering cross-section measurements of sand and snow

surfaces were conducted in natural conditions with the usage of radar

operating at 135 GHz with circular polarization and energetic potential

of 140 dB for incidence angles from 0 to 50 in 10 steps. The

calibration of measuring apparatus complex was made by means of

comparison of signals from corner reflector with scattering signals

from surfaces. The change of incideoce angles of antenna beam was

realised by change of position of metallic plane. For determination of

<<- > value the measuring backscattering cross-section of sand

surfaces were presented in form of straight-line diagram, in accordance
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with the dependence of ,; (e) (1), standartized by :" (0) =V(e=0) /

,. It was got -<°'> 0.21 by the method of least squares. Figures

I and 2 represent the results of mean backscattering cross-section for

sand surfaces and snow covers, respectively. The solid line in Fig.! is

0

"0-; 0 -g" o

20 40 60 20 40 60
Fig. 1 Fig. 2

/2
the dependence of .-:, (c) conforming to (1) for /<,'T> 0.21, and

= 0.!5. As follows from Fig.l, the experimental data confirm

the dependence ;,(±}, derived by MTP approximal ion, up to incidence

angles of e = 30:. This corresponds to hal; width of differential

scattering section at 9<'-/' = 0.2-

I. Andreyev G.A. // Zarubezhnaya radioelectronica. 1980, v. No 1, pp

3-32.

2. Andreyev G.A., Chernaya L.F. i/ Radiotekhnica electronica. 1981,

v. 26, No 6, pp. 1198-1206.

3. Andreyev G.A., Martynova Z.A., Khokhlov G.I. /' Radiotekh.iica. 1979,

'. 34, No 8.
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Th3 .7

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE CLOUD ATTENUATION

Li Ian
(China Research Institute of Radiowave Propagation)

INTRODUCTION

Absorption and Scattering effects due to particles of cloud and fog
are one of the innegligible factors to affect the performance of
millimeterwave and submillimeter wave system.It is much stonger than
that in clear sky conditions in addition to strong absorption band of
several main gases in atmosphere. An average of 50% earth surface is
covered by clouds. Heavy cloud and congested fog restrict not only
the application of light wave, infared and submillimeter wave, but also
restrict the application of millimetcr and centimeter wave. Estmation
of cloud attenuation characteristic is very difficult, because
uncertainty of cloud water content and cloud extent limit the accuracy
to which the attenuation can be calculated from models. However, the
experimental investigation of cloud attenuatipn is few. Exploration of
cloud attenuation was made in 1984. Meapirements of the cloud
attenuation were made by using sun- radio method and atmospheric
radiation method on 1985 and 1990.

MEASURING PRINCIPLE AND METHOD

Cloud, which has many kinds, consists of a too much various water drip
and ice crystal whose diameter is between I to 100l•m. Absorption,
radiation and scattering of cloud to electromagnetic wave are sum of
contribution by water drips and ice crystals. At millimeter wave band,
the scattering effect can be neglected. Light temperature of
observation by ground microwave radiometer is

Te= Te 0) exp [- fI 'secZ a (W) dh] +
f T(h)secZ a (h)ep[- fe secZ a (h') dh' ]dh (1)

where a (h) = a (h) + a Wh)
In the right of formula (1) , the first term is the radiation
temperature of radio source which has been attenuated through
atmosphere and cloud. Te °" is the radio-source bright-temperature. The
second term is the radiative temperature of atmosphere and cloud. If
the measuring direction avoids the strong radio-source i.e the sun and
the moon, the measuring result includes only the sum of radiation
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tem•erature of atmosphere, cloud and universe source. The radiation
of universe source is very weak, and the higher the frequency is, the
weaker the radiation is. It is about 2, S kI'. when frequency is higher
than 1GHz. The noise temperature of universe source is less than 5 7
of the atmosphere radiation temperture. Overlooking universe- source
adiarion, and using the intergval intermediate-value theorem, we can
get:

Te = TmIl-exp (- T)) (2)

where T = 7 - , are attenuations by atmosphere

and cloud, respectively. Tm is average of atmosphere radiation
temperature.
When we take account of the effect of ground radiation to get into
antenna sic'e-lobe, using the narrow beam. antenna, apparent antenna
temperature is

TA ., I - exp(- t)]T, * T (3)

The noise temperature of radiometer output may be written as:

T. = [I -exp'- ] T T, -; (I - i /L) To (4)

where. L and To are the loss factor and physical temperature of
transmission line from antenna output to radiometer- receiver input,
respectively, When main beam of the antenna point at clear sky at the
same elevation, the measuring radiation temperature is

T.' = [1 - exp(- - ,) T_ - T_' I '(i - t,/L)To (5)

According to (4) and (5), the cioud attenuation can be expressed as:

In "T - . .. ._ --)' (6)

T7 and Tf' are measuring value, T,, and ' . are calculated from
radiosonde data. T., and T ,' can be define by more accurate
calibration technique.
It is an effective method to measure atmosphere absorption using the
sun as a source, Jame wa- is took in the experiment of cloud
attenuation. Vien cIou(2 attenuation is measured by dual-frequency
(9. 375G(1Z and 22. 235GIHZ radio teiescope the antenna is pointed at the
sun orbit. A measuring curve may be obtain as the sun passes the main
be=z of the antenna, then we carry out regressior, analysis to the
loc'rithm of the difference between the maximum and minimauz of the
curve with the secont of the zenitý. angle. s, the I .l(pe of the
regression line is the sum of the atmosohere anc •iou- attenuat'on in
• e zenitI -i7rec i en-5

lnR -ln - 0secZ,*as (7)



The advantage of sun-radio method is that the effect of side-lobe can
be fully removed and measuring accuracy can be improved, but
horizontally stratified atmosphere is supposed. Atmosphere radiation
method can be measured various kinds of cloud attenuation, but its
calibration technique and data disposal are more complex.

MEASURING RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Cioud attenuation is measured by using sun-radio method at 3. 2cm and
1. 35cm during spring and summer in 1984 and summer in 1990. ( See

table 1) Average value of cloud attenuation is 0. 454dB at 22. 235GHz.
Typical measuring curve is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 , zenith
attenuations for cloud and clear sky conditions are plotted as a
function of surface absolute humidity for freqency of 9. 375GHz.
"Measuring results show that atmosphere for uniform cloud conditions
yet is seen as horizontally stratified =ediu=.So measuring results are
reasonable, attenuation is proportional to the surface absolute
humidity.

Table I Measuring attenuation of atmosphere and cloud t'= 9. 375G1{

T(dB) (dB) R ( Relativity

84 4 12 1 . 0857 0. 0243 0. 94
4 26 0.0870 0, 0211 0. 93
4 26 0, 0998 0. 0339 0. 94
5 12 0. 0890 0. 0286 0. 94
5 12 0. 0995 0. 0351 0. 96
5 16 0. 1015 0. 0390 0. 96
5 17 0. 0937 0. 0294 0. 94

90 .5 19 0. 1040 0. 0372 0. 99
2 0. 0900 0. 0193 0. 99

7 3 0.0970 . 0210 0. 96
7 6 01 1120 0. 0249 0. 97
S13 0. 1240 0. 0337 0. 92

uni• foT'.' cloud ,=.

.. bS

4,6

40 m ot G•ea2 ~~ ~0 r 4 St 4-0 2 4'6j
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Cloud attenuation was measured with 1. 26cm microwave radiometer in the

end of iu'er. 1985. During the measurement radiosondes was set off

and Lhe height of cloud bottom was measured with the equipment of
laser measurement for cloud. The theoretical value of cloud
attenuation may be given by Benoit experimental formula. The

theoretical value and measuring value of cloud attenuation are listed
in table 2. Table 2 shows that value of theory and measurement are
accorded except for few data. their correlation is better. the
correlative coefficient is 0.96, where two measuring values are small.
TLe small measuring value of attenuation is probable because that the
radio rays paths didn't throughout pass the cloud layer for irregular
cloud conditions. It is heavy cloud in the afternoon of the forth.
september, but the cloud layer was very high. Height of cloud botto=
is 6, 25km measured by the equipment of laser measurment for cloud. It
is clear that cloud consists of ice crystals at this height, It is
well known that ice cloud absorption to electromagnetic wave are very
sma ! 1.

Table 2 Experimental and Theoretical Values of Cloud Attenuation
f = 2. 75GHZ

Time (dB) t , (dB) H• (1U) Weather

6 29 0. 1934 0. 1940 1. 74 unifor= cloud
6 31 0.6326 0.5990 2.02 heavy cloud
91 0.1380 0. 1250 2.73 heavy cloud
9 1 0.0097 0.1200 3.65 unif0r= cloud
9 4 0. 0689 0. 0050 6.25 heavy cloud
9 5 0, 3668 0."780 3. 38 heavy cloud

CONCLUS ION

During the three measuring periods the cloud attenuations are measured
by the sun-radio method and the atmosphere radiation method. Measuring
results show that the two methods are valid, Accuracy of the sun
-radio method is high. because of case. that the effect of side - lobe
can be ful'-, removed, but only attenuations of uniform cloud
^oncditions can be measured. Attenuation of various kind clouds are
=easured by the atmosphere radiation method.
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Th4. I

RIGOROUS NOEMEICAL IANALYSIS OF QUASI-TEN
TRANSISSI ON LIKES

Bin Song , lunnei Fu
(Xi'an Jiantong University, Xi'Van, P.R.China)

ABSTRACT

A boundary-element method is proposed for the quasi-TE' analysis of microwave and
miLlimeter-wave transmission lines of arbitrary cross sections. including finite strip
thickness. side-waLt grooves, asymmetric structures and multitayered dielectric media.
To show the validity and usefulness of this approach. a few interesting examples are
given.

INTRODUCTION

Hitherto. various quasi-TEM transmission Lines have been investigated thoroughly by many
authors and many approaches to analyzing the.- have been devised. However, it seems
that the problem has not vet been solved completely as evidenced by the
considerable discrepancies between the published results remarked. In fact, most
approaches of analysis either suffer from serious limitation and usually include
assumptions that may lead to considerable uncertainty in the obtained results. for
example. overt. the effects of side-wall grooves and the finite metallization
thickness, or require a Large computer memory and Long computing time.

The purpose of this study is to develop a very general BEN which can handle
arbitrary cross-sectional geometries, including finite strip thickness. side-wall
grooves, asymmetric structures and multiLayered dielectric media. The BEN proposed in
this paper has a few merits. i.e., the required size of the computer memory being
small, the computation time being short and the results obtained having fairly good
accuracy.

ThP investigation is based on a quasi-TEM model which is often adequate for
microwave frequencies in communication appiications and for typical pulse rise times
of interest in high-speed digital circuit design.

THEORY

Consider a quasi-TEN transmission Line of arbitrary shape which is uniform along
the Z axis direction and which consists of isotropic. lossless dielectric media. The
cross section can be divided into several--subregions homogeneously filled with a
dielectric material. Inside a typical subregion Si, Laplace's equation

holds. where u denotes the electromagnetic potential. Green's second identity over
Si(tj can be expressed as

u*(Vu) - u (Va-u)Ids f tuq -u q•ldl (2)

where L is the contour of subregion Si, u is the fundamental solution. here we choose

u 1- (/2)0ttn(r) (3)
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where r is the distance between nodal point i and a certain point on *the
boundary L. q and q* represent the outward normal derivative of a a"d u
respectively.

Substitute (3) into (2), and assumed that the boundary L is smooth, letting i
approaches the boundary and considering the Cauchy's principal value of integration,
the following boundary integral equation can be obtained

(1/2) uI÷ + a qdq dt (4)

Dividing the boundary L into linear elements, (4) is discretized and can be
rewritten in the following mat-rix notation

( ][ u] : (GI[Q1 (5)

In the same way, to other subregions, the boundary matrix equations like (5) can be formed.

The continuity of the electric potential and the electric flux density along the
common interfaces between two continuous subregions '(say the nth and nth) requires that

U i =: j (6)

-iF - ni (7)

Using (5)-Cl), we can obtain the final matrix equation in the form

f A X] [ X (1)

Solving (8) for the unknown quantities, the potentials and normal derivatives at the
nodal points are determined. Then, the charge density on the metal strip can be
computed, therefore, the charge quantity per unit length on the inner conductor may
be obtained. Once the charge distribution is known, the capacitance per unit length C
is readily obtained

C: - --Q (1)

The characteristic impedance and the effective phase velocity are

Z= 1,(A oJ ) (10)

Ve: VojC (11)

where Vo is the velocity of light in free space C is the capacitance of the
actual line and Co is the free-space capacitance of the line.

The expression given in (9)-(01) are for dual-conductor transmission line, however,
the same procedure can he applied to find the capacitance and characteristic
impedance for even and odd nodes of coupled transmission lines or to find
capacitance and impedance matrices for a system of n lines.

RESMLTS

The first example studied is a suspended, multilayered stripline, as shown in Fig.l.
Relatively high walls are treated in order to see the strong effects of side-wall grooves.
The characteristic impedance Z and the wavelength reduction factor Ag9/.Xo are
computed. azd the results of numerical calculation are shown in Fig.2. It can be
found that the results for zero metallization thickness are in good agreement with
data published by Yamashita (2) computed with the variational technique. For a
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matatt[ization thickness -t/=0.02, the characteristic impedance 7Z is s-lkghtly reduced
and the wavelength reduction factor-,g/.A.p is slightly increasad. Uhen the inner

r 1

Fig. 1 Cross section of a suspended stripline.
(/b= 1. 0, hi/b=0.4, h2/b=o. 2, h3/b=0.4, t/b=0.02

, r0 1.0, .r2 2.22

110

Fig. 2 Influences of side-wall grooves on characteristics

of the suspended strip Line.
( this method, t/b=0.02 ; 1, 21] t/b=o )

conductor thickness t is a smaLl fixed value, with the increasement of the width
W, the obtained results come close to those in [21. From Fig.2, we can also found
that when the depth of grooves is increased, the characteristic impedance and
wavelength reduction factor are also increased rapidly but eventually no more
effect are observed in the region of deep grooves. Because groove effects are
significant in the range of small d, these can not be neglected when precise
filters are designed. The above BEN calculations are performed with 136 nodes, whiLe
the corresponding FEN calculations need at Least 360 nodes.

The next example is a broadside-coupled transmission line whose generic cross
section is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3 Cross section of a broadside-coupled transmission line.
(a•b=2.0, hi/bAh3MhO.4', hb=O.2, tLb=O.O2, db=O.i

f.r1 r3 =1.0, >rJ 5 0
.5•40 •
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a ..a 0. 1.b o4 ,

Fig. 4 Characteristic impedance And effective phase velocity
of the broadside-coupled transmission line.
( this method -31 )

Computed results for the characteristic impedance Z and the effective phase velocity
as a function of aspect ratio w/b, denoted by the solid line, are compared with
the numerical results obtained via the variational method [3), shown by the dashed
line in Fig.4. From Fig.4, it can be found that the characteristic impedance and
the effective phase velocity calculated by the approach are all less than those by
[31.The variational method proposed in [3] didn't consider the finite metallization
thickness and the effect of side-wall grooves, while these are all thought over
in this paper, so the result obtained are closer to the experimental results
than those of other methods.

CONCLUSIONS

In this investigation, a boundary-eLement procedure for quasi-TEN analysis of
microwave and millimeter-wave transmission lines with multilayered dielectric media is
proposed. This approach is capable of handling various quasi-TEN transmission Lines
with rather arbitrary configurations, including finite strip thickness, side-wall
grooves, asymmetric structures and multilayered dielectric media, The approach
presented in this paper is applicable to various transmission structures involving
inhomogeneous dielectric media, e.g., multiconductor transmission tines in multilayered
media.

REFEINCES

1. C.A.Brebbia, Boundary Element Techniques in Engineering, Butterworth, London, 1910.
2. E.Yuashita at at., IEEE Trans., MTT-33, 1201905), 1323.
3. D.L.Gish, IEEE Trans., 4T7-19, 5(0970) 131.
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Th4.2

EXACT SIGNULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION SOLUTION
FOR THE MODE FUNCTIONS OF FINNED GUIDES

P V Ramakrishna and D Chadha, Deptt. of Electrical Engg., Indian
Institute of Technology, Hauz Khau, New Delhi-110016, India

Introduction : A computationally efficient method capable of
giving a large number of modes of finned guides is an important
tool in the characterization of finline circuits. In E13-C5,
the TE and TM modes of finned guide have been used to
characterize certain finline :configurations derived from the
finned guides. However, there are very few papers reported in
the literature which deal with an efficient evaluation of a large
number of modes of finned guides. Though the finned guide modes
can be obtained as a trivial special case from the many
derivations of finlines which are already available in the
literature. But in terms of analytical exactness of the method
(no approximations at any stage), and in terms of computational
efficiency, only one other method reported in the literature C53
is equivalent to the one derived in the present paper.

In this communication we present an alternative singular Integral
Equation (SIE) derivation for obtaining the TE modes of
unilateral finned guides. The same derivation can be easily
modified to obtain the TM modes as well and even to obtain the TE
and TM modes of bilateral finned guides and these results also
are reported in this communication. The present derivation is
based on the method given by R.Mittra et. al. C6] for the case of
microstrip line. Using the present derivation, it is found that
a matrix inversion of order 3 is sufficient for obtaining upto 30
modes of the finned guide.

Derivation of TE Modes of a Unilateral Finned Guide I-

Consider the TE modes of a unilateral finned guide with its
slot located symmetrically so that the structure could be reduced
to the one shown Fig.1 The TE mode functions (TE to z) in the
two regions could be written as,

T- A, cosh(dn(d+y))cos(k. X) -d • y 1 0

B,, cosh(dn(h-y))cos(k.-X) : 0 K y K h

where, k,. = nw/L, (On)R = (kn)w - (kc)a, with Kc being the cutoff
wavenumber. The nature of the above expressions are such that
boundary conditions on the periphery of the waveguide (except the
fins) are taken care of. The expressions for Hz, Ex can be
written in terms of 0.The boundary conditions for the fields at
the fin plane are:
1) Exl= E.2 0 ! x _ L
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2) E.1= E.Z = 0 0 K :f" t

3) H.1 - H.2 t x I L

On applying conditions 1), we can express Bn in terms of An and
the resulting expression is,

B. = A. sinh(djid) / sinh(&,h)

Next, denoting Andnsinh (djnd) by An', and applying condition 2)
gives, L

An - (2iL) I Ex(x)cos(knX) dx

where, E.(X) is the tangential electric field in the fin plane.

Finally, on applying condition 3), and following the procedure
similar to the one outlined in C63, one can obtain the following
integral equation for E.(X):

L

(Z/L) E.(X') (1/2) sin(k4 X) dX'

------------- = E An an sin(kn X) -(2)

t (cos(kX') - cos(k.X)) "=1

t~ x _<L
Although An. are as yet unknown, again following the procedure

given in C63. we can write the solution of E. (x) as

E, (X) = E A, a. f, (x) + (1 A. Co + A, Co) Fn (X) ; -(3)

n=1 n=1
t L

Substituting for E.(X) from eqn.(3) into eqn..51), we get the
I

required final linear system of equations for determining An as,
0 0

(t - WDO 2i.. = an) A, + Ad C. . = 0 ; m=1,2,.. -- (4)

E(-Ko C.) a. An + A. (I - C. ) = 0 -- (5)

The explicit expressions for a,, C, f,.(X), Fn(X), D,. and K,. are

not given here for the sake of brevity, but all of them can be
obtained by following same procedure used in (63. it may be
noted that all these quantities can be evaluated in closed form
without resorting to any approximations whatsoever (no truncation
of infinite series and no evaluatton of integerals numerically).
It may further be noted that, as in C63, the qadntities a. and C.

rapidly tend to zero as n increases. The zero crossing of the
determinant of the system obtained from eqns.(4)-(5) would fi-:
the cutoff frequencies k. of the various TE modes of the finned

euide. Since a, and C. go to zero rapidly as n increases, it is



required to invert only a small order matrix (typically 2 or 3)
in order to obtain An.

Numerical Results and Discussion : Using the above
derivation, the cutoff frequencies of a unilateral finned guide
have been computed and are presented in Table I alongwith the
results given in C73 for comparison. Following a similar
procedure, one can also obtain the TM modes of a finned guide.
Also, the above derivations can be applied to bilateral finned
guides with certain trivial modifications. The propagation
constants of a finline with low dielectric constant substrate
ma~rial can thus be computed by using the Generalized
telegraphists (GTE) C8] for the loaded finned guide structure.
These results are given in Table 11 alongwith those given in C53
for comparison. Although the results of all the higher order
modes presented in ES] agree equally well with those obtain using
the present method, only the first ten modes are presented here
for the sake of brevity. It can be seen from both Table I and
Table II that the results oof the present method agree to within
IX with those obtained using other mehods. The following points
are offered towards conclusion:

1) In the present method, all the elements of the final matrix
can be obtained in closed from without resorting to any
approximations. Also, the matrix inversion order remain
extremely small (2 or 3) even for determining higher order
modes. These are the two main advantages of the present
method as compared to the well known Spectral Domain Method
and Method of Lines.

Z) As compared to the SIE formualtion of E5], the present
derivation is done entirely in terms- of fields and
potentials without resorting to fin currents and Greens'
functions. Also, in comparison to the Transverse Resonance
formulation of EI1, the present derivation does not resort
to the Galerkin's approximation used in E1.

3) The simplicity and effectiveness of the single mode
approximation formula of GTE obviates the need for going in
for an elaborate hybrid mode analysis for finlines on low
dielectric constant substrates. This fact has already been
exploited successfully in E1].

REFERENCES
11]. Olley C A et. al IEEE MTT-37 No.6 1989, pp 977-983.
E23. Mazur J et al IEEE MTT-37, 1989 No.(2), pp 281-287.
C33. P V Ramakrishna et al EL of 1989 Vol.25. No.16, pp

1399-1400.
E43. Borneman et. al IEEE MTT-35, 1987 No.6 pp 561-567.
E53. Omar A A et. al IEEE MTT-32, No.12, 1984, pp 1626-1632.
E6]. Mittra R et. al IEEE MTT--19, 1971 No.1, pp 47-56.
E7]. W J R Hoefer et. al IEEE MTT-30, No.12 1982, pp 2190-

2194.
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TABLE I'

Normalized.cutoff frequency (2L/k•)
of unilateral finned guide

S.No. (1-t/tj Present From
Method Ref C73

1. 2/3 0.2398 0.2379
2. 1/2 0.2249 0..2234
3. 1/3 0.2051. 0.2039
4. 1/4 0.1927 0:1919
5. 1/8 0.1690 0.1690
6. 1/16 0.1518 0.1525
7. 1/32 0.1388 .0.1400

Note a Refer Fig.1, d - h - 2L. >&- the cutoff wavelength.

Mguares of arnoagation constants of the first
ten modes of bilateral finlineag

Finned (-)

Guide cutoff
wave number GTE From
k. (m-') Single mode Ref C53

1. 330.65 0.355 0.360
2. 1070.7 - 0.728 - 0.726
3. 1787.9 - 2.801 - 2.801
4. 1892.7 - 3.184 - 3.184
5. 1988.8 -" 3.562 - 3.562
6. 2174.4 - 4.314 - 4.314
7. 2540.5 - 6.071 - 6.067
8. 2635.0 - 6.542 - 6.560
9. 2887.0 - 7.923 - 7.920
10. 3257.5 -10.250 -10.237

Note :- Finline in WRE8 waveguide housing. Slat width is
1.Omm. Substrate thickness is 0.254mm. Gr2.2.22,
Frequency is 30.0 Ghz.

x: L
Electrical

k wall
I ~ lI

x1O _ Fly.I Unilaterol finned guide: Reduced structure

YS.4 Y:0 y:h
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Th4.3

AN INfLE OF VILWIIETER-WAVE (BM) SCALAR TWRK EASURf0 •TS

Yang Xlufang
(Southwest Institute of Applied Magnetics of China)

INTRODUCTION

This note describes an transmission and reflection measure system by using of the HP 8757A
scalar analyzer, the UP 8350B sweep oscillator, the HP 83572A 51 plug-in, the HP 7470A
graphics plotter and associated aecesoores at home and abroad.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Scalar network analyser measures the power reflected or transmitted by devices such as
millimeter-wave waveguide isolators. The configuration described here is s complete scalar
network measurement system as shown in Fig. l. It consists of the source to provide stimulus
to the test device, the directional couplers and waveguide detectors to sample the reflected
and transmitted signals, the receiver for signal processing and display, and the plotter or
printer for hardcopy output. Together, these instruments can produce fast, accurate.
simultaneous swept displays of transmission lose or gain. and reflection loss or return
tasa as function versus frequency.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Abbrevided measurement procedure:
1. to connect measurement system as shown in Fig. l. Press HP 8757A on PRESET. Use UP 835OB/
83572A controls to set start/stop sweep and power level.
2. to connect HP R921D Waveguide Fixed Short to TEST PORT for making reflection
calibration, then store.
3. to connect 'TMU'" (connect DETECTOR PORT to TEST PORT) for making transmission
calibration, then store.
4. to connect Device Under Test for measuring insertion loss(dB) and return Iose(dB or SIR).
S. to connect reverse Device Under Test for measuring isolation(dB).
6. to use HP 7470A for hardcopy output results tested at sweep frequense.

APPLICATION

The milimeter-wave(b8m) waveguide is'dators made by our institute "ere measuremented with
the bhte-made instruments(at the points of frequency), the specifications as follows:

Frequency Range: 26. 6--40GHz
Bandwidth: 3G•z
SVR (Max.): t. 2
Maximum Insertion Loss: 0.5dB
Minimum lso!ation: 20dB

We have imported major instrument such as HP 8757A, 8350B. 83572A. R752C, R422A. 7470A. If
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buying orne more aceeusorieu, we egoact op above mi~llaoter-wave(awn scalar network(owept
frequency) u6saunrement system. It silli opted up Ike development of the mitlizeter-Wave
devices and improve the quality of those product with this a ueaureuet syshem.
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Th4.4

SOlME ASPECTS CONCERN It4 CHARACTERIOT IC PARAIETER
CALCULATION ALGORITHMS FOR MAIN TRANSMISSION LINES

IN CM AND MM WAVE RANGE.

R. K. Starodubrovsky

Institute of Electronic Measurements "KVARZ",
176 Prospect Gagarina.
Nizhny Novgorod 603009, Russia

ABSTRACT

Modernization of the method of subareas was used for

realization of improved characteristic parameter
calculation algorithms of main and special transmission
lines for quasi-TEM propogating waves . Results of
calculations allow to receive,convenient for engineering
practice,empirical expressions for wave impedance value and
effective dielectric constant.

The utilization of some main and special cm and mm
transmission lines (fig la-g) with propagating waves in
quasi-TEM mode gives wide opportunity for designing of
miniature ultrabroadband devices.

They are used for realization of balanced transitions and
mixers (fig la-c), tight and supertight coupling for
multisection 3db couplers (fig ld-e), high directivity
couplers (fig If), supporting "figured" beads (fig 1g).

The principal importance has the choice of universal and

precision enough calculation method to determine
characteristic parameters ( wave iipedance Z and effective
dielectric constant) for trasmi'ssion lines with different
coffplex contours of conductors and dielectric boundaries.

Experimental results confirm the efficiency of quasi-static
approximation for characteristic parameter culculation for
cm and partialy for mm wave range. Some modernization of
the method of subareas / I / is available for this problem
solution. Improved calculation accuracy can be achived by
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correction procedure for capacitance C per unit lenghtt

determination. For instance,corrected capacitance per unit

lenght for conductor of arbitrary contour in closed screen is

where q , q r - charges on elementar segments which
approximate conductor contours Charges are determined by

equation system solution:

(2)

cl'- potential coefficients

1 - quantity of elementar segments on central conductor
m - quantity of segments on outer conductor (screen)
p - quantity of segments on central conductor in vicinity

of conductor contour heteroqeneity( fig 2)
U1 - potential in central points of elementar segments

Value of average potential U,(4.) for segments in vicinity
of contour heterogeneity may be determined by culculation
of potentials in some points along this segments as

'L7Lr~) -~ .+(3)

where k - the quantity of discrete points along the
abovementioned segments and U 0 (xS ,y,) is determined by
expression :

Values q are determined from equation system solution(2).
kw a rule it is enough to take quantity k equal to 3 and
the mean value U.. (x 2 ,y) equal to potential Ui at the
center of the segment.
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Typical picture of the potential distribution at one side
of conductor contour for bar conductor is illustrated in
fig 3. It can be seen that substantial potential deflection
along last segments in vicinity of heterogeneity takes
place. Accuracy control was achieved by comparison with
known precision data / 2 / for bar conductor in
rectangular screen. Error decreasing is achived from (3-5)7.
to (0.2-0.3)% by applying formulas (1) ,(3), (4).Quantity
of segrents can be moderate.

The second moment of calculation method improving is to
use simple but precision enough expressions for
coefficients c-_j . For arbitrary conductor contour with
good accuracy the following expression can be applied :

k = 0.0986 = -0. 0531 ;j for j j-iil

0.0220 0.0014, j-i+2
0.009 0. j i+3
0.0 0. j<[- a~ndj>Ž3

- angle in radians
- dimension of elementar segment

The sense of values r.., r,(, ,,, . is clear from fig 4. In
case of inhomogeneous diel~ctric usage it is necessary to

apply additional equations for boundary charge
determination and to use condition of continuosly
transition of normal vector part D through dielectric
boundaries . As a rule calculation errors for Inhomogeneous
dielectric do not exceed (0.5-1)%.Good stability of
calculation results was found for considerable segMnt
quantity variations on conductor contours.

Results of calculations allow to receive convenient fur
engineering practice empirical expressions for dependence
of Z and •E' on geometrical dintnsions and value of4. For
instance, values Z and 6'. of widely used microstrip line
with cerntain screen conductor width may be expressed
in form .e
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C={ wAY 9 ){/ l 6  D41(A

Calculation errors of this expressions do not exceed 1%.
Calculation results for configurations given in Fig la-g

were used for microwave device engineering: hybrids, 3db

couplers,precision directional couplers,reflectometers and

mixers in 12-40 GHz range.
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Figure 1, Transm;ssion tine cross sections,
Segments in v~cln;:tyy

of contour heterogeneity U/U1
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0,9e -

w1/22 'j()
Figure 2, Figure 3. Figure 4.

Elpmentar segments Potentla distribution
on conductor contours, along segments.
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Th4.5

OPTIMUM DESIGN OF WAVEGUIDE TAPER FROM
RECTANGULAR TO GROOVY CROSS SECTION

Liu. Jin Ying and Qin. Jian Zhanq
(Beijing Vacuum Electronics Research Institute
P. 0. Box 749-34. Beijing, lO001i, China)

ABSTRACT

. waveguide taper from rectangular to groovv cross section is designed using the mode
coupling theory. In the frequency range of 75-lI0 GHz. the experimental VSWR of the taper
is less than 1.04.

INTRODUCTION

Groove waveguide is found more and more applications in millimeter wave transmission
system for its advantages of low attenuation, high power capability, relitive large
size and consequentially non-critical fabrication tolerance. The current used instruments
and devices, however, are usually in rectangular wavequide for their input/output port
such as the output window of the mmw sources. the input port of the powermeters. etc..
To improve the performance of the mixed system of groove and rectanqular waveguides,
the taper with complex transition curve, as shown in Fig.1. must take place the simple
tapers, or V-type tapers. Usually it is difficult to obtain low VSWR for the later because
of its straight line transition curve.

Transition
curves

Part I Part II

Fig. 1 Wavefjuide taper from rectangular
to qroovv cross sertion
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Soiynar"s formulaell) for the spurious modes in nonuniform waveguide presented the
aaplitutes of all transmitted and reflected waves at the input and output ports of a taper.
The formulae are the solutions of the equations transformed from the solutions of
Helmohotz's equations and they have been programed for the arbitrary cross section and
arbitrary transition curves(21.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the program, three tapers have been designed theoretically and the normalized
amplitudes of the main spurious waves to the incident dominant mode 1lO are shown in Fig.2.
Curve A in Fig.3 shows the experimental VSWR of taper a and curve B is the VSWR of a taper
designed using the impedance match methodSl3. It is seen that the VSWR of taper a is
predictively very small, and its transmission coefficient shoud be aproximate to unit because
of the small amplitudes of the spurious waves at the output port.

76

65 0.. ...V Taoer a

Taper o

3 . Taper C

292-
160 16214Hll ( in) ,• Hli (Out)

rIN, 8' r
- IA .. i n E -I

- - .s . ..... -- - - - --
S. . . , . .,. . . . .

140 - 1 30
1. '

-a -7

• "• 
I.-. '1 0- '" - -" , ' I --" • - - -

Frequency (GHz) Frequency (GHz)

Fig.2 Normalized amplitudes ot spurious waves
vs frequency at input and output ports
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- Taper a
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1. i Ref.(31

'. ...I.

I B--

Frequency MG~z!

Fig.3 Experimental VSWR vs frequency

CONCLUSION

The waveguide tapers from rectangular to groovy cross section are designed using the mode
coupling theory without introducing the traditional VSWR concept. The experimental results
shows that this method has the advantages of directness and completeness.
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Th4.6

THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OF ASYMMETRIC

DOUBLE CIRCULAR GROOVE GUIDED

Ma Jianglei, Yang IHong-sheng, Lu Zhong-zuo

State Key Laboratory of Millimeter Wave,
Southeast University, Nanjing,210018, P. R. China

ABSTRACT

As the development of our previous analyses on single circular groove guide and double circular groove guide

with identical diameter, a theoretical investigation of the field configuration of double circular groove guide with

different diameter has been made and its characteristic equation has been presented.

INTRODUCTION

Single circular groove guide is a new type of transmission medium in short millimeter wave and extra-far in-

frared we have presented. C13 Compared with rectangular groove guide, it is more suitable to output of high pow-

er gyrotrons. In our previous work, we have analyzed its transmission properties. We have discussed the

field configuration, the characteristic equation and the attenuation coefficient. The results we have obtaired ex-

press that as transmission waveguide, single circular groove guide shows its advantages of low loss. singlk 'de,

high power handling capacity and relatively large cross section over traditional rectangular waveguide, partcu-

larly when frequency is above 300 GHz.

Double circular groove guide can support two types of modes which have different phase velocities. that is, odd

modes and even modes. Because there is counling between the odd and even modes, the power car. a-.-nster from

one groove to the other. Therefore. *double circular groove configuration can be usea to design a new t-pe of

coupler. On the basis of our analyses of single circular groove guide, we have studied symmetric doubie circula-

groove guide, i. e. , double circular groove guide with identical diameter. It is fundamental st--ucture of douh'e

circular groove guide. We have derived im characteristic equations and given the solutions under first-orde: and

second-order approximationC4]. The results show that the difference between TEI and TEZ12 mode is smail. Trds

will make the beat wavelength too long to I.e used in practice. Besides, the ban.!width of the coupler bared on

this structure is narrow. Accoraing to Miller' s coupled wave theory and Meissnerl s paper[s3-i)t, the asymmetrc

structure can reduce the beat wavelength and broaden bandwidth. For this reason, we consider using tn. zs;:.-

ture of double circular groove guide with different diameter to improve the properties of coupler construced. ,2

symmetric double circular groove configuration.
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In this paper, we will analyze the construction of asymmetric double circular groove guide. give its firm-oegda

approximate characteristic equation and compare it with the situation of symmetric one.

CHARACTERISTC EQUATION

Fig. (1) gives the crs section of asymmetric double circular groove guide investigated. The guide extends to

infinite in the z-direction, the direction of wave propagation. The croW section can be devided into section A

and B by central straight dotted line which can be effectively replaced by an electric or a magnetic wall core-

sponding to the fundamental TE odd mode (TEa mode) and TE even mode (TE11 mode) separately. Each see-

dion consists of three parts. i. e. , the arc region, the marginal exponentially evanescing region and the central

parallel plane region. They are designated by (1), (2) and (3) respectively. Because of asymmetry, s, and h

are unequal and the sum of st and s, is equal to 2s. the separation between two grooves.

Amuming the groove separation 2s meets the condition 2s>

a 1(I--cosoa1)-+-a,(l--cosoao) and according to the struc- x
ture illustrated in Fig. (1), we can write the boundary con-

diton. They are as following: (2) 2c

H., = iH.., (p= a,, n-< I a I < n)

F., (p=aI,0< IC I <o) A

E. , (p=ajn-o,< o a •<n) - S ' ,
0(o= a 1'.€ 1. • l 1l <n- o S1) (1) 70)i(s

(P, ( a' =.a,.O< <e Ia)Io)l

0:= 1 3, (p' =a,-O<Ia! I c<a)
Fo (pd =a2 ,a,0<jI' J•< -a,)) 2c

For convenience, we use different coordinate systems in the (2)

two sections. After analyzing the field configuration,

we obtain the H. field components under first-order app- Fig. (1) The cross section of asymme-

roximation. tric double circular groove guide

In section A5  H.., =HA,J1 (k~p)sina

HL% = BA, kisin (!YL)exp[-k, (x-x, 1 )] (2)

HMA-- k~sin (1y) { Cich k..A (s + a)c0s,-+-x) + C'sh[k.1 (s-+a1 cosa, + +x)J}

and in section B: He i-HsJlH(kjY )sina'

H-', =B,- k!sin(1y (- -)Cxp[k'B.(x' -tXC2) ] (3)

H,8,=k ksin(!W-) (C,ch k.,.(x' -s-acsn) +C 'shl•ke.s(x' -s-acosas2)]}

Where k. is cut-off wavenumber; HA,,Ha, BA,,BR, ,CC X are the amplitudes of field in sections A and B; xes

and x42 are #:he x components at arc boundaries and kk,, are the wavenumbers in x direction in section A and

B separately.

Using expemsiona (1) . (3) and noticing that k,. Is equal to k., a. we can derive characteristic equation. It



reads
gu,._,__, -IP -j -(P,,PA 1-PA,PA

m~AIM.uA) +PA A4(PP2-
2J, (uA,) A, Q P741P(4

A,1(pg3p1 -p P,p) mi.j*,(ug,)_Dia j ppP&
Qý j 2 1 (us) D4  Q PA+aP)

Where UA-k.Ai; UaJ!-k~al

If Let - f, (XI 9 xI) 4= ý,sinasin (Msifi)dc1 f. (XI, x2) 4 sm(sino)sinodcL,

f3 (X 1 X0) -j sin Msinasincomda f4 (XI ,XZ) 4 :sin2 (Msincz)da

f5 (xl ,x2)f 4 ,sin' (MsicLch(Vcos)da f4(x 1 ,Xa) 4::sin (Msi~na)s (Vcosa)da

f, (x1 1xz)f 4 cos(Msina)sinzcch(Vcosa)da f1CX1 qxt) 4 wMsnxsi's(Vo~c

fo(xi .xl)=f .,sin (M~sina)sinaoaich (Vcomc)do

Then we have:- A1 =f1 (O,aol) A,=fj6r-Qo.~,n)

D, -f,( 16-o. 09,A) D1 =fj(0,ao2)

0i=1-*4) 0j=5-10)

But it should be noticed that we must substitute V .M by VA MA, and by Vs, M respectively in ca.1cul'atIng param-

eters A1 and D1. Where; VA-ajkZA and Veatae.

MA =xa and M a
2c T

The other parameters in equation (4) are:.

Q=PA,P1,+PMPA,

PA,=Ch('1z)As+sl1(y:)As

PA2 =sh(y,)As+ch(yz)As

PA,-MAAZ - VAAI

PA4 =MAch (y,)At +sh(y, )A,]4 VAEsh(yi )Ao+chi(y, )Ais

PA4 =M.Csh(yI)A:+Ch(y,)AaJ+VA[Ch(Y )A.,+sh(y1 )Al 0]

Y I =VA(-!+coSa61)

Pa, =ch(y2 )Ds-ski(yz)Ds

Pa, -sh(y 2 )Ds-ch(y 2 )Do

Pg. =MzCch(y2)Dv-sh(y2)D4]+ Vah(y:)Duo-it(y72 )D,]

Pu4 Ma[sh(y 2 )DI -ch (yr)Da+Vs[sh(Yz)Dio-ch(y2)Da]

Yz V, (!-~-+cos004)
a2

The relation between u and VAVz is.. u 2M=M-VJmMI-VI 5

DISCUSSION

There is a series of double roots in equation (4) and thle lowest pair is correspoding to fundamental TEII mode

and TE,j mode.



If at and al are equal, the asymmetric structure become symmetric. This condition yields:

MA=M9=M

VA=Vs=V

UA=UBU

D-A, 0(=1,2,4,5,7,10)

Dj--Aj Q-=3.6,.,9)

PA, = P=P, (i= O -5)

Then the characteristic equation (4) becomes:

rnUJ'•(u) A- P Atpp+Pp)]=[-(p 4 pp)2

2J,(u) A 4  Q
It can be separated into two expressions:

nuX,(u) A1P3  P4  (6)

2J, (u) A4 +A, P-'6

u.T1 (u) AIP3  (7)
2J, (u) A4  p-2-

They are the same as those we have derived in the analysis of double circular groove guide with identical diame-

ter and expressions (6) and (7) are for TE11 mode and TE, z mode separately. We have proved that when the

separation between two grooves trends infinite. the characteristic equation of symmetric double circular groove

guide degenerates to that of single circular groove guide. While the solution of characteristic equation of single

circular groove guide has been verified by our experiment. This process indicates that the results we have get are

reasonable.
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ABSTRACT

The scattering characteristics of Ii-VI-epitaxial layer on
lossy dielectric substrate partially filled in rectangular wave-
guide are investigated by the method which combines the multimode
network theory with the rigorous mode matching procedure. The
experimental data verify the accuracy and the effectiveness of
the present method. Extensive numerical results are given to
establish useful guidelines for the contactless microwave measu-
rement of the conductivity of the epitaxial layer.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, II-VI-semiconductor becomes more and more impor-
tant in material science and engineering, because of its inherent
advantages for applications in spectroscopy with optical, in-
frared and millimeter waves. In order to facilitate the studies
of this kind of material, the measurements of its electric prope-
rties, e.g. conductivity, are of essential significance. However,
conducting II-VI-semiconductors has always been a problem. In
many cases, it is extremely difficult or even impossible to
obtain good ohmic contacts to the sample. To solve this problem
effectively, reference (1] proposed a contactless microwave brid-
ge technique in X Band frequency range. This technique ends the
conductivity measurement of the semiconductor to the transmission
coefficient test of the sample which consists of the II-VI-
epitaxial layer on lossy dielectric substrate segment inserted in
a rectangular waveguide. In case of such a consideration, the
analysis of the scattering characteristics of the semiconductor
sample is of undoubtedly practical significance.

In this paper, an accurate and simple method is presented to
determine the relationship theoretically between the conductivity
of the semiconductor and the scattering parameters of the corres-
ponding sample so that one can read the conductivity of the epi-
taxial layer from the measurement data of the S-parameters dire-
ctly. In such a way, the investigation of the semiconductor pro-

* Supported by The National Natural Science Foundation of China
and The Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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perties becomes more efficient and convenient. Since the present
method combines the multimode network theory with the rigorous
mode matching procedure and transfers the electromagnetic field
boundary value problem into network analysis problem therefore,
the whole calculation procedure is significantly simplified while
still retaining the high accuracy of the mode matching method.

The validity of the present approach. is justified by compa-
risons of the transmission characteristics for different samples
between the experimental data and theoretical predictions. Exten-
sive numerical results about the variations of the S-parameters
with the sample parameters are given to establish useful guide-
lines for the contactless microwave measurement of the semicondu-
ctor sample.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Fig.l shows the cross-sections of the semiconductor discon-
tinuity structure under consideration. Here, the dielectric con-
stants of the epitaxial layer and the substrate are complex with
large real and imaginary parts. The solution procedure for this
problem may be divided into two steps. First, analyze the eigen-
value problem of the empty and the sample filled waveguide respe-
ctively in the transverse cross-section. Secondly, calculate the
scattering characteristics of the discot.tinuity in the longitudi-
nal cross-section. The eigenvalues ar.d eigenfunctions for the
empty waveguide are well known, the key point to the eigenvalue
problem in the first step is the determination of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions in the sample filled waveguide. It is done in
this paper with the microwave network method in which the elec-
tromagnetic boundary value problem is transfered to the impedance
transformation in the equivalent transmission line network and
the transverse resonance technique is used to determine the
eigenvalues then the eigenfunctions. (2] After solving the eigen-
value problem in the transverse cross-section of two waveguides,
the second step is carried out with the method described in
referenc [3] in which the mode matching procedure is treated as
the transformations of the impedances in two sides of the discon-
tinuity by introducing the coupling matrix being taken into
account the coupling between different modes; also the symmetri-
cal property of the structure in longitudinal cross-section is
utilized to facilatate the calculation procedure.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Table 1 presents a comparison of the transmission chara-
cteristics for different samples between the experimental data
and the theoretical predictions. It can be seen from the table
that the agreement is very good for $21, the transmission coeffi-
cients of different samples. The reliability and the accuracy of
the present method are thus justified.

Fig.2 shows the S-parameters versus the conductivities of
the epitaxial layer. The definations of the S-parameters are as
follows: S21=1S21 exp(j W21), Sl1=ISll1exp(jWll). The variation
of the curve is as expected, because the conductivity of the
epitaxial layer has a strong influence on the field distribution
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in the waveguide. For instance, when the conductivity is small,
say less than 15.0 (mhos/cm), the dominaxzt mode in sample filled
waveguide is a propagation mode, therefore in this region IS211
keeps flat in its maximum and reduces gradually as 6 increasing.
When 6 increases from 15.0 (mhos/cm), the dominant mode suddenly
becomes cutoff mode; this makes IS211 decrease rapidly with 6
increasing. As 6 is further increased the dominant mode is below
cutoff deeper and deeper and finally the electromagnitc fields
of the dominant mode approach to the complete standing wave dis-
tribution in the transverse cross-section which is just correspo-
nding to the case that a perfect conductor is placed at the posi-
tion where the epitaxial layer is located. in this case, IS21!
reaches its minimum and is little affected as 6 increasing.

From the curves, it is found that the variations of ampli-
tude and phase with conductivities for transmission coefficient
and reflection coefficient are quite different; IS211 and (pII
t:re insensitive in high conductivity region whereas either IS111
or (P 21 changes rapidly in the same region. Based on this chara-
cteristics, it may be suggested that it is better to test (P 21
or IS111 for the epitaxial layer with high conductivity; on the
contrary, it is recommended to test IS211 or ( 11 for the epita-
xial layer with low conductivity. More calculations were made to
give the variations of S-parameters with frequency and with
thickness of the epitaxial layer and substrate layer; they are
omitted here because of the limited space available. All these
numerical results are helpful to establish useful guidelines for
the contactless microwave measurement of the conductivity of the
epitaxial layer.
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Table 1. Comparison of the S21 for different samples between the
experimental data and the theoretical predictions 6 (mhos/cm)

JS21J (dB) 921 (degree)
sample

test theory test theory

CMT78( 6 = 9.0 ) -3.25 -3.33 -63.2 -63.75

CMT76( 6 = 38.5 ) -5.30 -5.19 -56.2 -55.77

Q154 (6 = 67.0 ) -8.90 -9.44 -28.2 -27.41

Q114 (6 510.0) -10.65 -10.28 31.7 39.22

Q107 ( 6 =1107.0) -10.50 -10.47 36.8 38.74

QI05 ( 6 =1470.0) -10.90 -10.32 31.8 38.32
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Fig.2 Variations of S21 with epitaxial layer conductivity.
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ABSTRACT

in this paper, a brief review of the research progres in groove NRD (GNRD) waveguide is
given. GNRD s.ructure proposed by the authors isan improved one of NRD waveguide. Up
.o the present. the dispersion characteristic3 of GNRD waveguide, the coupling properties
ef coupled GNRD waowguides with equal or unequal groove sizes, the radiation properties
of GNRD leaky-wave antenna and the refection properties of the step discontinuity in
GNRD waveguides have been studied by several methods. Some samples based on GNRD
structure were constructed, calculated and tested. Their theoretical and experimental data
are agreement with each other, and show an attractive prospect for application.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the NonRadiative Dielectric (NRD) waveguide (Fig.la) proposed by
Yoneyama and Nishidaill have been studied systematicallyand applied to constructing the
passive components and active circuits in millimeter waves. The electromagnetic energy
in the cross-section of NRD is concentrated inside and around the dielectric strip without
radiation. A n alternative structure of the NonRadiative Groove (NRG) waveguide (Fig.1 b)
had been suggested by Lampariello and OlinerIil. However, a practical difficulty existsfor
assembling the NRD with precise location of strip or the NRG with accurate separation
of groove plateh this geometric deviation will influence sensitively to the performances of
directional coupier and leaky-wave antenna.

For overcoming the assembling difficulty, a new structure of Groove NRD (GNRD) was
proposed (Fig.lc) by the authorslSi, which the gap between two coupled strips and the
distance from the strip to leaky aperture can be 4 xed very precisely. Besides, both the
dispersion of transmission or coupling, and the coupling or leaking coefficient are weaker
than that of the conventional NRD, since the energy is more concentrated inside the
dielectric region filling the grooves. Neverthelessthe GNRD, as like as the NRC requires
rigorous symmetry of the grooves cut on the plate-pair,7This is trouble for fabricating
an integrated circuit consisted of several GNRD components. Another new structure of
Mono-Groove NRD (MGNRD) then was suggsted (Fig.ld) by the authors[41, in which
only one plate is cut a groove. Both the GNRD and MGNRD have been analyzed, tested
and applied to the directional couplers and leaky-wave antennas in the 8mm waveband. By
the comparison of major characteristics, the GNRD is better than the NRD; the MGNRD
is equivalent to the GNRD, but should be taken much care in design for suppressing the
spurious radiative mode due to the nonsymmenry.

ANALYSES

The transverse resonance method (TRM) based on the transverse equivalent circuits
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(Fig.2) had been used for anaalysing,4,'6,',:
1. The dispersion characteristic of dominant TM111 mode in the GNRD and MGNRD

waveguides (Fig.3);
2. The dispersion characteristic and coupling coeflficient of the coupled GNRD and

MGNRD waveguides (Fig.4);
3. The dispersion characteristicand leaking coefficient of hybrid HE,, mode in the GNRD

antenna (Fig.6);

The TRM is a simple and effective method, once the equitalent parameters of the steps of
groove for the waveguide, or the odd-/even- mode equialent parameters for the coupled
waveguides, or the coupling between the components of hybrid mode TM,', and TE•1• and
the radiation immittancesof these mode components at the leaky aperture for the antenna
are formulated individually But only the coupling of dominant mode between the step-
pair of groove is taken into account, which results in a limitation of analysis accuracy to
the engineering permission.

An exact full-•ave analysis, based on the eigen-'weighted boundary integral equation
method (EW-BIEM) contributed by the authors tooll,91, have been applied to the GNRD
waveguide, a more accurate dispersion curve and the single-mode operation bandwidth
(Fig.6) of the GNRD wavyguide were given 110,111. The further application of the EW-
BIEM to some distorted UNRD waveguides are just in programming.

In order to extend the bandwidth of directional coupler constructed from the GNRD
waveguides, a nonsymmetric design scheme using two GNRD waveguides with different
sizes was proposed, and then analyzed by means of hybrid-mode transverse resonance
method[lIt. The theoretical bandwidth in 8mm band excesses 4GHz (Fig.7).

For analysing and designing a good transducer from NRD to GNRD structures, the step
discontinuity met in this transducer, or served as an elerient of GNRD filter, should be
studied and calculated. This three dimensional problem have been programming based
on a combination of resonator principle with mode-matching method; it will be published
later.

EXPERIMENTS

For the purpose of checking the analytical results and promoting the practical appli-
cation, various experimental samples in the 8mm waveband were designed, fabricated and
tested. The following characteristics and performances had been tested:
1. The dispersion curves l(J) of GNRD and MGNRD waveguides with different groove

sizes, the tested data are in good agreement with the analytical results;
2. The dispersion curves 6(f) and coupling coefficient C(f) of GNRD and MGNRD

directional couplers constructed from two parallelor oppositely arched waveguides, slightly
narrow batdwidth of the directional conplers(Fig.81 due to the discontinuities of the
junctions in waveguide;
3. The dispersion curves fl(f) of GNRD antennas, and their radiation patterns in the
E-plane, a little deviation of beam direction of the antennas exists (Fig.9) due to the
mismatch of termination,
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CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing the results of theoretical and experimental studies, some conclusions are
obvious and mdlable:
1. The single-mode operation bandwidth of GNRD guide is broader than that of NRD

about 6%;
2. The leaking coefficient of GNRD antenna is obviously less than that of NRD, which is of
benefit to increase the aperture efficiency and to enlarge the geometric length of aperture,
and finally to improve the radiation pattern; but decreases the antenna efficiency for a
relatively shorter aperture with a absorbing load;
3. The weaker dispersion of GNRD antenna corresponds to a weaker sensitivity and less
range of frequency-scanning;
4. The difference between odd-/even- mode phase constants of GNRD coupler is less than
that of NRD coupler, so a smaller gap between the coupled strips is permissible, which
can reult in a strong coupling. But the coupling coefficient of GNRD is weaker and its
freyuency response is relatively later than that of NRD with the same gap;
S. A constructed from two nonsymmetrical GNRD waveguides directional coupler may

obviously improve the flatness of coupling.
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Abstract II

Design of the millimeter-wave broadside TI - a.It+,÷I4 iu+ -
gap-coupled suspended substrate stripline (SSS) L fr : z
bandpass filter is presented. The filter consists of (a)
the broadside gap-coupled half-wavelength SSS
resonators arranged in a non-colinear fashion. / 0
Such arrangement makes the filter more flexible
to interface with other millimeter-wave circuits \4
in a communication system. A Ka-band com- I I 7
pressed-length seven -resonator bandpass filter tli
is presented as an example to demonstrate the
design concept. The measured characteristics ofthis compressed-length filter show about 1.4 dB X t •7R_-' rA 7i!: , I
insertion loss and greater than 10 dB return loss

in the passband.

I. Introduction
3+l,+h+11+2

Increasing progress in millimeter-wave (b)
system for communicatior, radar and radiometry -

has created the need for compact size, low-cost,
high-performance filter utilizing quasi-planar
printed-circuit components [1,2,3]. Fin-line and
suspended substrate stripline (SSS) are the
commonly used quasi-planar components for the 0, o-- •

millimeter-wave filters [1] because of their low Y -
attenuation and low dispersion in the frequency --
of interest. The SSS is less dispersive and can (c)
provide a stronger coupling between the resona-
tors by using the broadside-coupling striplines Fig. I (a) Physical layout and cross-sectional view of a
than the fin-line [4], so that the SSS is more broadside-end-coupled bandpass filter printed on a
suitable than the fin-line for realizing a suspended substrate. Note that the resonators located at
millimeter-wave broadband filter design. z=h and 7=h +hbare plotted by dashed lines and solid

Recently, a 19-25 0Hz broadside-end- lines, respectively. (b) Physical layout and cross-sectional
view of a compressed-length broadside-gap-coupled

coupled SSS filter [5] is proposed for obtaining bandpass filter printed on both side of a suspended
approximately 30% fractional bandwidth. The substrate. (c) Equivalent circuit representation of resona-
physical layout and cross-sectional view of such tors R,, R1. R, and R, in Fig. I (b).
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filter are shown in Fig. 1 (a). The resonators are placed in a colinear broadside-end-coupled
located at both sides of the suspended substrate configuration. Resonators R, (RP) and R, (R)
and arranged in a colinear configuration. In this are arranged in a 9(0-bent broadside-gap-cou-
paper, we will present a different layout tech- pled fashion. Resonators R, (R,) and R, (R) are
niques using the concept of the broadside gap also realized by the colinear broadside gap-
coupling of the adjacent resonators arranged in coupled resonators. Since the filter is a sym-
a non-colinear fashion and demonstrate its use metrical design, resonators R. R,, R., and the
at the millimeter-wave frequencies. The new output SSS are placed in a manner same as that
filter configuration makes the filter more flexible of the resonators R,, Re R, and input SSS.
to interface with other millimeter-wave circuit in The equivalent circuit representation of R,,
a communication system or subsystem. For Re, R3 and R4 is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The B, and
example, a compressed-length construction B ,for i= 1, 2, 3, 4, are the series and parallel
scheme of such filter results in a reduced length susceptances of the equivalent xr-circuit, which
of (13+1,+l3 +2W) betwet n the input and output are associated with the discontinuities between
ports shown in Fig. 1 (b), which is only approxi- resonator R., and R.
mately one-third of (210+l,+-+l ,) for the
colinear broadside-end-coupled filter shown in B. De-embedding of the discontinuity parameters
Fig. 1 (a). However the filter is also complicated
in shape. Thus an accurate theoretic design is The discontinuity parameters illustrated in
required to avoid the difficult task of physical Fig. 1(c) are obtained by the variational tech-
fine tuning. In Section IL a discontinuity param- nique based on the three-dimensional quasi-
eters de-embedding procedure based on the TEM SDA [5]. The unknown charge distnrbu-
three-dimensional spectral-domain-approach tions on the resonator are expanded by a set of
(SDA) method is used to determine the equiva- two-dimensional SDA basis functions reported
lent circuit of the discontinuities associated with in [7]. The values of B/co and B/cw against the
the filter. Once the parameters of the equivalent overlapping distance D. of the adjacent resona-
circuit of discontinuities are determined, the tots are plotted in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respec-
conventional filter synthesis technique [6] is tively. The discontinuity parameters associated
invoked to determine the physical layout of the with the colinear broadside-end coupled and the
filter. The physical realization of the com- 90*-bent broadside-gap coupled structures are
pressed-length filter and comparison between represented by solid lines and dotted lines in Fig.
the theoretic and measured filter responses will 2, respectively. When D, is positive, the adjacent
be shown in Section III. resonators are overlapped each other as shown

in Fig. l(b). Where the overlapping region of the
It. Description of the Ka-band compressed- 90"-bent broadside-gap-coupled is assumed to

length seven-resonator broadside-gap-coupled be square in shape with D2 in size. When D, is
bandpass filter prototype. negative, there is no overlapping region defined.

Instead the adjacent resonators are separated
A. The newfikter configuration each other, the shortest distance of the two

resonators projected in x-y plane is I D, I and v2
Fig. 1 (b) shows the physical layout and the fD, I for the colinear and 90*-bent broadside- -

cross-sectional view of a compressed-length gap-coupled structures, respectively. The other
broadside-gap-coupled bandpass filter employ- structural parameters associated with the
ing both colinear and 900-bent broadside-gap- discontinuities are also given in Fig. 2. Although
coupled resonators. The corresponding seven the value of B.J1 and Blo& of the broadside-gap-
resonators are designated by R1, R2,---, and R7. coupled resonators are obtained based on quasi-
The resonators represented by solid and dashed TEM approximation, it will be shown in the
lines are located at z=h1 +h2 and z=h1 , respec- experimental result that they are insensitive to
tively. The input SSS and resonator Ri are frequency variations for the given dimensions of
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Fig. 3 Photograph of a 32-38 GHz compressed-length
0.01 - broadside gap-coupled bandpass filter prototype. Struc-

tural parameters associated with the prototype circuit are
0.0a. h,=h,=0.57mm, li=0.254mm, E,=2.2, W=0.66mm,

-- =117=3.03mm. L=i 6=3.l7mm ,l=l=3.21mnm,
.n. 1,=3.23nmm, D1 =D,=0.27mm. D,=DT=0.06mm," hi -h, -0.5zm .D 3= D =-0.02mm, D,= D=-0.22mn.heoo -o 25tom 3=S 0 -2.26m . the discontinuity parameters of Fig.2. the physi-

SColizaear broadIside-- ".-0.004- . ga pa broadside-- cal length of the resonators and the propagation
.. 9f-bent broad de-ý and attenuation constants of the SSS with con-g ap--coupled dascontinulty_o.o _'- -c.l dio ont nut sidering the conductor loss [7]. The theoretic

Overlapping distance D, [ntni filter characteristics are represented by dotted
Q,) lines. The measured filter characteristics includ-

Fig. 2 (a) Series susceptances (B/ow) of the colinear and

90*-bent broadside-gap-coupled discontinuities as tunc- ing the effect of the SSS to waveguide transitions
tions of the overlapping distance Dr (b) Parallel are plotted by solid lines in Fig. 4. Due to a small
suzscptances (B,/cv) of the colinear and 90W-bent broad- shift between the front and back side circuit
side-gap-coupled discontinuities versus the overlapping pattern, the first transmission zero of the filter is
distance Di shifted from 32.0 GHz to 31.3 GHz and the

the broadside gap-coupled discontinuities and prototype suffers approximately 5 dB ripple
the midband frequency of the filter. between 31.3 and 32.2 GHz. Nevertheless, the

measured results are very close to the theoretic
Ill. Measured and Theoretic Results predictions and show about 1.4 dB insertion loss

0.0

To verify the design concept, a 32-to-38
GHz compressed-length broadside-gap-coupled = t10.0 : The

bandpass filter is built and tested. The photo- -0 rater
C _: klaurml

graph of the prototype is shown in Fig. 3. This giltr rmapan
prototype is printed on a 10 mils RT/5880 a 0 20.0

Duroid substrate with dielectric constant of 2.2. -.

The structural parameters associated with filter- 'r. 30.0
are also given in Fig.3. Note that the prototype is •
fabricated without any adjustment or physical
fine tuning. The well-known SSS to rectangular

waveguide transitions [2] are adopted to inte-
grate the filter with waveguide input and output. 50.0 _ -_ 0 _ 0._ ' __ .0 ' __ .0 ' __ .0

The measured and theoretic filter re-

sponses are superimposed i- Fig. 4. The theo- Frequency [GHz]
retic filter responses are c itained by providing Fig.4 Theoretic characteristics and measured performance
TouchstoneTm microwave circuit simulator with of the compressed-length bandpass filter shown in Fig. 3,
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and greater than 10 dB return loss between 32.2 References
GHz and 38.0 GHz.

[1] R. Vahldieck," Quasi-planer filters for millimeter-
IV. Conclusions wave applications," IEEE Microwave Theory and

Techniques, Vol. MTT-37, No. 2, Feb. 1989,
pp. 324-334.

A new technique for constructing the 121 C. N4guyen and K. Chang," Design and performance of
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concept of colinear or non-colinear broadside- Iternaional Journal of Infrared and millimeter-wave,
gap-coupling of the adjacent resonators is pre- Vol. 6, No. 7, 1985, pp. 497-509.

sented. The measured performances of a 32-38 131 T. N. Ton, Y. C. Sih and L Q. Bui,"18-30 GHz
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GHz compressed-length seven-resonator "E M7"T-S IIoJ Microwave Symposium
bandpass filter prototype are close to the theo- Digest, Session J-37, pp. 387-389.
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Summary

This paper extends a previous ICMWFT'90 paper thru reviews of recent developments in
millimeter wave radar as reflected in newly published papers on both millimeter wave sur-
veys and millimeter wave radar applications. It is hoped this paper has chronicled progress
in the developing millimeter wave radar art. Initially the very great progress was fueled by
rapid advances in millimeter wave technology. Now new millimeter wave applications are
being investigated and previously developed applications continue to be refined.

Introduction

For over fifteen years this author has periodicalliy presented surveys of millimeter wave
radar. A paper presented at the first International -onference on Millimeter Wave and Far-
Infrared Technology (ICMWFT'90) (1] addressecd rarinv topics including millimeter wave radar
fr-eruencies, why millimeter wave radar. possible miliimeter wave radar applications, and dis-
cus~sion of recent; Le, uD to 1989 civilian and military K a-Band and millimeter wave radars.
Its accompanying bibliography of over 100 entries presented copious references including
earlier millimeter wave radar survey papers and books. In the interest of brevity new read-
ers are encouraged to consult that reference for background information on these topics.
The bibliography presented here is much shorter than that of the ICMWFT'90 paper since
page limitations for this Digest generally constrain this paper to the period of 1989-1991
except in special cases. In the space available the references cited will only briefly men-
tioned. More extensive treatment of the references, together with further references will be
given in the conference presentation. In COmDliance with the new definition of millimeter
wave radar in the revision of IEEE STD 686, 'IEEE Standard Radar Definitions" which indi-
cates that MMW radars operate at frequencies of 30-300 GHz (wavelengths of 10-1 mm re-
spectively). separate delineation of K a-Band radars will not be made in this paper.

Although this paper will address millimeter wave radar systems many millimeter wave
survey papers discuss both millimeter wave technology; e.g., •T sources, detectors, etc, and
other millimeter wave applications, especially communications. The British authored paper by
Olver [2], the U.S. authored paper by Wiltse [1], and the Australian authored paper by Fourkis
[53 are general millimeter wave survey papers while the paper by Klien [3] considered only
millimeter wave radar. The three cited general millimeter wave survey papers by authors
from three different countries present interesting contrasts. The radar papers cited herein
will be discussed in two groups, civilian applications and military applications.

Contemporary Civilian Millimeter Wave Radar Applications

Most of the contemporary civilian millimeter wave radar activity closely follows that
rcporY._", previously [I]. Detlefsen [6] discussed application of millimeter wave radar for short
range civilian applications in an excellent paper presented at CICR-91 in Beijing last year.
All his applications involved use of homodyne principles. Since those civilian applications are
for short range systems, the resulting equipments will be very small in size. Very likely
quite stgnificant numbers of such equipments are to be anticipated. Even so, such substantial
production is unlikely to have a significant impact on general millimeter wave component
manufacture. Cu,- ently, automobile braking seems to be dormant in the United States.
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Helicopter borne wire avoidance millimeter wave radars previously reported seem to
have a mixed situation. In Beijing last year an individual from the developer of the French
Romeo radar informally indicated that this W-Band radar is about thru with evaluation and
should enter production shortly. In contrast, the widely described German V-Band 60 GHz
wire avoidanct radar has received very little publicity in the technical press recently.

Millimeter wave meteorological radars continue to be used as one-of-a-kind research
tools. Survey of these special radars was presented at another conference [7]. Mead [8] re-
ported observations of clouds and fog with a 1.4 mm MMW radar. In other civilian applica-
tions, Hadcock and Ulbay [91 described a 140 GHz scatterometer system and presented meas-
urements of terrain. Sekine et al (101 reported observations of ground clutter with a millime-
ter wave radar. Havashi et al [11] studied recognition of a vessel's shape by millimeter wave
radar presumably for civilian applications. Interestingly, the paper abstract does not indicate
the technique which was used for target recognition other than that a millimeter wave radar
was used to observe echoes from a car carrier ship and those received from clutter. Apgar-
ently work was not done to evaluate the concept on other vessels such as tankers, freight-
ers, etc. Military sponsored millimeter wave target recognition work will be discussed in a
subsequent section of this paper. The paper by Ni Yanghua presented at CICR-91 [121 de-
scribed a millimeter wave sensor at K a-Band for airborne remote sensing.

The ICN[WFT'90 paper [1] described a space borne millimeter wave debris tracking radar.
Further papers bv the same group have been oublished on their concept. In the land based
civilian space area, the previously reported JPL proposed interplanetary K -Band gyrokly-
stron transmitter is now joined by a study of the application of a free electron laser land
based bistatic radar for imaging of a satellite in geosynchronous orbit [131. A satellite in low
earth orbit would contain the radar receiver. The receiver satellite would be tracked by an
auxiliary ground based svstem which would also handle relay of the satellite receiver signal.

Contemporary Military Millimeter Wave Radars

Knowledge of both target radar cross section and clutter characteristics are of para-
mount importance in the design of military radars at any operating frequency. Extensive
work on these two topics were reported in the ICMWFT'90 paper. Lawner et al [141 described
a coherent FM-CW millimeter wave radar system for radar cross section measurements.
Bledger et al [151 described FLASHLIGHT, a three dimensional millimeter wave imaging radar
for radar cross section measurements. Robertson et al [161 described a K -Band instrumenta-
tion radar with a one foot resolution at NATRAD-1991. Millimeter wave irackinq radars are
frequently used to obtain radar cross section and clutter measurements under dynamic condi-
tions as well as for use in millimeter wave systems.

Li Jiliang and Xie Zhang [171 described a dual band experimental radar in a new Chinese
technical journal. Although dual band millimeter wave tracking radars have existed for many
years, e.g., the U.S. NRL TRAKX and the HolUandse Sig-naalapparatan FLYCATCHER militar-
y radar [1], the Chinese radar is novel in that it op~erates in K - and K -Bands in contrast to
the usual X and K band combination. Although .K -Band is fa'irly close to X-Band, the lat-
ter is more establiahed and has better performance ihan the former frequency. Other combi-
nations such as X/W (i.e. 95 GHz) MMW/IR and MMW/EO have been explored as dual band
millimeter wave systems. Grevins et al [18] described a millimeter wave monoDuLse radar for
target tracking with a new antenna concept. Oderland et al [191 described the EAGLE K a-
Band tracking radar at R A D A R-90. It is proposed to accomplish non cooperative target re-
cognition (NCTR) with the high resolution mode of this radar. Archdale [20] proposed use of
a millimeter wave pod mounted airborne radar operating at W-Band as a target acquisition
system (TAS). It uses an Extended Interaction Amplifier (EIA) to achieve a peak power out-
put of 1.1 kW with a duty cycle of 0.004 and a saturated -ain of 45 dB.

In other contemporary military applications of millimeter wave radar, Guang Jin Zhang
et al [21) at this conference describe application of millimeter wave radar for trajectory
measurement of guns. This will be recognized as use of millimeter wave radar as a research



tool rather than in a military system. Here a small solid state radar is used for both interior
ballistics measurements; i.e., within the gun. Measurements were made with balls in the 5.8
mm rifle, 7.62 mm sub-machine gun, and 145. mm antiaircraft artillery. Resulting Doppler
waveforms were stored for subsequent comparison with theoretical computations. Exterior
trajectory measurements were also made with a 4.5 mm gas gun, 7.62 mm rifle, and 14.5 mm
arnaircft artillery. According to measured data the ratio of radar active distance to pro-
jectile ball diameter exceeded a ratio of 9000. Unfortunately that paper has no references.

Stonier [221 proposed application of millimeter waves to the detection of Stealth air-
craft, but did not present analysis to support his proposal. Clearly, further study of this con-
cept is required. Most of the paper addressed structures and materials aspects in consonance
with the author's principal field of experience. Millimeter wave radars are also being consid-
ered for several military systems; e.g., Maverick and Longbow (4,23] as examples of the
MMIC (Millimeter wave Monolithic Integrated Circuit) insertion program.

As indicated above dual band/dual mode millimeter wave sensors with IR have been ex-
tensively described previously (1]. Benzer et al (24] presented their recent work on a 6 Inch
common aperture W-Band radar and a passive 3 to 5 urn IR imager. Intended application is
an air to ground missile system. The paper has extensive technical details including test re-
sults of a functional breadboard system. In a similar activity Prutzer et al (25] described a
high resolution airborne multisensor system. It is an aircraft based system consisting of for-
ward-looking and downward-looking sensor suites. Sensor suites which were evaluated in-
clude CO and near IR laser radars, long wave passive IR systems extending to 12 um, and
an 85.5 GRIz millimeter wave radar. This is a test bed for data collection. Extensive techni-
cal data and test results were presented. It should be noted that the millimeter wave fre-
quency used was not allocated by WAARC-79 for millimeter wave radar systems R1].

In looking at all the contemporary millimeter wave radars reported herein there is an
inverse relation between the extent of the work reported and the radar frequency used; viz,
there is very extensive work at K -Band, extensive work at W-Band, a little at 140 GHz,
and only one paper at 225 GHz. T~e paper by McMillan et al [26] described an experimental
225 GHz pulsed coherent radar. Its intended application is backscattering measurements from
surfaces and materials at this frequency. This work has been reported previously [1], but it is
still noteworthy since its use of optics techniques for the polarizer (beam splitter), antenna
lens, and mirror scanner illustrate the transition from conventional microwave techniques to
optics as the submillimeter wave region is approached. Extensive technical details of the
equipment are given in the paper. It is recognized that the specific frequency used was de-
termined by the availability of the transmitter Extended Interaction Oscillator (EIO) availa-
ble, but it should be noted that this frequency was not allocated by WAR C-79 for radar sys-
tem application. Frequency regions of 231-235 and 238-241 GHz were allocated for SEC-
ONDARY radar use while 241-248 GHz was allocated for PRIMARY radar application.

The last contemporary millimeter wave radar topic to be discussed stems from the paper
by ]in Xuan Gong at this conference (27). .Jhe topic of millimeter wave ECM (Electronic
Countermeasures) (more correctly EW; i.e., Elctronic Warfare) is actually a natural progres-
sior, from EW at microwave frequencies. Millimeter wave frequencies are a powerful ECCM
against millimeter wave ECM. As Jin points out, ECM can be used against millimeter wave
radars. Millimeter wave radar ECCM was mentioned in the ICMWFT'90 paper cited above but
it c:ily bcicfly mentioned increased immunity of millimeter wave radar to hostile interfer-
ence with little explanation. This topic was addressed more fully in two papers [28,291 which
were not rit-d in the ICMWFT'90 paper. Thus the Jin paper warrants further study.

Concluding Remarks

As this paper indicates, Millimeter Wave Radar is still a very active field. Although mili-
tary K -Band radars continue to find tactical employment, current monetary constraints
-."obablý will not permit production and tactical employment of W-Band missile radars at the
present time. Even so, development of such systems is expected to continue.
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W BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND ELECTRICAL

WAVE PROPAGATION MEASUREMENT 3YSTEM

Shuyi Dong, Donggou Zhang, YiYan, LiminQiao
(Xidian University, Xi'an, China)*

ABSTRACT

fn this paper, the communication system and electrical wave propagation measurement system

have been researched and made at W band using direct-modulation method. which 'has some

dirstinctive advantage, simple circuit, low cost and high reliability.Tt is the communication system

compatible with electrical wave propagation measurement system.The measurement date are sam-

pled by automated sampler, as measurements of propagation attenuation and cross-polarization.

INTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave communication systems involve the transfer of information between a source and a

user, Modulation method has been used direct-modulation and intermediate frequency modula.

tion by means of the mm-wave transfer of information. Usually the latter is used. but it is a

complex circuit and high cost. The former is a simple circuit, but it need to so:,# problem of di-

rect modulating low resistnce about mm-wave Gunn oscillator.In this pepar. the mm-wave

direct-modulator of frequency has been researched and made.The W band communication system

using direct frequency modulation is kind of simple circuit, low cost and high reliability.The system

is compatible with electrical wave propagation measurement system.To turn modulation signal

off, the intermediate frequency signal turn on field intensity indicator. The data are sampled by

automated sampler, as measurements of atmospheric propagation attenuation and -

cross-polarization.Data are processed by microcomputer. Using curve fitting method, we can in-

quire into mathematical mode of molecule absorb, atmospheric curl and water coagulum versus

near millimeter wave propagation to use as the design of propagation road.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF W BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
AND PROPAGATION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the W band communication system and electrical wave propa-

gation measruement system.

Main characteristics of the communication system:

(I) Work frequency band: 91-94 GHz, (2) Transmission power: > 10 mw.(3) Receiver noise

figure: < 12 dB, (4) Modulating frequency departure: < 10 MHz, (5) First IF: 1-1.4 GHz,

The project is aided financ.ially by national natural science fund.
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Second IF: 70 MHz.(6) IF band width: > 30 MHz.(7) Polarization type duplex isolation:

25dB. (8) Minimum power of receiver: <-70 dBw.(9) Video band width: > 10 MHz-(10) Mag-

nitude-frequency characteristics of video: for 5OHz-5.5MHz, <.75dB.(1 1) Transmission infor

mation: duplex transmission one color TV signal & one audio (or one duty telephone), or 960

route duplex telephoneor, or 32 route duplex digital communication. (12) Audio sub-carrier:

6.5MHz(FM).

a VIDEO M ,.ATON,
AUDIO I |WEIGHTED TRANSMITTER, ISOLATER

6.SMHz AUDIO

MICROPHONE IN MODULATION
______ _ FILTER

VIDEO OUT VIDEO DUPLEX, -I

DISWFIGHTED]H LOCAL OSC. MIXER,

AUDIO OUT .. ., GHz IF AMP., iLE
65 , t~z AUDIO DEMODULATOR FILTER

DEMODULATION .......

_.______ hG IF AMP., IF AMP. TO

.FRE. HEAD NDISCRIMINATOR DETECTOR MICROCOMPUTER

FAFELD INDICATOR

LOCK INDICATOP

Fig.l Block diagram of W band communication system and 4.- -,&ial wave measurement system

THE DIRECT-MODULATION OF G C'N O6SCILL.-\TOR AT W
WAVE BAND

The direct-modulation of Gunn oscillator at w wave band(FM) shows as figure 2.

F
fi fE

U, U. U3

(a) MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS (b) WIDTH BAND DIRECT-FMAT W BAND

OF GUNN OSCILLATOR

Fig.2 Modulation characteristics of Gunn oscillator.

DC. resistance of Gunn oscillator is about 0.5-2 Ohm, dynamic resistance is about 10-15 Ohm on-
ly, voltage is 4-5V, electric current is about I A. It is very hard to overcome the low resistance ef-

fect by means of convention moduhaing method, because of the resistance of Gunn diode-
m 577-



shorted. After studying. the efective modulating was achieved.

Base-band singal can be one color TV signal plus one audio modulating frequency sub-carrier sig-

nal 6.5 MHz, or 960/ 300 route carrier telephone signals or 32 route PCM digital telephone

signals. It is proved practically that the frequency modulator can work the whole millimeter wave

band.Modulation band width is greater than 15 MHz and magnitude frequency characteristics less

than 0.75 dB.

DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF TESTING RECEIVER

Figure 3 shows block diagram of the testing receiver at w band.To overcome the frequency drift

automatical frequency control is set up in the testing receiver. Electrical wavc propagation

attenuation precision is less than 1 dB. The dynamical extent of the precision attenuator is about

70 dB. The resolving power is I dB.The input signal of the testing receiver is from the mixer of w

band receive end.Input signal frequency is 1-1.5 GHz.The local oscillator follows the tuning range

950-1450 MHz.The outputs of the field intensity are transmited into the data sampler and

microcomputer.The output level of the testing receiver is in the range of TTL level to satisfy the

needs of the computer.

W BAND RECEIVER

FIRST INTERMEDIATE IN
_ 950- 1450MHz

HIGHT F. HEAD

,oMHz' FIL TE A IF AMP.R

1FIRE.CON. IF AMP~. TO FREQUENCY
AND AFC DISCRIMI. METER I D C.AM P. TLE L

LOCK l ;"-L

INDICATOR

FIELD INTENSITY
INDICATOR

Fig.3 Block diagram of the testing receiver.

The technique index of the testing receiver--as follows: (1) Frequence range: 950- 1450

MHz.(2) Receiver sensitivity: 0.1mv. (3) Noise figure: 4dB. (4) TF: 70 MHz.(5) Dynamical

range of the attenuator: 0- 70dB. (6) Microcomputer interfacing level is TTL level.

MEASUREMENT OF THE CROSS-POLARIZATION

As measureing the cross-polarization of atmospheric propagation. transmitter is rotated 45 a to

product 45 * line-polarization wave(see figrue 4).The signals received by receive antenna via the

polarization separator are fallen into two route.One route is the horizontal and another is vertical

polarization.The two route via the mixer are transmitted into the testing receives. respectively.They

are transmitted into the microcomputer to process data sampled.The results of the
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cross-polarization effect are Typed.

VERTICAL P. MIXER

r L__

ROUTE

Fig.4 The cross-polarization measuring system.

The output anyone route in receive system can use as measruing atmospheric attnuation and at-

mosphere glimmer effcet.

CONCLUSION

Tt is proved practically that the communication system and electrical wave propagation feature

measurement system is successful at 91 - 94 GHz.Tn the communicat n test the duplex informa-

tion transmission has been realized.The picture of the colour TV is clear and the sound is pleasing to

ear.The system are refitted as measurements of dielectric constant, RCS and others.
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SUMMAR'i

This paper describes the unique properties of High-Temperature
Superconducting Thin Films (HTSTF) for possible application in
microwave integrated circuits. HTSTF can be characterized as Thin
Film Microstrip (TFMS) lines operating at superconducting tempera-
-ures. Low insertion loss, minimum signal delay, and low power
.issipation are possible with HTSTF lines compared to conventional
microstrip lines. Note that conductor loss, dielectric loss,
signal distortion, signal delay, and instantaneous bandwidth are
dependent on the film thickness, superconducting film material, and
substrate properties. Preliminary studies indicate that supercon-
ducting bulk ceramics are suitable for HTSTF lines. Thin films of
Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide (YBCO) with critical temperature (Ta)
of 95 K, Bismuth Strontium Calcium Ccpper Oxide (BSCCO) with T. of
85 K, and Thallium Calcium Barium Copper Oxide (TCBCO) .. ith TC of
125 K appears to be most suitable for microwave integrated circuit
applications. In addition, appropriate high temperature substrates
such as MgO, Sr Tio3 and ZrO2 must be evaluated for optimum
microwave performance. High-temperature superconducting microwave
circuits can operate at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K), which
is about ten times cheaper than liquid helium. For maximum economy
the refrigerant operating temperature must be close enough to the
critical temperature of the materials mentioned.

Preliminary investigation seems to indicate that microwave
performance of the HTSTF lines will be better than conventional
gold plated copper strips if the cryogenic temperature is main-
tained below 40 K. However, ordinary gold plated copper micro-
strip loss performance appears to be better than YBCO films at 77 K
above 10 GHz (Figure 1). There is a possibility to reduce the
insertion loss using multiple layers of HTSTF films, but at the
expense of higher cost and complexity. Regardless of the existing
problems or shortcomings, implementation of HTSTF lines into
microwave integrated circuits and printed circuit antennas will be
found most cost-effective at microwave frequencies. Cryogenic
operation will considerably reduce the insertion loss @ mm-wave
frequencies (Table 1).

Preliminary calculations reveal that the insertion loss of the YBCO
film o0 suitable thickness on the high temperature, high dielectric
substrate of MgO (er = 10) is about 35% lower at 20 GHz compared to
gola plated microstrip lines operating below 40 K temperature.
Superconducting films require high dielectric substrates such as
MgO, Sr Tio 3, or Zro2 to satisfy the required microwave performance
level. Two factors must be considered in selecting a suitable
substrate for HTSTF lines:
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a) The crystal structure of the substrate must permit formation
of high quality of HTSTF films at higher sputtering tempera-
tures necessary for higher critical temperatures.

b) The dielectric constant and loss tangent must be low enough
so that the dielectric losses do not exceed the conductor
losses.

Regardless of the circuit application, one must investigate the
dispersion effects, conductor and dielectric losses for films and
microstrips (Figure 2), and potential substrates for optimum
microwave performance.

It is important to mention that the conductor loss is the most
dominating performance parameter, which is proportional to the RF
surface resistance Rs (Table 2). Computed values of RF surface
resistance for various superconducting materials as a function of
operating frequency and cryogenic temperature are shown in
Figure 1. High-temperature superconducting material physics
indicate that the intergranular coupling and the anisotropic
property of the ceramic superconducting films can increase the
conductor loss, particularly at millimeter-wave frequencies where
anomalous skin resistance is more dominant. Published data
indicates that the anomalous skin resistance (R.) is greater than
normal skin resistance by 1% @ 1 GHz, by 6% @ 10 GHz, and by 10%
@ 20 GHz. This means that superconductor surface impedance
parameter, rather than RF skin resistance (R,), must be considered
@ mm-wave frequencies to predict RF performance level with optimum
accuracy.

HTSTF lines have potential applications in electronic components,
microwave filters, delay lines, mm-wave printed circuit microstrip
antennas, monolithic low-noise amplifiers, mm-wave phase shifters,
and digital/analog signal procebsing integrated circuits.
Implementation of HTSTF technology in microwave systems yields
minimum insertion loss, ultra-fast switching capability, higher
sensitivity, higher current density, lower power dissipation,
higher reliability, excellent MMIC compatibility, and lower
equipment cost and complexity. Computed data (Figure 1) indicates
that at present YBCO lines have lower insertion losses than those
for copper microstrip lines @ 77 K, but only at frequencies below
4 GHz. More research and development activities need to be
undertaken in terms of equilibrium thermodynamics, kinetics, film
growth temperature, oxygen pressure and surface smoothness
to produce, quality HTSTF films with lower insertion losses @ mm-
wave frequencies. The dream of room-temperature superconductivity
is now within accessible reach with rare-earth superconducting
materials, if the film reproducibility and thermal stability issues
are satisfactorily resolved.
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PROJEOCT]O F PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A HIGH TEMPEIRATUREI

SUPERCONDUCTING CERAMIC COMPOUNID YSCA-r IIM DEPOSITDO

ON M9O SUlS•SWATj (or - 10)

Resiti- 20 GUS 44 Giz" 60 Goif
vity

T (kl Lohm-cl Rh/ohms) la•d ohul LtdfdJea RfohaLrdf/cui

77 4.-59X1 - 0.090 1.06 0.0Sa 1.57 0.104 1.84

65 0.6•1x10"* 0.016 0.63 0-091 0.93 0-062 1.01

so 0,.964)10"1 0.028 0.523 0.042 0.77 0,043 0.90

40 a- 90X10"1 0.026 O.S4 0.041 0.741 n,4 0

PARAMETERS ASSUMED:

2 0 SO ohms, h - 0.004"
q - dielectric filling factor (0.833)
or - relative dielectric constant (10)
*- eftective dielectric constant (6.5)
Tan S Loss Tangent (0.005 assumed)
Ld - 0.26 db/cm (TanS - .005) # 20 Gltz

- 0.52 dB/cu (Tans - .010) Q 20 Glix

ThDLE

PERFORMNANCE COMPARISOI S•Kz"Il

THE STAI1DARD HICROSTRIS LINlES AfrO

THIN FILM HICROSTRIP (TJFMS) TRANSMISHSION LIVIES

SURFACE RESISTANCE CONIOUCTOR LOSS
RS (0111OS) LC (da/cm)

SKIN MICRO-
DEPTH| 6 THIN FIUi STRIP

ER-QUENCI (MICRO STANDARD MICROSTRIP WIDTII,W STANDARD
(Gliz) - fIMCP.£9) MICROS"TRIP (TrmS) fINCHESL HICROSTRI P TEJW

10 26.0 0.0260 0.0330 0.0147 0.121 0.154

20 18.4 0.0370 0.0420 0.0146 0.172 0.195

35 13.9 0.0490 O.0520 0.0149 0.226 0.24t

44 12.4 0.0530 0.0550 0.0149 0.224 0.253

60 9.8 0.0640 0.0650 0.0149 0.294 0.290

70 9.1 0.0690 0.0700 0.0150 0.315 0.320

95 8.4 0.0810 0.0616 0.0150 0.355 0.359

MAlRKS: CURRENT OENSITY IS ASOUT 371 9 SKII! DEPTH
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STUDY OF DUAL-BAND AND DUAL-POLARIZATION
MMW ANTENNA FEEDING SYSTEM

Deng Ciping, Lu Xin, Li Zhen
Beijing Institute of Technology, P.O. Box 327,

Beijing 100081, China

ABSTRACT

The dual-band and dual-polarization (D&D) MMW antenna feeding system
(AFS) presented in this paper is composed of a branching unit, in which dual-
band signals are separated and isolated, and a dielectric-guide dual-reflector
antenna formed by linking the dielectric filled in the branching unit and sub-
reflector. This kind of AFS has a single-reflector and a common feed, so the
configuration is simple and firm, meanwhile good electric properties are main-
tained.

Up till now, this kind of D&D MMW AFS has been used in some experi-
mental facilities of dual-band MMW system such as radiometer, communication
system, active and passive detector and so on, and the various developments are
achieved.

INTRODUCTION

Compared with single-band MMW systems, dual-band MMW systems have
some advantages such as antijamming and so on. In general, the AFS in dual-
band is composed of a single-reflector and double feeds, but interference between
the two feeds is one of the key problem to improve the system property.We have
solved this problem perfectly by using a dielectric-guide dual-reflector antenna,
and a branching unit in which dual-band signals are separated and isolated by
means of both the high-pass property of wave-guide and the orthogonality F
wave-guide modes. The antenna is formed by linking the dielectric filled in the
branching unit and the sub-reflector.This kind of AFS has a single-reflector and
one common feed in dual-band, so not only the configuration is simple and firm,
but also the sub-reflector is fabricated to taper reflector under certain condition.
Therefore the fabrication is very eaey meanwhile good electric properties are
maintained.

The D&D MMW AFS is used in some experimental facilities of dual-band
MMW system, and the various developments are achieved. The results obtained
indicate that the development of D&D MMW AFS is successful.

THEORY AND DESIGN OF D&D MMW BRANCHING UNIT

The structual drawing of D&D MMW branching unit is illustriated in Fig.1,
in which the region I bounded by AA', DD' and EE' is a HT-junction of wave-
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guide, the region I, DD' and BB', is a tapered wave-guide section, and the
region I, EE' and CC', is a high-reduced wave-guide with two tapered wave-
guide sections. A full-high dielectric piece is symmetrically located in the wave-
guide. It is convenient to link to external devices.

Both the orthogonality and the cut-off characteristic of waveguide modes
are used to isolate 8mm- and 4mm-wave each other. In general, the dominant
modes of 4mm- and 8mm-wave are LSM mode to the broad wall of the wave-
guide and TE 0o mode,respectively. Thus it can be seen that the electric fields of
8mm- and 4mm-wave are orthogonal in the dielectric piece, and that 8mm-wave
is cut off in the region I and 4mm-wave cut off in the region I when bV is
less than ). /2, where X is the wavelength of 4rmm-wave in free space. So that,
8mm- and 4mm-wave are seperated with high isolation.

The impedance matching, which is very important, is performed respectively
and independently in each band. For 4mram-wave it is relying upon the tapered
dielectric which may not affect the transmission of 8mm-wave. For 8mm-wave,
matching is done by means of a metal film located in region R on the dielec-
tric piece, as shown in Fig.1.

THEORY AND DESIGN OF DIELECTRIC-GUIDE
DUAL-REFLECTOR MMW ANTENNA

Extensing the dielectric filled in the branching unit to connect the sub-
reflectorthe sub-reflector can be monited by dielectric-guide instead of support-
ting frames. As a result, not only the configuration is compact and firm, but
also the leakage and blockage are reduced and the efficiency is improved and
the sidelobe level is decreased. But in this case,the variation of the optical path
from the feed to the antenna aperture must be corrected. The method is by
altering the shape of sub-reflector to compensate the phase difference on the
main-reflector. Fig.2 illustrates the geometrical relations of electromegnetic rays
in the dielectric-guide dual-reflector antenna. Considering the configuration sy-
mmetry, only half of the practical antenna is plotted in Fig,2, where F is the
focal length of the main reflector, B half of the maximum dimension of the
feed, L the distance between feed and apex of the main-reflector, here assum-
ing that the distance between equivalent phase center of feed and apex of the
main-reflector is L as well.

According to geometrical optics principle, it is not lifficult to derive the
formulation of the corrected sub-reflector.In general,the shapes of sub-reflector
corrected are some complex curved surface. But in some cases,the variations of
the sub-reflector diameter, d, and the dielectric constant, t ., not only cause
angularity variation of the sub-reflector shape, but also cause the change of
bending direction. Therefore the shape of the sub-reflector can be approxmated
a taper cone by selecting proper c . and d,and the antenna properties are still
maintained. Although no blokage is caused by supporting frames in the dielec-
tric guide dual-reflector antenna, there exists blockage of dielectric-guide. In
the design,both blockages of sub-reflector and dielectric-guide can get minmum
values by selecting proper parameters d and L. Moreover, parameters 9 r, d
and L should be considered synthesizly to ensure that antenna achieves good
properties in dual-band.

It can be seen that the shape of the dielectric inserted in the feed may
be selected properly to match and coincide the feed well, meanwhile the an-



tenna properties are not affected. So the configuration of AFS is compact,

more stability and availibility.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The photograph of the dual-band (8ram & 4mm) and dual-polarization
antenna feeding system is presented in Fig. 3. The experimental results are
shown in Fig.4 to Fig.8 and presented in Table.

Although 4mm-band measurements were carried out at some frequencies,
the results obtained indicate that the D&D MMNW AFS is practicable. In fact,
this kind of. D&D MMW AFS has been used in some experimental facilities of
dual-band MMW system,such as radiometer, communication system, active and
passive detector, and so on. Lots of good results obtained indicate that the
development of D&1) MMW AFS is successful.
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Table Experimental data of the branching unit at 35.9GHz and 74.0GHz

Frequency(GHz) VSWR Insertion loss(dB) holation(dB)

35.9 L20 0.62 25

74.0 L25 0.70 23
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NEW EXCITATION METHOD OF AUSTON SWITC

Zhang Ling-qing and Wu Ke-qin
Shanghai millimeter- wave & submillimeter- wave Laboratory

ABSTRACT

We have presented a new method of excitation on photoconductive switch which can
generate man-control ultrashort electrical pulses. The advantage of this method is
that it relaxes the seriously dependence on free carrier lifetime of photoconductor
on ultrafast optoelectronic devices.

INTRODUCTION

Since Jayaraman and Lee first observed the picosecond photoconductivity effect in
1972, there have been many application. One of the major applications has been in
ultrafast switching which can be done with picoprecision. The switching of voltage
pulses (Auston, 1975) by using picosecond photoconductivity engendered ul trafast
optoelectronics in which picosecond switching has been achieved. Auston switch has a
rapid rise, but a long trail owing to the long lifetime of photoconductive material.
This conditions has improved when new materials which have short carrier lifetime
have developed, such as Cr.GaAs,amorphous siliconradiation-daaaged SOS. With fs
laser source and "the sliding contact"excitation, subpicosecond electrical pulse can
be obtained. The typical work in this area was done by D.R.Grischkowsky et al.
recently shown in figure 1.

The laser source is a compensated colliding
pulse, passively mode-locked dye laser __--____

producing pulses with 80fs width at a lOOelz ¢repetition rate. The photoconductive bxeaiting sbempin•reptiton hebeani
material is heavily ion-implanted silicon-on
sapphire(SOS) which' has the carrier lifetime
of a limit of 600fs. The electrical pulse Fig.l "Double slidipg- conLact
short than 0 . 6 ps on a coplanar transmission
line had been obtained using a nea method of
pulse generation. "the sliding contact". We
have generated electrical pulses of ps order Vb
as well by using radiation-damaged SOS as
photoconductor and a similar microstrip
circuit. In addition. Defonzo, Smith et al.
using integrated planar antenna technique
had generated the sub-picosecond electrical
pulse radiation. Regardless of how were the
ultrafast electrical pulses transmitted bqing
generated, they all have the same way of
excitation, that is, shorting the microstrip 2

gap with one ultrafast optical pulse, as
shown in figure 2(a).__J_

The electrical pulse generated on Auston
switch is determined by the laser pulse, the (b)
carrier lifetime in semiconductor, the Fig.2 DifferprL wAy of exciLaLio,
capacitance of the switch. Recent work on Atuslion switch.
indicated that under some conditions, the (a)TradiLiornl way of
effect of the laser pulsewidth and gap exritation. (blTwe-stcp

cxc i tnat on.capacitance can neglect, as a result, the



crLicial aspect is the carrier lifetime. As for most fast optoelectronic devices, it
is this factor that seriously limits the response speed. Although the carrier
lif-time can be reduced to ps order using radiation-damage technology, it can not be
short than 0.6ps of the limit lifetime, besides radiation-damage can not presently
appiy to most photoconductors which have carrier lifetime much larger than Ips,
thei -fore, it will undoubtly be a new research field in the future of how to break
the limit which introduced by the carrier lifetime to response speed. For this reason
we have prosed a new method of excitfation, expecting to do some fundamental research
work in area.

TWO-STEP PHOTOECITATION

Figure 2(b) shows the schematic diagram of two-step photoexcitation on a Auston
switch. transforming one optical bean excitation to double optical beam excitation
which hav'e a relative delay(valid when shorter than carrier lifetime), each cover
half cf the gap, these are all the two-step photoexcitation meanings(c.n time and
space). fi~h this new &.ethod. one can generate electrical pulses with theirs
pulsewidth being controled. Its operatirg principle as follow.

Assuming+ vo opticai beams (1) & (2) with a Lime interval ot le illuminate on the
gap shown in figure 2(b). Although the local photoconductivity of the gap illuminated
by beam(l) would increase, the gap will hardly run on because of only partialy
excited. However, the electron-hole plasma induced by the beaim(l) will decreases
slowly (relative to the speed of plasma generating) as shown in figure 3(a). After
a certain time T.', letting the beam(2) illuminate, the local photo-conductivitY
increases sharp)y owing to the high speed of plasma generatiLrn; As a result the
photoconductivity of the whole gap increases
sharply, the switch is open at once. While.
the recombination of carriers owing to
beam(l) is nearly completed, gap
photoconductivity then decreases sharply:
Hence, the switch turns off generating a 0/ ,
transient signal narrow than the carrier
lifetime shown in figure 3(b).

According to Auston's theory which is
extremely general and applies to practically
any transmission line configuration, the
duration of the generated electrical pulse C,

was given by the convolution of the laser
pulse & the carrier lifetime. It is obvious
that the photoconductive response can be
improved by managing to reduce the carrier r
lifetime of photoconductor in the gap while
the laser pulsewidth fixed.

In fig. 2(b). assuming the illumination is
uniform(i.e., neglect dielectric relaxation). (b)
be•~a(l)illuminating at the zero moment, after
delaying a certain time T, letting the Fig.3 Schematic 4iasraa of two-
beam(2) illuminate, the photoconductivity arij., Ztep excitation.

O(t),um(t) respectively. Neglecting retard-
ation effect, and assuming exponential decays
of carrier lifetime immediately after gener-
ation. then

0 = t) nee +P. ý ) CEO

0 t< T'

=x t(2)



where no. p are the initial carrier densities, is carrier lifetime. The
photocon;ctzvity of the whole gap is

I = 1 (
a (t) 1(t) o-(t) (3)

' (t)"--(t) +*(t) (4)

Substituting Eqs.(1) & (2) into (4),we get

0 t< '
S(t)=_ (5)

(n~ep +WAcp ) -rT

The curve of the photoconductivity a (t) is shown b
in figure 4 which has the same shape as that in

figure 3(b).
The photoconductance can then be determined as:

toT Fi•g.4 Theoretical (two-step way)gt) =:,1t-T' (6)

de~ ~ "Wg t-t

where Vg is the voltage across the gap. E is the electric field. The photoconductance
is reduced by a factor of (l+e"•'• ) relative to that of one beam excitation.

Define (, -- ') being the effective lifetime of gap carriers by two-step
excitation, expressed as zw. we have:

T f =g T -T' (7)

Apparently, to control f' is equivalent to control T.q . that is, the electric
pulsewidth can be controlled at one's will. So. it break the limit to photoconductive
response speed by the intrinsic carrier lifetime of photoconductive materials.

It should be noted that the fully understanding of the mechanism of the two-step
excitation, especially some problems on the applied technology, needs more research
work.

CONCLUS ION

In summary, we have proposed and explained the principle and the advantages of a new
photoexcitation-two-step excitation, and the photoconductance expression of the
Auston switch has been evaluated. It is of significance using this method to improve
the response ability of optoelectronic devices.
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KwtTLIMETER WAVE W'-"- A NEW FIELD OF ELECTIMNC €MBIT

JinXuan Gong
(Southwest Institute of Electronic Equipment, Chengdu,
Sichuan, China)

ABSTRACT!

In this paper, the features of mmW electronic countermeasure (ECM) are
given. A system architecture of mmW radar ECM is proposed. And the
stat-of-art, recent applications status and trends of mmW radar ECM
systems abroad are briefly described.

TR FEATURES OF MM ECK

In fact, the struggle between mmW ECM and ECCM is a struggle of ener-
gy. For example, in free space the ranges of ESM receiver and radar
can be shown as:

Prmin - PtG2Xlo/(4r) 3 Rr (radar) (1)

Praini PtGtGjks/(4v)FzR (ECM) (2)

Illustrated by the equation, the intensity of signal received by the
radar is in inverse proportion to Rr4, while the intensity of signal
received by the ESM receiver is in inverse proportion to Ri 2 . That is
to say, from the point of view of energy, a ESM receiver has certain
advantages of range over a radar. Using the similar analysis method
can result in a conclusion that, in high atmospheric attention, the
radar jammer has certain advantages cver a radar, too.
But in actual applications, the radar function is better than that of
radar ECM system. The reasons are as follows:
1. MmW radar can use one or more narrow bands, while for mmW ESM
receivi.ng and jamming system, if there is no prior information avail-
able, it must cover .he whole mmW band to intercept the radar targets
and jam theza.
2. Radar and communication systems may be operate on the :-,me mmW
frequency, so ESM receiver iiust be able to distinguish radar signals
from non-radar signals in order to avoid interference from non-radar
signals which have various modulations.
3. A mmW radar has short operation range, which shorten reconnais-
sance/jamming reaction time greatly. The reaction time from intercep-
tion to jamming should be within only several decades of seconds.
4. Narrow Beam and High Antenna Gain. This forces the ESM receiver and
jammer to exploit the same high-gain narrow-beam antenna, which will
increase search time, and decrease the probability of radar reconnais-
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sance and jamming.
5. A mMW radar has wide absolute bandwidth and may use extra-narrow
pulse, so it has excellent ECCM capability and is very difficult to be
detected and jammed. Also, the mmW radar has good range resolution,
thus effect of chaff jamming is weakened.
6. Recently, conical scan mode is mainly e::plored in a mmW radar and
the main jamming method used is angular deception. But it would be
difficult to conduct wide bandwidth angular deception jamming in mmW
bands.

SYSTU ARMECTZRP OFr W EZC

in order to obtain relatively perfect ECM capabilities, mmW ECM snould
bv_ integrated with current microwave and eleczro-optic ECM to form a
comprehensive ECM system architecture, as shown in Fig.l. The EW
intelligence sensor unit in Fig.1 is composed of microwave/mmW/optic
multi-sensors and multi-sensor intelligence preprocessing subsystems.

Radar Navigation Communication

MLO'diaI/MM/ jj~1 Status4WU d ilp XC
optic Msulti- intelligent -4OCtieo

naso' unit aaaj is unit &

Fig. 1 System Architecture of mmW ECM

It is used to intercept and analyze various signal intelligence,
measure various technical parameters and locate targets via passive
multi-station location or time-of-arrival difference location.
According to the tactical needs, the sensors can be deployed at proper
positions and combined into a network in a sinc ]Ž platform or multiple
platforms. Standard data link interfaces should be used among sensors.
All-source intelligence analysis unit fuses the information
intercepted by multi-sensors and makes a coherent processing.
Supported by the various data bases, it identifies and displays
automatically the targets. The unit has standard data-transmission
communications interfaces in conjunction with the microwave/mmW radar
and communication systems to achieve information sharing.
The EW command and control unit is a command center of coordinated
battle. Supported by decision-makimg bank, it can analyze and compare
enemy situation, find the best operational concept, properly
distxibute various jamming assets, determine jamming frequency, power,
direction and time, etc., control the ECM unit to implement its
jas.xint mission and control spatial activities and searching program
of tLe multi-sensor unit. A standard data link interface is used
between this unit and the other parts.
Thu ECK executive unit is composed of microwave/mmW ECM, communication
ECM, fuse ECM, optic ECM, ARM attack, etc. Controlled by the EW com-
mand and cuntrol unit, it can conduct coordinated countermeasure

,•. •ions, whzich enable the system carry out effective jamming or ARM
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attack'gauinsw -the multiple targets in optimal directions with the
most suitable frequency, power, techniques and time.
The system illustrated in Fig.l is relatively complete, full spectrum
ECM system, it has a good versatility, and can be used in a special
ECM aircraft, also it can be simplified to operate as a self-protect
jamming system of a fighter, bomber, or AWACS aircraft. It can also be
expanded to operate as shipboard EW system. In particular, when it is
netted with other sensors on various platforms, this integrated ECM
system can be used to detect those hardly-found targets such as
stealth aircraft, cruise missiles, etc..

STATUS OF no ECK SYSTEM

As viewed from the whole developing progress of mmW ECM techniques
abroad, mmW ESM system is developed rapidly with the mmW lower-power
sources and low-noise devices becoming mature day by day. The types
and achieved performances of mmW ESM receivers being developed or
equipped are listed in table 1. At present, most of the developing

Table I Performances of mmW radar ESM receivers

frequency sensitivity dynamic instantaneous frequency environment
range bandwidth accuracy depuity

(GHz} (dBm) (dB) (MHz) (MHz) (10 ppS)

crystal video 2 - 40 -70 - -80 60 multi-octive / I
superhet 0.5 - 40 -75 - -100 70 10 - 1000 1 - 10 0.1 - 1

IFM 0.5 - 40 -55 - -70 60 2000 - 10000 0.5 -0.75 2 - 20
channelized 0.5 - 60 -80 - -100 70 multi-octive 1 10 - 50

activities of mmW ESM and warning system are concentrated on 18-40 GHz
band, and few on 40-105 GHz bands. Typical systems such as the US MSQ-
103A,WJ-1240, 1740 WJ-1925, APR-39A, UK "SUSIE", "Weasel", "KATIE" and
Israel EL/L8310 etc. are all extended to 40 GHz. A channelized receiv-
er is now being developed by Litton Industries INC., it operates from
26 to 100 GHz. NATO are now planning to develop a mmW radar warning
system, which operates in 40-140 GHz. It is expected that by the year
2000, troops will be equipped with large number of mmW ESM and radar
warning receivers.
As viewed from the primary features of mmW, it is even difficult to
develop mmW radar jamming systems. To date, mmW jamming systems are
being developed actively. For example, a mmW jammer is being developed
for ALQ-131 jamming pods and SLQ-32 shipboard ECM system. Integrated
EW system (INEWS) will cover microwave/mmnW/laser band. US Army, Navy
and Air Force are developing 20-95 GHz airborne radar jammers. US DOD
is making a plan to develop mmW/micr-owave beam weapons. A low power
beam weapon whose power will be 3 orders of magnitude higher than
existing jammer. These beam weapons will be used to destruct stealth
targets or jam onboard electronic equipment.

TREND OF NlB KCH TECHNIQUES

As mmW techniques develop, new mmW ECM systems are being developed.
The key techniques being studied include:
1. Frequency Spread: Frequency range of radar ESM receiver is being



extended to 75-105 GHz and frequency range of radar jamming system is
breaking through 40 GHz and 94 GHz windows.
2. Development of New mmW Solid-state Devices: The emphasis is placed
on the development of high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) in 18-
94 GHZ. For low-noise devices, their gain is 17 dB at 36 GHz, 5 dB at
94 GHz, and they have potential gain at frequency up to 200 GHz. When
used as power devices, they have output powers of 1 W and 100 mw at 30
GHz and 60 GHz respectively. Therefore it is possibie that HENT will
become main mmW solid state devices.
3. Active Development of mmW monolithic IC (MIMIC): In order to ac-
tively promote mmW IC development, USA is implementing a MIMIC tech-
nique program to develop 1-100 GHz GaAs analog circuit chip for use in
EW system. Now a number of MIMIC chips have been developed for use in
ALQ-136, -165, INEWS ECM systems and Gen-X and AAED expendable decoy.
Many MIMIC devices such as 94 GHz monolithic amplifiers, oscillators,
etc. are all under mass production, and they will be used in mmW ECM
systems.
4.. Applications of Super-conductors in mmW ECM Systems: Recently, the
most active development field lies on super-conducter mixers, super-
conductor antennas, parametric amplifier, magnetic flux quantum-flow
oscillators, Josephson detectors, and super-conductor ICs, etc. These
devices provide low noise temperature and extrabroad band capabili-
ties, so they are considered as a hopeful mmW, sub-mmW 1w noise and
power devices. It is expected that use of super-conductor low-noise
monolithic receivers can largely increased detection range and resolu-
tion of ESM/ELINT receivers, so they are especially suitable to extra-
broad band ELINT reconnaissance and space surveillance. Multi-band mmW
imaging array can be configurated by using super-conductor technique.
It can detect targets with low observable signatures, such as stealth
target.

CMNLWSIOH

In a word, with wide applications of the mmW technology to weapon
systems, the military powers have brought mmW technology into programs
of developing new weapon systems one after another, and made a series
of plans about mmW military applications. The next generation of ad-
vanced weapon system based on mmW techniques is predicted to form the
main threat in the 2000. Facing the threat from the coming mmW weap-
ons, we must pay special attention to the developing trends of mmW
technology, and develop mmW ECM equipment as quickly as possible. Some
novel m*W ECM systems will arise after the 1990W.

w ME CzS

1. Intez.national Countermeasures Handbook, 1987 - 1990
2. JANE'' Weapon System, 1987 - 1990
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INVESTIGATION OF FREQUENCY-SCANNING CHARACTERISTIC OF
PERIODICALLY LOADED LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNA WITH METAL STRIPS

Li Guoding, Shi Changsheng, Zeng Zhihong
(Department of Electric Engineering,
Tsinghua University, Beijing China)

INTRODUCTION

The periodically loaded leaky-wave antenna with metal strips
shown in Fig.1 has many advantages, snch as the antenna can be
convenienly integrated with dielcctric-based planar integreted
circuits and frequency-scanning applications can be realized at
millimeter waves. In this paper we conduct theoretic and
experimental investigation in frequency scanning characteristic of
the leaky-wave antenna. By means of Green- s function in the
Fourier transform of spectral domain the dispersion equation of
the leaky-wave antenna is deduced. The relation between the
complex propagation constant along the leaky-wave structure and
frequency, the geometry of the strncture and pesmittivity of
dielectric-coated conductors, is evaluated. The dispersion curve of
the leaky-wave antenna shows that there is mode-coupling effeets
between the spatial harmonics. The relation between the maximum
radiation angle of n=-1 spatial harmonic and frequency is
calculated and verified by experiment.

PROPAGATION CONSTANT OF THE PERIODICALLY LOADED
LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNA

The structure shown in Fig. 1 is the periodically loaded,
basically slow, traveling wave one. The thickness and the length
of the dielectric slab are h and L, respectively. d is the length
of the strip. 2w is width of the strip. The propagation constant
of the leaky-wave antenna is the complx, The real part and
imaginary part of the complex determine the maximun radiation
direction and the pattern shape of the antenna,
respectively.Therefor the real part determines froqueney scanning
characteristic of the antenna. The strucfture is supposed to be
infinite extent in Y-Z plane and only TE modes are excited. The
current distribution on the strip in the Z-direction is supposed
to be'''

J,(z)=(exp(-jkzoz) /) ]•(-j)-A.cos(w, (+w)] (1)
wz0

Where z=z-nd (n=0,± 1,± 2...)

w. v n /(2w) (0,1,2...)

A, is the coefficients of the Fourier series
kz 0 =0 +jo is the fundamental propagation constant

By means of Green-s function in the Fourier transform of spectral
domain the dispersion equation of the structure is"'j
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I Z G(ý, .,IC 2 )F. (t .)(~ twsin(I~n /2-4 ~)/(g a /2)1-(t .w)I)I1=0
-.-- (2)

(v =0,1,2,3...) (IL=O,1,2,3..)

where G(t o,kzo)=(jkIC, +k, ,1ctg(k., h))-1

F. (t ,)=(n /2) (Jo (t ,w+(v n /2))+ (-1 )'Jo (t .w-(v 7t /2)))

S,=2nn /d Ja (x):the Bessel function
2 2 2 2

k ,=ko - (k o+ .)ý k,,,= ,- rk - (k.o+t ,0)2

Ko is the free space propagation constant

The solution of complex k.o satisfying Eq.(2) yields the desired
complex wavenumber for the leaky-wave antenna. Plots of real part
p and imaginary part a of the propagation constant ka 0 from

Eq. (2) are shown in Fig.2 where 2w=1mm, d=3un, h=1.5nm e =16.
Fig.2 shows that there is mode-coupling effects between the
spatial harmonics and the stop band appears. The dispersion curve
for the dielectric slab on a perfectly conducting ground plane
without any metal strips is given in same figure.

FREQENCY-SCARNING CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PERIODICALLY
LOADED LEAXY-WAVE ANTENNA WITH METAL STRIPS

The leaky-wave antenna shown in Fig. I is regarded as an array
composed of thin metallic rectangular strips which is excited by
the slow wave structure. Every strip is a radiation element. By
theory of antenna array, the maximun radiation angle of n-th
spatial harmonic is 80 (See Fig.1) and

p A 0

S.-in- -- +- n) n=O, +1, ± 2...
ko d

In order that 8 . is located in visible region, p , kC, A o, d and
n must satisfy

+ - n < 1 (3)
ko d I

In the basically slow periodically structure (fP /k.) > 1,
therefor, in equation (3) n< 0, i.e.

In In - < I

ke d
(4)

Inl d Inl
P A0

ko ko

We hope that only the pattern of n-th spatial harmonic is located
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in visible region then

In+1I d In-li
< -------<(5)

p Ao

ko ke

usually, n=-1 spatial harmonic is located in visible region, A 0/d
must satisfy

d 2
- (6)

-+1

ko
Condition (6) shows that when n=-1 spatial is located in fast wave
reqion, other spatial hoarmonics are located in slow wave reqion
in the Brillouin diagram. The relation between theoretical results
of the angles 8 . and frequencies are shown in Fig.3, The
experimental values are given in same figures. As seen from Fig.3
the experimental results are in very good agreement with our
theory and the rate of frequeney scanning, ten degrees per GHz,
can be realize by use of the leaky-wave antenna.

CONCLUSION

The periodically loaded leaky-wave antenna with metal strips
has good frequency scanning characfteristic. In this paper by
means of Green's of spectral domain the dispersion equation of the
leaky-wave antenna is deduced and the relation beftween the
complex propagation constant and frequency is obtained. Condition
of single pattern scanning is found. The relation between the
maximun radiation angles 8 . of n=-l spatial harmonic and
frequencies are computed and measured. The experimental results
are very good agreement with theoritical results. Rate of
frequency scanning, ten degrees per GHz, can be realize by use of
the leaky-wave antenna.
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T
IrTMEENCE Or ELECTRO4.GNETIC WIAVZ ON E1NCAPSTI7ATED

SEMIC ONDUCTOR DEVICES

Kama Huang and Yonexue Yu.

(Dempartment of Radio and Electronics of Sichuan University

Chengdu, 610064, Peopie's Republic of China)

Xlby Thdk%-MS

Electromagnetic wave(::n"), Semiconductor Devices, Parameters Degradation

.AIS TRAC T

This paper itlustrates that electromagnetic waves radiations can cause

tho pnrarsieteri dneradations of encappulated sensitivo semiconductor

devices and decrease the preliminary failure time. It is also proved

that we can make use of the electromagnetic wave radiation to get rid

of the preliminary failure encapsulated semiconductor devices.

t. INTTRODUCTION

More and more encapsulated semiconductor dev4ces are applied and many

of them work in the surroundings of electromagnetic radiation. But the

influence of the radiation on these devices has not attracted enough

attention. Experiments show that when *oe encapsulated semiconductor

devices are radiated by electromagnetic wave with certain strength,their

parameters may change and the preliminary failure time will decrease.

Obviously, for some sensitive devices, the above changes will influence

the reliability of these devices in the application. On the other hand,

the influence also makes it possible for us to get rid of the prelimi-

nary failure semiconductor devices. Because the period of millimeter

waves and subJhillimeter waves is comparable to the mean free time of the

semiconductor material, it can be expected that some new results will

be found when the semiconductor device4s are radiation by millimeter and

sub-millimeter waves.

2. IVFUjE','C" ON PARAM.R"ET.RS OF SEMItcO\-.'CTOTR DEVTCES

'When encapsulated semiconductor devices are put in TEll cell and radia-

ted by a standard even TEX wave, the parameters of them will chanee. It

may be explained from the solutions of dynamic Eq. 4f carriresfi]:

i.53i,.



II

d(nftd ) )/dt+rnnv'/T,-q(]vdxn) (2)

Where t,, is the mean free time, and are the tmasses of hole and electron

respectively.

Supposing E is X.-direction and B is Y-direction, if the angular frequen-

.y of electromagnetic wave is w i/tm, the solutions of Eq. (L) and Eq.

,2 are[] : xn, p(w -An,pCw)expCJwt)
Tn, p(W)=c, np(W ) (.-exp(-tiT",) )

Where ZnP (w).B (,,(w)exp(j2wt)

An, p o w n) . ow) l•, P* ( jw.÷lITm) -qE,T,.I Jw•, p
Bnap~w-wBT 2~

Bnp~w =j,,%m/( 2jw+ liT,)M,,p-qBoTl .'An, p *A• w
.ns is a constant decided by the experi~ment.

These solutions show that under the radiations of TEM wave, carriers in

the sewicondutor devices move in three directions. First, carriers move

along Y-direction, this movement produces a charge accumnulation effect

2 and forms an additional electric field and the changes of parameter.

Second, carriers ocsillarate along X- and Z-directions and produce joule

heat effect. The second effect leads to harmful temperature rise inside

the devices. The changes of parameter of 3G1688 transistors under radia-

tion of TEM4 wAves are shown in table 1. In this table, fifty 3G1688

transistors in Group(A) are put in the TEN cell, while other fifty 3G-

1683 transistors in Group B are preserved out of the cell.

3. INVULENCE ON TTE IF RELIA3IBLITY OF SEMICONDUCTOR DE-VICES

7xperiments show that the parameter degradation speed is decided by Arr-

heniois equation f2]. The two effects cause the parameter degradtion.

rirst, carriers absorb energy from TUMI waves and the activation energy

decreases; Second, Joule heat effect increases the temperature inside

the devices. Arrhenius Eq. shows that both of the akuove effects can qui-

cken the degradation of device paraineters. The preliminary failure of

3G1688 transistor is shown in FIG... From FIG.l we see that the prelimi-

nary failure time of the devices under the radiation of electromagnetic

waves is obviously less than that in the high temperature enviornments.

Therefore we may get rid of the preliminary failure devices with elec-
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Table 1. 3G1688 transistor parameter changes under radiation of

TEM wave

Maximum Parameter degradation

Experiment graps IExperiment condition
hft VWes DVc0 o DVceo DVebo

f - 125 M•z

(A) 10% 4% 1% 6% 1% fu 25Mv/H
-. +- T 177,C-

(B) 24 1% 1% 1% 1% t =22 hours

T1b if

1. -- 3G1688 at E%80Ov/m, f=20fi{z TEM wav*

2. -- 3G1688 at E=4OOv/m, f=20MHz TEM wave

3. -- 3DG6 at 1200 C high temperature

S3

Pig.1. Preliminary failure time of 3G1688 at

different conditions

- SOl-



tromagnetic waves.

4. CONCLUSION

In order to improve the reliability "f semiconductor devices in electro-

nagrnetic enviornments,it is necessary to reaserch the influence of elec-

tromagnetic waves with different strength on the devices at different

frequency. Because the period of millimeter and sub-millimeter waves is

comparabie to the mean free time of semiconductor, the condition w<<I/tm

can not be satisfied, therefore those solutions based on Eq. (1) and Eq.

(2) must be adjusted.
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SOME TOPICS ON ECRM THEORY

Liu Shenggang

(Un.vers-ty of Ectronic Science and Techn•mog of Chia, Cheni , Sick=

610054 ,P. R. China)

ABSTRACT

Three important topics on the theory of Electron cyclotron Resonance Maser have been studied and the main

results are given in the paper. The topics are: Kinetic Theory of ECRM with Asymmetry Between Electron

Beam and Cavity; Kinetic Theory of ECRM with Agimuthal Standing Wave and The Theory of Electron

Bunching in the Drift Region with Adiabatical Increasing Magnetic Field.

INTRODUCTION

As the development of ECRM,the following required has been suggested in the design of gyrotrons:

"• Output power of a gyromonotron is equal or greater than IMW
"* High efficiency

"* Single mode operation

and so on.

This is a very critical condition for the design. manufacture and theoretical study of gyrotrons. When the

operating wave length is very short with very high power output , whispering gallery modes should be

applied. This results some important theoretical and practical problems:

When the azimuthal number of waves m is large, which one may be maintained in a ECRM -azimuthal

traveling waves or azimuthal standing waves?

On the other hand, when the operating wave length is very short with high output power, a single mode

operation and high efficie cy is required. In this case, the condition that the hollow gyroting electron beam
is in coincidence with the waveguide axial of the cavity is very critical. But in some cases, for example,

some dis- coincidence has been observed and some -interesting phenomena have been investigated

experimentally in the Research Lab in KfK of Germany. So it seems very interesting to work out a
theoretical description about the influence of this asymmetry on the characters on gyrotron.
BesideS, the self-oscillation incluced by feedback is a serious problem in the development of gyroklystrons.

When the author was giving lectures in University of Tennessee, Prof. I. Alexeff suggested the new idea of

applying the gradient magnetic field in the drift region. It seems very interesting and important to study the

azimuthal bunching of electron beam in this kind of drift region.

The paper concerns on the above three important theoretical problems, a detail analysis is taken out, ano
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ne important conclusions are obtained.

KINETIC THEORY OF ECRM WITH ASYMMETRY

BETWEEN ELECTRON BEAM AND CAVITY

netic theory of ECRM and gyrotron with asymmetry between e-beam and cavity has been ..... t in

is section, considering the relation between the wave guide coordnate, electron beam coordinate and the

iding centre coordinate, by applying the method of integration along the unperturbed trajectory, the

rturbed distribution function of electron beam is derrived as:

f, ---- kjoe {J,(k), (kPo)J._,(k.>,) •
I I

[(w -o +kl/) qo -+
9, ~ ~ Q dPp/ m/

[J,(kd)J,(kr)J._,_,(kR,,) + qm -

J,(k,d) t')J .-- (••l 1 (,)

nere

2 = - vll - I"

;applying the method shown in [1 -3], the dispersion equation may be carried out:
k~~~~l ~ -- ,)= Z ZJ -0) Vc) =

) N.vo f I !

4 (w - kv),1 •) + U.,}2)
91

,n the basis on the above resultsthe beam-wave interaction in a gyromontron has also been studied. By a

.ries complex derrivation , the starting current and frequency shift of a gyromontron with asymmetric

etween electron beam and cavity are obtained:

nrk~a , v/y.(1 - 7-
1,)J----A) 

(3)
_ .-

2042 ,( )0(1 - Lg) /m(,,))
__ I(4)

kJ.1 !A(k,a)

\ccording to the above theory, Dr. Q. Dumbrajs of KfK in Germany has taken out a detail numerical

mnalysis. the results shown that the asymmetry influenced the operation of a gyrotron seriously.

KINETIC THEORY OF ECRM WITH AZIMUTHAL STANDING WAVES

rhe kinetic theory of ECRM and gyrotron with agimuthal standing waves has been carried out in this section

By applying the method similiar to [3-53,the dispersion equation has been derrived as:
L) - 2k - k .2) (

C2 ~ &.V. D1

(,, t//•/)•+ V., + V;} (5

• 0 ±
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The azimuthal standing wave in an ECRM may be decomposed as two opposite -otating waves: the left-

hand rotating wave and the right-hand rotating wave. The analysis shown that the right-hand rotating

waves give the right-hand cyclotron harmonics and the left-hand rotating waves produce the left hand

cyclotron harmonics. It turns out that the beam-wave interaction mechanisms of these two rotating waves

are different from each other. From the above dispersion, it shown that the contribution of the left-hand

rotating waves to the dispersion equation is less than that of the right-hand rotating waves. In particular,

the growth rate of the instability due to the left-hand rotating waves is less than that due to the right-hand

rotating waves . It turns out that the field pattern of the azimuthal standing waves could not remain

unchange during the proct..ss of beam-wave interaction.

ELECTRON BUNCHING IN THE DRIFT REGION WITH ADIABATICAL

INCREASING MAGNETIC FIELD

The author and Prof. I. Alexeff suggested a new kind of ECRM Irrational Gyroklystron. The property of

this kind of klvstron is : The magnetic field in the drift region is adiabatical increasing . The azimuthal

bunching of electron beam in this case has been carriced out here, the interaction power and oscillation

frequency are also given. It shows that, there is not coupling between the input and output signals, because

the input and outT-At frequenczies are irrational, the powwibility of self-osci!lation incluede by feeaback is

greatly reduced. So that, this kind of gyroklystron has much potential for practical application, and should

be studied in detail.

CONCLUDSION

The influence of asymmetry between electron beam and carity on the ECRM, the azimuthal standing waves

in ECRM and electron bunching in the drift region with adiabatical increasing magnetic field are three

inportant topics in theorecal and practical applications. Theoretical studies on these topics are given in the

paper a detail descussion has also been taken out, and some important conclusions are obtained.
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Investigation of a Free-Electron laser with an

Electromagnetic Wiggler
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Chen Xinyu ,Zhou Xiaolan ,Sun Jiahong and Liu Shenggang.

High Energy Electronics Research Institute

University of Electronic Science and Technology of Chins,
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A great deal of attention has been focused on the free-electron laser with an electromaguetic wiggler (EM
-FEL) in recent years due to the potential of shorter wavelength operation than the free-electron laser with a
magnetostatic wiggler with electron beams of relatively modest energy. In principle ,the EM-FEL can generate

any given frequency radiation from microwaves to the ultraviolet with electron beam of modest energy using a
variety of wavelengths-electromagnetic wiggler.

Theoretical analysis and experimental investigation of the EM - FEL with the relativistic microwave -

devices as the electromagnetic wiggler have been deeply developed for the past ten years. The 0. 4-rmm laser
was generated with 2--cm relativistic gyrotron as the electromagnetic wiggler . by V. L. Granarsteinet al. in
1977. In 1983 and 1984,Y. Carmel etal. and G. G. Denisov et al. observed the powerful radiation at millimeter
wavelengths with a relativistic backward wave oscillator (BWO) at 3 - cm as the electromagnetic wiggler,
respectively. In 1985, Bratman et al. reported the general theory on stimulated emission of the powerful
relativistic electron beam. And R. L. Kehs et al. studied experimentally the EM - FEL with BWO as the
electromagnetic wiggler and observed the three - wave interaction mechanism involving cyclotron - harmonic
idler waves.

In 1987 B. G. Danly et al. presented an EM--FEL configuration with mmr-wavelength gyrotron as the
pump source and simulated the parameters . Afterward some of theoretical questions of this configuration, such
as electron orbits,linear gain and so on,was studied by 14. P. Freund et al. In particular,T. S. Chu et al..
first reported the experimental results of the EM--FEL with a gyrotron as the electromagnetic wiggler,of
which the operation wavelength was 2. 4-mm and the normalized veczor potential 0. 0057.

Cur experiment was designed to investigate stimulated Raman millimeter-wave scattering in the presence
of a constant axial guide--magnetic field. The experiment arrangment is shown in Fig. 1. A voltage pulse (70ns,
0. 6MV)is applied to a" cold"field--immersed cathode. A resultant 3-5 KA annular eletron beam is injected
axially into the evacuated drift tube along the lines of the externally applied guide--magnetic field. The seam
passes through the regions of the FEL interaction and the electromagnetic pump source.,then is captured by the
collector.

High powerful microwave is first generated by a BWO at 3cm in the region of EM pump source,then the
same intense relativistic electron beam interaction with the electromagnetic wiggler in the region of FEL
stimulates FEL radiation which can be detected by a detector in front of the output window.

The FEL output wavelength for an electromagnetic wiggler having a frequency 4 is given by

where

K (I + (2)

Here, Pp - v./C (v. denotes the axial eletron - beam velocity), (1, - CI -- ,./'Y)"', C is light velocity ,

represents the mode-dependent cutoff frequency of the interaction waveguide,and 130v,,/C, where v,& is the
phase velocity of the pump wave. The starting current I for the EM-FEL is governed by
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1. 7 X 10'(S/AL),' (K) (3)
QP(GW)

where S is the area of the transverse cross - section of the interaction region, L the interaction length,
wavelength of the pump wave, I the relativistic factor,Q. the oscillation quality of laser cavity and P the power
of the pump wave.

The basic system of radiation diagnostics is shown in Fig. 2. In this scheme, the parameters of the pump
wave drived by BWO is detected by 3-cm dispersive waveguide, the 8-mm radiation is measured by 8-mm
dispersive waveguide ,and the stimulated 3-mm scattering radiation is directly demonstrated by a 3-mm wave
detector . The output signal waveforms of the EM-FEL are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. And Fig. 5,Fig. 6 as
well as Fig. 7 show the corresponding waveforms of the pump wave generated by BWO, beam voltage and
current, respectively.

The experimental results are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Experimental results of the EM-FEL developed in UESTC

designed value measured value
electron beam voltag: 0. 6MV 0. 6MV
electron beam current >2KA 3--5KA
wavelength of the pump wave 3. 0cm "-3. 0cm
power of the pump wave >50MW -100MW
mode of the pump wave TMO, TMK
scattered wavelength of the FEL '-3mm 3-8mm
radiation power of the FEL >10KW(at 3mm-band)

The governing equations for the electron beam interaction with waves of the EM-FEL configuration shown
in Fig. 1 are

dW
Irnm ,F,aexp(iO,) + ZF,aexp(io) + Gac'exp(i(6, - A)E (4)

dOr•

d- -- , + /W (5)

dz ,

d-8 a, + 1W 
(6)

p.... - 2 ep[- i(,nO, + (7,) Jd040,. (7)

da, ca, = M7'fF P-dt~ + •a • (8)
di 2Q, W, F,p2,,dz

da, w , f•=

dT -",,' - iMa , (F,P,., + G"4p.-.,)dz (9)fo

Here,W denotes the lost energy of the electron in motion, and 0. are electron phase corresponding to the pump
wave and scattered wave,respectively Ica and a, normalized field-amplitudes.

The computative results by use of the equations (4) - (9) are shown in Fig. 8. It demonstrates the
saturation times for the power of the pump wave and the FEL scattering <20ns.

The work reported here is the achievements in the EM-FEL developed in UESTC since 1987. On the basis
of these work, new experimental configurations will be proposed for characterizing and optimizing the FEL
emission.
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Fig. 1 The bauic experimental configuration of the EM-PEL developed in UESTC.

I. pulseline accelerator 2. bellows 3. cathode 4. anode 5. wave cut-off region 6. slow-wave structure for BWO
7. output horn 8. relativistic electron beam 9. output window 10. cathode region magnetic - field 11. main
magnetic field 12. vacuum cover 13. FEL interaction region

2

Fig. 2 The basic system of radiation diagnostics

1. output window 2. 3-cm dispersive waveguide 3. 8-mm dispersive waveguide 4. 3-mm wave detector S. digital
oscillator

Fig. 3 Radiation signal detected by 8-mm dispersive waveguide corresponding to 0. 6MV beam voltage and
10KG. magnetic field.
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Fig. 4 3-mn FEL stimulated scattering signal. Fig. 5 The pump wave waveform out of BWO.

Electron beam voltage is 0. 6MV and axial guide magnetic-field IOKGs.

Fig. 6 Waveform of the electron beam voltage. Fig. 7 Waveform of the electron beam current.

P(Mw)
4P

26 0 'r Pi-

30 Ps

0 10 15 20 25 30 t(ns)

Fig. S The calculated starting charateristic suitable for the EM-FEL configuration shown in Fig. I.
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Th6.3

THE CLI0•WIOU

G. Ya.Levin, A. Ya. KIrIchenko, A. 1. Borodkin.
S. A. Churilova and A. Ya. Usikov.

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics.

the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
12, Acad. Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085 Ukraine

The clinotron belongs to a special class of millimeter wave
sources. Soon after the invention of the backward-wave oscillator (BWO)
it became clear that the same physical principles could not be applied
to generating millimeter or submilllimeter wavelength radiation,
especially at medium and high power levels. Therefore, scientists and
engineers had to reexamine the generation method and began seeking new
ways of developing efficient and practicable systems.

In this paper, a new mechanism of beam-wave interaction is
suggested which can allow to develop BWO-like devices for the use up to
1012Hz. The authors have found that a -thick- electron bean slightly
inclined with respect to the slow wave structure Is capable of highly
efficient Interaction with the field, thus being suitable in millimeter
and particularly submillimeter wave generators and amplifiers. This
kind of Interaction between a slow traveling electromagnetic wave and a
finite-thickness electron beau has been named "clinotron Interaction-,
and the tube making use of this mechanism Is called the clinoton El].
The Russian =clin" means -wedge-. The oscillator described in this
paper should be of interest to many readers because of such advantages
as structural simplicity, sufficiently high output power, broad band
electrical control and moderate requirements to power and magnetic
field supplies.

Let us examine the disadvantages of the beam-wave interaction in a
BWO. The maximum output power is obtained If the electron beam is
parallel to the periodic system plane. Employment of a beam with a
greater cross-section area than the effective r. f. modulation area
leads to no effect. For this reason the microwave power transferred by

the electron beam is limited at millimeter wavelengths.
In contrast to the TWT, the electron beam Is introduced in the BWO

in to a powerful field decreasing toward the collector. The drift of
the electron beam down the tube is accompanied by formation of bunches
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in the moving beam, with overbunching at times. The major part of
electrons rznnDg imediately close to the circuit are intercepted by

that because of their transverse velocities, which my be of thermal or
other origin. As a result an empty space appears between the beam and

the slow wave structure. The majority of the beam electrons move at

some distance from the slow wave structure. i.e. in a week r.f, field.

Consider an electron beam of thickness d, inclined at an angle o

to the axis of the slow wave structure surface. The general aeonetry of
the be"u and the circuit are shown diagramatically in Via. 1. Let the

r. f. field be constant along the circuit. as well as and in the layer

of thickness 6=4/2P, where 0 is the propagation constant. Note the

layer thickness to be about of 1/150a, where X is the free-space

wavelength. We further asse that the thick beam consists of u Layers

of thickness Z<6, the interaction efficiency of each layer being P.,
L

The field - layer interaction length is the drift length 1. The total

interaction power of the whole beau is proportional to the product of

the interaction power P. for individual layers and the quantity of

layers (n),

P = P. . (1)
This allows increasing the generaued power level from a few

milliffatts to a few watts, avoiding overbunches in the moving charge.

Provided the beam thickness has been chosen correctly, the optimum

inclination angle voP. of the beam is

80

0 1 ZAI a
0 Q0 .a02 aoj

Fig.1 Fig.2
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fopt= arc tan d/L, (2)

where L is length of the circuit. A maximum of radiated power is

observed at the angle v-pt"

In Fig.2, experimentally measured values of the optimum angle are

given as a function of d/L. The solid curve i. for 9P>(d/L) as

calculated from equation (2).
FIg.3 shows experimental dependences of the generated power level

P normalized to the maximum generated power P.a1(In the clinotron mode)
for different free space wavelengths X. as functions of p/o'opt" The

solid lines are only guides to the eye. It should be noted that the
slope of P/P (piq'p) becomes greater as the free- space wavelength
is decreases. Furthermore, the radiation power at X < 6 an of a beam

parallel to the plane of the periodic circuit is equals to zero.

If the beam electrons drift along helical trajectories down the
tube, then it is necessary to incline the electron flow at the angle

Wp with respect to elementz of the periodic structure. The helix axis

is in the plane parallel to that of the periodic structure.

The minimum starting current (1,L)and maximum output power (P) are
achieved when the angle w equals juwptj. In Fig.5, we show the
dependences of ant and P on w (X = 8,2 mm; H = 5 KGauss).The sign of

.P. (i.e. either plus or minus) depends on whether the -North- (solid

curves) or -South- (dashed curves) pole of the magnet Is placed near
the collector. The optium- beam cline angle w.P. defined as

500 * A V S

0.8 Ile

96 Z

0 L: 0o. 0_ , 6

Fig.3 Fig.4
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r I.(~}(3)

ot arc tan rI1r 3

where r and b are the radius and length of the helical electron

trajectory turn, respectively, and 1o(Ir) and E(fr)* are modified

Bessel functions of the zeroth and first orders, respectively. This

inclination of the beam may prove useful it a broad (-ex) periodic

circuit is used.

Normally. it is necessary to carefully shape the clinotron beam

structure, in particular such elements as rectilinearity of electron

traJectories, uniformity of the current density through the beam cross

-section, the sharpness of the beam boundaries and constancy of the

cross section area along the beam. All these requirements can be

satisfied If the beam is placed asymmetrically in the interaction space

as the effects of beam boundary pulsations and ionic destruction of the

electron bean are removed.

The clinotron type interaction of an electron beam with

electromagnetic waves has been investigated throughout the millimeter

band and at submillimeter wavelengths. The basic specifications are

given in the Table.

Tuning range 8+8.7 4+4,5 2+2,3 1,5+1,7 0,8 0.55

Wavelength, mm
Operating 2,5 3,5 3,5 3,5 5,5 5,5

voltage, kV
Beam 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,2 0,2

current. A

Net output 5+30 3+20 1+5 0.5+1.5 0,1+0,5 0,03+0,1

power, W III _ I_

Magnetic 3,0 3,5 3,5 5.0 7,0 9,0

field,.G I -

As can be seen from the material presented, ciinotrons are

characteriaed by higher performance parameters and simplicity of

embodiment compared, i.g. with the "0" type BWO (carcinotrons) of

Thomson Tubes Klectroniques.

1. A. I. Borodkin, A. Ya. Kiricheako, G. Ya. Levin, A. Ya. Uszkov,

S. A. Churilova. The Clinotron, 1992. Naukova Duaka Pubi. Co., Kiev.
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SYNCHRONOUS AND CHAOT:C OSC:LLATIONS
IN THE SMITH-PURCELL FREE-ELECTRON LASERS

Dmitry M. Vavriv

Institute of Radio Astronomy
4 Krasnoznamennaya St., 310002 Kharkov

Ukraine

Tel:(7-0572)443718 Fax:(?-0572)320273

ABSTRACT

The theory is developed for nonautonomous oscillation modes in
'he Smith-Purcell freu-electron lasers and mechanisms of their
locking with the aid of external signal are examined. An analysis is
=ade of the synchronous oscillations stability when a locking signal
spectrum includes more than one component and when a beam is
low-frequency modulated. It is shown that the intensive chaotic
oscillations may arise in these cases thereby resulting in the
locking mode decay.

1. IKNTDOCTION

The Smith-Purcell free-electron lasers are the effective sources

o! electromagnetic oscillations in a wide bandwidth - from the

=i4limeter to optical ones. The oscillatory system of such lasers is

an open resonator formed by two metal mirrors one of which is covered

by a diffraction grating, the electron beam being passed nearby. The

laser oscillations may be locked- in by supplying the external signal

into the resonator [1-3].

In the present paper the results of theoretical studies are

generalized concerning the locking modes in the lasers including an

analysis of their stability to different perturbations. New

instability mechanisms have been found and analyzed which can induce

the chaotic oscillations.
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2. THE MODEL

Being formulated as a self-consistent the problem was based on

solving the Maxwell and particles motion equations simultaneously.

Field effect of the beam charge had been also taken into account.

When solving the system of equations a typical case has been

considered when the following requirements are satisfied: a

single-mode excitation of the open resonator is realized and

radiative life time of particles is 2:uch less than the field

relaxation time [1.2]. The study of resonator oscillation variations

in amplitude and phase with time was reduced to an analysis of the

system of ordinary differential equations and general integral

representations are obtained for the coefficients entered into the

equations.

3. SYNCHRONOUSOSC:ILLATIONS

In the case, when the laser mode locking occurs by harmonic

oscillations the general expressions have been deduced for the

locking bandwidth, amplitude and power of synchronous oscillations as

a function of beam and resonator parameters. For the lasers under

consideration, as well as for the classical oscillators, the locking

bandwidth A may be expressed as fc!!ows
S "/2

where a and ?, are the frequency and power of the self-excited laser

oscillations, P , locking signal power, Q, Q-factor of oscillatory

system, Kcoefficient dependent on the other parameters. The K value

is found to be considerably greater in the Smith-Purcsll lasers over

other types of oscillators that may, in particular, be due to an
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essential non-isochronism of the system. Fig.1 is an illustration of

the time-varying field amplitude behavior at different values of

frequency detuning 6 = ZQ (/s- 1 )/If corresponding to synchronous

and asynchronous oscillations. Here, s is the frequency of external

harmonic oscillations.

f2 o 018 06 0 M 2

Fig.l. The time-varying field amplitude behavior at different values
:f frequency detuning 6 corresponding to synchronous (0.7 < 6 <
"1.2)and asynchronous oscillations.

4. CHAOTIC INSTABILITY

Systematic studies of locking mode stability have shown that

such perturbations as additional soectral components of the external

signal spectrum [4] and low-frequency parasitic beam modulation [5]

present the most serious problems .In these cases the stochastic

instability may arise causing the intensive oscillations even in the

weakly nonlinear system.At multi frequency external signal , the
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stochastic instability development appears to be the most probable if

the spacing between frequencies approaches closely to As or is A -

fold.

At low-frequency beam modulation, the chaotic instability may

arise at the modulation frequencies even much more less then As which

is in contradiction with a traditional representation that the

chaotic oscillation should not arise as in this case the system turns

to be adiabatic in its character. Not only are scenarios and

conditions arising the chaotic oscillation in the cases considered

being identified but the corresponding methods are developed to

prevent their initiation.
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RADIADIV DfAMPING OF TWO-DIMSIONAkL P 0ASONS IN AN 0PEN STMUTUMX

WITH A METAL GRATING

O.R.MKatov, O.V.Polishohuk, V.V.Popov

Institute of Radioengineering & Electronios of the Russian Academy

of Sciences, Saratov branch, 410720 Saratov, Russia.

In experiments on resonant FIR absorption by two-dimensional

(2D) plasmons in thin semiconductor spaoe-obarge layers [1 1 a me-

tal grating (Fig.1) with periodicity L<<x4bm, here %,,, is the

electromagnetic wave length, is used to couple FIR radiation to 2D

plasmons having wave vectors qff2%m/L (m=1,2,3,...). This means

that one observes 2D plasmons at the centre of the first Brillouin

zone if we bear in mind the reduced band scheme of the periodic

grating structure. As it is known [21, these plasma waves are

subjected to additional damping via radiative decay.

In the FIR absorption experiments the width of the 2D plasmon

resonance is about three times larger than the theoretical value

defined by the dissipation of the plasmon energy in the 2D plasma

layer. The radiative damping is expected to be one of the possible

reasons for this. On the other hand, the radiative decay of non-

"equilibrium 2D plasma waves is a promising mechanism to be used

ror the development of a Bubmillimeter electromagnetic wave radi-

ator with the emission power of a milliwatt level [3].

In the weak coupling approximation it has been shown [2] that

the radiative damping is expected to be small as compared to the

dissipative one. But the experimental conditions [1] are much

beyond the limits of the perturbation theory approach.

We have calculated the frequencies and the radiative damping

for 2D plasma waves at the centre of the first Brillouin zone in
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E 3 W ]I•MEAL GRATING

E 2 [d

aI • 2D PLASMA IAY19R

Fig.1 Structure under conaideration. The two-dimensional plasma

layer is separated from a metal grating by a dielectrio slab with

the thichness d. L and w are the grating periodicity and strip

width, respectively, a,,, e and 83 are the electrical

permeabilities of the media.

the strict electromaonetia approach. -4ithin the framework of this

approach the metal grating is treated as a plane periodic array of

perfectly conductive stripe. Galerkin's method is used with the

expansion of the current density distribution on the strips in

terms of Chebyehev'e polynomials to satisfy the edge conditions at

the edges of the strips.

2D plasmons wi th a wave vector q=2x/L are most strongly

coupled to a radiabion field 111 ]Ahd corresponding resonance is

well pronounoed in thbi FTR absorpt;on experiments. Fig.2a shows the

frequency Wu and the rAdiat iv, ,ampinig rS of 21) plasmons with a

wave. veotoL, q=27/T as a finotion or the ratio d/L, where, d is the

thiokntss of the dCeleotrio slab. Th.- radiative dampine is thhe

,oat on,>ijder-dble (/' / " 0.15) wieri d/', - 10-4 fOl' values
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d/L g 0.1 whioh are usually used in the PIh absorption experiments

the gTraest radiative damping r/,w 0.01 takes plaoe when the

ratio w/L - 0.95, where w is the width of the grating strips

(Rig.2b). his value of /w1 is two orders of magnitude larger

than expeoted from the perturbation theory [2]. It makes us

oonclude that the radiative damping may oontribute a substantial

part to the whole observed linewidth of the plasmon resonance. ? or

the characteristic parameters of experiments [1] w1=3.5MI0'es-,

==1, ,=11.0 (AlGaAs), e,,,12.8 (i-GakAs), To-8.7"10 am,

d=-8-10" cm, w/L - 0.9 and the areal density of eleotrons
N =6.7-10"o"xC we obtain r,/ 1 - 8xlef-. This is roughly a half

of the dissipative linewidth defined by the experimental value of

the relaxation time %=7010- 2 s.Nevertheless, this considerable

radiative broadening can not explain the whole linewidth observed

experimentally. The additional broadening may be caused by some

other reasons, for example, ohmic losses in the metal grating

strips and dieleotrio losses in the AlGaks slab [1].

I.E. Batke, D. Heitmann, C.W. Tu, Phys. Rev., B34 (1986)6951.

2.M.V. Kraaheninnikov, A.V. Chaplik, Zh. Sksperim. Teor. Piz.,

7.88(1985)129.

3.T. Kobayashi, N. Okisu, Y. Sambe, In: High-Speed Electron.

Basic Phys. Phenom. and Device Prino. Int. Conf., Stoookholm,

Aug. 7-9, 1986.- Berlin, e.a. (1986), P.88.
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TWEORY AND DESIGN OF A NEW SMTH-PURCELL AWLIFIER

Yuriy A. Romantsov

Institute of Radio Astronomy, 4 Krasnoznamennaya St.,
310002 Kharkov, Ukraine

Phone: C7-0572) 447-818 Fax: (7-0572) 32-320

ABSTRACT. A new promising type of the Smith-Purcell amplifiers
of millimeter & sutmillimeter wave bands has been suggested. The
main elements of construction are an open resonator with the
distributed interaction and a special electronic gun with the
field-emission cathode whose auto electronic emission current is
modulated by the microwave input signal. The fundamentals of
constructing such devices are discussed, the most promising designs
being pointed out. On the basis of the theory developed,
particle-field interaction in such devices are analyzed in details
and the ultimate output parameters of the amplifiers are estimated.

INTRODUCTION. The creation of effective resonance amplifiers
of millimeter & submillimetric waves is one of perspective
directions in the development of electronic devices based on
Smith-Purcell effect (1,2]. Due to the employment of an open
resonators with distributed interaction the possible output
characteristics of multi-resonator Smith-Purcell amplifiers surpass
to a marked degree klystrons of millimeter wave band [3].

The main obstacle for the practical realization of this type
devices is a large extension of an interaction space of input
section,necessary for effective electron beam bunching by the
injected signal. This essentially complicates opto-electronic &
electrodynamic systems of a design. Therefore, at present time we
have a prototype only of one-resonator regenerative amplifier on
the base of orotron resonance system [4]. The report deals with the
new type of Smith-Purcell amplifier - orofenitron (open resonator
field emission microwave tube). It seems to us the perspectiveness
of a orofemitron is stipulated by the use in one design of the most
effective In millimeter & submillimeter wave band orotron
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electrodynamic system and of the auto electronic cathode current
microwave modulation phenomena (5]. This technique of electron beam
current microwave modulation showed its effectiveness in femitrons
-amplifiers & multipliers of X-band [5] as well as in gigatrons 16)
& devices of vacuum micro electronics (7], developed at present
time.

OROFEITRONS DESIGN & PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION.The main elements
of orofmLtrons structure are an open resonator with the
diffraction grating on one of the mirror and a special electron gun
with the auto electronic emission cathode and input device of
injected signal.It is designed for shaping of a strip electronic
flow modulated in density by the input signal. The gain value of
current modulation and its spectrum are controlled by the bias
voltage Us at the auto cathode according to the Fowler-Nordheim
rule of field emission (8]. Further,the modulated electron flow
enters in output open resonator & exc :ý it due to the
Smith-Purcell radiation which arises during the passage of electron
beam above diffraction grating and distributed interaction of
electrons with the periodic structure slow wave.

The input signal power increases due to the sharp slope of
current-voltage characteristic of field-emission cathode and due to
the effective distributed interaction of electron beam with the
open resonator field ,as well as due to the increase of beam power
under additional acceleration of shaped electron bunches between
cathode and output resonator in the case when this acceleration is
necessary for particle-slow wave synchronism.

THEORY & RESULTS. The theory of physical processes arising
within the orofemitron and estimations of its output parameters are
based on the well-known and reliable mathematical model of
microwave modulation of field-emission current [5] and on joint
solution of Maxwell's equations & equations of beam-particles
motion for oscillating systems with distributed interaction (2].

For the amplification mode of low signal C input signal
voltage Um << bias voltage Us ) we observe the strong dependence of
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maximum power gain factor of orofenitron
wx-e ( Ua /Us) /(,-,,)a -,30 +35 d

upon: tLhe relative slope go=( Us/Ic(Us) ) dIc/dUs of current-voltage
auto emission cathode characteristic IcCUs) ; the ratio J=Ic/Ist
between Ic and current Ist of self-excited oscillations of output
resonator if J<1 and acceleration voltage Ua to field cathode bias
voltage Us ratio.The high quality factor Q0-O00 of the open
resonator in millimeter wave band and efficiency of distributed
beam-field interaction allow to realize the values J - 0.5 + 0.8
under beam current Ic < IA. The use of low -current electron beams
not only increases the reliability of field-emission cathode
operation ,but also allows to decrease the operating voltage Us in
comparison with the Ua. These factors stipulate for the higher
orofemitron design values K.x in comparison with the femitron
where J(<1 & Ua/Us =1.

In the mode of power gain C Un/Us - 0.1 + 0.5) the maximum
achievable efficiency equal to - 70+80 Y. of relativistic &
nonrelativistic orofemitrons are reached not only due to the
possibility of high bunching but also due to the optimal conditions
of electron bunch - resonator field slow wave interaction.The
results of numerical and analytical optimization of resonator &
beam parameters [93 showed that maximum achievable efficiency of
orofemitron is determined by four main parameters: particle
velocity Voradius of a field spot R in an open resonator ,wave
length of the signal X and phase velocity of the slow wave Vph

S2.4 o/cR) o 1.-o.75 y* XVo/cR/C i+2,)] 4/C1+2 ,a)

where: Yr=(-IC Vh/ c2)-&/a; c- velocity of light; Vo/ V h!+ 0.5/ 4.
For open oscillating systems the condition RPX is satisfied,that's
why maximum achieved efficiencies are determined mainly by the
values of accelerating voltage CVo) and parameters of diffraction
grating C Vph).

CONOLUSION. The results of systematic analysis allow to make
a conclusion that orofemitron is a promising amplifier of low
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signals and of power in millimeter & submillimeter wave length
bands .The latest achievements in the field of vacuum micro
electronics and of miniature short-focus open resonators [10] used
during development of orofemitron allow to create compact
amplifiers of high stability with the gain coefficient K_ 30 dB
under output power Po-el+lOkW and efficiency factor 7) t 50+70 %4 in
the middle range of millimeter waves.
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the Ukraine

The report presents some features of the interaction of a drift-

ing flow of charge carriers in a semiconductor with space-inhomoge-

neous fields of the open resonators (OR). Diffraction grating is

placed in the OR. Synchronous component of the S-th space garmonic

has the form

-A S C17, C A (1)

where

42

WM (x)=L (2A,-L),;

Vph is the phase of velocity of S-th space harmonic; Hin, Hn are the
Hermite polynomials; £s is the amplituzde of S-th space harmonic;
2 x. are the radii of the mirror's curvature.

An effective interaction of the drifting carriers flow in the semi-

conductor with a field (1) is possible when the conditicns of syn-

chronism are being fulfilled in space and time. It is easy to show

that excitation of emergent radiation is also possible when the re-

sonance between resonance and transit frequencies is being fulfilled.

here V0 is the velocity of carriers drift, &' is the period o

straicture. The drifting flow is described in the frames of a quasi-
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hydrodynamic model in a semiconductor. Determine the complex power

of the interaction in the form

P ~ ~ 2 ( ,8,'a 1)f N) 2d
16 Yt h -K (2)

P d=01 -

here O is the coefficient of using the drifting flow; is
the amplitude of average of the cross-section of flow of the synchro-
nous harmonic's field, E (K) is the spectral density of the syn-

chronous field, K - is the spectral wave number:

A•. L1 o (1+L2 LIP P- Ih - is the propagation con-

stant of waves of the space charge (WSC): hA = &/-`- h = r_

S.7'p are the electromagnetic and plasma frequencies, correspon-

dingly. The first addend (2) determines the efficiency of the power-

exchange of slow WSC with space-inhomogeneous fields of OR, the se-
cond one is the quick WSC. To separate a real and imaginary parts

of the expression (2) and an imaginaryj part of the expression (2)

one may by means of the expansion of its analytical function deter-

mined by the cauchy integral along the real axis on degrees 7 z) [
and using the integral Gilbert transformation.

A complex power of the interaction of the drifting carriers

flow in a semiconductor with a wave -beam of OR at 9 - W2o24 one

may represent in the following form

P= P0  'M (Y o929)I

S'8' 2 2 2 "d
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_ Hf(Z) •f_,9 2)

H, ,(+I ) ( 4; 2..-7

(=2 47-(zS) Hm(2

Z7 /z• -- is the parameter of

missynchronism; Cq is the diameter of the field's spot of the main

oscillation type; -E , are the frequencies of collisions

corresponding to the concrete mechanism of carriers scattering in
a semiconductor; V 7  is the heat velocity; Wf.z) is the comp-

lex integral of probability.
In Fig. (a and b) are given graphs of functions R& FO

and 7ra 4 (,49S>•O) which deteimine the change of active and reactive

power components of the interaction of the drifting electron flow of
conductivity with the fields of the main type depending on the para-

meter of missynchronism for three meanings1. -Ty =0 ; 2. ýP =0.5; 3.-Vv=1.
In Pig. (c and d) analogous depezndences corresponding to the first

( rI = ) highest type of OR oscillations are given-
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SUPERSLOW WAVES IN PERIODIC STRUCTURES

(4.A.Bulgakov and V.D.Korolev

Institwte of Radiophysics and Electronics,
Acad. of Science of Ukraine, 12 Proscura st.,

310085 Kharkov , Ukraine

It is known that developing of millimeter and submillimeter (MSM)

wavebands is impossible without active elements. Up to date the

devices using quantum superlattices and ballistic motion of carriers

in submicrone structures are of first rate importance.

In this report we should like to attract attention on a

possibility of the creation of semiconductor elements of MSM bands

without complicated submicron technology. Distributed interaction of

drift carriers in a semiconductor with slow electromagnetic waves is

the mechanism which put into effect an instability of electromagnetic

waves similar to that one in a travelling-wave tube or back-wave tube.

In order to put into operation such interaction it is necessary to

provide an equality of velocity of semiconductor drift carriers and

propagation wave velocity. It is known that drift velocity is a less

than heat velocity, i.e. it has an order of 10?-_10 cm/s. In addition,

on electromagnetic wave in a solid state propagates with velocity

c/ e7 (c = 3xlO° cm/s is the vacuum light velocity, c is the

dielectric permeability), i.e. approximately is equal to 100 cm/s.

Velocities of surface plasmons and magnetic plasmons also considerably

exceed drift velocities E13. Thus, it is necessary to increase carrier

velocities by two or three orders or slow down an electromagnetic wave

in order to obtain this synchronism. For increasing velocities it is

possible to use ballistic motion of carriers in submicrone

structures, In another case we propose to make use the layer-periodical

structures consisting of semiconductor and dielectric layers [23.

In vacuum electronics comb-periodic structures became common use

to obtain delay. The mechanism of delay in such structures is possible

to consider as follows. A period of the structure is a resonator for

the electromagnetic wave. The difference of oscillation phases between

different resonators leads to propagation of a slow wave along the

periodic structure. That velocity of propagation seems as low as we

want in the case of almost zero phase difference between adjacent

resonators, but it is difficult to reali:e this situation on account

of wave damping calling into actic•i phase erosion. Usually in the
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periodic structures delay is of the order of 100.

There are some "resonant" types of waves in semiconductors:

surface and volume plasmons and magnetic plasmons. Without damping

velocities of these waves can be very low, but in practice damping is

relatively high even in pure semiconductors. Therefore velocities of

"resonant" waves differ slightly from the light velocity in vacuum.

Another situation can be realized in the layer-periodic structure
2

including tho layers of a semiconductor ( c= £os1 - +

where & is the dielectric permeability of the lattice, u is theol p
plasmon frequency, P is the effective frequency of collisions; dA is

the thickness of the layer) and dielectric (s ,d ). In Fig.1

dispersion curves for non-damping structures are shown
6) (k is the component of the wave

N

vector directed along layers,

d= dI+d a is a period of the

structure). It is shown that the

lower curve asymptotically tends

to the frequency of the surface

plasmons wP = 0/V + 7

((a(a is lengmur frequency)

propagating along boundaries of

k, d the dielectric and

Fig.i. semiconductor. Another disper-

sion curves correspond to the frequency higher than ( . In this regionP

the layer-periodic structure behaves like the dielectric lattice. The

field structure of the lowest dispersion curve is schematically

introduced in Fig.2a for volume and Fig.2b for the surface waves.

E F

N , !-

d2

Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b.
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Dashed curves are envelopes for the field distributions inside the

layers. It is shown from figures that in the infinite structure the

field has a periodical character although inside a layer it decreases

exponentially from the boundary. In the finite lattice the field

decreases exponentially deep into the structure.

The dispersion curve changes its form if we take into account

damping in semiconductor layers C3,43 (Fig.3). The longitudinal wave

number can be written in form k = k' + ik'° and we find that

60V , d I t t1 2 ()

-~ arctg (.s)

If frequency of collision so 0,

than k'd w and k'°d -n/2.
X X

4 Q1 l 1  It is impossible that the
Fig.3. value of k'd is grater than

the value given by formula (*). Let (k'd) = 0. The value of 0 have

been calculated for different structures with InSb as a semiconductor

(as = 16.7, P - 10" s , p f 10 s ) and dielectric layers (C 2oi p 2
5). We have obtained 0 = 2..4 for the infinite structure, with the

magnetic field 0 = 10..15; for a surface wave in the semi-infinite

structure 0 : 50; in the structure in a metal substrate Q z 50..70.

Let us estimate the minimum phase velocity by the formula

Sd

ph mmp
The value of the structure period d is restricted by the formula

application of the dielectric permeability. Therefore we have assumed

d z 3..10 um for the estimations. In this case phase velocity vh.

106.. 10 cm/s with o z 1012 s-. The great decay is obtained due tope
the fact that the investigated wave attenuation is less than in a

homogeneous semiconductor since -•the wave energy concentrated in

general in the low losses dielectric layers. In fact, the field in

the semiconductor is proportional tu exp(- k2 + Jsc I/tco ) and

in the dielectric ~ exp(- Z _1k 2 ,2 C 2 where C is theX 2

coordinate counted from the boundary between the semiconductor and

dielectric (see Fig.2). Thus, semiconductor layers define dispersion

proporties of the structure, and dielectric layers define wave
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damping. As a result, the low damping eloctromagnetic wave propagation

with the low phase velocity is possible.
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FAR INFRARED AND MILLIMETER WAVES SPECTROSCOPY
BY USING SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

Takao Nanba

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science. Kobe University,
Nada-ku, Kobe 857, Japan

ABSTRACT

The synchrotron radiation from structure in the nano-second time
the electron storage ring is a domain and so on.
powerful light source even in the After preliminary experiments
far infrared and millimeter wave at the SRS (Daresbury, UK) [I] and
regions as in the vacuum ultra the BESSY (Berlin, Germany) [21,
violet and X-ray regions. The spectroscopic system was con-
actual utilization of the synchro- structed in 1985 at the beam line
tron radiation for the solid state BL6AI, which is dedicated ex-
spectroscopy on condensed matter clusively for the far infrared
in the far infrared and millimeter spectroscopy, of the UVSOR
waves has started in 1986 at the (Okazaki) and its practical utili-
UVSOR, the synchrotron radiation zation has started since 1986 (31
facility at Okazaki (Japan) and and successively at the NSLS since
successively in 1989 at the NSLS 1989 [41. Many kinds of expe-
(Brookhaven, USA). To demonstrate riments at the UVSOR up to now
the advantage to use the synchro- proved that the SR delivers more
tron radiation instead of con- intense photon flux over a high
ventional black body sources pressure mercury arc lamp in the
experiment under high pressure far infrared and millimeter (MM)
using a diamond anvil cell in the wave regions.
far infrared region and experiment The purpose of the present
on ionic super conductor in the paper is to describe the present
millimeter wave region are des- status of the experiment on solid
cribed. state spectroscopy in the far

infrared and MM wave regions at
§1 INTRODUCTION the UVSOR.

The synchrotron (SR) is a §2 EXPERIMENT UNDER HIGH PRESSURE
light source which covers conti- WITH A DAC
nuously a very wide energy region-
from the microwave to the x-ray. To compare the intensities of
However, the SR has not been em- both sources, the SR and a 125 W
ployed until 1986 in the long high pressure mercury lamp, the
wavelength spectroscopy although light intensities from both
the SR has many excellent proper- sources were independently mea-
ties such as high brightness (pho- sured using the same spectroscopic
ton numbers per unit area-solid system. The light intensity was
angle product), continuous spec- measured as the function of the
tral distribution over the entire aperture at the sample position on
energy region, its precise time which the light is focussed with
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an optics of F/5.6 in the sample ride) under pressure as shown in
chamber. Fig. 1. However, up to now, the

Fig. 1 shows the ratios of the observation of such spectrum
light intensity at 100 gm of the under high pressure is quite rare
SR to that of the mercury lamp because its difficulty of experi-
through different apertures. The ment.
intensities of the SR were normal- Fig.2 shows the development of
ized to that in operation of 100 the phonon spectra of Rubidium
mA. From this result, the boundary Iodide (RI) with the pressure (P)
size of the aperture is 11 mm -in at room temperature. RI was evapo-
diameter at which the intensity of rated in advance onto the culet
the mercury lamp is equal to that surface of one of the diamond
of the SR at the ring current of anvils which form the pressure
100 mA. This means that more pho- cell. The thickness of the film
ton flux with che SR than with the was 2.8 /rm. A stainless steel
mercury lamp is acceptable into a gasket was used. The thickness and
detector in experiment where a the diameter of the pinhole were
sample acceptance is limited such 0.2 and 0.7 mm. The pressure is
as experiment under high pressure shown in each spectrum. The sharp
using a diamond anvil cell (DAC). dip which corresponds to the TO
We installed a spectroscopic sys- phonon energy is shown by a down-
tem under high pressure using a ward arrow in each curve. The TO
DAC to perform study on a pres- phonon showed a clear blue energy
sure-induced phase transition of shift with the increase in the
condensed matters. The precise pressure in the BI phase (lower
description of the spectroscopic three curves ). The TO phonon
system was described else- energy was suddenly reduced after
where[5,6]. Here, we describe tLe the phase transition to the B2
experimental outline in brief. We which occurs at 0.34 GPa (7]. In
made a so-called lever-arm type of the 82 phase, the TO phonon showed
a DAC which is installed on the a blue shift (higher three
bottom of the liquid helium cryo- curves). From the energy shift
stat in the sample chamber. The of the TO phonon versus the pres-
pressure induced in the diamond sure, the mode gruneisen para-
anvil cell was measured by a con- meters in the both Bi and B2
ventional fluorescence measurement phases and the TO phonon energy in
technique of a ruby. A ruby chip the B2 phase were reduced for the
was immersed as a pressure sensor first time. The details of the
together with the sample in the experimental results on other
liquid paraffin within the pres- alkali halides is also to be
sure cell. The light intensity given.
through the DAC was detected by a
liquid helium cooled bolometer. §3 N wave absorption of ionic

By using this high pressure super conductor
apparatus, we measured the trans-
mission spectrum of alkali halide A collective motion of free
to know the change in the phonon carriers (electron or hole) in a
spectrum of alkali halides due to conduction band is called as a
the phase transition. It is well plasmon. The onset of the ab-
known from a --rey diffraction sorption due to the excitation of
measurement that alkali halide the plasmon locates usually in the
shows a first order phase transi- near infrared - visible region and
tion from a BI phase (roci salt its energy is a so-called plasma
structure) to a B2 (cesium chlo- frequency which is given by the
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equation 2) The absorption measurement
2 4re 2 N / (1)under high pressure using a DAC is

Wp ./ () available at the UVSOR. The change
in the phonon spectrum of alkaliwhere N is a density of free halides under pressure was done to

carrieps in the conduction band demonstrate the advantage of the
and m the effective mass of the utilization of the SR in the far
carrier. A corresponding metallic infrared region. The mode
reflectivity shows a sharp rise at gruneisen parameters and the TO
the plasma frequency towards the phonon energy of alkali halides in
lower energy. Super ionic conduc- the BI and B2 phases were deter-
tor is an insulator at low tem- mined for the first time.
perature. However, ion becomes 3) The reflectivity measurement on
unstable and makes a thermal dif- the super ionic conductor RbAg I
fusion in the solid above the in the MM wave region was done ang
critical temperature ,Tc. The dif- the sharp rise due to the excita-
fussive motion of the ions may tion of the "ionic plasmon" was
give an plasmon state (we call it found.
as an "ionic plasmon"). Therefore,
the reflectivity of a super ionic
conductor is expected to show a
sharp rise due to the excitation ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
of the ionic plasmon at the tem-
perature above the Tc. However, This work was done by the
such sharp rise in the reflec- visiting researcher program of the
tivity is considered to appear in UVSOR at the Institute for
the MM wave region because the Molecular Science at Okazaki in
effective mass of the moving ion collaboration with Professor
is much larger than that of an M.Watanabe, Dr.K.Fukui ( Fukui
electron or a hole and conse- University at present) and Profes-
quently the w becomes much sor H. Inokuchi of the Institute
smaller accordine to the eq. (1). for Molecular Science. The author

We measured the reflectivity of is grateful to them for their
alkali silver iodide super ionic useful discussions and encourage-
conductor RbAg 4 1 of which Tc = ment through this work. The work
122 K [8]. The result is shown in on super ionic conductor was done
Fig. 3. As expected to an ionic in collaboration with Dr.T.Awano
plasmon, a sharp rise only in the of Tohoku Gakuin University
spectrum at 300 K above the Tc was (Tagajo, Japan).
observed [9]. The fine struture
in the spectrum above 20 cm is
due to the absorption by the pho- REFERENCES
non.
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Fig.3 Transmission spectra of Rb!
evaporated film of 2. 8 um thick-
ness measured at room temperature
under high pressure using a DAC.

asl The sharp dip due to the absorp-
0 S 10 AS 0 tion of the TO phonon fode of 91

AKRTUae 1%m) is shown by the downward arrow. A
sharp dip at 132 am-' in each

Fig. I The ratios of the light spectrum is due to the absorption
intensity of the SR at 100 unm to of the coLd crystalline quartz
that of the mercury lamp which filters of the detector.
pass through the same aperture is
shown versus the diameter of the
aperture. The intensities of the o RbAgls
SR were normalized to that in
operation at 100 mA. 300

NaCI(BI) Structure CsCl(B2) Structure LU
..a 2

Fig.4 The reflectivity of super

Fig.2 The crystal structure of ionic conductor RbAg 4 1S at 15, 77,
alkali halide at the NaCI(BI) and and 300 K.
C(sCI(B2) phase.
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PECULIARITIES OF FIR REFLECTION SPECTRA OF HoCdMnTe

Mazur Yu.t., Kriven S.I., Tarasov G.G., Shevchenko N.V.

Institute of Semiconductors of AcademY of Sciences, Ukraine, Kiev

The main feature of lattice dynamics of multicomponent narrow

gaD semiconducting compounds is a great number of vibrational sta-

ces with close or overlaoming energy bands. Under proper symmetry

cond-tions these states occur in resonance modifying the spectral

distribution. One can reveal these modifications in IR reflection.

absorption or Raman scattering spectra. their temperature and con-

:entrational dependences. The resonance adjusting for narrow gap

semiconductors is easily performed by compositional variation. It

allows the lattice, band, relaxation parameters to be changed wi-

thin broad limits. Another feature of interest is a proximity of

electron and phonon energies leading to violation of adiabaticitv

c-iteria for such systems. New effects due to these circumstances

are the subject of our Hg--y Cd xMn yTe investigations.

Hq1-ý-vCd Mn Te crystals of different compositions were syn-

thesized bv modified Bridgman technique at temperature gradient

of 35 K/cm. Before measurements their surfaces were treated by me-

chanical polishing and subsequent bromide methanol etching. All

=rvstals were of n-type conductivity and the free carrier concen-
15 3 17 -3

tration was varied from n = 1.10 cm to n = 5.10 cm 4t room

temperature.

Reflecxion measurements in spectral range of 0-6CO cm- were

oe-ýcrmed with TFS-1i1V spectrometer at temperatures 5K<TZ300 K.
-I.

-e ac:u~acv of wave numoers determination was about i - 2 cm

over all ranae measured. Kramers-Kronig transformation of reflec-

tion spectra defined tne complex permittiviti S(w). In view of

strong influence of resonant piasmon-phonon interaction we first-

"v confined ourselves by the case of low Mn concentration

( v = 0.015 and low free carrier concentration ( n = 1.9,10

cm *-

Fia. I presents Hg,,.& Cd 0 73Mn0 0 1 5 5 Te reflection soectra

m'asurý? at various temperatures. Three parts can be picked out
-1 -I

here: a) 60-120 cm : b) 120-160 cm . c) 160-20 cm come from

different nhvsical sources. First part is usually refered to de-

fect modes and strong spectrum modifications are observed here at

temperature increasing. in particular. the broad band at W = 105 -
-1

115 c-- Irows visibl/. The second one corresconds to HgCdTe
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LO - TO sol.-tt.ng. and the modes induced by Mn dominate in the

third part of refiection spectra.

10.2I • '
SsMs

5K
AI 100 K

200 K
300K

50 100 150 200 250
FREQUENCY (Cm- 1 )

Fig. I Reflection spectra of HgCdMnTe at different temperatures

Due to Kramers-Kronig transformation we have identified the
-I -I1

bands at uJ= 141 cmI and ) = 160 cm as HgTe- and CdTe-like LO
-I -1

modes and features at 0 = 123 cm and u)= 152 cm as correspon-

ding TO modes measured at helium temperature C T = 5 K ). Under

temperature increasing from T = 5 K to T = 300 K HgTe-like modes

aon't practically shift while the CdTe-like modes move to low
-1

energies on 3-4 cm It is very interestinq behaviour, but our

attention is further paid to analysis of fine structure of E"(u
-1

and Im(- I (W )) spectra which is caused by lattice disordering.

Within the range of reststrahlen rays we have found the band at
-I.

S= 135 cM- which is Shown in Fig. 2 for low temperature. It

nas a transverse polarization and can be attributed to clustering

oCde Observed formerly under Raman investigations [11. Fora," 180

cm and low temoerature ( T = 5 K ) the main feature is the peak

at u) = -91 cm-I with the strength proportional to Mr 2+ content

( Fig. 3 ). When the temperature is lifted up to T = 300 K the
-1

peak position shifts to low enerqies on 4 cm and its halfwidth

(64)) prows substantially. At high temperature the dependence

6u(T) can be approximated by T2"5, but when the temperature lowers

to Tft 80 K this dependence takes the form ab)(T)-T 0 ". The change

of 4, in the dependence T points out the change of broadening me-

chanism for localized Mn-mode. If 4) 2 the broadening. in the main.

zs determined by multiphonon decay or modulational process caused

ov ouasielastic phonon scattering. At low temperature the main

'MS.



contribution to the halfwidth is originated the sinole-phonon pro-

cesses and inhomogeneity, and decreases the power & decreases to

5 10

-0.

OOOOK
300K 30

130 150 170 170 180 190
FREQUENCY (C-I) FREQUENCY (Cm-1)

Fig. 2 The range of LO - TO Fig. 3 Spectral dependence of

splittings of HnCdTe at dif- Im(-C I (u))) for the ranqe of

ferent temperatures Mn-mode at different temperatures

Fig.3 shows also two shoulders at W= 170 cm and)= 180 cm-.
-i

The feature at 0- 170 cm could be ascribed to LO mode of CdTv

film, arising from the surface etchinq, but assiqnment of the se-

cond shoulder is problematically and needs more investiqations.

From our point of view the range at 80-120 cm is of most

interest because here both defect modes and fundamental and com-

bined lattice modes are arranged within small spectral interval.

Fig. 4 presents the low frequency winq of Im(--I (u) )) at difre-

rent temperatures. The wing structure is observed up to T ) 300 K

and can be identified with the lattice vibrations for binary and

ternary components known or discussed formerly [2-3]. The band at

= 105 cm- was firstly observed in HgTe and its solid solutions

with low Cd content [2]. Due to strong temperature dependence this

band has been supposed to be caused by subtractive LA-TA process

allowed for zincblende structure at the L and X points of the

Brillouin zone. FoPr (LO) = 125 cm-I and u)(TA) - 20 cm-I Baars ano

Sorger have determined the energy of longitudinal acoustic mode
-1 -1

6)(LA)=112 c1 correlated with the band u = 113 cm observed in

-440-



Fig. 4. Analogous band was obser-

ved in HgCdTe, CdMnTe spectra and 3WK
attributed to impurity-activated r 1

LA mode of CdTe, and what's mo- is-

200K
re, due to estimations [4] small

disordering is sufficient to ac- E 10

tivate LA vibrations in the 1/-100

spectral range W < 120 cm- . At

last, the mode at • = 95 cm- 5K

corresponds to so-called G mode

observed formerly in reflection 90 100 110 120
spectra of HgMnTe. At temperature FREQUENCY (cm-1)
increase G mode moves to low ene- Fig. 4. Low-frequency wing of

rgies, but at low temperature it Im(-F- (0)) for HqCdMnTe at

falls into the gap between acous- different temperatures.

tic and optic branches of HgTe.

Immediate vicinity of different modes leads to peculiar behaviour

of reflection peaked at W = 105 cm- . The latter has large oscil-

lator strength and the temperature dependence usual for two-phonon

processes. If the first property is characteristic for localized

excitation, the second one applies to propaqatinq excitation. To

agree this inconsistency we propose the model of anharmonic reso-

nant interaction of gap mode and subtractive lattice vibrations

C5]. Due to interaction, the hybrioization of wave functions takes

place resulting in the modification of the spectral distribution

in the range of resonating states as well as tne probabilities of

vibrational transitions. I1 this case tne maqnitude of reflection

cculd be increased at the exoence T4 ica. vibration but its tem-

oerature behaviour would be controjed b two phonon process.

Thus, the reflection soectra analysis carried out allows to

ioentify practicalli all vibrational states developed from the

states of binary and ternary components of HqCdMnTe and find new

features caused bt energy bands crossinc.
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FIR TRANSMISSION OF HgIXy Cd xMn YTe

Mazur Yu.I., Kriven S.I.. Tarasov G.G. and Shevchenko N.V.

Institute of Semiconductors of Academy of Sciences, Ukraine, Kiev

Phonon spectra of multicomponent mixed crystal Hg ix-yCd Mn Te

manifest a lot of features reflected the Peculiarities of lattice dy-

7amics which are of great interest for different applications. At

zmall Mn content ( y < 0.05 ) the phonon spectra change in accordance

with two-mode behaviour under x variation. The overlappinq ranoes of

L-J-TO splitting for CdTe- and HaTe-like vibrations are easily separa-

ted from the reflection spectra with the LO-TO frequencies falling

into the calibrated curves for Hg IxCd xTe [I]. Clustering and surface

-odes from the range of LO-TO splittings are studied in detail by me-

ans of Raman spectroscopy [2] and, recently, by the technique of FIR

-eflection [3]. Out of the range of restszrahlen rays one finds dif-

ferent impurity modes, the modes induce- bv structural disordering,

activated fundamental and combined lattice vibrations anc so far.

There is much less information about these excitations for HgCdTe,

and for Hg.__ Cd Mn Te it is quite absent. However these investiga-•-x-y ×< y
:ions could provide the data on degree of structural disordering, the

-ole of Mn in lattice stabilization, participation of compensated

.efects in lattice dynamics. Therefore we present here the data on

transmission for Hg 1 -x- Cd Mn yTe at different temperatures.

Fla. I shows the transmission spectra of Hg0.65Cd 0.33Mn 0.02Te (n-

•ipe. n =.5-101 cin at T=77 K, thickness d,=0.2 mm). Strong absor-
-l -l

7:icr occuoies the spectral range from c = 95 cm up to W = 165 cm

3:ectral interval from a) = 60 cm I to ) = 95 cm I corresponds to mini-

.um values of single-phonon density of states for both the HqTe crys-

zil and the CdTe one. Below W = 60 cm the complicated structure of

transmission is observed. Low-frequency features of singie-phonon den-
-1

=itv of states fall into this spectral ranqe also. Above u) = 165 cm

3rd uC zo the range of two-ohonon transition, the density of sinole
-1

3naron states approaches zero and the feature at ) = 190 cm corres-

ond :c; local vibration cf Mn2. The ranaes of transmission from W=

4c- to W 0 320 cm and (A) 320 cm refer to the two- and

- e~a-•-nonon rocesses respectively [4:. To analyse the transmission

u) " the abscrot-on coefficient 4( u)) is calculated wit'i account on

--e ret ?ý"ct1Z spectra measured formelv.
c 'ffizient of Hq, Cd0 M,.ITo crystal is plotted

•bs~~~ iO•2 .of i l n Of H 6 '; C.:33M c.02 -

P,•. _- at fv, o Jifferen- temcýraturss tdashed curves) for W - 9-



-I.
cM Here the data of oaper C51 are plotted also, which were obtai-
ned for Hg 0 . 7 Cd0.3ZTe under the conditions similar to our. Comparing

soectral features we conclude that the broad absorption band at (J-1
30 - 45 cm can be refered to the transverse acoustic modes of

HgTe- and CdTe-type. These modes are activated by structural disor-

dering of each of components as well as by impurity ions of Mn2+ The

latters can be resoonsible also for the band at * = 53 cm-I with

strong temperature dependence which was ascribed by Shen et al.[5] to

resonant vibration

of Mn2 in CdTe. 5K

It's worthwhile to

note that the broad fs 100

side-band of single- I0
phonon density of

states caused by TA 2M 1K

modes in CdTe is al- Z01(0

so placed in this 13
spectral range. 30O

The strong ab-

sorption, as can be

seen from Fia. I,

developes atu)= 9'5_1J

cm , much lower 1 '
than ( = 118 cm-1 50 100 00 300 400

which is low-energy FREQUENCY (Cm-1)

limit of LO-TO ran- Fia. I. FIR-transmission soectra of

ges. We attribute Hgo .65Cd0.3Mn .02Te soectra at different

this frequency to LA temoeratures

mode of HgTe activa-

ted by structural disordering of HgCdTe lattice, takina into account

its polarization and energy position.

The band at J = I•0 cm we refer to local vibration of Mn2÷ be-

cause the magnitude of absorption peak is prooortional to Mn-content

and its temperature deDendence is habitual for localized excitation.

But in fact the situation is more complicated for this spectral range.

The estimations show that different impurity modes could be active at

this frequency. From theoretical analysis undertaken by Talwar and

Vandevyver [6] It follows that undetectable impurities of Al, K, Fe

substituting Cd in CdTe sublattice or Si, Na at the place of Hg in
-1

HgTe will generate a localized vibrational state attO= 190 cm . Be-
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sides the 2LA(L) mode of HgTe can con-,ru -E51

tribute to this band also. I-OUR DTE
Low-temperature absorption of the

crystals investigated in the range of %J '

(A= 200 - 310 cm has enriched stru- WM

cture (Fig. 3) due to both the multi- 8 30 l.OO

mode behaviour of HgCdMnTe and a num-

ber of defect modes. The band at W 0 J

220 cm keeos its complicated stru- C

cture up to T = 300 K. Abtorption at g

-1 I - AC I I I

the band maximum is of 2 cm . Accor- 40 a so
dino to the selection rules for zinc- FREQUEN•C (Cm")
blend structure the next excitations

can be actual for this band: overtone Fig. 2. Absorption coeffici-

2LA(L) of CdTe, compound combinations ent of Hg0.65Cd0.33Mn .02Te

TO(X) + LA(X) (HgTe), LO(X) + LA(X) in the soectral range Q< 95
-:1

(HgTe). L0(L) + LA(L) (HgTe). It means cm at two temperatures.

that longitudinal acoustic modes, for--

bidden in infrared absorption and in •

Raman scattering, become of great im- S 10
oortance for FIR transmission. Another

explanation of strong (for a two-oho- ZK

non smectra) absorption at .= 220 cm

is the possibility of side-bands mani- e 201
au

festation. In this case side-band of 400

the vibration localized at 0 = 190
-l 0

:m reflect the density of states "

from the range of transverse acoustic 4

viorations which is peaked at U) s 30 VfI

,n for HaTe. The shift of absorption

at LJ = 220 cm with the temperature

increase corresoonds to the shift of ..0

rn= absorption oeake. The overtones Z60 300

and combined excitations for the fre- Fig. 3. Two-phonon absorption

quenzies from the range of LO-TO spli- of Hg 0 .65 Cdo. 3 3 Mno.02 Te at

ttings of HgCdTe are placed within the different temperatures

interval (J = 2-,0-320 cm . Weak absorption at u)= 245 cm is the li-

rit of compound optical transitions and can be refered to 2T0(F)(HgTe).
-1 -1

-he t-.mrerature shift of absorption at u)= 304 cm ( - 10 cm under

• .?--er.3ture '-crease from T _ 5 oo T = 300 K) allows to ascribe this
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feature to 2TO(X) mode of CdTe-component. Really, the frequency of TO-

mode of CdTe shifts on 5 cm-I towards less values giving evidence for

strong anharmonicity of vibration. The latter leads to the intensifi-

cation of two-phonon absorption and to the correct value of its shift.

We find the next classification for the other features under conside-
-I.

ration in this spectral range: 0 = 265 cm is 2LO(F) HgTe or TO(L)

HgTe + TO(L) CdTe; I = 276 cm- is TO(r) HqTe ÷ TO(M) CdTe.

To fit unambiguously the experimen-

ta data the O(k) dependences are neces-

sary for HgCdTe. Note that two-phonon - 14
peaks with CdTe participation, 

as a ru- E 54

le, are more prominent that those with 3OWK

HgTe only.

Multiphonon absorption of HgCdMnTe

-1 
10.

is plotted in Fig. 4 from u) f 320 cm 4-
to W = 400 cm The striking feature 20K

is at U== 380 cm-. It is undoubtedly

the overtone of local vibration at ) =

190 cm The magnitude of peak is a.

proportional of Mn-content, and the 1OOK
shift towards the lower energy is ap-

proximately twice of that for Mn-mode T1A0

at temperature increase from T = 5 to sK

T = 300 K. It should be noted a out-of- I
I I I I I I I I I

the-way modification of absorption line- 320 360 400

shape with temperature increasing. The FREQUEKCY (Cm-1]

broad band at CJ = 330-350 cm I is cau- Fig. 4. Three-pnonon absorp-

sed by different combination of trans- tion of Hq0 . 6 5 Cd o. 3 3 Mno.o 2 Te

verse optical vibrations which are of at different temperatures

high dipole activity.

Thus, the analysis of acoustic and optical modes manifestation al-

lows to conclude on the role of impurity atoms and structural defects

in the change of dynamical properties of narrow gap solid solutions.
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Th7.4

Polarization diplexing technique
used for a FIR laser sideband heterodyne spectrometer

Daniel BOUCHER, Robin BOCCUET and WeidorQ CHEN
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne

Universit6 des Sciences et Technologies de Ulle

59655 Villeneuve dAscq, France

An improved version of a tunable far-infrared (FIR) laser sideband heterodyne

spectrometer is reported in this article.

The generation of tunable coherent FIR laser sideband radiation is generally based on

the modulation of a fixed frequency FIR laser radiation by a tunable microwave source in a

nonlinear mixing component. Different detection methods lead to rather different

spectrometer designs.

The FIR laser sideband spectrometer developped in Lille (France) uses a heterodyne

detection system operating at room temperature (1].

The FIR source is a molecular laser optically pumped by a commercial PL6 C02 laser

(Edinburgh Instruments). The C02 laser cavity length is locked to the point of maximum FIR

laser output power, using the photoacoustic effect by means of q microphone signal

originating from the FIR laser transition. The FIR laser radiation is extractad via a gold-

coated dielectric silicon output coupler with a 8 mm-diam. hole in the cc iter. The FIR laser

system has been described in detail elsewhere [1].

The sideband generator is a GaAs Schottky barrier diode (Millitech Corporation, model

MX-04), mounted in an open structure corner cube. As the sideband power level increases

with input level, FIR laser power of at least 1 mW is required. A similar Schottky diode

(Farran Technology Limited, model CIII) is used as the first mixer in the heterodyne

receiver system. A local oscillator power of about 1 mW is generally needed to saturate the

diode at the nonlinear mixing point.
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In contrast to baseband detection, in which rigorous isolation of the laser radiation

before the detector is a major constraint due to the poor conversion efficiency of the Schottky

diode frequency modulator and the use of a corner cube, heterodyne detection needs

unmodulated laser radiation as local oscillator for the heterodyne receiver, eliminating

optical filtering in the spectrometer system.

The heterodyne detection method necessitates a division of the laser radiation into two

beams directed to each Schottky diode corner cube. The principal problem is to develop an

optical system which is able to realize the coupling of laser beam and of sideband radiation as

efficiently as possible. The solution for the coupling of Gaussian beam results in a beam

splitter, or in a dual-beam interferometer.

A beam splitter is placed in a resonator structure which is formed by a corner cube of

the Schottky diode, a movable plane mirror, and an ellipsoidal focusing mirror [2]. The laser

beam is divided by the beam splitter, then coupled to the sideband modulator and heterodyne

receiver respectively. The sideband radiation coupling towards the interaction cell is

optimized by adjusting the resonator cavity structure. However the simple structure of this

setup offers only a sideband coupling efficiency of about 30%.

The dual-beam interferometer coupling system can be a Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) non-

polarizing diplexer, or a Martin-Puplett (M-P) polarizing diplexer.

The non-polarization coupling technique, using two M-Z diplexers permits a coupling

efficiency of ideally 100% ignoring the dielectric material losses. However the M-Z diplexer

requires a thickness of the dielectric beam splitter adapted to the working frequency, so that

its bandwidth is limited. In addition, the beam splitting of dielectric materials is always

polarization dependent. Furthermore if we consider the constraint of beam truncation losses,

a minimum non-overlap loss of -1.6 dB is not avoidable even if a diplexer of the confocal

cavity structure is used with an enlarged beam waist.

The M-P interferometer, using polarization diplexing technique, couples two beams

of different Polarization. Its structure allows the use of the minimum diplexing path-length

difference and an enlarged incident beam waist: the degree of non-overlap can thus be

minimized.

A quasi-optical system using the polarization diplexing coupling technique has been

developped for our FIR laser sideband heterodyne spectrometer. The schematic diagram of the

experimental system is shown in Fig.1.

The FIR laser beam is enlarged at first by a frequency independent Gaussian beam

telescope system consisting of a parabolic mirror Mi and an ellipsoidal mirror M2. Then the

linearly polarized laser radiation is converted to circular polarization by a polarization
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rotator MR1, which consists of a wire-grid polarizer and a plans mirror with an adjustable

spacing. By a vertical wire-grid polarizer Gi, the laser beam is divided between the

transmitted beam which serves as local oscillator for the heterodyne receiver and the
reflected beam which passes into the sideband generator after crossing the diplexer Di.

Sideboad Heteredgme
gemerater receiver

E3ý DI D2

ples, mirror G O "

, - abs. cell

MRI plene mirror

FIR laser ! I - laser beam

-- sidebafds rdlaimflen

Fig. I Experimental optical system scheme

The diplexer Di is a typical M-P interferometer. The interferometer path difference

is tuned so that the sideband polarization is 900 with respect to that of the laser radiation

towards the sideband generator, in order to separate sidebands from the laser carrier at GI.
Another similar polarization rotator MR2 is used--to rotate the polarization of the sideband

beam through 900 again. The horizontal wire-grid polarizer G2 thus couples the unmodulated
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laser radiation and the spectroscopic signal to the second diplexer D2 which recombines the
two beams of different polarization onto the heterodyne detector.

Compared to an optical system using a non-polarization coupling technique, the non-
overlap losses of the system which we have developped are very low, especially with an
enlarged beam waist up to about 10 mm. The virtual losses of the entire optical system are

about -0.5 dB at 1400 GHz.
The working frequency bandwidth of the system is determined by the performance of

the wire-grid polarizer. With the present polarizers, whose wire parameters are: 2a.,10
gm & g=40 ;Lm (where 2a is the wire diameter, g the wire spacing), the optical system can

operate over a wide spectral range from about 600 GHz to 2500 GHz. By using smaller wire
parameters, the performance of the optical system at higher frequency could be improved.

In addition, this quas!-optical polarizing coupling system permits the FIR laser
sideband heterodyne spectrometer to be used in single sideband.
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MECHANISM AND DYNAMICS OF STIMUIATED FAR-IR RADIATION

OF HOT HOLES FROM COMPRESSED Ge

I.V.Altukhov, M.S.Kagan, K.A.Korol'ov, V.P.Sinis

Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics

Russian Academy of Sciences

Mokhovaya, 18, GSP-3, Moscow, 103907, Russia

Recently we have observed the stimulated emission of FIR hot-hole radiation

from p-Ge under uniaxial compression with no magnetic field applied, which has

been due to direct optical transitions between strain-split valence subbands

E1]. In this report the experimental data concerning with the origin of

population inversion of valence subbands and the evolution of stimulated

radiation in space and time are presented.

The stimulated emission was observed at pressure both in the [111) and

(100) crystallographic directions. The threshold compression P was about 9 kbar

for [111 and 6 kbar for [100] and in bot' oases corresponded to the valence-

subband separation energy A (A o P) close to the optical phonon energy co-

The spontaneous FIR hot-hole luminescence intensity at intermediate
electric fields beginning at impurity breakdown was found to be dependent on

stress as exp(-oA) with constant c both for [111] and (100]. At first sight, the
exponential decreasing of spontaneous radiation intensity with stress may be

explained by decreasing of hole concentration at the energies s > A in the

tail part of a distribution function. For the Mlaxwellian distribution function
-t kTt. T, is the light-hole temperature. The field dependences of kT are

shown in Fig.l both for (111) and [100). There is an interval of electric fields

K at which T, does not depend on E for both stress directions. On the other

hand, the spontaneous radiation intensity increases with E increasing at P
fixed. This points out increasing of hole concentration in the upper subband,

i.e. increasing T,. The contradiction means the distribution function is not

Maxwellian. Besides it is clear from Fig.1 that T, is higher and an initial

field for T, increasing is less for P 1 r1001 than those for P 1 [111,] although

light holes having somewhat smaller effective masses in the (1111 direction

should be heated at lower fields. This fact shows the heating of light holes is

affected by the presence of the heavy-hole band even at moderate fields.

The cause of non-Maxwellian distribution in unstressed semiconductor is

known to be the run-away of holes, i.e. acoustic-phonon collisionless

acceleration by the field, up to optical-phonon energy (streaming motion) [2].

Due to strong inelastic optical-phonon scattering the distribution function is
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stretched in momentum space in the hole-drift direction. In stressed Ge the

upper strain-s-plit "heavy-hole" band may act ýas a similar limit for bole

run-away up to the energy of A but with almost elastic scattering by acoustic

phonons. If the probability of interband acoustic-phonon scattering is high

enough in comparison to intraband one, the holes accelerated by the field to the

energy of A may accumulate in the upper subband. This process may lead to

inversion. The estimation [3) showed the condition for such hole sticking being

ME > a ( is the light-hole mobility at c 2 A, a is the sound velocity) can be

sati sfied already at low fields close to shallow imwurity-breakdown threshold in

Ge. If the most of the holes are in the heavy-hole band as a result of
light-hole run-away, the exponential decrease of spontaneous radiation intensity

with stress have to depend on the hole temperature T. in the upper band

connected with T, as T Th* (mN/mL - 1) (mh and m are effective masses in the

heavy-hole and light-hole subbands). The Tb values are marked on the right-hand
scales of Fig.1. The heavy-hole temperature turns out to be higher than lattice

temperature and is determined only by the intersubband scattering until the

field heating begins. Since mh in the [100] direction is leas than that in the

(111), so T2> Th and heavy holes in (100] begin to be heated at lower fields

than those in [111].

The field heating of heavy holes expands their energy distribution up to
optical-phonon energy counted in stressed Ge from the bottom of the light-hole

band, so the limiting energy is -o- A. After optical-phonon emitting the holes

are transferred to the lower band and then they run away to the upper one. Thus,

all of the holes are in the energy range of ' - A (Fig.2). The highest energy of

heavy holes depends on pressure in stressed Ge and may be done much less than
that without stress (s 0 ). As a result, the heavy-holes are in a narrow energy

range when A is close to the optical-phonon energy. The inversion is strong in

this case. The stimulated emission have been observed just at these conditions.

The uniaxial deformation is known to lead to the negative differential
conductivity (NDC) caused by hot-hole transfer between at a•n-split valence

subbands and, as a result, to high-field domain formatio', (see, f.i.,[4) and

references cited). We have studied the-. interaction between high-field domains

and stimulated radiation. The domain formation was observed at pressure above 4

kbar. There was two cases in dependence on sample contact conditions. In first

case the static domain was formed at the negative sample electrode at voltages

in NW region and caused the current saturation (Fig.3,b). The capacitive probe

mesurements showed the step-like field diiitribution in the specimen (Fig.3,a).

The stimulated emission (curve 4 in Fig.3,a) arose and grew as the domain width

increased with the voltage increasing reached some critical value. At large
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enough radiation intensity the domain was destroyed and the field distribution

became uniform (Fig.3,a). The generation (curve 5) and the uniform field
distribution maintained at voltage diminishing during the same voltage pulse
down to values much less than exciting voltages (Fig.3,a). The minimum
supporting field was found to be about 200 V/cm which was somewhat larger than
the field outside of the domain. These data show that high voltages necessary
for stimulated emiasion exciting in this case are due to high-field acmain
formation because the out-of-domain field is insufficient for generation.

In second case the current oscillations caused by travelling domain
formation appeared. At not too high voltages, however, the stimulated radiation
arisen could coexist with Gunn oscillations. The stimulated emission and current
oscillation magnitude were interdependent. The average current shown in Fig.4
illustrate domain evolution at FIR generation. At the pressure just before the
stimulated emission threshold the current oscillations existed at all fields
used and the average current saturated (curve 1). The oscillation frequency
corresponded to the domain transit time with velocity about 107 cm/s. At stress
above the threshold the average current (curve 2) changed similarly as the
radiation intensity (curve 3) and the current oscillations became damped as the
radiation inflamed and disappeared in the end. The travelling domain transformed
to the static one as the radiation intensity increased considerably. The further
evolution was in the same way as shown in Fig.3: next Jump of emission intensity
and current and conserving of stimulated radiation at uniform field at
diminishing voltage. Thus, two possible stationary generation states with and
without domains could exist in this case-

For some samples the stimulated radiation could appear beginning at the
impurity-breakdown voltage all over the voltage range investigated with no
current oscillations or static domain.
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Abstract

Fourier transform spectra have been recorded for 0-18 methanol in the far-infrared ground
vibrational torsion-rotation band. Because the CH 3-rock and CO-stretch bands overlap well with the CO 2

laser bands, CH3
18 OH is of interest as a source of optically-pumped FIR laser emission. From FIR

assignments, accurate combination differences are obtained which allow confident assignment of the
infrared CH3-rock and CO-stretch series. This permits identification of IR pump transitions which are
coincident with CO 2 laser lines, and thence can lead to assignments of the FIR laser lines. The FIR
spectral measurements are also needed to check the identification of IR-pump/FIR-laser transition systems
through IR/FIR combination loop relations. In this work, 57 subbranches in the ground state FIR
specmtmu of 0-18 methanol have been assigned, and their approximate J-independent origins have been
determined. These have been fitted to a model torsion-rotation Hamiltonian in order to determine a set of
molecular constants for the ground state.

Introduction

In common with its normal CH3OH parent, the 0-18 isotopomer of methanol has two vibrational
bands, the CO-stretching and in-plane CH3-rocking bands, which overlap well with the CO2 laser bands
and lead to extensive optically-pumped far-infrared (FIR) laser emission [1]. Identification of the lasing
transitions is an interesting spectroscopic puzzle, which has sparked much interest in recent years in
methanol and its various species, and has led to a considerable increase in understanding of the energy
level structure of both ground and excited vibrational states. The analysis of the IR vibrational bands
depends heavily on a knowledge of combination differences in the vibrational ground state, hence detailed
analysis of the torsion-rotation microwave and FIR ground-state spectra is an essential co-requisite for
vibrational spectroscopy of the molecule.

Microwave spectra of C1 3 I
80H were first observed in an early study by Hughes et al. [21, then

investigated more fully by Gerry et al. [3]. who assigned a variety of transitions at low rotational quantum
number and obtained a set of the J-dependent "a-type" parameters and certain of the J-independent or "b-
type" parameters. Later, in order to explore the potential of 0-18 methanol as an FIR laser source,
Goulding et al. [4] looked at the optoacoustic spectrum with C02 laser excitation and discovered a number
of promising coincidences between CO 2 laser lines and CH 3

18 OH IR absorptions. They predicted
correctly that strong FIR laser lines would be pumped by the 10R(20) C02 line, but their specific
proposed laser wavenumberv were not seen in practice when loli et al. [1] first investigated the FIR laser
emission from this molecule. Following the report by loli et al., which also included a low-resolution
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survey of the vibrational band structure comprising the IR spectrum [1], Lees et aL utilized the results of
Goulding [5] along with further work on the high-resolution Fourier tansform IR and FIR spectroscopy
to assign a number of the reported JR-pump/FlR-laser transition systems involving both the CO-stretching
[61 and C-3-rocking [7] bands. Around the same time, Petersen and Choi [8) explored three transition
systems with JR-radio-frequency and JR-IR double resonance and confirmed the assignments for those
systems, including the more likely of the 10R(20) pumping schemes proposed by Goulding et aL. [4].

In this paper, we report on our progress on the assignment of the ground state torsion-rotation FIR
spectrum of 0-18 methanol, and present our preliminary set of J-independent b-type constants as
determined from approximate subbranch origins. If time permits, some applications of the results together
with those from IR spectroscopy of the CO-stretching and CH3-rocking bands to the identification of FIR
laser transition systems will be discussed.

FIR Spectrum and Analysis

The FIR spectrum of CH3 18 OH was originally recorded from 30-220 cm-1 on the DA3.002
Bomem spectrometer in Ottawa, at a resolution of 0.004 crr 1. Analysis of this spectrum gave considerable
information about the torsion-rotation energy level structure of the ground state [5], but there was still a
lack of data for low rotational quantum numbers and for excited torsional transitions. Therefore, we ran
the spectrum again recently in Ottawa from 15-470 cm-1 at higher pressure and sensitivity, using the
modified Bomem instrument with 0.002 cm-rI resolution and similar conditions to those discussed briefly
in our 13 CD3OH study [9].

Analysis of the new spectrum is still in the early stages, but the increased resolution has permitted

many of the highly overlapped Q branches to be followed almost to their initial lines, while the higher
sensitivity has revealed numerous weak excited torsional branches much more clearly. So far, we have
only worked our way up the spectrum to include Q branches with origins lying below 150 cm-1, but it
became clear almost immediately that the parameters we were using to predict the origins were giving
discrepancies of several tenths of a cm"1. To remedy this, we determined approximate experimental values
for 57 FIR subbranch origins by extrapolating from the initial lines of the R, Q and P branches, and
included 4 microwave Q-branch origins [31 to give a data set of 61 origin wavenumbers. These are listed
in Table 1, and it can be seen that they cover a fairly wide range of rotational and torsional quantum

numbers. It may also be noted that they are very irregularly distributed in the spectrum, due to the large
and erratic effects of the torsional energy changes, hence reasonably accurate calculations are indeed of
importance in locating and identifying the various P, Q and/or R subbranches.

We then fitted the subbranch origins by non-linear least squares to a set of b-type parameters,

using the Kivelson-Kirtman formula [10] for the energy of state (ntK) as described for 13CD3OH [9]:

W(nxcK) = V3 <l-cos3y>/2 + F <Py2> + [A - (B+C)/2] K2 + V6 <1-.cos6yt>/2

- DKK K4 + kl K3 < P-> + k2 K2<py2 > + k3 K<P 3,> + k4 <pd4 >
+ k5 K2 <l-cos3,y> + k6 K<P.I> + k7•_-Py 2(1-cos3Y)>

In this notation, n is the torsional quantum number, t is an index defining the A, El or E2 torsional
symmetry, K is the component of the rotational angular momentum J along the a-axis, and P-y is the

torsional angular momentum [10]. As the constants F and A are both known functions of the axial
moments of inertia, lal and Ia2, we fitted directly to the latter for convenience [II]. Also, we chose to
constrain parameter k6 to zero in the fit to avoid the linear dependence known to exist among the matrix
elements for six of our parameters [10,11]. The FIR origins were equally weighted in the fit, but the
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accuracies of the microwave origins were taken to be lOx better, giving them lOOx the weight of the FIR
origins. Table I includes the least squares residuals, and it can be seen that the 61 origins are quite well
reproduced by the I I b-type parameters, with the overall weighted standard deviation being 1.95 and the
largest residual being 0.053 cm-1. The values found for the parameters are given in Table 2 along with
their rms errors. The values of the a-type parameters lb, Ic, and lab were taken from the previous
microwave study [3].The axial moments of inertia Ial and Ia2 and the torsional barrier height V3 are well
defined, and are similar to the previous microwave results [3], but some of the smaller torsion-vibration-
rotation interaction parameters are not very well-determined in the the fit. We hope that extension of the
assignments upward in wavenumber to include more origins with a wider range of torsional states,
together with least-squares fitting of the subbranch line series to determine more precise origins, may
improve the situation in future.
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Table 1. Approximate (nK)-(n"•"K") Subbranch Origins (crm-1) in the FIR Spectrum of CH3
180H

(n'-K') (n"r"K") TS a Vobs V-Vc (n'T'K') (n"T"K") TS a vobs Vo-Vc
(031) (010) A 9.974 0.004 (110) (131) A 67.185 0.002
(C22) (031) A 16.075 0.003 (113) (122) A 66.826 -0.009
(013) (022) A 8.772 0.001 (116) (125) A 32.645 0.001
(034) (013) A 21.381 0.003 (134) (125) A 41.048 -0.015
(025_) (034) A 39.983 0.602 (137) (116) A 111.171 0.026
(01b) (025) A 39.208 -0.016 (1310) (119) A 83.4-'5 -0.034
(037) (016) A 35.961 0.015 (133) (124) E1  36.876 0.000
(028) (037) A .53.172 0.009 (115) (124) E1  45.C45 0.000
(019) (028) A 67.881 -0.001 (136) (115) E1  112.395 -0.053

(0310) (019) A 62.043 -0.036 (111) (120) E2  77.291 -0.003
(0211) (0310) A 65.241 0.029 (114) (123) E2  56.742 -0.007
(033) (012) E1  17.755 0.006 (135) (114) E2 97.791 0.024
(024) (033) El 33.520 -0.001 (138) (117) E2  104.415 0.046
(015) (024) E1  28.258 -0.037 (210) (131) A 126.366 -0.017
(036) (015) E1  30.096 0.007 (213) (134) A 122.253 0.018
(027) (036) E1 49.426 0.006 (234) (113) A 150.918 -0.012
(018) (027) El 59.611 0.001 (237) (128) A 79.871 0.016
(039) (018) E1  52.026 0.008 (212) (133) E1  116.432 0.001
(0210) (039) E1  60.638 -0.030 (236) (127) E1  80.262 -0.006
(0111) (0210) E1  80.081 0.029 (211) (132) E2  115.495 -0.014
(032) (011) E2  14.082 0.004 (235) (126) E2  95.352 0.014
(023) (032) E2 25.543 0.001 (231) (210) A 119.741 0.003
(014) (023) E2  17.942 0.013 (222) (213) A 150.235 0.001
(035) (014) E2  25.345 -0.015 (216) (237) A 109.317 -0.042
(026) (035) E2  45.171 0.012 (221) (212) E1  146.236 0.024
(017) (026) E2  49.904 -0.003 (215) (236) E1  100.746 0.017
(038) (017) E2  43.214 -0.013 (220) (211) E2  138.916 -0.000
(029) (038) E2  56.787 0.005
(0110) (029) E2  74.619 -0.014
(0311) (0110) E2 72.837 0.001
(021) (030) EI 5 .49 56b 0.0011 (020) (011) E2  5.0266b 0.0003
(012) (021) E1  1.13 14 b 0.0010 (130) (121) El 6.2368b 0.0009

a Torsional symmetry. b Orinn found from microwave results, and given IO0x higher weight in the fit.

Table 2. J-Indenendent b-Type Parameters for the Ground Vibrational State of CHi 18OH

Parameter Matrix Element Value a Parameter Matrix Element Value a

lal (amu-/A2) 0.760737(186) kI (MHz) K3<p.,> -1.503(593)
1a2 (amu-A 2) 3.21143(60) k2 (MHZ) K2<P.t 2 > -56.38(I.93)

V3 (cm"1) <1-cos3T>/2 374.169(111) k3 (MHz) K<P.,3> -160.84(3.33)
V6 (cm-1 ) <tI-cos6y>/' -1.273(107) k4 (M-z) <PY4 > -257.26(7.40)

Dkjc (MHz) -K4  1.232(105) k5 (MhI-z) K2<1-cos3y> 291.4(26.5)
Ib (amu•A2) [21.375941 kb (MHz) K<P-> [0.001
lc (amu-A 2) [22.168581 k7 (Mhz) <PIY 2(1-cos3')-> -306.7(237.7)
lab (amu-A2) [-0.151381 S.D.b 1.95

a Standard deviations in the last figure are shown in parentheses. Values in brackets were fixed in the fit.

b Overall standard deviation of the fit, in weighted cm-1.
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Optical Study of Residual Donors in ZnSe/GaAs

H.Nakata, R.Komeda and T.Ohyama

Department of Physics, College of General Education

Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560 Japan

Far-infrared magneto-absorption and photoluminescene are observed for
MOmPE grown ZnSe epitaxial layers. A far-infrared absorption peak at
4.2T for the wavelength of 57P m is assigncd to transition from Is to
2p* state of Cl donor in ZnSe. Free exciton and donor bound exciton
are observed in photoluminescence measurement. The splitting of these
peaks due to difference in thermal expansion coefficient leads us to
estimate the strain in the ZnSe layer and the ionization energy of the
residual donor is calculated from the splitting between the main peak
and two electron satellite of the donor bound exciton.

I. Introduction

A ZnSe epitaxial layer has become an important semiconductor espe-
cially after the report on invention of the blue light emitting laser.

The control of residual impurities is inevitable to fabricate a p-
ZnSe. Photoluminescence measurement has been widely applied to charac-
terize residual impurities. In photoluminescence measurement, not only
a free exciton but also a bouni exciton can be observed. 2 The dif-
ferent residual impurities induce the bound exciton peaks at different
peak positions. We can identify the residual impurities from the peak
position in the bulk sample. Complexity comes to a ZnSe epitaxial
layer because of strain in the ZnSe layer due to difference in thermal
expansion coefficient between ZnSe layer and GaAs substrate.3, 4 Both
free and bound exciton peak split because of the strain. We estimate
the strain from the splitting of the free exciton peaks.

Two electron transition of the bounH exciton is radiative recombina-
ti.on process like Auger effect. 2 The electron and hole in the bound
exciton recombine each other and excite an electron to the excited
state of the donor. We can easily estimate energy difference between
the ground state and the excited state -if the donor. We observed two
electron transition in ZnSe/GaAs and estimated the energy difference,
Far-infrared(FIR) magneto-absorpt-ion of dondrs in a ZnSe epitaxial
layer waz first reported by K.Saitc et al..5 They studied I doped ZnSe
and observed an absorption peak at 5.3T for the wavelength
of 57/ m.

2.Experimental

The samples which we used in this study were ZnSe Ppitaxial layers
grown on GaAs substrate by MOVPE (Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy)
method. The sample thicknesses are 10 and 20M m . A CH3OD laser with
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the wavelength of 5 7u m
was employed as a FIR 4.2 K
source and the sample &97?-2
was placed in the N1LASER
magnetic field up to
5T in FIR magneto-
absorption measurement.

An Ge doped with As
was ;sed as a detector. El
A xenon flash lamp was W
operated at 20Hz as an Z
excitation source in El 1 2
photo-excitation 0
measurement.We made photo- -- -- L !

W80 2.79 Z78 Z77 2.76
luminescence measu- PHOTON ENERGY(eV)
rement in a conven-
tional way. A pulse N2 Fig.1 Photoluminescence spectrum of
laser with pulse width ZnSe/GaAs with thickness of 20gm. E, and
of ins and peak power 2 denote free exciton and donor bound
of 10KW was employed exciton line, respectively.
as an excitation
source. Luminescence
was dispersed by a monochromator (SPEX 1269) and detected by a phot-
multiplier. The signal was analyzed by a boxcar integrator.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure I shows photoluminescence spectra of the ZnSe epitaxial layer.
Ex denotes a free exciton line and Iz a donor bound exciton line. A
two electron transition is possible in bound exciton recombination.
The two electron transition is denoted 12. Each line spilits into
two lines by a residual
tensile strain in plain Table 1
due to difference in
thficient between Znscef-and Component Transition energy (eV)
GaAs. 3 . 4 The photon
energies of emission Ex* 2.8012
lines are listed in
Table 1. We can E, 2  2.7973
estimate a residual
strain to be 7 .2x10- 4  12 2.7947
from the energy sepa-
ration 3.9meV of free •2 2.7930
exciton doublet Exi and
Ex 2  . "11 -

Energy separation 2 27745
between the main peak 122 2.7733
and the two electron 2
satellite of donor
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bound exciton gives us a
energy difference between
the ground state and the
excited state of the donor. ZnSe
The separation between 12z W X:57um
and Iz lines is about ".T2K
20meV. It is close to the M

energy difference of 19.66
meV between Is and 2p states
of Cl donor reported by Herz Z

et al..Z
Figure 2 shows FIR absorp- U1

tion of a donor in the ZnSe i
layer with the thinckness Z
of 10,u m. We observed a
broad absorption peak at
4.2T. Saito et al. made the
same kind of experiment for
I doped ZnSe and reported

one of peaks at 5.3T. 5 The t
peak position is different 0 1 2 3 4 5
from ours. It means that MAGNETIC FIELD (T)
our residual impurity is not
an iodine. We assumed that Fig.2 Far-infrared magneto-absorption of
the absorption peak is due ZnSe1GaAs(t=1O0m). An absorption peak at
to the transition from is 4.2T corresponds to Is to 2p. transition of a
to 2p. state of an unknown residual donor.
residual donor. The energy
difference between is and
2p+ state at zero magnetic
field is estimated to be 20.0meV in linear Zeeman effect approxima-
tion with the electron effctive mass of 0.145mo.7 The obtained value
agrees well with that from photoluminescence measurement.

The thick sample reveals a more sharp resonance at the same magnetic
field. It means that it has a good crystal quality. When we elevates
the bath temperature, the broadening of the peak occurs and the peak
shifts to higher magnetic field as shown in Fig.3. The linewidth of
the absorption peak changes from 51 to 61, eV at 4.2 to 20K. Residual
strain induces the broading of EnD/Eg, where En is the ionization
energy of the nth level(=7meV), D is deformation potential(=4.1eV),
is a strain and Eg is a energy gap(=2.8eV). The estimated broadening
due to residual strain is about 7.6u e%. Other mechanisms are neces-
sary to explain the linewidth.
Another interesting result is photo-modulated absorption experiment.

In this experiment, a two channel boxcar integrator was used and one
gate opened just afree photoexcitation and another gate at enough
delayed time. At 4.2T, FIR absorption decreases due to photoexcita-
tion. In normal situation, photoeicitation creates electron-hole pair
and ionized impurity captures free carriers to become a neutral im-
purities. In this case, photoexcitation ionizes neutral donors. In-
terface between ZnSe and GaAs may play a important role for this
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mechanism.

4 .Conclusions

We estimated residual strain ZnSe
of 7.2x10'4 the splitting of X5p
free exciton lines and 

42

assigned the residual donor
to Cl impurity. The is to 2p*
transition of Cl impurity is
observed at 4-2T in FIR absor-
ption for the wavelength of
57,a m. The estimated energy
difference between isaddp

state at zero magnetic field -a

agrees well with the result

of photoluminescence. Tempera- 0
ture dependent line broadening 

L

and photoionization of donors
are observed.Z20
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NENP - A MODEL MATERIAL FOR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
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We report on FIR-magneto transmission experiments on the model material
NENP representing the most realistic system for the antiferromagnetic linear
chain with S = 1. For such systems, Haldane made the conjecture that the
excited triplet states of the system are separted from the singlet ground state by
a nonzero gap in contrast to the case for S = 1/2[11. After the first direct proof
of the existence of the Haldane gap 2, we have investigated all possible
transitions in the ideal system of infinite chains as well as the special effects due
to ending and breaking of the chains. Impurity transitions are also observed.
This implies that the selection rules of the ideal system are broken. The present
data demonstrate the efficiency of FIR-ppectroscopy in the investigation of
complex spi•i systems.

I. F.D.M. Haldane, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 1153 (1983).

2. W. Lu, J. Tuchendler, M. von Ortenberg, J. P. Renard, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67,
3716 (1991).
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HIGH FREQUENCY FIR-LASER MODULATION FOR PULSED
HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD APPLICATION

R. Krevet, F. Roters and M. von Ortenberg

Institut fQr Halbleiterphysik und Optik
Technische UniversitAt Braunschweig

D-3300 Braunschweig, Germany

We report on the first successful high frequency modulation of an optically
pumped FIR-molecular gas laser in the range of 105 to 106 Hz. Such high
modulation frequencies are necessary to apply a fast lock-in technique for the
detection of FIR-magneto-optical spectra in high pulsed magnetic fields with
pulse duration of the order of some msec. This high frequency lock-in technique
has ben demonstrated to give, for magneto-transport measurements, the same
signal-to-noise ratio as known from experiments in quasistationary fields as
produced by superconducting or BITTER solenoids [1].

The modulation is provided by a Q-switch technique applying special piezo
controlled mirror supports of the laser cavity. Using a high performance Piezo
ceramic tandem configuration, we were able to displace the incoupling mirror. of
4 cm diameter with a coupling hole of 3 mm at a resonance frequency of 195 k-Hz.
In resonance, the displacement amplitude is sufficiently large to result in full
modulation of the FIR-laser emission line.

The detection of the high frequency modulated radiation intensity is
performed by a multi-element photoconductivity detector system as described in
[2]. Magnetotransmission spectra obtained by this method are of the same
quality obtained for those with modulation frequencies in the order of 10 to 100
Hz. The additional advantage of the modulation method is FIR-magneto-optics
is the fact that, due to the modulation, the base line for zero transmission is well
defined in contrast to the common experiments in pulsed magnetic fields, where
only the magnetic field induced change is recorded without reference to the zero
transmission value.

References:

1. M. von Ortenberg, W. Staguhn, F. Babel, S. Takeyama, T. Sakakibara, N.
Miura, J. Phys. E: Sci. Instrum. 22, 359 (1989).

2. M. von Ortenberg and J. Geiger, Prof. 13th International Conference on
Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Honolulu 1988, SPIE 1039, 207 (1988).
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FIR-Study of Rare Earth Compounds

P. Jazisen, F. Herlach, L Van Bockdtal and J. WI'mers
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1. RINTRODUCTON,

An ion with a partially filled shell has non-wa angular momentum and a
o ding magnetic moment. In a magnetic field, this leads to precession of the

magnetic-moment around the magnetic field with the Larmor frequency. If an oscillating
magnetic field is applied, the orientation of the magnetic moment can be reversed. This
phenomenon is well known as "Electron Paramagnetic Resonance" (EPR).

Resonance occurs when the frequency of the oscillating field is equal to the
Larmor frequency. For a free ion this is:

%W = g;&B

(Ps is the Bohr magneton). The Land6-factor g. is given by:

1+ J(J+1)-L(L+I)+S(S.I)
2J(J +1)

J, L and S are the quantum numbers for the total, total angular and total spin
momentum respectively.

FREE ION

GROUNO STATE

I I SPLITTING BY I SPLITTING BY
CRYSTAL FIELD MAGNETIC FIELD

Fig. 1: EneV levels for an ion in a weak crystal field

If the ion is inside a crystal it is subjected to the electrostatic influence of its
neighbourt, described by the crystal field. The energy levels are shifted, and the
resonance condition changes accordingly. To appreciate this effect, one has to compare
thcese changes in energy levels with other interactions. In the case of the rare earth ions
the magnetic moment is due to the partially filled 4f-shell. This shell is surrounded by the
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5s- and 5p- shells and these screen the crystal field very effectively (in contrast with e.g.
the case of incomplete 3d-shells). Typical shifts produced in the energy levels are of the
order of 10 to 100 cma&. The situation can thus be summarised as follows (see fig. 1):

"• The ground state for a free ion is determined using Hund's rules. This yields the
values for J, L and S. This -ground state is (2J+1)-fold degenerate.

"* This degeneracy will be lifted (partially) by the crystal field. How far the
degeneracy is removed depends on the symmetry of the crystal field. However, if
the number of electrons in the shell is odd, Kramers' theorem applies: the
degeneracy cannot fully be lifted by an electric field. The remaining degeneracy
is in this case at least twofold.

* An applied magnetic field will lift the remaining degeneracy. EPR between these
split levels can be observed under suitable circumstances.

The difference in energy between the ground term, as given by Hund's rules, and
the higher terms is much higher than the splitting induced by the crystal field. In most
cases one can therefore ignore the higher terms completely at far-infrared (FIR) photon
energies. The splittings caused by the crystal field however are right within the FIR
region, which is therefore well suited for this studies.

2. THE USE OF HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS.

In case of a large zero field splitting, even in very low magnetic fields, the use of
FIR radiation may be necessary to observe EPR. There are a number of advantages in
the use of high magnetic fields:

• Closely spaced lines can be resolved, resulting in a more accurate determination
of the resonance field and easier study of line shapes.

• Many lines appear narrower in higher fields. This makes detection easier and can
be of great help in separating different contributions to the line width (e.g.
hyperfine lines).

• Evidently, the energy levels can be mapped over a wider field region.
• The difference between the applied magnetic field and the local field can be

calculated in terms of a demagnetising field. This depends on the magnetisation
in the sample, which in turn depends on the applied field. It is a definite
advantage that in high fields the magnetisation can be saturated. Correct g-values
can then be derived from the slope of the measured resonance condition (i.e.
from a plot of photon energy versus applied field at resonance).

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP.

We use two different spectrometeri. They do not differ very much in principle, but
are very different in the experimental arrangement. Both use an optically pumped FIR-
laser as radiation source. A diagram of the spectrometer based on a superconducting
magnet (up to 12 Tesla) is given in fig. 2. Due to the limited sweeping speed of the
superconducting magnet a measurement with this spectrometer takes typically 15 minutes.
As shown in the diagram, the radiation is chopped. Part of the beam is split off to
stabilise the laser. The transmitted radiation is detected by a slow detector (e.g. a carbon
bolometer), mounted under the sample.
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Fig. 2 FIR mnmssin spectrometer

The second spectrometer is based on a pulsed magnet. This technique produces
much higher acieds ( over 50 Tesla), but on an entirely different time scale. The pulse
duration is of the order of 10 milliseconds. High speed detectors (e.g. InSb hot electron
bolometer) and high speed electronics (such as fast transient recorders) must be used.
Experimental conditions, e.g. the stability requirements for the laser, are very different
for both spectrometers.

4. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. ________

The case of TmV0 4 (1] illustrates very well -
the lifting of the free ion degeneracy by the crystal I
field. As can be seen from fig. 3, not one (as

expected) but several resonance lines are seen. The
resonance condition (see fig. 4) was determined by
repeating the measurement at different wavelengths.

The TmVO4 crystal is very easily distorted, and oc
different distortions with different symmetries a
produce different spiittings of the ground state. This
explains the different lines, all with the same g-value
but with different zero field splittings.

The case of DyAIG is more complicated. EPR win this material was, until now, onlbydone in diluted

materials. This has the advantage that interactions Fig. 3 EPR spectrum in TmVO4
between the different magnetic moments are strongly
reduced. However, in high fields, the study of the
undiluted material can be undertaken. Here also, many lines were detected (see, e.g. fig.
5). The explanation given for TmVO4 is not applicable, due to the Kramers theorem. The
observed lines can roughly be grouped according to their g-values. Extra lines with a s-
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value corresponding to the expected doublet splitting
can be accounted for in terms of nearest neighbour
interactions. Effects of non-stoichiometry can explain

"I many of the other lines. We consider extra Dy3' -ions
occupying sites in the crystal normally occupied by A131

" *' b -ions. This has a double effect: some of the regularLDy 3 + -ions see their crystal environment changed by this
"I interchange. Furthermore, there can be signals caused

by the irregularly placed Dy3+ -ions. Some of these lines
show a g-factor which is much lower than expected.

. This effect does not account for all of the lines that are
seen, but is, for a specific group of lines, consistent the
angular variation of the spectra.

Fig. 4 EPR resonance
condition for TmVO4

cc 0. 5 to is it Z5 30 is .0 'S s0 SSS... . iSI l )

M G

55 6C 65 70

Fig. 5 EPR spectrum in DyAIG

Two more promising cases are DyPO 4 and TbPO 4. Both of these were until now
not studied in the far infrared, but literature data on optical transitions generate interest
in a FIR study of these materials as well. The results will be presented and discussed at
the conference.

REFERENCES
[1] L De Wolf, P. Janssen and B. Bleaney, Phys. lett., 108A, No 4, 221, 1985
[21 P. Janssen, M. Mahy and W. P. Wolf, Phys. rev. B, vol 37, No 10, 4851, 1988
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OPTIMUM TRANSVERSE PARAMETERS OF MINI-OPFIRL

Li Yao and Lin Yikun
(Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, China)

ABSTRACT

Double-peak of the operating pressure had been found when the transverse
feedback was strong enough. The density matrix for non-monochromatic signal
fields was presented for calculatio.n.

INTRODUCTION

The application of OPFIR lasers stimulated the study of the miniaturization of

FIR sources • A cw OPFIR laser with the cavity length as short as 5 cm was

reported in 1986 . Miniature pulsed OPFIRLs with their cell length from I to 5

cm were delevoped4 and the transverse feedback enhancement effect was found to

be an active role in a mini-OPFIRLs.

EXPERIMENTS

The experimental setup was a conventional OPFIRL system except the sample
5tubes were newly designed . Different sample tubes made of three materials
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Fig.2 The output power of mini-OPFIRL with different inner
diameters.

including aluminum, brass, copper with two different inner diameters (018mm
and 022mm) and the same length (39mm) were used to investigate the dependence
of output power on the transverse parameters of the sample tube.

Fig.1 was the experimental curves of the output power versus the operating
pressure of three sample tubes with the inner diameter of 018mm. In the FIR
region, the reflectivity of copper was the highest among these materials, and
that of brass was the lowest. It was evident that the higher the reflectivity
of the tube wall, the larger the output power of the mini-OPFIRL.

Fig.2 showed that the maximum output power of the copper sample tube with the
inner diameter of 018mm was larger than that of 022mm, and furthermore, the
output power of the latter dropped faster than the former when the operating
pressure was higher than the optimum operating pressure.

The other result was that the optimum operating pressure of the mini-OPFIRL of
018mm copper sample tube had two peaks, the first in P-40x133.32Pa and the
other about in P=80x133.32Pa.

THE DENSITY MATRIX FOR NON-MONOCHROMATIC SIGNAL FIELDS

In a transverse feedback enhanced mini-OPFIR laser, there was interaction
between the transverse feedback and the stimulated emission in the
longitudinal direction. The conditiong of the excitation and the emission
between the two signals were different, so the production of the amplified
spontaneous emissions were quite different. The density matrix for non-
monochromatic signal fields should be considered.

It was assumed that the electric field interacting with the molecular system
include the pump laser field and the signal laser field, where the pump laser
was assumed to be monochromatic field with its frequency f)c 31 and the

signal laser was the non-monochromatic field which was taken to consist of n
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discrete frequency signals, w 3 2)

E(t)= I EpexplVpt0+ 2-L LE exp(. t)+c.c.

2 ~ePt ),t 2 ni 0,0 ,

With the rotating wave approximation and solving for the quasi-steady-state,
the density matrix equation for three-level system was expanded as a set of
4N+5 complex linear equations, where N was the number of the discrete
frequency signals concerned. By writng the equations in matrix form, the
equations were solved and gain coefficients for N discrete signals were
obtained:

P 1 3 1  r 3 1 -r 2 3XB (HB) /(H 2 )nn

B h-B 2 B2  (H') 2 /(H2)
p I pn on n nn

. 2
hi r B(H'),

321. 23 31 p 3

B *n h i(H 2 )n-BB (a i n )n

where
h1 +l x2 +ZB 2  +4B2 -_B 2 l (-2xey )/[1+(-x+y )2+B2+B2]

s. n p no, e .

(H2 ) :+y2+B 2+4B2 -B 2(-2y +x) /[l+(-x+y )+B 2+B 2
nn n p a, r, p n n p 0 n

(H3 ) :-3-(-2x+y )(-2y +x)/[I+(-x+y.) +B 2 +B 2,

The gain coefficient for the FIR signal with the frequency ' wasS. N

N p 2 rG =-- a " Im(P3 /B )--a
*, n FE0C7 , n 32 ,e c771
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Fig.3 The calculated curves of a mini-OPFIRL, where 0 was the
calculated point. The sample tub( was 40mm long and 018mm ID.
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THEORETICAL CALCULATION ON MINI-OPFIRL

By means of the theoretical model5  and the density matrix for non-
monochromatic signal fields discussed above, the output power of the mini-
ature OPFIR laser could be calculated by the iteration calculation method.

Fig.3 showed the calculated curves of the output power of the laser varying
with the operating gas pressure, where the sample tube was 40mm long and 018mm

ID, the intensity of the input pur, p laser and the pump laser spot were 4MW/cm2
and 0 10mm, respectively. Three conclusions from the results could be obtained:
i, The reflectivity of the side wall of the sample tube affected the output
power of OPFIRL but not the optimum operating gas pressure. The higher the
reflectivity, the higher the output power. ii, There were two optimum
operating gas pressures when the reflection coefficient was greater than 80%,
the first peak in P-40x 133 .32Pa and the second in P=70x 133.32Pa. This was in
agreement with the experiment of the copper sample tube as shown in Fig.l.
iij, The shape of calculated curves was in agreement with that of experimental
curves. When the operating gas pressure was lcwer than the optimum pressure,
the output power increased rapidly as the operating pressure increased. When
the operating presuure was higher than the optimum pressure, the output power
decreased slowly as the operating pressure increased.

The double-peak phenomenon resulted from the inters tion between the
transverse feedback and the ASE signals along the optical axis. The first peak
corresponded to the contribution of the transverse feedback and the second the
ASE along the optical axis. These two signals enhanced each other. When the
reflectivity became lower, the effect of the transverse feedback would be
weaker and so would the enhancement to the longitudinal signal. Hence the
second peak disappeared.

CONCLUSSION

The dependence of optimum operating pressure on the transverse parameters of
the sample tube was studied. The mechanism of the processes in mini-OPFIRL was
revealed, which was important for the development of the OPFIRL theory a,,d the
utillization of mini-OPFIRL.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the detailed analyses of high-resolution Fourier

transform spectra of the infrared (IR) C-O stretch and far infrared

(FIR) torsion-rotation bands of methyl alcohol have been applied to

predict 30 potential FIR laser lines and to confirm previously

proposed assignments of FIR emission lines optically pumped in the

second and third excited torsional states of the C-O stretch state.

The combination loop closure technique provided accurate frequencies

for the observed and predicted FIR laser transitions.



Over the last decade there has been a great deal of interest in

the study of infrared (IR) and far infrared (FIR) spectra of methanol

and its isotopic species [1-261. This is mainly because of a large

number of FIR laser lines obtained from these molecular species when
pumped by a C02 laser. As far as FIR laser emission is concerned the

high resolution spectroscopic study in the IR and FIR regions provide
perhaps the best available method for identifying the quantum numbers
involved in the abosrption and emission transitions. The ground state

FIR transition assignments provide a powerful method for checking the

correctness of the assignment scheme by the loop closure technique

(173. In the case when the emitted frequency is not measured

precisely, the closed loop provides the frequency of the observed

laser line with a precision which is atleast one order of magitude

better than that can be obtained from usual wavelength measurements.

Another aspect of the loop closure technique is that, one can predict

the frequencies of yet unobserved FIR emission transitions possible

from the same upper level with the same order bf precision. The

knowledge of quantum number assignments at FIR lasing transitions is

not only of fundamental spectroscopic interest but also of importance

for optimum operation of the FIR laser through the control of operat-

ing conditions.

In this work, an extensive analysis has been carried out on an IR

spectrum of the C-O stretch fundamental band at a resolution of 0.002

co-' recorded on a BOMEM Fourier transform spectrometer at the
Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics in Ottawa [18-19]. As an immediate

application of this work, we provide valuable confirmation of recently

proposed assignments for IR absorptions and FIR laser emissions pumped

by four different C02 laser lines (131 viz. 9R(8), 9P(20), 9P(26) and

9P(4). Further, 24 potential FIR emission lines are predicted in
CH308 which can be pumped by the following pump lines : sequence band

9R(9) and 13-CO29R(4).
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Another significant finding in the present work is the precise
location of the highly down shifted first excited torsional C-O
stretch transitions. It was found that alternative assignments are
necessary for two recently proposed [22] IR pump/FIR laser systems In-

volving transversely excited atmospheric (TEA) CO laser lines.

We are grateful to Dr.J.W.C.Johns of the Herzberg Institute of
Astrophysics for the use of BOMEM Fourier transform spectrometer.
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STUDY OF MINIATURE OPTICALLY PUMPED FAR-INFRARED LASER

Luo Xizhang and Lin Yikun
(Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, China)

ABSTRACT

Five jaini-OPFIRLs with sample tube 10cm, 5cm, 4.3cm, 3cm and 1.5cm in length,
respectively, were built up and lase sucessfully. Power density and spectral
characteristic of the mini-OPFIRL were studied theoretically and
experimentaly.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, far-infrared(FIR) has been used for radar and communication
I

in outer-space . The devices used in outer-space should be high efficent and
small-sized. Many scholars have been engaged in the study of miniaturization
of FIR devices. A CW optically pumped FIR laser(OPFIRL) cavity of 5cm in

length was reported in 19862. In the same year, Lin Yikun pointed out in his

paper that the optimum length of the sample tube of an OPFIRL was inversely
proportional to the operating gas pressure of the laser and OPFIRL could be
miniaturized if the laser operated at high gas pressure. In this paper,
mini-OPFIRL with sample tube shorter than 10cm was studied theoretically and
experimentally and discussion was given.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MINIATURE OPFIRL

The experimental system for the study of mini-OPFIRL was the same as that
described in reference 4. NH. gas was chosen as the operating gas and 9R(16)

from a TEA-CO2 laser as the pumping source. Emission of pulsed OPFIRL was

detected by a pyroelectric detector and recorded by model-7623 storage
oscilloscope. Five mini-OPFIRLs, made of different materials, with the length
of sample tube 10cm, 5cm, 4.3cm, 3cm and 1.5cm, respectively, were built up
and tested. The results were shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparision of experimental and theoretical reesults of miniature
OPFITRL

Length of sample tube(cm) 10 5 4.3 3 1.5
Material of sample tube glass glass Al Al Al

Pumping power density(MW/cm ) 6 6 4 4 4

Exp. optimum gas pressure(xl10 3Pa) 7.3 10.7 9.3 10.2 6.7

Cal. optimum gas pressure(x103 Pa) 7.7 10.6 9.3 10.7 14.6

Exp. FIR power density(W/cm 2 ) 2.2x103 0.2x10o3 0.x103 50 8.1

Cal. FIR power density(W/cm 2) 142x 103 3x103 38 2.7x10-3 2.6x10-8
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1IT. THEORETICAL STUDY OF MINIATURE OPFIRL

The theoretical calculation was based on the semi-classical density matrix
equations. For simplification, we assumed that the transition of NH3 molecule

in mini-OPFIRL system was confined within three energy levels. The three-level
system assumption was accurate enough for the study of OPFIRL output
characteristics.

The lasing process in an OPFIRL could then be described by density matrix
equtions as follows:

ap t

8p• i •

ih -:h( -j -- 0H',P]
at Ji Jr j

Applying the equations to the three-leve. ýsystem gave the following expression
for FIR gain and IR absorption coefficent:

G*- 7ctB (w32 T(1 )MP 2

) (2)

2Nj j" 12

G t 0lchB w31T.XIP 31 )

ot p

With relations (1) and (2), the output power density of an ASE OPFIRL with the
length 4 of sample tube L cm could be calculated numerically by iteration
method . Fie mini-OPFIRLs mentioned above were calculted. The results were
also listed in Table 1 for comparision, and the calculated frequency
characteristic of a 10cm long OPFIRL with weak longitudinal feedbak was shown
in Fig.l.

300

20

Fig.1 Frequency ccharracteristic of mini-OPFIRL

with weak feedback
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IV. DISCUSSION

1, It has been shown in our experiment and calculation that mini-OPFIRLs with
sample tube as short as 10cm-1.Scm lase FIR eemission suceessfully.

2, Mini-OPFIRL operates at high gas p.-essure which is tens times of that for
ordinary OPFIRL. The linewidth of mini-OPFIRL can be larger than 10GHz, this
is because two AC Stark lines link together as the result of gas pressure

6
broadening and saturation broadening effecc. , The widen laser line is of
significance for frequency tunable FIR laser.

3, The Aoviations of optimum operating gas pressure and output power density
between experimental and calculted results for very short OPFIRL suggest that
transverse feedback from the side wall of the metallic sample tube plays an
active role in mini-OPFIRL. The output FIR power dendity wifl be much enhanced.
We call it transverse feedback effect. A detailed study of trawsverse feedback
enhancement in mini-OPFIRL will be described in other paper.
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Abstract
High-resolution Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) of 13CD3OH has given insights into the

far-in-fared (FIR) laser emission observed when this molecule is optically pumped by a C02 laser. Six IR-
pu*M R-laser transition systems are considered, including two with completely new assignments plus
four which have been presented previously but are discussed further with reference to recently reported
experimental data. Five of the assignment schemes have been rigorously checked by forming closed
combination loops, and accurate FIR laser wavenumbers have been obtained. The superiority in precision
of the FIR laser wavenumbers determined from FTS combination loops over those from traditional
wavelength measurements is demonstrated.

Introduction
The development of efficient FIR lasers with high output power is of interest for many practical

applications, such as plasma diagnostics, scattering measurements, radio astronomy and a variety of solid-
state semiconductor experiments. When a strong 127 .um FIR laser line was found for 13CD3OH optically
pumped by the 10P(8) CO2 laser line, and proved to be the second most efficient known [1,21, it was
quickly utilized as a diagnostic on the Princeton tokamak. This discovery triggered our spectroscopic
interest in this rather exotic isotopomer of methanol, and stimulated systematic high-resolution Fourier
transform investigations of the spectra of 13CD3OH in various regions by our group. The scope of this
present paper will be restricted to the two regions particularly relevant to the FIR laser assignment
problem, namely the C-O stretching band centred at approximately 980 cm-1 in the infrared (IR) and the
ground vibrational torsion-rotation band spread throughout the FIR. The former overlaps very well with
the CO2 laser bands so provides the IR pump transitions for the FIR lasers, while the latter gives essential
information for the construction of frequency loops for confirmation or prediction of the FIR laser
wavenumbers. As a consequence, many FIR laser emission lines have now been observed and a number
of transitions assigned within the first excited C-O stretching state [1,3-81.

F7 Spectrum and Experimental Details
High-resolution Fourier transforn, spectra of 13CD3OH were obtained from 15-240 and 815-1030

cm-I at a resolution of 0.002 cm-I on the modified DA3.002 Bomem spectrometer at the Herzberg Institute
of Astrophysics in Ottawa. The spectra were recorded at room temperature using 4 transits of a 0.5 m
multipass White cell (for a total path length of 2 m). The sample pressure was 40 mTorr for the FIR region
and 100 mTorr for the C-0 stretching region, giving minimal pressure broadening. The sample was
supplied by MSD Isotopes of Montreal at 99 atom-% purity. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, multiple
scans were co-added for the final interferograms. The relative precision of recorded frequencies is believed
to be of the order of ±0.0002 cm- 1 or better for strong unblended lines, while the absolute accuracy based
on calibration with naturally-present H20 lines is estimated to be approximately ±0.0005 cm-1.
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FIR Laser Assignments for 13CD 3 0H

The FIR laser transition identifications and owavenumber predictions for 13CD 3OH were
accomplished in two steps. First, the C-O str•tch band was extensively analyzed and assigned to determine
the coincidences between the parent IR absorptions and the C02 pump laser lines. Next, the ground state
FIR information was brought in to combine with the IR pump and FIR laser data to form closed JR/FIR
transition loops. The frequency combination relations from these loops provided rigorous checks on the
FIR laser transition assignment schemes as well as yielding accurate predictions for the laser
.'avenumbers. A typical loop scheme is illustrated in Fig. I for the IOR(40) CO2 pumping system at +132

M Hz offset from the pump laser centre frequency. With the extensive closed loop diagrams that can be
formed from the transitions shown in Fig. 1, the wavenumber of FIR laser line Lb is confirmed through
three independent combination relations:

Lb = P+d-h+i-I = 63.6125
= E+c-h+g-H = 63.6128 } Average = 63.6125cm-1
= E+a-e+f-H = 63.6121

The self-consistency of these results along with the excellent agreement between our mean value of
63.6125 cm- 1 and the direct frequency measurement value [7] of 63.61260 cm-1 serve as strong
confirmation of our assignments. They also demonstrate clearly the superior precision of the FIR laser
wavenumbers predicted from the combination loops over that obtainable from traditional wavelength
measurement accuracies of typically ±0.5 4m (Lb wzs reported as 157.2 4tm). This precision can be
apptled to the two further FIR laser lines. [Lal (11) and Lc (11), associated with the scheme of Fig. 1. No
ou;..Jt,"vation of La has yet been reported, while for Lc only a wavelength measurement is available. From
our ioops, we predict wavenumbers for these lines as follows:

[La] = P-A = 8.9122 Lc = P +d-G = 53.5039
= C-D = 8.9121 = E+a-F = 53.5040

In all, we have identified 15 1R-pump/FIR-laser transition systems so far with our FTS information, some
of which have already been reported [8]. Our results for the six systems which are either new or have had
additional FIR laser information reported recently [7] are collected in Table 1. Most of the assignments are

rigorously confirmed with spectroscopic loop data, allowing accurate FIR laser wavenumbers to be
deduced. In general, our calculated wavenumbers in Table I are in good agreement with those obtained
from accurate laser frequency measurements [7].

Three further comments may be made. First, for System #3, the new observation of laser line Lb
.:'es down the transition assignments nicely. Originally, there had been some uncertainty since only the

line La, had been reported [41 and assigned as a AK=O a-type FIR laser line [8]. Such a-type lines are
%yver sensitive to quantum numbers other than J, so require caution in their identification. Our energy

,<2eme for System #3 predicts that there should be a third FIR laser line, [Lc], at 10.8816 cm-1 with
P,,erendicular polarization, as shown in Table 1. Secondly, we had originally presented System #5 with
: 10R(8) CO 2 pump [8] only as a potential system for optical pumping and FIR lasing. The new
(o,ýervations [7] have confirmed this prediction, and-have verified our proposed wavenumber for laser line
Li. Lastly, for System #4 involving n=2 second excited torsional levels, we have not yet identified all of
tc,;v weak excited torsional series in the IR and FIR spectra necessary to form loops to confirm the
.u'o,7nments unambiguously. The plausibility of our proposed scheme, therefore, rests principally on the
agreement between the reported wavenumber for laser line La and our best calculated value for this Q-
hranch transition in the excited state, together with the fact that the wavenumber difference of cm-I
herween lines La and Lb is entirely consistent with the value of cm-1 calculated for a J=19-418 a-type
rr:nsition using our mean observed n=2 excited-state B-value of cm-1. We hope that further spectroscopic

du:ecrive work will lead to the assignments needed to close a variety of combination loops to verify this
proposal definitively in future.
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HOWTATIONARY LASER BEAN SPATIAL STRUCTURE SIMULATION.

L. V. Yurchenko

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics
of Ukrainian Academy of Science, Xharkov, Ukraine.

The effective numerical method for the approximate calculation

of the evolution of the wave field from the moment of its excitation

in the open resonator is proposed with the aim of the examination of

nonstationary fields in the resonator of different configuration

filled with nonlinear active media. This method is based on using the

sequent integral transformations of the wave field completed with

the account of the small correction of its amplitude and phase

stimulated by the influence of the medium. The method mentioned is

suitable for quasi-optical resonators of mm, sub am and far infrared

regions of waves.

By this method the following situations were considered: when

the resonator is filled 1) with nonstationary medium that can be in-

homogeneous in transversal and Cor) longitudinal directions; 2) with

nontationary weakly nonlinear medium; 3) with nonstationary inhomo-

geneous inverted medium in which a stimulated radiation appears;

4) with stationary anisotropic medium in which a short RF-impulse is

propagating. Let's consider as the most interesting example the third

case. In this case the method allows to calculate self-consistently

the evolution of the transversal spatial structure and the angular

dispersion of the radiation field of the laser with the different

mechanism of the creation of the inversion of quantum level popula-

tions C chemical reaction, pumping by the RF-charge, optical pumping,

etc. ) taking into account the instabilities which can appear at any

moment of the time, with the aim to optimize laser characteristics.

The application of the discussed method in this situation is

based on the possibility to use the approximation of the frequency

single-mode generation regime and the fact that the field changes

slowly during the single pass through the resonator. Owing to this

the field evolution during each pass mainly can be calculated by

the solution of the linear wave equation for the complex amplitude of

the field

AU kC k2 U - 0 C1)r

in the form of Sonwerfeld's integral. There r is the middle value
.U33-



of the complex permittivity during the pass, k = cw'c is the wave

nuw@her in the vacuva. Additional field variation, which appear during

the pass time C or some part of it ) can be take into account in the

form of corrections depending on the process predominating in the

given moment of the time and the given part of the medium. These

corrections can be calculated self-consistently depending on the

field itself and they can take into account the nonstationarity of

the external influences. So the correction to the amplitude of the

field owing to nonlinear inhomogeneous amplification is calculated

from the kinetic equations of the level populations, which in a

number of cases of inverted medium have the following form
N 2eOt a k1 CH - N 2)I - Ck2 J k3)N2 (2)

where N is the concentration of the active centers, N2  N2 Cp, t, lf

is the population of the upper quantum level, I - ICp,t) is the

pumping power, ki, k 2 , k 3  are the factors describing the transition

probability that are defined by the Einstein's coefficients, p is the

radius-vector in the cuvettw cross section C axial symmetry of the

pumping power and active medium was supposed ).

The amplification coefficient of the field on given part of the

medium, is defined depending on N by the following equation

Co(P,t, u) a r N2CP, t, ) C 3)

where r is the proportionality coefficient depending on the quantum

energy, the radiation line width and the corresponding Einstein's

coefficient.

The correction to the field phase is obtained from the equations

describing the optical inhomogeneity appearing in the medium. In

principle the method allows to take into account any sufficiently

gradual inhomogeneity of a medium. Let us use here as an example

the refraction index nCpt) the quadratic in the coordinate p

nCp,t) - nC1 + f3Ct) p 2
,') C4)

where the lactor 0(Ct) describes the dynamics of the of the optical

irAriomcogeneity variation due to excitation of the active medium.

Le• us consider some results obtained by the mentioned method

t. vit uecribe the dynamics of the formation of the spatial mode

str-acture of the laser radiation with the wavelength of X = 10.6 pm

,,i-. ,.• influence of the short sufficiently power impulse of the

oUl,,;rng. The Aimulationa carried out at the small levels of the

j,.nM,,xng have- *lemonstrated thzi i;- 'he cases of the weakly focusing or
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defocusing medium the gradual localization or expansion of the field

region is observed when compared with the convenient original mode

of the empty resonator. The inhomogeneity of the amplification

coefficient in these cases does not exert significant influence on

the common shape of field distribution. More interesting phenomena

take place at the large pumping power. If the medium becomes focusing

one C this happens when the pumping energy is mostly absorbed near

the cuvette walls ) the localization of the field also takes place in

the beginning of the process ( Fig.a ). However, wit'-i increasing

the field amplitude owing to power stimulated radiation both the

inversion and the amplification on the cuvette axis begin to decrease

C Fig.b ). As a result, the annular field distribution in the beam

cross section is forming. The mechanism of the field spatial

structure evolution described here is sufficiently universal and it

can work in a lot of cases. In the same time, in the case of the

defocusing medium this mechanism does not become apparent because

of more homogeneous field distribution across the beam.

So in this work a simple effective and sulficiently universal

method of the calculation of the fields in the resonators with the

inhomogerieous and nonstationary medium which allows quickly to

calculate the fields in a lot of practical physical situations has

been developed.

JU1J, rel. un. Arel.un. I/I lgP'Pmax max

1.5 -.. -

-0.1

0 pr cm 4 0 p, cm 4 0 t,ls 6

a b c

Fig. Dependences of the complex amplitude of the field (a) and

the amplification Cb) in the cuvette cross section and the total

energy of radiation (c) during the pumping impulse C the resonator

length L a 100 cm); -o- .s, --- Is, -x- a.s5s, --- 3tis, - 6us.
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COMPLEX DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS OF MILLIMETER WAVE AND

FAR-INFRARED MATERIALS*

Mohammed Nurul Afsar and Hua Chi
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Medford, Massachusetts 02155 - 5528

ABSTRACT

The absorption coefficient of most low absorbing materials increases almost linearly with increasing
frequency at millimeter wave frequencies. For ceramic boron nitride, the absorption also increases with
increasing frequency atleast to about 600 GHz. Single crystal high resistivity silicon has the lowest
absorption at room temperature in the entire millimeter wavelength region. Our new broadband continuous
wave low temperature (6, 30, 76 K and 300 K) measurement on single crystal sapphire reveal that its
absorption coefficient value shows a minimum around 180 GHz for low temperatures. Extra high resistivity
silicon is by far the best window material as regards the absorption loss is concerned at room temperature.

INTRODUCTION

The search for an ideal window material for high power- high frequency gyrotron is still on [ I- 31. At
millimeter wave frequency region, the absorption coefficient of most low-absorbing window materials
increases with increasing frequency. This i, ecause of the tail of lattice vibration or phonon absorption or
various other absorption mechanisms present at submillimeter and far and mid infrared spectral region for
s-lid crystalline and polycrystalline materials. For diamond and single crystal silicon, the monoatomic
diamond crystal structure suggests the lattice vibration absorption to appear at frequencies in the infrared
region. The entire mid-infrared, far-infrared, submilli'neter and millimeter wave region herefore should be
free from the tail effect of lattice or phonon absorption bands. Our highest resistivity ( 11,000 ohm-cm)
compensated silicon also shows the absence of the microwave and millimeter wvave free carrier absorption.
Wec have an extra low- loss material but it is possible that we may have to improve its thermo-mechanical
properties by coating it with diamond film evaporation. One expects to see a good room temperature low-
absorption loss and mechanically strong window perhaps edge cooled by fluro-carbon fluid. The absorptior
coefficient of all presently uz;cd gyrotron window materials increases with increasing frequency. The cryo-
edge-cooling would increase the complexity of a window syste-m although it is expected ,hat the absorption
cnefficient will decrease with decreasing temperature. At lower temperature a phonon or lattice vibration
peak sharpens and the tail effect subsides or reduces significantly. So far we have found two potential room
temperature low absorption coefficient materials for 140 and 280 GHz, but we need to improve
mechanical and thermal characteristics of these two types of materials. For cryo-edge-cooling one would
choose a temperature wnere the thermal conductivity has its highest value. It is difficult to measure
ex.rern. low loss tangent or absorption coefficient value. We have improved the sensitivity of our
bror.Jband oispersivc Fourier transform spectrometers. We now can measure losses as low as 40 -
rnicot:'diains. In our dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy we use a thick specimen in order to have
highzr tiantsmissive loss through the specimen compared to its surface reflection losses. In an open
resonatcr technique, the thickness restriction is different. The thickness of the specimen needs to be small
and has te

"T hir. - --catich progmm is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fusion Research
,r..titgh Lwrvncý Li'vermore National Laboratory.
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Figure I Comparison of absorption coefficient spectra of high resistivity silicon(resistivity = 11,000 ohm-
cm), relatively low resistivity silicon ("general Diode" silicon resistivity = 1,500 ohm-cm ), single crystal

sapphire and alumina 995 at room tempertature

be approximately equal to an even multiple of guide wavelength inside the material. One needs to be
extremely careful during measuremcnts in such a system since the stability of such a system depends on
stability of frequency, detection, cavity length and cavity Q. Effec.s such as vibration, temperature
fluctuations can easily detoriate the measurement pr-cision by a big factor. Both of our measurement
systems arc by far the most sensitive system availablc at millimeter wave and far-infrared frequencies. A
comparison and agreement of data obtained by two different systems assure us the measurement accuracy
for extra low absorption materias. Figure I shows the comparison of absorption coefficient spectra for
several potential low loss dielectric materials over the frequency region 60 - 450 GHz. The absorption
coefficient of single crystal extra high resistivity silicon is very small in the entire millimeter wave region.
Around 120 GHz, it is so low that i, is difficult to measure.

BROAD- BAND .")NTINUOUS WAVE MEASUREMENT

We have used our dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy together with a polarization two beam
interferometer for the measurement of complex refractive index, complex dielectric permittivity and loss
tangent at room temperature over the frequency range 60 - 450 GHz. The specimen was rotated until the
maximum signal was attained ( E- field perpendicular to the orientation of the drawing of the ceramic
specimen. i.e ordinary ray). The specimen thickness was one inch. The interferogram signal with a thin
specimen (0.125 inch) of the same boron nitride was used as a reference. The real pait of the permitlivity
value for boron nitride is very low compared to silicon and sapphire. This is an advantage when a lower
reflection loss is desired.
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THE NEW LOW TEMPERATURE BROAD BAND FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER

The van-temp type dewar is well known for varying temperatures in the range 1.8 K to 300 K. The liquid
helium exchange gas and heating mechanism were utilized to change the temperature in the range 1.8 to 300
kelvin. One can hold the temperature to within 0.5 degree kelvin. Two temperature sensors were used, one
at the exchange gas controller and the other sensor (callibratcd) at the specimen. The diameter of the cool
working area of the dewar is about 80 mm. This allows us to insert a 3 inch diameter specimen inside the
dewvar. The interferometer optics size is 60 mm. The dispersive Fourier transform intcrferometrvwŽ>
adapted, so that the specimen arm acts as the fixed mirror arm. The dewar is mounted on a mii aid it is.
casilv detachable for specimen insertion. Free standing vwire grid polarizers were used for beam •,httin,,
mechanism and indium antimonide hot electron bolometcr detector was usecd for millimeter wavC c•er,i
detection. Figure 2 compares the absorption coefficient spectra of single crystal sapphire at 6 K. 30K. 7?,}i
and 300 K
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Figure 2 Comparison of absorytion coefficient spectra of single crystal sapphire at 6.5 K, 30K, 77K and
300K
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Figure 3 Comparison of refraction spectra for Sapphire at 6.5 K, 30K, 77 K and 300 K
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